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THE COLD REGIONS RESEARCH AND
ENGINEERING LABORATORY

In nearly half the land of the Northern Hemisphere, the cold of winter freezes the
earth and covers it with ice and snow. Low temperatures continue throughout the
year in much of the Arctic and Antarctic, perpetually challenging the men and

women who live and work there.
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To adapt to the environmental conditions of these cold regions, we must fully understand their special characteristics. We must determine how the cold affects our
activities and how our civilization in turn affects the cold regions. We must also
learn how to adjust to the extreme changes that take place between summer and win-

ter seasons.
Gaining this knowledge through scientific and engineering research, and making
the results available to governmental, military and other public organizations, is the
job of CRREL-the Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory of the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

THE MISSION
CRREL is a federal laboratory with a special mission-to understand the characteristics of the cold regions of the world and to apply this knowledge to make it
easier for people to live and work there.
CRREL was created in 1961 by combining two existing Corps of Engineers organizations: the Arctic Construction and Frost Effects Laboratory and the Snow, Ice
and Permafrost Research Establishment. Between them the two labs brought together at CRREL a group of research personnel with expertise in virtually all aspects
of cold regions science and technology.
As a Corps of Engineers lab, CRREL has the advantage of the Corps' long-held
tradition of service to the nation. CRREL research facilities and expertise are available to any federal, state or local agency that has need for them, and work has occasionally been done for private organizations as well. This approach helps to account
for the diversity of research activities at CRREL and the overall character of the laboratory. Each research or study project, whether funded by the Corps of Engineers
or other agencies, has a well-defined scope and objective chosen by its sponsor.

Sonar profiling of pressure ridge keel in Beaufort Sea.
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Scanning electron microscope

CRREL PERSONNEL AND FACILITIES
Cold regions science and technology is a specialty that cuts across traditional disciplinary lines. As a result, the CRREL staff is quite diverse, with specialists from
many different backgrounds. The total staff numbers about 300, including more
than 100 research scientists and engineers. These researchers include civil, hydraulic,
electrical, chemical and mechanical engineers, and agronomists, biologists, chemists, geographers, geologists, geophysicists, glaciologists, meteorologists, physicists
and soil scientists. In addition, scientists and engineers from other institutions often
pursue long-term research projects at the laboratory.
The support staff at CRREL also comprises a variety of professionals. Administrators, support engineers, technicians, computer specialists, photographers, illus-

Instrumentation in vehicle Jor measuring mobility through snow
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Model of ice control structure in Ice Engineering Facility
trators, editors, typesetters, secretaries and dozens of others help to keep the !aboratory running smoothly. These personnel often bring their expertise outside CRREL
when needed for the research projects of other organizations.
The physical facilities that support the CRREL research effort really merit the description "unique." The main laboratory building contains 24 coldroom laboratories, many capable of achieving temperatures of -30 'C or below. Along with the cold
laboratories are chemistry, physics, soils and electronics labs with highly specialized
equipment for research at below-freezing temperatures.
In 1978 an Ice Engineering Facility was completed that is devoted to the study of
problems caused by ice in waterways. This lab, acclaimed as the finest in the world,
permits research that will lessen the effects of winter on the nation's waterways. In
the Ice Engineering Facility is a refrigerated modeling area in which scaled-down
rivers, harbors and lakes can be studied, a tilting refrigerated flume for river ice research, and a large test basin in which ice force problems can be studied at nearly
full-scale dimensions.
The Frost Effects Research Facility, completed in 1985, is be devoted to the study
of frost action in soils. This laboratory contains refrigerated research areas for
below-freezing testing of pavements, foundations and underground utilities, and
permits the study of destructive freeze-thaw cycles in a controlled setting.
CRREL also has an Alaskan Projects Office at Fairbanks with a research and supporting staff to aid in conducting CRREL's many projects in Alaska. In Fox,
Alaska, CRREL excavated and helps to maintain a research tunnel in permafrost,
the only facility of its type in the Western World.

CRREL RESEARCH
Snow and iee
Basic to the understanding of the cold regions is the study of snow and ice. Because they change with the characteristics of their environment, snow and ice are far
more complex than most people realize.
vi

Examining an ice core

Drilling through ice in Antarctica

CRREL scientists and engineers have extensively studied both freshwater ice and
sea ice. They have extracted drill cores from ice caps, icebergs and sea ice floes to
scrutinize them with a number of analytical methods. Crystalline structure, which
can greatly affect strength characteristics, has been investigated microscopically and
with specialized radar devices. The minute quantities of certain elements in ice cores
have been determined to the precision of I part per billion, and electron micrographs
have revealed trace particles in snow crystals under thousands of powers of magnification.
The accumulation of ice on helicopter blades, ship superstructures, and communications antennas is a problem that has received considerable attention. CRREL researchers have explored the basic mechanisms that cause the ice accumulation and
have developed methods for its prevention.
Ice can be a source of support for buildings, vehicles and machinery placed over
water bodies or on glacial ice. But ice can also be a source of destruction when sheets
of sea ice crush against navigation structures or river ice smashes against bridges. To

Strength testing machine
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make use of its positive aspects and to guard against its destructive effects, the engineering properties of ice must be thoroughly known. Strength testing of ice samples
and the measurement of ice forces on instrumented structures has revealed much information about the basic properties of different types of ice.
Snow also takes many different forms, depending on temperature, age, and snowpack pressure. In glaciers, snow is transformed by the pressure of the accumulating
snowpack first into a consolidated substance called firn and then eventually into ice.
The massive ice sheets-such as those in Greenland and Antarctica-were formed in
this way, and examination of the drill cores has revealed thousands of years of climatic history.
Research on mountain glaciers has helped to explain the forces that were working
thousands of years ago when much of the Northern Hemisphere was covered with
ice. The accumulation and breakup of the massive Antarctic glaciers have been carefully studied, as any fluctuation could drastically affect the global climate and the
level of the world's oceans. Even the effects of the eruptions of Mt. St. Helens on its
glaciers have been observed by CRREL scientists.
Melting of snow and the subsequent runoff are important to flood control and hydroelectric power production. Predictive models developed for estimating snowmelt
and runoff have compared favorably with results from test sites. Eventually this
work may result in accurate methods of predicting the amount and rate of spring
runoff into watersheds throughout the country.
Frozen ground
Along with snow and ice, the other major natural material in cold regions is frozen ground. This material is even more complex, as it can take a multitude of forms.
In the Far North, permanently frozen ground or permafrost is of particular concern
because ice-rich permafrost will melt and settle if seriously disturbed. In virtually all
areas with subfreezing temperatures, frost heaving can be a very destructive force to
roads, airfields, pipelines, and all types of foundations.
An extensive effort has been made to understand the basic mechanisms of frost
heaving so that this phenomenon can be reliably predicted. Although heaving can be

StInstallinga emperature-monitoring system in ground along transAlaska pipeline haul road
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prevented by placement of soils that permit sufficient drainage, these soils are becoming increasingly scarce and expensive in many areas. Special techniques, such as
surrounding problem soils with water-resistant membranes and precisely classifying
soils with marginal frost susceptibility, promise to reduce both construction costs
and potential for frost damage.
As with snow and ice, the mechanical properties of permafrost and seasonally frozen ground must be well understood before construction on these materials can take
place. A number of laboratory and field tests have been devised to determine the
moisture content and the frost-susceptibility of soils. In permafrost regions, an extensive program has sought to determine the ground ice content at substantial depths
by electromagnetic methods and core drilling. CRREL researchers have helped to
discover the characteristics of the permafrost beneath the Beaufort Sea near the oil
fields at Prudhoe Bay, Alaska.
Cold regions construction
Among CRREL's first accomplishments was the design of airfields and living fa
cilities in Greenland and Antarctica. This emphasis on cold regions construction has
actively continued since that time. Major accomplishments have been the moving of
a 3300-ton DEW Line station in Greenland onto a new and more stable foundation,
and assistance in preparing design and installation procedures for the thousands of
piles that support the aboveground portions of the trans-Alaska pipeline.
The design of roads and airfields has received particular emphasis. Experimental
roads in New Hampshire and Alaska have tested new building techniques for cold
regions. A study of the "haul road," built to bring materials to construction sites
along the trans-Alaska pipeline, has shown the 360-mile-long road's response to the
harsh northern climate and its effects upon the surrounding environment. In remote
areas of Alaska, construction of airfields that are insulated from the permafrost has
prevented disturbance of the ground ice and deterioration of the tundra.

Mfeasuring movement of trans-Alaska pipeline
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A ir-transportableshelter
CRREL engineers have designed an air-transportable shelter for use in severe cold
regions, and have conducted a long-term program on the correct design of roofs in
heavy snowfall areas. From an extensive statistical analysis, a method of estimating
roof snow loads for any area in the United States has been developed. in one application of their expertise, CRREL engineers determined the roof load at the time of
the collapse of the huge roof of the Hartford, Connecticut, Civic Center.
Other CRREL construction-related research has investigated the use of special asphaltic paving mixtures and concretes that can be placed at low temperatures. Blasting techniques for use in permafrost and on ice have been developed. And CRREL
engineers have worked with several agencies in remedying the detrimental effects of
cold weather on existing facilities. In particular, one program found better ways to
repair potholes in northern roads.
Land transportation
In areas where no roads exist or where they are clogged with snow, land transportation with conventional vehicles can be extremely difficult or virtually impossible.
This problem has been addressed in two ways. First, methods are being developed
for predicting the performance of wheeled and tracked vehicles in snow so that their
design can be improved.

Laying asphalt concrete at Deadhorse Airfield, near Prudhoe Bay, Alaska
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A second approach was a study of the use of surface-effect vehicles ("hovercraft")
in arctic regions. These vehicles, modified for arctic use, were found to work well
over snow-covered tundra, and they had little effect on the underlying permafrost.
Environmental protection
Due to the instability of ice-rich permafrost and the short growing season in
northern regions, environmental protection is crucial. Several CRREL researchers
have taken part in studies of the climate and biology of northern Alaska that are
providing the first detailed documentation of this environment.
The impact of civilization has also been closely monitored. A long-term study has
shown the effects of artificial oil spills on vegetation in a controlled environment,
and the clean-up methods for spills along the trans-Alaska pipeline have been carefully observed to determine their effectiveness.
Restoration of areas damaged by construction activities has been documented and
strategies developed to speed recovery. CRREL scientists have monitored erosion
control and restoration activities along the entire trans-Alaska pipeline and on test
slopes in New Hampshire and Alaska. Procedures for mapping wetlands through
aerial photography and satellite imagery are being developed as part of a nationwide
Corps of Engineers land use inventory. Similar remote sensing methods have assessed
shore erosion in the Great Lakes and at Cape Cod and determined the potential environmental impact of construction projects in Alaska and northern Maine.
A multimillion dollar research program on improving methods for the land treatment of wastewater has been completed. Land treatment renovates municipal wastewater in a scientifically controlled manner to maximize the removal of waste substances and to minimize environmental effects and eneigy ccsts. The land treatment
research program has placed this new technology on a firmer engineering basis so
that millions of dollars will be saved in the construction and operation of t,-w
systems.

Sampling wastewater applied to a land treatment
system
Xi

Blasting an ice jam.

High flow bubbler system (foreground)to keep ice from entering lock
Ice engineering
CRREL's Ice Engineering Facility has already been used in a variety of ways to
improve winter navigation in cold regions. Studies of model icebreakers, conducted
in the large refrigerated test basin, have resulted in devices that keep ice from damaging the ships' propellers. Studies of the interaction of moving ice sheets with test
structures have helped to explain the destruction of offshore navigation facilities
and to formulate new designs.
Refrigerated flume studies have resulted in methods for minimizing ice accumulation at dams and water intakes. Large-scale modeling of ice control structures in the
Ice Engineering Facility's research area has demonstrated how existing structures
can be modified and new ones designed to help protect shipping in ice-clogged
northern rivers. As ice jams cause serious flooding each year in northern communities, the mechanics of ice jamming have received considerable attention so that this
phenomenon can be prevented or controlled.
Various methods of keeping navigation locks free of ice have been devised to help
extend the navigation season of the upper Ohio River system and St. Lawrence Seaway. The development of underwater air bubblers to keep navigation channels open
has been applied extensively in northern harbors and navigation facilities.
Energy conservation
Due to the large heating requirements of buildings in cold regions, several projects
have focused on conserving energy while maintaining comfortable living conditions.
Infrared sensing devices have been used extensively to detect heat losses and wet inxii

Checking heat flow data
sulation. From these infrared surveys, recommendations can be made as to how to
most cost-effectively improve the thermal performance of a building's walls and
roof.
Heat pumps for reclaiming waste heat from industrial cooling water have been
studied and used to heat two buildings at CRREL. A method of analyzing the thermal losses from heat distribution systems has helped to maximize the efficiency of
centralized heating systems, and a project in Alaska has assessed the use of waste
heat for improving agricultural production in the Far North.
Military operations
To aid the Army in preparing for military action in cold regions is one of CRREL's
continuing concerns. Field tests have shown that snow fortifications can be used for
stopping small arms fire, and an extensive program has contributed to the design of
a baseplate for a lightweight mortar.
Currently, CRREL is coordinating extensive tests on the effects of winter weather
on the electro-optical guidance systems used in modern weapons. The test program
will lead to an understanding of the performance of these systems during heavy
snowfall and other adverse weather conditions. Another program is examining the
effects of the cold regions environment on land mines.

Mine sensitivity test
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CRREL library

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Since scientific and technological research depends on the effective transfer of information, CRREL has a very active publication program. CRREL publishes approximately 100 technical reports each year, along with a general-interest newsletter.
In addition, CRREL maintains a current international bibliography of available
cold regions publications entitled the Bibliography on Cold Regions Science and
Technology. Approximately 140,000 publications have been accessioned to date.
New CRREL publications are listed in the laboratory's information bulletin and in a
cumulative annual supplement. The results of many CRREL investigations are also
published in professional journals.
The CRREL library maintains an extensive collection of material on cold regions
science and technology. The library is open to the public and welcomes requests
from other organizations for information about cold regions technical literature.
All CRREL publications can be obtained from the National Technical Information Service, Springfield, Virginia, 22161. Some are available directly from the
CRREL Publications Office. For general information about the laboratory,contact
CRREL 's Public Affairs Office at the following address:
USACRREL
72 Lyme Road
Hanover, New Hampshire 03755
Telephone: 603-646-4292
(Autovon 684-4292)
CRREL welcomes requests from other organizations for assistance with cold
regions problems. These requests will be forwarded to the engineer or scientist who
specializes in the specific problem area.
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Special Reports
Special
contains
variety The
of types
of Report
reports series
that do
not falla wide
within
the
CRREL Report category, e.g. literature reviews,
data compilations, interim reports.

DESCRIPTION OF CRREL
TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS
Science and Technology
The Bibliography on Cold Regions Science and
Technology was first published in 1951 and is a
continuing publication of the Cold Regions Bibliography Section of the Library of Congress. It is
sponsored by and prepared for CRREL. Volumes
1-15 were issued as the Bibliography on Snow, Ice
and Permafrost, SIPRE Report 12. Beginning
with volume 16 the title was changed to Bibliography on Snow, Ice and Frozen Ground, with Abstracts, and with volume 23 the current title was
adopted.
Nearly all of the literature cited in the Bibliography on Cold Regions Science and Technology
has been placed on microfiche and is available
from the Library of Congress or CRREL library,
Those interested in purchasing a photocopy of
documents cited should address their request to:
The Library of Congress, Photo Duplication Service, Dept. C-177, 10 First Street S.E., Washington, D.C. 20540. A complete bibliographic citation should be given. Online search of the Bibliography on Cold Regions Science and Technology
(File Cold) is offered by
ORBIT Search Service
8000 Westpark Drive
McLean, VA 22102
703-442-0900
800-421-7229
FAX: 703-893-4632
Collect calls from Canada accepted.
You may contact the CRREL library for additional information.

Monographs
The Cold Regions Science and Engineering
Monograph series comprises comprehensive reviews of a field of scientific or technical knowledge with analysis and evaluation.
Miscellaneous Publications
This series chiefly includes papers by CRREL
authors that are published outside the laboratory
(e.g. journal articles, conference papers, reports
published by other agencies.)
Internal Reports and Technical Notes
The Internal Report series contains documents
that have not been published for reasons such as
excessive expense, limited interest, etc. Copies are
available for review in the CRREL library. Technical Notes are informal, preliminary, unreviewed
papers that are not intended for external distribution.

AVAILABILITY OF PUBLICATIONS
Most CRREL reports are announced as published in Government Reports Announcements, a
semi-monthly abstract journal. They are available
from the National Technical Information Service
(NTIS), Springfield, VA 22161. The telephone
number is 703-487-4650.

Current Literature-Cold Regions
Science and Technology
Current Literature is also prepared for CRREL
by the Cold Regions Bibliography Section of the
Library of Congress. All CRREL reports and outside publications are announced as published. The
12 monthly listings are proofed, cumulated and
published along with indexes each year as the
Bibliography on Cold Regions Science and Technology.

HOW TO ORDER

CRREL Reports
The results of all major research efforts at
CRREL are published in the CRREL Report
series.

the warehouse; priority printing if reproduction
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ordered.
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2. Premium Service is a day and night toll-free
telephone ordering procedure ensuring order processing and mailing within 4 to 9 days to NTIS Deposit Account or American Express, Visa or MasterCard customers. The $3.50 fee for each item is
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is placed upon the quantitative understanding of pressure theory is extended concepm ly to three dimensio.
Triexridging
Other areas of major interest are atmophric al teat data by Haynes for anow-ice are shown in this
characteristics and ecological efects.
A list of publicaions three-dimensional fracture theory. The test data are slightly
generated is included.
les than thoe predictd when the void in the snow-ice
isall
Clt 76-2
PROTECTED MEMBRANE ROOFS IN COLD

C 76-09
SITE ACCESS FOR A SUBARCTIC RESEARCH
EFFORT.
Slaughter, C.W., Apr. 1976, 13p., ADA-026 624, 9
refs.
31-4169
RESEARCH PROJECTS, REMOTE SENSING,
SITE ACCESSIBILITY.
Access to study arem,may be an important factor in ingterm fied-oriented research, particularly in regions without
well-develope road and communication
In a
wildland hydrometorology research pr t in brctic Alaska, acexs to and within a 40-square-ml research watershed
has been developed both in accordance with a general plan
prepared at project inception and in response to developij
research requirements.
Foot trails, trails for "of-road
low-ground-pressure tracked vehicles, helicopter tranepot
-t&erm da recorders, and radio telemetry of deat have
beenestimates
incorporated in an access and communications system
Cost
indicate that incorporation of gravel roads
into the system
be economically
advantageous, given
adequate
fundingwould
for initial
road construtiom

CR 76-0
WATER FLOW THROUGH VEINS IN ICE.
Colbeck, S.C., Apr. 1976, 5p., ADA-026 631, 8 reft. CR 76-10
REGIONS.
DE-ICING USING LASERS.
Aamot, H.W.C., et al, Mar. 1976,27p., ADA-025 226, 314166
2
GLACIERS, WATERFLOW, WATER PRESSURE, Lane, J.W., et al, Apr. 1976, 5p., ADA-026 637, 27
M
32 refs.
refs.
MATERIALS.
POROUS
Schaefer, D.
Water flow through the vein structure of temperate ice is Marshall, SJ.
31-4162
INSULATION, described as Darcian flow in which the pressure gradient 31-4170
ROOFS,
ROS,
A WATERPROOFING,
ATYS .
Iis
determined from vein de and overburden pre -.
A ICE REMOVAL, LASERS, STRUCTURES, DAMCOST ANALYSIS.
solution method for the reaulting equation is given and two AGE.
Protected membrane roofs have the prerequisites for better special cases are omidered.
For ateady floWthe equilvium The feasibility of employing a laser to de-ice remote surfaes
performance and the experience to date is encouraging.
The vein sine is a function of depth and, by nelctin the was investigated.
A Nd:Glhm Iaer, wavelen& 1.06 miresults of performance measurements of three roolk built effect of iffusion, It ia shown that flow perturbations mntro- crometers, and a Ruby laser, wavelength 6943A, were used
by the Corps of Engineerts verify that the mambrane remains duced at the surface propagate downward at a constant to irradiate ice grown upon six types of substrates - asphalt,
at nearly constant temperature, independent of the weather, speed.
These perturtations propate so slowly that even bras, concrete, aluminum, steel, and stone. It was found that
and that the insulation retains its integrity despite periodic annual surface fluctuations of flow may be eliminated by a single pulse, delivered to the interface between the ice and its
wettin.
Moistur sorPtin is slow and appears to stabilize diffulion before reaching the bottom of the glaier.
substrate at a power density of 100 million to I billion
in time due to the self-dryin nature of the roof.
Het
w atet
poeares .1
to
i
llll
are increased due to rain, and extra insulation shouldfor
lo
substrates. If the initial fracture could be propagated by suiteCR 76-07
trince
be added to compensate for these losses.
of protected membrane roofh to fire, trafic, impact, and CANTILEVER BEAM TESTS ON REINFORCED his scanning of the optical beam over the interface, the ice could
The ted,vAtrstemthods
from the
and be
thusa useful
removed
disrpted
So far, the initial coat ICE.
other adverse forces is superior.
tht
to d-icing
adjunct
could also
go beique
AD
_0
of protected membrane roofs is at a premium, primarily Obstrom, E.G., et al, Apr. 1976, 12p., ADA-025
380
depod upon the existence of an inidta dci. The pres of
due to the coat of concrete pavers.can
The
drpdun the
thee
fcrac.
initial was
wte found to be limited
press
of
redced
e initial
jutifid,
epsr coat
an premium
mizle-producing
owevr, 6b refs.
th
initial frature
by the
can
ca a however,
reduced
repair
manteexncebe csts
indicated by
to the
dte,
and by
the and
loge
life DenHartog, L.
thickness of the ice, the bubble content of the ice, and the
focusing system.
behighp h y 314167
expectancyof the protected membrane.
of superior performance and coat effectivenes is a compelling ICE STRENGTH, ICE ROADS, FLOATING ICE, CR 7611
reason to incorporate protected membrane roofs increasingly REINFORCEMENT (STRUCTURES).
EFFECTS OF RADIATION PENETRATION ON
in Goverment construction.
To determine the effectiveness of reinforcement in ice roads SNOWMELT RUNOFF HYDROGRAPUS.
or other uses of a floating ice sheet a series of in-situ
cantilever beam tests wee run in both seawater ice ad Colbeck, S.C., Apr. 1976, 9p., ADA-025 763, 10 refs.
freshwater ice.
Tests were m ing I-in.-diameter tree For this report from another source see 31-4211.
CR 76.03
branche, 3/16-in.-diameter wire rope and 9/16-in. half-round 31-4171
SURVEY OF DESIGN CRITERIA FOR HAR. wood dowel.
The teats demonstrated clearly thatproperly SNOW HYDROLOGY, RUNOFF, RADIATION
BORS AND CHANNELS IN COLD REGIONSplaced reinforcement increases the bending strengt of the ABSORPTION,
AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY.
Ice
and
showed
further
that reinforcement
reduces to
thereinfforce
chances m~c/tdanvrnsamtouotaita~ea
Water flow through the unsaturated portion of a snowpack
of
equipment
loss.
The
question of whether
Haynes, F.D., Mar. 1976, 32p., ADA-025 226.
or eipmn os
the
is calculated using various assumptions about rditation penetra31H4163
o
gow a t rieqestse as h no tr nes ren free
tonnim
into the snow. The results show that for the purposes
Has
this is more a problem of local economics.
of hydrologic forecasting, it is sufficiently accurate to saume
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, PORTS, CHANNELS (WAthat all of the radiation absorption occurs at the surface.
TERWAYS), ICE LOADS, DESIGN CRITERIA.
CR 76-08
The error in the calculation of flow is largest for very
A world-wide review of the literature applicable to the design PREDICTION OF UNFROZEN WATER CON- shallow snowpscks, but this error ia reduced by radiation
of harbors and channels in cold regions was conducted. TENTS IN FROZEN sons
FROM LIQUID absorption at the base
o
f the snow and by the routing
Forces due to ice movement present the dominant factor DETERMINATIONS.
of meltater through the saturated basal layer.
in the design of marine structures in cold regions.
E s- T
non for clculating the ice force are presented.
.e
Tice, A.R., et l, Apr. 1976, 9p., ADA-026 632, 30 CR 76-12
factor relatins to design criteria such as construction materials, refa.
HEAT TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS OF
structure geometry, and methods of ice suppression are dis- Anderson, D.M., Banin, A.
MELTING AND REFREEZING A DRILL HOLE
cussed.
31-4168
THROUGH AN ICE SHELF IN ANTARCTICA.
SOIL WATER, UNFROZEN WATER CONTENT. Yen, Y.-C., et al, Apr. 1976, 15p., ADA-026 365, 3
During the past decade a number of methods for meauring rt,.
the amount of unfrozen water in partially frozen pound Tien, C.
CR 7 4
ISLANDS OF GROUNDED SEA ICE.
have emerged.
Means of quickly and simply Predicting 314172
unfrozen water contents in clay have become
HE
TA F
BO
LSIE
E
S
Kovacs, A., et al, Apr. 1976, 24p., ADA-025 257, 26 important with the growth of interest in encapulating ca
HEAT TRANSFER, BOREHOLES, ICE SHELVES,
ICE MELTING, REGELATION.
soils compacted at low water contents to serve as
re,.
0ow, A.L., Dehn, W.F.
courses for rows
Unfortunately the measurements requTie The beat tranfer processes associated with melting and refreezsophisticated equipment and, in moat instances, specially ilg a drill hole 500 m in depth and 0.150 m in initial
31-4164
In an effort to simplify the task of radius through an ice shelf were approximately anayzed.
trained
operators.
PHOSPACEBORNE
ICE
ISLANDS,
SEA ICE,
obtaining water-ice phase composition data, methods of cal- The results were expressed in graphical form showin the
TOGRAPHY.
culating phase composition curves from other, simpler measure- time available
for experimentation under the hole ass function
Large areas of grounded se ce have been reported by mnts on soils have been sought.
In this paper we present of heating duration and heating strengthIt was found
erly arctic explorers and more recently by the U.S. Coast a method of deriving the measurement of unfrozen water that the refreei
of the drill hole had a much slower
Guard.
The ESSA, EPTS, NOAA and DMSP satellites contents at various tempersture, from liquid limit determina- rate than the melting of the hole.
(Auth.)
now provide muldspectral Imagery with sufficiently high resolu- tion.
Previous studies have Indicated that phase composition to alow detailed sequential observations to be made ton curves can be well represented by a simple power CR 76-13
of the movement and spatial extent of arctic seaice.
This equation, W sub u - alpha x thet sup beta, where W WINTER THERMAL STRUCTURE AND ICE
report discusses the location, formation and decay of five ar u is the unfrozen water content in g H20/g soil, theta CONDITIONS ON LAKE CHAMPLAIN, VERlawre(> 30 sq kin) islands of groundd sea ice in the southern is the temperature in derees below freeting and alpha and MONT.
Chukchi Sea as observed for an extended period of time beta are empirical constants characteristic of a given Mo. Bates, R.E., June 1976, 22p., ADA-027 146, 9 refs.
sing satellite imagery.
Measurements of the bathymetry When the liquid limits of a large group of sisenmpaing 314173
around one poounded e ea feature are presented aong a wide rse of textures were regressed against values of
with observations made and photos taken from the ice surface. alpha, the correlation was found to be rmarkably ood. LAKE ICE, THEPMAL REGIME, ICE CONDIThe potential use of these sea ice islands as research station
This has permitted the development of a prediction equation TIONS, MEASURING INSTRUMENTS, UNITED
is also discussed.
of sufficient accuracy for general engineering ue.
STATES-VERMONT-LAKE CHAMPLAIN.
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Th thermal mtucue and ice conditons of Lake Champlain, CR 76-17
N to sandy loam sel produced percolate water cotainiq
a mid-laude l
ake near Shelburne Point Vermont, MECHANICS OF CUTTING AND B RI . N03-N c
-trticonsiatendy in excm ofat
ware studied drng lathe winter of 1974-75.
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to • am• ToepdELT MACHINES
long-ter m ffete.
Winter-time application wassc4
how which recrded rater temperatures every tor or.
Mellor, M., June 1976, 2 p., ADA-027 833, 2 re.
ceseful in tenna of operational parameters. but the reovative
The effect on the
n
An ie moinatYem ws developed to anchor the thermistor 314178
srin o that ice and water tmPeratuta could beobaned ROCK DRILLING, EXCAVATION, CUTTING rqality pam
sea
uth
in
suspended
aolids,
at kuown leves
This temperature racor
syste mee- TOOLS, CONTINUOUS BELT MACHINES.
BOD, fecal coliform and orgamc-C waaeemtiay complete
md vePsrtl and horizontal vamation, in ce and waern Thi report, which a one of &alsri on the mechanc
reoval.
Th was a negative chloride balance which
tempratur gimesdurice rmation, growthanddecy.of cutting and brin inr deal with t
mechanics was presumed to be due to plant uptake
cmttin2
bet the
w utiline a n
Meteorological date were measured during the winter peiod d chin
76N20
the cuting C R
belt
ain
e
c
e olas hale w
Ice
November 1974 through Much 1975 at the site.
The APPARENT ANOMALY IN FREEZING OF OR.
stratgraphy was determined for the ice at the site at its -t . coalsws, .hle aws. dinw-"cbintrehars.
maximum seasonal ow for
with i from discussion and analysia covets the geometry and motion DINARY WATER.
St. Albmn Bay (at the norter end of Lake Champlain) ofv
.esponn. Of the cutn sysi,
Incudin osu Swinzow, G.K.,June 1976,23p., ADA-039 177,9ret&
veya32-1067
inchippig depth, production and and
Correlatio wredetemied to
whie ihadfrmteaer.
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FORMATION,
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The Operation
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IMPURITIES,
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aru4
problems.
PEP kTURE
VARIATIONS,
LABORATORY
TE.HNIQUES.
with
b
ordinary conditions the hatins of w
supesroolmn and ice nucleation, and proceeds at OC at the
ice/water inrface until ice formation stps
The peace
of aoluta, .biAgPeaure,or diapessaIn fine pores causes
31-4174
THERMAL POLLUTION, WATER POLLUTION,
the water to
6at temperature below OC (the so-called
beian it
ffeeor
a
epr r
Pint dePtmon).
heaing
UNITED STATES-ALASKA-EIELSON AFB.
m
temperaturerice
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umt ave lower.
at a ca
P ocem
rise
Aa teprtr
temperat
1975,extent
Alaska in the
proessivey
weather
becoesm
warmme
which
the height ofwere
At
of udie
to indetermine
measurement
during ice formation is considered here to be an anomaly.
thermal impact on French Creek due to a condenser coons SEA ICE, ICE COVER THICKNESS, SURFACE Under all equl circumstances, the conditions der which
wSe impact from the Mielon AFS Power plant.
Water ROUGHNESS, MODELS.
an anomalous free
temperature Is obaervable appearto
tempereture mesurementa during a two-day period failed Three surface ekvat
and ice thke
l obtai
be very special
7a report deacrbes two different exporto show ay sinifliat thermal impact on the water in during the 1972 Arctic Ice Dynamica Joint RKPrrimeot Pilot monts displaying the anomalous ris of temperature fter
French Creek.
It was concluded that no thermal pollution Study on mm
mulit r between
ice floedevan
wee
to obtin
onnucation and duni# ice formation.
In one eme the
theanalys
surface
thckes
an,,dphysiucalan,
exists due to thia warm water input at the volumes and shipa betee
surfceaeeanatlckeaa
oban
phialn water waSdispersed
in the fine pores of fine powdsg ini
conditions that presently exist,
propertiesdof the ice.
It was found tht foeice freeboards theother case Pure water wasfrozenin atranbupant laulated
above at level a linear relationship cell.
Photographic observations were mde, rentions of
rom 0.10themice
to demity
1.05 a and
CR 7615
between
the freeboard ouldbepuated
we u ace to water volume were meaured
C
t with the obaerd phial
REVEGETATION IN ARCTIC AND SUBARCTIC in &atatiaial relationship cons
COMRESI LIPAiRAaC R
NORTH AMERICA-A LITERATURE REVIEW. propertie, which indicate that s th wIe feebord
Johnson, LA., et al, June 1976, 32p., ADA-027 406, the ice sinity dcreases A the higher freboard or thicker COMP
Using this various COMPACTED SNOW. 4
ice therefore decreases in density
BiblioMphy p.22-28.
Van
density
withthe
freeboard
relationship;
onatrcted
0., et al, June 1976, 7p., ADA-028 622,5 rea
31V4175 e. K.
to predict
ice thickness,
givena model
the icewas
freeboard
and Abele,
Gow, AJ.
3 ow depth alone.
The model was compared with two 32-1068
PLANTS (BOTANY), ARCTIC LANDSCAPES,
other models, oe assung consnt ice density Ondepondent SNOW TEMPERATURE, SNOW DENSITY,
SUBARCTIC LANDSCAPES, REVEGETATION.
of freboard) and the othernmothi
SNOW DEFORMATION, STRESSES, PHASE
It wasfound that the variable
in the ice thickness.
pecto
A literature review of revlagtation and biological
of reauatoa resw" wa. completed for arctic and auberclic density prediction model gave the beast approximation to TRANSFORMATIONS, RECRYSTALLIZATION.
North America.
Although there is a great deal of climatic the observed ice thickness, with a standard error between The effecta of enow temperature and initial de
on the
variation in this region it is generally characterized by extreme the measured and predicted value of about 0.4 m, compared stress desity and sr T deformationreusespawere
conditiona, such asa hort growing s n and permiafoot. with asi
from 50 to 1011%
higher for the other two investigated for shallow compacted now in the density range
Moot of the revegetation research has been
endertkn
in model.
The model was also compared with data on of 0.28 to 0.76 g/cu ca, for a stressrange of 0.5 to
the last six yearsas a result of increased natural resource multiyear ice from two other invstigations in different regions 72 bareand a temperature range of-I to -34C at adeformation
development.
The I
sl has been eroion control, and was found to give error estimates similar to the error rate of 40 cm/sc.
A decrease in tempeoo
ture increases
with aesthetics, minimization of thermokart, and Production of the data set on which the model was bloed.
It is the resisance to stressthe effect incresi
with applied
of browse s other objectives.
Revegatiton and long- therefore concluded that the model con be useful to estimate st.
For any sere
s n increase in the initial denity
term restoration methods depend upon suchvariables
multiyefr ice thicknesses from surfaceelevation information felons in an inresse in the resulting density, the effect
theit condion. nutrint reime (especilly as this
obtained either by gound-based techniques or by aerial meth- decreasin with an increase in te.
approximate
influenced by the climatic conditions in the Arctic =4 Subac- odssuch aslasr proflomt or stemaall photogrammetry. yield nvelopes, which define the stres required to initiate
tic), plant adaptations, andthe selection of native or introduced The effect of the variable density on easimateof the •u
any deformation of mow of appd
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tempor
species.
Technologies which have beendeveloped to meet induced in the ice sheet by iaonastc imbalance loading was tiwe,
wre determined
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pendix- in extensive recrysaizamtion, significantly different from that
of seedmixes, and fertilization and seedina
methods.
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only at temperatures above
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Thse are selected on the has ofa number account for 75% or more of the beanding
stressesecessary -IOC.
of factors. such as cold hardinea and growth form prior to induce cracking in multi-year ie.
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to evaluation in the labjrtory and the field.
The most
EVALUATION OF MESL MEMBRANE-PUNCto date have been Arctared fesue and CR 76-19
successful speciex
Nugget blue gri in the Arctic, while these two as well WASTEWATER RENOVATION BY A PROTO- TUR , STIFNESS, TEMPERATURE, SOLascreepins red fescue, meadow foxtil, Frontier reed canary. TYPE SLOW INFILTRATION LAND TREAT- VINTSgras
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ET SYSTEM.S
ward, J.M., June 1976, 60p., ADA-027 834, 30
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. n Biboraphy p.33-35.
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This rePO descbestesuyOf POle tMsEd in polar snow Debris over a 44-mile stretch of the Chena River was studied. CR 74-30
a Camp Century, oralnL
More than 20 piles of The study aca extended from %hefirs bridge on the Chen. REMOTE SENSING OF LAND USE AND
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The contribution at a forage mixture in the renovation at
wastewater by a prototype slow infltation land treatment
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4

PONDS.
McFadden, T., Nov. 1976, 78p., ADA-035 322, Bibliography p.71-75.

32-1105
ICE FOG, FOG FORMATION, FOG DISPERSAL,
PONDS, ICE COVER EFFECT, PROTECTIVE
COATINGS.
Ice fog generated at the Biaison APB power plant cooling
pond contributes heavily to the total ace fog problem on
the base.
Several methods for iwe fog suppression were
studied and two tecniqeswere tesed exermetally.
Experiments were alocnutdto determine the magnitude
at the various modes at heat transfer within the pond's
microclimate.
Values of evaportive and radiative heat
Amsduring ice fog are preiented.
Ice cover is shown

Cit
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interface must be avoided.
THERMODYNAMC DEFORMATION OF WIT GROUND WATER. WATER TREATMENT,
SNOW.
WATER CHEM[ISTRY, SEWAGE TREATMENT. (1 77-83
COUbeck S.C, Nov. 1976, 9P.9 ADA-033 830, 10 ref.
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OF TEMPERATURE
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32-1106
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ce, STRENGTH OF FROZEN SILT.
WET SNOW, SNOW DEFORMATION, THER- 1942.
Watewratar Dlowhas varied sen=Or, however. Hayttim, F.D., et .1 Feb. 1977, 27p., ADA-037 932,27
MODYNAMIC PROPERTIES.
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A .Condike,
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FEATURES, D
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, SIFC TIN .
o
are
trelles
he
patern
random
been compared wt toem expected in a upl
a
sytmai
4
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show
Magnitude
population,
d* w
rmexpectaton which ca erelated to eacoalgcal
controls.
A link typ cssction system wa dvloe
and a series of equatIis describing the probability of occur-

A IORICE RESHISI TYC RYTA.RIN
Arcotse,S.A., Apr. 1977, 10p., ADA-039 904,17 mdb.
Stwiesthe
roth Isi n ds
PERMAFROSTctrisic
ewloe
Hamphir lakesag decebd
32-1 A ROST
ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY,
o ineiccvrson two NewHmsielksw
qITE SURVEYS, VERY LOW FEQUENCIES.
Teeinvestigationt included measuremnt of lot coe thc.
mea hrmerietion oftestrlgrimphic antcysal
c-ne AIRBORNE RADAR, RADIO WAVE, ANALatinad clemitation of mm*c YSIS (MATHEMATICS).
two5 of the ine, idnii
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e and masremnents of electrolytic
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Ie~tv ei
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n trcuei h hne newok
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ehow
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n-t deviations from expectation intewn inetgtd
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The general conclusion mrfe wind and temperature mesrmn indsrbd and
in that the topologically random model Is a very voelldili inm d-UP@ of th vlphysical01
and msechania
standard with which to compare real channel networks. properties of temperate lake ice covesa am discommed.
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DEVELOPMENT OF LARGE ICE SAWS.
Garfeld D.EL, at al, Dec. 1976, 14P., ADA-034 899,
6 .lef
3aa2
1

to

Hanaoto
MelorB.M.Aroone,
,1e09r M

ICE CUTTING, SAWS.

This report describes; two mechanical ice-cutting systems
for the removal of los coUsis at the high pool level on
the Poe Lock of the St Mary's Palka Canal at Saukt StW
M MlOesse
was a=narrow-kerf (3 1/4
inM ide
ontdo ihsi
,nbar, driven
by a 6 hp
sell trencher which cust a 0.5-i.-

COMPUTER PROGRAM TO DETERMINE TE
RESISTANCE OF LONG WIRES AND RODS TO
NONHOMOGENEOUS GROUND,
32-1163

S.A., Jan. 1977, 16P., ADA-036 250.,6 rob.

COMPUTER PROGRAMS, ELECTRICAL RESIS-

TIVITY, MODELS, FROZEN GROUND PHY-

SICS.
A computer program win developed for finding the d-c
resistance to ground of two simple electrodes,.
teas
horizontal wire and a vertically driven rod.
me ob=etv
of thin study wan to develop a rapid mom of finding the

5

U
M A SU IST
M N 9P~
TION OF AN AIRBORNE VI.F RESISTIVITY

to fied suialek &,se for either ensineering Investigations
or gelj crc=oaac explorations.
Sur vey reslt
ameualyPresented an resistity fligt line profiles Or
e contour map from which the interpretation or sit selection
proeom must he initiated.
To aid in thin prcessaend
provide
sddiooald understanding of the oifelatobe
data obtained
from airborme adground surveys, en analysis
perflormed to deteramie a very-ow-frequency eitron
system's response to modelled! resistivity anomalies amnsemd
to occur at the surface or an idealired flat earth. some
wi

or the ssurmptiona used to simpify the analysis weambased
The usfiunoes of survey
on the results of peastsurveys.
upon
ground reseistivity
and average
altitude.
airborne aomaly
resistivitysize,
patterns
were analysed.
The result
show that the average resistivity of a region plays an'Imot
role in suppressing large r.mtvity contrants for anomalies
of approximately I-eq kin area
Curves are preemted
to separate the effects Of resstivity contmast madanomaly
size and two examples see given to demonstrate bow these
curves may he applied to the results o( actual surveys.
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MECHANICS OF CUTTING AND DOIRIN(L
PART 4: DYNAMICS AND ENERGETICS OF
PARALLEL MOTION TOOLS
Mellor,
80M.,2 Apt. 1977, 85p., ADA-040 760, Dibliogra-
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ICE FORCES ON VERTICAL PILES.
Nevel, D., et al, Apr. 1977, 9p., ADA-OS 1 770,116
rein
Perham R.E., Hog-e, G.B.
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creouonand scale factors taken son onideration when
mapiping lad use, curb density and impotv'.otu sufaces for
v~d the STRM (storage, treatment, overflow, niad)
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ICE BREAKUP ON THE CHENA RIVER 1975

ICE AND 1976.
PRESSURE, PILE STRUCTURES,
11:1 N12ICE
DRILLING. ROCK EXCAVATION, ICE CUT- BREAKING, ICE LOADS, ICE COVER THICK- McFadden, T., et al June 1977, 44p,, ADA-043 070,
Dilo py p. 17-19.
TING, BOREHOLE INSTRUMENTS, FIRMA- NESS, AIR TEMPERATURE.
Me amsount of force that arnwe oset can appy d.=a C4lia , CM.
FROST, METALS. DESIGN,
elc 32-1152
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REMOTE SENSING OF ACCUMULATED FRA- Schafer, D., at al Apr. 1977, 40p., ADA-040 220, 5S EPRMENTAL SCALING STUDY OF AN AN-
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ZIL AND BRASH ICE IN THE ST. LAWRENCEtoNUAFLWI-ATRHTSNK
Lrsen, E.T., Aaot H.W.C.
arVER.
Dean A.M., Jr., Apt. 1977, 19p., ADIA-039 90S, 7 32-1146
reftL
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FRA2IL ICE, ICE CONDMONS, RIVER ICE,
REMOTE SENSING, AIRBORNE RADAR, AERIAL SURVEYS, CANADA-SAINT LAWRENCE
RIVER.

Stubaad i.M., et a], June 1977, 54p., ADA-045 869,
19 rein

ROOFS, REAT LOSS, THERMAL INSULATION,

THERMAL PROPER-TIES COLD WEATHER
CONSTRUCTION, CLIMATIC FACTORS, TECS
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reasons uneg and data rcion ysti developed for tios system and Ssni departucaindctn a thra. tbe eained 1) scaling relationship for F.Ahothe perform
thej jc provide at suffcint for production of acc emum =n
helowa odilcacY, the rati of calculated hint am of rotoyp mite Nei" datfr
ee models, 2)
- bewdhats
ices is affcte by clatsic conditions the accucecy of a computer prediction tchique deveope
With this cntotif 15p, the loss to
hvnLft
.1intarYle
aneumistin
paterna and brash wcecould be analysed. such esinj anew, solar radition and wind.
Thermal duing anelerb tund.) the heart
fte pheoso
Raemedtoe r gvnfor improving the Performac
sifcec values of 100% or freea e posfele sine the at the lee-wa
iteraean 4) Some practical aspects
Of the aww
By-proft"
heat lose la based anly on the in"ld and outide related to the oeaino
.14
otloo.
T
-~air
per-tw differences and the thermal properties of scaling rela tionhiso te
Irtt~ proterambn
maefon
CR~O
O7-0
the
ca__t
Resultotyear-round evial to
b stffcissina.mro for me in developing a prototype
LABORTORY
OF TE
NIANTGATIO
M1indcate im methreeproosw sancleopsratioruny
dscale.
peodeln the
sincalprovidedpo
CH.ANICS AND HYDRAULICS OF RIVER ICE have high values of both elfectvenes and thema e
a lms namtlwtepstissne tcoan ae
for approximately one-baff its uefuil life andlthereafter beliaved
JM.CR
77.12
No
Tailaclaux, J.C., et s, Apr. 1977, 45p., ADA-032 471, ROOF LOADS RESULTING FROM RAIN-ON- like an ordinary stored mwe reservoir type hea sink.
significant operational prolam werescoovered.
SNOW.
7 tWb
Lea, CL, Wang, T.P., Nakato, T., Kennedy, J.F.
Ctolbeck, S.C. May 1977.1I9p., ADA-040 536, 11 rekn
CIR 77-16
32-1144
32-1151
ICEBREAKER SIMULATION.
ICE JAMS, ICE MECHANICS,' ICE COVER ROOFS, SNOW LOADS, LOADS (FORCES), Nevel, D.E., July 1977, 9p., ADA-044 109, 6 rib.
STRENGTH, COMPRESSIVE PROPERTIES, ICE DRAINAGE, RAIN, ANALYSIS (MAFHEMj~t. 32-1154
FLIECONDITONS,
M
EXPERIMENTAL ICS).
ICEBREAKERS, ICE BREAKUNG, ICE NAVIGADATA.
A computer programs to cokuis te
inre
liv loa
TION, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, SIMULAThi report pres experimental results on the oedition
on a mnow-covered root due to rainon-anew is igien.
For TION.
of Initains of an ice Jam by a simple turfloce obstruction, the 25-year r
bntom
lln on a heevy snow load on A href discussion isgvnaOhewyfnlabekrbek
athsoaebie thickess oa ice Jam formed by accumula
a noatroof in Haiora, New HacipaL
_. an additiural 93 Ice.
Sice the loebreekiug proces Is so complex, the
isa ndatleefloe,
mereao ad o th copreive kg/sq in (2 lb/sq ft) of liqluld wate is added to the live solution of a mathematical model doesno appea to he
tIllgt of a floating, frbamtod ice cover.
In the study lod.&
h additional load due to rain-on-snow is Very feasible.
As an alternative it is sugested thtphysical
as lee Jose Initiation, Itwrn foqmd that the miimum concentre- seitive to the mue properties and choaracteristica at the modese he msed to design icebreaker.
mies appropriat
dens of fines In the opening of the obstruction at which root
A wide range of live leads is possible, dependig selog laws for physical modi are developed and tr
a Jam oseu s isuerly Independent of the ratio of width on the particular clrcusmanos
practca limitation discussed.
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IC! ACCUMULATION ON OCEAN STRUC.
TURZ
TURNS.~~~~ro
Minsk LD., Au.& 1977, 42p., ADA-044 258, Dibliog.17I.
' "
3-1raphy
ICE ACCRETION, ICE FORMATION, SHIP ICINO, ICE PREVENTION, ICE REMOVAL, SEA
SPRAY, AIR TEMPERATURE, WATER TEMPERATURE, WIND FACTORS, FREEZING

INVSTGATION OF AN AIRORNE RESISURVY C NDU TEDAT ERYLOW
TrrM
TcollSUVEaCbDorDaTtERiLWe

FREQUENCY.

this cooperative work for design of buildings
The
bulk, hwvrreastoheCooperato ofachie ad
Eansle
behavioral scientist while conducting research.
research at Alaskan military installations
are cited which demonstrate the roira and contribtions
of the two discplines.

Arcone, S.A., Aug. 1977, 49p., ADA-044 684, Bibliogp.44-775.
32-1158
C
72
AERIAL SURVEYS, REMOTE SENSING. AIR- EVALUATION OF EXISTING SYSTEMS FOR
BORNE RADAR, ELECTRICAL RESISTIVIT Y, LAND TREATMENT OF WASTEWATER AT
GEOLOGIC STRUCTURES, VERY LOW FRE- MANTCA,
CALIFORNIA, AND QUINCY,
PORNT
QUENCY, GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS, SUBSUR- WASHINGTON.
A litertur search was made for information on the accretion FACE INVESTIGATIONS, UNITED STATESIskandai, 1.L, et al. Sep. 1977, 34p., ADA-045 357,28
of ice an ocean strucuzes and on methods for control. MAINE-ALLAGASH.
refs.
The bulk of the reports were in Rusuian, with same additional An airborne survey of earth electrical resity, computed MwTimi~gn, R.P., Leggett, D.C.
he complex tilt of the electric field vector of a VLF 32-1161
fo
Main
an clni
C
Biinh, American,
Ananysso
Anaysi
ofIo
s rport indicated
that
s Wpayis the (17.8 k~h) radio aurface wave, ham been studied.
The WASTE DISPOSAL, GROUND WATER, SOIL
most important cause of ship icing, with leser amounta survey was conducted at a 150-mn
momn flight altitude.
The CHEMISTRY, LAND DEVELOPMENT, WATER
due to buessing rain, snow, and fog.
Icing is a potetial bedrock of the survey ae wus slate containing anr m TET ET
N IO M NA M AT
danger whenever air temperatures are below die freezing stock.
Topography was found Wodisor
TRETMeT ENeIONM NTA IMAty
point
_ atWtradtea
eprtr
s6
rlwr
contours through Ita effect0 upon the vertical component Was
tewaemslit at Mantaca Califormsn di uicy
Theretial work on the Ic crtin
i isusd of the electric field
At 3 - lgtattdema eivt
Washington, were evaluated for their curve-.i perfortmnce
ada method is suggested, based on =IM experirnets
infrmationews read due to the deterioration of topograpli- And for the longimpact Of wastewater appliain
infueoc
The phase of the tilt, which cannot be T'heSesites have been operated as slow-infiltration, landforcacuatig
spayacumuatonrae
hese
fr ylndica
andflt
srfcesasa Aotonof water soretemperature
distinguished from the amplitude by an airborne antenna disposal system for up to 20 years.
Current performance
air tempertue and wid Sped.o thrfatr that Influ- system, was determined from a ground survey of the surface was evaluated in terms Ofwater q~ualityi.
while soil chemical
oneicig areaity aesisz
5no conflgurn impedance and was found to be a n portant influence parameters were measured to determine the effects of probewe ship c
m iad wae headi, n d ship sped on the airborne detection of high resistivity
lose wasewte application at the sites.
No significant
lan inthenorh
I
Stelattuds gnerllyoccurs in entire 130-in survey was reevaluated with tpgahcefcs
effects on the performance were found to be due to diftereor
the rar of barometric oeaa5
nt~OiIlmt
eoe.
Terslto fteinosgo
nrvd in rtretmnt
A difference between the perforimances
of various delpeoficiag severity are includled.
Auncapber- and several of these improvements were v
they
the hetor ie was attributed mainly tomasetpcie,
in kingmessumenti;
stucture wsipesehistrund
n telllmid~imid
andurclimaticie
differenndceimaleachinge
ofs
ed,and potential maxmimum accumulatias estimated.
Conirt
a bevda ot ieteipc
n
U
no mesue ar disussd, though no completely effctive C11 77-21
= ty generally was found to be within the acetdlimits
mtod is available.
Mechanical (impsictico) methods are MID-WINTER INSTALLATION OF PROTECT- (lathan 10 mg/I of N03-N).
Leechinga of pou
the moat commao, but experiments have been conducted ED MEMBRANE ROOFS IN ALASKA.
to a depth of 15 cO
m was found at both sites but was
on eaed ieobi.addfral
sraiadwt
higher at Manteca.
TIsk was thought tobbdetopae
freeingo dvic fo ''--n.
Ainot H..C. Au. 177,5p. AD -04 35,
associated with crop menagement, land use, and mode and
maueetOf
acumulation is available, tJ'some 32-1159
se
schedule of wstewater application.
Total and extractable
experimental methods are suitable for controlled tetn.it ROOFS,
THERMAL
INSULATION,
COLD phaspliceus increased in the surface soil layers with tiss.
is recommended that a device be developed
WEATHER CONSTRUCTION, COST ANALYSIS
However,sKll nitrogen appeared to decrease, probably because
of mineralizatiast
Soil organic matter and ctboo exchang
UNITED STATES--ALASKA.
Swce increase In exclungeable Na
Cold weather limits the succesiflil application of built-up capacity increased.
was noted. but no, enough to produce alkaline or sine
roofing, but after, a roof installation must be complte
A drop in soil pHiat Quincy after prolossed
T'he loose-laid protected contions.
late in the fall or in the winter.
membrane, roof with a thtic sheet membrane ca be application is thought to have been due to removal of carbonas
It these dispoal
installed in the middle orf win. wit complete reisiy. by laching and by H1+from nitrificationt.
wer nmaaed a treatment ates, leachat quality should
A synthetic membrane is traditionally more earnms
CR "4-l1
ICE ARCHING AND THE DRIFT OF PACK ICE built-rofin (rising crude OilPrices, hoawever, hve reesd meat proposed nvironmental protection Apenc guldelines
this condition), but it has two special feature eds its for drinking wster.
THROUGH RESTRICTED CHANNELS,
Sodhi
D.S,
li..
installation:
can be placed
Sodb197,
177,1
D.S, Au.
Ag.
Ip, A
AD A-044218,3
-04 219 23rek sutablity
ampdeck,forif winter
necessary.
and, beingit looselad
it doesonnota CR772
72
32-1156
split because of deck movement.
This report documents DETECTION OF MOISTURE IN CONSTRUC.
PACK ICE, SEA ICE, DRIFT, CHANNELS (WA- information on the installation of two ob in Anchorage, TION MATERIALSTER WAYS), ICE JAMS, MATHEMATICAL Masks during January and Februay 1972, including a disct- Morey. R.M., ct al, Sep. 1977, 9p., ADA-045 353, 4
MODELS.
sion of the eoaesry snow removal from the bare deck re&,
Models originally developed to describe the, arching an an th us fpr"
"es for prepite~ lap
Kovacs,A.
The winter
the movement of graular materials truhhoppers or chutes bewe sheets during very cold weather.
installation caused no special construction probilemn and the 32-1164
are Applied to the arching and drftofpack ici trat
CONSTRUCTION
CURING,
Verficaio advanspas of the synthtic membrane make it an atcive CONCRETE
and guA&having lengths of 50 to 500 kin.
Teoofoe-adoscMATERIALS, MOISTURE, ROOFS, AIRBORNE
e
satmtdb
ah
alternative tobuilt-up rofn.
othsfles o
f h
the
h usflnseorhemaodelattems bred
via ad membrane obh in Alas was, in 1972, nearly $300 RADAR, REMOTE SENSING, DETEICTION,
arsnwih ie efrait pattens asdi oAervbde
Peria
($128/sq in), including insulatio.
Price wre CONCRETE DURABILITY, RADAR ECHOES.
G&t
7he resuts are encouraging In that the
risiod
n as labor cot rise and as more insulation is specified
Itsb of atdyt
determine the fassaijihty of ung
correspoc between ocerved archiuS and lead patterns CR 77-22
an impulse radar to detect moistur variations in the builtadthose predicted by theory.
In addition, values deter- DASEPLATE DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE- up roof at CRREL and to monitor the curing of oncrete
mined via the model for the seqle of internal 9ric
MORA
am3LTYRPRTi
presenited.
Thle results indicat that impla radar
30tesgto 3S A d
theA
cohesiveY
strengt perun
be used to detect wide variations in roof moisture associated
(approx 2,000O/m) are similar to vsae obtaind by ohr Aitken, G.W., Aug. 1977, 28p., ADB-021 703L, 4 refa, with built-up root siuiface deterioration and that this technique
approaches.
It is estimasted that if the wind velowiy parallel Distribution limited to U.S. Gov't. agencies only.
has the potential of providing a nondestructive teat method
to the Bering Strait exceeds approx 6 m/s. there will be 32-1237
for mesuing the strength of concrete during curing.
ice flow through the Strait.
MILITARY EQUIPMENT, SOIL STRENGTH,
CR 77-26
STATIC STABILITY, FOUNDATIONS.
The results of field teat programs conducted to evaluate t ITERMLaITEN ICE FORCES ACTING ON INthe performance of several prototype basepletes 0 anid CLINED WEDGES. 2
and clay soils are prsented
One test seies waosoacom- Tryde, P., Oct. 1977, 6p., ADA-046 590, 15 rut.
plished to deveopa=sil alternative baseplate for the 32-1165
CR-m77-1
omay Mortar System_(LWCMS). ICE LOADS, LOADS (FORCES), ICE PRESSURE,
CR 7719
7ree
asepateswere used in this
which WEDGES, ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS), THEOMECHANICS OF CUTTING AND BORING. re
m. 'd= rncimeda.
for
PART 6: DYNAMICS AND ENERGETICS OF thre-ad
oratse with forLW
RIotS.
pan o~ eporm consisted of deepg and tasting at a A theory for ice force acting on minmied wedges has bees
TRANSVERSE ROTATION MACINES.
it
to predict the 1 sud
developed,
thus making it possible koldeo
morta
use with an improved aI-mm
prototype b-aslae for
Mellor, M., Aug. 1977, 36p., ADA445 127, 3 refs.
Desig goals, which were verified in the tea of the intermittent ice forces from
system
32-1157
f ben4 efe
Teter
were to provide 4 displacement reduction of up p=aeeso h s~e.
3117progrm
ROCK DRILLING, EXCAVATION, ICE CUT- o 0 and substantial reductions in tilt relative to the bymdltests with artificial and natural ice.
TING, DRILLS, PERMAFROST, DESIGN.
present M43baseplae
Results obtained ising a bsseplate
spades of waied depth and cnguain CR 77-27
The repor deals with forces and power levels in cutting tea fixture having
t
machines havngadisc ordrum that roates
,t aisk
indicated tha spde depth was v" mo=n a on%
OBSERVATIONS OF THE ULTRAVIOLECT
on individual cutting toos are related toposilix on te depth On displacement and tilt in both three- and fu-O'Brien H.W., Oct 1977, 19p., ADA-046 349, 11
rtrand to characteristics such as tool layout, row
spade configurations is covered in detail.
Some data on
roto size, machine advance speed. and rotor torqus.
Ito- to nlec
fsocket height and perforation pattern on
32-1166
station leads to expressions for force omponents acting t"1rulrance Ia also includted.
on the0rotor atis taking into account tool characteristics,
72
9'NOW OPTICS, REFLECTIVITY, SPECI'ROPHOcutting depth of the rotor, and rotor terquir.
Theseprovide C 7' 2
TOMETERS, ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION.
estimates at tractive thrust and thrust normal to the r~
COLLABORATION
OF ARCHITECT AND The spectral reflectance of natural snow in the rangle o(
has surfae.
Por setpropelled machines. thi leads to
EH
IO A
C NTS INR ERH.
0.20- to about 0.40-micron wavelenglt was studied in the
eonsiderations of traction, normal reticn, weiaght and balance, Ledbetter, CB., Aug. 1977, Sp., ADA-045 418, 33 laboratory using both continuous spectral scanning and fixed
mad power/weight ratios.
Specific energy consumption refa.
bandpeesmesariremnents.
White barium sulfate prse POW
is analysed and related to machine cha enitice and Strength 32-1160
det was used as a standard for comparison.
The r-11 - ,
of the matearial baing Cut. Powr arunit wokn "a COLD WEATHER CONSTRUCION, BUILD- of frs snow was found to be very high (usiully sery
is mchins
ad dtaIfe
fr smmaized
eistig
00%) end only weakly wavelength dependent from 0.24
is~aayzd
aa
[lcss.ad
NOS, ENVIRONMENTS, PROFESSIONAL PER- microni to the visible rang.
in the 0.20- to 0.24-micron
esiane=
on ns_=wa
cuttings SONNEL. RESEARCH PROJECTS, HOUSES.
portion of the spectrum, the reflectance was found to be
5 a edymuzzls
itrad. A nuber of worked examples are given to TImsrpot discusesz the relationship between an architet quite erratic.
Possible reasons for the irreguiies in
illsurae the principles discussed in the repori
and a behavioral scientist
Some of the discussion applies reflectance measuremente sam discussed-
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C 77-238
FRIEZE-THAW TESTS OF LIQUID DEICING
CHEMICALS ON SELECTED PAVEMENT
MATERIALS.
Minsk, LD., Nov. 1977, 16p., ADA-051 771, 7 ref.
32-2726
FREEZE THAW TESTS, CHEMICAL ICE PREVENTION, CONCRETE DURABILITY, BITUMINOUS CONCRETES.

CRREL REPORTS

CR 78-01
CR 78-05
AXIAL DOUBLE POINT-LOAD TESTS ON VISCOELASTIC DEFLECTION OF AN INFISNOW AND ICE,
NITE FLOATING ICE PLATE SUBJECTED TO A
Kovacs, A., Mar. 1978, lip., ADA-053 321, 11 refs. CIRCULAR LOAD.
32-3535
Takagi, S., Apr. 1978, 32p., ADA-054 896, 19 ref
ICE MECHANICS, SNOW MECHANICS, COM- 32-4367
PRESSIVE STRENGTH, INDEXES (RATIOS), FLOATING ICE, PLATES, VISCOELASTICITY,
STRAIN TESTS, ANTARCTICA-MCMURDO LOADS (FORCES), ANALYSIS (MATHEMATSOUND.
ICS).
The result, of xil double point-loed teats on disk samples The viscoelastic deflection of an infinite floting ice plate

Tts were conducted to ses the extent of surfacede d
tionrreulina from the applicationof o-chloride deici
of snow and ice obtained from the are of McMurdo Sound,
chemicals on three types ofairfeld pavements.
Tbe cheni- Antarctica, arepresented. They show the ffects of temperacal twasd were proprietary mixtures of am formamide, ture, sample leWa led poindiametendspecific gravity
and ethylene glycoh sodium c
Woride,
distilled water, and on failure load.
It was determined that 13 amplesh d
dry specimens were used as controls and for comparion. be tested to obtain a representative mean strenth index,
Pavement included new and old specimens of open-graded The results show that the axial double point-lod test
asphaltic concrete and old specimens of deae-grded aspialtic lood possibilities as a rapid field test for determining the
concrete
Portland cement concrete specimens used were unmanfined compressive strength of mow and ice but that
New further evaluation of the variables affecting test reMuts mist
mew said old, with and without air-entrainment.
(Auth.)
and old s rubber concrete specimens were also tested. be made.
Sam
were ubjected to up to 60 freeze-thaw cycles with
deticin chemicals flooding their upper surface. Ech
.pecimen was rated on a scale of 0-5 after every five freezethaw cycles.
All PCC specimens showed some surface
degradation, whereas the dense- and open-graded asphaltic CR79-02
SOME ELEMENTS OF ICEBERG TECHNOLOconcrete were lrgely unaffected.
GY.

CR 77-29
INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF FAST ICE NEAR
NARWAHL ISLAND, BEAUFORT SEA, ALASKA.
Gow, A.L, etal, Oct. 1977, 8p., ADA-047 785,13 rf.
Week, W.F.

Weeks, W.F., et al, Mar. 1978, 31p., ADA-053 431, 52
ref.
Mellor, M.
32-3536
ICEBERG TOWING, ICE (WATER STORAGE),
ENGINEERING.

32-2727
Many of the technical questions relaus to iceberg transport
FAST ICE, ICE STRUCTURE.
are given brief, but quantitative, conmeraion.
Thee iniceberg geness and properties, the mechanical stability
Results of measurements of salinity, grain size, substructure
icebergs at , towing forces and a chaerisica,
dimensions and crystal fabrics of the undeformed 2.15-mi and prce1in
rates,steand
ient, a.i.ickup
co
Narwhal Wand,
sheet near
ice notabe
annual sea A
thickprenute
are
obevationrwas
t ,fAlaska,t a e ieer
and at the final detination.
pticular, the paper attempat to make technical information
pIn
of a dominant c-axis horizontal structure in al ice below
problem
of the
aspects
and iceto eering
glaciological
on
n ce ' etw
trupr ounced
cm, including
14
or engineer,
planner
interested
readily available
more
t-we"
de
azs by a do
tof t transformation
14smet
aignment
of
eec- resports depth ofc66ece of
Specific conclusion. include- I) No unprotected iceberg, no
study coonmstal-i r eport theocrc
of very matter how long or wide, would be likely to survive the
strong horzontal c-axis alignments in arctic fast ic.
ablation caused by a long trip to low latitudes.
2) Iceberg
that have a horizontal dimension exceeding 2 km may well
CR 77-30
be prone to breakup by long wavelength swells.
3) To
COMPUTER MODEL OF MUNICIPAL SNOW avoid the dage
associated with an eberg capsizing, the
width of a 200-m-thick iceberg should always be more than
REMOVAL
4) For towinl efficiency the length/width ratio
Tucker, W.B., Nov. 1977,7p., ADA-047 360, 10 raL 300 m.
of.atowed icebers should be appreciabl greater than unity.
32-1630
NOrW
1
M V
U
PL
N
C
a
pilot
theother
selected
iceberg
would
have
SNOW REMOVAL, URBAN PLANNING, COM- to be Rtessll, if fr no
reason
than the
practical
PUTERIZED SIMULATION.
-etih=ity of tug power.
(Auth.)
A general computer model to simulate municipal snow removal
has been developed.
Programs which aid in the routng
of snowplows are a par of this package.
Once vehicle
routes are created, the simulation program can be used to
sus situations varying both equipment and meteorologi
CR 7643
Tme for each plow to complete its route BEARING CAPACITY OF RIVER ICE FOR
mr
calculated.
Considerations are made for the above variable VEHICLES.
peametersplusplowingwindrow, routestartingdepth,overlapNevel, D.E., Apr. 1978, 22p., ADA-055 244, 7 ref.
ping truck routes and intersection delay time. The effects 33-2527
of storm length, snowfall rate and starting depth on total RIVER ICE, ICE STRENGTH, VEHICLES,
plowing time are examined in a test cas.
FLOATING ICE.
The mathematical theory for the bearing capaty of er
C 77-31
ice for vehicles is presented.
The floating ice sheet is
ROOF MOISTURE SURVEY: TEN STATE OF assumed to have simple supports at the shore line. Solutions
are presented for loads uniformly distributed over circular
NEW HAMPSHIRE BUILDINGS.
hationm ae made
Numerical
Tobiasaon, W., et .1, Dec. 1977, 29p., ADA-048 986, and rectanulpar areas.
fpg n
orefs.
for a number of vehicle and the results presented in gaphic
Korhon
C., Dudley, T.
form.
32-2695showd
ROOFS, WATER CONTENT, INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHY.
Ten roofs in Concord, New Hampshire, were surveyed for CR 78-04
Suspected COMPARISON BETWEEN DERIVED INTErwet insulation using a hand-held infrared camers.
wet area were marked on the roof with spray paint and NAL DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES AND RADIOroof samples were obtained to verity wet and dry conditions. ECHO SOUNDING RECORDS OF THE ICE
Recommendations for maintenance and repair were made SHEUT AT CAPE POLER, ANTARCTICA.
based on infrared findings, water contents, and visiual cnmifs- Kelliher, T.E., et L Apr. 1978,12p., ADA-055 245,17
incremental
economic
study cost-effective
is presented apto ref sF. ELpXURAL
s aons.
u Anguide
in determining
the most
Acley,
prosch.
32-4366 S.F.

CR 77-32
HEAT TRANSFER OVER A VERTICAL MELTING PLATE.
Yen, Y.-C., et al, Dec. 1977,12p., ADA-049 437, 11

refs.CAPE.
Hart, M.M.
32-2696
HEAT TRANSFER, CONVECTION, ICE MELTING,
EXPERIMENTAL DATA.
An experimental study of forced convective hest tranfer
over a vertical melting plate has been conducted.
This
study coven water velocities ranging from 1.7 to 9.8 mm/s
and bulk water temperatures from 1.11 to 7.M0C The
experimental results are correlated in terms of Nuselt, Prandtl
and Reynolds numbers with a moderate correlation coefficient
of 0.543.
The results are expected to be useful in predicting
the heat transfer characteristics of a much larger prototype
ice-water heat sink.

ICE SHEETS, ICE ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES,
ICE PHYSICS, RADIO ECHO SOUNDINGS, DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES, ICE COVER THICKNESS, ICE DENSITY, ANTARCTICA-FOLGER,
Measured physical properties of core to bedrock taken at
Cape Folger, East Antarctica, are used to compute a profile
of dielectric properties and from this, a dep-relectioncoefficient
profile for emes
comparison
with the observed radio-echo
reflection
tihe
ments vailable on physcl proprtie. are density variations, bubble size and shape changes,
and crystal fabric variations.
The cls correspo
n dence
between the depths of the bubble shape changes (which
are definitely deformational features, and the depths of
the density variations, and between both of these and the
radio-echo layers, indicates that defoeatinal events in the
ice sheets history are represented by the varistions in the
physical propert and assciated radio-echo records.
(Auth.
mod.)

.

.mitected to a circular load is solved, amuming the MaxwellVost type four-element model
An effective method is
developed for numerical integration of the solation integrals,
of which each integrand contains a product of Basel functions
extending to infinity.
The teretical curve is fitted to
the field data, but te. material constants thus found varied
with time and location.
C 78-6
SEGREGATION FREEZING AS THE CAUSE OF
SUCTION FORCE FOR ICE LENS FORMATION.
Takai, S., Apr. 1978, 13p., ADA-055 780, 38 ref.

For another version see 32-3470.

32-4368
ICE LENSES, ICE FORMATION, SOIL FREEZ-

ING, GROUND ICE, FROST HEAVE, SOIL MECHANICS, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, FROZEN GROUND THERMODYNAMICS.
CR 7-07
IN.PLANE DEFORMATION OF NON.COAXIAL
PLASTIC SOIL
Takai, S., Apr. 1978, 28p., ADA-054 217, 28 ref.
32-3962
THEORIES, SOIL CREEP, PLASTIC DEFORMATION, BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS.
The theory of non-coaxial in-plane plastic deformation of
soils that obey the Coulomb yield criterion is presented.
ittive eqatios are derived by use of the geometry
Thethe
co Mohr
of
It is found that, for solving a boundary value problem.
the non-coaxial angle must be given such values that eable
us to accommodate the presupposed type of flow in the
given domain stsef" the given boundary conditions. The
non-coaxial angle is conained in the coestitutive equai
as a parameter.
Thereor the plastc material
the Coulomb yield criterion is a singular material whose
constitutive equation are not constant with material but
are variable with flow conditions.
CR 78-08

INTERACTION OF A SURFACE WAVE WITH A
DIELECTRIC SLAB DISCONTINUITY.
Arcone, SA., et al, Apr. 1978, l0p., ADA-055 956,15
refs.

Delaney, AJ.
32-4369
ICE ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES, DIELECTRIC
PROPERTIES, WAVE PROPAGATION, ELECTRIC FIELDS, MICROWAVES, AIRCRAFT ICING, HELICOPTERS, ICE REMOVAL.
The interaction of a 5.1-G z transverse electric surface wave
with a dielectric slab is experimentally investigated.
The
wave is initially supported by a dielectric substrate resti
A sab, made of the sum
upon ametallic gprtad-plane.
d
material as the substrate end variable in eight,
The resulte for a
is then placed upon the wavegu de.
small ab tting on the substrate showed that the discontinuity
was a very inefficient launcher of reflected surfac e s.
Ivstatio of these reflections with a trough wavegudde
that, for values of sab height comparable to the
exponential decay be!aht of the surface wave, the reflectims
However, as the slab height is increased
remain ve mall.
beyond the decay height, the reflected amplitude approaches
the theoretical value for a plane wave reflected from the
The results
interface between air and the asm dielectric
are applicable to surface wave methods of microwave
of w
and helicopte rotor.
CR 71
STRENGTH OF ICE ON TEMPEROF
TEST
MPARATIVE
ATE LA E-C

LARGE CANTILEVER AND SIMPLY SUPPORT-

ED BEAMS.
Gow, A.J., et at, Apr. 1978, 14p., ADA-054 218, 9
ref.
Ueda, H.T., Ricard, J.A.

32-3 3
LAKE ICE, FLEXURAL STRENGTH, STRESS
CONCENTRATION, SUPPORTS.
Large, simply supported bems of temperate lake ice were
found,
generally, to yield significantly hiqher flexural strengths
than the same beams tested in the cantilever mode.
Data
support the view that a significant stres concentration may
exist at the fixed corners of the cantilever beams.
Maximum
effects are experienced with beams of cold, brittle ice subetantilly free of structural imperfections for this kind of ice
the strength difference factor, here attributed to the effect
of stres concentrations, may exceed 2.0; that it. simply
supported beams test a factor of 2 or more stronger than
the same beams tested in the cantilever mode.
In ice
that has undergone extensive thermal degradation, the strm
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REMOTE SENSING, AERIAL SURVEYS, SPACE32-4370
CR 78.14
BORNE PHOTOGRAPHY, TIDAL CURRENTS,
WET SNOW, SNOW COMPRESSION, SNOW BUCKLING PRESSURE OF AN ELASTIC SEDIMENTATION, MAPPING.
WATER CONTENT, VISCOSITY, SALINITY, PLATE FLOATING ON WATER AND STRESSED The primary objective of thio project wee to demonstrate
SNOW MELTING, STRESSES, IONS.
UNIFORMLY ALONG THE PERIPHERY OF AN thenvtlity of remote sening techniques - an operational
Thle compeasbility of wet snow is deacribed in termes of ENER A HOLIL
colin the acquiition of data requred by the U.S. Army
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ON THE DETERMINATION OF HORIZONTAL loeinto
measured by i aiu ctrrent inetera
ROCK EXCAVATION, BOREHOLE INSTRU- FORCES A FLOATING ICE PLATE EXERTS ON and in the hydraulic modeL bined on a cursory evaluation
WMNTS, ROCK DRILLING, EXCAVATION, ICE A STRUCTUREL
of LANDSAT-llmeagemoqred in January. February. and
1973, it had
utility in prviing date on
CLT~NG, MACHINERY, PERMAFROST, DE- Kerr, A.D., AuI 1978,.9p., ADA-060 444,26 .
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For thia report from a different sorce see 32-4451.
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Wuebben, L.L, June 1978, 29p., ADA-039 175.
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Road test sections of membrane-enveloped silt and clay soil
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within the ice.
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section layr at different stages of the freeze-thaw cycles, would allow quanititative, correlation betwee meeared protoM.h re setiff.e of the pavement systenm (the tota
type drift conditions and the mcde.
Models of the fence
load per unit of resilient load plate deflection) wet alto were constructed for three heights and two geometric scales.
calculated for the various freeze-thaw, condition.
The Geoetri scaft wa bse conteri rovghie end bound- CR 76-20
modules vale oftea
,hcement concrete varied inversely aylerthickness conaiderations, while velocity scaingtw
NMAUREME1NT AND IDENTIFICATION OF
With its temperamme!Van ore of mgiue(000
asdo
=
particle fall velocity and threshold of motion churaAEROSOLS COLLECTED NEAR BARROW,
to 1,300,000 11af).
tthien
of the paeet terintica.
Simulation of the atmospheric boumdary lae
ALASKA.
ete
vaid inth sMmnrbyeal
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=
Kunial, M. July 1978, 6p., ADA-053 606, 9 rol.
23 kth
ipain. to 1740.2t~ in.
'epteoh snalysin suggested teuse of a , glfcnt wind' concepe'3, I2
.strength varlations of the e adurn freeze-thaw base on a combination of velocity Magnitude and feae.
3-12
cycles, memabrane-enveloped fine-prained -sio-anbe utliEd Similarity of parecipitation race wee not essential,
=nol
AEROSOLS, PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION,
Instead of granular material so base and ubeelyera be altered within limits to adjust the time sal..
ELECTRON M[ICROSCOPY.
in flexible pavementa in cold regions where mislture mgainMeasoureet
of the concentrations of Aitken nuclei in
is asmajo concern
Moisture migration did not occu
CR 78-17
maritime ai were made ame Boarrow, Al'aska, in June 1975,
at maturation levels up to 7S%,~ thua there wastno strength SHORELINE CHANGES ALONG THE OUTER with a modified Nolan-Pollack email-particle detector.
The
loss during thawing.
SHORE OF CAPE COD FROM LONG POINT TO conoentrimes varied from 50 to 300 particelcu cm. depenidCR 78-13
MONOMOY POINT.
lag upon moetological condition.
The mean Aitken
nuclei coast a 100 ricetu cm for diamnetere greater
PREFERRED CRYSTAL ORIENTATIONS IN Gatto, L.W., July 1978, 49p., ADA-OW0 297, 52 rekt
TfmAon electron micrographs of
.002 milcrons.
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3-1thadn
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MAGIN
CE LONOFTHE
TH
33-522aerol
in maritime air eaer Barrow were taken.
The
ARCTIC OCEAN.
SHORELINE MODIFICATION, AERIAL SUR- diuarangle wa measured to be 0.01 to 2.5 microes in diameter.
Weeka, W.F. et al, June 1978, 24p., ADA-09 024,77 VEYS, PHOTOINTERPRETATION.
with the moat frequently observed diameter being 0.04 micron&.
reb.
Thin investigation utilized hintorical and recent aerial photo- Thbe
volume of the maritime air and the collection efficiency
(Owe, AJ.
graphss and aciteffi Imagery in 1) estimuating~ clummes in of aerosol particles on fimd grids for electron microacopy,
The aerosol cocnrlonwere found
puiiona of the high-water line and sm con brea and wer measured,
33- 1520
erosion,
and in volue. to be 76 to t0 Ortiand/cu cm; the mean concentration
in rae sediment,
of accretion
CE FE
AST
SEAICE,
ICE,~ICE CRYSTAL STRkUCTfURE, =se
of trstpote
and andior
2) providing
a prlmn0
vla wa calculated to be 57 particles/cu cm.
The aerosol
OCEAN CURRENTS.
tion of the direction of littoral transport alog heoute
particles in the martitime sit were identified by electron
Field observation of the growth fabrica of the &at and Cape Cod coast.
This investigation ha illustrated a photo microscopy and selected are electron diffraction analysis
ner-&a ice alons the comes of the Deanflort and Chiukchi ineprttion toochaique that is usefualin performing a recon- About 20% of the aerosol particle. were identified, and
Sam show that, at depthis of more than 60 con below the nlsceof coatal change.
The date obtained from thin 50% of the particles were too amall for electron difftactice
upper ice eurface, the om ic crystals show striking allgnment
method can be used to supplement those acquired by ground anayas
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CR 78.21
ANALYSI OF T=E MIWINTE TEMPERtA.
TURR REGIME AND SNOW OCCURENCE IN
GERMANY.

Nle1o% MA, et aL, Seip. 1978, 56P., ADA-066 934.
Ape. ..
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LECTED ICE JAM SITES IN VERMONT.
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atructure=,dsteelotrumand
Gatto, L.W., Oct. 1978, 52p., ADA-061 778, 30 refs. wase, and hydrocarbon spill.
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POLAR WATERS,
Meflca, M.. Sep. 1978, 34p., ADA-086 161, 19 refs.
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CR 73-26
ICE FOGSUPPRESSION USING REINFORCED
THIN CHEMICAL FILMS.
McFadden, T., at SL,Nov. 1978, 23P., ADA-063 107,

LUMNS OF SNOW.
Detioth, A., et *, Jan. 1979, 19P., ADA-066 935.

Seidenbuach, W., Blumthuler, M., Kirchiecliner, P.,
Anehach, W.
20 raek
34-1108
Collins, C.M.
SNOW, WATER PLOW, DRAINAGE.
33-2526
Experiments were conducted to atudy the flow of water
ICE FOG, FOG DISPERSAL, CHEMICAL ICE through columns of honiogeous, repacked mnow.
The
PREVENTION,
gravity flow theory of wate flow through snow was verified,
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Lieim ase Te stroe-desity relationships of mnow-water mixtures were
BITUMINOUS CONCRETES, SUBGRADE SOILS, of the film lwidand water curmente.
investigated and em shown as fuinctions of wate content.
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TIC PROPERTIES.
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models for deeig of pavementa affected by froat action. to create some ice fog at lower temperatures, but this ice not the specific energy required to reach a specificmitr
Plate-barin towt were rim on bitumin concrete pavements fog occurred less frequently and was more quickly dispersed density.
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recovered.
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PIPELINES, TRANSMISSION LINES, HYDRAU..
LIC STRUCTURES, DAMAGE, ENGINEERING,
EXCAVATION, SEA ICE, SUBSEA PERMAFROST, ICE SCORING, POLAR REGIONS.
Spaclali envrcmumental factors that influence the design laying
and maintenance of ainderies pipelines and caltonP
water e described.
Various approaches tho tcon
of submarine pipe and cables e osdrd and prime
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ICE ACCRETION, METEOROLOGICAL FACTORS, ICE PHYSICS, HEUJCOPTERS.
A computer model is described ao compute the amount
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considerable variation
effective
the isdlocatin
n=intermsof
eofveciv fild acting
ior on
oednnh
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LAKE CHAMPLAIN ICE FORMATION AND
I
DATES AND PREDICTIONS FROM
ICE F
METEOROLOGICAL INDICATOR&
Bates, R.E., ct al, Nov. 1979, 21p., ADA-079 640, 11
ref s.
Brown, M.-L
34-1745
LAKE ICE, ICE FORMATION, ICE BREAKUP,
METEOROLOGICAL DATA, PERIODIC VARIA-

TIONS.

A l9-yr record of the annual closing and opening das
of operai of the Lake Champlain fery at Grand lele,
Vermont, which are controlled by the lae ice cover, was
m
availabl to CRREL
Tese navigation records accura ly approximated the reeze-over and breakup dam for
the ferry crosing ar between Gordon Lending Vermont,
and Cumberland Head, New York. When comared statistically with wat temperature and climatologial dat for
the same years at nearby Lake Omplain locations, the
From
aes alw u rte predictions of ice formation.
degreet mpeatore
records,forcumulative
nearby
and
each yearfreezing
of record,
were plotted
day (C)aircraves
formation dates and standard deviations were Predicted
da (Ct cuvesbe poted forSeachdyear of
mthods of predicting
with comiiderble cSeveral
webetween
attempted.
The
ie formin on Lake Ouoplain were
most accurate approach used a combination of water temperaThe influence of wind
tures and freezing degree-days.
speed
ie cover formation and prediction are also discussed
in theonreport

CR 79-27
SOME BESSEL FUNCTION IDENTITIES ARISING IN ICE MECHANICS PROBLEMS.
Takadi-S., Nov. 1979, 13p., ADA-078 709, 10 refs.
34-1609
ICE MECHANICS, ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS).
Some Bessel function identities found by solving problem
of the deflection of a floating ice plate by two different
The master formulas from
methods are riorouy proved.
which all the enitiaredrived are ins Fourier reciprocal
relationship, connecting a Henkel function to an exponential
Many new formulas can be derived from the
function.
The analytical method presented here
master formulas.
now opens the way to study a hitherto impossile type
of problem-the deflection of floating elastic plates of various
CR 79-23
EFFECTS OF SEASONAL CHANGES AND shope and boundary conditio
GROUND ICE ON ELECrROMAGNETIC SUR. CR 79628
VEYS OF PERMAFROST.
ELECTRON MICROSCOPE INVESTIGATIONS
Arcone, S.A., et al, Oct. 1979, 24p., ADA-077 903.
OF FROZEN AND UNFROZEN BENTONT
Delaney, A.J., Sellmonn, P.V.
Kumai, M., Nov. 1979, 14p., ADA-078 776, 12 refa.
SNOW SUBJECTED TO LARGE STRAINS AND 34-2363
34-1578
STRAIN RATES.
PERMAFROST
DISTRIBUTION,
ELECTRO- ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, FROZEN GROUND
Brown, R.L, Aug. 1979, UP., ADA-075 474,10 re
MAGNETIC
PROSPECTING,
SEASONAL PHYSICS, SOIL STRUCTURE, CLAY SOILS.
SNOW DEFORMATION, SNOW COMPRES- VARIATIONS, GROUND ICE.
Transmission and scanning electron
of Umist
The performanme of surface impedance and magnetic induction bentonite revealed thin, mica-like grainsmicrographa
with irregular shapes.
SION, VOLUME, STRAINS, STRAIN TESTS, DY- electromanetc subsurface exploration techniques was studied Most of the bentonite showed electron diffraction rina Iptterns.
NAMIC LOADS, TRACKED VEHICLES.
seasonally at various sites in Alaska where permafrost and but some showed hexagonal net patterns a we asr
A volumetric constitutive equation was developed to character- massive ground ice occurred.
The methods used have pattrns.
te lengths of the unit celig were calculated
ize the behavior of snow subjected to large compressive greatest sensitivity within about 20 m of the surface and to be 5.13 Along the &-axis and 8.97 A along the bquis.
volumetric deformations.
By treating the material as a are, theraore, most applicable for shallow subsurface investip- Semiquentitative analy
were made using an en
dispersuspention of air voids in s matrix material of polycrystline tions.
The selection of study sites was baed on anticipated sive spectrometr. C on elements such as Si, Ti, Al, Fe,
ice, a ate-dependent volumetric constitutive iwas formuat- contrasts in electrical resistivity between ground ice and
Na nd K were determined. The molecular ratio of Si02ad and found to accuratuly predict material response to adacenearhmateral.
Amagneticindction im
ent, :A1203 was calculated to be 492:100 for the bulk sample, inpressuoe id for a wide ranse of load rates.
Comparison usenga separation of 3.66-m between the transmitter end dicei that Umiat bentonite is similar in most respects to
of the theory with shock wave data was not considered receiver antennas, in general was able to detect near-surface Wyoming beitonite. and is classified as a montnorlonlte.
in this paper, although the constitutive law appears to be zones of massive ice and to provide data regarding permafrost The microstructure of frozen Umiat bentonite was observed at

CR 79-19
CRITICAL VELOCITIES OF A FLOATING ICE
PLATE SUBJECTED TO IN-PLANE FORCES
AND A MOVING LOAD.
Kerr, A.D., Aug. 1979, 12p., ADA-075 455, 6 refs.
34-802
FLOATING ICE, DYNAMIC LOADS, VELOCITY.
The critical velocities of loads moving over flo aing ice
plaies
hae
determined by se
author.
tese
alysebeen
i was
tsramed
tt the
he in-plant
lane force
force iel
field
assumed that
it
anyses
these
However, due to comtrained
in the ice cover is zero.
The
thermal strains, in-plane forces do occur in the field.
purpose of the present paper is to determine their effct
It i
loads.
ticai velocitie of the m
nthat a uniform compression force field reduces the
citical velocity, wher
a tension force has the opposite
effect
CR 79-20
VOLUMETRIC CONSTITUTIVE LAW FOR

Repesetative stadad deviations around a
in the ice.
- direction in the horizontal plane are com monwyl
than 10 deg for -mple colcte near the bottom of the
iceA The general ttnens of the alignment support 5
correlation between the preerred c-a
direction and the
current direction at the ice/water interface. A comparison
between c-ais alignments and spot current measurementa
madeat 42 locations shows that the most eaent current
Such
direction coincides with the mean c-axis directin.
alignments are believed to be the result of geometric selection
with the most favored orientation being that in which the
curent flows normal to the (0001) plats of ice that compose
the dendritic am lee/ea water interface,

valid for ich load situations.

distribution in both the Fairbanka and Prudhoe Bay areas

One application to overanow

12

a specimen temperature of -100C using a scanning electron
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edreoeequipped with a cold stags. Frozenbentonits and
segega
lptens fa
Ieft..s wet bacutnit were sxam-

calibrated thermistort attached to an ice mmasse
and connectsd to a dat lugger at Shelbumme Poi"tA'erma"nt
X-ray Hanescan Sublnmatio.n
e the winter of 1975-6 and at Gordon Landing: on
poe.at lea in the frozen basiooits were observed at speci=c.
Wie Vermont, during 1976-77.
Thi dt
am tmm
of -S and -SOC After sublimallon of the aulomatically recorded water temperatures from die =
lea, the bastdesplayed a honeycomb structure. It was of the lae through now, ice and wate vertical proffles
onmond that the fteezbng-uallmatlon cycle In ftozen soil to the bottom of the lake every four homs
Pertinent
Inereasa the pereabslil tyomwe vapor due to the three- meteorological parameters welpresented for the
"b
5-Aprl'716, and No~emer '7-pd-7dK
h-oglte7y~
l~
dieniol& was ade offreezing de~re days for t winters ad
CR 79-9
Predictions at Ice
corltdwth ice formation daes
CKW VSI
S1
ANLYI O PLSI
ANAYSS
PASTC
O
HOC
WVESIN growth, usng the Stelan equation with an empirical coeffcient,
SNOW.
were orreted with acrul ice growth
Documentation
Brown, RL, 1979, 14P., ADA-OS 051, 12 refi.
wa mae of the Lake Champlain Transportationconr '
34-2528
framt=ep at wintetienaiato by
rm(rc
WAVE PROPAGATION, SNOW DEFORMA- l~dn.vrot
oCibtsdHead, cew York. In a
TION, SHOCK WAVES, LOADS (FORCES), lan
e during Oft5of the cold-s win-er of
ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS).
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Oedor
!ee steady shock waes; this resulted in calclation Palaz, A.J., et al Jan. 1980,22p., ADA-082 305, 30
laIake
an
p.l sumV
speonor.rd
e
ha
Nonseedy ahock waves were also considered in Rinla, S.D., Geakin, D.A.
good
oo n snw.
ery
5-296rover
orde toevalstewaveattnuaion
few date were available to compare with the analytical resufts. REVEGETAT[ON, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, LAND
so no definite conclrislose en the pert of the study could RECLAMATION, GRASSES, GRAVEL ORGANbe made.
The results show, however, that shock waves IC SOILS, SLUDGES, NUTRIENT CyCE
ol
er netgtdfrgael Ceesaioelnq
that produce pmae deformation attenuat at etremeily hig
were
fo~tetsr
Reofd raimms
Two:, iavai
rame and that differences in pressue betwee tw wave
laduigan X-ymp n

~ticec
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Th anreult
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effectiveness of various nutrient sources and Mulch mateuials.
laqenyi
not a predominant factor for ding
The nutrient sources included Iewaetrg (40, 60 and
atnuaio rates.
(Auth)
SO tons/scr) and ominercsltial ze (at 200, 400 and
CR 79-30
600 tb/acre).
The euhn" materials were wood fibe
SUPPRESSION OF RIVER ICE BY THERMAL mulch with -aiutypes takillr=%
-peat mcm, sod sewaege
The effects of re--1-zalo durin th-ec
Ashtcv, G.D., DcC. 1979, 23p., ADA-080 6,54, 5 e.~ growing season weaso
;studid
rn
escn

~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~n

EFLET.sludge.
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THICKNESS AND SU SQUN

AXM
IN CANADA AND ALASKA.
B911b, MAL, Feb. 1950, 160p., ADA-M8
re&o

DECAY OF LAKE, RIVER AND FAST SEA ICE
488, 57

3rn8
ICE COVER THICKNESS, ICE MELTING, ICE
DETERIORATION, LAKE ICE, RIVER ICE, SEA
ICE, FAST ICE, AIR TEMPERATURE, ICE FORE-~
CASTING.
Weekly meurements of the thickness of lake, river and
at ma ioe oak ovw a period of 10 to 15 yews at 66
leocations in Canada, and Alaska are analyzed, and the portion
Of the data relat to matimum ice thickness and decay
(Lt. the der
ns
icae thickness) iseamined.
Ice thickness
cre eeldiniiulpten
of ice decay, and compariace between locations disclosed Umjocontraat in the amount
o ice accretion and the times of maximumn we and toe
lanc. Although many factora affect the ice decay
process, this study inveetigatee us detail the efect of thawig
temperatures.
concurrent meaurementsat he air emperae at esch location made it possible to analyze the relationshIp,
between acotenulate thawing; degre-ays (ATDD) and ice
decay.
Other factora affectingl Ice ablation and breaket. oa
radiation asn wdae falna.odiwcussed.
dwndrelsdscm.
raito
CR 30-07
E
N CL
ATW TR TRAM N
RE
OERLTRAD FLOW.D
EN
WAari
GOSEYW
Martel, C.J., et al Feb. 1980, 14p., ADA-084 489. 16
re&

Jenkins, T.F., Palazzo, Aj.
32
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WASTE TREATMENT, WATER TREATMENT,
IRRIGATION, COLD WEATHER PERFORM-

ANCE, ENGINEERING, SOIL. CHEMISTRY,
AGRICULTUJRE.

Primary effluent, aeodary effluent (package extended acrs-

RIVER ICE, ICE CONTROL, THERMAL DIFFU- ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS OF TUE UPPER bull plant effiuent with DOD 's often greater than 30 mgl/litcr)
SION, THERMAL POLLUTION, HEAT TRANS- SUSITNA RIVE BASIN USING LANDSAT IM and taewater
applied
to separate
sections of a pilotThe
regaces environment.
insa cold
overland were
flow site
ARR.scale
PEL
PER.
GERY.average
application

rate for each section wee 5.0 om (2.0
In.) per week.
perfornance was evalusaed for one year.
a 1977 to Jume 1978. Result of this study demonstrated
thtoverlad flow can renovate both primary and secondary
M4-3794
eflunt;duig
p mua
ummer and fall saeos.
However
0, SPABwaer quality from the primary section
AERIAL SURVEYS, REMOTE SENSING SPCE
lmotno polluomalniduring its entire operation
BORNE PHOTOGRAPHY, LANDSAT, MAP- Ammonia was the easiem: fortm of nitrogen to remove and
PING,
PHOTOINEPRTTON.
SPACE- nitrat was the most difficult.
Rainstorm did not caus
CRAFT, RIVER BAIS, EN IONMENTS, a 'flruhlng" effect. However, ammonda and nitrate concenUNITED STTSAAKA-SUSITNA RIVER. tratIoe in the rtm0off Increased during IDOWMClL The
in primary objetives of this study wene to 1) prepam, foragle ymid frm the primary and scondary, sections ws
anlrd
amap o Landsat imagery of the Upper Susitaa Ri
almost twice that of atpia No Hamtpshire hayfield.
ntok
lke lcess
ofed,2
Wasttawater, application ourgwrnte casd ny mino cue
Bared on these resuts, a minimum of
fPlant initury.
idlf posil bul an atm swthin th uppe b
ansdwithin a 100-kma radius of the proposed Devil Cayon 30 days of storage is recommended if overland flow la
and Wstan datam
aesobserved on J.Andest imay
used a a polishing process.
If overland flow is used
ad 3prpra -e
vdmpownthdititon
to treat rimary effluent, the number of storage days predicted
s.L Th
by EP -1. computer Program appears to be edequate.
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poorly drainedam.im' igebn and other color Vance G.P.. Feb. 1980, 28p., ADA-084 736, 8 rt.
WASTE TREATMENT, WATER TREATMENT,omcetsSLadaimgswrusduinItrptto,3439
SOIL CHEMISTRY. SOIL MICROBIOLOGY, Al the Ma
a
eepeae by p~moi
ICEBREAKERS, BUBBLES, PROTECTIVE COATGROWT'H.
wit
ItL~5tiae
ing oooilwtotera
INGS, ICE COVER THICKNESS, ICE FRICTION,
Previou reaearch indicates that nitrification in pure cultures
fieldmdata,
ICE STRENGTH.
ccbe,,repeseted by Mlchealip-Menten kinetic.
However, CR 30-80
This report rsets the results of the toe on the new
the e1ffcsa temperaur sad esecaly PH have not bae
ASPHALT CONCRETE FOR COLD REGIONS;~ A U.S. Coast uad140-ft icebreaker Katmai Blay(WT'OBtreated systematically in any ofthe previous reviews of COMPARATIVE LABORATORY STUDY AND 101) in the level plate ice and brash ice in WhitefishbBay
the subject.
The work reported here is an atep o ANALYSIS OF MIXTURES CONTAINING SOFT! and the St. Marys River
The resutsv indicate that the
tepeatreanp efetson n=rfcto
AND HARI) GRAD)ES OF ASPHALT CEMENT
vesse can penetrate 22 in. of evel freshwater ice with
ofulf
the g
owt rs.
in addition we3
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In aoefsy
nJoewl
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extndth
pincpkineticsbil intitoWmrzsoils.le,
J.brash Jm 180I5p.cAD -02 98nuncoueahicmode
oninandmoe
leatsts3
wokindicates that PH4
effectsoma
be interprete mechanleticsl- 39 rd5a.
In. of plate ice by backting and ramming.
The installed
ly as inhibitions by hydrogen and hydroxyrl ions, nitrous Ingarsoll, J., Johnson, T.C., Shahin. M.Y.
babbler system decreased the required poerq the vessel
acid, and ammoris.
Ibae anincorporatedmito the llchwe
35-2587
from 10 to 30% in brash ice and 25 to 35% In level iceor Obeervatice that BITUMENS, BITUMINOUS CONCRETES, PAVE- Theclow friction cotn ap ears tobe effective in decreasing
I is also
Ie-Mente
exrssos.
ammonium
oxidizers in natural
habitatse
caateized METS CE EN
AMIXURS
TNIE
tefiio
faorwnitem iIntact; when it peels
tefito
ESL
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ThisCM
pane cultrs
by lower Mkc~geli
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r". 711h; PROPERTIES,
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f& appears to make conditions worse than plain paint.
Is fagificat
thir rowh
prticlary
= acivit
i tems
(FACTRIN ) ,An
averag dynamic frition factor of 0.15 could be used
in acid tolls.
Alternatively, we speculate that poleain STRAIN TESTS, THERMAL EFFCTS, VISCOSI. over the entire hull for these tests.
at ammonium oxidizers in acid soils is du osailTY,
TRAFFICABILITY.
heterogeneity of "pH' at the microsite level.
Pavements containing soft asphalt cement have been shro
CR 80-9
CR 80-012
in the past to be less susceptible to low-temperature contiraction HIGH-.EXPLOSIVE CRATERING IN FRO2ZN
WINTER THERMAL STRUCTURE, ICE CONDI- cracking, but more susceptible to trafflc-loed-suocd" distress AND UNFROZEN SOILS IN ALASKA
TIONS AND CLIMATE OF LANZ CHAMPLAIN. inwarm weather, than pavements with harder asphalt cements- Smith, N., Feb. 1980, 2 1p., ADA-034 702, 8 refs.
Bates, ILE., Jam 19r0,
A A02 0,7
com Prised laboratory testing to determine the 34-3326
The ice suptireeulom resulting from discharge at am- water
Into rivr during winter Is analyzed with emphasis on two
different cues.
In Part 1, the case of a thermal effluent
fully mixed acoss the flwscinI nlzdto
the effects Of unta
insIn the effluent temperature and
th emviiia
vasiations.
The location Of the ice
e
sdeer
i e r bft o c waoe temperature criterion
or an equilibritunm ice metig analysis.
The choice of
the applcabl criterion emere natrally frotm the analysis.
amth Ofgthlocation
f
tie g may be considerably
different when a steady-stats alyi
s done.
in Par
2, the case atea e discharge of heated effluent is
also in an unsteady manner and the effbet ofi
mdisesin autsInld Ith ied fiaed~da m aiable
mad InPara
t liitd
1and2...
ate.~.t ae aal
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GatW, L.W., et al Jan. 1980, 1p., ADA.084 900, 52
re&a
Mery C.J., McKim, H.L., Lawasn, D.E.
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LAKE

an.a1980
ICE,

ICE CONDITIONS,

ofp.
asphalt cemmetrscntsin
an nlm opotteprom
THERMAL

an. of

veetcontinng suchF he-,u
to
=
-ralidue itu
andi traicssocimaed distress.
REGIME, ICE FORMATION, ICE THERMAL
PROPERTIES,
WATER
TEMPERATURE, From the results it is concluded that only the softest -METEORLOGICL
DAT, WINER, TER:Ocmentesd(A 2.5) would perform setacrr in a
c ldimatic zone.
The moderately soft (AC
a)nd
MISTORS, STEPAN PROBLEM.
moderately hard (AC 20) aplt cements shwed little =ucp
Winter thermal structure and ice conditions in the land-&istibility to thermal crackinga moderatt and awarm climati
hat ice cover of LAe Champlain were studied in detail
ne respectively.
The AC 2.5 and AC S asphalts are
for the winters of 1975-16 and 1976-77.
The lake was not recommended for use in warm climates. however, owing
instrumented to a depth of 9.5 m with a string of highly to increased susceptibility to rutting under traffic.

~al
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FROZEN GROUND MECHANICS, EXPLOSION
EFFECTS, SEASONAL FREEZE THAW, TALIKS,

EXCAVATION, TESTS.
Explosive cretering; tests were conducted in scasonally frozen
and thawed gravel at FL Richardson near Anchorage. A'a-k,and in seasonally frozen and thawed sit overlying permafrost
and in sit permoafrost at Ft. Wainwright near Fairbanks.
Asks.- Explosive charge weights ranged from 26 to 3120
lb. and charge burial depths ranged from about 3 to 40
ft.
The cube root of the charge weight scaling was used
to determine maxmum scaled crater dimensions and optimum
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cit

asadet of bunial of the charge.
Test ranks fo
I adthawed gravel were essntill
@h
ambcm
at the low maim., content aind the reaiey &hallow depth
of hazsig (5 to 6 i).
Th7 ptmm et of burial
of the chargle for muaniznedo "" en dis= ad depth
and the true radius was abu I.de elm.
cube. root
ofthaweghtfor both thedIawd haedcitions.
insesnn frozenit overlying a telk and silt per ft,
the maximum scaled! cratermnson and optium scaled
esthawe
hodto
hre
crno diwai
xetfre
noting of enryi the W rdcsxm
di3mu05.
cr
ewe -dae and an opimumD buried depth for the tree craer that
is hlrer than fo h hwdcondition.
ThU results for
the homoes
slit permnafrost wer very similar to the
froxien gravel results, with much aiuler maximum crater
dimesions and smaller optimum hrg brial depthsen~
for the thawed it overlying peraaaklt

for unifbom a well anmultilayered seol pmrflteaand can CRW1
be adapted to inOrPOIWt Valous nitro5U 5dj abO
OPO.GYADDSRBUINOO H
I
LOcADanTIBTO
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M.wentm
sensitiity,
to
changs
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FROM
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rate of .1tlosin
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Ige and rate of TRAL SUMMER, 1977.
plant weeaks of nlioen= bse described.
DecitoSuck, LiR., July 1980, 26p., ADA-09 680, 35 rote
Of tecmurpoa.heroamlsigananemle
3541721
oinudaenda
PLANKTON, MARINE BIOLOGY, SEA ICE DISTRIBUTION, OCEAN ENVIRONMENTS, ICE
dat m pen

MATHEMATICAL MODEL TO CORRELATE

Sabourin, L

FROST~ HEAVE

OF

PAVEMENTS

EDGE, CRYOBIOLOGY, ANTARCTICA-WED-

DELL SEA.
CR W013
FRACTURE BEHAVIOR OF ICE IN CHARPY
IMPACT TETING
i ue13,13.
D-8
2,1
Iftslcl
AJune198,13p,
X, t
A A-08 92,17
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ICE CRACKS, FRACTU'RING, IMPACT TESTS,
TEMPERATURE EFFECTS DOPED ICE, ICE
ICE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE.
Specmseae d from various types of ice without introducig 6100oinV disrwereameat elsolerat~m migng
MATHEMATICAL MODELS, FROST HEAVE, frOmi-2 to -19CC
These teat indicated slightly highler
ap values at lower temperature and in umr bighiy
FROST PENETRATION, NEAT TRANSE
Three modes ofifrcture
aeilcnetain.
PAVE ET,
MIGRATION,
SOIL WATE3R
COMPUTERAEDMSIM
LATION,*AisRATteandith

LABORATORY PREDICTIONS.

WITH

.L., et al Feb. 1980, 49p., ADA-04 737,67
rob.
M.of
Cuymon, G.L., Johnson, T.C.
34-3200
Ber&

~~~~~~~COMPOSITION,
~

Depening on the ton2pe,5btr
COMPUTRIZEDSIMULAION,
ABORAT - a
aterialrcomposition, etratthe fimstwo modes,
normal frate or multipl ftcture, win appear andiwill
RY TECHNIQUES, FORECASTING,

Eight
Opeie
o icate coofaeles(Acanthoecidas)
were observed in samples obtained frmthe Weddell Ses
ftha
trlime.17.
Habis.whichchoanoflila
Cswr
fosund included the wate column, the ju
ofeice floes ponds on orefloes, and the interiors o c
floes.
Th e~ence ofcleoofelleaes within the Ice
ship with the other biologcal componenta of theic oamuncy, the ice algae and tebacteria.
The presence in the
ice of seven species with both a caudal appendage and
aneirprojections suggests a positive relatloeahj between
thsbs
ofwrnnadheteelta
ehnis
variance of transiverse coatal diametere betwengnr
may be useful to the taxoonmy and phylogey of thisfaly
(Auth. mod.)
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SNOW PADS USED) FOR PIPELINE CONSTRUCTION IN ALAS"A 1976: CONSrRUCTION, USE AND BREAKUP.

A mthemetfical model of coupled heat and moisture now Show a normal frequency distribution of Carpy values in Johnson, P&L,et aliuly 1980, 28p.,ADA-09 52 1,11
Me tirdmode, fracture from both rob,
tpe o ic.
as ow evelped
in slkTheh
ocre in th (NH4 doped ice, Ca~ln, CKM
nec
ftvn
=
4"1d_
be
on dmoisturTe melV Iidsf
inr phae hang
svaltpsof boundary and initial conditions.
The 55ve Chlrpy values two to &a times htigher thntem
35-2584
fiieeeetmethod of weighted residuals (Oalerkdn proe.
Tapueflornormal fracture
It con. therefore, be onacuded COLD WEATHER CONSTRUCTION, PIPEmay LINES SNOWr ROADS PERMAFROST PRES
tye of
of"
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WASTEWATER TREATMENT BY A PROTO- UNITED STATES--ALASKA-FAIRBANKS.
the ice crystals composing the anow pack.
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WASTE TREATMENT, WATER TREATMENT, 2) mulch, mulch blaket, and/or sludge, and 3) substrate ICE CONDITIONS, SEA ICE DISTRIBUTION,
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rate of fertilizer was applied to al plots except the control Development of the hydropower potential of Bradley Lake,
STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF SOIL AND A section of each plot was rerertilized again in their third Alaska, would nearly double winter freshwater discharge from
CLIMATIC PARAMETERS AFFECTING THE Eowim.san.to .compare annual and biannual fertilization, the Bradley River into upper Kochemak Bay, and the Corps
CHANGE IN PAVEMENT DEFLECTION DUR- Te high fertilization rte produced abo verage growth. of Eagineen is
cerned out possible subsequent increased
Fecue, brome, and foztal were the most productive spees ice formation ad related ice-induced problems,
The objecING THAWING OF SUBGRADES.
on the dam, while asike clover was the most productive tives of this investigation were to descre winterirce
Chamberlain, E.J., July 1981, 10p., ADA- 106 976, 7 on the wetter levee site.
When grass seed and willow circulation in the bay and document ice distribution
refs.
cuttings were planted at the same time, willow survival for predictinmg where additional ice might be transported
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and growth were reduced.
Fertilizaton is required for if if forms.
Fr.-one Lnd.st MSS band 5 and 7 and
PAVEMENTS, DEFORMATION, SEASONAL at least two yeam to produce an acceptable permanent vegeta- RBV images with 70% cloud cover or iess, taken betwe
SUBORADE SOILS, LOADS tion cover, although fine-ained sol r sludge reduces the 1 November and 30 Apl each year, were analyzed for
FREEZE
THAW,
(FORCES),
FROST PEN& amount of fertilizer needed in the second year.
Third- the eight winters from 1972 to 1980 with standard photonter(F OES), CLIMATIC
CLTATIC FACTORS,
FACTORSAFROSTyear
fertilization may be necessary since the benefits
of pretation techniques.
Results of this analysis showed that
TRATION, STATISTICAL ANALYSIS.
the second fertilization continue for at least two years.
A glacial sediment discharged into Kachemak Bay acts as a
This report analyzes the results of a field study previously sludge treatment refertilized during its second growing season natural tracer in the water.
Inner Kachemsk Bay circulation
reported by Scrivner at sl (1969) for the National Cooperative produces the highest biomass recorded in this study.
Sludge in the winter is predominantly counterclockwise, with
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SH (sher-horizontsl) wave velocities of 240 and 165 We.L
7Umodlyer, made up of-Imilar, momecompacted material,
Is 9.3 m thick, with a P wave velocity of 470 m/rsand an Sit
wave velocity of275 es/s. The third layer. interpreted s the
groundwater aWle Is located &a depth of 10.5 . and has a P
wave velocity0of 190ft1/s ThbeSH wave velocity of tislayer
ae that of
Is controlled by the matrix material and is the sthe second layer. Aiingle. unirevereed obeervation indicated
fourth layer at a depth of about 20.i. but the existence of this
aerrman unconfirmed. The observed hundamentsl mode
Love wave dispersion is inareetwith the theoretical diapertion predicted by the rercto veocities. Computed partial derivatives of phase velocity with resPect to shear wave
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by the deeper structure.
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the total surface area had a temperature below
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HYDROLOGY AND CLIMATOLOGY OF THE
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PERMAFROST BENEATH STRUCTURES, PER- TERSHED, ALASKAt.EMICAL ICE PREVENTION, ICE CONTROL, MAFROST HEAT TRANSF
R EEZE THAW Hausen, ILK., et al, Oct. 1982, 34p., ADA-122 402,
SALTING, ROAD ICING, SNOW REMOVAL, ICE CYCLES, CONDUCTION, HEAT TRANSFER, Ref. p.25-28.
REMOVAL, SAFETY, FRICTION, TRAPFICA- PHASE
TRANSFORMATIONS,
UNDER- Slaughter, C.W., Howe, K.E., Dingpman, S.L.
BILITY.
GROUND PIPELINES, THERMAL INSULA- 37-1233
Snow and we control on highways has come to rely heavily TION, ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS).
WATERSHEDS, DRAINAGE, PERMAFROST
on the sodium chloride to maintain a tiafcable surface The problem of thws beneath heated ox'u," on pe,=HYDROLOGY, CLIMATE, RUNOFF, STREAM
for uniped movemnt.
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DIRECT FILTRATION OF STREAM ORNE
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Ro, M.D., et al, Sep. 1982,17p., ADA-120 751, 8 Creek.
Comparisons
of spot discharge 03
measure
enta of
forces were measured and then used to evaluate the
e&
to salt application with time for three test temperatures. Lowmn, RA., Sletten, R.S.
OGA had the lowat htion values at a temperarm near 39-1272
the freezing point, but higher initial values or more rapidly SEDIsheds.
SEDIMENTS, GLACIAL DEPOSITS, GLACIAL
increasing values than DO and CC following al
at the two low temperau
Optimum apk
RIVERS, WATER TREATMENT, GEOLOGICAL
s
100 an 300 lb/ane SURVEYS, EQUIPMENT.
of salt on PCC and 5A h between
mile (LM), and a higher rate resulted inalht or no improve- A direct ltration, water treatment pilot plant was operated
meantin fration.
DGA showed anmalous resulm lower on the Keni River at Soldotus, Al--ks, during the smmer
frction for 300 Ib/LM and higher friction for both 100 of 1980.
he purpose of the pilot plant operations was
and 500 lb/LM.
to determine the feasibility of the direct filtration proess
for removal of slacil Silt. The major Criterion used to
CR 62-19
W 82O19
W
determine feasibility was production of water ctining less
WASTEWATER APPLICATIONS IN FOREST than 1.0 NTu of trdity. For the rnge of raw water
ECOSYSTEMS.
tuibiditie encountered (22-34 NU), the pilot plant testing
McKim. H.L, ct al, Aug. 1982, 22p., ADA-I 19 994, indicated that direct ftration a feasible and could be
to convenil
n alternative
considered
38
rela.
taks.3-18 water treatment
sedimetation
planta containing
37-462
WASTE DISPOSAL. WASTE TREATMENT, CR 82-24
WATER TREATMENT, FOREST ECOSYSTEMS, SUBSEA PERMAFROST IN HARRISON BAY,
TREES (PLANTS), GROWTH, LAND RECLAMA- ALASKA- AN INTEIPI
ATION FROM SEISTION, REVEGETATION, WATER POLLUTION. MIC DATA.
Unde pror desgn and management, a forest ecosystem Neave, K.G., et al, Aug. 1982, 62p., ADA-121 020,16
in the cnrlUnited States should renovate municipal wa
sterwater as long or I
than coventional agricultural ySet
pV.
team,especially wb
ie limtit oatin e hydraulicoad
3n
n,P1 V
rate, heavy metals, P and N.
Forest system require
smaller buffer zones than agricultural systems and lower SUBSEA PERMAFROST, SEISMIC SURVEYS,
sprinkler pressures.
Immature forests re better wastewater BOTTOM SEDIMENT, SEISMIC REFRACTION,
renovators than mature forest.m
SEISMOLOGY,
NATURAL
RESOURCES,
OCEAN BOTTOM, UNITED STATES-ALASKA
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DECELERATION OF PROJECTILES IN SNOW. -HARRISON BAY.
Albe D.G.,
Aug. 1982,29p., ADA- 19676,11 Ve
at ervedf
peo
indu
seismic cords
fromai
Day
w that higvelocity material (> 2km/)
rcf
od
interpreted to be ice-bondd Permast is omineti
In
Richmond, P.W.
the easer part of the bay, the depth to high velocity
material increases and velocity decromes in an orderly manner
SNOW DENSITY, PENETRATION TESTS, PRO- with increasing distance from thor until the layer is no
Me western part of the bay is less
JECTILE PENETRATION, MILITARY RE- longer apparent.
SEARCH, VELOCITY, IMPACT STRENGTH.
orderly, possibly reflectin a different geoltkl and thermal
-nstr d M374 projectiles we lanehed into sow, history.
This western Part may be an inundated setion
nylon,
Styrower tpad u
a 10.7-m radu int ow t u of
the
low coastal
plain
by the region
nrth
of
Tesheklpuk
and Characterized
could
For now of 410-kgicu m density, the 3.1-kg teatorprojectile
lakes,
. Lake,
low velocity
z have contained
Al o deep thaw
experienced decelerations of approximately 220, 400, and in ,
L-veootty
wtri
a extend
imatd 25
550 m/sq a (at a depth of 0.1 m) for initial impact velocities
of 15, 30 and 46 m/s respectively.
These values disag
with values predicted from a simple hydrodynamic dre
CR 82-25
force approximation.
The decelerations meaured for wow EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF POtaet were always etr than those measured for n
TENTIAL ICINGiOFTESPACESHUITLE
shaving
targetsis not
(of adensity
that TENAL
I
G Othe
this material
oo 10kg/cu)
naloS for snow in =-q
e dnity
TERNAL TANK.
used in these te.
Fetrick, M.G., et al, Sep. 1982, 305p., ADA. 121 330.
Itagaki, K., Lemieux, G.E., Minas, S.E.
CR 82-21
ACOUSTIC EMISSIONS FROM FOLYCRYS- 39-1712
AIRCRAFT ICING, TANKS (CONTAINERS,
TALLINE ICE.
COATINGS,
PROTECTIVE
St. Aawrience, W.F., ctxi, Aug. 1982, 1Sp., ADA- 119 SPACECRAFT,
632,1re
THERMAL
INSULATION,
ICE FORMATION,
Cole,
D.M. ,.F.I
COUNTERMEASURES,
SURFACE
TEMPERA37-734
TURE, STATISTICAL ANALYSIS, EXPERIMENDE_.M.t
ICE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE, ICE ACOUSTICS.
COMPRESSIVE PROPERTIES, STATIC LOADS,
FRACTURING, STRESSES, STRAINS, TEMPERATURE EFFECTS, TIME FACTOR, TESTS.
The scoustc emission response from fine-grained polycrstlle ice subjected to constant compressive loads was examined.
A number of tests were conducted with the nominal tres
ranng from 0.8 to 3.67 MPa at a temperature of -5 C.
me acoustic emission response was recorded and the date
are presented with respect to time and strain.
me surce
of acoustic emissions in ice is considered in terms of the
formation of both microactures and visible fractures that
develop without catastrophic failure of the ice.
A model
to describe the acoustic emission response is developed,

TATION.
thermal Proetion system tiles on the apace shuttle
The
Orbiter
ae extremely sensitive to impact damage.
from
impacts could be caused by ie particles dislodged Such
the outer surfaeeGROW
he ET, which contains the cryoenc proellant ta, i
covered with a spay-on foam minatio (SOFI) to minimize
ice formation.
The objective of this investigation we'
to experimentally explore a ng of enviromentlcondition,
for which significat
poteantia exists for the Er.
A
sgicant n
which became evident es
the expem
mental prolnm, was that onutr moda elsed upon the
average SO i thickness predicted panesr
teme tures
that were considerably i
than thoe obaerved.
For
an assessment of Iing, the important values to characterize
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predominantly permafrost and non-permafrost subwatersheds
showed that permafrost-dominated w
have a much
"flashie'response to precipitation then non-permafrost wateA coma;rison of the annual flow distribution of
the watehd indicated that Caribou Creek has lower smmer
and higher winter discharge per unit area than the Cloma
or Saicha Rivers.
me tempora valithcil of the flow
of Caribou Creek is low compared with small- and moderateized streams in New England.
CR S2-27
LEAST LIFCYCLE COSTS FOR INSULATION
IN ALASKA.
Planders, S.N., et al, Oct. 1982, 47p., ADA-122 806,
6 reft.
Coutts, H.J.
37-1482
THERMAL INSULATION, BUILDINGS, COST
ANALYSIS, ECONOMIC ANALYSIS, CLIMATIC
FACTORS, FUELS, MILITARY FACILITIES.
Recommendations for economical thicknesses for building
insulation result from a study of fuel and construction costs
of 12military installations in Alaska.
A comparison between
the insulation thickness that a building owner inipht choose
today and what be might choose in 20 years indicates
trend for much thicker insulation in the future.
An analysis
of how much more expensive a building built today with
the thickness that would te appropsiat 20 years hence
indicates only a small penalty in life-c.ycle costs for the
additional insulation.
Therefore, a minimum of R-32 walis
and R-62 atic is recommendd for moat of Alas.
CR 82-28
EVALUATION OF VAISALA'S MICROCORA
AUTOMATIC SOUNDING SYSTEM.
Andeas, E.L., et Il, Oct. 1982, 17 p., ADB-070 011L,
17 ef
Richter, W.A.
37-1529
MARINE METEOROLOGY, METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
METEOROLOGICAL
DATA, WIND (METEOROLOGY).
During the Weddell Polynya Expedition in the southern
ocean, over 60 upper-air soundings were made with a Vaisala
MicroCORA Automatic Sounding System installed on the
Soviet icebreaker MikhualSomo.
The MiroCORA sy.tem
measures the wind vector by using the Omep navaid simas
to trak the balloon-bome radiosond
This windflnding
s thus unaffected by any motions of the ground station,
system
is
easy
to
use.
and
the
data
seemradiosonde
accurate.
Coparis unches, during which the Vaisin
and the sonde of another manufacturer were carried on
the nine balloon, indicate that the MicroCORA pressure
Ther
and temperature data are also of high quality.
were problems with the MicroCORA measurement of humidi-

ty, however, became of an inordinate number o failures
of the humidity senor, the Humicap, which is prone to
drift.
After a unit-by-uit a hardware evalustionreliabili
of the
componentoftheMicroCO
reiblty
its expected
h judged
Mc onlyAfair;stem.
for use at sea f is
several
units were
poorly
packaged, and servicing and repair require a high degree
(Auth.)
of technical expertise.
CR 82-29
OF FACETED CRYSTALS IN A SNOW
COVER.
Colbeck, S.C., Oct 1982, 19p., ADA-122 792,45 refs.
37-1722
SNOW CRYSTAL GROWTH. RECRYSTALLIZATION, SNOW CRUST, DEPTH HOAR, HEAT
FLUX, VAPOR TRANSFER, GRAIN SIZE, THERMODYNAMICS, SNOW DENSITY, TEMPERATURE EFFECTS, TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS,
SNOW COVER.
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ON THE DIFFERENCES IN ABLATION SEASONS OF ARCTIC AND ANTARCTIC SEA ICE.

CR 82-36
LONG-TERM MODIFICATIONS OF PERENNIALLY FROZEN SEDIMENT AND TERRAIN AT
Andress, E.L., et al, Oct. 1982, 9p., ADA-122 454,41 EAST OUMALIK, NORTHERN ALASKA.
re& For aothersource see 36-2836 (MP 1517).
Lawson,
D.K,Nov. 1982, 33p., ADA-123 731, Rea
3
Ackley, S.F.
39-1728
SEA
ICE,
ICE
MELTING,
ABLATION,
METEOROLOGICAL FACTORS, ICE CONDI-

TIONS.

p. 0-33.
37-2377
PERMAFROST THERMAL PROPERTIES, DEGRADATION, SOIL EROSION, SEDIMENTS,
TUNDRA,ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT, THER-
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Cox, G.F.N., et al, Oct. 1982, 1lp., ADA-122 779,13
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Weeks, W.F.
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SEA ICE,BRINES,GAS INCLUSIONS,ICE DENThe si teeamin is now irregular and hummocky with mer.
SEAY,ICE TEE ATU
S
IC E DEIN-,
8-m
depresions.
Seasonal thaw depths ar deeper in daSITY, ICE TEMPERATURE, ICE SALINITY, CR 82-34
tunted areas than in undisturbed arms and reflect the new
TEMPERATURE EFFECTS, COMPUTER AP- HYDRAULIC MODEL STUDY OF PORT mossoue conditions and morpholoa. The Severity of disPLICATIONS, ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS).
HURON ICE CONTROL STRUCTURE.
turbance is much grester at East Oumalik than at another
Equations ae developed that can be used to determine Colkins DJ., etal, Nov. 1982, 59p., ADA-123 715, 8 old drill ste, Fish Creek.
The difference reulta primarily
the amount of ga present in as ice from measurements rei
from differences inthe phyMiad propertie of the sediments,
of the bulk ice density, salinity and temperature in the Deck, D.S., Sodhi, D.S.
including the quanti gn ditrbio of -ronadice.
in
orSvere ompacatou
theremovil
-n simil
e to
temperature range of -2 to -.3C. Conversely thes relation- 37-2375
sp
be used to give the density of sea ice as a function
tioofthe
vegetative
am wouad cuse similar
adverse phyical
fits temperature and salinity, considering both the prec ICE CONTROL, HYDRAULIC STRUCTURES, c
totake place over two to three decades and should
of gas and of solid salts in the ice.
Equation
e also ICE NAVIGATION, ICE MECHANICS, FLOAT- therefore
be avoided.
given that allow the calculation of the gas and brine volumes ING ICE, ARTIFICIAL ICE, ICE LOADS, ICE
CR 832-37
in the ice at temperatures other than that at which the FLOES, DOPED ICE, PORTS, MODELS.
bulk density was determined.
The ice discharge through a n opening in an icecontrol LANDSAT-ASSISTED
ENVIRONMENTAL
strt e wa domend tobe function of thefloe sue, MAPPING IN THE ARCTIC NATIONAL WILDCR 82-31
ice type, we floe condition and vend dimction The LIFE REFUGE, ALASKA.
model data for the average itedi
pr vessel tra it Walker, D.A., etal,
Nov. 1982, 59p. + 2 maps, ADABERING STRAIT SEA ICE AND THE FAIRWAY Uaed to ototyp
a
compare avorably with data 123 440, Refd p.34-37.
ROCK ICEFOOT,
ta at the St. Mry
ver ice contrl Srucure (CS). Acevedo, W., Everett, K.R., Gaydos, L, Brown, J.,
Kovaca, A., etal, Oct. 1982, 40p., ADA-122 477, 45 The model reaults of the force measurements were also
,PJ.
The
consistent with dae taken at the St. Mar" 1CS.
ref.
dynamic loading conditions were independent of vessel direc- 39-1274
Sodhi, D.S., Cox, G.F.N.
MAPPING, REMOTE SENSING,
TUNDRA,
3
types
structure
os
loading
to
the
dynamic
don.
The
39-1273
of ice (plastic,
naturalmeans
and uma-doped)l
showed
a considerable
INTERPRETATION,
ENVIICE CONDITIONS, SEA ICE, PRESSURE difternce
in their
and sandard
devistions
The GEOBOTANICAL
RONMENTS, SOILS,
PATTERNED GROUND,
RIDGES, ICE PRESSURE, ICE FORMATION, urea-doped ice was evalmated for dynamic lading conditions
VEGETATION, CLASSIFICATIONS, LANDSAT,
OFFSHORE
LANDFORMS,
ICE
LOADS, and reasonable peak values of 3 to 5 times the mean lead
NASTATES--ALASKA-ARCTIC
GROUNDED ICE, AERIAL SURVEYS, BERING at each measuring position were recorded, independent of UNITED
It appean that synthetic random ice TIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE.
vesl direction.
STRAIT.
Information on s ice conditions in the Bering Strait and fes may be used in model Studies where ice discharge This report presents a landat-derived land cover map of
needs to be documented. the northwest portion of the Arctic National Wildlife Rettue,
in a structure
an
the icefoot formation around Fairway Rock, located in the
The report is divided i-r .wo parts.
Alask.
study %o the synthetic random ice floe
Cros-sectiona profiles of Fairthe
Strait, is presented.
wi
to f
reasollhly within the values obtained for natural finrtis devoted to the landcover map. - tailed descriptions
Rock and the relief of the icefoot are given
The seond part
forces active during icefoot ice discharge for both rafted and non-rafted ice fields above of the mapping methods and legend.
theoretical analyses of the posible
formati,
Itisshown thattheicecovermot likely.he ICS.
However, the question of whether synthefic is a description of the study are.
The classifica m system
inftehure
s oppo
t c e e orb motli kth
l
ie
be usedcrteria
for analyzing
force distribution
a for the maps is an improvement ov existing methods
forcecanlading
cannot be
l answere and
at this time ud
of descnbing tundra
vegetatio.
It isa comprehemive
former' requires ls force.
Field observations reveal that because the lod disrbution of the synthetic and natural method of nomenclature that consistently applies the same
the Fairway Rock icefoot is massive, with ridges up to
ei15 m high, a seaward face only 20 deg from vertical, and floe*
appearto differ
criteria for all vegetation units.
It is applicable for largeinterior
deg
The icefoot
is
andSmall-scale mapping and is suitable for describing vejetbiterioridge
rie sdopes
slode averagig
vang 33
33swdhraThes
ifo
ist
ton complexes, which are common in the patterned-ground
believed to be grounded and it width rangs from les
terrain of the Alaskan Arctic.
The system i applicable
than 10 to over 00 m.
to Landest-derived ad cover clssifications
The description of the Study area focuses on five primary terrain "M
CR 82-32
flat
thaw-lake
hill costl plains oois, mo
terrain,
and plains,
river fiood
plains
landffrms
FLUID DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF VOLCANIC CR 82-35
soils and
-ton are described Topography,
for each raite.
PaOrick, M.G., ct al, Oct. 1982, 12p., ADA-122 778
28 refs.
Qamar, A., St Lawrence, W.F.

CLIMATE OF REMOTE AREAS IN NORTHCENTRAL ALASKA. 1975-1979 SUMMARY.
Haugen, R.K., Nov. 1982, l10p., ADA-123 719, 31

'n for e
The report alo cot"i= area
s
The area smmaries ae generated
derived map categores.
for the five terrain type and for the 89 townships within
the study aras,.
land cover maps at 1:250.000 are
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refs.
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SEISMOLOGY, VOILDYNAMICS,
FLUID
CANOES, EARTHQUAKES, ICEQUAKiS GEOMAGNETISM.
(< 10 Hz) voicanic earthquakes or al
Low-frequency
and
and occur before, during,
at a wide rangeofdepths
after
magmatic eruptions,
The characteristics of thes
esrthqus es suggs that they are not typical tectooi events.
Physically analgu proceate occur in hydraulic frottAring
of rock formations,
- uency icequakes in temperate
glacies. and autoresonance inhydroelectric power stations,
we propose that unsteady fluid flow in volcanic conduits
is the common soure machanim of low-frequency volcanic
rthques (tremor).
The fluid dynamic Source mechanism
expins low-freauency earthquakes of arbitrary durtion, magnitude, end d
of rigin, &aunsteady flow is indepandent
of physical priertiva of the fluid and conduit.
Fluid
transents occur in both low-viscosity P
and high-viscosity
liquid&
A fluid transent analysis can be formulated as
generally as is warrantod by knowledge of the composition
and physical properties of the fluid, material properties, geometry and roughness of the conduit, and boundary conditions.

37-2376
CLIMATE, SNOW ACCUMULATION, PRECIPI- CR S2-3S
TATION (METEOROLOGY), AIR TEMPERA- WINDOW PERFORMANCE IN EXTREME
TURE, TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS, STATIS- COLD.
2
Dec. 1982, 1p., ADA-124 571,
TICAL ANALYSIS, TEMPERATURE VARIA- Flanders, S.N., et al,
TIONS, UNITED STATES-ALASKA.
For another version see 35-2514. 10 refs.
Air temperature, precipitatin, and some ound aurfce tem- Dusmka,
J., Barrett, S.
perature e , ocip"yfro remote are of cntral and 38-4415
northern Alas
tatistically and Sraphically
summarized ICING, WINDOWS,
WEATHERPROOFING,
on a monthly bais for a five-year period (1975-79).
The MILITARY FACILITIES, THERMAL INSULAremote site date were obtained during the course of severl TION, COLD WEATHER CONSTRUCTION,
CPRBL investigation .
To providea more comprehensive HEAT LOSS, AIR LEAKAGE, HUMIDITY, CONcoavsqe, t
dat are preentd together with data obtained
at National Weather Service stations in the are
The DENSATION,
COUNTERMEASURES,
COST
analysis is based on four clumatic regions within the study ANALYSIS.
arem,the Continental Interior, the Brooks Range, the Arctic Extreme cold causes heavy buildup of frost. ice and condensaFoothills, and the Arctic Coastal Plain.
A detailed analysis ton on many windows,
It also increases the incentive
of co0stl-inland summer air temperature gradients on the for improving the airtightness of windows against heatloss,
Arctic Coasti Plain is iven.
Station histories
forthe Our study shows that tightening specifications for Alaskan
1975-79 period and tabulated sir and ground temperature windows to permit only 30% of the air leakage allowed
statistic are included as appendices,
by current American airtightness standards is economically
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CRREL REPORTS

CR
atracive.
We lo recommend trile l
in much both from the snow surface and from the air a shelf thickness
of Alek to avoid window Icin in m
n barracks. of shout 275 m was easily detected.
The bulk conductity
We baseour onclions atwo
x field study of Aska
ofthe ice shelfat Site J-9 washigher thanoriginally ancip
,
military bses that included L
humidity and tempera- and this limited the radar sounding depth to about 405
tare data, observing moisture accumulation on windows and m when operating at a frequency of 20 MHz.
(Auth.
measusing ltzh a with a fan pressurization device.
mod.)
R 82-44
CR 82-39
l~i[2
I
TH
ZO
M(
UR
O
CE
HEFCASE
STUDY OF LAND TREATMENT IN A
COtaminants
SHELF,
ICE
MCMURDO
IN
THE
ZONE
BRINE
ANTA
DTeIC9.
COLD CIMATE--WEST DOVER, VERMONT.
Kovace A, t
ADA-124 516,29 BoUzoun, J.R., t al, Dec. 1982, 9p., ADA-25 43,
42 refs. Collection of two articles,
Gow, A., Crasin, J.H., Morey, RM.
Meals, D.W., Caasehl, E.A.
37-3355
37.3494
ICE SHELVES, RINES, ICE SALINITY, AN- ICE FORMATION, WASTE TREATMENT,
TARCTICA-MCMURDO ICE SHELF.
WATER TREATMENT, SNOW ACCUMULAA 4.-m-high brine stop in McMurdo Ice Shelf has migrated TION, LAND RECLAMATION, COLD WEATHabout 1.2 kn in 4 yeM.
7is m
- is proof of ER PERFORMANCE, GROUND
WATER,
the dynamic nature of the stp, which s the adin
R PIPELINES, HYDROLOGY, NUTRIENT
of a brine wave that originated at the shelf
=
a mor break-out of the McMurdo Ice Shelf.
MW inland CYCLE, SURFACE WATER.
boundary of brine penetration is characterized by a series A slow rate land treatment system that operates througou
of descending np that are believed to represent terminal the
in a very cold climate is described in detail.
Infor01a the geoogy, ois, vegtion, wieiend the
,,,tit,,of
separate
intrusions of brine of
mattin
=
V Winland
boundary of
brine pecoation is pra
limte at the siteisaso presented.
Winter operational
olargely by the depth at which brine encounterm problems such asice fomati, on the elevated spray laterals,
the m/Ice tranition (43m).
However, this boundar
and frezing and plugging of the spray nozzles are discussed,
is not fixed by permeability considerations aloe, since mcesurs are their solution.
The detaled mus of a I-year
able movementofbrine still occurringat the iniund boundary. study to characterize the seasonal performance of the *ytem,
Freeze-rctionation of the seawater as it rat
through to develop N and P budgets for the system, to monitor
the ice shelf preferentially precipitates
y all sodium specific hydrologic events on the spray field, to monitor
groundwater quality, to monitor the groundwater
l
sufate, and concomitant removal of water by freezinin
al pore spaces of the infiltrsted fire produces residual brine& quality in off-ate welis, and to monitor the water quality
approximately six times more concentrated than the original of two rivers that border the Site we presented.
Recommenseawater.
(Auth.)
daions for the design and operation of other slow rate
CR 2-40
land treMtmnt sstems to be constructed in cold climates
BREAKING
ICE WITH EPLO VE.
are included,
Melor, M., Dc. 1982,64p.,ADA-123
761, 25rf
CR 83-01
37-2378
ICE BREAKING, ICE BLASTING, EXPLOSIVES
EXPLOSION EFFEC'S, UNDERWATER EXPLOSIONS, ICE COVER THICKNESS, STATISTICAL
ANLYSIS, COMPUTER APPLICATIONS, ANALYSISwere
MAe
DEnS
The use of explosives to break feating ice sheets is described,
and test damear ued to develop curves that predict explosives
effects aicethickness, chargeeze, and charge depth vary.
Application of the curves to practical problems is illustrated
by numerical examples. The general features of underwater
explosions are reviewed and related to ice blasti4
Quasistatic plate theory is considered, and isjudled tobe inapplicable
to explosive craterins of ice plates.
The specific enery
for optimized ice blasting is found to compare quite favorably
with the 7pecif
tp of isebrekin ship.
All available
appendices,
are tuaedin
fild
with dae
deis oof theblastig
rearsn
nalyses from
which thetogether
design

ANALYSIS OF ROOF SNOW LOAD CASE
STUDIES UNIFORM LOADSO'Rourke, M., etal, Jan. 1983,29p., ADA-126 330,12
refs.
Koch, P., Redfield, R.
Y ( T MT,DS .37-3351
ROOFS, BUILDING CODES, SLOPE ORIENTATION, DESIGN, STATISTICAL ANALYSIS.
Roof snow lod cae stdies gthered throughout the United
States over a three-year Io areanalyzed.
The objective
of the analysis is to determine a relationship betwen the
snow load on the ground and the c
uniform
snow load on flat and loped oob
The main parameters
considered are the thermal characteitic of the roof the
roof dope and the exposure of the structur
Exposure
has the strongest effect on the ratio of ground to roof
and
existing
Comparisons are made with
snow, loads.
proposed building codes and standards.

- sCR
Crves82-41
CR
EVALUATION OF PROCEDURES FOR DETER-

83-02
COMPUTER MODELING OF TIME-DEPENDENT RIME ICING IN THE ATMOSPHERE.

MINING SELECTED AQUIFER PARAMETERS.
Dal, C.J., Dec. 1982, 104p., ADA-125 437, Refs.
p.93.104.
37-34%
GROUND WATER, WATER FLOW, HYDROLOGY, PERMEABILITY, WATER POLLUTION,
ManyofrY
POROSITY, TET.SIMULATION,
TETS.
Many of the important factors influencing the choice of
appropriate
aquifer test procedures me presented.. Th.
T
concepts of bias, accuracy and spail variability are explained.
The definitions of anumber of "aif parametem are developed
frombsicprincledemonttigthe
,.derlyin
asaumptins
and linitatioms. Tha
coneeredar:piezometric
head, hydraulic conductivity/intrinsic permeability, flow direction, specific discharge magnitude, trasmisalvity, volimeetric
flow rate, Sotorai
total porosity,
effective porosity, average linear
eny,
ceff-

_

depth in the model.
The decreamse
in removal rate as
temperature declined is st
by the known dependence
of Henry's constant and diffiesivity on temperature.
The
model was validated on a second overland flow system.
Th surface soilconcentrations of the tne
i determined
at the end of the experiment su41est that a secondary mechanism renews the surfce ctivtty rapidly enough so that
with the possible
exceptio of do
PC'B.
up on the surface,
Bidgradatio
is suggested
not build
a the
xdommawt seoda me ism rather tha voaizatin
becaue subsans less volatile than PCB were not found
at the end of the experiment.
CR 33-04
ICE GROWTH ON POST POND, 1973-1982.
w
a
83
GovoiL, JW.
40-4676
ICE GROWTH, ICE DETERIORATION, PONDS,

SNOW
ICE, ICE COVER
THICKNESS,
METEOROLOGICAL FACTORS, SEASONAL
VARIATIONS, ICE MODELS, DEGREE DAYS,
STEFAN PROBLEM, UNITED STATES-NEW
HAMPSHIRE-POST POND.
Measurements and analysis of seasonal ice growth and decay
on Post Pond, New Hamsire, for the period 1973-1982
are prnted.
Observations included ce thicknesmesma ments,ezaminstion of the various ice types contributing
to the ice over, and measurements of meteorological parameof the ie growth
with ad m
te for c
process.
The overall nature of ice growth and decay
(iwelme) on Post Pond has been ascertained, the seasonal
varisbiity in the nting of freeze-up and ice-out and the
durstion of the ice cover have been determined, and the
relationship of ice growth to ree -dqr-y records evaltedonthebsofa Stef
uction uequation
modified
to deal with ice sheuts covered with or free of snow.
lee
growth occurs predominantly by the direct feeig of lake
water, but snow ice may compose as much as 50% of the
ice cover in winters with I4h than average snowfall
Freeze-up leading to the establishment of a stable ice cover
occu durms the 4-week period from the end of November
to the end of ecember.
Maimumeeasonalacethicknse
from 45 to 67 cm and
ge
lly a ned
the firm two week7 of March. ee-oul warking the in
disappearance of ice from Post Pond, usually occurs by
the third week of April.
The overall rate of ice lose
is three to four times that of ice growth, and is dominated
initially by melting from the top.
As much as 50% of
the ice may be loat in this way before the onset of any
bottomn wmting .
Final dissipation of the ice cover is usually
expedited by candling resulting from preferental meting
and disintegration of the ice at crystal boundaries.
CR 33-0
DYNAMIC

ICE-STRUCTURE

INTERACTION

DURING CONTINUOUS CRUSHING.
Mgttgnen, M., Feb. 1983, 48p., ADA-126 349, 22
res.

E.P., et al, Jan. 1983
37-3441
zowki,
74p. ADA-126 44 ICE SOLID INTERFACE, OFFSHORE STRUCOleakiw, M.M.
TURES,
PILE STRUCTURES, ICE PRESSURE,
37-3497
DYNAMIC
LOADS, ICE LOADS, VELOCITY,
AIRCRAFDS ICING, ICE ACCRETION, TIME TESTS.
FACTOR, ICE FORMATION, COMPUTERIZED This repoSresents the results of dynam ice-structu
MATH-EMATIing Facility.model
A flexible,
single-pile,
bottom-founded
hhr
SIMULATICNEHELICOPTERS,
LIFOR
ATO ,Cinteraction
tests conducted
at the
CRREL lce Engineeroutaoe
y
a et pltth
aucture wassimaFactlit
CAL MODELS.
strucure wa simulted by a test pile with about oeeA nunercal model of rime ice accretion on an arbitrary to-ten sale ratio.
Urea (instead of sodium chloride) was
two-dimensional airfoil is presented.
The physics of the usedas dopeantto see down the ie properties, resulting
model are described and reolts arepresented that demonstrate, in good model ice properties.
Six ice fields were frozen
by comparismon
with other theoretical data and experimental and 18 tests carried out.
In a cases distinctive dyamic
data, that the model predictions are believable.
Reaults
estructure interaction vibrations appeared, from which shuAare also presented that illustrate the capability of the model dant data were collected.
In teatswith linear ice velocity
to handle time-dependent rime ice sccretion, taking into sweep, sawtooth-shaped ice force fluctuatins occurred first.
account the feedback between the ice accretion and the with increasing velocity the natural modes of the test pile
cleat-aquife diapersvity.
For each parameter several tech. airflow and droplet trajectory fields.
were excited, and shifts ftrm one mode to another occurred.
ar dweribed, evaluated and ranked in terms of per- CR 83-03
The maximmn ice force vale appeared mostly with low
" S res' but high fr
appeared randomly at high
tanspotenti.
Itcy, simplicity and value to contaminant ASSESSMENT OF THE TREATABILITY OF
As asdeviations
genral trend,
ice force
Wevlcte.
tde.
I mun
ns t bee. stressed,
ol however,
oeethat
the TOXIC ORGANICS BY OVERLAND FLOW.
trnpr
evitransr
e
Ibo
grounds,
averagm and standard
decreased
withmaximums,
increasing
evalatios
m asedprincipally upontheoretical pon ,
and not upon actual conduct of the dearbed prcedure. Jenkins, T.F., et al, Jan. 1983, 47p., ADA-126 384, ice velocities.
The aspect ratio effect of the ice force
CR 82-42
Refa. p.28-30.
in coninuous crusbi follows the same dependence as in
ECTSOFCONDUCTIVITYOFHIGH.RESOD.C., Parker, LV., Oliphant, J.L, Martel, static lodint.
The frequency of observed ice forces is
LIM
SONNPULSE ADARTI1SYOUNIG,-RSS Legsett,
Foley,
D.., Parker, C. O
strongly dominated by the natural modes of the structure.
LUTION IMPULSE RADAR SOUNDING, ROSS C.J., Foley, D.T., Diener, C..
Dynamically unstable natural modes tend to make the developICE SHELF, ANTARCTICA.
37-3498
u
Morey, R.M., et al, Dec. 1982, 12p., ADA-124 456,16 WASTE TREATMENT, WATER TREATMENT, ing ice force feuncies the sine a the natur
RECLAMATION, TEMPERATURE EF- CR 83-06
rLAND
FECTS, SLOPES, WATER POLLUTION, AB- CHEMICAL FRACTIONATION OF BRINE IN
Kovacs, A.
THE MCMURDO ICE SHELF, ANTARCTICA.
SORPTION, WATER FLOW.
37-3354
removal efficiency for 13 trace organics in watowater Cragin, J.H., et al, Mar. 1983, 16p., ADA-127 821, 23
The studied
RADAR ECHOES, ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, was
on an outdoor, prototype overland flow land refs.
ICE COVER THICKNESS, OCEAN CURRENTS, treatment system.
The removal for each of these substanes Gow, AJ., Kovacs, A.
wa greater that 94% at an application rate of 0.4 cm/he. 3
ANTARCTICA-ROSS ICE SHELF.
T system was evaluated to detect sea ice on the bottom The percent remov
declied
application rates were ICE CORES, ICE SALINITY, ICE COMPOSITION,
of the Ron Ice Shelf, detect the preferred horizontal c- increased.
The rate of removal from solution wasdescribed
axis azimuthad
direction of the sea ice crystals and determine by the sum of two maastn-port-limited, firat-order rate ICE SHELVES, ICE PHYSICS, ANTARCTICAthe direction of the currents under an Antarctic ice shelf, coefficients
tepreseting
volatilization and sorption.
A MCMURDO SOUND.
Surface rdar survey on the Rom Ice Shelf at Site J-9 model based on the two-film theory was developed the During the austral summers of 1976-77 and 1978-79, several
and surface and borne radar prfi
on the McMurdo observed
removal rate coefficients ware regrsed against ice cores were taken from the McMurdo Ice Shelf brine
Ice Shelf were made.
The CRREL unpule radar system three properties of each substance- the Henry's comsnt, zone to investigate its thermal, physical andchemical properwas umab to detect the shelf bottom at Site 1-9, which the octanol-water prtton coefficient and the molecular ties.
Chemical analyses
of bane sample from the youngest
drilling reveled to be 416 mibelow the snow surface.
The weighL The dependence of the removal process on tempera- (uppermost) brine wave show that it contain sea salts in
rader system was usedto profile the McMurdo Ice Shelf tur was studied and is included along with average water normal seawater proportions.
Further inland., deeperand
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CRREL REPORTS
elerbin
hug I*ry
i,
lsWeaie 3>20%,
easvr
ftbgteapeseec
(8 4 /n -il -M~a~ >-002)
of magnitude Joe than that
normal sewaterr.
Anl-don
at M4+, K+. C&2+. M&i2+. (So4)2- and cI-, together
with solubility and temrtur comliderations, show that
the sulfate depletion Is due to selective gpreipato Ofmirshiie, Ns2SO4lOH2O.
The location tte nadbonsk
of brine penetration is clowle related to the depth=
eel
the brine encountera the ice transition.
Howeer
amx~urmauri
ocur
n
a mailbu mssralemirain
f rie s
dissolution ote
ie b concentrated brine s it moves
into deeper and warmer parta of the McMurdo Ioe Shelf.
(Auth-)

CR 93-0

ANALYSIS

OF DIFFUSION WAVE FLOW

ROUTING MODEL WITH APPLICATION TO
FLOW IN TAILWATERS.
Ferrlck M.G., of A, Mam. 1983, 31P., ADA-128 142,
18 rat.
Biltnea, J., Lows. S.E.
39-1232
DAMS, WATER FLOW, WATER WAVES, HYDROLOGY, RIVER FLOW, FLOW MEASUREDIFU.
MENT
MATEMATCAL
ODEL,
SION.
Peek power generation with hydropower create$ tailwater
flow conditions characterized by high and low flow with
abrupt trnitions between these states,
Flows occurri
intalwtetpialyform sharp fronted, large-aIlpliturde
waves of relatively short period.
An unde ance of
themecan of dowastream prop tion of these waves
Isax
mpotann bohi fr
stdie
drec ofthe
taitwater and because of te
tyofthese
to
those following a dam break.
An analysisoaf the ynmc
eqations of open channel flow is us~edto
.~ta
potneof flow wave convection,
nd
dipesoninrves
The relative importance of ecb Iroes
is related to the relative magnitude of term in the dynamic
equations, pr Vldgphyslca basi for mode! fomlin .
A nedneaonal diW.ao wav flwro
:n
modal modified
for taiwaters, simuats the imprtat pysica~ processes
The
sffectna the flow and Is strsightfoarward to appy
model is based upon a numerical solution of thVinemnatic
wave equation.

waves

CR 0s-10~e
COMPUTER

MODELS

FOR TWO-DDIMEN-

SIGNAL SrEADT.UATE HEAT CONDUCTION.
Abert M.R., at al, Apr. 1983, 90p., ADA-128 793, 8
rolt.
Phettepioce, G.E.

33-543
PERMF RST HEAT TA SEPR
s
ROT HYICFROSTTRANSFER,
CONDUCTIVITY,

A

ACTION, THERMAL
UNDERGROUND
PIPE-

LINES, BOUNDARY LAYER, COMPUTER PRO-

ORAMS, MATHEMATICAL MODELS.
This report outlines the development and verification Of
two omputer models of two-dImensioal steady-state heat
codciondudingoavaritayoatboundarycondItions.
one
Is a finite difference program and the other is a finite element
program.
Tee results of each Program ae compare to
two analtic soltins, and to one another.

CR 33-11
RADAR PROFILING OF BURID REFI.ECTOiS AND THE GROUNDWATER TABLE.
Sellinann, P.V., at aL, Apr. 1983, 16p., ADA-130 225,

~

CR 83.15
LAKE WATER INTAKES UNDER ICING CONDITIONS.
Dean A.M., Jr., May 1983, 7p., ADA-128 757, 52
eh

384413
WATER INTAKES, ICE CONDITIONS, ICE PREVENTION, LAKE WATER, ICE MECHANICS,

DESIGN CRITERIA, ICING.
An intake may be restricted or clogged by active frazil,
ftim ce forms,
pasve bulbe~aktaciton
stat
he tractcandmetooloicntina
Th
ctatr
Lis exmel sit-pcfc
Tebtr
e oli.p
RADAR ECHOES, SEASONAL FREEZE THAW,
WATER TABLE, SUBSURFACE INVESTIGA- these parameters are quantified, the mawetaiored and eotonml
TIOIJS, PROFILES, GROUND WATER, SOIL call the solution.
A defense against these ice forms may
FREEZING, GROUND THAWING.
be fmrulted in four areas. the origin of the ic, the tranpta.
Inveatigations of ground radar performance over thawed en
tion mechanics of the Ice, the accumulation characterlatim
seasonally frozen silts, anm @endaand gravea contann
of the ice, and the form of the ice whent it is in the
arificial and ntural reflector were carried out in Ask.
aea of influence of the intake.
To produce a take intake
The radar emitted 5-10 en pulses, the center feuny
o iJltitr that Mmime or elinates Icln problem, one
-ia.at~y 10 ML
T. atifcia reecor
may devlae in unconatrained or a constrained design.
To
ware
LW
. and dimc and the natal refecor vrre evlaeeuto
oIcnprlmsndrtoupeet
the groundwater table and interfoce. betwreen fo
and incomplete date, a scale-odel ikvestiatio is reoemended.
e
ma1kal
A universal, unconstrained solution would be extremely expentawdmaew
siv.
The more daa availle through sit monitoring
CR 83-12
and model studies, the better the problem (and thereino
COMPUTER MODELS FOR TWO-DIMEN. the solution) can be bracketed. This Paper Provides guidance
SIGNAL TRANSIENT HEAT CONDUCTION.
for developing a sitespecific Solution.
17 re
Arcone, S.A., Delaney, AJ.
38-544

~

Albemt ML, Apr. 1983, 66p., ADA-134 893,9 rob.
38-877
HEAT TRANSFER, FREEZE THAW CYCLES,
HEAT PIPES, HEATING, MATHEMATICAL
MODELS,
COMPUTERIZED
SIMULATION,
PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS.
ThMCar documents the development and verification of
CR848
wo
o diferncemodela that solve the general twoPROPERTIES OF UREA-DOPED ICE IN THE dimensional for of the heat conduction equation, uing
CRREL TEST BASIN.
the aftenative-direction implicit method.
Both ca handle
convective, constant flux, specifiedl temperature and wa
Hirayama, K., Mar. 1983, 44p., ADA-123 219, 34 rall.
38-~I6
infinite boundaries.
The codcigmdum mae be com
DOED IEURA4IE
STEN T,6C
rof
many materials.
The firt pr1a
,b solves
DOPE
URA,
IC,
CE SREN TH, CE r. the case where no change of state occurs.
AI)lPC
COVER THICKNESS, ICE MECHANICS, HY- solves for the case where a fireeze/thaw chag of phase
DRAULICS, FLEXURAL STRENGTH, ICE MOD- mayth:veices
Both
apparent heat capacity method.
u3t
TU
EMER
ETETSmoi
ELSELSAIRTEM
AR
ERAURE
TETS.by
comparison to analytical results.
In the course of model tests with urea-doped Ice in the CR 313
CRREL Ice Engineering Facility test basin, the growth Process REVIEW OF THE PROPAGATION OF INELASandth
ad pysca
ecancalprpetis f hemoelTIC PRESSURE WAVES IN SNOW.
tcc were investigated& The parameters which were varied
6
wer: reacocenraioninthetak wte, air temperature Albert D.G., Apr. 1983, 2 p., ADA-128 714,35 rob.
duin
goth gwt uration. amdtemspering time.
Unl- 38"17
formit of ice 'kesand ice mechanical properties Over SNOW ELASTICITY,
EXPLOSIVES, WAVE
th whl tank are were found to be satisfatory.
The PROPAGATION, PRESSURE, ELASTIC WAVES,
structure of thr urea-doped ice was found to be siia DETONATION WAVES, TESTS.
to that of the ice except for a relatively thick incubation Areiwopatevrmnaiadteeiclokidct*
layer over a denidritic bottom inyer.
Eimpirical reioshp
reiwo ateprmna n hoeia okidcts
were establiabed between: ice thickness and neative der
auned for additional
tation to characterize the
waves.
Pressure
of snowsto
hors
mcanca poerties and rowth temperesponse
concentration, and wcethickness; anti reduction in mehncldata fromt previously conducted explosion taste are analyzed
The resulta of the study to estiate the elasti limit of mnowof 400 kg/cu m density
properties and tampering time.
Thin pressure corresponds to a scaled
to be about 36 kP..
are pica ted in chart which permit reu"he re
of moe emwt eurd c hcns n
22distance of 1.6 in/kg eap 113 for charges fired beneath
mdengtasewtheurdIe.hcns
n c
the surface of the snow, and to a scalied distance of 1.2
in/kg exp 113 for charges fired in the air.
The effects
of a snow cover on the method of clearing a minefd
by using an explosive charg fired in the air shoe" the
snow sinface are also discussed and recommendattion, we
CR 83409
given for further work in thin ares.
Explosive pressure
SHORE ICE RIDE-UP AND PII.E-UP FEA. data are used to estimate the maximumt effective scale
TURES. PART 1: AI.ASKA'S BEAUFORT SEA radus for deteasting burled mines at shallow dphto be
CO~~sT.
8O.kg
apI 13. Fuel-air explosive will incresse=i fetv
COAST.radiussignificantly
because of the Increase in the sizeo
Kovacs, A., Mar. 1983, 5ip., ADA-127 198, 24 rt.
th sorc rein

~9r~athat

~~s

38-394

FAST ICE, ICE PILEUP, ICE OVERRIDE, SEA
ICE, SHORES, SHORELINE MODIFICATION,
BEACHES, BEAUFORT SEA.
Rlecent observation of shore ice pile-up and ri&-up along
the coast of the Alaska Beaufort Sea ae presented.
Information is given to show that afs ice movement on shore
has overridden teep coastal bluff and has thrust inland
over 150 in, gouging into and pushing up mounds of beach
send, gravel, boulders and peat and, inland, the tundra malerial.
The resulting ice scar morphology was found to remain
for tens of years.
Ons2hore ice movements up to 20
m are relatively common, but those over 100 m are very
Infrequent
Spring is a dangerous time, when sea ice
malts away from the shore, allowing Ice to move freel.
Under this condition, driving etroee of lest than 100 kPa
an pus thick sea ice onto the land.
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brittle hectors strength on grain sz.
..
ets tohiu,
including spechmen peae
and loading system design was
-eeoeand emplye
toveifytemo
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in purei
bitleiwe
ws foxund to very via. the square root
of the reciprocal of grain Wene,supporting the relationship
that the thoysugq&Ta
The inherent strengt of the
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A
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CR 83-14
STUDY ON THE TENSILE STRENGTH OF ICE
AS A FUNCTION OF GRAIN SIzi=id
Cu~rrier, 3MH.,et aL, May 1983, 38p., ADA-134 889,30
rch.
Schulaon, ELM., St Lawrence, W.F.
38-2 189
ICE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE, TENSILE PRO0PER,
TEIESRN
HCE
RAKG
IN
TE IC SRNG H IEC
A KG
AN
SIZE, ICE DEFORMATION, COMPRESSIVE
PROPERTIES, BRITTLENESS, FRACTURING.
An analysis of ice fracture that Incorporates dislocation me
chanice and linar eti firacture mechsnics is discussed.
The derived relationships predict a brittle to ductile transition
In polycrystalline ice under tion with a Hall-Petch type
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Ci 83-16
DEVELOPING A MODEL FOR PREDICTING
SNOWPACK PARAMETERS AFFECTING VEHI.
CLE MOBILITY.
Sugar, R.H., May 1983, 26p., ADA-134 878, Re&.
p.23-26.
38-878
N W C VR EFCT
R~~AiTY
EFETAFCA IIY
SOdCVR
VEHICLES, SNOW DEPTH SNOW DENSITY.
SNOW ACCUMULATION, ABLATION, TEMPERATURE EFFECTS. MODELS.
The preenc of snow on the ground can impose limitations
Snow
on Z mobility of wheeled and bracked veik.
depth and density are the two most asily measured snow
ambe relaed to mobility over snow.
Existandmodel of nterna
wack stuuctureabla
werd
ined
to determine if a model of the snowpack an edm&
for amein predicting the sowmparameters that afec mnuty
simple models sc a tmeaueindex models, do net
provide sufficiet nopcdeaisend the more detailed
Cmoet
models reurdton anay measured inputs.
of the various models were selected from a hom a(& nopc
model for predicting snow 'i
related to mblt
oaso.
MthsofieIutaa
vrso. wre
Mtoso
nann
h nu
components
suggested, and
aeswhere
more aafrsm
dvlpet
is needed are described.

CR 83-17
COMPARISON OF SEA ICE MODEL RESULTS
USING THREE DIFFERENT WIND FORCING
FIELDS.
Tucker,W.B.,June 1983, 11p., ADA-134462, It to
38-879

ICE MODELS, SEA ICE, WIND PRESSURE, ICE

MECHANICS, ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE, ICE
COVER THICKNESS.
A sea ice model was applied to the East Greenland Sea
to examine a 60-day, ict advance period beginning I October
1979.
This investigation compares model results nwing
derived from three sources.
drliin Pecatiuphi wintfd
calculated from sea-levell pressures obtained from the
National Weather Service's operational analysis system rsulted in strong velocities contrated insa narrow band adjacent
to the Greenland coast, with moderate velocities einewhere
The model showed excessive Ice transport and thickness
build-ups in the coastal region
The extreme pressure
gradient parallel to the coast resulted partially from a pessure
reduction procedure that was applied to the terraIn-followIng
simcornaeytmto obtain ea-.va~reas
Addi
tiacoonae roo eldswer obtandfrma
tnt optimal interpolation analysis thatmerged FOB uoy
drilling in the Arctic basin with high latitude land stations
and from manual digitization of the NWS had-analyzed
Northern Hemisphere Surface Charts.
Modeling results
wing winds derived firom both of these fields agpreed
favorably.
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IION OF UN ER
ONCRZ11 PAVEMECNT.
Kovacs, A., at A1 July 1983, 41p., ADA-131 351, 10
38-70
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Mory,
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AVIATIN,
S,
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PAVMEN
ETE
,
CAVIATIO ,
S EE
CONCR ECE PA
RADA
EC OESDETCTION, CRACKING
(FRACTURING), PROFILES.
An evalintion of an impulse radar system for des~

oroval to 0.2 m. Thsedominant goug orientatians
t5 iuafl aminoda an
euo iclutered, with the mast
l trend
padllto
fier jesab of 7=
f
(doeps than 0.2 m) per kilomte mesrdn
=mlt
h
trend a( the gouges, varies from 0.2 for protected lagoons
30 in wate between 20 and 38 mndeep an unprotected
be
The distribution of the
oahoe regins
eaie
on"as measured aolon a sampling trc
The form of the frequency distribution of
2idthe mean number of gougfes vaes with water depth ad
is eponential for Impoe and shallow *hore area, poitly
n
skewed for 10 to 20endepths off the bare

enzymes and viable microbial biomss for up to one yewr
after treatment.
llctomycoorrhizal rooms of SeN on the
nete plote showed a =Wnst reductio enviable bioaus,
number of myoorrhizal roott, and respiration rates of the
viable roote.

CR 63-25
ICE ACION ON PAIRS OF CYINDRICAL
AND CONICA. STRUCTURES.
Kao,etal,

Sep. 1983, 35p.,ADA- 134 595, 22 refe

Itwas found that a dua atnna gie a reasonable fit to the mean number of gouges distribu- 33-481
results are presented.
mode of surveying was ideal for void detection.
in ti
osfor all water depths, it is suggested that gouasng am BRIDGES, PIERS, ICE LOADS, OFFSHORE
mode one antsenna operated In a transcelve mode and a be taken as approzimating a Poisso process In both space STRUCTURES, ICE PRESSURE, ICE SOLID INascond
fsaetfrom the first, operated in a receive-only and tim
The distibutions oftheisgstaueprioee- TERFACE, COMPRESSIVE PROPERTIES, FLEXmode.
1TIs arrangemnst allowed a refraction-type prfl
a %guedepths,gog widths.an i ghts f th lateral U A
TE G HT M
TTSS
IRLSRN
obken
s ediments plowed from the goauge are also
vold
suvyto bpefrewihealdsbvmnt
dome"&. 28
is wer hel at Pltsug
Liitd aa n ogig aesgiean
Ice action on two cy'indrca and conicl structures, located
Exampnles are gvn side by side, has been investigatedin ansmall-scale experimental
Pont
where2 cavities were detected and nmapped. of 5 gouges per kilometer pryr.
sign dy to determine the interference effects on the wceforces
Drilling of holes verified that a cavity existed snd allowed of the application of the daa e to hypteia d
Theooxmt
ttaie
s
du2ring ice-tructure interaction
c iuassociated with the paroduction 4%ol rm r
The cavities varied fo
cavity depth to be measured.
th w tutrscae
h
Odef
failure, the
1.5 i.to 23 in. in depth and were up to 20 ft long. I Z Alakn portion 4f the Beufr Sea
c variians
quency for te
nfre
of we
structue andth doi
CR 83-19
indanieue
frevians
freso
o
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CR 83-22
ICE FORCES ON MODEL BRIDGE PIERS
were deternmined! by comnparing the expelIN FRO2ZN SOIL. 1. Inerference effects
Haynes, F.D., at al, July 1983, 1lip., ADA-133 082,20 TRANSPORT OF WATER
spaomge.
structure
dlffemt
at
test
at
reoults
Menta
SOILOF
DETERMIINATION
reg.EXPERIM[ENTAL
WATER DIFFUSIVITY UNDER ISOTHERMAL
SoeiDSKtKHryk.
38-395CODTNS
ADA-135 419, For CR 3326
1983,8Sp.,
An&
Y., at almee
Nakauno, source
ICE PRESSURE, ICE LOADS, ICE SLD
SOI NTR
N E-another
37-4213.
13 refL
MECHANICAL ICE RELEASE PROCESSES. 1.
FACE, ICE PUSH. ICE MECHANICS, BRIDGES, TisA.L, Olpat, J.L Jenkins,113-SH4EDDING
FROM HIGH-SP EED ROPIERS, ICE STRENGTH. MODELS, FLEXURAL 38-4462
TORS.
STRENGTH, TESTS.
FROZEN GROUND MECHANICS, SOIL WATHR Itagaki, K., Oct. 19113, Sp., ADA-135 369, 19 refi
Small-scale laoaoyexperiments were conducted on model MIGRATION, FROST HEAVE, UNFROZEN 38-4465
bridge piora in teCRLtest basin.
Theexrint
WATER CONTENT, SOIL MECHANICS, WATER ICE REMOVAL, PROPELLERS, ICING, ICE ACwere performed by pushting model ice seeais t stutue
and monitoring the ice forces during the scelstructure interec- TRANSPORT, ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS), CRETION, SUPERCOOLED FOG, ICE FORMAtion.
The parameters, varied during the test prga,
EXPERIMENTATION.
TION, ICE ADHESION, ICE STRENGTH, ICE
were the geometry of the bridge piers and the veoMy
A new experimental method for measuring the safi-ater CONTROL, TENSILE PROPERTIES, ANALYSIS
thickness, and flexural strength of the ice.
Th
;eutdiffusivity of froen sO under isothermal conditions is intro
(MATHEMATICS).
ate presented in the form of ice force on sloping and duced.
The theorticalJuatifcati of
4the metho ispeet,
c crtdo
ihsee ooeoeaigi ue oe
vericl wth
trctre iferntgemeris.
During ice ed and the feasibility of the method is deonllte by
on be thrown offby ce=lfxelfrce, creating seer
action on sloping structures, a phenomenon of transition experimenits conducted using maiedpstdClay.
T emubalance and dangeroun projectiles.
A simple force balance
Of failure mode fro- bendling to crudhing was observed mesured values ofthe soil-water diftuivity ate found campste- anlyindicaft that the strength of sacreted wceand its
as the ice velocity was steadily increased.
ble to reported experimental date.
adeiestrength amnbe obtained by mesrn thethcns
CR 63-20oftesreo.telctooftespamthrtr
ain the oationSuc
thaledto
spete
LAND TREATMENT RESEARCH AND DEVEL. CR 63-23
appliedh.dZ
sp feedand thebdeatoty otraoS
STRESS MEASUREMENT IN ICE.
OPMNT PROGRAhtLi SYNTHESIS OF pj
Cox, G.F.N., at 4 Aus. 1983, 31p., ADA-133 906,29 The resuts agree reasonably well with Other obserations.
SEARCH RESULTS.
lakandar, ILK, at al Aug. 1983,1l44p., ADA-134 540, refa.
J.
.63-24.Johnson,
Re&
CR 83-27
38-4463
Rekht LA31.
3"19EA
ICE PHYSICS, STRESSES, LOADS (FORCES), ICE DRIVING TRACrJON ON ICE WITH ALL-SEAWASTE TREATMENT, WATER TREATMENT, CREEP, ICE ELASTICITY, MEASURING IN- SON AND MUD-AND-SNOW RADIAL TIES.
SANITARY ENGINEERING, LAND RCLAMA- STRUMENTS, ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS),
Blisadel, G.L., Nov. 1983, 22p., ADA-1 36 115,9 rekt
38-2555
TION, DESIGN CRITERIA, RESEARCH PRO- TESTS.
JECTS.
The problem associated with measuring stresse in ice are RUDDER ICE FRICTION, TRACTION, TIRES,
4
Themaor'-"-v4%te~rp4%ngiees~nd~eaoant
reviewed. ThW= and laboratory test reetilts are the
RUBDER SNOW FRICTION, ICE TEMPERAThe
theCors
ajorob~ve
ofEngneer
o
l~m Tratmet prsened fr a
UEAD
SIND EIN
SG .
Research and Development Program was to provide, through L~ndt
esr cylindrical
c tessisensor made
ixa of stel that
U
E
D EIN
research, definitive criteria and prcdrsto enabl
isedoaindtesonmeshwer acesain
ac blocs cotining Thiosttudy reports on a comparison of the driving traction
cos-efetie odenvironmental safe tuseof land treatment the h iaice
te S MinMw indicate that the semoha
performance on ice of a selected group of all-season radial
In &adon to pcrformThis research included louts- a resolution of 20 Mp andl an accuacy of better than tires with ud-and-anew, radial tires.
watiewter.
tammuial
ter feldexermens
t dffret locations within the United 15% unde a vaiety of unia-6and~ biazial ise
mdon.
- variation due to tread desgn. the effects of tie inflation
Stae to establish desig criteria, laboratory research to
rcisst'retoacn
bde
ndwthn psuean ieaeexled
Tersls
o resucan
aexldtg
a
tnoteratve
ie
Ini
ihinti
is
no
o
stres
Thbiiaica
underatad and solve fundamental problems, and evaluaetionssd.
4% reamet
xi~in lad5~tin5todocmet lngterm affected by variations in the ice elastic !=
ce~
=u,
be attributed to tread design.
The OOtrtetof4 tire
performance.
The information gathered from the land or differential thermal expension between the Ice and
naetedto traction on ice is completely overshadowed by
treatment research pr'ogram haa been published in more than The sensor also has a low temperature sensitivity (Ik
adhesion betwee the wcesod the compound which makes
240 technical oublcations on regional p-,site
selection
de
up the tire's contact surflac.
Bseed on adhesion a slight
mecha-nm of wastewater renovation,
favoring of all-sean ties is found.
Increasing ice temperatemanagement, site monitoring and environmental effects. CR 83-24
tor generally decreased the tractive capeblity of a specific
During the land-treatment progrm an activetehooy SN IIIYO
PLN
hdU IESAN
fie
Prsvradehwvrteopstew
m
transfer effort was maintained to transmit researchrsults EN
lTO
L~
O M NTE
tReed fto evea tres
ower, th oplogteces
directly to mews.
The MWR clearly. deosrae
SOIL FLORA
TO SEAWATER
SPILLS
in tetractive
aaeesed
cefrmo lclae
land treatment is an attractive alteatv to other wast.e PRUDHOE BAY, ALASKA.
treatment practices.
it was am shown tat the direct Simmnons, C.L, Ct A Sep. 1983, 35p., ADA-136 619,
beneft ofthe program, in terms of increased coat-effectiveness 22 reft.
from improved design, were much greater than the program's Everett, L.R., Walker, D.A., I nkina, A.E,., Webber, CR 83-28
0-5
P.
LONG-TERM PLANT PERSISTENCE AND RES-
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CR 83-21

384464

TORATION OF ACIDIC DREDGE SOILS WITH

STATISTICAL ASPECTS OF ICE GOUGING ON TUNDRA, VEGETATION, SEA WATER, POLLUTE ALASKAN SHELF OF THE BEAUFORT TION, ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT, WATER
SEA.
TREATMENT, SALT WATER, SOIL WATER,
Weeks, W.F., et 4l Sep. 1983, 34p. + map, ADA- 134 SOIL MICROBIOLOGY, ROOTS, DAMAGE.
428, Reft p.32-34.
Secondary recovery of oil at Prudhoe Boay,Masks, win
Darnea, PW., Rearic, D.M., Reimnitz, E.
involve transporting lap quantities of seawater in elevated
38-880
pipeline*sacross tundra for injection ito olbaigrock
ICE SCORING, OCEAN BOTITOM, BOITOM staa
The posblty Ofa pipeline rupture rassq' tcs
seawater on tundra veeeinand
eri 4 the effecs
TOPOGRAPHY, OFFSHORE DRILLING, OFFevalRS the relative sensitivities of different
L
8:1"10"uate
ITC
TA
SAIE
SHORE~~
SHORETRUCTRES,
SA ICE STATITICAL plant commmnities
to seswater, eight sites repreentig the
ANALYSIS, BEAUFORT SEA.
rane of vegetation typeso g the ppline route were
The statistics] characteristics of ice-produced gouges inte treated with singie, saturating apliaton
inae uig
sa floor aoga190-kmn stretch of the Alaskan coast of the summer of 1980.
Live (gree) bryophyte cover was
the flauot mbetween Smith bay and Camden Bay are markedly reduced in the moist experimental sites in 1981.
studied, based on 1500 kmnof precision fathometry ad Bryophytes in all but one of the wet-sits experimental peo"
tide-looking sonar records that were obtained between 1972 were apparently unaffeacted by the seawater treatment.
Two
and 1979 in water depths to 33 mo. The probabilIty-densit
species of foliose lichens treated with seawater showed masked
function of the gouge depths into the sediment is represente
deterioration in 198.
All other lichen tes were spperently
by asimple mtive exponential over four decades 4oug
unaffected by the asawater treatment.
on spill site, microbffrequency. 'nn deepest gouge observed wa 3.6 m: ro
al-related soi respiration and hydrolysis f celuos an
a sapl of 20,354 gooses that have depths greater than organic phosphorua were Asinficantly reduced, as were soil

~~
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SEWAGE SLUDGE AND LINM
Psiazzo, A.J., Dec. 1983, l1p., ADA- 137 451, 31 refa.
38-1658
DREDGING, SOIL CHEMSTRY, SEWAGE
TREATMENT,
REVEGETATION,
LIMING,
SLUDGES, LAND RECLAMATION, GRASSES.
A fiel study was conducted to determine whether sewage
aup and lim could be useful as soil amendments on
acdi (pHt2.4) and infertile dredged spoils and to evaluate
greases that my be suitabl for restoring aii rde
spoils.
Applications of dolomitic limestone aobnto
wihswg ldeo omrilfertilizer and topsodi mpoe olfriiy
= I and prdced a etroealgot
environment at the site.
metal concentrations resulting
frm slug applications increased but not to excessive levels.
Movuent of metals below the 20-cmn depth was noted
for the extractible forms of zinc, copper and nickel.
A
total of 29 gros treatments, containing grare seeded alone
or in combinations and receiving the sludgellbme treatment,
were evaluated over a seven-year period, &Wd
selected grms
wer analyzed for mnineral coposon..
Anl grass apcs.
showed good establishment on the amended acidic spoil.
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CR33.29
EROSION

It aprs that only trends in the r-elationships between
of the ice fOes were measured and the compressive atrent
OF
PERENN4IALLY
FROZEN of the ice was determined in the ltbomatoeifromn the wce the EM properties of natural a ice and its brine volume
empleaaollented
alongthe river banks,
Th watrlevel an brine inclusion mzcrotrcture can be established.
STRA BAN S.urement
made at sve
ations along the river ae
L O WT
O 5MO
LvNT
alsopresented for the period of the icerun.
Lawao, D.E., Dec. 1983, 22p., ADA-138 410, Re.
MODEL TET ON TWO MODELS OF WTGB
p.14-17.
140-FOOT ICEBREAKER.
CR 3-33
38-4466
SHORE EROSION, PERMAFROST THERMAL THERMODYNAMIC MODEL OF CREEP AT Tatinclaux, J.C., Jan. 1984, 17p., ADA-139 882, 10
PROPERTIES, BANKS (WATERWAYS), FROZ- CONSTANT STRUSES
AND CONSTANT refs.
384473
EN GROUND STRENGTH, SOIL EROSION, STRAIN RATES.
ICEBREAKERS, ICE COVER STRENGTH, ICE
A.M., Dec. 1983, 1Sp., ADA-139 883, Reft
STABILITY, GULLIES, SHORELINE MODIFICA- Fish,
6
CONDITIONS, ICE BREAKING, UREA, DOPED
TION, STREAMS, TEMPERATURE EFFECTS, p.1 -18.
ICE, MODELS.
38-4470
HYDRAULICS.
A literature review indicated that the effects of permafrost SOIL CREEP, FROZEN GROUND THERMODY- The results of resitance tests in level ice and broken ice
on streembank erodibility and stability are not yet understood NAMICS, FROZEN GROUND MECHANICS, ICE chanlasre presented for two models of the W-Iro 140No
MECHANICS, STRESSES, STRAINS, RHEOLO- ft icebreaker at scales of 1:10 and 1:24, respectively.
because stematic and quantitative measm ets are siusale effect on the resistance in level ice could be detected
as
Y, MATHEMATICAL MODELS.
ly lacking.
Consequently, general cotovety
between the two models.
From the teat results an empirical
u inMiATAte
eA
MODEts
to wfeetier peennialy oen
edt=orequation for the full scale ice resistance is derived.
A thermodyaic model has been developed that for the
and banline recession, orwhet itinrease k
rates.
Pemmisly &ozewn
srembk erode because o firt time describes the entire c p pm including pimary,
resistance is co
red against, and found to be
modifrtion
ofthebanse
bank'tray
regime
faiefr
both tests,
nstant
40% larger
than, avulablefull-walevaluesestimated
moand water,
of verime
eby exppoure to
t
sress (S) , tests and mconstant strain
rate (CSR)
in 25
fromtothrust
measurements
duig fun ae trials of the Great
ators thadcae
and
oationsoferionincld e the fo of a unified constitutive equation and nifledfailure Lakes icebreaker a " fy.
physical, thermal and structural properties of bank sediments, criteri.Deformation and filure are considered as a di&
I
hy~draulics
and
climate.
Thajand
phys
lodica
- to thechange
vthermoactivated
theoccurs
dominant
belongs EFF
C o 01
steon ofsramitanks mayt Toinaue
accelatedeoion
of process
entropy. in which
Failure
when role
thentropy
IIVENE
AND INFLUENCES OF THE
NAVIGA
thso
acehree
ateaemk
indent the
may
of
cationang
TION ICE BOOMS ON THE ST.
At the moment the stinmresA in C
immediate river chaI is zo.
within permafrost terrain removed from
environment.
Bankline or bluffline recessionrt"weehighly tests
reach the mnim and stress in CSR tests reaches I ARYS.
Pamilis of reep and stressvariable, nangfrom less than I m/year to over 30 m/year themaxim (peak) values.
i.E., Jan. 194, 12p., ADA-139 908,8 refs.
strain curves, obtained from uaxil compression CS a,
Long
and, exceptionaly, to over 60fyear.
presented in 384474
tau of frozen soil, respectively (both
and thermal erosion processs and- CSR
the physical
of
tions
dimensionless coordinate), are plotted as straight lines and ICE NAVIGATION, ICE BOOMS, RIVER ICE,
ayterticpound surveys and measurements of
sueroed cofirmina the unity of the deformation ICE BREAKING, ICE CONTROL, ICE BREAKUP,
1are
bluine recession rates are needed.
and
pross
0ailueand the validity of the model.
A ICE MECHANICS, ICE COVER THICKNESS.
CR 33
method is developed for determnig the permete of the Ie proems developed in the Salt S Marie,
i
Michin
model anthat ceep defotltion 5nd the ,e-trin relation- tiotloof the St. Mar River bec e winter navigation.
ICE SHEET RETENTION STRUCTURES.
Perh , R.., Dec. 1983, 33p, ADA- 138 030, Re.as
can be pdied Pain ships and natural influences moved ice from Soo
p.basd
upon information obtained from either type of test. Harbor into Little Rapids Cut in sufficient quantities to
p.27-29.
a cause high water in the harbor, and prevent further
384467
CR 84-01
pasge.
After physical model and engineering studies
ICE CONTROL, ICE BOOMS, STABILIZATION, TOWARD
IN-SITU
BUILDING R-VALUE two ice boom& with a total span of 1375 ft (419 ) with
ICE SHEETS, ICE COVER, FRAZIL ICE.
MEASUREMENT.
a 250-f (76-m) navigation opening between were installed
A modet
Jan. 1984, 13p., ADA-139 917, at ie head of Little Rapis Cut in 1975.
Ice sheets are formed and retained in several ways in nature, Flanders, S.N., et al,
field study progran the boom was conducted for the
and an understanding of these factors is needed before most 8 ts.
structures can be succesfully applied.
Many ice sheet Mmantu, SJ
and
the
effects
of shito determine
peages onicethe
Forces
enssang
tour
wmter
andsystem
boom interaction
d
.
a n bt n.
ectso
entheef
38-sa7l
retention structures flot and are somewhat flexible; others
some anchors were recorded and supplemental data were
are fixed and rgid or semirigid.
An example of the 3n
Several reports have been written
BUILDINGS, taken by local personnel.
CONDUCTIVITY,
former i the Lake Erie ice boom and of the latter, the THERMAL
Thipap
presents
Montreal ic control structure. ice shect retention tehebolo- THERMAL INSULATION, WALLS, HEAT FLUX, about theboom' early operations.
.
The use of timber cribs is gradually TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT, INFRARED a four-year summary of themain affects of the boam on
Sis chan
rouhout the
ice and ship intetaction and vice vm.
nottotaly
givinway to sheet teel pilings and concrete PHOTOGRAPHY, ACCURACY.
ells.
New structures and
il m are
tried A technique for measuring the thermal resistance (F-Value) and between the boom were manageable.
Si usually
predit theeffects
ofstucture
and channelilpfl
OR
of large ares of building envelope is under velopment pad through the boom without ifuenci the boom force
pt
employsinfraedtha
ytoincterdint te mre
i
but at times they brought about large cha
.
One
on ice cover formation and retention.
Often, varying extremes on a building iSr ce and to provide a map of be
needed
ngtheying, and artifil islands were added
Coa
st
Guard
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eresker
were
tempertr
values
for
O
f
ustrem
n
e
stbilt.
the
flow
rate
in
a
particular
system
at
the
proper
time
normalied
CatGadwbekriwr
frusra c tblt.
a structure will
difference
between
whther
will
makeotthe
orwill
retain
ice. Th
structure,
however,
invariably
tion.
Contact thermal mao, (thrmocouplea for temper*
alo a necessary part of winter navigation in this ares.
oddreibil r tot t ie
he strce,
wever,
ari.
tore and thermopiles for heat flow) we used to clulate
adds reliability to the sheet ice retention process.
the R-value at specific locations by ummning
the output CR 8445
CR 83-31
from each seism until the ratio between tempatu difference MORPHOLOGY AND ECOLOGY OF DIATOMS
frominside to outside surface and heat flow conves to IN SEA ICE FROM THE WEDDELL SEA.
MECHANICS OF ICE JAM FORMATION IN a cnstant value.
-value measurements of a wod frame Crke, D.B., et sI, Feb. 1984, 41p., ADA-141 994,
RIVERS.
insulated
wall ware within 13% of the expected theoretical
p.12-14.
Similar measurements of a masonry wall were 31 R
value.
Ackermann, N.L., etal, Dec. 1983, 14p., ADA-138
and 43% less than expectd. Experimentation demonstratd Ackley, S.F., Kumai, M.
371, For another version see 36-3281. 12 refs.
tht a large, ratio between temperature difference wa the 384501
Shen, H.T.
single most important variable affecting accuracy and speed ICE COMPOSITION, ALGAE, PACK ICE, SEA
384468
of Oconver
Themal guards around heat flow season ICE, PLANKTON, ICE CORES, ICE COVER
IERAM ICERIVER AF W, H
CSNICE were of ittle valu, acoding to both experientaion and THICKNESS, ICE SALINITY, ECOLOGY, CLASRIVER ICE, RIVER FLOW, HYDRAULICS,ICE computer simulation.
Attempts to match the abrptvity
FICATONS,WEDDELL SEA.
CROSSINGS, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, MATH- of sensrs with their surrondings may have been nsu ient
to diminish about 10% of the remaining error in masurement. Ditom specew composition and relative abundances were
EMATICAL MODELS.
A mathematicl model is described that is used to determine Lateral heat flow and convection may have been sianicant determined for ice corm obtained from Weddell Seapack
13rent- ice during the October-November 1981 Weddell Polynya
roemfor accuracy in the masonry construction.
the maximum ice conveyance capacity of a river channel
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Ice forces on a bridge pier in the Ottauquechee River, but less dependent upon the
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SHORE ICE RIDEUP AND PILE-UP PEAloee jar with a heated, vertically oscillating gri served SNOW COVER DISTRIBUTION, SNOW DENSI- TURES. PART 2: ALASKA'S BEAUFORT SEA
both to guide and to calibrate the anaytical model a well TY, SNOW SURVEYS, SNOW DEPTH, TOPO- COAST-1963 AND 1964
as to afford insights into frazll ice formation. The formnationt GRAPHIC EFFECTS, GEOGRAPHY, SEASONAL Kow, . Sep. 1984, 28p + map, ADA-48 423,16
of frua ice was studied for tenjeaue of supercooled VARIATIONS,
WIND VELOCITY, FOREST
raningfro
-09 t -0~CCANOPY,
MAPPING, USSR.
39-1142
Regional and esesonal variations in mnow-cover density (SCD)
CR "419
FORECASTING WATER TM4PERATUJRE DE. in the U.S.S.R. were determined through tie snaiysis of IC OVERRIDE, ICE PILEUP, SEA ICE DISTRIdat obtained from all avalishle, Soviet literature. Arelation- BUTION,' ICE MECHANICS, PAST ICE, BEIN RIVERS,
FREEZE-UP
CLINE AND Siren,
94 7,A A1703 4 si f..
ound
i4Jl betwee observed winter wind spesad scD ACHES, SHORES, BEAUFORT SEA, ARCTIC
She,
L Jly
HT.,et
93417p, A A-17 08.1
vawasrecorded from November through Mac made it OCEAN.
M&
&esile t deelopa mow-density map of the U.S.SR. Oration, of short ice p"
and rnde-up along the
Foltyn, E.P., Daly, S.F.
mawa dvied into five general categories of SCD, Aladi fleauffort See comat in 16 and 1954 are presened.
ragn from values leestthan or eal to 0.21 g/cu cmn New information on histesical account, of onshre wcemove.
39-802
ICE FORMATION, RIVER ICE, WATER TEM- .atnror stations with very light wnsto values greater
ucoe
sinc publication of Part I in this saeris
eo
PERATURE, FREEZEUP, LONG RANGE FORE- ds~ orela o0.1Xcu cm at arctic locations with iiistl uncoveredt
is given of ite
strftwids
Snc tisliertue ureymiicte that coscgn
ci exploration island in the Cmn'fort"
CASTING, COMPUTER PROGRAMS.
the =sovetSCveyus a
incretdoicated
.So
In this stud a method for main lngrngeforecst
am e rrora4utments to the date in this atudy were
of freze-up dates in rivers ismdvlo= .
h method rqie.
Mouth-to-month ivetigation of the MC dta CR 34.27
reuiete ntilwater tempoeaue at an upstreams station. eeldagamtnrae
ndnyfo
oebrt
RADAR INVESTIGATIONS
ABOVE THE
teln-atsir temperature forecast the predicted amn Mrhadttte
SD values tide forest canopies, averaged TRANS-ALASKA
PIIPELINE NEAR FAIRBw the river reach, and wate temperature response from 4 to 14% lower than those recorded in
re
BeANKS.
peanetrsTe Wae tempertr response parameters Also included in this reor ar 1) a comupiaio
r
tinentS..
t aO 1941p, D -10 0,1
con be either estimated from the surface heat exchange poeaes in the Soviet lterature on SCD, 2) a ap showing AcnS
,C
c.18,ipAAIO331
cofficient and the average flow depth or determined eprca- the location of SC) iesstrementa, ad 3) an aveage winter
t5.
ly ar
romrecrdd
ad wte
das.
he wind sed chart for the U.S.S.R.
Delaney, AJ.
mehdibple to the St LAweenCe
etw~een Kingeton,
39-20923
EFFECT OF SNOW ON VEHICIZ-GENERATED RADAR ECHOES, UNDERGROUND PEPEN eezorendisshwnt
easing
Ontf and
LINES, REMOTE SENSING, FREEZE THAW CYSIGNATURES.
up.SEISMIC
of acurtel forcasing
CR 842
Alberi D.G., Aug. 1994, 24P., AD-Mg 976, 10 refs. CLES, WATER TABLE, WATER CONTENT, RE-
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CHANGE IN ORIENTATION OF ARTILLERY- 4034
DELIVERED ANTI-TANE MINES IN SNOW.
MILITARY OPERATION, SNOW COVER EPBiAJ S.R., Aug. 1984, 20p., ADA-09 946,53
Pet
ECT, SEISMOLOGY, DETECTION, VEHICLES,
AT~NU TO , AO SIS
ESN L
39-2917
MILITARY
OPRATION, TA KSU(COMBAT VARIATIONS
MILTAROPRATONTA
KS COM AT
ARITIO S.brosd-band.
VEHICLES), SNOW COVER EFFECT, ORIENTA- Vehilepgmmtd seisograms recorded under summer an
TION, TEMPERATURE EFFECTS, TEST.
witer conditions at Fort Devens, Mssschmetta, are analyzed
The Remote Anti-Aram Mine Systemn ( AM) employ
scaisebs
ine tstar delivered by ejcinfrom
'during
flight
Aprole with delivery of RAS me s
in mnowarises becaom a pretage of themnare eipe
with an anti-disnturbnce mecaim
The naua dit=
am or tiltg of the mines while melting into the mnow
on a warmt or muay day may cam them to detonat.
Five tests lasting 3 hours to 5 days were conducted at
CREEL to study chag in orientation of RAAMS mines
sftar lMAn. in, snow.
Mines were set in the mnowat

and compared.
The data were recorded swingthrepoanrjctl
t geophones located Jusmbeneah the ground surface and
microphones mounted on tripods 0.3 in tall.
Winter data
were recorded when a 0.7-in-thick snow cover was present
Tha filtering effect at this snow cover on the seismic dat
was striking.
The opeano and fr=ec cntent of
the recorded ground moinchanged dramatcal from summar to winter became mnowatanat's the aooti-eimak
coupled eneray. These changes were verified by magnitudeequared coherence anslysis and byea simple Wiener prediction
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FRACTION,
FAIRBANKS.

UNITED

STATES-ALASKA-

Rader and wide-ale reflection sad refraction (WARR) profiles were obtained across three burle sections of the transAiask pipeline near Fairbanks in late Apri 183.
A
pulaed radar operain ins t h
(very high
frequency) rage was med.
The suorficlal geology a h
three site consisted of gravel (droee tailngs), silt and
alluvlinn, respectively, and the situ weemrial froze
at completely thaweed. At the grpprol
mately 2 mndeep) and an
wtrabwere eay
visible.
Ther was DOZ-dV
of the pipe at
tbs sit site: the WARR proie verfie the high absorption
of the material.
The respons was marginal at the alluvu
sie.
High absorption due to thawngo marginal freezing
coniditions shout the pipe makesrdr
W
eealypo
choice for mapping freeze-thaw boundaries but a good choice
for estimating material stae and moisture content
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CR 84-28

POLYETHYLENE GLYCOL AS AN ICE CONTROL COATING.
Itapkl7, K., Dec. 1984, 1ip., ADA-150 466, 13 refa.
40-3577cc
PROTECTIVE COATINGS, ICE CONTROL, ICE
PREVENTION, RESINS, MELTING POINTS,
SNOW ACCUMULATION, ICE ACCRETION,
,
CE.
A
CON TEREAU
Tme properties of polyethylene slycol (PEG) a a sacrificial
t ontrol
a oangc r discimed
o
,
PEG
istwie
effective lo"er
thm y leoponentti,
and it has low toxicity
anahigh flash ponihersls
Of reinayxpsments on PEG's ability to control ow cmution
a panel and ice accumulation on a cryogenic tank are as
dIscused.
CR 4-29
REVERSE PHASE HPLC METHOD FOR ANALYSIS OF TNT, RDX, HMX AND 2,4-DNT IN MUNXTIONS WASTEWATER.
Jenkins, T.F.,
etal, Dec. 1984, 95p., ADA-155 983,
6
Refs. p.3 -38.
Bauer, C.F., Leett, D.C., Grant, C.L
40-3578

tile and plastic, as well as different terrain and groundwo-.r
uredo ncy trackins l01Awith the
Tests
chs-critics.
towere insufficient to evate their abtyto locate nonmeto
pipe or to judge ifone locator was auperior to the
other.
Although no sttatistically differet,sightly mor
e average
ding we obtained with the magnet
induction and mageetometer inatrments over cable than
Shallow utilities (<3.5 ft) were located slightly
over pipe.
In general, the low.
a
tly than deepe onesto mid-piced magetic induction locators appared to be
the most cost effective.
Problems with accuracy in utility
location occred mainly at ate with s
toporphy or
where utilities were in very close proximity.
Su"of
e
F
operation of the instruments required only a small amount
of trsn
CR 84-32
SHORELINE EROSION PROCESSES- ORWELL
L&KE, MINNESOTA.
Reid, J.R., Dec. 1984, 101p., ADA-152 952, Re&
p.54-56.
40-3545
SHORE EROSION, SLOPE PROCESSES, LAKE
WATER, BANKS (WATERWAYS), GROUND
THAWING, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT,
WATE
RT,
S WATER
WAVES, RESERVOIRS, SHORELINE MODIFI-

WATER POLLUTION, WASTE DISPOSAL, EX- CATION,

RAIN,

SEASONAL

VARIATIONS,

Drilling
C have been continuously cored with this drill
and ampling are moat efficiently conducted when ambient
air temprtur
are below freezing and the active layer
s froze
The ef-contained bightweight drill is readily
b
o-read by helicopter or tracked vehicle, or
by towing over rods It is locally nelf-mobile by use
o a winoh
Total cat of the drill and modifications
is estimated at approximately S10.000.

C 8"2

EFFECT OF NONUNIFORM SIZE ON INTERNAL STRESSES IN A RAPID, SIMPLE SHEAR
LOW OF GRANULAR MATERIALS. PART 1.
TwoG
SIZE.
4,1
oa
heH.. FTW.
SIZ
1983, S.,
D Shen, H.H., Feb. 1985, 8p.,
ADA-154 045, 18 ref.
40-38
SHEAR FLOW, PARTICLP n1ZF !STRIUTION,
MICROSTRUCrURE, MATBRIAI-S, SIRESSES,
STRAINS, AVALANCHE MECHANICS, MATHEMATICAL MODELS.
Existing theories that predict the stres-strain rate relatinship
n a rapidly sheared ranular flow can only treat materies
However, granular
that m ae of sini-ize partics.
It has
flows usually involve material of mixed szes.
benobervedin many laboratory studies that ize distribution
hasa illcant effect on the flow of a granular materiaL
Despite its importance, no quamtitative theory has been devised

PLOSIVES, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DETEC- METEOROLOGICAL FACTORS.
that can explain the effect ofsize distribution.
Ananlytical
TION, TESTS, MILITARY FACILITIES, STATIS- Orwell Lake, in west-central Minnesota, isa flood-control, model is developed here to quantity the straese in a mixture
water-management reservoir first impounded in 1953. of spheres with two different sizs and identical material
TICAL ANALYSIS.
Binarycollisnm betweon adjacent particles
An analytical method was developed to determine the caon - Subeiqnt erlon of the shoreline and a lack of knowledie p
trations of HMX, RDX, TNT and 2,4-DNT in munitions of sope erosion processes in this region prompted this tudy are cosiderd as the dominating stre-enertin mechanism
rts
the exZtin
The proceses Comparsoins between the theoretical
ad quant the processes there.
The method involves dilution of an aqueou toidentify
wastewater.
sample with an equal volume of methanol-acetonitrile solvent were mesie at aelected sites between June 1980 and laboratory data show good agreement.
mixture, filtration through a 0.4 micron polycarbonate mem- Jte 1983.
Erosion of the banks is primarily caused
brane
and analysis of a 100 microL subsample by Reverse- by three processes:
rain, trost thaw, and waves.
The C 35S3
an LC
first two processe tend to move sediment to the base of EFFECr OF NONUNIIORM SIZE ON INTERphase. high-p'formance liquid chromatography u
Retention times of these four analytes their theateepslopes, formingarelatively gentle surface ofec.tmula- NAL STRESSES IN A RAPID, SIMPLE SHEAR
8 colum.
deadtion products, and impurities expected In wtewter ion.
Wave action then tends to move thim odimnt FLOW OF GRANULAR MATERIALS. PART 2.
matrice were determined for two euent compositions.
An intothelake. Analysis of the date collected over three MUJTIPL GRAIN SIZES
eluont of 50% water, 38% methanol and 12% acetonitrile years has confirmed that wave
action is the dominat eroin
Shen, HH., Feb 1983, 20p, ADA-134 046, 19 refs.
40-439
successfully neparated HMX, RDX and TNT from each precs, providing almost 77% of the erosion during the
During the 1981 high pool level,
The method provided1981-82 study year.
other and the potential interferents.
M& of nediment, mostly colluvium, was removed fom SHEAR FLOW, PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION,
linear calibration curves over a wide range
OFnge of concentration. 2,089
the lower
slopes by wave action striking the 1.62 km of MICROSTRUCTURE, STRESSES, MATERLALS,
CR 84-30
eroding shoreline.
More than 4,300 Mg was eroded by SHEAR STRESS.
IMPACr O' SLOW-RATE LAND TREATMENT waves accompanying the higher pool levels of 1982.
In the peast
all theoretical andyen for rapdily sheared gnular
ON GROUNDWATER QUALITY: TOXIC OR- cB
flows assumed that the granular solids areither disks
or
GANICS.
spheres
and re infform in size.
However, natural materials
Parker, LV., et al, Dec. 1984, 36p., ADA-153 253, ICE FORCES ON RIGID, VERTICAL, CYLIN- thatcreate
these granular flows me in general irregular in
shape and have various spectra of sizes
The stres and
Ref. p.19-21.
DRICAL STRUCTURES.
6
nularflows
amsignificantSodhi, D.S., etal, Dec. 1984, 3 p., ADA-151 393, 32 ybofenergy dissipationlevelIngs
Jenkins, T.F., Foley, B.T.
in
par I of this
size
dIniuto.
by
the
ly
influenced
re&
40-3361
report series (see 40-38, CR 85-2) the formulation of the
GROUND WATER, WASTE TREATMENT, Morris, C.E.
WAER N
W TR TREATMENT,
W S RECLAMATIO5
MLAND
constutive equations considering a two-size granular mixture
WATER TREATMENT, LAND RECLAMATION, 39-2315
is presented, where the ratio of the two sizes is nearly
SEEPAGE, ORGANIC NUCLEI, ENVIRONMEN- ICE PRESSURE, ICE LOADS, OFFSHORE one.
Herm, in part 2, the constitutive equations for a
STRUCTURES, COLD WEATHER CONSTRUC- two-size mixture are extended to include a general se
TAL IMPACT.
In addition, a complete spectrum of size distribution
The removal efficiency for 16 organic substances in wastewater TION, PILES, ICE BREAKING, ICE SOLID IN- ratio
was studied on an outdoor, prototype slow-infiltration system.TERFACE, ICE COVER THICKNESS, FLEXU- is incorporated, which allows the quantification of the size
In analyzing
The initial concentration of ech of these substances in RAL STRENGTH, COMPRESSIVE PROPERTIES, distribution efect in the mast nreral way.
the wastewater was approximately 50 microgram/L
Re- VELOCITY, EXPERIMENTATION.
the syntmic activity
at elclso
evel. ecame
move was via volatilization during spray application
and Asmall-scale experimental study wsconducted to characterize of the oresent limited knowledge of treating
shape effects,
subsquint sopton ine soil.
Te rmhe tremoval the magnitude and nature of ice forces during continuous the anaysiis s conied to the flow of either disks or spheres.
durin spratying could be estimated from the liquid-phase cruhing of ice agaimt a igid, vertical, cylindri structure. The result of this work provides necessary information for
transer coefficient; loses were up to 70% for the mast The diameter of the structure was varied from 50 to 500 a more realistic analysis of natural and industrial granular
volatile components.
The total percent removal for the am, the relative velocity from 10 to 210 mm/s, and the flows.
system, based on the concentration in the percolate, was ice thickness from 50 to 80 am. The ice tended to
more than 98% for all substances.
Only chloroform, which fail repetitively, with the frequency of failure termed the CR 35-04
has a low octanol-water coefficient and according to the characteristic fequency. The characteristic frequency var- PROPULSION TESTS IN LEVEL ICE ON A
literature is not degradable aerobically, was continuously led lineraly with velocity and to a small extent with structure MODEL OF A 140-Fr WTGB ICEBREAKER.
detected in the percolate.
The major final removal mech. diameter
The size of the damage zone was 10 to 50% Tatinclaux, J.C., Mar. 1985, 13p., ADA-154 073, 6
anisms are believed to be volatilization and biodegradation. of the ice thickness, with an average value of 30%.
T
biotransformation.
Breakthrough of several other o
maximum and mean normalized ice forces were strnglye
.
in eary s
a a result of application during the colder dpe ,'nt on the aspect ratio (structure diameter/ice thick- 39-3956
months was alo observed.
The two substances that were nes).
The forces increased significantly with decreasing ICEBREAKERS,
ICE
CONDITIONS,
ICE
mast persistent in the soil were PCBs and dlethylphthalste. aspect ratio, but were constant for large aspect ratios. The STRENGTH, ICE BREAKING, ICE COVER
PCBs were apparently slowly last from the system, probably maximum normalized forces appeared to be independent THICKNESS,
LAKE
ICE,
FLEXURAL
by volatilization.
The behavior of diethylph
te w
of strain role.
diferent in the two soils tested but was more recalcitat
STRENrTan VELOCITY,TESTS, MODELS.
than expected.
CR 85-01
Results of propulsion teats in level ice on a model of the
CR 4-31
PROTOTYPE DRILL FOR CORE SAMPLING WTOB 140-ft Great Lakes icebreaker are presented and
Nconpared to available full-scale data.
In spite of the
DETEC ON OF BURIED UTILITIES. RE- FIN .GRANED PERENNIALLY
FROZEN difficulties in exactly modeling full-scale conditions, the predicVIE"W OF AVAILABLE METHODS AND A COM- GROUND.
tions
based on the model test results
of the ship performance
PARATIVE FIELD STUDY.
Brockett, B.E., etal, Jan. 1985, 29p., ADA-152 388, compared reasonably well to those measured during fullBigl, S.R., etal, Dec. 1984, 36p., ADB-090 068L, 21 11 refs.
sale trials.
Several possible sources of error are identified.
refs.
Lawson, D.E.
In particular, duplication at the model scale of the ship
Henr, K.S., Arcone, S.A.

hull's ice friction coefficient is considered to be critical

40-3579

ER A
DRILLS, AUGERS, PERMAFROST THERMAL
UNDERGROUND FACILITIES, UTILITIES, DE- PROPERTIES, FROZEN GROUND TEMPERATECTION, FROST PENETRATION, MAGNETIC TURE, CORING, SAMPLING, GROUND ICE,
SURVEYS, GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS, EARTH- GRAIN SIZE, TEMPERATURE EFFECTS, COST
WORK.
ANALYSIS.
Locatingburiedutilitiesisoftenncessaryforreparservicing, An inexpensive drl has been modified to provide researchers
or prevention of dmage when earthwork is to be conduted with the ability to auger an open hole or to acquire continuous,
in a particular ares.
Of the many methods avilable for undisturbed 76-mm-n coreesamples of varietyofperennial.
detection of buried utilities, those in mast wide-spread use ly frozen materials that are suitable for chemical and ptroare magnetic induction, magnetometry, and d
uency graphic analysis.
It was developed by field testing i
Operation of
Comparative field tests of 11 locator, using support of research from 1980 to 1983.
tracking.
these three operating methods were conducted in Hanover, thedrill is based mainly on using a minimum of power
New Hampshire, and esht of thee were further testedto cut through frozen ground with tungsten carbide cuttme
at the U.S. Military Academy, West Point, New York, and on a CRREL coring auger.
The ice content, temperature
the Stewart Army Subpast, Newburgh, New York.
At and grain size of thefrozen sediments are important variables
West Point and Newburgh, the nine sites included a variety determining the smpling depth.
Perennially frozen sediof utility types including iron and steel pipe, cable, vitreous ments with temperatures in the range of -0.5 C to -8.5
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propulcorresponding
and the
resistance
the ice
in
determining
ion
characteristics,
namely
propeller
speed,
thrust and torque

Ci 85-05
NUMERICAL MODELING OF SEA ICE DYNAMICS AND ICE THICKNESS CHARACTERISTICS. A FINAL REPORT.
Hibler, W.D., III, Mar. 1985, SOp., ADA-154 600,
Refs. p.35-38.
40-3362
ICE MECHANICS, DRIF, SEA ICE, ICE COVER
THICKNESS, ICE EDGE, MATHEMATICAL
MODELS, HEAT BALANCE.
A dynamic-thermodynamic sea ice model is extended to
include a full thermodynamic code and a complete multilevel
ice thickness distribution.
The variable thickness formulation includes a more realistic parameterization of ice ridging

CRREL REPOR73

C

than used in prevos models.
Seasonal
simulations have
basisperformd,
thlis model andthe results have been
emplasis of the rdge buildu results
of teCaedinArhpshl ado f th Nort Slope. Thi
of tise model and
description
compilete
presents a made
repordigieprogres
an examining
and teating the variable
thickness extensions.
CRLL

is extended to include the transport of water vapor. which
isimportant becamue
ofirItsant hert. Results aepresented
in temof a Lewis number, dlefined a the ratifo of thermal
to -adilavds
Poe Ezr nubr groster -- r
numbers
1.0,paechange Intenif convection. andfor Lewise
less than 1.0, phase
frm&rdconvectioni.
Two bound,
my conditions of C=
interest in the study of snow,
aconstant heat flux bottom and apermeable top, are investigated.RW1

KINETIC FRICrION COEFFICIENT OF ICLForland, L-A., at al, Mar. 1985, 40p., ADA-l1iZ 035, CR WI-1
23 refi.
REVIEW OF METHODS FOR GENERATING
Tatinclajx, J.C.
SYNTHETIC SEISMOGRAMS.ALS
3
39-3957
Pack, L, June 1955, 39p., ADA-159 128. Refi. p. 6ICE SOLID INTERFACE, ICE FRICrION, ICE 39.
HARDNESS, SURFACE ROUGHNESS, ENGI- 40-1587
NEERING, VELOCrrY, TMsr.
SOEL MECHANICS, SEISMOLOGY, GEOPHYSIThis study irvestim ieswrve ifluce ofvaossse
CAL SURVEYS, WAVE PROPAGATION, COMtars on the kinetic frotion coefficient between ie and difrn PUT7ER APPLICATIONS, ANALYSIS (MTH-

Friction tesu were performed with urea-doped, EML4TICS).SN
su
Various methods of generating synthetic seismogramsn
pofustyl the a er ofientoln,
velcit, ypeofmatril
rugnes, ce sinta
he
reviewedirsandeamples of reet applicationssofthe mothods
an oficean
overaset - ma
uterilad
by an,cite.
Bodyt waves,surfacer waves, ad normal modes
puttigs
m
teialovean oe ofhee ia andbn
areconidered.
Thesanialytic*, methods reviewed include
tmeaueof-1.5 was maintained throughout, and the
P &ray theory, generalized ray theory (Capltard-de
ray theory, reflectivity method,
asymptotic
method),
dapd
a
specially
using
measured
was
ic m"hadness
combining ray theory
tha oi wae" thecey. and hybrid methodsmethods.
friction test reveale
The results of the
=paats
thoseOffinte
Two numerical
mode theory.
and
geloi
oefcetwt
ofkntcfito
th ,eaior
ofieti
Ificion byfilntwt arig
differences and ane elements. and a hybrid
assit.cmyifuecdb h a rnirin
ndfnts differences with
ryds
Limiaon on the apli4tono vaiyof the various
atdEo h iei
h
maErilruhess
coefiietas ls afet
varying normal Pressure,
ar=ttd.tnr
surface roughnsers and ice bartinea.
Additional
ok& w ttd
C=
for standardized ice friction tests and future Inetgain
we reomdd.
RECONNAISSANCE
OBSERVATIONS
OF
NATURAL VEGETATION RECOV.
CR 89-07
MEASURING THERMAL PERFORMANCE OF LONG-TERM
ET I
HOF~~~~~ern
AET
O
PO
EIN
CAET
N[SN RGO ,r
BUILDING ENVELOPESI NINE CASE STUD- ALASKA, AND ADDITONS TO THE CHEEL.
surface.
vcunie,

si

IEM

13101F FLORA.

Flanders, S.N., Mar. 1985, 36P., ADA-155 083, 13 Everett L.R., et al, June 1985, 75p., ADA- 15 724,
p.44-48.
rf.Rota
Murray, B.M., Murray, D.F., Johnaon, A.W., Linking,
39-3958
HEAT
A.
jmocks
THERMAL INSULATION,
BUILDINGS,
FLUX, MESRE ET,
HR
THERMAL
4FLUX THEMAL
TSTHER
EASREME
40440saturated
MOCOUPLES, COMPUTER APPLICATIONS, REVEOBTATION, TUNDRA, PERMAFROST,
COST ANALYSIS, WIND FACTORS.
SOIL EROSION, ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECMine buildings at Ft. Devens were the object of a study TION, ACTIVE LAYER, VEGETATION, FROST
,
ACTION, CLASSIFICATIONLN FR
a
computer.
thirocoples,
flux
sensorm
heat
emplrocotolddata
acquisition system and infrared thEN
IR N EN ALIM A T.ANaID
The purpose was to measure the It-values of thoseb
ON
N ALIPC.NDS
85
to determtine their economic potential for unproved finsulation. The diversity, of disturbance types. lsndfoms. vegetation
The simple included four frame bildings, two mnaonry fr~fd- and sells, together with the lamg,.well-dcuumeed floes,
The umke CapeThoame an ida ste to stuY long-term
togs, and threeframebuildings with brick facing.
technique for measuring R-vsalue proved repeatabl andsct(0ya)evrnetlajsmnsatripc
rate within 15%, Sampling a small representative sePit caused
disturbances there betwee 1958and 1962&falInto
Mews three cat"~ia ruways, excavations and off-road vehicle
sufilciently character the entire stock of buildings.
1.
don, natural disturbance by frost action
ueetoI more important for Poorly "nalaedbuildings, trft.
since the beginning Rt-vslue has a drastic impact on the crates scams ReablAied vegetation after 20 years conOf sp1cies found in adjacet undlstinbe landscapes.
At Pt. sl
budget for a cost-effiective relnatlation proect
Devens, intalling an external Styrfam insulation system~
on conte block barracks lis a savings-to-investment ratio
651inslsadeimnshsbndvnpd
of about 1.4
ANALYSIS OF RIVER WAVE TYPES.
F~~~~~errick,
M.G., June 1985, 17p., ADA-159 683, For
ICE FOG AS AN ELECrRO.OPTICAL OUSCU. another source see 39-3098. 20 r
40-1050usdtstdthafetovaiudrngac
RANT.
Koh, G., Mar. 1965, 1lp., ADA-I155 059, 22 ,efL
WATER WAVES, RIVER FLOW, RIVER ICE,
UNSTEADY FLOW, ICE JAMS, RUNOFF.
3-99DAMS,
T
ION~tt~
, MATHEMA77CAL MODELS.
FRIC..
ICE FOG, INFRARED RADIATION, LIGHT
tie,
we consider long-period, shasllow-water rive
IBL R),RADA7ON
DIAIO
DSInthis
0
'waves tfrev a consequence of unsteady flow
River
SCATTERING, ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPER- wave result from hydroelectric power generation or flow
TIES, ICE CRYSTAL OPTICS, ANALSIS control at a dasm,
the branchof a dam,the formation or
Th
(MATHEMATICS).
release of an ice jam, andfrainfall/runoiff pces.
river
The extinction of visible light and infrared radiation (at Saint-Veamit equations are generally used to desnecribe
Dynmc rvity, difflto, ad kinematic rive
wavelengths of 3.5 and10.6micron) by ice fog is considered waves.
utilizing theoretical concepts and historical exeimna data waveshavebenkeind each corsodn odfeet
andah applyin to
Ifo
frms Of the moommlum equation
Therelabiityof
he phricl aproimaionof
fo M
clclaiosis examined and judged adeqteisfar some subset of the overall frge of river hydrauli Properties
However, the paramete
sattr itatons but limited for side andbackiscatter andtime scale of wave motion.
forar
The relative effiacy in panetating ice fog rajscreponiding to eachwave description are not well
applicaticon&
asfunction of tize distribution isevaluated for the wavelengths Z:nned, and the transitions betwee wae" types have not
conideed.been
explored.
Thiis paperis an investigation into these
The
to river wavemodeling.
area, whis
ichbased
arefumdamental
CR 85on the concept that river wave beavo
I SNOWanalysis
THERMA
CONVETION
THER
ALCNVECION
N SN W.
i determined by the balance between friction and inortis.
Powers, DJ., et al, May 1985, 6 Ip., ADA-15 577, C 313itero&
Rota p.46-48,.R8-3RctrMne
ELECTROMAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS OF
Colbeck, S.C., O'Neill, K.
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40-1009

MULTI-YEAR SEA ICE USING IMPULSE RA-

SNOW THERMAL PROPERTIES, SNOW HEAT
FLUX HEAT TRANSFER. WATER VAPOR.
POROUS
GRADIENTS,
TEMPERATURE
CONDiUCIVITY,
THERMAL
MATERIALS,
CONVECTION, MATHEMATICAL MODELS'
EXPERIMENTATION'
HEAT,
LATENT
).ICE
(NO METAMORPHISM
MEAM
RPIS
(SNOW).
.arge temperature gradients applied to a snow cover drive
water vapo upwards end result in rapid rersalztion
of nowcrstas.
Thesae tmpratregraiets create
gradients of air densit tht can cause Ilows of sir through
the snowcover.
The fomalism necesar to dribe
these flows is developed here in an efotto include the
ouveaction of vapor in the underatanding of mow metoaorplumo. Ile theory of convection through porous mnedi

DAIL

bottom of the toe could not be detecte when the Ice stucture
had ahigh brine content. Becamse
of brine's high conductivity, brine volume dominates the less mechanism in firstZ7
ALWO
ona
nwhesm
. foudtu for multi-year
Atophase dielectric mixing formula, used by the
athors to describe
the EM properties of first-year amsoe,
wasmodified to include theeffecta of the gss pockets found
in the multi-year se ioe.
Cl 35-14
N
AND
ENVIRONMENTAL
GRADIENT'S OFTENR PRUDHOE SAY REGION,
.
2
Walker, D.A, Sop. 1985, 39P., ADA-162 022, Rota

p.122-135.
"01790
TUJNDRA, VEGETATION, TEMPERATURE
GRADIENTS, PLANTS (BOTANY), COASTAL
TOPOGRAPHIC FEATURES, ICF, WEDGES,
W D F
TE
ER iRE
FECS
LOESS, HUMMOCKS, SOIL WATER, UNITED
STATESALASKA.

The Prudhoe Day region is a particularly interesting are
oftnroeascombination
fIswl-eie
ecie
has te
ntbenvironena
of which n
gradients, the
of wet oastal
It isars
elsewhere in the Arctic.
i rdet due in
toiidrit that has a unique susrt=
petho
to its coestralcation.
uTepirevaiin nrtheatewins
= Ibueloms
1meoi frm the Sepvan
R im over most
Area downwind krom river have alkaline
oftergo.
It.
gradient of declining sail pHI values away
fromnthe rier the north-as pardion of &he realin isno
hervradcneuntyhsaii uda
onidfo
The coasta UTeCe
rdetaa
h tepest
rr
i
ongs(91 nne
or floristic -on"s
the Arctic.
which are based on the amsount Of total smmner warmth,
I H
The effect the tempeasture
; =
nm
i'bew
the Increase of the total numiber
of plants in the flora and the increased plant pdutvity,
particularly of shrubs, as one moves inland
The isdoainarly wet landscape also cresas steepvegetation gradients
witin elevation changes at a few condei m~el Small herepolygo
andhigher mirmatas sasociated ith wcewedge
relief my be elevated only 10-25 cm, above the level or
soils but can support rich maeo tundra plant coiniites.
CR 6545
IN SOLIS
TNT, RDX AND WIfth WMLOSIVE
111f
14LYISTyH IQ E
IM N .A
AL ISTC
IQ E
AND DRYING LOSSES.
Craigh,. J.H., at al, Oct. 1985, 1lIp., 13 rofs.
LetD.C., Foley, B.T., Schumacher, P.W.
40-3 33
EXPLOSIVES, FREEZE DRYING, SOIL POLL.UA AL I,
NSC
MCA
TON SEI
DRYING, ADSORPCOUNTERMEASURES,
TION, ABSORPTION, TEST.
AR
n methoad ohhea
alss beTnRD de d
ItX
eposis
tcnss
of methanol extraction followed by reversed-phaseig perfirmance liudXrmtgah
sig1%aeolrllo
meRtu8ol-07 water " the elosnr.
Tis method was
rynLehiusuo
sdt td h efc fvro
th

mb
tacv e wit high
(DX
MX
.ir
a.g
..
n m( oil a .sediet
high and
% hu
ith
w-atepo
=e
KVTa obtained using
complet reover Of 71
freezedryin whl air drying at room temperature resulted
in greater than 90% recovery for botelosies
other
techniques, such a oven drying at 1Soe riga
45, microwave oven drying, and drying unde infrare
with TNT and RDX
laallresulted In greater losses,
recovriesrnging from 76 to 9W% Drying loses were
not due to simple volatilizatio but rather to chemical rato
Por soil and sediment sepe ontlning
and/or sorption.
low levels of TNT, ItDX adlhX eoeiso l he
explosives were quantitative for alt of the above drying
techniques.
CR 8916
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF MULTI-YEAR
SEA ICE. PHASE 2: TEST RESULTS.
Cat, G.F.N., et al, Oct. 1985, Slp., ADA-166 333, 10
.,LAWes WFBeotHPr
ekWFBsotHPr
..
ron, N., Mellor, M., Durreli, G.

40-3364

ICE MECHANICS, ICE STRENGTH, SEA ICE,
PROPERTIES, ICE
PHYSICS, PRESSURE RIDGES, TENSILE PROP-e6.
ERTIES, LOADS (FORCES).
Morey, R.M.
This report presents the results of the second phase of
40-34
tat program designed to obtain acomprehensive understandSEA ICE, ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES,
BOTT'OM SURFACE, MARINE GEOLOGY: ins Xthe mechanical properties of multi-ea se.c from
Alaskan Seaufo Se.
In Phase
II, 2'cont-tan
GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS, ELECTRICAL RESIS. rate uniaxial compression tests were performed on horizontal
TIVITY, BRINES, DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES.
and verticael
ice samples fromn
multi-year pressure ridges to
Sounin of multi-year se toeusig impulse raa pertat
eAmi n
cted ee 36
sapeomentetion-t tson
c
trth.
in the 10- to 500MHz frequency band, has rvae ht As odce
ee3 osatsri-aetnintss
the bottom of thi ice cannot always be detected.
This 55 conventional trisxlal tests and 33 cnsant-load compression
perdisctusses a field program aimed at finding out why tasteon multi-erpsuerig samples to provide data
thimi so. and at determininig the ectoaeic (E.) for derveloping
XceyielJciera n constitutive lawa. Data
properties of multi-yesr saf toe. It Wasfon ht the are presented on the strength, failure strain and modulus
2

Kovacs, A., et &I,Sep. 1985, 6p., ADA- 160 737, 11 STRAINS, COMPRESSIVE
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CRREL RLEPORTS

CR
tuddiyaw -ice

tniedifferntlondIng OOndiIIo.U

The

CRt W521

eanfta presure and sample orientation an
ICEChIe
AUGRScORSHicaDlT
cean xaind.SAMPLING
ofot ul-y"
pr~p~ti~at
ear
m weexamned.Rand,
3.11., et al Dec. 1985, 22p., ADA-166 630, 12

~

CR 85-17

FIELD TESS OF THE KINETIC FRICION CGEFFICIENT OF SEA ICE
Taticlaux, J.C., at aL. Oct. 1985, 20p., ADA- 163 170,
4 to.
Murdey, D.
40-3365
ICE FRICTION, SEA ICE, SURFACE PROPER-

Melor, M.

AUES CE CORING DRILLS, PERMAFROST,
FROZEN GROUND, ICE SAMPLING, DRILLING, EQUIPMN.

The development of lighatweighit ofin augers for wcen
rvies
Emphasis is onequipment designed by the
Cold Regimes Rmeweb and uineering; Laboratory and its
pdeaororganizations for sampling to depths less than
TIES, STEEL STRUCTURES, SHIPS ICE CRYS- 20
ofam
o
Design and operation af the ACFEL/SlTAL STRUCTURE, PRESSURE, ICE STRENGTH, PMBICRREL 3.ln.-ID corer is diacussed, and modlificationa
Vvr~f~y ThJ'5of
the bosic design for powered operation and for drilling
ThLIsreo YTEtM. .
,
in frn sai wreoutlined.
Recent rephacments for the
repr aredoth
reent s d ultsofng the 1984
o
exp
ice d~to
traditional coring auger are dooofbed, and det",l are v
t carie
"y '"
ou duing:
apelioaa'
or he onsrucionandope
ato the new 414-in
the P.1. Mw".,er off the coas Of Labrador.
7Ue tWal Dcring equipment. A powered 12-in.-ID drill far salw
surftaes were lnerta-160-costed steel plates and bareA
dteptewnl;
lod~u
plates hand roughened and sandblasted.
MWsmain fldiga
dept coigis22
emrbd
atte studies warm 1) Columnar and granular
sea. Ice showed C
52
no significant dlffeseme in frictao coefficient; 2) for columnar LEVEL ICE BREAKING BY A SIMPLE WEDGE.
Ice, Madtion oemclent, was independent of ice crystal atlanta- Tatanclaux, J.C., Dec. 1985, 46p., ADA-166 629, 6
dlon with respect to teat surfaae; 3) Maictaocoefficient was Nb.
40-3274
d-S~g
=
velocity Iewe the ice sample and the teat surface and IC BEA NG IERE
ESCEFO ,
resched a steady vains at higher opeedt 5) friction coefficient IEFRICTION, ICE LOADS, LOADS (FORCES),
increasedi with increasing surface roughness; 6) a etig ICE MODELS, ICE PHYSICS, TEST.
surface exhibited a higher friction coefficient tha alnon- Tests in level ice am an idealized icebreaker bow in the
wetting surface of the sam or even higher roughneas averge
shape of a simple wedge were conducted in the test basin.
The horizontal and vertical forces amthe wedge winy measured,
and floe size distribution in the wake of the wedge was
observed.
Prom the fatce measurements, the ice wedge/hull
CR MS
Madamo
factat was calculated and in general agreement with
SORPTION OF MILIARY EXPLOSIVE CON- the fradamofactor measured in separate friction teats
The
TAMINANTS ON BENTONITE DRILLING ice floe length and ice flo area measured in the current
MUDS.
suyfollowed log-normal probability distributions defined
Leuett D.C., Nov. 1985, 33p., ADA-163 231, Refs.b te lng* average and -ly average and coresponding
n S(A).
stndr_ dvatos__)
p.14-16.
CR 86-03
40-3366

EXPERIM[ENTAL DETERMINATION OF HEAT
EXPLOSIVES, DRILLING FLUIDS, MIITR
OPERATION, POLLUTION, MUD, CHEICL TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS IN WATER FLOWCOMPOSITION, ENVIRONMENTAL PROTEC- ING OVER A HORIZONTAL ICE SHERT.
TION, ADSORPTION, ABSORPTION, ANAL- Lunar"im VJ., ct al, June 1936, Sip., ADA-170 427,

32 rd.
YSIS (MATHEMATICS).
Concern over the environmental fat of explosives has brought
n,3. R., Yen Y*"C
about development at sensitive analytical methods fo at
-4-40
lag themn
in groundwater.
in turn this concern hben HEAT TRANSFER, WATER TEMPERATURE,
WATER FLOW, ICE COVER EFFECT, ICE
samplngprceursfor gomda
6o
extendedI t vaiaigthe
ta. ddesesth
hi rpot
otntalefecs t esdul MELTING, ICE SURFACE, TEST, VELOCITY,
drilling muds am the analysis for explosiv contanants COMPUTER
APPLICATIONS, TURBULENT
(17NT.DNT, RDX and HMX) In moioigWells.
Th
FL W
teminanto
Sopinsps7be
idpnet
of acuids Expneriments to study the melting at a horizontal ice sheet
conentatin.Linear isotherma werebao
for RDX with a flow of water above it were conducted in a 35adtlXover a rneof analytic: oonomntrations, there.fore, in-long refigersatd flume, with a area section of 1.21l.2
a sigl onswtat can
used to stinmate the amount sorbed nL
Water depth, temperature, and velocity wane varied
whnthe solution coctmation is known.
Isoterm for as well as the temperature and initial suwim profile of
TNT and1DNTweenotliear, however.
Seatehard analysis the ice shet.
Thbeheat tase eie
eefudt
'numbera
.Wo i ated turbulen flwa hihRe.ynold
could he
for these snalytes
isothermscomponenwa
that
=uggste
reovdinto
twothe
predominant
a linea component with a transition to free convection heat transfer.
Miere
shove a certain sorbed quantity and a Lniiryp
mp&- was no convincing evidence at a forced lamnar regime.
nent below this Wan="t.
.h L=ental
cmtah
data were correlated for each a the reimes, with
fitted by regression
Usn the aprpit moe
h Reynolds number, Re, or the Orsahof number combined
Thse equations deeoe
ba
e used to predict the sorbwl with the Reynolds number.
fraction (analytical ba) for any combination at solids and
analyte concentration.
The amouts of bentonite found
in some existing wells do not appear to be sufficient to
cause sgnficant bias in analyses for these explosive contami-

CRt 85-20
CONSTITUIVE REL.ATIONS FOR A PLANAR.
SIMPLE SHEAR FLOW OF ROUGH DISKS.

Shen H.H., et al, Dec. 1985, 17p., ADA- 163 147, 10

re&.
Hopkbna M.A.
40-3367
SHEAR FLOW, SURFACE ROUGHNESS, FLOW
RATE, FRICTION, STRESSES, AVALANCHES,
COMPUTER APPLICATIONS, TESTS.

Stroess developed in a rapid, simple shear flow of disks
are quantifisd.
Collisional momentum transfer is considered
to be the dominant srsgeraigmechanism.
The
disks are inelastic and fritio al. Thestitution coefficient
and the coefficient ofatiMadam together determine the transfer
at momntu and dissipation at energy during a collision.
The frictional coefficient generates and maintains a rotational
motion at disks.
The total fluctuation motion at disks
consists of two translational modes and one rotational mode.
The rotational mode is found to depend on both the restitution

and frition coefficient
Equagitions feg a
mong
all modes of motion is abe
T e mean rotation, hwvr
depends only on the mean flow gradient.
The analysis
assumes a oestant magnitude for all fluctuation modes.
Comparison with a computer simulated disk flow shows
good agreement.
This implies that the distribution of
velocity magnitude may Mobe crucial to the quantification
Of streses
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SPECIAL REPORTS
SR 7441

1he specific
asumed to obey a linear viacooastic model.
"oa selected isa awsen o am Maxwell model and two
One of the Voigt models has a negative
Vo[gt models.
spring coustant which produces tertiary re.
Tile ice
RIVER. ALASKA, SUTDIE 1975.
mnodel
exhibits a primary, aecondary, and tet
=
, .ree res.
Hanpa R.L, et al, May 1976, 25pi, ADA-M2 193, aponse, similar to that observed in meiaxial crep tasts of
ice
The material properties in the viocooelatic model
11rVI.
mybe a functiont of the vertical positioen in the ice ahort,
Brown, J., May, T.A.
muet beyetualo
material
propert"e Using
btanl
32-1197
the
sam these
fanction
of position.
the
plateo
CLIMATOLOGY, AIR TEMPERATURE, SOIL =a the lA=in ice autt
solution in obtained fo the
TEMPERATURE, UNITED STATES-ALASKAdeseton anstessI
icfaotr
h
o
primary, seonedary.
ATKASOOL.
and tertiary cre regions.
It is then shown that fo
An omeraura
iosure dirig he umer rof 75 ledirat- a load thot is not distribut e ver a lare area, the timeea part of she deflection and sucsses is relativel
ad that the Meade River it, 120 km south of Barrow,
ha a distinctly continental summer temperature pattern in idpnetof the load's distribution.
For the elastic
po
od'sdistrbucomparson to Barrow which is codole n has a mle
case, the stress significantly dependa mthe
an m m
io non.
kesulte r given for th efeto
ers
eefluctuation.
Sttiemlil
The
a aignificant reainhpbetween corrent u a function of tme= and disance from the load.
and provious dayrs air tmeaueand anl of the (ar) maximum deflection and eteaca ocu at the center Ao
time,
with
increasea;
thia
pithedeflection
At
the
load
prcpttinand~
examisetial relatedterai
= pnearues
= eaoainware
-t
=,
while the ar.ss
. .
tmeaue. At tewet site, the warmest subaurface
teprblawr
nsue naaalwpond.
Dry site SRt 7645
temperaturea were warmer and showed loamvariation with UTILITY DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS IN ICLAWre&
dphin oparison to wet site temrporre s.
CIMATIC AND SOIL TEMPERATURE OBSERVATIONS AT ATKASOOK ON THE MEADE

SRt 7442
REGIONALIZE
FEASIBILITY STUDY OF
COLD WEATER EARTURWOUL.
Ro~erts W.S., July 1976, 190P., ADA-029 936, M.S.
ibeaja 91 Ire
32-138
32128orsouio
COLD WEATHER OPERATION, EARTHWORK,
SOIL STRUCTURE, MAPPING, ECONOMIC
ANALYSIS.

A regional approach ia msed to delineate areamin Canada
and the United States, in which selected earthwork operations
should receive careful considerastion for winter execution,
Soil texture and soil "fom" or physical site eniomn
i te conmi fsab&
an eeedimortntphsialfecor
shiowing
mapoperations
Summary
eairthwork.
weather
coldsail
=y
ofsgiiat
earthwork
form and
related feasible
are premeted.
A general discussion of the importance
of the soil form in the economic feasibility of winter awthwork
A summary is presented which shows, with
is included.
sections, the salient irdfomtion
".
ecto''.-'
developed by th" study.
At tat 94%
of ptiysographic sections have two or more winter earthwork
operations that are deemed feasible.
Only 5 of 213 sections
considered do not have any earthwork operations that appea
feasible in the winter season.

~nh~n

color infrared S190A/D and R-57/RCS transparencies and
Ancillary
a LANDSAT fas color print maode in-house.
data were not usnedduring the mapping -xrcm to eliminate
bias in the comparisons and to craine that the results were
derived strictly from interpretations oftson and textures
on the
Te
7%egapy
classification scheme was a
modified~v
woth UMS.Geological Survey Land tUse
Clsfcation System for me with remote seemo dama The
relative utility of the multiband imger in xlientig and
acos a
ln
u
ahori
wom~alieseds were determined and
the ofcet of thime land me faoctora eeaprie for
possible contribution to rnnff potenil.
Tisapria
indicated that basis topography and the naur
inf5d
way be mom important fiectora in predicting volume of
rnoff fromn a waterahedl than Landmsefacts. Comparison.
of the sefulnes of the various imagery system are made.

SR 76M0

SURVEY OF ROAD CONSTRUCTION AND
MAINTENANCE PROBLEM
IN CENTRAL

ALASA
liE
Cak

..

,

taOL176
t!
c.17,3pA

6.

D -3
8,2
A02052

Anot, H.W.C., May 1976, 63P., ADA-026 956.
32mon12O4W
32-124 13-24
UTILITIES, WASTE DISPOSAL, SEWAGE DIS- ROADS, WINTER MAINTENANCE, ROAD ICPOSAL SUBARCTIC LANDSCAPES, ICELAND. ING, PERMAFROST PRESERVATION, THERThe study reports on new developments and special problems MAL. INSULATION, EROSION.
mlutina n waer dstrbutin sytesn, swsgecoecson A =ive of road conatruction and maintenance problems
i aedistribution e sysed s eaeolectriiraoisnnmytm
in onmlAlska is presented.
The problem of poor
9
'wd
=he considerations are higligted.
For wow
iladfsedta
aeil permafrost degradation under
anti sewage transport, the me o util brnu, coe te and
emet ari ihudt lp
tbtty. Wr eromionoa
are described.
Utility hine are generally cigfrmom suaraeaeaeand culvert
plastic materiala is report"d
placed individually, utilldorsamretoo expensive formaDotntllsdions excep in aome city center locations& Heat distiubton
with hot water from geothermal wells a oty n a
ping.
After heating, the water is diapagd trgh
Street heatng is
the seageo aystem.
dW
self-sportig
distribution, thema
With
It becomning popiular because It is veycoatefetv
cables electric
and reliabis.
Within the city, al ditibto
=isude
gremads. Arcing of isolataeaon high voltage taaiao
hosdue to salt from the oen atmosphere iabigrdcd
with silicone 12ulda.O

adsbesouin
to road maintenance prbesin central
Alseskainclude the me of' inutn materials in permafrost
aroe AML cosrcinwhen non-fost-smeceptible sais
and the wseof unproved drainag in areas
we =avaBYilable,
Bn
aae, erosion of
whom extensive ingoccur.
rt insbility ar also discussed
sidehill cuts e mbc
and potential solutions are given

SRt 76-06
INFLUENCE OF INSULATION UPON FROST

Hicks, I.R., Oct. 1976, 9P., ADA-040 819, 1 ref.
32-1245

~Ei

pEFIRATION BENEATH PAVEMENqTS

Eaton, R.A., et a!, May 1976, 41P., ADA-026 957, 10

SR 7443
rats,
THERMOINSULATING MEDIA WITHIN EM- Dukeabire, D.E.
BANKMENTS ON PERENNIALLY FROZEN 32-1242
PAVEMENTS, SUDGRADE PREPARATION,
SOIL
T AIN
R S
E VFOTPN
A0247
hD
Ba&g RL, May 96 6pA
thes~~~~~~~~~~~s.~CL
AD 4,P..
12e1976,rFOTHAVFOTPN
TA IN
32-as.1239
eb
LULAR MATERIALS, THERMAL INSULATION.
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COOLED FOG.

SUPERCOOLED FOG, CLOUD SEEDING, FOG

DISPERSAL, ICE CRYSTAL FORMATION.
Two series of experiments, 25 in it
fo. and 25 in
a hasvy fog. were conducted in teCIL
cold cloud
chamber.
Compressed air was used to glaciate the -4C
Thea tests
fog.
The gage air pressure was 413.7 kfs.
showed that the number of ice crystals produced exceeded
ofp.
tw
ter
in the fog by a feat of
21 for s light fog=
an 3
b
fog.
ev
2.6 times as many ice crystals were createdi
ev
i
tog than were crested in a light fog.

~Approximately

order to minimne: differential frost having caumed by
3129In
THERMAL INSULATION, variable in-situ soil conditions, granular matril is placed
EMDANKMENTS,
PERMAFROST PRESERVATION, PROTECTIVE onto of the froat-ausceptible aubgrade,
Thiseae
COATINGS, SOIL STABILIZATION, MATH- a u ni layer to bridge subsurface irregularities in soil
This method of protecting th*av en struc- SR 76-10
propesties.
EMATICAL MODELS.
COLD REA method at reucn the =m 1n TEMPORARY ENVIRONMENT.
actc ndsuartlure can be coatly.
Mo fciitesprpoedfo
tanpotaio
A IA IIY
IN
roped or rctc ad sbartic of granular, mterial is the use of a thermal ISuMn
Moatrnsprtaionfaclites
2,A
-23
,
ctlaRing
HA IA
et
I T.96
Incorporation beneath all or part of the base course whicprvns heO
rgion willbaconstructed on embankinenta.
162prsd,
AD3233
fro reahin the. n1ni76or,
of a thermoinsulating; layer within the embankment mayte re.rce
bard insulated teat sections BibliopraphypV 15-116.
ctrlamn
gerultuseat
edcedquatites f mbakmet mteraL test road which includes
dbl0,CD
A transition section
was cotructed at CRELEL in 1973.
wtnr einwad andai prcdre plcal omak
mena w rvieedanda
wo-~mes~nalnuerialmethod
was built between a control aection and an inaulated action 3241246
coupling bt and mass transfer aNd vertca dieplareat to minimixe the &"usticdifference in frost penetration and ENVIRONMENTS, HUMAN FACTORS ENGIis prpsd
7he modified B -e e quation, a method reultant differential! frost hay.
Larg -BmP-rt- differ- NEERING, BUILDINGS.
developed
Lachemibruch, and a finite difference tbDqC ences were masured between the insulated Ld conventional
iuovm etnvrn
nain lsaad
we uedaalyis
o
ethds or aulted actons frst eneratonswer on-third as deep beneath
tn4A,
tou eea Aviation Administration (FAA) and
oto
n
ann
A&)sain
i
d
amaciranexon
W~ftMoat
applicaton
Of
-nulathe
insrulated
section,
differences
in
hroat
heave
were
neajligible,
thiiZ
ton have beensi sao alfotae
isfwt
cin
and pavement deflection were
theas=an Phae and 2), a cold regions environmental psychology
have been constructed on permafroat.
Stability of thermal th.w cin.
Sraedfeeta ictng dmuoubetween bhvo etn an a aeo atWiwihAa
and physical properties is a desirable chrateristic of thammoin- the control andi insulatedi section-s.beairstngaryem
ad fFtWanvitAlk,
u.Pase
4 scalyzed Fort Wainmwright
sting; layers.
Moisture absorption causes increased theetocmleePas
mci conductivity and degradation of strength of some insulating SR 17
dat and compared It with the FAA and ACRW data and
previdous studies.
The military locations could be charactermaterials.
Several types of moisture barriers have been SKYA IMAGERY. APPLICATION To RnE
need but the ams successful have been polyethylene shbuts. VOEdastempoeINaNW ENenND.ronmenate.~
The military environmenta
7
environmenta in the behavioral areas
differed frmcivilian
AGM NTI-N W N LA D
VOR MA
SR7404McKim
H.L, et a!, Sep. 1976,51ip., ADA-030 329,24 of religion, government and professionalism.
FAA stations
CREEP THEORY FOR A FLOATING ICE rets
were found to have the richest environment and AC&W
SEEXT.
Gatto, L.W., Merry, C.J., Hatigen R.C
ntations the moat derived.
Yet ACEW stations comperiestNavel, D.E., June 1976, 98p., ADA-026 122, 73 refa. 32-1243
ed b rvdngreater leadership opportuntes
Small

AERIALL SURVEYS, SPACEBONE PH T G A
EE V IS
M PIG
P,
PN ,REEV IS
7be ff
utility
em to determine
thi
lvesTtion
of
pre
THEMATThe
of Skylab S190A and B photgah foIeevi

32.1240
FLOATING ICE, ICE CREEP, LOADS (FORCES),
STRESSES, ICE MECHANICS, MAT E A I

CAL MODELS.
Thseproblemn
investigated is the rediction of th elcin
and stessIn a floating ice sheet under loaudswhich act
over a long period of time.
A review of analytical methods
for predicting the bearring capacity of an ice sheet Is given,
The problem to formulated by assmuing the ice is isotropic
with a constant Poisson's ratio,
The &hear modulus is

mmseet information i New
ll Enln.
W DSAT,
Skla S190A and S1903 and RI-571RCIIImaE wom
reed to a common scale of 1:63,360 for a mapping ben
to demonstrate the extent to which the .mgr could be
utilized in the preparation of reonassne ln
e as
Visual interpretations were accomplished on o=iInlNAA
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ntlain

e an advantage over larg installations

in

the participatio level of their pmopuationsin, recreationall
Family huint. transient housig
and other activities.
barracka and work environments of Fort Wainwrighit were
studied.
HabsitAbility guidelines were suggested for minimal
renovation, maor renovation and new construction of these
kids of buildingsAn overall plan for a more haitable
location of pest facilities emr suggested.
The behavior
se=
survey technique in shortened form proved useful
in thsatudy.
Suggestions for fuiture research in testing
habitability gusidelines were made.

SPECIAL REPORTS

Sit
5176-11
OBSERVATIONS ALONG THE PIPELINE
HAUL ROAD BETWEEN LIVENGOOD AND
THE YUKON RIVER 7
Ber, ILL, et al,
Oct. 1976, 3p., ADA-033 380,7 rd.
Smith, N.

SR 76-14
NOTES ON CONDUCTING THE BEHAVIOR
SETTING SURVEY BY INTERVIEW
METHOD.
33

SR 77-01
SELECTED EXAMPLES OF RADIORM RESISTIVIT SURVEYS FOR GEOTECHNICAL EX-

32-1247

ref.
32-1256

ENVIRONMENTS, HUMAN FACTORS, MILl-

Hoekstra, P., etal, Jan. 1977, 16p., ADA-035 761, 20
idh.

ROADS, SLOPE STABILITY, GROUND ICE,

Ledbetter, C.B., Nov. 1976,

p., ADA-062 448, 17

TARY FACILITIES.

PLORATION.

Sellmann, P.V., Delaney, AJ.

32-1275

VEGETATION.
Practical gudeline for conducting the behavior setting survey GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS, ELECIMCAL RESISPed observatio over a six-year period al
the TAPS by intervVew method m presented.
This tan manual TIVITY, PERMAFROST INDICATORS, GRAVload have been evaluated with repect to onactionn
for the layperson deacrib the daa, surveyfmsand e w EL
techniqusLateral
in ie-rh roadway u and taC
Measurements of ground resistivity uingradio wave techniques have been made in support of several -------l
drainag
ditceo f 5'icient
widthinaebn
eWu vatin
equipment,
SR 76-15
projects.
Examples ofsurveys conducted for
;w
nesro pFATE AND EFFECTS OF CRUDE OIL SPILLED evaluating
Inwith
width
to one loe-haftim.then-lm
cheiht
gravel depoalit, for delineating
nfthmsand
info theoegh
width toof
o onemie
onetwaen
laie.
bte
ineedatiof
dope ON PERMAFROST TERRAIN. FIRST YEAR for extrapolating subsurfaoce
proes
enhoaceclea arsilimited
. Right-of-way
cuts, ailcantly
the
abiliton.
to theof toe of PROGRESSREPORT.
ar used to lustrate, some advantage.s of ground and
embak mt filloe minimize u
Of the roadway Collins, C.M., et .1 Nov. 1976, 18p.,
ADA-034 140,
" '
S t
method.
and th
ita
shoulder
alopes.
In
extremely
ice-rich soil cts,
7702
edn•epe ftesoe
hudntb
ni 3
SR 77402
lte lae ofi
the
se
sould
not
be
"
pa
Deneke,
F.J.,
Jenkins,
T.F.,
Johnson,
LA.,
McFadden,
CREEL ROOF MOISTURE SURVEY, PEASE
irst thaw season for beat reslt.
Nmd T., Slaulhter, C.W., Sparrow, E.B.
woody growth can be expectd to hve a
a
___
BUILDINGS 33. 116, 122 AND 205.
effect af five or six thaw saonabut couldbe accomplishd TAD
32-257
Korhonet, C., eta, Jian. 1977, 10p.,
ADA-035 762.
ooner by planting tree seedlings.
Attempts to s
OIL SPILLS, SOIL TEMPERATURE, VEGETA- Tobiamon, W., Dudley, T.
ie-rich cut slopes with applications of insulation arenot TION, PERMAFROST.
32-1276
very effective and seem to prolong the natural stabilization The long-term effects and ultimate fate of crude oil spilled ROOFS, MOISTURE, INSULATION, INFRARED
proome
on per.nm
fost-underlain tundra ia the subject of this study. EQUIPMENT.
The project involves two experimental ol spills of 2,000
SRl712,ak
a h on 00 qmtet ot near P
d inc at PeAFB we surveyed
witha
SR 76-12
Fairbanks, Alaska. A winter spill,
sp1n discsed inthis
spray
with
were
marked
roob
on
these
et
insulation
o
s
will
Another
1976.
in
Fewenazy
place
report,
took
USACREEL1976
REPORT'
OPERATIONAL
at the pek of the growing season in the Wmmwr paint, and 3-im.-diam core sample. of the built-up membne
USGS SUBSEA PERMtAFROST PROGRAM
and
dry
conditions.
during
these
climatic
periods
and
insulation
were
taken
to
verl
wet
R
SEA,
AL
AM
Thi
ows
cd
prmving
U
F
BEAUPORT SE.A, ALASKA.
to be studied as to their effect on oil s
d mke
Flashin defects ae considered responsible for mOt f the
Sellm n, P.V.,et a, Oct 1976, 2p., ADA-032
0 it possible to study the reaction of the pd oilto thee wet insulantr uncovered in th aurvey.
Reemmndatoa

5 refs.

Lewellen, R.I., Ueda, H.T., Chamberlain, EJ., Blouin,
S.E.
32-1248
OFFSHORE DRILLING, LOGISTICS, SEA ICE,

SUBSEA PERMAFROST.

temperature extremes.

The spill discussed in thia rem

was designed to simulate a real pipeline leak, and wa. Imp
enough to approach reality while r
within the limits
of logltical capabiltiea.
Monitorg f th spill and control
resine, b
P
movement,
ot clud oll
oilA permafros impact, and chum,

PFOR

for maintenance, repair, and replacement were developid
frio the in'ared surveys, core samples and visual exmi
SR 77-03

ESTMATING HEATING REQUIREMENTS
BUILDINGS UNDER CONSTRUCTION

IN
During the sprigof1976, three hole. were drilled ourehore
COLD REGIONS--AN INTERACTIVE COMBay am
the se ie cover as a
in the Pruo
drilling pto.
The
=t. of thisa Pro
SR 76-16
PUTER APPROACH.
to obtain sample and subsurface information toaid
iquaf- UTILITY DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS IN SWE- Bennett, F.L, Feb. 1977, 113p., ADA-035 709, 65
cation of the engineering characteristics ofpermafrost beneth DEN, FINLAND, NORWAY AND ENGLAND.
re
the Beaufort Sea as well as to conduct supportin therml Aamot, H.W.C., et l, Nov. 1976, 121p., ADA-035
32-1277
and geological studiea.
The results of tieo
and 088, Bibliopaphy p.116-121.
COLD WEATHER CONSTRUCTION, BUILDrelated investigationa ar being used in conjunction with
INGS, HEATING, HEAT LOSS, COMPUER
McFadden, T.
data from other sub a permafrost projects to develop
and models for the prediction of permafrost occurrence In 32-1258
PROGRAMS.
this offshore envioarnet.
The project also provides a UTILITIES, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, ELECTRICI- The paper documents a review of comtuction literature
means of teasting drilling, sampling, and in-itu measurement TY,
HEATING, WATER SUPPLY, SCAN- to find reports of projects constructed under low-temperature
techniques in an offshore setting where material types and DINAVIA, UNITED KINGDOM.
conditions.
A survey of Alakan contractors to determine
sea ice conditions make acquisition of undisturbed omnpl The study reports on new developments and special problem o e
work is
also
preented. For both
extremely difficult.
This report documens theopeaic
or solutions In w r distribun systeo, sewage and solid o lui
sterrat
a rc d the ctt
th
aspect of the sprin$ 1976 field study; subsequent reports
fis't
waste
hodtracttb
t lsystems
d
theliterttpre
seytch
asd the
sorvey,
lowest
o the
de-crbes
Ther
t'beeratu mentioned was -7OF.
dist weather
eri
onsidrand electric
oftsysttems.
usettmCold
trans
results.
will cover the technical and research
h ae lide
are tmeauemnindws-0
transmission
enclosure.
it=
and
bet
a wage systems, tile o a computer program for estimating
For water
highlighted.
5 beating cots for buildng under construction in cold
p s erd. me
pasc
ed materials for pm
ductile ron
The program is deacnbed, a sample
resl.
m e of heating, insulatinS or shieldin of the pipe. for r_
A
E
I
R O
T
ESR 74-13
isau,,maSome devnopme intumeinlrun ispresented, and a successful validatios ffort
IN THE protection is of interest
ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSES
izd.
collection
wast
solid
Pneumatic
technology wereidentifled.
KOOTENAI RIVER REGION,MONTANA.
McKim, H.L, et al, Nov. 1976, 53p., ADA-033 500, and vacuum wa collection rereset new d
nts. SR 774
II refs. .
For heat distribution, the many different type. Of pe and
R7
NKS PIPELINE: DESIGN,
Good moisture HAIN S-FAIR
ulaon stems used am dscbd.
Gatto, L.W., Merry, C.J., Brockett, B.E., Bilello, M.A.,
conH El
in ination is emphasized.
Developments in long CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION.
Hobbe, E., Brown, J.dt
heat transmission are discussed.
With electric Garfield, D.E., et al,
Feb. 1977, 20p., ADA-038 445,
32-1255
distribtion, the useof self-uppon
erial cable isa new 20 refa.
CLIMATOLOGY, RESERVOIRS, ICE COVER, development
With
nsmision. problems of ici and Ashline, CE., Haynes, F.D., Ueda, H.T.
LIMNOLOGY, SPACEBORNE PHOTOGRAPHY, countermesrare dismssed.
321278
UNITED
RIVER.

STATES-MONTANA-KOOTENAI

PL-12,
PIPEUNES,

SR 76-17

MAINTENANCE,

S
CONSTRUC-

The purpose of this investigation ws: 1) to compile and ENERGY CONSERVATION IN BUILDINGS.
TION, UNITED STAT
eALASKA.
analyze climatic data for the pas 10 year from all available Ledbetter, C.B., Dec. 1976, 8p., ADA-034 141, 3 refs.a s and iintn
evplr
e
ofo pideia
becl in
ot
in" being built in cold
a eauinenew
nd
a
32-1259
weather observing stations in the East Kootenai River B
, 321259regions.
discussedandincue
the initial
design
con2) toanalyze changes in ice and snow cover, and turbidity
HEATING, BUILDINGS, CONSERVATION.
struction, teaTopicaoperation
maintenance
oC
and
modlficaand plankton blooms on Lake Koocanus, 3) to ase the
present finology of Lake Koocanusa and the potental for This rpot scam current building designs and describe., tio to, the S-in. pipelie fmn the deep water port of
The
for
lan to military installatio at Fairbanks, Alaska.
water quality problems, especially euuphication, and 4) to for the layman, ways that bHdii cold be d
opica ofbulding desig
626-mile multi-product pipeline began opeaon in 1956.
demonstrate the reliability of the LANDAT Data Collection Improved energy conumption,
in 1970 indicated
addressed am inslation, thermal bfidoer,ventilation, orint- The results of a coronion aurvey completed
Platform (DCP)-Martek Water Qualitr Monitor system f
that extensive renovation would be required to continue
and solar neat.
Results of the tion. lighting, win
acquisition of data from a remote site.
to Elelaon Air Force
and the section from Haines
opertions,
investigstions indicate that the Kootensi regionisabout
was closed in 1973
twice as cold as the Libby reion in winter, and that rervoir
ice frst forms along the shore in the northern region in IM[PROVED
MILLIVOLT-TEMPEIATU
SR 77-OS
lae November and in the southern part in mid-December,
FOR A ECHITECTURAL PRO,
ION TABLES FOR COPPER CONl
aUItEerIM
CON
occurring 2 to 4 weeksater.
with total freeze-over usually
Ice break-up in the northern sections usually occurs 1-3 STANTAN THERMOCOUPLES. 32F REFER- GRAMMING OF OFFICE SETTINGS.
weeks later than in southern areas; verage annual snowfall ENCE TEM]PERATURE.
is42 to 144 in., with ice thicknesad snowfal v
Stallman, P.E., et&I,Dec. 1976, 66. A
34 841 Ledbetter, C.B., Mar. 1977, 14p., ADA-037 124, 2
with relief.
Variations in areal distribution of snow within 6 refi.
for eriod
freom
Ja n to th
amtrwr
tagaki,
K.
ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS, HUMAN FACTORS
for
periods from
January
October
1973, and reoervolr
32-1260
turbidity wa observed to incres south f Ellsworth and
Stnerson Mountains.
Low ag productivity observed TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT, CONVERwas due to the alg being circulated most of the time SION TABLES.
below the depth of 1% light and due to high turbidity. This portetends and im ye the vea-m aon
tables alredy
The DCP-Martek ystem operated well end reliable data available (CiI L Spatial Report
.W. &iken,
Ait
191,
were receied while the system was located in the pool 24-3490 (AD-80 7P1)).
The computational method is
above LibbyDam and downstream below the dam.
Briefdescribed with discussion of eror, improved methods, and
interruptions in data transmlssions occurred in April, when limitations.
The table. am preanted in two sectiou: the
the Martek sensor showed a few minor inconsistencies, but finrt for terpeatures in the ange -1S4C to OC, the second
the system demonstrated the feasibility of this technique for temperams inthe rage OC to looC
The correspond.
for dait acquisition from remote sites
F ahrenheit
temperatures am also included.
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ENGINEERING, BUILDINGS.
A demonstration of I arkers K-21 test for identifying and
differentiating behavior seti
is presented as a mas of
dinosuting problems in an office
environment.
Guideline.
fo rearranging the layout of an organizations offices am
developed that could also be used for architectural programming for a new building if the organization were to be
relocated.
As an instructional program, the demonstration
presented here shows how to conduct the K-21 test in
order to analyze problems concerning behavior setting boundaris or conflicts between behavior settinga.

SPECIAL REPORTS
SR 77-4
STMPO6IUM:

SR
SR 77.10

GEOGRAPHY

OF

POLAR

COUNTRIES; SELECTED PAPERS AND SUM.

MARTEL
Brown, J., ed, Mar. 1977, 61p., ADA-038 379, In English and Rusaian. Numerous refa. For selected papenme 32-1302 thrloh 32-1306.
MEETINGS, LAND DEVELOPMENT,
RONMENTAL PROTECrION.

ENVI-

The symposium on Geography of Polar Countries held in
Lingrad 22-26 July 1976 as part of the XX I International
Oengrap-icl Congress consisted of three sessons: (1) Plar
eploration
exploitand
envronment, aturresources, their e
don, (2) Past, present and future economic developments
Thd
in the polar regions; (3) Polar environment protection
repot presents the full test or extended summaries of a
number of the U.S. papers, and Eri and Ruian summarfre
oftheSovietontributlow related to environmental
The papers sd summaries pruiuxted in thi repet reflect
the participatico of members and of the joint US-USSR
environmental petction agrement project, Prtecto of
Nordhn Ecosystems.
The U.S. papers deal with land
ue plnning to mitigate environmental impact: the impact
of resorc development on natives, fash ad wildlife, and
perm st,
the impcts of pipelines and roads en the environ-

COMPUTER

ROUTING

OF

FLOW THROUGH SNOW.

UNSATURATED

Ttcker, W.B., tt al, May 1977, 44p., ADA-040 121.
Colbeck, S.C.
32-1313
SNOW COVER, WATER FLOW, SNOWMELT,
COMPUTER PROGRAMS.
Computer prerams for r
the vertica] movement of
The shock
water through eow have ben developed.

SR 77-15
KOLYMA WATER BALANCE STATION, MAGADAN OBLAST, NORTHEAST U.S.S.R.: UNITED
SCIENTIFIC
EXCHANGE
STATES-SOVIET
VISIT.
Slaughter, C.W.,etal, May 1977,66p., ADA-041 606,
For a ahorter version see Arctic bulletin,
16 refs

front is dependent on u
melt taking place now won "Zth
t*
the
n h anow, usaly
function
of the .aurre of the flow for the previous day.
One
designed to accommodate actual surface melt dat ,
ch
iity to hand compcaed input profiles
t
a when melt is erratic on a cloudy day, creating such
Anomer prolrasm,
shock fronts.
complexites uinters. t
designed for rapid Snatm m purposes, asproiiiiats asimple
surface input with a function, in this cue a sine wave.
Thi
is easily changed, allowing a variety of conditions
tobeaesecd, although only one shock front ic
modated.
Errr aays
and some applications of the pgrams are
Prend

1978, 2(13), p.305-313.
Bilello, M.A.
32-318

SK 77-11
DEMONSTRATION OF BUILDING HEATING
WITH A HEAT PUMP USING THERMAL EFde to mans activities.
TheFL
T
4
subjects
of properties
and changes in arctic and subarctic Sector, P.W., May 1977, 2 p., ADA-041 024,13 refa
flora, treeline
and permafrost,
and methods of
32-1314
chnes in te evuonenet.
P itn'3-34COMPOSITION
HEAT RECOVERY, HEATING, BUILDINGS,

Andrews, M., Mar. 1977, 116p., ADA-051 813.
32-2728
BIBLIOGRAPHIES,
CRYOGENIC
SOILS,
REVEGETATION, LAND RECLAMATION.
T l t ie
oo t
fashio
with

COST ANALYSIS, HEAT PUMPS.
This repor describes efforts made to recover waste heat
and to ruse it to heat a building.
A heat pump, which
is a refigeation device, was operated to provide bulding
heat and to demonstrate both economic benefits and energy
Heat
savings possible with this type of heating system.
pump fundamentals and ysemdesnoiderations supplement the report of this
.demonstatio
project.
Operational
characteristicswere monitored and are reportd
A 25%
reduction in heating c
was observed compared with an
oil-fired systm.
ih author recommends that the minimum
coeficient of performane should be 3.4 for coat effective,
enerly-consevative heet pump eaUg system

general statements folowed by highlioghtt of eachyer's contri-

SR 77-12

tion).
The years 1972 and 1973 produced the moat publicadons, and by 1975 there was a noticeable lag in pickup
A trend is appaent
of'publications btythe indexing servies.
from s reconnaissance and description approach in earlier
papers toward an intepaed ecosystem approach in more
recent publications.
=ncreased
o 'be effects

AIR SEEDING OF SUPERCOOLED FOG.
Hicks, J.R., et al, May 1977, 19p., ADA-040 633, 3
reft.
Rice, R.C., Jr,
32-1315

of disturbance on the permaftrost environment, and the impo-

SUPERCOOLED

SR 77-07
SELECTED

BIBLIOGRAPHY

OF

DISTURB-

OF SOILS AND
ANCE AND RESTORATION
O
ON
ROT R OS
VEGETATIO I ,/ 'r~
TATION IN PERMAFROST REGIONS OF
THE USSR (1970-1976).

butions (with three tables and two asppendicea for amphfcia-

tance of restoration and preservation of these environments,
are reflected in the recent literature, particulariy in symposium
proceedini.

LABORATORY

STUDIES OF COMPRESSED

FOG,
O
SEEDING,
LABORATORY TECHNIQUES.
Some 400 tests were conducted in the CRRBL cold cloud
chamber to determine the combination of air pressure and
nozzle design that yielded the maximum production of ice
cryss In a supercooled fog.
It was found that some
0.22 cu mlmin of air which was compressed to 517 kPa
a supgerco
fo.
i needed to be effective for clear
SR 77-13

SR 7748
REVEGETATION AND EROSION CONTROL
OBSERVATIONS ALONG THE TRANS-ALASKA
OBSEVATONS
TH TRASALSKALONR 7-13refs.
PIPELINE-1975 SUMMER CONSTRUCTION
STAKE DRIVING TOOLS: A PRELIMINARY
SEASON.
SURVEY.
3
Johnson, LA., et al, Mar. 1977, 6p., ADA-038 416. Xovacs, A., et al, May 1977, 43p., ADA-041 053, 9
Quinn, W.F., Brown, J.
refts.
32-1311
Atkina, R.T.
EROSION
CONPIPELINES, SOIL EROSION,
TROL, PROTECTIVE VEGETATION.
32-1316
Proeduesfrreeg
o and
aV
Version
Prooedures
for revelleralion
FROZEN GROUND, DRILLS, '?ILE
enalon contrl of the Trns. ANCHORS,
DRIVING, HAMMERS.BaAsk.n25Je196

Alaska Pipeline System during the initial construction ph

both ends of the runway area.
Aerial inspection disclosed
oned prbby two more intab]e stes near the Patuxent
Range.

RVN ,HAMasea,

WATER BALANCE, STATIONS, RESEARCH
PROJECTS, INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION,
USSR-MAGADAN.
Two U.S. scientists visited Kolyma Water Balance Station
(KWBS) in Magadan Oblast of northeast USSR during the
last two weeks of August 1976.
Under the auspices of
the Joint USA-USSR Agreement on Cooperation in the Field
of Environmental Protection, this trip was undertaken to
review current Soviet watershed hydrology research in a
permafrost dominated setting similar to that of central Alaka
Research objectives, instrumentation, and field practices were
observed and discussed at KWBS.
A series of proposals
for future cooperation in high latitude hydrology research
and data exchange was prepared
SR 77-16
SR
OF VAPORS EVOLVED FROM
MILITARY TNT AS INFLUENCED BY TEM.
PERATURE, SOLID COMPOSITION, AGE AND
SOIRCE
Lcggett, D.C., et al, June 1977, 25p., ADA-040 632,
19 refs.
nkins, T.F., Murrmann, R.P.
32-1319
EXPLOSIVES, IMPURITIES, VAPOR PRESSURE,
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS.
A number of domestic and foreign military TNT samples
were analyzed by a gas chromatographic eadapace technique.
The method allowed the determination of the vapor pressure
of TNT and the partial pessures of several associated impurities
over a 2 to 32C temaperature range.
A major volatile
impurity in all U.S. mlitary TNT samples was 2,4-dinitrotol-

which had •

ari

e

to 2 orde

f

tul

uene, wihaapra
pressure I t
o
o msmc
higher than the vapor premure of TNT.
The experimental
data followed a Clausiu-Capeyron temperature dependence
for the vapor pressure of TNT, and the partial pressure
of DNT was related to its concentration in the solid by
found
to hve
little or no
on these
a Henr's
constant.
Ageinfluence
and source
of therlationships."
TNT were

found tOU
haeliteErnEifuecIoNhserlainsis

The reasons for flndin a relatively high DNT partial pressure
are discussed, as is its implication for TNT detection by
trace gas methods.
SR 77-17
EFFECTS OF LOW-PRESSURE WHEELED
VEHICLES ON PLANT COMMUNITIES AND
ALASKA.
SOILS AT PRUDHOE BAY,
77 4
Walker, D.A., et al, June 19 , 9p., ADA-041 593, 11
Webber, PJ, Everett, KR., Brown, J.
32-1320
TUNDRA TERRAIN, DAMAGE ALL TERRAIN
VEHICLES, TIRES, TUNDRA VEGETATION,
UNITED STATES-ALASKA-PRUDHOE BAY.
An off-road vehicle test utilizing a smooth Ured Rolligon
weighing approximatcly 25,000 lb. wasVhilimctote
conducted at Prudhoe
lsa n 5Jn
96.
Vhceimato h
vegetation and terrain was documented at 32 stations selected
Twentyas representative of the coastal tundra terrain.
seven stations were of single pass track and five were multiple
palanes of up to 30 passes.
The report documents
Future
the impacts with photographs and aumerical rtin.
observations will enable determination of rates of recovery.
SR 77-18
STAL
INSTALLATION OF LOOSE-LAID INVERTED
ROOF SYSTEM AT FORT WAINWRIGHT,
ALASKA.
7
Schaefer, D., June 1977, 2 p., ADA-041 574, 1i refs.

ertilieer and eed ates and schedulaes
mae reviewed.
Durof application by major areas (sections) asepreented.
ing the field season of 1975 CRREL peronel oberved
revegetation and erosion control practic
a
the entire
The types of problems and
length of the pipeline route.
Thirty-e.ht photosah
are discussed.
early suocs
are presented of characteristic areas on which revegtaon
was initiated.
A list of sites for follow up obseatis
is presented.

This report sives results of a study of four commercial
breaker-rock dfil, a prototype hydraulic stake driver-retriever
l pant-actuated hammer which were
and a prototype
evluated for drivilg anchors into hard frozen ground.
The
c
be used
test found that commrcial breaker-rock dri
without modification to drive standard military OP-12/0
and GP-113/0 stakes into frozen ground.
The study
revealed that while the hydraulic stake driver would require
further development to increase its reliability, it could drive
the above stakes into frozen Spound
The propetllat-ctuatad stake driver was found incapable of dn
stakes into
hard frozen ground and was not considered worthyof further

SR 7709
INFRARED THERMOGRAPHY OF BUILDINGS: AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY.
Marshal, S.J., Mar. 1977, 2 1p., ADA-038 447, 42 refs.
321312
BI2
IOG APHES
B
IKovacs,
BIBLIOGRAPHIES,
BUILDINGS,
THERMAL
ANALYSIS, INFRARED RADIATION.
This report summarizes a review of the current literature
on the new subject of
infrae
) s
a
uses a thermal
im i scannerto detect hest lou, structural defects, moisture,

development as a stake driver.
SR 77-14
RUNWAY SITE SURVEY, PENSACOLA MOUNTAINS, ANTARCTICA.

and oter anomalies in building enve

MOUNTAINS.

1) removal of the existing roofing material and preparation

Two blue ice arems were surveyed in the Pensacola Mountain
region of Antarctica and found suitable for rumway sites.
A length of 2.5 to 3 km, oriented in the predominant
wind direction, is available at Roae Ridge, requiing ve
little snow removal.
A length of 3 kill, oriented at 30
deg to 45 deg with the predominant wind direction, is
available at Mr. Lechner, but considerable snow removal
would be required, and some obstacles are present near

of the deck, 2) application of a surface of plywood decking;
3)"p
ent of the butyl membrane and installation of
fishing; and 4) placement of the insulation and ballast
pavem.
The results show that the installation time requrement compare favorably with those of conventional bultup roofs but the butyl membrane and the pavers cause
higher material costs.
Advantages are in the maintainability
of the roof system ano in its increased life expectancy

.

Photographs

of the imagery called thermograms provide hard copy documen•tedon of faults detected.
Thirty-four references are
abstracted, covering research and development, roof moisture
srveys, and
tatve /quantitative field surveys.
The
readly obanabl sources were chosen for their practical
=uh
to providing potential users who are not scientifically
ted with an opportunity to quickly pasp the value
of this new technohlogy

A., et al, June 1977, 45p., ADA-051 814, 6
.
Abele, 0.
32-1317
SrFE SURVEYS, AIRCRAFT LANDING AREAS,
ICE RUNWAYS, ANTARCTICA-PENSACOLA
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32-1321
ROOFS, INSULATION, COST ANALYSIS.
In the summer 1971 the Corps of Engineers replaced the
roof on Buiding 1053 at Ft. Wainwright. Alaska, with a
loose-laId inverted roof system.
ThIUsroof system was
selected to permit an evaluation of its performance and
potential suitability for general use in Corps constrction.
The iataiation of the roof also permitted an snalysis of
its constnictn costs and a record of the construction procedures.
Costs were identified in terms of costs of the
materials used and the number of man-hors required.
For
the analysis, the job was broken down into four phases:

SR
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SR 77-19
pisandnneaing 5snl aec
roabl orelae toctatio
a e n obt~ied2) Mlee wow, sMie0
6,Ml 5
ok6toepasmpoal eae o lctda u np(ie11,Ml
RECLAMATION OF ACIDIC DREDGE SOILS ofte
WiT
E SWA
LU GE NDLIE T HE the stacking beult proces to hexagonal-cubsic transition.
(alngdie Colorado
sr-ie channel) and Sullfrog Day
CHESEA ESDE AND
LWA
EA AT TH
S 77-24
(Ml 2). Airborne
Ipcrgdoee spectra- urns selettlt
ies
Psauazo, A.J., June 1977. 24p., ADA-041 636. Bibliog- BRAZIL TENSILE STRENGTH TESTS ON SEA adwhc corltdotemm
SR 77-29
ICE.L A DATA REPORT.
raphy p.22-24.
A., et al, Aug. 1977, 39p., ADA-044 941,6 INRARED TERMOGRAPHY OF BUILD.
32-1322Kovacs,
DW
SOIL ANALYSIS, SOIL CHEMISTRY, SLUDGESrfiIN&QArTJKNLYSOFW
LOSS, FEDERAL OFFICE
INFILTRATION
J.~g
Kal
PLANTS (BOTANY), VEGETATION.
BUILDING, BURLINGTON, VERMONT.
PNTAIN
N
32-1356 IMAT
wsondctdto - the effet.f of sewage
A iedstd
E G K EN TA ON Mun*a R.H., at ad, Sep 1977, 17p., ADA-044 942.
C
E ICE, IP
= aonthe reeeainadrcsaino
J
ash.,
TEST&
sludge
Sewage,
soils.
dredge
fetile
10 (p eti30ad
at 10
tmh and lime at 25 metric toms/ha were in March 1970 drop pertrtnear tean in s ice were 3216
applied during the summer of 1974 on a seven hectare made by Sandia Eaboratories for the U.& coast Ouwed. INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHY, THERMAL DIP.
tits and plowed into the sonl to a depth of 20 cm. Soils In suppoet of this study, roerie of the amice pentrated FUSION, BUILDINGS, HEAT LOSS, WINDOWS.
were sampled 20 montha after sludge incorporation at three were measured.
The daaclatdIncluded -c temerAn interior, infared thermographtic suvyof soinge-pne.
depths, 0-20, 20-40, and 40-60 can within the sledged and ture salinity, brine volume, density and Bratil tensile strength
hiuinwa~frws, projected windowsmepslre to pipit
control arms.
A total of 29 gram treatments, cbin
vrudet.
The data are presented in this report in locaio of excessive Infilredtion.
t1hesographic
Vratasede alone or in cominatione, were also =
= .= hemangraphs, a a permanent dat source.
inp
c son he this more quickly and more accurately
ond se-en graw typeo analyzed for mincea compositin. SR 77-23
thin oonventoa techniques of studying window nirao.
Comparianna between the sledged and control are in the SOVN
R BE S OIC-LCE
d o
rst
32 ther-----m and photographs which
iny from 0-20 cmt and below 20 cm were made in twm SLIG
PODE S O
C -L~D
in
terprvr
-ay case dramatically Illustrate infiltrations awound the
ofchanges in sodl and plant chemistry, plant utilization DRAINAGE FACILITIES,
andlum, almsg the top opening cracks, and nder the framse/sil
of soal neral., plant adaptabity and vigor and eventual Care, ILL, Aug. 1977, 17p., ADA-044 994, 4 mL
interfaes
Poor g'..
sels were eaiy detected and
meling vegetative cover.
32-1357
the exact pointa of SIMfme lekages weepnpointed.
SURFACE DRAINAGE, ICE CONTROL, HEAT- Flunas ot warmn ir, on the window ghu, iin rm the
SR 77.20
convectora were dramatically captured by the infrare camera
UNCONFINED COMPRtESSION TESTS ON ING, SUBSURFACE DRAINAGE.
eport stimnarizes severel processes for ice formation
In seea cases the plues were noted 12 ft
SNOW:~~7
PRTVA O 7 TD.T
KOa : A. et aSTJly197,
PAATV
.Y
432
an-6
d block,8 in culverts, ditches, and subsurface dII
= a. covcona the top widwpasels.
Ha
Koas
. e l uy197 7.
DA02",2
Solutions to ice blockage
l~li involve ice prevetion loss from the convectors a
noted thoght ewll. Of
refs.
and ice control, usually the latter.
In some casm culvert. e buldn in thermagnues taken brm th2oad4 Several]
Michitti, F., Kalafut, J.
can be closed, leading to intentional pending and storage
omnatiwwsperdfrthCoalSvcs
of Ice
Alternatively, flow can be maintained in calvert Adinistrtion. owner of this Feder" Office Butilding in
32-4357
Vermont.
Durtingson,
oil-burner
stsem
or
with
COMPRESSIVE by heating them electrically, with
COMPRESSION,
SNOW
Ditches can aimobe heated, but it is usually SR 77-30
hars.
SRN
T ,TESTS.
pc
=trg
PAVEMENT RECYCLING USING A HEAVY
SRelsonTH,
dcopesontsspefre o nw more effective to widen them to provide more
Reslam Cnturcynecoressan iongatnperformed on sno
for ice or Wto alisltn
covers.
usrac ri
BULLDOZER MOUNTED PULVERIZR.
ampCenury
reelan, uenp
ne sooutlets
can be heated, protected with insulating covers, or
Oredseae Eaton, R.A., et al, Sep. 1977, 12p. + appeada., ADApartially blocked to prevent cold air entr.
oecovnin
et
un
wit
ompared
pitnsytmae
aplaten saen
h
v
nofie
opeae ta forms ice Is successfully -oude using ice fences. 046 001, 8 to.
test stregth
s 42%
or saPleise on the Desgn chanses, such se more and larger drainage structures, Garfield, D.11,
new platen assembly vsth old.
Test results ldite
staggered culverts, and channel modifications, are disciened. 32-136 1
that the new platen system prvdsfrbte apesi
s
XA AIN
UGA E,
PV MN
3
A EM N
Ueoto,
,
7726ECpATO
and therefore a mnoreuniform load dStibto
The higher strength value
INFRARED THERMOGRAPHY OF BUILD. BASES&
the ends of the sample.
with the new platen system are considered snore repeettv
ING&, QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF IVE
eccling of paving material. is currently gaining acpac
of the unconfined compressive strength ofthe ow tes!ed
BUILDINGS AT RICKENBACKER, AIR FORCE S Ameans Of ecnmi seIng in pave ntroarcin
Pavements heving low serviceablit inoir rebahilitetion.
COLUMBUS, OulO.
SR7-1BAS,
dice due to sesbc Irregularities snch se cracks, bumps,
06 16.
R*.H ealSp.17,2pAD
AIU EI
FSRU PN
ETGO
IN 77-21,
INVESTIGATION
PN
ALR N=RL
t5,Sp 97,2pA
OFSU
A0711
pW
plig
ohla etc., my be broken upto mset specifad
AN EARTH DAM ABUTMENT AT KOTZEBUE, M'ii-all S-J
granular bs course gradation requirement and -ed- as
ALASKA.
32-4358
a base for the new surae.
The USACRREL developed
Coflins, C.M., et al, July 1977, 21p., ADA-042 306,5 HEAT LO)SS, INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHY, a perAfr'a excavating attachment for heavy bullsdosess and
Teau wre condected
a prototype test rig wa constructed.
BUILDINGS, THERMAL ANALYSIS, THERML.
refs.
Mc~aden T.
EASREMETS.on
fr a sols, gravela. and ledge
In September 1976,
32-323A
beet lose suv wU performed on five typical Air Force MaedSc
t oinpulnverizeH. an
flexible
pavement Nthu
RESERVOIRS,
EARTH
DAMS,
FROZEN Bane buildings with an infrared came r stenu two with sections ins
Hanov er, N.H., and higwypvmt
tes
GROUND
TEMPERATURE,
SETLEMENT wood framea and wood clapboards. om with woed hu
matteriall did meet Corps of Engineer km courae gradation
120 aqomr ft
requirement.
The
machine
com
process
andreport
two of
Oind5
block
o~truttion
and aluminum
siding,Thin
(TUT R (SRCURLwith
LSUBSIDENCE.
brick veneer.
pesents th--o-am
-of
-- IIQ
pavement structue par minut to a depth of 12 mc-hea
A slumping failure o the upstream side in one ae of of the heat loss problem in each of the fiv
Te
bunp
most uniformly graded material wa obtained at a Ir-the water supply reservoir at Kotzebue, AlsakawaU investigat. along with a complete explanation of each thesrogram.
speed of 15 revolutions per minute.
Once the pavement
ed.
Seven 80it (24.4-sn) thermocouple stigs were em- repot in intended to serv as a basis upon which Air Force structure inbroken down fromn
the solid mm (sphalt concrete
placed in the dam abutment, and an additional four thersnooou- civil engineers can plan a futuare retroft program for the pavement), the machins does not further break down or
ple strings were ;natajlod behind the dam extending to a buildings surveyed and write a set of specifications incorporat- pulverize the sipeate
A mIno emoumt of dist Ua
depth of 95 ft (28.9 mn)below the bottom of the reservoir. inig thermography.
evident during te operatones, not no refinements are recoinAll thermocouples indicated below freezing temperature at SR 7
edd
ther rspetie
psitons
T
e asuremants combined ICING ON SHIPS AND STATIONARY STRUC- SR 77-31
with the drill logs indicate that neither the dam nor the
abutment is in immediat danger of faure, but that stmTURES UNDER MA4RITME1 CONDITONS--A
EFFECTS OF LODW GROUND PRESSURE VEHTI.
must be taken to stop the aloughing of material mw=~ PRELIMINARY LITEATURE SURVEY OF CLE TRAFFIC ON TUNDRA AT LONELY, ALABsautment ares
Recommendatin ar given to accomplish JAPANESE SOURCES.
KAs,
this.
Itag&Ki K., Sep. 1977, 22p., ADA-044 792, 8 ref.
Abele, 0., at al Sep. 1977, 32p.. ADA-062 446, 13
SR 77-22
32-1358
refi.
LOCK WALL DEICING STUDIES.
SHIP ICING, ICE ACCRETION, ICE FORECAST- Brown, J., Brewer, M.C., Atwood, D.M.
Hanamoto, B., ed, Aug. 1977, 68p., ADA-044 943 ING, TEMPERATURE EFFECTS, SEA SPRAY.
32-4359
For individual papers see 32-1350 through 32-1352, This report review Japanese literature on a=i
Icigncluding AIR CUSHION VEHICLES, TRACKED VEHI3110,and 32-1109.
direct meaauremente of ice accumulated on sn-p Iceacreio
CLES, TUNDRA
VEGETATION,
VEHICLE
31-1800,
rate
and a spray mbeetals
flux a weil
statistical anaYse
Of W
ELE
VR N
E TLIPCD
M
32-1349
-t"iaconditions.
A as
deacrtbesumsom
eiwtea
W ELEVR
N ETLIPCD
M
ICE REMOVAL, CHANNELS (WATERWAYS), a( foeatngiigcodtos
AGE, PATTERNED GROUND, SOIL MOISLOCKS (WATERWAYS).
SR 77-28
TURB.
Four methods for removing the ice buildup on navigtioni AIRBORNE SPECrRORADIOMkTER DATA Traffic teat. were conducted with two low pnuetire
lock wall. on the Poc Locks at Sault Ste. Mae, Mitnigan, COMPA&ED WM GRW
TERTUD
Rdilgon-type vehicles and a soma tracked Nowl with
Twjets
ehnclchi as n heia
m
II
EB RM NSA LAE PO 'TR
EL, mnia load for 1, 5,. and 10 vehicle insa on relatively
themoe man
pomsig
o ic rmoal.tle~
UTA~h CORRELATION AND QUANTIFICA- li
cedt
ompresson of the vegetation sad the organic
saw an h hmclcaigaebigdvlpdfrhrTION
OF DATA.
mat and a maximum teri surface depression of several
so bhatthe
sud my
s oeraioal idefo lok wllMerry, C.J., Sep. 1977, 38p., ADA-044 793, Bibliogra- cm, with no shearin Or disaggrgtion of the mt
decigduig
h wnernaiato Ss~t.phy
p.26-29.
SR 77432
SR 77-23
32-I1359
AERIAL PHOTOINTERPRETATION OF A
ABNORMAL INTERNAL FRICION PEAKS IN WATER CHEMISTRY, TURBIDITY, LIGHT SMALL ICE JAM.
SINGLE-CRYSTAL ICE.
TRANSMISSION,
SPECTRORADIOMETERS,
DenHartog. S.L, Oct. 1977, 17p., ADA-045 870.
32-1362
Staliman, P.E., et aI, Aug. 1977,1I5p., ADA-045 412, AERIAL SURVEYS, UNITED STATES-UTAH9 refa.
LAKE POWELL
ICE JAMS, AERIAL SURVEYS, PHOTOINTERlItgai, K.
TIheobjective of this study is to correlate and quantify PRETATION.
32-1355
the airborne spectroradiometer snultiapectral data to grud Aerial photos of a small ice jam on the
Ieiewstie
nar Plymouth New Hampshire were taken the aater
truth water quality measurement. obtained at Lak o wel
CUBIC ICE, ICE PHYSICS, ICE CYTL
A ground truth water sapnprg~rwm the Jam mad -opaewith photos taken after the ice went
tshduring 1975.
STRUCURETEMPRATUE E
FFCSIE
wsaccomplished during 9-16 June 1975 for crean
out.
The winter photos show a marked and sudden dces
FRICTON,
t an ircrat apctrordiomeer fight.
Frel mesaurement. in fla
appaenty indicative of fawteand longer Movement
A series of sharp skewed internal friction peaks were observed were taken of pecnaeof tranittne surface teprture
of the ice.
The spring photos show a nmber of shallows
during warming of single-crystal ice after cooling below - pH and secchi disk depth.
Also, percentage of light tranmt- and obstructions that apparently had n elect on the ice
I20C (153K), the -ubic-hexagona transition temperature. tance Ua measured in the laoaoyfor the water samples. movemn"L
It is concluded that this j a U caused
The peaks were htigher when the train amplitude wU lower. In addition, electron micrographs and moeddsediment by a change in slope and subsequent reduction in veocity.
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Si 77-3
ferti
and eroion control material for comparison.
A of the eastern Alaska coastal zone.
Twenty-seven probe
@daent to the 14 plots was installed sites were selected to determine local engineering properties
LAND TREATMENT OF WABTErIWATER AT 20-000Qf
aid
in inter tin, the
to
and
conditions,
temperature
and
chemicals,
oftacking
forsoonl% ofvow combinations
DOVER VERMONT.
WST
Core drillig information
aOt a rin
w, and wood fiber mulch.
In eneral, ithology between the drill holes.
Wos"zopl,
7,sideT Dt
Bouzoun,J.R.,
Oc. 1977,24p., ADA-046 300,12refs. an treatments with the exception of two plots were efective from some of the probe sites was used a control for interpreting
32-1363
in reducing sol lses in comparison with the control which the probe records.
Deep thermal and geooc information
WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER TREATMENT, had a loss of 34,531 lb of soil (dry weight) on a per was obtained from the drill sites by the USOS personnel
Maximum drill hole depth
partic an g in the study.
t basis.
SEWAGE TREATMENT.
was 65 m (225 ft) and maximumr penetration depth was
of a wasawater land treatment system SIR 77.38
description
A geneal
loate
temperatelatic
re In
on
7-85ELEMENT MODEL OF TRANSIENT pres-nor
or (50ft)
The probe
dab
the
ed in
in a"cold
a 'coldtemperle"
lmatregion
ilve
The FINITE
of permafrost
inltemperature
all holes.
Probeindicated
penetration
winter moe0 average dai
flow is slowe doubleBRAT CONDUCTION WITH ISOTHERMAL
t
measurements helped to delinse shallow, icethat of the
&Hmmell saon (0.55 MOD vs 0.30 MOD). PHASE CHANGE (TWO AND THREE DIMEN. bonded zones, some of which may have been only easional.
Wasteower is sprayed on a forested knoll ater It receives
In the -re study, frozen sediments were found in only
Tim systm i operstedSIGNAL).
wondary biological treatment.
Pineapproximately the 29.6-m (97-fl) depth.
Nov. 1977, 167p., ADA-047 369. one hol
is as Guymon, G.L., et al,
tempewahtsrS
the
durial
low
as
10F.
Spray
tizzles
have
bass
developed
that
Hrolmadkp,
T.V.,
H.
grained
more
common
than coure-pained
low
drraadaae
thatd
T.V. Imatera,
:,d.mentt
showedwereanerl
increase
in thickness
with incrsseOfread n s,
the spray lateas a-te each spray 32-1369
ingdistance from short. The only departure from the
thefr peent
pcle
ve their &ee2ing.
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY, MATHEMATICAL previous year's field drilling techniques was the use of larger
SR 77-34
MODELS, COMPUTERIZED ZIMULATION, diameter, thick-walled can and an air-opeoated tmn driver.
CANOL PIPELINE PROJECT: A HISTORICAL FROZEN GROUND MECHANICS, COMPUTER The prob equipment and techniques employed, howeve,
represented a significant improvement over the prototype
PROGRAMS.
REVIEW.
Ueds, H.T, et al, Oct. 1977, 32p., ADA-046 707, 8 The partial differential equation for transient heat conduction equipment used ma 1976.
red.
is solved by a finite elemnt analog usng a quadratic weighting SR 77-42
Oufleld, D.E., Haynes, F.D.
ftmction for the discretized spatial do in.
The transient GROUTING OF SOILS IN COLD ENVIRON.
SARH
MNtion.EATR
approxma
1. . = by tlie Cro-icl
32-1364
iwodienionl ndthree dimensional models incorporatedSARCH
PIPUNS,ACTC
ISOR, ANDCAES
PIPELINES,HISTORY,ARCTIC LANDSCAPES. inthe same computer program aempresented
h finite Johnson, R., Dec. 1977, 49p., ADA-049 436, 52 re.
This repot is a historical review of the Canal project, the element method is reviewed, assumptions and limtatis
32-2548
first long-distance petrole
pi" s
ucted in u
which the model Isbased are prentd, and a comlete GROUTING, ADMIXTURES, SOIL STRENGTH.
theArcticregionofNort
Theproj'twa d
of the system anaoghis inluded.
CertanIo- A literat urahwaundetak-.toclect informtion
initiated dinr
the early days of Word War A when the ame cauonly be modeled as a three dimensional system, on routing of Soil as related to low temperature environment
military situation appeaed critic
. It was designed to e.&, thaw degradations around roadway culvert, e an
t 40 F and below.
This report reviews xistin literature
supply the military need forfel in the area, particularly dame on pemafrot where dam length is short relative to and the state-of-the-art on conventional prouting enatneerins
Alaska, by exploiting the Norman Welk il fieldin the dam width, and thaw and freezeback under buildings.
In methods and materials to seek which may he used in thawed
NorthwestTertorofCanad.
Thesystem
m pe
mostcase, howeve, themoreeconomicaltwo dimensional ordry, frozen groumd and to establish the need of new
in April 1944 and operated for I1 months convertig 975,764 model omnbe used
Nummerical tests of both modeis have
amehods
and teclniques where conventional routing methods
barrels of crude oil into gaseline and fuel oil.
Construction been accomplished but field verification has not been attempt- f&
for the pioneerinS effort was difficult and costly. Considers- ed.
A user's manual and a FORTRAN IV computer
his controversy plagued the project throihout, nevertheless, liting of the program are presented.
SR 77-43
isld complip ed ha etdertaktago such liande SR 77-39
CRREL ROOF MOISTURE SURVEY, BUILD.
theArcc.compshedidespiteothesfTEMPORARY PROTECTION OF WINTERTIME ING 208 ROCK ISLAND ARSENAL
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, FAIRBANKS, Korhonen,C., et al,Dec. 1977, 6p., ADA-051 490.
SR 77-35

CEMENTS FOR STRUCTURAL CONCRETE IN
CC .D REGIONS.
John n,R.,Oct 1977, 13p.,ADA-046 302, 19red.
32-1366INGS,
WINTER CONCRETING, CONCRETE ADMIX.
TURES, CONCRETE STRENGTH, CONCRETE
CUR G, CEMENTS.
A literature search was undertaken to collect information
on cements which could be med in structural concrete and
In the literature search,
would cure at low temperatures.
A8 types of cements of cocrtes manufactured by various
firms were reviewed.
Trade names are identified with
their cement or concrete description, temperature rnme for
curing, we experience and application, approximate cost (in
1976), and reference source or manufacturer.
SR 77.36

A

197677.
Bennett, F.L., Nov. 1977, 41p., ADA-048 987,2 ref.
32-2729
COLD WEATHER CONSTRUCTION, BUILDHEATING.
INGS, HEATING.of
constrution projects, whose total ae exceeds
Nine
b_dgn
Mone
half mion
square feet, were under construco in
Fairbanka, Alaka, are during the winter of 1976-77.
These
projecte were studied to determine the methods used for
providing temporary anclosures and temporary building ht
The types of con.stton
during the construction process.
activities underway at various temperature conditions are
reported, and a record of temperature variations in the buildings
inder construciton is discussed.
Both black and white
and color photo documnmtation was developed, and several
black and white photographs are included in this report
SR 77-40

SMALL COMMUNITIES RESULT IN GREATER
SATISFACTION: AN EXAMINATION OF UN.
DERMANNING THEORY.

WVT
EARTHWORK CONSTRUCTION IN NUAL PROGRESS REPORT, JUNE 1976 TO
UPPER MICHIGAN.
JULY 1977.
Has, W.M., et&I,
Nov. 1977, 59p., ADA-049 052, 5 McFadden, T., et a,Dec 1977, 46p., ADA-061 779,

Ledbetter, C.B., Nov. 1977, 1Sp., ADA-046 817, 3 ref. See also 32-293.
ref..
Alkire, B.D., Dingeldeirt, J.E.
32-1367
32-2698
HUMAN FACTORS, THEORIES.
EARTHWORK, SUBGRADE PREPARATION,
Roger Barker's mdermanning theory mstes that the smaller COLD WEATHER CONSTRUCTION, FROZEN
an organizatin
the greerer
thedegree of undenanning GROUND.
ultngin reater inhaitant amcon.
This theory Winter earthwork constution was observed inthree counties
is examined
g the National Opinion Researh Conit" in Michigan's Upper Peninsula during the 1975-76 season.
vaneai Social Survey fo 194.
Tworoups of survey In all eases, construction methods are used which exclude
variables were dichotomized and net tranamittanes or
fozen sl
oil from the central core of the embankment, with
cents of correlation for the system wer determined,
Two frozen sel permitted in the oute slope zone.
While
groups of variables were hoe objective roup such a a0 projects were technically su cessul, construction was halted
age and income, and subjective one0, auon a sociability in early February on one project because it was uneconomical
and job satiflotion.
The only positive correlation found for the contractor to continue.
On another project, the
was that people residing in sa communities are more contractor successfully exploited soil teting to form stable
stisfid with their cmmunty than re pole who live smooth haul roads for his scrapers.
Most of the work
in large communities.
Only a small poIon of this is consisted of raising the grade of existing roa& by 1 inches
explained by the degree to which mU -town inhabitants of non-'rost-suceptible soil to minimize frost heaving and
are sisfied with their financial situation.
lose of beaing capacity.
This winter activity resulted
SR 77-37
in bette utilization of county equipment and work crews
UTILIZATION OF SEWAGE SLUDGE FOR TER- SR 7741
1977 CRREL-USGS PERMAFROST PROGRAM
RAIN STABILIZATION IN COLD REGIONS.
Gsakin, D.A., etal, Nov. 1977, 4p., ADA-047 368. BEAUFORT SEA, ALASKA, OPERATIONAL REHannel, W., Palazzo, A.J., Dates, R.E., Stanley, LE. PORT.
32-1368
Sellimatin, P.V., et al, Dec. 1977, 19p., ADA-048 985,
SOIL STABILIZATION, SLUDGES, EROSION I Ire.
See also 32-1248 (SR 76-12, ADA-032 440).
CONTROL, SEWAGE, VEGETATION.
Chamberlain, EJ., Ueda, H.T., Blouin, S.E., Garfield,
A terrain Mbilization research/demonstration site was on- D.E., Lewellen, R.I.
structed in May 1974 at Hanover, New Hampshire, to investi- 32-2697
sate various combinations of phlysicd, chemical and biological OFFSHORE DRILLING, DRILL CORE ANALtechnique for terrain .tbilla n in cold rilas. Fourteen
test plots (10 a 40 ft) with individual 350 Pl tanks to YSIS, SUBSEA PERMAFROST, BOTTOM SEDI.
collect sediment were installed on a 16 dg slops.
These MENT, TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT.
14 test plots were to examine the effectiveness of Mwe
During the sprgof 1977 soil smples were obtained in
sludge
and primary offlowit on t
stabilization in old the Pryhoe Day am from one hole drilled on landand
regou.
In 13of the 14 plots thevariables studied wer
five holm drilled oftahore,
The study is a continuation
nutrient source (fertilizer, sludg and primary wastewater), of the&rogrom started the previous sason to xamine the
mosture lrradand o
ta
sion control material engineering churairlstics and properties of permafrost under
Emphms was placed on establishing
ute netting, straw tacked with a tacking compond), no the Besufor Sea.
eosion control materal and egetation (tlre rases and the range o thermal and physical properties found in this
two legumes).
The control plot was left bar of sed, geological settg, which is thought to be common to much
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32-2730
ROOFS, MOISTURE, INFRARED RADIATION.
The roof of building 208 at Rock sland Arsenal was surveyed
i-_L
for wet insulation using a hand-held infrared camea
wet insulation were marked with spray paint on ie
core samples of the built-up membrane
roof and 3-inL-diami
and insulation were obtained to vefy wet and dry condition&.
Roof defects uncovered during a visual inspection were also
marked with spry psint.
The
Ityof the wet areas
detected are associated
with alashn flaws, Recommendation
whichaecnsidered reponsible for the wet insulation.
for maintenance of this roof are based on information derived
from the infrared survey, core samples and visual examinatiod .
SR 77-44
FATE AND EFFECTS OF CRUDE OIL SPILLED
ON PERMAFROST TERRAIN. SECOND AN.

4 reflo. Includes progress report for the first year,
CRREL SR 76-15, q.v. 32-1257.
Jenkins, T.F., Collins, C.M., Johnson, L.A., McCown,
B.H., Sparrow, E.B.
33-1528
OIL SPILLS, DAMAGE, CHEMICAL REAC.
TIONS, FROZEN GROUND, ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT, VEGETATION.
This spill was compared with one that took place in Febmuary
1976 (reported upon in the flit annual progresa report).
Oil moved downslope at a much fter rate during the
summer spill than during the winter spill.
In the winter
the oil cooled and pooled rapdly.
The summer spill
covered approximately oe-third more surface area than did
the winter sill in the final co urton, even though the
two sps were of almost identical volume.
incrtae
in microbial populations and activities during the months
following the spill were evident.
Increased counts of boo.
tes, yeasts, dent
bacteria, and ptroleum-degrading
bacteria folo
he
were particularly evident.
Analaof oil decomitiousing gschromatography techniques
thae
fhte,
iar
lot
amole
and etee
and
etme, were
were lost ams immediately after the spill
to
each cae.
Fractions in the C3 to C9 range wer reduced
significantly in two months and were nearly zero at the
end of five months.
An obvious adverse effect on vegetation
was noted in both spills.
Biological damage fro the
summer spill appeared to exceed that from the winter spill
SR 78.01
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPLEME TING
ROOF MOISTURE SURVEYS IN THE U.S.
ARMY.
U.S. Army CREL/WES/FESA Roof Moisture Research Team, Aug. 1978, 8p., ADB-031 978L, Distribution limited to U.S. Government agencies only.
33-1534
MOISTURE
METERS, ROOFS, INFRARED
RECONNAISSANCE, SITE SURVEYS.
Nuclear, infrared, capacitance, microwave and impulse radar
methods for non-destructively detecting moisture in roolk

SPECIAL REPORTS

SR
were evaluated.
No system was reliable enough by itself
orby for
Cro-checkintg
another
system toand
eliminate
he
need
a few corewith
samples
of membrane
ilationi

SR 7946

COMPUTER
PROCESSING OF LANDSAT DIG
DAMTAANDOSENSOINTERACDEVELIG-

to verf findins.
Airbre infrared surveys are a cost. TAL DATA AND SENSOR INTERACE DEVELeffective way f reconnoitering numerous rooft at a major OPMENT FOR USE IN NEW ENGLAND RESER
inatalhtion
However, follow-up on-the-rof surveys are VOER M[ANAGEMENT.
6
necessary.
Of the several rid techiqusexamined, nilear Merry, C.J., et l,Apr. 1978, 1p., ADA-055 762,
surveys wre the most reliable.
H
-held
surveys Refis. p.40-44.
arethemostacurateon-the-roofmethod studied.
Although
an
infrared
costsinfrared
significantly
a nuclear
McKim, H.Ldegdays
32.4373
canthan
be conducted
surveymore
vs $3I),
mete
(S2SKcamera
moew r$2di3X vs33Kin te
sureysan
eodu
ctod RESERVOI
, REfrost
more raridly. Sincethe Army has numerostoof to RESERVOIRS, REMOTE SENSING, SNOW
urvey, infred survey aper to be the most cs-effectiveWATER EQUIVALENT, LANDSAT, FLOODS,
For reasons of continuity, accuracy and economy, WATER SUPPLY, COMPUTER APPLICATIONS.
the Army should establish its own capability to survey tooll
A preliminary analysis of Landst digital data u
for moisture.
Implementation should not bat theinstll- NASA GISS computer algorithms for a February 11 scene
lion level.
A centralized team of roofmoisture surveying of the upper St.John River Basin, Maine, showed that
specialists, skilled in operating infrared equipment but, more the total radiance of pixels contained in three now courses
importantly, skilled in r
technology, should be estab. varied from 5.34 to 7.74mW/sq cmr for a water equivalent
n
lashed.
The team should both conduct and contract for ofapproximately 24.1 cm (9.5 in.) of water.
Thiscorrelation

layer on frost penetration beneathhypothetica

pavements

o severl
nalydy
examined. stabilized
Thermal.drainap
conductivity
of
New Jerseyasoils,
layer materias,
values
and pavement smples were messured un the Guarded
Hot Plate method or the probe method.
Frost penetration
depths were computed tuing the modified Berggren equations.
Mean air freezing indexes used in the computation ranged
from 50 deg-daysin Atlantic Cityto 480 deS-daysin Newton.
Design frezin indexe raged from 250 deg-days to 900
Maximum computed
Mxmmcmue
aetostL
o the
h same
dsdy for
depths ranged from 0.8 to 2.1 ft beneath conventional
pavements, i.e., those without drainage layers.
For pavements incorporating an open-graded drainage layer, computed
maximum frost depths ranged from 0.8 ft to 1.4 ft.
It
was conclued that frost pnetation beneath a pavement
includingnopen-grdeddrainagelayerwould beapproximately equal to a pavement without the drainage layer at the
same site.
SR 71-10
1

The CRRBL/-

between radiance values and water equivalent of the snowpack

SR 78412
ARCHITECTURAL PROGRAMMING: MAKING

still needs to be tested.
A
multispectral signature was
developed with an accuracy of 75% for a wetlands category
in the Merrimack River estuary.
Low-water reservoir and
SR 2water
were mapped from grayscale printouts
o MSS bond 7 for October 27, 1972, and July 6, 1973,
respetively, for the Franklin
reservoir are, New Hmp-

ALASKA.
Hall, D.K., et al,Aug. 1978, lip., ADA-062 439, 10
reft. For this paper from another source see MP
1125, 32-4577.
Brown, J.,Johnson, LA.
35-2591

A SIBLE.
equivalent
of the
snowpack
in northern
Maine
Ledbetter, C.B.,
Mar.1978, 7p.,ADA-052 153,6 reft. the
wrewater
interflace
and field
tested.
A water
quality monitor
interfaced to the Landst DCS was field tested in northern
32-3537
Mane and transmitted the following water quality information:
BUILDINGS, DESIGN.
pH, dissolved oxygen, river stage, water temperature and
conductivi
A thermocouple system was succesmfly interfaced and field tested at Sugarloaf Mountin, Maine.
TemSR 78-03
perature data from the suface to a depth of 30 m (100
PHYSICAL MEASURMENT OF ICE JAMS ft) were
smittd through the Ladst
S.
Also,
-197677
FIELD SEASON.
a tensomter/tranducer
1J
system to me
moisture tenson
Wuebben,J.L.,et
Mar. 1978,19p., ADA-053 260,
dontent
vl,
was sucefully intufaced
to the Lredfst D(.

TUNDRA,
FIRES,REMOTE
VEGETATION,
DAMAGE,
THAW DEPTH,
SENSING,
SPACE-

airborne and on-the-roof infrared surveys.

WES/FESA roof moisture research group has initiated development of training aids for use by such a tem.

SOCIALLY

RESPONSIVE

ARCHITECTURE

shire.

Two snow pillow tramucer system for measuring

1977 TUNDRA FIRE AT KOKOLIK RIVER,

BORNE PHOTOGRAPHY, LANDSAT.
D
summer 1977 widespread fires occurred in northwest
Alaska.
Through the use of Landst imagery and ground
studies,
one such fire, at Kokolik River was examined.
The
Kokolik fire was first reported on 26 July, and by the
time it was extinguished had consumed 44 sq km of tundra
vegetation.
Streams and drinimps contained the fire on
several sides.
Ground observations provided information
on the intensity of the fire effects.
Depth of thaw by
late August measured 35.4 cm in the burned areas and

26.6 cm in the unburned areas.
SR 78-07
Stewart, D.M.
FRESH WATER SUPPLY FOR A VILLAGE SUR- SR 78-11
32-3538
RIVER ICE, ICE JAMS, ICE COVERTHICKNESS
ROUNDED BY SALT WATER-POINT HOPE, CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
MEASUREMENT.
ALASKA.
AND PROCEDURES: ALASKA PIPELINE PROThreeshallowstreamicejamswhichoccurredon theOttauque- McFadden, T., et al.Apr. 1978, 18p., ADA-054 147, JECT.
chee River in Vermont during the 1976-77 winter season 9 reft.
Hanamoto, B., June 1978, 14p., ADB-029 226, 4 refs.
are documented.
Measurements of the variation in jam Collins, C.M.
Distribution limited to U.S. Government agencies
thickness along the longitudinal profile of the jams are Iven 32-3964
only
along with the variation in surface ice flee sizes.
Tes
WATER SUPPLY, GROUND WATER, PERMA- o3ly.
measurements are compared with those of previous work. FROST HYDROLOGY.
COLD
WEATHER
PERFORMANCE,
CONAll jams were caused to some extent by hackwater coditi
Point Hope is a village located on a narrow gravel Spt
C
E
E
PE
NE,
Nin the river.
The effects of an ice cover and the ice
eingoe.i
mile ot to
ina Sea
STRUCTION EQUIPMENT, PIPELINES, ENjams on the longitudinal water surface profes are examinedmes
out ito
S
Studies GIN S, HUMAN FACTORS.
and compared with open water conditions
to locate an adequate fresh water source for the village
have yielded two possible supplies which will fill the needs The Trans-Alaska pipeline construction project posed many
of the village.
The first is a ground water supply existing problem which are not encountered in the more temperate
on top of the undulating permafrost layer which underlies regions.
Construction equipment maintenance and operaSR 78-04
the gravel spit.
This supply consists of several million tion is o? major concern in the far north.
Difficulties
LARGE MOBILE DRILLING RIGS USED gallons of water and can be augmented with snow fences encountered were due to: extreme low temperature ofALONG THE ALASKA PIPELINE
which will drift blowing snow into areas where it will drain 70F (-57C) and common winter temperates of -30F (Excess water willoverflow 34C), the remoteness and isolation of the work area, harsh
Selman, P.V., et 4l, Mar. 1978, 23p., ADA-053 536. into the aquifer when it melts.
This report dethe sides of the natural pernafrost basin into the ocean environment, and the working ponneo.
e
Mellor, M.
on both sides of the spit.
The second source isa small scn'bes some of the typical pobwenv encountered with con32-3539
lake located approximately four miles from the village.
The struction equipment on this poject and some of the remedies
PIPELINES, DRILLING, UNITED STATESlake provides water of adequate quality and quantity
to and procedures for solving these problems.
ALASKA.
be used as a raw water supply; however, this source is SR 78-12
The requirement for installing more than 70,000 vertical not as desirable since it is surface water and supports
i SOL LYSIMEFERS FOR VALIDATING MOD-

Pipeline

the Alaska Several
along elevated
suapport
resulted members
in an extremely
large sections
dris ofprogram.
large drilling units, some specially designed, including rotary
(auger), percussive, and combination rotary-percussive units,
were selected for this job.
This selection of equipment
and techniques provided the potential to drill in all conceivable
material types.
An examination of these drills in the
field, together with product literature, provided some insaiht
into the characteristics of these drills compared with other
commercially available drilling units.
The pipelindrilling
program provided a major impetus for design and development
of new equipment in the area of large rotry-per ive
and percussive drilling units.
The pipine
s in general
showed sound design characteristics in weight, power, thrust,
torque, and sped.
Many of the auger boring heads could
benefit from improvements in shape, angles, cutter position,
and in consideration of "the center of the hole" problem.
Need for work in this ares was indicated by drilig rates,
s well as by noticeable improvements in some augers following
contractors' field modifications.

in addition, itSOL
level of bacterial contamination.
higher
is a much greater distance from the village,
and longer,
much more expensive piping would be required to get the
water to the village.
SR 7S.08
METHODOLOGY FOR NITROGEN ISOTOPE

YEWTR

FRVAI

TNGM

D

ELS OF WASTEWATER RENOVATION BY
LAND APPLICATION.
Iskandar, LK., et al,June 1978, 1Ip., ADA-059 994,
12 reft.
Nakano, Y.

33-1536
MOISTURE METERS, WATER TREATMENT,
WASTE DISPOSAL, MODELS.
This report describes the construction, operation and performance of large-scale (90 cm-inside diameter and 150-cm-high)
lysimete.
s
These lysimeters can continuously monitor soil
oistef
,
temperature and redox potential with
TOPE ANALYSIS, NITROGEN ISOTOPES, COM
depth, and sample soil water and soil sir with depth.
The
PUTER APPLICATIONS.
rate of soi water movement to the groundwater wascontinuThis report documents the chronolopy of events and the ously monitored by a rain gageand a recorder.
To simulate
procedures employed in developing a ntrogen isotope analysis
field conditon, an automatic spray system was developed;
capability at the U.S. Amy Cold Regions Research and this system is also described in this report.
The total
Enginering Laboratory.
Both the instrumental and wet cost of one lysimeter is approximately $650 (1975 estimate).
chemistry proceduresare reported to enable others interested The lysimeters are being woed to validate a biophysicalin the procedures to obtain useful data.
The procedures chemical model of wastewater renovation by application to
SR 7805
described have resulted in the ability to measure the 15- land.
Detailed blueprints of the lysimeters are kept at
SPECIALIZED PIPELINE EQUIPMENT.
N/14-N ratio to a precision of 0.001 atom , a value CRREL and are available on request.
Hanamoto, B., Mar. 1978, 30p., ADA-055 715, 3 refa. easily within the acceptable range for tracer experiment
SR 78-13
32-4372
SR 78-09
ECOLOGICAL BASELINE INVESTIGATIONS
PIPELINES,
CONSTRUCTION
EQUIPMENT,
IMPROVED DRAINAGE AND FROST ACTION ALONG THE YUKON RIVER-PRUDHOE BAY
PIPELINE INSULATION, COLD WEATHER
CRITERIA FOR NEW JERSEY PAVEMENT DE- HAUL ROAD, ALASKA.
CONSTRUCIION, UNITED STATES-ALASKA.
SIGN. PHASE 2: FROST ACTION.
Brown, J., ed, Sep. 1978, 131p., ADA-060 255, For
The use of specialized heavy equipment in the construction
Berg, R.L., et al, May 1978, 80p., ADA-055 785, Nu- this item as a progress report to the U.S. Department
phase of the 800-mile Trans-Alaska Pipeline is described.
merous refa. passim.
of Energy and for individual papers see 32-3888
Thle typesinclude equipment used in bnding, taping and Mc~aw, R.
through
32-3896.
insuating the 48-in, ipe used for the pipeline.
Stretching
32-4380
33-1537
from Frudhu Day on the North Slope and Beaufort I=
FROST ACTION, PAVEMENTS, FROST HEAVE,
RESEARCH
ECOLOGY,
to the southern terminal at Valder on the Ftince William DRAINAGE,
THERMAL
CONDUCTIVITY,
VGT
IO PROJECTS,
,OA
SCAY
OL. TUNDRA
Sound and the Gulf of Alaska, the pipeline construction
VEGETATION, ROADS, CLAY SOILS.
task, with the combination of vased arctic terrain, severe FROST PENETRATION, SOIL FREEZING, COMResults of the first full year's field research on five projects
climatic conditions, conservational and and environmental
PUTER APPLICATIONS.
along the Yukon River-Prudhee Bay Haul Road are reported.
restraints, and rigid scheduling is a project unlike any that
Before constructing actual pavements with open-graded drainSeveral projects are extensions of investigations begun in
has been undertaken before.
age layers in New Jersey, the influence of the drainage
1976 and are being conducted in cooperation with a Federal
ANALYSIS AT CRREL
Jenkins, T.F., et al,Apr. 1978, 57p., ADA-054 939, 9
ref.
Quarry, S.T.
324374
So
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SR

gh y A tmin f sponsored environmental ngine
y.
Thextent and sueas of weeds and weedy spede
the road and in material sites has bern followed for
mmer 1976 and 1977.
Inorder to document the vegetation
al the complex elevational and latitudinal gradient and
its potential for impact and recovery, 17 vegetation map
have now ben completed, nd vegetation described and
lots
ishedat120 loctionstos the600-kiloma
Jw#
rad. C1lecdw ofvascular plants, bryopye n
Nohow were made and aalogued for an addtionhyt o T
toderminetheir
gfor sd inverteat25
y 25 atte
akve at appsoxtem
undsoi
impla fo ofthe
to
detaledstudy
dustuon
the
weald
tio athone
tuna ¢tofrod
to t four
dnd
it fws
e

SR 78-18

to moor the smnt of dit transported onto the
=
am chmsr
ate
setrmn
Trts.
onto
tn
lerOs of
o00-meter-lsng
ate
and
theon
dust trme
and
road material
were
inveit

for umple processin to minimize
Te mthod on
analytical
eron areisotope
applable
other typo
environmental
research involving
ratiotoanalysis
as of
asm
of

s
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ALR S
CH
Edwards, A.P., Sep. 1978, 77p., ADA-060 385.
33-1768
WASTES, WATER CHEMISTRY, ISOTOPIC LABELING, RESEARCH PROJECTS.
e toe of the mitral nitrogen in wastewater can be sab
through natural or artificial stable iotopiclabeling
oitvily
This report asse the possiifl and problems o
withsuch
tracer
appliedcaodarywas
to the smalnmmit
ofnitro
normaltechniques
premntafter
reatmt.

SR 73-14
GEOCHEMISITRY OF SUBSEA PERMAFROST S 78-19
AT PRUDHOE BAY, ALASA
SE T
B LORAPHY OF DITM
PWF.W.,etal, Sep. 1978,70p., ADA-060 434, Ref,
ANCETATIONINP
AND REINPRoATON
SOILS AND
ROOF
T REGIONS
.62-68.._,
.
THE USSR (1970-1977).
=3-1543Andrews,
M., Oct. 1978, 173p., ADA-062 339.
SUBA PERMAFROST, SEDIMENTS, SEA WA. 33-2520
SUE CEMAFROSTSDIMS,
S
-BIBLIOGRAPHIES, HUMAN FACTORS, ENVITER, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DRILL CORI RONMENTAL IMPACT, CONTINUOUS PERANALYSIS, SALINITY.
DISCONTINUOUS
" ana
,lyticl
data from sediment, ittotitia water, and MAFROST,
REVEGETATION,
CRYOGENIC PERMAFROST,
SOILS, DAM-

help yer-round
o wastewaterp
-icstion
to the
land.
The p1iNve and negtive effects
sirtmperatue,
precipitation, wind speed, evaporaion and snow cover, with
respect
to land treatment of wastewater, were evaluated.
Although no specific recommendations or conclusons are
given the influences of these chmatic elements an observed
at the CREL w.stewater site are presented for consideration.
SRFE Utab- FILE FOR EXISTING LAND APC
OMPT
PLICATION OF WASTEWATER SYSTEMS A
USER'S
Iskandar, GUIDE.
LK., et al,
Nov. 1978, 24p., ADA-062 658,
4 reft.
Robinson,
Willcockson, W., Keefauver,
3cin
321
33-W
SE2 D.,IPOA,5ATR
TRA E.MET
WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER TREATMENT,
COMPUTER PROGRAMS.
Twooomputr proTrams, both written in BASIC, have been
developed
totreatment
Store andsystems.
retrieve information
on eiidst
w.g
Thepurposeofem
tOF
water lond
these programs is to provide assistance to dein ngineer
during the planning of new land treatment systems by making
available the design criteria and performance cr
of oprating sstms7
The SEARCH
program is de
design parmeteo,
sch ed
as
to o
systems with spcific
rat, waste type, aow
plication rate and modo, ground
cover andalength
of opermaon.
printout frominSEARCH
incloudes
fist of
articles an The
'rnitoa
addition

seawater analyses of sample collected near Prudhoe Bay,
Cc
The UPDATE progrm i used
to the design perameters.
Alaska, during the period from March to May 1977, oft AGE.
Currenly, the
Analyses include deerminations of moisture, This compilation of literature, published in Rusian since for the revison of information on file.
presented.
and
75 foreign systems on file.
domestic
about
350
are
to
disturb.
relating
citations
1225
bibliographic
comprises
1970,
sediment
in
the
contents
organic
carbon
calcium carbonate, and
samples and pH, electrical conductlvity, alkalinity, and concen- ance and restoration of soils and veletation. ofSixty-five
CRtiEL SR 78-23
tation of sodium, potassum, calcium, magsium chloride, percent of these were found by a manual search
and sulfate in the interstitial water and seawater smples. Bibliography Vols. 25-32; the others were obtained through ENGINEERING ASPECTS OF AN EXPERIMENdata
bes TAL SYSTEM FOR LAND RENOVATION OF
sfrom
the
relevant
c
puterized
and
frezing
point
of
the
water
mampies
off-le
Salinity,
ionic balance,71e marine sediments in Prudhoe Bay and peonal e
Only one of these data baes, that SECONDARY EFFLUENT.
were
calculated.
2
generally contin more calcum cbonate, ornic cabon, of the National Apicltural Ubary, is Shown to be of NylundJR., et al, Nov. 1978, 6p, ADA-062 923.
and intersitial water than the undertying g
and fluvial
snificance, in providing a valuable eci source.
The Larson, J.., Clapp, C.E., Linde D., LarsAn W.E.
gravels.
On land, a surficisl layer of peat so had hih literature is discussed in chronological fashion, with general 33,2522
The salinity of statements followed by hi
ts of each years contributions.
organic carbon and moisture content
the seawater samples varied from concentrated brine near The yeara 1972 and 1973 produced the most publication% WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER TREATMENT,
the shore where sa ice isfrozen directly to, oris located and by 1976 there was a noticeable l in pickup of publications WASTE TREATMENT, IRRIGATION, LAND
near, the sea bottom to water which was 1.0 to 1.5 ppt by the indexIng services.
A trend is apparent from a RECLAMATION.
les saline than normal sewater at a distance of approximstely reonmalaace and description approach in -10ie pSper A research system was designed and installed at the Apple
10 to 15 km from shore,
toward an interated ecosytem approc in more recent Valley Wastewater Treatment Plant, two miles south of Rose
m Iagriultlma
entpracconsciousness of the effects of mount, Minnesota, to develop
publictio.
SR 78-15
dsPL ceonthen
enviroment. and the
imp
ce
ticesfor removal of nitrogen from mnicpl wastewater
WATERPROOFING STRAIN GAGES FOR LOW of restoration and 9r
on of these nvirmonts ae effluent.
A solid set irrigation system was designed and
AMBIENT TEMPERATURES.
relocted in the recent literature, particularly in tympeihtu
installed to spply wastewater effluent to 12 test blocks.
Garfield, D.E., et al,
Sep. 1978, 20p., ADA-061 749, proceedings.
each measur.ng 60x 150 ft.
A perforated plast dr
10 refs.
SR 78-20
tie was placed lengthwise in each block at a depth e ul nt
McLain, B.O.
EFFECTS OF WASTEWATEM AND SEWAGE to the normal water table level and o
atone end
Sin blocks were
SLUDGE ON THE GROWTH AND CHEN[ICAL of the block into a smpling station.
33-1544
&tedto ontnand si Planted toeightspecesofforeg.
STRAIN MEASURING INSTRUMENTS, LOW COMPOSITION OF TURFGRAS&
TEMPERATURE TESTS, FREEZE THAW CY- Palszzo, A-J., Nov. 1978, llp., ADA-E 1878,17 refa, s refsents twasheponsine
c nde tion in the/desn
CLES, WATERPROOFING.
33-1349
of a solid set irrigation system ad drain tile and monitoring
Due to recent problems experienced with strain-gage ased WASTE DISPOSAL,
SEWAGE DISPOSAL, system for evaluating the influence of the eofflunt appliation
transducers immersed in water at below-freezing Samblnt GRASSES, GROWTH, CHEMICAL COMPOSI- and agronomic practices on drainage waters.
temperatures,
teat program
was conducted
to determine
SR 7-2
If
commerciellya available
strain-gage
waterprofing
systems TION.
S
82
coldwithstand thesecoditions.
A totalof96ombination s A greenhouse study was conducted to determine the effects ROOF CONSTRUCTION UNDER WINTERof eight waterproofing systems, three beam materials and of wastewater and sewage applications on the growth and T11" CONDITIONS.A CASE STUDY.
A mixture
Test environ- chemical composition of two turfgras mixtures
e adhesives were evaluated.
four strain
meets included strain cyclig at temperatures from + 32P of tall fecue and annual ryegrsn was compared to a mixture Bennett, F.L., Nov. 1978, 34p., ADA-062 519.
Only of Kentucky bluegrass, red fescue and annual ryagras. The 33-1541
from -35 to +90F.
to +75F and freeze-thaw cyclin
loam in a ROOFS, COLD WEATHER CONSTRUCTON,
sitIiariron
mixtures were rwn in pots of
all test with no failure&
one waterproofing system withstood
Other results ranqed from one installation failure on three nhoue.
i
50hm
ir-orto potw5amended_
waeding.s _ INSULATION, CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS.
systems to the failure of an 12 installations of one system. with sludge at rates of 45 or 90 pot
Commerial This report descibes construction of the roof of an addition
the Frr Natial fank
to the Interior City Branch offteTusNtialak
was incorporated wt s
supplying convols.
N, P, and ITreatdmnicipawasewatertoheneorCyBach
fertilizer
putsdesignatedas
SR 73-16
S 7-6in
EFFECTS OF LOW GROUND PRESSURE VEHI. pweaiedaconded
a d
muna l tewatr of Anchorage, located in downtown Fairbin Alaska. during
wsludge-amended
soi at rae
the 1976-77 winter.
The report documents the schedule
CLE TRAFFIC ON TUNDRA AT LONELY, ALAS- of Sor 10 em per week
Wastewater and alu treatment andprocedreforbuildintheroof,reortsuccesflperformincreased yields, and total uptake of N, P.
Zn, Cd, and o
re fo dite
roorep
ueu nlom 6
Abele, G., etat, Sep. 1978, 3p., ADA-061 777, 18 P. Cu, and Ni by the turfgrawn differed
by trearm
i tthe
p w
wintertime.
ei
toyieldcn ro construction in
with regard
were s
mixtures
gran
two
The
raft.
Walker, D.A., Brown, J.,
Brewer, M.C., Atwood, D.M. and composition.
Larger yields corresponded to greter SR 78-25
INCREASING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF SOIL
plant uptake of N, P, K, and metals.
33-1545
COMPACTION AT BELOW-FREEZING TEMS 78-21
TUNDRA VEGETATION, TIRES, SOIL TRAPPI
PERATURES.
IN
ASSOCIA.
AT
C
SURVEY
CLMATC
CAILITY, DAMAGE.
T
ENT PR - Ha, W.M., etal, Nov. 1978, 58p., ADA-062 875, 57
TION WITH THE LND
Traffic tests were conducted with two low-pressure-r
Ion-type vehicles and a small, tracked Nodwell for 1,5,
refs.
and 10 vehicle passa on tundra near Lonely, Alasks.
The Bilello,
M.A., et al, Nov. 1978, 37p., ADA-062 518,39 Alkire, E.D., Kaderabek, T.J.
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results are presented in a lres of graphs and line diagrams.

The meteorological parameters recorded at C]REL were
then examined to determine how weather can constrain or
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the results of the experimental program, several important

conclusions concerning the effect of low temperature compec.
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of ice.
Further idean appear among the 100 abstracts
proeted. A Survey of over 300 mauatrr prdue
over
10 repies.
g of them offered som 100 products
These are listed with adrse
deeedwothtesting,
andcontacts.
Besides Simple resins and other release
Alaets they include copstes which combine low Surface
enrgand stronger m aerass
micro-mixture, interpenetratAbout
system
"plati-alloy,"
Ing-ntwork,
I5
to 20 products
appar oroffiller-matrix
special Interet.
Sample.
ofliqui coating or supplier-prepared panels of many are

'a

orsriePnPuigol
ml quantities of mteril.
Thc oe dr could be esedj in &,Weapigi a sadr
tet
aiul
emschprossw
scale andcovnne
are requisite
lso described are two Simple, ei-cl
acoesory, to that likewise relat to permebilt of soils.

CRITERIA FOR NEW JERSEY PAVEMENT D&SIGN. PHASE 2 (DATA ANALYSIS).
e3r~ R.L., May 1979, Sip., ADA-071 041, 7 rots
3;T4228
FROST PENETRATION, SUBSURFACE DRAINAGE, MOISTURE, FREEZING INDEXES, PAVEMENTS.
before constructin actual highway pavements with open-

paoded drainage layers, frost penetration depths and moisture
content proffls we measured beeath nevrmal pavements
in New ery.
Air and aurae freering Indexes.ee
mesured atre locations during the 1975-1976 and 1976ater
-1977 winters
An freezingindexeswecelaygre
avalal for the testing phs to follow.
The modified llerggrneqa
during the 1976-1977 winter.
SR 79-12
PROBEMS
FREEZIG
S U
on was used to compute the maximum frost det= t
SPRAYIN
IRRTION OWASOEWATER WIT30 tes Sites.
Measured -mamu
frost depths ranged
SPRT MG77NF ASEW TE D R-from 20.3 in. to 52.0 in., while computed! maximum values
ING THE WINTER,
ranged from 14.0 in to 61.0 in.
The mean difference
Douzoun, 1.R., May 1979,1l2p., ADA-070 03 1,53 rets. betee observed and computed maximum frost pntti
Maximum frost peeratondpeh
depths was 3.8 in.
34-136
computed for hypothetica pavements with open-gradled
WASTE TREATMENT, WATER TREATMENT, wes
drainage at four of teteat sites.
It was concluded that
WASTE DISPOSAL, IRRIGATION. ICE PREVEN- ca-graded drainage layers would! no significantly chang
DTION.
thtihreo 957, 967 nd17frost penetration beneath highway, pavements in New
Durig te wntes of197-76197-77
nd 97778,Woke
Jesey
itwasrecommended that teat pavements ha mnstalled
cay treated wastewater was applied to land in West Dover, to verify the computations.

wnu
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mna

esgns inlddtwo

sfhe temperature. 0

10 and 20)and three levels of ihibitors in a complete
haorial
Poage gune we present in aDltreatments,
Weektly
and wstawater containing NH4+ was utilized.
Sel solution at
application of Wastewater was 3 em.
depth and leachat at 160 cm we collected and analysed
weektly for N114N and NO3N.
That dea indicate dtha
nrpyiwentefcivinnhbignlzlctionwe
=pledt the Sell surfac in s0atl olmn simulating land
The bwefecivebes of the cwntreatment slow infiltration.
poud undera made of apliato where itIs mixed and
spae wit watwtristogtt be due to its volatility,
sortio
bLenr c mtte, lwater scrallty and Its
bonaybl y n
Other chemicals Such ascarbon disulfidie

sad thiocatoeatss. which have dI'Mret characteristics then
the nitmpyrin showed promising results. Reserh is under
way to oIn conclusive dat
SR 79-19
DRAINAGE NETWORK ANALYSIS OF A SUBARCTIC WATERSHED- CARIBOU-POKECR
(REEKS RESEARCH WATERSHED, INTERIOR
ALASKA.
Dredthauer, 5.R., at al, June 1979, 9 p., ADA-073 595,

14 ref.
Hoeh D.
3-3
WATERSHEDS, DRAINAGE, SLOPE PROCESSES, PERMAFROST.
A Strahler str order analysis and an exterior link length
distributiont analysis we mae of the Caribou-Poker Creeks
Research Waterahed nar Fairbanks Alk.
network map wad for snalyata wasodue usin Thdaina
a 1:2250
scale Sara photograoph mosaic.
Low drainage denstie
Bfurcation ratio indicate that
characterize the basins
the overall drainage network is not dominated by Strong
geologic controls.
Statistical analysis indicates tat bituratID sore link and tributary source link do not belong
to the sam length population, a characteristic Shared by
watersheds in other climatic regions of the world.
Additional
analysis indicates that exterior liks originating on permafrost
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SR
soetedto be shorter than those originating on nons

SR79-20

INFRARED
IN t197 THERMIOGRAPHY
GUARAD

=i and nitroge

weesprtdo
-A molecular sieve
t
a nwe-drand
d detected with a hot
Advanwr detector , uf atmospheric air for calibration.
orted methods are
BUJILD- tgves o this method over prvious
OF
OP
UI - )oygen and n
are . t
inasingem

mulch or peat moss, and 4) taking agent (Tea Tack
11.
or Curmac)
The plots were seeded in either the
The effectiveness
fiaorfll
with a constant seed mixture
determined through vegetation yields
was
umenn
f the
and sod los mwaument

and 3) analysis can be doce in the field with completey SR 79-29
The method
MASS WATER BALANCE DURING SPRAY ito be ac a
n
mt
several lake 02 and N2 RIGATION WITH WASTEWATER AT DEER
wCREE
LAKE LAND TREATMIENT SITE.
SR 79-25
Abel., 0., at 1, Aul. 1979,43p., ADA-0 649,3 reft
BULLZT PENETRATION IN SNOW.
McKim, H.L, Brockett, B.E.
Cl D.M. ot al, July 1979, 23p., ADA-074 412, 14 34-2284
re--fAEaTET
EN ,W ST
RAT E T
DfR4
.
WATER TREATMENT, WASTE TREATMENT,
Farre
WATER ALANCE, SEWAGE TREATMENT, IRIGATION.
34-626
SNOW (CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL), PRO- The water budget for a 3.6-ha teat arm was calculated
JECTILE
PENETRATION,
PENETRATION duIg and two days aftr a .7-cm (equivalent to 991,000
TESTS.
I) appicadon of stewater.
By computing the water
Three types of ammiion, the M193, M80, and M43, rem'n in the soil from voilsample wat content data,
wmr tted. Rounds were fired into mwuta
of various calculating th amount lost to evapotraneiralion and masurthiknes up to that thickne r
to
stop the ingthe underdrain flow rate, it wa poss'ile to calculate
pojectiles
The maxim
for thetire rods the water budget to within 95% of the actual amount appl
issedw
.7n,
1.26mnd1.06 rei
v
eloi- The =curacy in computing the soil water content critical.
1s min
this
caw,
11% variation of eror in the volumaetri
ty lossas a function of target thicms ws deemine
ctentdisequivalenttoealyonthirdothetotl
btoo
cneat- a equivianci na
o thrd oafhe
projectile with the tar.
The velocity loss vs.
thickness dat showed a wSid shape common to the SR73
three types of rounds.
The impact and exit yaw anglas TUNDRA LAKES AS A SOURCE OF FRESH WAof the M193 rounds wore eatimated.
Scater in the tes
dam was atributed, in part, to random variations in the TER: KIPNUK, ALASKA.
The penetralon required for a go Bredthaucr, SR., et al, Sep. 1979,16p., ADA-075 475,
impact yaw angl.
12 refa
A. 72yaw was determined by the exit yaw masuremente.
was shown to correspond to the inflectim point on Doerflinger, D.F.
thevloity loss vs. penetration curve.
Thi point Is poten- 34-740
tially significant in the design of composite fLA
W T ,Ncions
N
ML
W T
WATER,TUNDRA,SNOWIELT,WATER
Discusinu ddl with basi concepts and definitions, the
of
e
tmbin and the SUPPLY, ARCTIC REGIONS.
occmurme and s
use of laboratory tst for small sm evluati in mow A study of water quality inseveral email tundra lakes nar
esth- Kipiuk, AlIka was conducted to determine If the lakes
The vlidty o themthodolog used w c
wer of sufficieaty hi qual . dring the anowmeltaso
Ths
M193roundsing intasset
shed by tsi
with enough water for a r-round
to provide the
results cmpsr fveslywiths a test r linulimn
supply.
Since the vila located just 4 mle inlad
SR 79-26
fm the Bring Sea, primary emphasis was placed on locating
APPLICATION OF HEAT PIPES ON THE waer sources with low chloride concentraiom.
The tundra
lim were of sufficiently high quality to be pumped into
TRANS-ALASKA PIPELIN
Heuer, C.E., July 1979, 27p., ADA-073 597, 26 reb
a storage a during emly summer to be used a a yearround suply.
34-139
PIPELINES, HEAT PIPES, HEAT TRANSFER.
SR 79-31
The "plcaion of hat Pipes on the Trans-Alska Pipeline USE OF ISN TO STUDY NITROGEN TIRANSispa~rkingam
reviewed. withMATIONS
The subjects addressed include the general FO
IN
TRtEAII
AI
.f
I LAND
A
functioning of a het pipe, the specific hea pipedesign
Sep. 1979, 32P., ADA-077 583.
oy df
,4 Jenkins, T.F.,
used, the different situations where heat pipes were
the methods used to develo the heat pipe design, the Quarry, S.T., Iskandar, LK., Edwards, A.P., Hare,
methods used to monitor the 'p!ra
he"at pie and the H.E.
performance of the heat pipes
The d icu is qualitative 34-2364
in atur.
Quantitative informatio is ley
omitted to WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER TREATMENT, IRallow coverage of a bread sra and because it may be RIGATION, SOIL CHEMISTRY.
considered proprietary.
Nevertheless, the information presented here should give a good appreciadon of thequalityThe objective of this study was to compare diffenmt strategies
to describe the fate of wastewater
The information of using ISN as a tr
and complexity of the heat pipe design.
Four soid columns
should also be useful in developing heat pipes for use in N in land application of wastewater.
other cold egios
pcked with Windaor sendy loam sil and covered
real
applicag
withio
gras
The column wer treated with 7.5
SR 79-23
SR 79-27
cm of either tapwater or wastewater according to four expenDOCUMENTATION OF SOIL CHARAerzRis- EXTENDING THE USEFUL LIFE OF DYE-2 TO mental strategiet. The strategies vaned the treatment given
FINDINGS AND the soil prior to application of the IsN bel, the schedule
TICS AND CLIMATOLOGY DURING FIVE IN6, PART 1: PY
YEARS OF WASTEWATER APPLICATION TO RECOMMENDATIONS.
and amounts of the applied 15N label, and the type of
TE
ORL STELS.
P
TO
TO b
m W., et
1979, 15P.,
733,water used for subsequent column leaching.
Soil solution
CRRI TEST CELL~S.
Tobius5on, W., et 1, July 1979, ISp., ADA-74 733, at depth and leachate were analyzed weekly for concentration
Iskandar, I.K.,etal, July 1979, 82p., ADA-074 712,14 3 reft.
and 15N content of nitrate and ammonium.
Plant samples
refs.
Korhonen, C., Redfield, R.
were obtained periodically throughout the experiment and,
Qurry S.T., Bates, R.E., Ingersoll, J.
34-745
together with soil anple collected at the end o the expermICE meat, analyzed for total nitrogen content and ISN/14N
CONSTRUCTION,
COLD WEATHER
mtios
WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER TREATMENT, SOIL SHEETS, STEEL STRUCTURES, STRESSES.
CHEMISTRY, CLIMATOLOGY,
METEORO- DEW Line Ice Cap Station DYE-2 appears to need major SR 79-32
LOGICAL DATA.
work within the next few years to extend its useful f
BACTERIAL AEROSOLS FROM A FIELD
PRINKL
INGMULTIP
d iDU
fame isove
to 196. The srucrl steel
Section 1 deals with physical properties of the two so
DER CR E LESTATEP R
I
of thes unce timber R
The a few me, and thelowr portion
used and the changes in soil chemical characteristics.
STATE PARK,
Additional
foranLAKEIGATION: DEper
truecosre
le is inbadondition
s of thesoie thooe
most important
physical
pr
n yontrolling
therateof watermovement in soils,
such measurements are needed during 1979 to determine the OHIO.
Scoatrated
ndun aturated
oil hydralic ovdemtvity,
lrt- rate of secondary stress in the structural steel frame and Bausum, H.T.,etal, Sep. 1979, 64p., ADA-077 632,18
clesize
distr
bution,
bulkdensity,
voidratio,
vciible
water the rate of deterioration of the trusencloure.
With refa
ce specisributi , bulr dsity , vmidlcracti,
a
e wate this information, a decision can be made whether to move Bates, R.E., McKim, H.L, Schumacher, P.W., Brocksncfc Teceia
hrceitc
f~
the
buligsidewaysonoanwudsotdfudto
tBESh
b,.A
selld
thatare ofpotential importance in assessing the short or tostab size
it
onto a new undistorted foundation
and long-tem effects of wastewater application on land include: o
i in-plae by eaalati
the tower 52
iiE1381
free iron oxides, organic carbon, organic nitrogen, pH, conducubstucreWATER
TREATMENT,WASTE DISPOSAL,IRtivity, cation exchange capacity, exchangeble cations, totalSR 79-28
WATR
A E NT, WASTEBIOL ,GY.
and extractable phosphorus, and total and extractable heavy UTILIZATION OF SEWAGE SLUDGE FOR TER- RIGATION, AEROSOLS, MICROBIOLOGY.
metals. Section 2 summarizes climatic conditions at he RAIN STABILIZATION IN COLD REGIONS, spray
iriation of wotewter undesrknownarmosphric stabiliCuR. L site in Hanover, New Hampshire, and the change
p2ss
.
ty conditions was performed during July and August 1978
Cimatic
A
that occurred during the period 1974 to 1978.
prameters include temperature, precipitation, wind speed,COsakn, D.A., et 1, Aug. 1979, 36p., ADA-074 725, at the Deer Creek Lake land treatment system in Ohio.
and soil temperature at depth.
10 ref
For Part I see 32-1368.
In the experiment, ponded chlorinated wastewater was sprayed
representinS
Pala=o, A.J., Rindge, S.D., Bates, R.E., Stanley, LE. oto a 6-acre tat area with 96 impact sprinklers
SR 79-24
a multi-source field aerosol distriution system. Approzi3434
746RO
DZTERMINATION OF DISSOLVED
-746
watewatr
ed to the23-hectare
GEN AND OXYGEN IN WATER BY HEADS- SLUDGES,SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SOIL STAI
tet are fell within the are of influence of the sprink
PACE GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY.
ZATION, VEGETATION.
(about a 20-m diam circle around the sprinkler riser) with
IndigLeaatt, D.C., July 1979, Sp., ADA-074 411,25 refs. From June 1975 to Sep. 1976, a research/demonstration only 0.10% of the applied wastewater aerosolized.
3474
a'dy was conducted at CRREL in Hanover, New Hampshire, nous total aerobic bacteria in the wastewater and resultant
to investigste the use of sewage sludge, commercial fertilizer serosol were sampled and analyzed.
Fluorescent dye
LAKE WATER, WATER CHEMISTRY,
and cultivation techniques for terrain stabilization in cold studies were also performed to characterize the aerosol
cloud
In this study dissolved oxygen and nitrogen were determined regions.
Twenty seven tet plots on a 16-deg west-facing without the effects of biological decay.
During allof
by h-kI
20 to 25 ml of water with an equal amount dope received various combinations of: I) surface preparation the serosol tests continuous on-site meteorological measureof helium in a 50-ml pa-tight syring and injecting 2 mn (tilling, bulldozer tracking, or compacting), 2) nutrient source ments were made and wastewater chemical parameters moniof the equilibrated headgas into a gas chroratograph. Oxy
(sewage sludge or fertilizer), 3) mulching agent (wood fiber tored.
Mahal, SJ., June 1979, 40p., ADA-073 596,9 reft.
34-138
BUILDINGS, HEAT LOSS, INFRARED PHOTOORAPHY, WINDOWS.
An IRTB nared t
g
of buildh)
field survey,
Pndungt 631 th'mograms127 photorsphs, and weather
dat, was condued during a 14-day study of 10 Coast
OdseomIn mn, New Hampshire and fascusts
This repor disssea how the srvey was initiated d peformed with emphais on details for the benefit of the
One hundred twenty selected
wishing to plan a survey.
thermograms and photographs in this report futra many
types of heat Irsand compm thermally ineffective d1o
ead windows with unite designated a standards for thermal
ffactiv
R ator heatss'ketroulh allsmKtied
moisture pttemn on brick walls, Infiltration patte s on
iSwadpoolycovedopenings are ilustrated. Thermommofevereest loom through Slam doors,a
ms,
for
nd llboalowrbems ,chdseveralsoltions
a w n a c.ans
for individual heat loss problems, such
fiberglass
P
doo and porcelain insulated panels, are sgetd
tiipated survey prtbm, such
u
Ii
ta
photograph
compae
uato
n ttervoyraphical d.ucov
rcte ad d tmen tosuvetchiefr
n
weather, are .0 disctussd,
SR 79-21
ICBZB GS AN OVERVIEW.
Kvac9, A., July 1979, 7p.,ADA-078 692, 9 ref.
34-1597
ICEBERGS, CLASSIFICATIONS.
Icebergs are discussed and categorized according to their
A general overview
sive, shape, composition and color.
of icebeg-prducin ares in the Arctic and Antarctic is
(Auth.)
r drift and deterioration are discussed.
iv
(
SR 79622
DETERMINATION OF FROST PENETRATION
BY SOIL RESISTIVITY MEASUREMENTS.
Atkins, R.T., July 1979, 24p., ADA-071 990.
33-4436
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS, FROST PENETRATION, ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY, FROZEN GROUND PHYSICS.
Two senors that depend on changes in soil resistivity were
tested.
Tests
were conducted under parkingareawith
an asphalt-concreft surfae where sat was perindicayappid
n,
For compa
as part of snow removal operations.
data were obtained from a resistivity probe, a thermocouple
probe and a thermistor probe.
Results indicated that measuris temperature to determine frost penetration can lead to
large error under some conditions, for instance when salt
has been applied or when frost is coming out of the ground
in sprizg
The resistivity probe performed reliably du'
It was concluded that
the entire measurement proram.
resistivity probes have definite advantae which should be
nt pro,
m
frost
penetration
future
when
considered
wud'ig
e
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SR
bacteria and a cal-s

SNOW FORT CATIONS.which
TEST
OF
F
D NOWt179 T . ATAON
21
Farrell,Oell
D..,Oct. 1979,15p.,ADA-078742,16
reL
34-15"

votme
were wed by/t o determ
was thermal,
SR 80-02

oopenR C B. was logarihmic
of
the
was dpendet
B
clls
mift
sde
hanie
m
ction

PENETRATION TESTS, MILITARY ENGINEERING, SNOW (CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL), ICBRAKING CONCEPTS

FORTIFICATIONS, SMALL ARMS AMMUNI- Mello, M., Jan. 1980, i8p., ADA-082 175,4 rfe.

TION.
A field tdy was

358593
ICE9
ICE BREAKINO, ICEBRBAKERS, 'CE COVER
THICKNESS, PENETRATION. ICE CITING,

The cena focal point of the town, a large dome, was
hosi sprate
dutd by laterontruon ofbuil
rc.mtton and social facilities.
Since the buiding are
too costly to remove, the only method of restoring the
focal point is to build connecting links at upper levels of
the recremional buildings.
St

p7

SOME ASPECTS OF SOVIET TRENCHING MA.
CHINES.
Mellor M., Feb. 1980, 13p., ADA-082 176, 1 rf.

conducted to 1)more accurately defe
fortlicatt
e
offred by simple s
of
thed
and 2) eskane the effort required by innty
t
build suchfartificadows when only basic
toos ata=
A seem anantr s
equpped with standard issue
mow shovels sad an arc
ld (Axmo), constu
several
simple
ansructes
a
rt cin
w meai
df&
Whm comipleted, three positions
were subjected to M 6Ai

ICE BLASTING, MARINE TRANSPORTATION,
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES.
Ioebresking oncepla that have potential afplicadoe in the
otction atoffsore tictrs and drillshias ae re1vewed.
conept
deal by
withsir include
ooetfsa
oebresking
by ships,
iceabeaking
cushion vehices,
breakig
SPins t

rifle fire while the infantry squad executed a simulated tactical
smut.
A fourth
tested
withsimlased
covi and
firemuch
from alarger
M2Hi position
S0.clbewasmachin
None of the 5.5-mm bullets fired by the
200
to
penetrate th t 18
e -i00mto
t sw
m cebas m10m nagct
the
25m iamete blle fied by 3.0 th of
atksnow.The

fied
ma n cm witih dra bit tooh, blating
by
high
with cuttig
pressed
hants,
iceexplosives,
meig blaetingcutting,
wit lse,or propelcuttig
wish high
and
novel
prrm
e re
Special7emCai
i gvn o h secfc neg rqurmet
vario1 methods.
SR 0-03

in the United States and Europe.
The report deal with
trsvee
rotationmschies
andbelt
rotor
weeds
sail blt speds, todl
eecmcines,ci
/weight ratins,
pwje, density.
power
ee
an e te mea cu
proable cailities of Soviet machines
frozen
swsed.
It issatisfactory,
concluded
generalground
design arecharacterstica
are
cn
tiom end product development are weak, and perform-

camouflage cosiderations and the shallow mow coniditions
incresed the construction time for the three smail emplaemensbyalmeatactoroffour,nd for the lrger enmlcement
by almost a factor of three.
But the squadmill
handled
the
a volume of pecked mow that was enual to 3.7 titas
withhe
volume of unfozen sa thatcould
ame amount of effort, according to field maua eemate
Under frozen soil conditions the advantages of using snow
would be
ncantly greater
SR 79-34
UTILIZATION OF SEWAGE SLUDGE FOR TERRAIN STABIIATON IN COLD REGIONS.
Fr.3.
Rindq, S.D., et A Oct. 1979, 33p., ADA-077 585.
Gaskin, D .,Palzzo, AJ.
34-2365
WASTE DISPOSAL, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SOIL
STABILIZATION.
The authors have conducted a two-year revegetation study
to mes the ability of sewage sludge applications with or
without supplementsl fertilizer to promote plant growth and
stabilize sloping soils.
The study site was a west-facin&
16deglopeatCRMELinHanover, New Hamphire.
Eight
revegetation treatments and one control were replicated three
times.
Treatments involved applications of dewa&ered, aerobically digested sewage sludge at two rats (20 or 40
tomlacre). The slude was applied alone or in combination
with commercial fertilizers which supplied nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium, or all three nutrients.
The seed
mixture in the treatments contained four grnes and one
The effects of the various treatments were deterlepme.
mined through il loss yields, visual grass retings ad plant

DANISH DEEP DRILI. PROGRESS REPORT.
FEBRUARY-MARCH 19"9.
Rand, 3.H., Jan. 1980, 37p., ADA-082 206.
35-2594
CUO
IL
DRILLING,ICE CORING DRILLS, ICE CORES,
GLACIOLOGY,
DESIGN, PERFORMANCE,
MAINTENANCE.
The "Danish Deep Drill" was developed at the University
The drill, which will be usedto obtain
of Copenhagen,
om the Orenuland leeSheet, was tested at the
ice ore
U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Labortory. The drill is battery-operated and has a down-hole
microprocesser-based control setion and a delicately balanced
chip removal system.
It is a lightweLght, electro-mechanical
t core in 2-m
drill designed to obtain a 10.2-cmThere are potential problems in chip recovery
lengt
and stmage, malfunctions of the computer or batteries, leeks
in the pressue chamber, spin-ot or rotation of the drill,
and the very close tolerances requred by the drill desan
Tests are recommended that will help eima some of
these potential problems nd dmin
the drill's overall
strengths a
we
The drill is a very complex
and delicate instrumec that WIlrequire constant maintennoe,
modification and monitoring when in use,

ance in frozen ground is not expected to be impressive.

SR7-35Sar

PROTOTYPE OVERLAND FLOW TEST DATA.

35-2597
TRENCHING, FROZEN GROUND,
WORK, EQUIPMENT, DESIGN.

EARTH-

Technical
characteristica
of Soviet trenchringr macluoesbut
machinesse
med ad
mparedwiththeoia

SlgRE
DOCUMENTATION FOR A TWO-LEVEL DYNAMIC THERMODYNAMIC SEA ICE MODEL
Hibler, W.D., III, Feb. 1980, 35p., ADA-084 273, 9
rel
34-3329
SEA ICE, ICE THERMAL PROPERTIES, THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES, HEAT TRANSFER, ICE MECHANICS, ICE COVER THICKMATHE
NESS,
MA
TICAL MODELS, COMPUTER
PROGRAMS, RHEOLOGY.
A dussio of the numerics and computer code for a
two-level dynsmic thermodynamic sea iwemodel is presented.
For interested w
a hating of the computer code and
rents from a 21-day te rnmare included as appendices.
To a large degree this report is meant to serve as an extended
appendix to an article by the author in the Journal
of
Physical Oceanogrqhy (see 34-741) descrifin his model
and a variety of smulation results.
The model consists
of a two-level ice thickness distribution coupled to the ice
dynamics by a plastic rhedlo . In addition to the ice
SR 80-04
interactio, the momentum bs c includes nonlineer wind
EVALUATION OF ICE DEFLECTORS ON THE and water d
tarms, Conohls force, and inertial and momenUSCG ICEBREAKER POLAR
STAR.
t advetion erms. The numerical scheme is formulated
7
Vance, G.P., Jan. 1980, 3 p., ADA-082 205.
in an eerca
anner in a fixed Eulerian
35-2595
which lowasimulationoverulimited time interval.
Te
tenumt balance (including inertial terms) is numerically
in a
i-implicit manner s that time steps of
ICEBREAKERS, PROPELLERS, ICEtreated
T
up to one day inlength
my be usedifdesired.The
-Model
tests
wene carried
outintheCRREL Ice nineering boundaries, id size and time step magnitude are easily
SFcility test basin on a 1-to-19.1 model of the USCO Polar modified so that the model should have application to a
(WA09-1) to determine the effectiveness of several variety of climate and forecasting problems.
different devices that would eliminate or mitigate the ingestion
of ice into the propeller slip stream.
Propeller RPM records
and h1haPeed movies were obtained for each device in SR .0-09
thicknesser of ice and at two speeds.
Four devices
were evaluated: large bilge keels, sall bilge keels, bosaing ICE THICKNESS-TENSILE STRESS RELAfins and propeller cages (called bird cages).
The most TIONSHIP FOR LOAD-BEARING ICE.
effective concept appeared to be the bilge keels.
Open Johnson, P.R., Feb. 1980, 1lp.,
ADA-084 274, 3 reft.
water power tests and sructural analysis must now be carried 34-3330
out to determine the overall fesiblity of these conepts
ICE COVER STRENGTH, ICE LOADS, ICE
SR 30-5
CROSSINGS, ICE ROADS, TENSILE PROPERCOASTAL ENVIRONMENT, BATHYMETRY, TIES, STRESSES, ICE COVER THICKNESS.

JUNE 1977-MAY 1978.
Jenkina, T.F., et a, Nov. 1979, 9p., ADA-078 743,9
JekT.
, ttwo
34-1599
WASTE TREATMENT, WATER TREATMENT,
IRRIGATION, SOIL CHEMISTRY, ION EXCHANGE, METEOROLOGICAL DATA.
A prototype overland flow land treatment system was operated
at Hanover, New Hampshire, over a one-year cycle fir
The individual data points collected
June 1977 to May 1978.
over this period for water quantity and quality are preoted, AND PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY ALONG
The soil THE BEAUFORT, CHUKCHI AND BERING
as well as plant yields and nutrient uptake.
chemical and physical parameters measured are also presented SEAS.
The meteoro- Gatto, L.W., Jan. 1980, 357p., ADA-084 281, 56 rft
of initial site characteristics.
sloeswith a table
masuemens
fforotaind
ar
34-328to
iclmearemnts obtand ilogial
insuportof
support
oftis
this
effort
e 34-3328
incded to cmlete thedatabae.
COASTAL TOPOGRAPHIC FEATURES, BATHSR 79-36
YMETRY, MARINE GEOLOGY, SHORELINE
PROCEEDINGS OF A MEETING ON MODEL- MODIFICATION, OCEANOGRAPHY, ENVIING OF SNOW COVER RUNOFF, 26-28 SEP- RONMENTS.
TEMBER 1978, HANOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE, The report compiles references, figures, and tables that are
Colbeck, S.C., ed, Jan 1979, 432p., ADA-167 767, For concerned with the coaa environent, bthimtr,
individual perasee 34-1002 through 34-1040. Nu- Physical
ocanography along the Beeufort, Chukchl, andbering
The text, intentionally minimized, describes the saient
merous re.S
The extensive references
points with a minimum of detail.
Ray, M., ad
ad flures give direction to a reader seeking additional
MEETNGS
information.

The"bearing capacity" of a floating ice sheet is of coiderable
interest.
The pattern of ieethickness vs tenile stres
for a fixed load and fixed ice prperties was examined
tk
It oved posstible
and showed some constant Itoi
completely describe the ice thicknesstensile stres pttern
in terms of a single number.
When the load was chaned
by increasing the payload but not altering the gometry
of the load pattern, other relationships were found that
described the tensile stres in the ice sheet for any combination
of payload and ice thickness.
This provides a simple
method of finding tensile stress in the
that can be
used in the field.
Further studies ae plnned.

SR 310
OPERATION OF THE CREEL PROTOTYPE AIR
TRANSPORTABLE SHELTER.
Flander S.N., Feb. 1980, 73p., ADA-084 275.
SR 80-06
ELS.
34-3331
A
OF
EVALUATION
POST OCCUPANCY
SR 6001
PLANNED COMMUNITY IN ARCTIC CANADA. PORTABLE SHELTERS, COLD WEATHER PERDISINPF
ION OF WASTEWATER BY MI_ Bechtel, R.B., etl, Feb. 1980, 27p., ADA-082 162,4 FORMANCE,
TRANSPORTATION,
AIRCROWAVES.
rota.
PLANES, LOGISTICS.
Iskandar, I.K., et &l, Jan. 1980, 15p.,
ADA-082 174,36 Ledbetter, C.B.
This report describes the operation of the CRREL prototype
reft.
35-2596
air-transportable shelter which was designed sp=eifially for
Parker, LV., Madore, K., Gray, C., Kumsi. M.
URBAN PLANNING, HOUSES, SITE SURVEYS, we in cold regions.
The operating instructions cover moving
35-2592
the shelter on its own wheels or skis loading it onto a
BUILDINGS, ECOLOGY.
truck
or millry
tranport
aircraft,an ISn itcontainer.
from a helicopter
The
it
for
shipmentas
or
ptearing
of
a
small
evaluation
a
post-occupancy
This
report
describes
TREATMENT,
WATER
TREATMENT,
WASTE
MICROWAVES, BACTERIA.
mining community in the hig Arctic.
Pvidin
report deti how to site the shelter and expand it to
Results from a laboratory study show that microwave energy housing, having wives work and intera
about doble Its transpot size.
The report as covers
an be wsed for disinfection of wastewater.
The time (the indigenous people) and families sucess y established operation of the utility systems, including the on-board alterarequired for destruction of bacteria by microwaves was reduced a viable community.
Fewer problems were encountered tot set, the primary and auxiliary heating systems, the water
over thatofconventionalheatin&
Destruction ofwastewater than is usual in other isolated cold regions communities. system, and various safety systems.
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SNOW FORTIFICATIONS AS PROTECTION
AGAINST SHAPED CHARGE ANTITANK PROUCILE.
Farypil, D.R., Mar. 1980, 19p., ADA-M1 276.
34-3332
SNOW STRENGTH, FORTIFICATIONS, COLD
WEATHER CONSTRUCTION, COLD WEATHER
OPERATION,
SNOW
(CONSTRUCTION
MATERIAL), EXPLOSION EFFECTS, IMPACT
TESTS, DETONATION WAVES, EMIBANKMEBNTS.

SR MIS1

SR 6019
REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION AND CHARAC- WINTER ENVIRONMENTAL DATA SURVEY
TERISTICS OF BOTTOM SEDIMENTS IN ARC- OF THE DRAINAGE BASIN OF THE UPPER
TIC COASTAL WATERS OF ALASKA.
SUSITNA RIVER, ALASKA.
Seflmano, P.V.. Apr. 1980, 50p., ADA-08 922, Rea. Dilello, MAL, Apr. 1980, 30p., ADA-08 931, 6 reft.
p.31-5O.
34-2725
35-2598
CLIMATE, ICE COVER. SNOW COVER,
SUBSEA PERMAFROST, PERMAFROST DISTRI- METEOROLOGICAL DATA, WINTER, UNITED
DUTION, BO7TOM SEDIMENT, MARINE STATES-ALASKA-SUSFNA RIVER.
GEOLOGY, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, PERMA- Bankcdataon the winter climate and measurements on all
FROST DEPTH, ICE SCORING, OFFSHORE available snow and wcecover conditions were comapiled for
STRUCTURES, ARTIFICIAL ISLANDS, CON- an ae In inndaround the upper Sultesm River basin of
ST7RUCTION MATERIALS, OFFSHORE DRILL1l7U.
h 10 yearoftablaed at (from Sep16

Thisrepat onlclat an inveatigation of the effectiveness
of
dnwfrtfctons.
TIe test was pleane to Observe INO.
meaur
hw acedsnow abscatis tenegOf hih This ruees includes a discuion of seome of the I=
sxldeantitank HE1 mutin
In tt
planm -m haceitcso
samnt
boh hencn~lltyofno-dtoatondu t Isufiiet =US
chrceris of oftor
both~~~~~~cniter
t
tteUS
odr~
retscsinsnw ndthe rate of deterioration of a snow developmet
Acllcino rfrne
isaoIncluded
embankmn ith=Wreetdipcswr considered.
The man appendix.
Perennialy and mmestallyfrasediments
90-mmn M67 rcfarilwsuedbecame it has a relatively are extremely common, with variable
and properthan t
a nd its charge was more likely to not deont
*
a h to the top of leeddcn
hig vloctyU~5oO
th fiulng inictebe aslittle as 7m below the seabe m any
k
mtfrom
that snw can be usedf to good advantage for buldin expedi-ent the oneacmas.
Ile subas nsMFafs an contain visibe
foelfcalon,
n stutins
aricuary hee arg vluesground Ice simillar to that observed on lad, and can be
of sow
e ceard
aveto fom oad an aifieds.
anticipated to cam problem at lest as great as these
expeienced on land.

SR M012
DRILLING AND CORING OF FROZEN
GROUND IN NORTHERN ALASKA, SPRING
1979.
Lawsn,1p.,ADA084277
.E. CtalMar 196,
Lawsn,

SR W016
NITROGEN TRANSFORMATIONS IN A 5jSjIMU
LATED OVERLAND FLOW WASTEWATER
TREATMENT SYSTEM.
Cht, R.L, et al, Apr. 1980, 33p., ADA-084 280, 36

~.that

AA-04
.E. ofal,27,ar.198,14.,
olkof
6 reb.
Patrick, W.H., Jr.
Drockett, D.E.
34-3365
34-3333
WASTE TREATMENT; WATER TREATMENT,
DRILLING, PERMAFROST STRUCTURE, STRA- NUTRIENT CYCLE, SOIL CHEMISTRY.
TIORAPHY, GROUND ICE, PERMAFROST Treating Watewater in IF~ll designed and operated overSAMPLERS, CORE SAMPLERS, EQUIPMENT.
flwssen eut10nnaaiiat amounts of N
Frznsapeo
r
udwsobtained remnovad through irfcto-eirfcto
rettom
-I
from33 holsf~&t=0!2
ion
n'
aN = petroleum overland
pation flow
Ofcnmodel led to the diapaac
N1
ndn
o moia
Rserve. Alaska. in the spin of 1979.
Total depth of and the formation of nitrae, in oiie
ufc
ol
h
Th
osystws
ltdovein
drilling; was 510 in (1670 it), of which 178 m (584 it) Nsacit
belneI h iuae vradfo ytmwnetmtdHsWM
The objectives of the programt were to define
wse cored.
the location and extent of segregated and massive
tb
uigIbeled
la t
15 N. deoficaton
The amountrates.
of N removed
in
The
results
muhlocation and to determine the orina and "a Of
tht
dcpino hea
-i
the ground ioe through studies of the hole stratigraphy and
d~rhlno tesolcope
future laboratory analye of core -frhe
N eove
pIni the ove
gean
sy
atfo
U
adsorbed ammidurn on the aeaedar acesi am was
nitrifled and convre DoodzdfOrm f N
The
nitrate thus formed diffined downward to the reduced same
duringi subsequent wastewater applications.
Some Of this

SR 80-13
EXTENDING THE USEFUL LIFE OF DTE-2 TO
1916. PART 21 1979 FINDINGS AND FINAL
RECOMMENDATIONS.
Tobassn,
3p.,ADA084278
., t a, Ar.198,
Toiaan W.&etea]ap.18,tm.
D-428
Tilton, P.

34~3334
RADAR, STATIONS, SNOW ACCUMULATION,
IC TRNToOD
OMAINSO
ICFORMATO,S
NOWL
STTRENG,
LOASS,
(FORS ), STEESIS TRCUE.TESS
COS a N YostrciS.efotinee
A m~ costrutio
effrt s nededat Dew Line Ice
Cap Station DYE-2 to extend ite useful life to 1986.
That
work should be done as son as possibte because tie trimt
enclsure is deterioratig rapidly.
Althou a 210-it sadeways move as was accomplished at DYE-3 in 1977 is technicall failtealternative of backfling; the truss enclosure
wiyfesexpete to cost ab~outS2.7 million less,
Unless
there is a togpossibilit that DYE-2 will be needed
for manyyarbeond t9%6,the ice backfill alternative
is recommended.

SR 80-14

CRREL
M
ISTUR
OOF
SURVE, PEAE
CREL
MOOISUR SRVYPESE
APB BUILDINGS 35, 63, 93, 112, 113, 120 AND
220

nitrate then deititfled and converted to gesons form of

N or was assimilated and reduced by plant life.
Relts
ntdios
ated that ap----- l
of the ovr0 n flw
55-68% of watwtrNM4-N added to the simulate ovelan
flow system was unaccounted, for in controlled laboratory

to May 1974) for 1lotisancdeaverage monthly
Vaue f i
ieraue
eim
l tinamma(ncdi
oalsofll
,re
et of wow an the om
Icenthikeess
.earet an=te restated winter surfac
annndtnln
rivera in the basin are included in the report.
Deaie observation on bphysical
of the snow
.oe and the rat at whichosoil
to ti: spring are
aso provided for selected stations near the are under study.

S 02
SEDIMENT DISPLACEMENT IN THE OTTAUQUECHEE RIVER-1975-197L.
Martinson, C.R., May 1980 14., ADA-089 787, 3
d

35-974
SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, BOTTOM SEDIMENT, ICE SCORING, ICE EROSION, BANKS
(WATERWAYS), RIVER ICE, HYDROLOGY.
A three-year study of sediment displacement was conducted

on a short section of the Ottaurtueclive iver in Vermont
kmserosional problenm caused by ioo.
The results
tromm-secional sinveys showed large quantities of the
bank eroded and deposition in the bed within the studyv
area
The eroson appears to have been cauaed byl1)
the lee scowring the banks and 2) ioe pling the channel
and diverting the flow toward the banka.
SR M021

CONSTRUCTION

OF

AN

EMBANKMENT

FRZE

oty, .11., et al, May 1980, 10515., ADA-086 877, 44
taa W.M
34-3873
EDNMNS
RZN
GON
STRuy,=
M A EN
,
FRZN
GO
D
STRE
COLD WEATHER CONSTRUCTION, SOIL COMPACTION, SETTLEMENT
(STUCTIJRAL),
FROST
PENETRATION,
EATW RK
ONINEERING, EXCAVATION
STABILITY, SOIL PHYSICS, SOIL TEMPERATREu TEM.'

2

PO ,

Istecnruiopoedeaaad

muTispape pant pethe osrion procedurto datermand
rga odtmn
neprmna il
nlasfo
ripmiiby and comactionca chearaterisi of fozen soil
Also investigated was the stability upon thawing of the
Prom the results of
soil compacted in the field.
ovirsimneL
Thi NH-N asfoze
niom
eent.Ti
H
a presumably r
wioeth experimtal program several important conclusions con1) pI" frozen
winter earthwork were obtained.
teamshr.corning
soil mmn
he accmlihe with heavy equipmnent which will
INFLUENC
NOS
SHAP
AN
La
arg rneof chunk sies
2) The effectiveness
IFUNEOF
SHAEeldL/
ofS compaction of frozen mtra isighldpndn
n the mosuecnetof the saags.
3)ude
RATIO ON PROJECTILE PENETRLATION IN
stement in e=bankm' acosrtdo
frowen material
FROZEN SOIL
is closely related to the compacted dry density of the placed
Richmond, P.W., Apr. 1980, 21p., ADA-085 398, 10 soit.

rota.S
34-3450

02
2
ESTIMATING COSTS OF ICE DAMAGE TO FRI.
VATE SHOREL.INE STRUCTURES ON GREAT
LAKES CONNECTING CHANNELS.
CareY, ILL, May 1980, 33p., ADA-089 78 1.
S

FROZEN GROUND, PROJECTILE PENETRATION, SOLUTIONS, EXPERIMENTATION.
This soprensthe results of a boratory
ftos~r progra
=e
to eerntheapiaiiy
sutoato projectile snautions in frozen soils.
tThe
test propiam consisted cifiin small caliber cyindrical -'
tile into frozen soilwp
tagt
. P
types of 7.9.=~d~
projectiles were tested.
two with a hemispherical nose
the other two flat-nosed, with both long (lenothdismter- +
4) and short (LID- 2) versions of ecb nose shap e.
o
unot depth versus impact velcit data arUsentad.
Coinpt5i
of the data iniaethat a I==5t5 prjctl
al efficient penetrator than oneofqal weight with
07 emslercal nose.
A small increaae in resance to
Peneit
is observed for an increased LID ratio.

50
STRUCTURES, DAMAGE, ICE LOADS, IMPACT
STRENGTH, ICE PRESSURE, ICE NAVIGATION, COST ANALYSIS.
The possible extension of the navigation season through
the entire winter or a portion thereof kms been uinder considerstion for the Greow Liktes sod the St. lwrec Sewy
for a nmbe of years.
To balance the beeis
acots
of such an stensisn it is ecmrtodetermnine the damage
costs to shore structures that mgtrsut from ice loosened
by dhi passage.
This pape is concerned with the interconnectingl channels of the Lakes where there is estimatedi to
he 181,000,000 (1976 dollars) worth of small, private. vulnera.
rctrs

Korbonen, C., et a], Mar. 1980, 3 1p., ADA-084 279,
SR 8M1IhSsor
3 rota
DEICING A SATELLITE COMMUNICATION hsR 30-23rnew
Tobisason, W.
SONIG2N TE3LA
SRADOEH
ANTENNA.
34-3335
ICA INUPOR OFLTHE
H
ROOFS, MOISTURE TRANSFER, DETECTION, Hatiamoto, B., et a], Apr. 1980, 14p., ADA-085 397 HAILS, ANTARC
INRO PPORAM.TH
MEITEOS
ATARCFIED
B.
3.3.,
Pratt,
Gagnon,
INSU:
THERMAL
SPECTROSCOPY,
INFRARED
MTOIEFEDPORM
34-3451
LATION, MEASURING INSTRUMENTS.
We surveyed the rooft of seven buildings at Iow AFB ICE PREVENTION, ANTENNAS, SPACECRAFT, Kovacs, A., May 1980, 9p., ADA-086 858, 3 refs,
437
with a hand-held infrared scanner to detect wet insulation. PROTECTIVE COATINGS, HEATING, THERRADIO ECHO SOUNDINGS, GLACIER THICKWe med white spray paint to outline the wet area and MAL EFFECTS, POLYMERS.
took core samples of the built-up membrane and insulation los buildup on communication antenna dishe begin to cssNESS, GLACIER SURVEYS, ICE COVER THICKto verify, our findinags.
Flashing defects around penetrations signal reception problems when the thickness exceeds 0.64 NESS, POLLUTION, ANTARCTICA-ALLAN
and bordering walls appear to be the majo camse of the can (0.25 in.).
CIREL's opolyer osting, which reduces HILLS.
wet isulation found on thmse rook.
Since most problem
area e localized, we directed our repair recommendations
toward selvaging a much of each roof a is economically
-arl.

the adhesive force between iweand the costed surface, was
tested on antenna dish panels to bfaciitate ice remova
A
combination of the copolymer costing and heat proved to
be an effective method of removing ice from the panel.
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Radio-echo sounding messreenta made on Ross island
and in the Allan 11ills, Antarctica, indicate that radio-echio
sounding may offer the unique possibility of detecting a
burled meteorite in glacial ice.
The results slso reviele
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EVALUATION OF A
POST OCCUPANCY
REMOTE AUSTRALIAN COMMUNITY: SHAY

GAPAUSTRALIA.
Bechtel, L.B., et al, July 1980, 57p., ADA-089 675, 8

33
NEW HAMPSHIRE FIELD STUDIES OF MEMBRANE ENCAPSUTLATED SOIL LAYERS WITH

ADDITIVES.

4

Eaton, .A., et al. Au&~ 1980, 6p., 20 reds
redl.
3cr RL
35-t77"
IM7 GREENLAND ICE SHEEE PROGRASL Ledhetter, C.B.
PHASEC 1: CASING OPERATION.
35-2600
SOIL FREEZING, FROST PENETRATION, SOIL
Rand, ilL., June I9M, Ilp., ADA-089 69,5 ida.
URBAN PLANNING, HOUSES, BUILDINGS, STABILIZATION, SOIL WATER, FROST RESIST34485
SITE SURVEYS, ECOLOGY.
ANCE, PAVEMENTS, ADMIXTURES, LIMING,
ICE DRILLS, THERMAL DRILLS, GLACIOLO- APsON cpnyeauto (PE) wa md of Shay DESIGN.
GY. LININGS, GREENLAND.
subvaniro
inn community Mn.eser Australia.
Moa
Ths report describes the constrtiction, instrumentation, and
A mdifedCREL
ued t YEhai 5 so g hypthseswr tested with results favoring performance of membrane encapsulated aoililayer (MESL)
A teral ril ws
a se
t Yi
h
oiia
design.thraldil
Selectiug
a
-towat
surrounded
by
pavement test sections at the U.S. Army Cold Regiona Research
Greenland to drill a 11.75-fin.-diameter hole 251 ft deepfor hindeem~ed
stoesu byrsdnt.IK
and 11sofneeri Laboratory us Hanover, New Hampshire,
the installation dt a steel caig. Thisi activity a sc bl u of as~ liing micese
h
from
73 to 978.
Membrane encapsulated lol layer
construction involves iing awaterproof membrane to protect
A
centrally
more.
socilizle
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bydao
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drrltemfomidenItseae
theD~~as
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eeprllnfndcig
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desinkiai
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e, and the-ws
a thee
ocal the
process,
Most ofmoisture,6
these lower
gradeduring
soda
wel a ao esritio
th euimeniued
of th comniy
Bland of-ht interiors allowed arc froissuceptable in these godl, waer can be drawn to
residents to expres themselve wha en orsai.
Shay the freaing zone to form ice lenses, which in turn caus
SR 8025
Gap was a sucesfu deeip concept for communities designedheaving of the surface
Lime, flysab, and sodium chloride
hs
itmtra ro oecpuain
weeaddt.
ROOFS IN COLD REGION&- MARSON'S for remote sresw in either hot or cold regins
to add strength to the Ait, absorb
wereinororatedi
:
NE
EMON,
HAMSHIR.edities
ClA
SroRE
Tobisason, W., et al, June 1980, 13p., ADA-089 788.
exe ostr,
icrease its losd-supporti capabilities.
C.
R 95~Results
show that 1) the moisture content within the MESt.
35-975
DYNAMIC TESTING OF FREFED STESo
),ag
;t:
theiy= Jes
ROOFS, BITUMENS, COLD WEATHER PER- GAGES IN FROZN SOIjL
mae
v 88tmsa
uha the ietclmeral
FORMANCE.
Aitken, G.W., et a!, July 1980, 26p., ADA-089 676, 6 which wasencapsuated, 3) the limse-flyash-stabilized MESL
A reinforced, sigle-ply PVC membne was examined five r&had
twice the strength of the plai or salt-stabilized MESt.,
4) the sit with the sdtves had less frot heave within
yearsafter bein~ee
vralsy
moawVCmembrane was dtirty, poorly Alet
..
ihod
..
the NtESL than the entreated sit.
In summary, MESL's
drained and tittered with broken glass,as andscyt35-2601
abe coestructed
to perform
in cold
there
no flaws were evident on leeksreported.
Ev en t0 FROZEN GROUND MECHANICS, STRESSES, reoplacing
high quality
aggregatswellwhich
sreregons,
being deplee?
P the PVC was quite flexdile.
Diagonal wrinkies at a IMPACT TESTS, SHOCK WAVES, SOIL MEpsesp a l -wrattributed to wcrkmanshi othe obsa-- CHANqICS, WAVE PROPAGATION.
dions suggested that membrne shrinkagife
bad not occurred This report derbes an attempt to develop a prcdr
SR 3034
The membrane baa funictioned wall for five years and years
ya~ airto ffe-il
olsrs
medd DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF FOUNDAand
beiaodmopton
i apea
otod
l.
no method presented iesa drop- T7ONS IN AREAS OF DEEP SEASONAL FROST
typeimpat testing machine aod a smell, instrumented contain- AND PERMAFROST.
SR 8026
7rofso
hw velocity history of a shock pus applied Linell, K.A., at a!, Aug. 1980, 310 p., ADA-09 324,
WORKING GROUP ON ICE FORCES ON to the loll 5ample is measured sui th aple a
optd
Rofa. p.3073.3
STRUCTURES.
this value is then competed with dat obtained from 'strrn
z
0.
showed that LbcEF
The
results
Caretme, T., ed, June 1980, 146p., ADA-069 674, pagw embedded in the soil.
Ithe procedure is adequate for unfrozen soil, but for frozen 35-886
Re aim. For individual articles afe 35-508 sod the accuray in die
rment of c prealonal wave PILE STRUCTURES, FOUNDATIONS, PERMAthog
551.
velocity neeshto be increaseed
to obtasinuseful resul
FROST PRESERVATION, FROZEN GROUND
35-5w
MECHANICS, COLD WEATHER CONSTRUCICE PRESSURE, ICE LOADS, HYDRAULIC
TION, FROST PENETRATION, FROST ACTION,
STRUCTURES, DAMS, LOADS (FORCES), ICE SR 8-1FOTHAE
N IERN
,SI
E
SOLID INTERFACE, TEMPERATUJRE V ARIAa-iFOTHAE
NIERNSI
E
CHANICS, DESIGN.
TIONS, FLOATING ICE, ICE WEDGES, ICE REVIEW OF TECHNIQUES FOR MEASURING
This report presets engineering gudac for the design
MOISTURE IN SIMu.
SET.SOn.L
McKim, H.L., ct al, Aug. 1980,1lip., ADA-089 974, and construction of fouindtioins in area of deepseasonal
a developed up to the early 1970'L.
permafrost
frost and is
p.13-l7.
8 8-7Red.
SR 80-27Attention
given to basic considerations affecting foundation
designl,
xite invetgtos uvydtmpitcntuto
DYNAMICS OF NE4 AND N03 IN COPD Walsh I.E., Aion, D.N.
SOIL IRIGAEDITHROPEWA
ER.
35-976
cnieaosndmonitoring performance.
Included in
lakandar, LIL, et al, June 1980, 20p., ADA-Og 574 SOIL WATER, ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPER- the main text are 17 tables, 141 figures, and 213 selected
A bibography prseta45 additioalreferenes
TIES, TENSILE PROPERTIES, CLIMATIC FAC- refernc6 res
Parker, L.V., McDade, C., Atkinson, J., Edwards, A.P. TORS.
35-872
Recently there has beenan incressed interest in the in- SR 8035
WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER TREATMENT R situ measurement ostoooy
of soilgricultr
moisture content
in the area
of RESINS AND NON-PORTLAND CEMENTS
aenironmntal
stdies.
RIGATON,
HEMITRYNUTRENT
OIL
Y- t~
t~methods geneallay have limitations, depending upon FOR CONSTRUCTION IN THE COLD.
CLE, AGRICULTURE.
the tue of the dawsthat greatly, influence acquisition and Johnson, R., Sep. 1980, 19p., ADA-092 952, 6 refs.
This report 35-1725
The objctives of this field study were 1) to obtain information reliablity of the soflmoisturse determination
on the dynamic behavior of wastewateir NH14 and N03 discusses gravimetrie, nuclear, electromaignetic, tensiomsetric CEMENTS, COLD WEATHER CONSTRUCTION,
in isils, 2) to determine the relative abundance of NH4 Sodhygroscopic techniques and theadvane sod dissdvaCONSTRUCTION
MATERIALS,
RESINS,
and N03 in soils reevn
atwtr n )t
vlae tags of news the techniiquies.Empihasis is placed on POLYMERS
the seasona
effect ontefte Of wastewater N114 applied the temiometrit sodelcomgtitchqus
Tee
the potential
do supsynforato
A laboratory investigation was conducted to assiem
The study wntw mea=reent whnul
to soils in a stow infiltration system
ooind two on the weting sod drying sodi tr characteristic curves at somereis and non-portland cements for structural concrete
conducted using an on-going teatplot which
The reis investigated were urethane
osuemovement atlow temperatures.
soil types and was covered with forage,graos Samplesand thereb provide a men of trcn
(non-hydroplllfc) epoxy and pyeter, aswell ua polysulfide
were coliecltd in June and October to study the ssonal under field conditions in cold cilma tee.
poymr
wonnorld(modified) cements were also
The cocnrain of NHf4
effect on the dynamic of N.
The curability of the resins, when mixed with
tested.
and N03 in the soil reached a daily, quai-steady gtate
showed that they hadpotential for low temperafine aggregate,
coniion.
The seasonal eff"- on the relative amounte
ture tusein the following decreasing order. urethane, polyester.
SR 30.32
a( NH4 and N03 was simiiar but there was&Wy nm
Of the non-portland cement materials, mixed
N114 than N03.
Tme concentrations of bath 9 4and CHARACTERISTICS OF ICE IN WHITEFISH 5nd epx.
wee roil
ig a te urfcean dcrasd BAY AND ST. MARTS RIVER DURING JANU3a- ndvda neat slurries, one showed potential for low
N03insol
temperature use at -10 C (using 3.9 C wote).
onisen
hghr Cth sowmoemntART, FEBRUARY AND MARCH 19.
wit dpt,
wthth
Vance, G.P., AuS. 1980, 27p., ADA-089 950, 12 refs.
otn
nle
2
os n h ihrOfii
OkHin
SR 80-36
35-488
higher in the flnowtexture Charlton sit loam soil than.i
the coarsertexture Windsor sandy loam soil.
ICE BREAKING, ICE COVER THICKNESS, ICE IN4FILTRATION
CHARACtERISTICS
OF
COVER STRENGTH, FLEXURAL STRENGTH, SOILS AT APPLE VALLEY, MINN.; CLARENCE
53 W28~
ICE DENSITY, METAL ICE FRICTION, METAL CANNON DAM, MO; AND DEER CREEK LAKE,
ICE ADHESION TESTS ON COATINGS SUB. SNOW FRICTION, SNOW DENSITY, SNOW OHIO, LAND TREATMENT SITE.
Abele, G., at al, Oct. 1980,4 Ip., ADA 093 350,5 refa.
JECrED TO RAIN EROSION.
DEPTH, AIR TEMPERATURE.
Minsk L.D., July 1980, 14P., ADA-089 698.
Thsrpr rsnsdt nthe MI-scale trials of the U.S. McKim, H.L., Brockett, B.E., Ingersoll, J.
34-3484
CastGur IcebreserKtmat Bay, which was tested in 35-1726
ICE DHEIONICEPREENTI,
pateice that varied in thicitness from 10 to 33 in. (25.4 SOIL WATER MIGRATION, PERMEABILITY,
ICEADESIONICE PRVENTIN, PROTEC- to 13 2 cm) and-had a aona cover of I to 6 in. (2.54 SOLMCAI ,SEPGW SET ATE RAto 15.24 cm).
In January the average'
w SOLM CA ISSEPGW
TIVE COATINGS, HELICOPTERS, TESTS.
Screening tests to selectloephobic coatig displaying low -5C, snd the feflexural strength was f3,3,63 ib/s.ft (64
MENT, DENSITY (MASS /VOLUME), GRAVITY,
lo. release forces, both before and after exposure to rain kfa).
in March the averagetemperature was -2C and TESTS.
erasion in a whirling arm simulator, wereperformed on the ice flexural strength wrn 11,643 lb/st. It (560 kP&). Lare-ae.3to-idamernflrintsspove
y00cammercial matearIals. A unique linear rat specific wreht (density) of the ice was 0.894 I/cu realistic data for determining sodlinfiltration rates.
Tensiomlazr t apparats wasdesigned to provide pure em.
mhe specific weighs of the snow was in the ar e tars can beused to monitor the relative degree of saturation
shear forces.
No cost survived the erosion test to of 0.32 g/cm.
The coefficient of friction between the during the test.
At Apply Valley, Minnesota, the saturated
give as Interfaclsal riser sutra a low a 15 psi (103 ice/mnow end stel plte (coated anduncoated) varied from infiltration rate is moderately rapid, at Clarence Cannon
kP), an artitrily esailsdfnl.
(207lc
lwof00
i
h dynamic
ice onthe befta,,
the raesrng fo moderate
showd sow tregthsbeteen30
nd 4 pi (27ab
160oosingto .47for the staticcnof
caseof sow on a rusty and at Miout
Deer Creek Lake. Ohio, from moderately toslow,
slow so
310 klis) after rein erosion.
steel pleas.
slow.
SR 8024
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SPECIAL REPORTS

SR
SR 8-37
I
AND
SOILS
FIRE
OF A TUNDRA
EFFECTS
PL
T OMMU
T IES
AL
O ON
N SO
LSAND
PLANT COMMUNITI
ALONG AL
ALOP
IN TI, SEWARD PENINSULA, ALASKA.
Racine, C., Nov. 1980, 21p., ADA-094 6607, 21 ref.
35-2602mximu
TUNDRA, FIRES, DAMAGE, SOILS, PLANTS
(BOTANY), VEGETATION, SLOPES.
During smmer 1977, wildfires burned extensive areas of
The
low arctic tundra in the Seward Peninsula, Alsk
resmt study wai initiated in July 1978 to determine the
effects of these fires on tundra sils and vegetation.
Nine
10- a I-m permanent transects were established at regular
intervals alo; the toporapc grient of a burned hitaoe
in he cra Seward Pentisub, near Imuruk Lake.
Soi
and plant spies density and cover were
etersi
during July of bofth

9

Plant establishcomruction manager and an operations manager, we recorded, were fertilized at the beginning of the study.
spemalimag in meet wa periodically asmessed and yields were measured
engineers
Soviet
The leading
analysis
of the
thermal
regimeandofscientists
embankment dam on at the end of the study.
In the fertilizer study, N and
prmafroat were consulted, and the discusaions are summarized. P were shown to be limiting to leaf growth on this soil
Experimental facilities of institutes concerned with this que- Applications of P were the most beneficial for root growth.
tion also were inspected.
Needs for K were less evident, but it was required for
le
growth at the hier application rates of
The
greatest yields were recorded when all
OVERLAND FLOW: REMOVAL OF TOXIC three elements were applied, while at the lower application
VOLATILE ORGANICS.
rates only N and P were required to promote growth.
Jenkins, T.F., et al, Feb. 1981, 16p., ADA-097 576, 34 SR 81-o0
refs.
Lqggtt, D.C., Martel, C.J., Hare, H.E.
35-2581
WASTE TREATMENT, WATER TREATMENT,
FLOODING, LAND RECLAMATION, WATER
CMEMISTRY.

1 x 1-r plots on this slop

A
flowthe
system
studied trace
to determine
its small-scale
effectivenessoverland
in reducing
levelswas
of volatile
organic
Chlorinated primary wast wmar,
in municipal wastewater.
d
pots
various
at
surface
the
from
collected
water
THERMAL DIFIUSV1TY OF FROZEN SOIL.
runoff were analyzed by gas chromatography/ms p
Haynes, F.D., et al, Dec. 1980, 30p., ADA-094 605, 10 and
tromet using
pure and tp smple.
The results
indicated that overland flow was effective in reducing the
Carbee, D.L, VanPelt, D.J.
levels of these substances by 0-100% depending on the
35-2603
specific substance and the application rate.
The removal
The
FROZEN GROUND PHYSICS, THERMAL DIF- mechanism was found to follow first order kinetics.
FUSION, THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY, SPECIF- most likely mechanism to explain the observed behavior
results
of
the
experimental
Comperison
is volatilization.
IC HEAT, HEAT TRANSFER, TEMPERATURE with
theoretical prediction
s published models resulted
EFFECTS, DENSITY (MASS/VOLUME), SOIL in reasonable apeement considering the complexity of the
WATER, PERMAFROST PHYSICS.
system compared to the model systems
Knowlede of the thermal diffusivity of frozen soils is necessary SR 81-02
for transient heat transfer analysis.
The specific heat.
thermal conductivity and density for a sand, a silt and METHOD FOR COINCIDENTALLY DE'IERa clay were obtained experimentally and used to calculate MINING SOIL HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY
their thermal diffusivity.
These properties were measured AND MOISTURE RETENTION CHARACrERISover a ng of temperatures from -50 C to +45 C and TICS.
for moisture contents from dry to saturated.
The Ingersoll, J., Mar. 1981, lip., ADA-099 136, 3 refa.
of a differential scanning calorimeter for obtain
specific 35-3644
heat values was proven to be a rele t
SOIL WATER, WATER RETENTION, PERMEASR 80-39
BILITY, HYDRAULICS, CONDUCTION, DENSISTRUCTURAL EVALUATION OF POROUS TY (MASS/VOLUME), TENSILE PROPERTIES,
PAVEMENT TEST SECTIONS AT WALDEN GLACIAL DEPOSITS, EQUIPMENT.
POND STATE RESERVATION, CONCORD, A constant-head permeameter has been nodifed to Incude
the essential components of a Tempe cell moisture extractor.
MASSACHUSETTS.
Eaton, R.A., et al, Dec. 1980, 43p., ADA-094 606, 5 With this equipment, testfor saturated hydrauli cnduct
(permeability), unsaturated hydraulic conductivity and moirefa.
ture retention characteristics of the soil can be conducted
Marbanian, P.C.
the same soil sample.
The procedure can be used
35-2006
forUth absorption and desorption phe.
Test results
BITUMINOUS
CONCRETES,
PAVEMENTS, from four different soils (a gla till, fine sand, a sot
POROUS MATERIALS, BEARING STRENGTH, and a coarse sand) are presented.
The effects of dertyi
CONCRETE STRENGTH, STRUCTURAL ANAL- on hydraulic conductivity and moisture retention ch=racteriPERFORMANCE, tioi are shown.
COLD WEATHER
YSIS,
LOADS (FORCES), DEFORMATION, TESTS.
SR 91-03
This report prments the results of repeated load tests upon INVESTIGATION OF THE SNOW ADJACENT
various porous pavement teat sections constited in an TO DYE-2, GREENLAND.
overflow parking lot at Walden Pond State Reservation in Ueda, H.T., et al, Mar. 1981, 23p., ADA-099 139, 8
Concord. Massachusetts.
From the fall of 1977 to the reis
spring of 1979, the seasonal stvctirwai re '.5onses of the sections
were monitored with a repeated plate bering apparatus Gof, M.A., Nielsen, K.G.
SR 80-38

After the nrst set of fall and spring tests, some sections

were reconstructed because the asphalt concrete pavement
was not porous enough.
Test points were added or replaced
to accommodate the reconstructed sections.
Results show
that the dense asphalt concrete distributed the load over
a greater ares than the porous asphalt concrete, thicker
pavements were stronger for both dense and porous asphalt
c rt
concrete, and the deflection bcain depth and diameter chaned
proportionately
SR 80-40
BUILDING UNDER COLD CLIMATES AND ON
PERMAFROST; COLLECTION OF PAPERS
FROM A US-O IT
JIT
SM N R
LENINGRAD, USSR.
U.S.-Soviet Joint Seminar on Building under Cold Climates and on Permafrost, Leningrad, June 24-29,
1979, Dec. 1980, 365p., ADA-097 516, Refs. passim.
For individual papers see 35-1966
a Uinsa
through 35-1986.
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development,

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
COLD WEATHER CONSTRUCTION, BUILDD EMAFHR O
NETHOUS
INGS, PERMAFROST BENEATH STRUCTURES,
CLIMATIC FACTORS, MEETINGS.

35-3651

SNOW STRENGTH, COMPRESSIVE PROPERTIES, SNOW DENSITY, LOADS (FORCES),
SNOW DEPTH, DRILL CORE ANALYSIS.
Snowins
Snow samples from five 50-ft (15.2m) deep holes, augred
G entnd,
to were
the west
side of DEW
line Station
Dye-2 in
hantGred
investigated
for density
and uExamples
ompressive strength.
Forty-two percent of the recovered
cores were tested.
Ninety-three percent of the samples
The
tested had a length/diameter ratio greater than 2:1.
Sample endloding rate wa 2 in./min (1 mm/min).
effecE appeared to influence a high percentage of the failures.
The heavily disturbed nature of the material is evidenced
intewdlscattered values of density and strength wt
A minimum and maximum strength value of 31
depth.
pa (0.21 MPa) and 1065 ps (7.34 MPs) respectively were
obtained from a hole located 50 ft (15.2 m) from the structure.
Usina aapproch similar to that used prior to the Dye3 move in 1976, a safety factor exceeding 6.5 is obtained
a brittle bearing Uwe based on a maximum footing
design load of 2000 lb/sq rt (96 kPs).

SR 81-04
GROWTH ON A G VL SO
GREE
STUDIES.
Palazzo, A.J., et al, Mar. 1981, 8p., ADA-098 598, 9
refa.
Graham, J.M.
SR 80-41
EMBANKMENT DAMS ON PERMAFROST IN 35-3692
THE USSR.
GRASSES, GROWTH, SOIL STABILIZATION,
Johnson, T.C., et al, Dec. 1980, 59p., ADA-095 141, GRAVEL, NUTRIENT CYCLE.
24 refs.
Two greenhouse studies were performed with gravel soils
Sayles, F.H.
to determine the euirements tor titroen (N), phosphorus
(P), and potassim (K) for grs estblishment and to asess
35-2005
EARTH DAMS, PERMAFROST,
the estblshment performance of Is types of
grases.
The
fEMBANKertilizer study consisted of 30 treatmente, each repreenting
MENTS, THERMAL REGIME, USSR-SIBERIA.
a different combination of application rates of N, P. a
The report documents a study tour of the USSR to determine K. A seed mixture contsininge"Nugget" Kentucky bluepasa
the current practices in analyzing the thermal regime of "Pennlawn" red fescue, and annual ryegras was sown, and
embankment dams on permafrost and in application of these the plants were harvested 133 days after sowing.
Plant
practices in designing dams.
The results of visits to earth leaf and root weiglhts were measured, and soil samples were
and rockfill dams on permafrost in Siberia are summarized. analyzed for pH, P, K and soluble salts.
In the gram
Discussions with the designers of the dams, and with a study, 15 grasses were grown for 76 days.
All treatments
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UPPER OCEAN TEMPERATURF, SALINITY
AND DENSITY IN THE VICINITY OF ARCTIC
DRIFT STATION FPRAM 1, MARCH TO MAY
9
2
McPhee, M.G., Mar. 1981, Op., ADA-098 597, 2
ref1.
35-3706
OCEANOGRAPHY,
SALINITY, TEMPERATURE
(MASS/VOLUME),
DENSITY
GRADIENTS,
DRIFT STATIONS, ARCTIC OCEAN.
A program designed to measunre temperature and conductivity
in the upper 270 n of the Arctic Ocean within a 150km radis of Drift Station FRAM I is described, and data
in the form of profiles of temperature, salinity, and density
as functions of depth are presented for each of 104 cam
made with a portable, slf-contained conductivity-temperatureSeventy-five of the cast wer made
depth instrument.
away from the le station at sites reached by helicopter.
Details of asmpling pro edue, instrument cah'brtioM and
date organization are given.
SR 81-6
INTRODUCTION TO THE BASIC THERMODYNAMICS OF COLD CAPILLARY SYSTEMS.
Colbeck, S.C., Mar. 1981, 9p., ADA-099 138, 9 reft.
35-3712
THERMODYNAMICS, CAPILLARITY, FROZEN
GROUND THERMODYNAMICS, WET SNOW,
ICE CRYSTAL GROWTH, ENTHALPY, ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS).
The basic principles of phase equilibrium thermodynamics
are reviewed.
These principles me used to derive several
useful relations such as osmotic Preure and Kelvin's equation.
o f thermodynmsthec
a
Several examples are gie
grain growth in wet
ica to cold re
mow and capillary condensation in rocks.
SR 81-07
LABORATORY AND FIELD USE OF SOIL TENSIOMErERS ABOVE AND BELOW 0 DEG C.
Ineoll, J., Apr. 1981, 17p., ADA-101 561, 8 ref
35-3796
SOIL MECHANICS, SOIL WATER, WATER RETENTION, DENSITY (MASS/VOLUME), TENSILE PROPERTIES, FROST PENETRATION,
TEMPERATURE EFFECTS, MEASURING INn
nto
M e
Methods for using tensiometers in conjunction with moisture
retention characteristic curves for non-destructive soil water
measurements are presented for above- and below-freezing
situatios of eineerlnq interest.

Four methods for deter-

minins moisture retention charcteristics, three tensiometer
types, and several methods Of recording soil suction are
dscued.
Procedures for preparng modifying and installtensiometers for field use in cold climates are explained.
Several examples of moisture retention characteristics are
shown, including the effect of soil density on water retention.
of soil
ahead of and behind a frozen
soil zone are
alsotension
presented
SR 81_0
SUBLIMATION AND ITS CONTROL IN THE

CRREL PERMAFROST TUNNEL.

Johansen, N.I., May 1981. 12p., ADA-101 555, 3 refs.
hlcPCW~EW
35-3736
35-3736
SUBLIMATION, PERMAFROST PRESERVATION, DUST CONTROL
The U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engine
Labortory's permafrost tunnel at Fox, neat Fairbanks Alaska,
was used to investigate the sublimation process in permafrost
silt.
The rate of increase in thickness of the dried silt
layer from sublimation was found to be approximately 0,023
in. (00 cm) in I month and closely related to the relative
humidity in the tunnel.
Sublinmtion prevention studies
consisted of evaluation of various membranes to impede
the sublimation.
Ice was found to show promise as an
easily installed, effective membrane when applied as a fine
water mist and subsequently left to freeze.
SR 81-09
ICE JAM PROBLEMS AT OIL CITY, PENNSYLVANIA.
Deck, D.S., et al, May 1981. 19p., ADA-103 736, 9
refa.
Gooch, 0.
31
ICE JAMS, FLOOD CONTROL, ICE CONDI-

TIONS.

Oil City, Pennsylvania, is at the confluence of Oil Creek
and the Allegheny River.
The business district lies within
the flood plain of Oil Creek, and as o the winter of 1930,
25 ice jam flooding events had occurred since the mid-

sit
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Sit 81-14
An investigation wa doet dtrin h
im's.
LOSSES FROM THE FORT WAINWRIGHT
ORlCty was subject to perennial ice jaws and nearly binna
ice Jame
floods.
Ice conditions nor analyzed and it wasHETDSRB
IO
YTADESNTA
YSm
ETDSRB TO
By controlling
daemined bow and why the )ani occurred.
29
whose tho initial ice cover forms Oil Ciy's ice 'a floods PhtUIAplac, 0., at al, June 1981, p., ADA-103 741,
&r
co be afleultd .Ie control structures will be use
to encourage the early formation of ice cover and hence Willey W., Novick, M.A.
Thisawill greatly reduce the amount 3&-37i
fice.
elmhate bad
HEAT LOSS, ELECTRIC POWER, PIPELINES.
of ice which currently develops La botht Oil Cro an
the Allasgheny River.
STEAK4 THERMAL INSULATION, COMPUTER
APPLICATIONS, ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS).
Thisrort estimates the hat lowaefrom the heat dietribt ion
SR 61.10
Specific data an the
sytmat Fort Wainwright, Masks
REMIlNIMIZ
TO
FABIC INSTALLATION
ON AXIAYS AT - Wainwright heat and power plant are green and a
FLECION
CRAKIN
mZethod is then developed to calculate the heat losse haom
W i
RACKIGE N A
FHL SI
utildor systems, suchs As the cne at Fort Wanwight
Batoo, RA, et al, May 1981, 26p., ADA.-103 737, 2 buried
This method is programmeod for computer execution and
eatimastes mremade for the Port Wainwright system where
to&.
Possible
heat losses are found to be, 204,300 M~ft/yr.
Godfrey, R.
improvements to thesysterrito reduce heatileaes areexamined.
36-407
insulation
pipe
additional
of
cobisiations
possibl
(FRACTURING), Of the
CRACKING
RUNWAYS,
CON- investigated. the addition of 1 in. of insulatic~n to the steam
BITUMENS,
COUNTERMEASURS,
The results
favorable.
mad economically,
CRETE DURABILITY, CONCRETE STREGTH
STEN
TH aso =b the
thtInsulating
only the
generally lagw
nds in larger stilidora would be the ost Xcoo
tpesof
193 abrcs ereplaed n sctons
In
tou~s
Possible reductions in heat losses due
3ofThle D renln4,ostdy flavorapprah
of exwas
an
a AC2. oeda t iiiiimn5 to reue tettemperature are Aan given, As well s
theabliytt o fbrcs
for refinemeint of the redictions.
Bothfabrca soul
crakiiiIn
reflctio
5ereclimtes.
S 11
ne hita
trnt
ihiia
re& nd; blt n
INVFEIGATIONS: LAKE
Ocodilo~s.LMNOWOGICAL

SR 81-10
BOTTOM HEAT TRANSFER TO WATER B07 L
ITR
ISI
ONeil K., at a1, Sep. 1981, &p., ADA.106-977.

FT. 5: PHOSKOOCANUSA, MONTANA.
PHORUS CHEMISTRY OF SEDIMENTS.
SR 81.11
METHOD FOR MEASURING BASH ICE lakandar, ILK, at a] July 1981, 9p., ADA- 107 049, 13
re&a
THICKNESS WITH IMWPULSE RADAR.
Martinson, CR., et al, June 1981, 10p., ADA- 103 738, Shukla, S.S.
36- 1122
3 reEL
DEPOSITS,
LACUSTINE
LIMNOLOGY,
Dean, A.M., Jr.

teprtue

~

36-377
ICE FLOES, ICE COVER THICKNESS, LAKE ICE,
RADAR ECHOES.
During March 1980 a subscurface impulse radrsytmwas
utrto
succesfally aed an board a U.S. Coast Gur
mesr brash ic thicknes in the Great Lakes.
Manual
ice thiknes measurements were mae in the test are to
calibrate the radar data and to determine radar rawg settIngs
Radar-collected dat were recorded on magnetic tape and
late played back to a graphic recorder for interpretation.
Most of the usable date were collected when the ship's
speed was 3-4 knots
SR8-12either
SR3-2have
SEVEN-YEAR PERFORMANCE OF CRREL
SLOW.RATE LAND TREATMENT PROTOTYPES.
Jenkins, T.F., ca , July 1981, 23p., ADA- 103 739, 6
refs
Palazzo, A.J., Schumacher, P.W., Hare, H.E., Butler,
P.L, Diener, C.J., Graham, J.M.
36-776
WASTE TREATMENT, WATER TREATMENT
LAND RECLAMATION, WATER CHEMISTRY,
NUTRIENT CYCLE, STATISTICAL ANALYSIS,
SOIL WATER.
.
A set of six outdoor, slow-rate land treatment prot

36-972
WATER TEMPERATURE, FREEZING POINTS,
HEAT FLUX HEAT TRANSFER, BOTTOM
SEDIMENT, UIMNOLOGY, LAKES, PONDS,
WINTER.
In many surface waow bodies, water temperature closely
Tis ien that warmer
follows Ambient Airtemperature.
The extent
water in winter abeaba best fromt below.
cstrined by the fact
and pattern of wite hem
not fall below tefreezin
that thwewater tenpertu=
On the basia ofa few simple assumptions, governing
point.
equations are solved here pertaining to heamflow in bottom
The results are presented in general nondimensedimenta.
Thiese allow estimation of water/sedient
sionalized curves.
heat anu for any particular cast, given truncation of the
The fcf
wate temperature curve at the freezing point.
must supply pertinent yearty air temperature mean and amplitude of variation, toether with the thermal difflarsvity for
the bottom material. The governing equations are solved
using a higher order finite element method which solves
directly for temperwaur gradients and hence for heat flux.
Thus the method provides particularly Accurate flux values
The results Illustrate in detail hew
at high efficiency.
winter water heat gain At los in cases where mean sor

r lowe.

SR 81.19
MIZEXE-A PROGRAM FOR MESOSC&LE AIR-

ICE-OCEAN INTERACTION; EXPERIMENTS
1. REIN ARCTIC MARGINAL ICE ZONES.
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION, BOTTOM SEDI- SEARCH STRATEGY.
046,
59
20p.,
ADA-l107
June
1981,
P.,
ed,
Wadhama,
MENT.
This stud chracterizes the sediments from Lake Koocanana refa.
(Libby Dam reservoir), Montana, in terms of their ability Martin, S., ad, Johazinessen, O.M., ad, Hibler, W.D.,
to sorb, and release P. Sediment samples weecollected III, ad, Campbell, W.J., Cd.
At 12 sttin locate between the U.S.-Can'sdion border 36- 1310
,
and Libby Dam (42 miles downstream of the border) during IC ARINE A ECEW TRNERA
EFC,
ECEW TRN
July 1971. The sediments from Lake Koocanua are calcare-IC AnIN EF
ICE EDGE, SEA ICE DISTRIBUTION, REot. low in organic Mate (< 2.3%), and have a ailt
Most Ofthe P Associated wit SEARCH PROJECTS, CLIMATIC FACTORS, SEA
loam or loamntexture.
these sediments was in the inorganic form (> 80%), which WATER, WATER TEMPERATURE.
was highly correlated (r=0.49) with oxalate extractable Pe Thin document describes the resesrch strategy for A series
The
in thel sediment
Sorption toots, with concentrations of of mesocalde stuie of Arctic marginal ice cones.
Ior
aP/
sediments, showed that these sediments main goal of this profram is to gain a better undersanding
oftheprocessesoccummgat th cke oma
These processes
limited A V to sorb Additional P from cocntae
The maximum amount sorbed at the lower are relevant to climate, weather forecasting. petrolum exploresoluns
-nanprodution. marine transportation, naval operations,
P oonenrtions was 67% of( the added P and was ighl
in Addition hfIZEX will aid
De and commercial fisheries.
correlae with oxalate extractable Fe in the sediments.
sorption studies showed that very emall amounts of both in deterning what modifications to existing ice-ocean-atmth rgial bound P (I to 2%) And the added P (< sphseric models are needed for better predicton near the
6.%) erereleased.
Conclusion: the sediments in Lake ice margin
Koocam act as a P ask.
SR 81-16
PROCEEDINGS OP THEINTERNATIONAL SOCIETY FOR TERRAIN-VEHICLE SYSTEMS SR 81-20
MINE/COUNTERMINE PROBLEMS DURING
WORKSHOP ON SNOW TRAC7ION ?ME(3ANa'
WINTER WARFARE. FINAL REPORT OF A
ICS, ALTA, UTAH, JAN. 29-FED. 2, 1979.
Harrison, W.L, ed, Jully 1981, '71p., ADA-106 972, WORKSHOP.
J, d e.191 3. A A1707
n
Fridvdulppnam3-31sim.i
Reft

n frv ,mil ndaa ar presented for the wastewater
apidto n the Percolate leaving the s-otsi rf.
AvRaE concentration, mass loading Andmasodp ets
removal of wastewater constituents are presented on a yery
Tabulations of crpproduction and nutient upae
basis.
Nuttblnesessumie
are also presented.
elation
by
t
a
frelative
plan up akede
remve byr
an the
andoterreova
mchnimsforniroenandphspors.

thr ugh36-97.
3641390EPLS
SNOW MECHANICS, SNOW COMPRESSION,
VEHICLE
TRAFFICABILMT ,
TRACTION,
WHEELS, TRACKED VEHICLES, MEETINGS,
MATH!EMATICAL MODELS.
.of
Thi71report reviews the state Of the Art Of snow tStiot
mechanics and presents the results of a limte fii ercs
that Allowed participants to observe, and practice current
A veil tes Prcd
t~ I SR 81-13
the workshop attedee "
M prime
OALMO EMTheI
N OALMOV
EFFCT
IE
EFFCTSOF
CE O N
MEN VI j)the
use recmmnddatosf
of parameters basic to the laws of Physica for
THE INLAND WATERWAYS.
teclassification of anow strength. and 2)the mseof veontLunardini V.J., at al. June 1981, 72p., ADA- 103 740, ed tracked and wheeled vehicles for snow strength measurementa.
31 refa
SR 81-17
Minsk. L.D., Phetteplace, 0.

36-939

Ashton, G.D.

MACROSCOPIC VIEW OF SNOW DEFORMA-

EXLOIES
OL9EA HR7EFO M
EFRM
W AHR
ECOD
ANCE, SNOW COVER EFFECT, BLASTING,
FROZEN GROUND, RESEARCH PROJECTS.
The possibility of modern warfare being waged under cold
weather conditions has rase questions about the effectiveness
itr
conventional and new mane systems d~ h
A workshop on mine/countermane winter wafae whl
t the U.S. Arm~Cold li'in
e
Research AndEngineering
Laoaoy 21-21 Oct
980. to deftne problem related
The designer, developer and user communito cold climates.
ties sent 22 representatves from 16 organizations outside
of CRREL
Discussion paper were prepaared by four
groups, covering emplacemeint or mines, mine performance.
The emnphadetectonofmnes,sandneutrlizaion of mines.
o the unu polms of the winter environment.
ss
that the Sper hS capability to conduct defensive
It
wadar during the summer but is not adequately prep"re
Test and research
for mine/tountermine winter warfare.
Ptu, n Ir cale o to
comentefr
eth
ror tlc
h
itrevironmet tadequatl
no
of~ro
new mine /countermine systeme. and to formulate
appropriate doctine for defensive winter warfare.

ICE COVER EFFECT, CHANNELS (WATER- TION UNDER A VEHICLE,
WAYS), COAL, FUEL TRANSPORT, LOCKS Richmond P.W., etal, July 1981, 20p., ADA-107 038,
10 refe
(WATERWAYS), MARINE TRANSPORTATION,
S. MANC,lajaell,0.Lwinterize
WEATERDAPRFO
M .
Basel
..
EFR
A CD
COLD WET E
Trhe part of the Inland Waterways which carie Wcant
36.1193
Coal and which may experience sg ifiat ieroblem in- SNOW DEFORMATION, SNOW COMPRESOhio, MOn~es
SION, LOADS (FORCES), VEHICLES, SNOW
Ale hey followig rieU rwtras
Aleisn,saws pper Missssipi and Ilinois.
ColS
12
12
transportation alnge these rivers may be locally interrupted DENSITY, STRESSES, SNOW COMPACTION, S
POTrHOLE PRIMER-A PUBLIC ADMINISfor priods u to3dasomoeeey areofie TESTS.
RTA D GA D
Ists
flacilitie, navigation channels. and In this report the deformation of snow under a vehicle TR TRS UIE OUN
Colhndling
For anow with an initial density of less MANAGING THE POTHOLE PROBLEM.
lokAnd dam ait.s along the ice prone rivers were surveyed la discussed.
than 0.45 Mg/cu m, load transfer through shallow snow Eaton, R.A., at al, Sep. 1981, 24p., ADA- 107 294, 1I
bvisit ortelephone to scertain the scope of the ice prolem.
ay
n interfacial boundary force. ret.
ice Asa barrier to increased coal moemnt is shown to be Attenuated
-wiprtneof
weso
the existence of a dety Joubemt R.H., Wright, B.A.
on the waterways studied manifsts itself differently for each Evidenc is prseted that
link of the flow system
in order of importance the distribution intedeformed are.
Results of a laboratory 3&.1114
ice will affect the navigation channels, locks and dams, plate-sinkage teat on sintered snow supr hsAnalysis'PVM NS
DE CTR
A
ITANE
R A
EET,
The coal Mlaximum values obtained for the intefaiabudr force PV MNS
and finally the coal loading/unloading facilities.
handling facilities will not be significantly slowed down by range from 1355 to 2670 N when the average desty of NANCE, FREEZE THAW CYCLES, DAMAGE,
FATIGUE.
the deformed are is About 0.5 Mg/cu m.
ice problem Associated with winter navigation
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SURFACE DRAINAGE DESIGN FOR AIRFIZLDS AND HELIOPORTS IN ARCTIC AND SUBARCTIC REGIONS.
Lohbcz, E.F., et al, Sep. 1981, 56p., ADA-107 293,40
rok

Eff, L.S.

SR 81-26
rolling resistance, traction, snow strength measuremmnt. soil
IDENTIFYING AND DETERMINING H L-strength measuerement, termsinaalogo, vehicle models. and
EAO the overall topic ofv eice mobility.
Itis not compeh 1siv
CARBONS IN WATER USING GAS CHROMA- bu egini a abouj 19 and ends in 193.
The EuB p
TOGRAPHY.
iserw
locking because much of this meria an
LeotD.C., Oct. 1981, 13P., ADA-108 345, 50 refis. accnie by .stmputerized literature sarchln, which ws
mechamasm used for compling this bibbiography
364749the

WASTES, WATER CHEMISTRY, HYDROCAR-

SR 81.30

DONS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS.
PRDCN
WHELE
VEHICLE MOIT7I
Since the disoovery that chloroform and other haloorms RESISTANCE IN SHALLOW SNOW.
ar rduced drn
ar chlorination, methods have been Blaisdll, G.L., Dec. 1981, 18p., ADA-147 117, 14
nede fo thir
andysis.
This reor describes
m
application of the mutil eqilibration headoace technique 39-872
Thi method
fMAr
or thi eteintion of halocarbons in water
certain advantamoe solvent exatann so duv
RUBBER SNOW FRICTION, SNOW COMFACtechniques
greater sensitivity because of TION, VEHICLE WHEELS, SNOW DEPTH,
tteratios.
It is simpler SNOW COVER EFFECT, TRLAFFICABILITY,
and howe than purge and a and resin sorption methods VEOCITY, FOIRECASTINGI, MATHEMATICAL
and gvsmr nomto
opudIett
OES
snl edpc nlss becam
ae~n -as/imiid
a t tan
y os A ELSrv. n houhmwi euie oepn
amdeerind tprtensly. ThC methd is absolte
A veil rvln truhso-reurdt
xoa
iuike soivent extraction, resin sorption, purge and trap,
grae5mui
.. h
which
standard on a rigid surface.
Veually, this energY
ffemo a
adito tozcorc fo
eovr.
Te mse be explained by the formeatf a rut.
aione mpt
SR 81-23
the technique to analyze=m =
water samples for have besen mae in the pest to eqaethe energy of cmato
oee~ayfhpoiu
ELECTROMAGNETIC SUBSURFACE MEAS- halodorms revealed a potential polmin their analysis. to vehiclemoineitne
Halofrine continued to form for 4horeven after destfuc- models use information gatiered through the application
UREN[ENTS.
-- k
device) to predict
Maximum halo- of a vertica force (with a
ton of chlorine residdas with thiosulfate.
Dun, A.M., Jr., Oct 1981, 19P., ADA-108 192.
betwean tmw ctconcentration were observed in tmehlorinted sampler th horizontal moio
3137form
ICE COVER, PROFILES, ELECTROMAGNETIC
.a
edpaction
and vehicle motion resistnce, a vectorial anslyt
PROSPECTING, AIRBORNE RADAR, SUDGLA- SR 81-27
of compaction by a wheel is performed.
A method for
eih n owr
CIAL OBSERVATIONS, REMOTE SENSING, ICE SYNOPTIC METEOROLOGY DURING THE sepratnth c opciondet eil
ed
wo
ml-eerteods
ompion)
orc
br
ofhrung
ftiza
c
FIELD
EitpERIMENT.
SNOW-ONE
BOTTOM SURFACE, FRAZIL ICE, ICE JAMS,
PERMAFROST, OIL SPILLS.
Bileflo, M.A., Nov. 1981, 55p., ADA-109 080,3 reft. data am rpsd o h calculation of vehicle mto
In 1974 personnel at the U.S. Army Cold Regions Research 36-1821
resistance inshllw Now
and Engineering Laboratory (CRREL) began using an imus
SYNOPT1C METEOROLOGY, METEOROLOGI- SR 81-31
radar System to profile accumulation of lee forms.
Through CAL DATA, SNOALI
MEASURING IN-.
O FM ITR
URE:RSRECN
MA
RELDCEfiel experience the "ystem has been modified so that it SRM N ,MAP
G.RO
GMOAGEURENSURE FI
can be effeoctively med as a profiling system, in a ground SRM NS
A~N -TRGRGGEIRFED
ACIS
TEE, NA.
or irore
cnfguatinincetain highnois envrnmns The daily tmaercpressure system and weather frs
The system can penetrate fresh water and media with a that taversed o
nocrtheastern United States dining the Tobisso, W., et al, Desc. 1981,18~p., ADA-11O 135,
hihwater content.
For insance, frxland brash ice SNOW-ONE Field Experimnent from 11 January through 6 rots
This experiment i
accumulations with approximately 50% water have been pro. 20 February 1981 am summarized
As a result of the the first in a planned series of measurements to study the CoutermaWI B.A., Oregiormx A.
fiod to a ethof 25 to 35 ft
CRREL ind~ainthe system has foumd extensive and influence of atmospheric obk-rats on electr-optical system 36-2430
varied appliain assa low-level remote sensing to
Apprfomace
tMe analysis of the large,,scale synoptic pat- ROOFS,
WATERPROOFING,
MOISTURE,
(nluding
.cuuain
Ie tarn dhat developed during the field test peidcntttsTHERMAL INSULATION, WEITABILITY, BrTUplcaioa
nlue roiln ice
jam),rierbesshetic,
erafos, uburacwie mosses, a critical component Ofthe research pr
Tam
he weathe MENS, INFRARED EQUIPMENT, DRAINS,
rive bank rvmeto through arentrained water, snow coy- diring the nessuremant period incue
-an aiyTEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT MEASURJanuary ws one of the dis
Limited laoaoy high temperature records.
ersa, ice, icebergs, and pat bogls.
work has slso shown that the =mpus raa yse
a
and February was one of the we-s -moserved.
e- e
These ING INSTRUMENTS
be able to detect oil and ga unei mie
Selected condition were caused in part by two high pressure cells An insulated roof with a badly blistered birruninous builtup
applications and data are presented.
Snce It has been and two major low p -in syarrn that crosse the regics, membrane was surveyed with a hand-held infrared cmr
used mainly for research, the CRREL system needs further One of these lows brought warm air and heavy rain to to locat areas of wet Insulaton.
Several thermal pateI
development to make it useful to operational units.
Addi- New England, and the other produced significant snowfall were observed.
Core saples were tae to determine
tional development of hardware and sofiwame is recommended, in northern Vermont.
m tuecontents.
Core samples verified that me thermal
by the increased thickmn of bitumen.
anmaywas caused were
SR 8I-28
Alohranomalies
caused by wet rethaneperllte cowSITE SELECTION MXIHIODOLOGY FOR THE Polite insulaton
Some insulation boards contained much
SR 31-24
than at the center, bet ohms
moisture
near
the
edges
more
LAND TREATMENT OF WASTEWATER.
SITE INVESTIGATIONS AND SUBMARINE
7
Dramatically different thermal
eemmuiomywet.
D-0 :6
tl o.18,4.
yn
MEHNC
.. NPLRRGOS
SOIL~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
SOILMECANIS
EGIO
I POAR
S.
p.,ADAOS
36,R~. pattern resulted.
A few nucea and copecltoL.oe reafings,
4yan
6 4 JR, ealNov 198,
Chamberlain, E.J., Oct. 1981, i~p., ADA-108 269,44 p - 9.
taken for coparso purposes, showed that extra bitumen
refs.
Lo
kRC.
adversely affcts such senin methods.
Became of the
36-1644
3R15
amount of wet insulation and the condition of thesmembram
SUBSEA PERMAFROST, SOIL MECHANICS, WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER TREATMENT, both should be removed.
The new roofn system for
this building should have internal drama and be provided
FROZEN GROUND MECHANICS, OCEAN DOT- LAND RECLAMATION, SITE ACCESSIBILITY.
TOM, OFFSHORE DRILLING, OFFSHORE A methodology is pented that covers faets of site selection with a sloped surface
STRUCTURES, SITE SURVEYS, POLAR RE- from preliminary screening to field dat acquisition for the SR 31-32
COLD-START
CARBON
eprto
fafla deal"n for a land treatment syse.
AUTOMOTIVE
GIONS, BEAUFORT SEA.
stucures ol r
ab baic asumption uneryigthe methodology is an ap- MONOXIDE EMISSIONS AND PREHEATER
pr,oiloduction-~
and
in heAlaka
BeufrtSa will require carefuj site invseige, prosh to site selection inwhc the entire study Are is EVALUATION.
dion and evaiuation of submarine soil mechanics.
Ie- investigated for potential sites while onsid". Lhe wole Coutt, H.I., Dec. 1951, 37p., ADA- 112 170, 7 re&
extensive 3-7
Due to
spectum of land treatment processes.
bounded permafrost occur widely under the Beaufort Se
625
naure of such a stdseveral iteratloes are required t
ipmt
flor. ts ngieeingproertse~
COLD
VEHICLES,
STARTERS,
feasile sr ad lan tretmen alternatives. ENGINE
most~b
deOfis thehor
Level I WEATHER OPERATION, AIR POLLUTION,
wpresented in three
Th
Me uwb
osvsfrcdu
occur
an nefwiel iso
fiessiblift of Implementingland treatment TEMPERATURE EFFECITS.
igartificial islands.
Sites shouldi be selected to avoid feorater
Ic-rchpemarot hebrto= tast may need to be
teaw
Tebu~m~
Fairbanks and Anchorage, Alska, experience high wintertime
to
he etrmie
otn-~hsurd o thw oosli
rted fon re
we defined- and available land areas ame abnt Ievel of carbon monoxd (C).
Emissioes fo
caonuctd
-eknn.
a
a their suitabiity for land treatment boase n topogra-'toeaumobile
"nins in cold weather am thought to
de4an-eknn6-&.
characteristics.
A be a 3im
ore
0.
A uniaie rcdr
o
R' "=fo
siable level I site candidate
In
soau
COw a qusveoetaiveroedarurenfor
T1hedeoor is low
oswri~e
in
level II site analysis.
r
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SR 81-25
ures. Thenopefoma ofengine
amin tepea soafntnofoktmetsvrl
of soil/waste interaction that consider
on an evaluation
FOUNDATIONS OF STRUCTURES IN POLAR based
rep=aeto limiting soil conditions.
A cost-effectiveness preheatere in reuigthe startup COsat the various soak
WATERS.
evjsinof wast treatment alternatives and site candidates times madtemperatures was estimated.
The date scatter
Chamberlain, E.J., Oct. 1981, 16p., ADA-lO0S 344, 29 is developed in level U.
The most cost-effective site was too great to draw any firm conebos, however, the
ret,
candidate is then selected for intensive level Il Soeldinveatge- length of cold-soak time appeared to have a stronger elect
36-1410
tires
Data acquired in the level ill field investigations on cold-start CO emission than did sok temperatures (0
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES, FOUNDATIONS,
w I desemine the design requirements of the land treatment to .3C)a
to no. preheat, continuous preheat
sok can reduce the cold-start
during ancod
STRUCTURES,
OFFSHORE "aen
HYDRAULIC
CO emissions by 20 to 90%,
DRILLING, ARTIFICIAL ISLANDS, ICE LOADS, SR 812
SR 81-33
SUBSEA PERMAFROST, SEA ICE, SEASONAL MOBILIT BIBLIOGRAPHY.
36-974
AIRPORTS, SURFACE DRAINAGE ROAD ICING, PERMAFROST DISTRIBUTrION, COLD
WEATER
ONSRUCION
DEIGN
ILIWEIATHEVRCONSETUCTION
,
INuCR17
EUOT
ERI, ENGIRNE NTAL
EUENINERIG.has
This
prsnt nineig udnc n d
trla
facilitieWsat Ary andAi Force airlields end
heiotnarctic ad subarctic region.
Alenton is
given to hydrologic criteria, kcings, environmental impact,
atorm drains and desig computer programs.
A
eample and a list of 40 refeences are included in two
appendixes.
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FREEZE THAW, PILE STRUCTURES, SITE SUR.
VEYS, BEAUFORT SEA.
Artificial islands and gravity- and p1le-foded tower used
for the epoainand prdcino itoemrsucs

in the Alaka Deufort Se wllbedairWcted-m
not found in more temperate waters. d o
of'O
ieththwins ofubses permafost, adssonajesing
and thawing all may came failure of the fonain t
To ensure the stability of foundation
these structures.
and fill structure, special precautions must be taken in
g the engineering properties of
and evaluatind=
adfill maeil.off-road

Liston, N., comp, Nov. 1981, 313p., ADA-1OS 228.
Hutt, M., comp, White, L, comp.
36-1491
TRAFFICABILITY, VEHICLES, BIBLIOGRA-

EFFECT OF SOIL TEMPERATURE AND PH ON
NITRIFICATION KINETICS IN SOILS RECEIVING A LOW LEVEL OF AMMONIUM ENRICHMNENT.

PHvS TRNSORATONtionVEICES
TRNSORATON
VEICE
AIR CUSHION VEHICLES, TRACKED VEHICLES, SNOW STRENGTH, SOIL STRENGTH.
This bibliography is an international compilation of literature
relating to terrain vehicles, amphibious vehicles, snow vehicles,
air cuhion vehicles, trackedi vehicles, wheeled vehicles, and
vehicles.
it alo covers the related aubleth of

PRkrLVt
,De.18,2pA
-12
7,
Rsf. V.17-20.
lk.noa, 1.K., Leggett, D.C.
36-2752
SOIL CHEMISTRY, SOIL TEMPERATURE, NUTRIENT CYCLE, WASTE TREATMENT, SOIL
MICROBIOLOGY.
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rau low e l of PRELIMINARY ASSECSSMENTOF THE NUTRIsmo iseeo deteme
trationsec
oftmatueo n nirfc-ENT FILM TECHNIQUE FOR WASTEWATER
pluosnitrate, and the number of autotropide moimnat TREATMENT.
1,..iizers we monitored periicallydun
Bouzoun, JR., et al, Mar. 1982,15~p., ADA-11S 425,
Themw*s a is& peiod prir to nit iplus-nitrate prdcin 12 refs.
at all temperatures, end the length ofthis lagi peio ws Paazzo, Aj.
--------'wt
t1004PW00011a
gsteo
36-3112
telw temperaturfe.
Te maimum rate of ntifiation WASTE TREATMENT, WATER TREATMENT,

ENGINEERING, PLANTS (BOTA~ARY
SANIT
appards aim
NY, ROWHSTATISTICAL ANALYSIS.
groing Doubsiet.
heWIF3 cuns oh"
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udarthdegrowth.
To stud the effect An experinmt ws conducted to determine the feasibility
tn ln grwt
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on nifcton kinetics, a amplsfo il
og a molar powered, seif-ree
*
plowtsving the same we
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ut different p~ts (4.5, 5.5. called the nutrient film tecbhniqu 0'%PI ',o treatema
primary efluen
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o mrm and efflumet (averag temperature, I1.IC).
sad spkedwit
.0)wer
P&M-k~o

e
ard
The
the rateaof nltite-plantaepouto
niaimm
at o ntrfiaton
wasratr tH 5.5 than
ammoonium,
at 4.5.
Unexpectedly rapid diapaac
nitrite and nitrate. caused by immobilization, obscured the
;eced effects of pH on the nitrification rat at the highest

SR 81-34
SEA ICE BUBBLE FORMATIONS IN THE BER.
ING SEA AND NORTON SOUND, ALASKA.
Kovacs, A., Dec. 1981, 23p., ADA- 113 773, 22 refs.
36-2841
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ainin this formoat
are included with thmeexception
tyhen
reut *
a7 fe mse it program whose
The report includes
data old out be proide n uses,
inotecrological flmurmtst mae&b CRiB and ASI,
LEIAPOL and AEL,
wa pmped ono=h elevated end of a s"ln waterproof snow chacterlzaison daa fromn
2-x4ritpyod ryadticldtn'tero
a Oidhetrics, NRL, APOL and Photometricetmllmtr ae
made by 1RL,and tre/
of reed cianarvgass.
The quatity of
efflentrenients
1mphtpandpo
The SNOW-ONEskgm dodat from Optimetrics.
was measurec: xx well - oumporatue, pHKtotal suspendied
solids, volatile suspended solids, BODS, total ni'-e, m Arm ExpeiUmt was the second in a planned series
Mapousp
ospt
conductedt by the Cold Regions Research and Engieering
mon nitrogen nitrate nitrogen, total
quantity
hatoay for the Directorate of Research and Develpmen
phosphorus, and tea coaliform oram.The
It wascodte
e nom th
.S ry Cores of Engineers.
was detrmi
and quality of the reed castygra
at CEATC. Jericho, Vermont fom 30 Nov. 1981 to 23
Msassaane are prose
samples taken from six harvests.
ad for DODS, total suspendedl solids, total ni
-- :-1 Feb. 1982.
nitrogen, tota phosphogust, adpohteThe
removal of several volatile trace
compounds wa
SR 82-09
determined ontospsrat d-ts
CIP
2-INCH FRAZIL ICE SAM[PLER.

PRESSURE RIDGES, ICE PRESSURE, SEA ICE,
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES, ICE LOADS, ICE SR8ICUNED IUCE OFFSHORIE PLANT GROWTH AND MLANAGEMENT FOR
FORMAIN,
DRILINGGRO
NDEDICE LOAING CE. WASTEWATER TpRATMN IN OVERLAND
fo
matoo
~tlage copat goned pFOidgeM
Sound and thbDrig Sea a dicssd
The fomd
Palazzo, AJ., Apr. 1982, 2 Ip., 25 ret.
periodicalty float ft and drift about, gouging the seabed.
T~her mas makes them a severe threat to both floating
and bottoen-founded structures in these waters.
SE 8-01Domestic
SR 8-01at

OVERVIEW OF MODELS USED IN LAND
TREATNMENT OF WASTEWATER.
Iskandar, I.E, Mar. 1982, 27p., ADA- 114 403, Ret,

SR31241
SNOW-ON-A; DATA REPORT.
64
Aitken, G.W., Cd, May 1982,
1p., ADD-068 569,
For selected papers see 37-1095 through 37-1107.
37-1094
SNOWFALL, SNOWSTORMS, SNOWFLAKES,
ELECMROMAGNETIC
PROPERTIES,
METEOROLOGICAL DATA, WAVE PROPAGATION, MILITARY OPERATION, VISIBILITY.
the SNOWT1his
report contains the data obtained defning
ONE-A Feld Ezperiment. AD of the datafutabl for

36-3113
WASTE TREATMENT, WATER TREATMENT,
LAND RECLAMATION, PLAN7TS (BOTANY),
GROWTH, GRASSES.
wstewater was applied over a four-yea ped
various rates to three overland flow test slopes to study
fbnr a rist growth and nutrient removal.
The anneal
5jpmtO
swo irgnadpopei
agdu o
k
*
a~inadutk fntinswr itmn&
tersiaTER
sothteecaagrsq
nnKetcybugt
wre0tema essen
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Rand, J.H., May 1982, Sp.
36-3744

FRAZIL ICE, SAMPLERS,
WEDDELL SEA.

ANTARCTICA-

The CRREL 2-inch fr=11 ice sampler as a tubular device
for obtaining undisturbed samples of harE i ce from beneath
Lodink
tce
Atliquid-.gt e at the bottom
of the sa
penthe
-le
Io oftlmj 1 ice
J wateorN
frmtet bwile teunit is being raised.
The sampler
was used for the first time in the floe in the Weddell
(Auth.
Sea Antarctica in austral summer, 1980-1981.
cood.)

SR 82-10
EVALUATING THE HEAT PUMP ALTERNATIVE FOR HEATING ENCLOSED WASTEWA-

p.22-27.
36-2910
LAND RECLAMATION, WASTE TREATMENT,
WATER TREATMENT, NUTRIENT CYCLE,
MATHEMATICAL MODELS, SOIL M[ICROBIOLOGY, SOIL WATER, SOIL CHEMISTRY.
This report sunmarites the state of the ait of the mdln
of wastewater renovation by land treatment.
7t models
discussed are clessified based on their use for planning, METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS CAUSING
site selectiont and cost analysis, and for predicting 1) water MAJOR ICE JAM FORMATION AND FLOODON THE OTTAUQUECHEE RIVER, VERand transformnsin soils, 2) nitrogen
transport
habImal
ad selt
tos,3
poslcestransport
and transport
transforamations,
4) viru ING
MONT.
movement in soils and *toxic metal and tre osnic Btes, I., et A, May 1982, 25p., ADA-1 16 386, 15
moveentin
ompres
sils he Thi reort
wenwhso
e
outputdaan
and
modelsas to their purpose, inm
wM.L
eo inldsaB
I diith
sttso
aidfc.
87
e
o , thdeln
lntretentcludes
setounrsac
3-7th
nwi o
oein adteten
wsetoeerch
wteae.ICE
JAMS, FLOODING, METEOROLOGICAL
FACTORS, ICE BREAKUP, RIVER ICE, RIVER
FLOW, PRECIPITATION (METEOROLOGY).
Sit 82-02
UNITED
STATES--VERMONT--OTTAUQUE TESTING SHAPED CHARGES IN UNFROZEN CHEE RIVER.
AND FROZEN SILT IN ALASKA.
This .opm discusses witertime meteorological conditions
Smith, N., Ma.18,
6.
DA 1 70
et
that ca induce rapid ice breakup, ice -ac formation and
These conditions, described for the
subsequent flooding.
7,2rt.
,
)
36-2742
Vermont, should berpenaie
River in
EXPLOSION EFFECTS, BLASTING, FROE OEOtauquechoe
ofthose for similar
unregulated
rive ytm nnrhr
GROUND STRENGTH, SOIL STRENGTH, temperate regions.
Summer flood c~ions ar-opared
BOREHOLES, TEMT.
to those during winter floods, when river Ice is the main
impediment to water flow.
Comparisons are made for
SR
tots=* tation, stage height and the synoptic meteorologica

TREATMENT FACILITIES IN COLD REGIONS.
Martel, C.i., et al, May 1982, 23p., ADA-1 16 385, 11

SECOND NATIONAL CHINESE CONFERENCE
ON PERMAFROST, LANZHOU, CHINA, 12-18
OCTOBER 1981,
Brown, J., et A Mar. 1982, 58p., ADA- 114 445.
Yen, Y.-C.

SR 82-12
EFFECTS OF INUNDATION ON SIX VARIETIES OF TURFGRASS.
Erhiach, F.H., et al May 1982, 25p., ADA-1 17 838,
Re&. p.17-25.

39-87 1
PERMAFROST,
FROZEN
GROUND,
RESEARCH
PROJECTS,
MEETINGS,
GEO-

CRYOLOGY, CHINA.

The Second National Chinese Conference on Permafrost
was sttended by the anthoss, and visits wer made to tw
research Institutes in Lanzhou, the Northwest institute of
the China Academy of Railway Sciences and the Institute
of Otaciology and Cryopedology.
Approximately too papers
were pented at the confenc and IS0 abstracts were
pubishd.
Thepaprswer prseted d"rn three sessions:
t)Detrbutonhsrcteistceand pormation of Frozen
Orud2DacPhyulco-Mechanlcel properties and proceases
In PonSoland 3) Rnglneerin Desig and Construction
in Permafrost.
Sixty-nine Institutions conducting frozen
ground research in China were topreonted.
it was planned
to preset selsatedi papers fromathis conference at the Fourth
ineatcu
1983.,
olrneonFrars nFibns
in16.teimportance

SR 82-07
MOISTURE DETECTION IN ROOFS WIT
CELLULAR PLASTIC INSULATION-WEST

POINT, NEW YORK AND MANCHESTER, NEW

nAMuuz.R

Korhonen, C., et &I,May 1982, 22p., ADA- 117 872,
6 ret
Coutermaralt, B.A.
36-3924
M ITR
DE CIO ,O
FSm
MOSUEDTCIN
OF, CELLULAR
PLASTICS, THERMAL INSULATION, THERMAL REGIME, INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHY.
New roofs with ceilular plstic insulation and a bituminous
built-up membrane wae surveyed with a hand-held infrared
camera to determine its effectiveness in detecting damp and
wet Insulation.
Wet area were found sod defined with
the help of 2-in.-dlam. core samples.
The resuits of the
teats showed the Infrared camera can he useful and effective
as an inspection tool within the time constraints of the
rfpie oe-ea warranty period.
The teot also underlined
of core samples for verification,.
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rek,

Plieteplace, G.E.
39-1259
ET
RCVRW

SE

HEA

TET

ET

RECERY
WASTE TREATMENT,
hM CS AN L
yStISAMNT
U PS OT NL

his reor preses a fiveetp prcedure for eveaag
h!et puop
the tecnia and c3ontmc fns"HdItfssw
to recover heat rm tr
stau '
poedr
is meantto beuseda1stthealty*~37 panglelbyegmeers
tc
are -nema with this technology.
An example
of the use of f N: madgnrlo% infoemation
:the
report reviews teoperationalI
ar prvie
hea puimps at wastewater plants oae
m"wne,nj;s"
a btn, Wiisoosmn, and vrtn, maine
S1 82.11
SNOWPACK PROFILE ANALYSIS USING RERCITHNSTON
TrACsnKED TH.Ma SE 82N 5pON.D - 7$93rf
rsn WL
a18,
D-173,3e
36-3925
SNOW SURVEY TOOLS, PROFILES, EQUIP.
MENT.
A method is pented for obtaining mnow profles for analysis.
The method and required=
eqimnt replc foane WOethoda
such as the -rearing bofr"tcnqeand the use of
dyes.

~.

Stark, ILL
36-4002
GRASSES, GROWTH, FLOODING, DAMAGE,
PLANT PHYSIOLOGY, TESTS.
Six cold-adapted grasses were given ten-day dark and inundabo tro
treatments.
Nugget Kentucky bugas~w
sellor gave xiitdtebet.
bluegrassadid welinga
e
eatowsurvil an
ac
brome survived the treatments w~hengown in silt soil, but
did not when grown on gravel si
. ioe
were reMne
rated by most of the grvases.
Root transverse sections
did not show any stress-related damage, but leaf sections
did.
The damg in the sections parailled that observed
macroscopicaily.
Electrophoretic, analysis for the paeoxidase
enzyme complex showed significant banding ptendiffercm before external damage ws visible.
This t cue
may prove to be a diagnostic tool for determining stres
dmg.
Seedlings of al
except sydaport bluegras
uvie
15-day inenda
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SR 82-11

SIR32-13

IMPROVING ELECIRC GROUNDING IN PROCEEDINGS OF A WORKSHOP ON THE
PR0ZNMATRILS
FRZE
TEIAS.PROPERTIES
M
OF SNOW, 8-10 APRIL 1911
Delaney, AJ., at 4 June 1982, 12p., ADA- 117 873, SNOWBIRD, UTAH.
14 rella.
Brown, RLL, ed, 1982, 135p., ADA-120 517, Refi.
Sellmsum, P.V., Arcane, S.A.
passim. Par Indvidual papers see 36-2530 dru

81 and 1981-82 soamatically show that use of amonomolecular
=
t he-adecanol, on the pond to
fu
sTeredi v,
7% is an immediate need
for a driver warning systemn when visibility is affected by
the ice log.

37-Si
36-2535 and 39-1718.
Includes committefe car
INESIGT-NS2LK
SRNO
IA
ELECTRICAL men's reott
PERMAFROST
PHYSICS,
KMOOCA
SA MONANA.IATO 3: B-AI
GROUNDING, ELECTRCAL RESISTIVITY, SA- Calbeck, S.C., ad, Yang, R.N., ad
TA
. PRT3BSI
M
O CN S
LINE SOILS, GRAIN SIZE, ELECTRIC CHARGE, 39-1717
1972-197L.
SNOW PHYSICS, SNOW SURVEYS, METAMOR- DATA, POST-IMPOUNDMENT,
FROZEN GROUND PHYSICS, TESTS.
7
This study shows that reesiance to ground of a simple PHISM _(SNOW), SNOW MECHANICS, SNOW Storm. P.C., et al Nov. 1932, 59 p., ADA- 124 454,38
vertical electrode in fromn fins-graned sall can be lowered ACMUAON,
SNOW OPTICS, SNOW rck
Bonde, T.J.H., Budh. R.M., Helms, J.W.
with a conductive ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES
In a hole boackflld
tbyplacingi
dt IMtmwe"e
perfoemed now Pair38-4090
LIMNOLOGY, LAKE WATER, WATER CHEMISTESTS
DURING
MIA
OBSCR1N
SR
sl
e
eire
wereAhb npeensiyfo
TRY, WATER POLLUTION, RESERVOIRS, RIVEICAENIOSCURNTALPT
iltr
WInNT
C
wer rgspladned cratted by det on
shnaedchain laedt f it.O
fo.
c
J.H1, Aug. 1982, 9p. ADD-068 594. 3 ret
ERS, STATISTICAL ANALYSIS, WASTE DISPOSls" to round of each elcaod
s-madeO
7
Theilfy
3 3
AJL,WATER TREATMENT, WATER TEMPERAT ESM NA
UNITED
AEROSOLS, SNOW COMPOSITION, SNOW TURE,
agsuu
of
an
by te tion gof~s a
sx m nt~sitr~~
pi~et SUFAC, AR PLLUION CHMICL POP.KOOCANUSA, LAKE.SAE-M N A A
Study of Lake Koocantum, Montana (the reservoir foemed
RAE, SMROKEGEERTIORS.EMCLRP
B poie
degree o imSUmn
and Zfow-hand Imthfethe
Conentatlusof
rthphsphteIllan IP2 oecrans
im
7 poundmnent or the Kootenai River by Libby Dam in
by this Whniqepewl Za
05zs'nsz and PWWA
ere muedn ofotohshtIIadI2osu
) a undertaken in 1972 as a continuatic of pre
hieyom:carusP
of
mokeadte
two inhre scen
.
71i
ptpeet
h water
tylnogia
am
Smlecnenrtoes of Ill and 11t2 decreased data compiled by the Corps of Engineers Ii97thoh
widfrom th e
mfwPit
r
98
AdditionIal information was provided by the British
cnetrations were all lowar than the anlb
a oumbia Ministry of Environment, Waste Msanagement
The data are
Branch, and the Wate Survey of Canada.
Quantities of smk elae
dtcinlmtof 0.15 mg/tSR 32-14
hazard to the public or environment.
Sn~owwas presented In tabu lfom
No analyses are included.
EVALUATION OF A SIMPLE MODEL FOR = oopoig
li
nisbssro
p
PREDICTING PHOSPHORUS REMOVAL BY whih t Ronie ah clsieannon-oainaigufceuo
SOILS DURING LAND TREATMENT OF WAS- SR 92.20
TEWATIR.
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF LITERATURE ON CHI- SR 32-24
Ryden, J.C., et al June 1982, 12p., ADA- 117 848, 35 NA'SGLACIERS AND PERMAFROST. PART 1: ENERGY CONSERVATION AT THE WEST DOV.
ret,
1938-1979.
ER, VERMONT, WATER POLLUTION CONSyera, L.E, Iskandar, LEK.
Shea J., ed, Sep. 1932, 44p., ADA-122 399.
TROL FACIL.ITY.
36-4092
Zhgmri. X, ed
Mariel, CJ., oi 4IINov. 1982, I~p., ADA-1 23 170, 4
WASTE TREATMENT, WATER TREATMENT, 37-231
ref.
SOIL CHEMISTRY, FORECASTING, LAND GLACIER SURVEYS, PERMAFROST, GLACI- Sagenit, B.C, Bronson, W.A.
RECLAMATION, MATHEMATICAL MODELS.
OLOGY, SNO-W SURVEYS, ICE SURVEYS, BIB- 37-2372
This repoti evaluates a simple P balance model to predict LIOGRAPHIES, AVALANCHES, MUDFLOWS, WATER TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION,
site longevity with respect to P removal during land treatment REMOTE SENSING,
MAPING
EW
ETRAMN,
ATE RAMNT
ENWAROETALT RECATN CTREAMNLP
0,IISP PE
The model as based on measured inut ANLS, CHINA
of wasterater
N L
,CS
ETLPOETO
NIO
and outputaof Pat the treatment site and on an estimate A AYICIA
of the p Mtorag capacity, of the soil profle.
Sorption Thin repor is a translation of a book received by USACRREL YSIS.
of p by three soils used for land treatment
inesd to s part of its cooperative program with the Institute of An
audit was conducted at the West Dover, Vermont,
th
opinmdlbsdo
a generalized iherm. Glaciology adCopoog, Acadeias Sinks Peoles
wa= =i
control facility.
Thei audit revealed that
Labratrysortio
tm wreuseid to predict P strg Republic of a fina. Th ilorpy
covers the following noainntpumping to the ladtreatment site, was the
capacity of the soil proffileat a solutionl P cnetain toploscthilciara by Ieographic rele.applied glaciology in- larst energy consumer.
As a result of the audit, five
equivalenit to that in the effluent anplied to the soi .eo
luding snow, avalanches, and river sce, permafrst Energ Consrvtion Opportunities 01EOQ Were evaluated.
sits(cr
site
), mud flows, and survey techniques including Three of the EC0%were recommended for implemesunaion,
two soil proffie the P balance model
5of an
pprximtel
21 vers
Th exstig
emote sensin 4 n isotope analyses.
A list these could result in annual savings of more that $6000.
of aprxmtl 0 and 210
Uo
oras sicue.7he
Ta remaining two ECOs were not recommended because
aWoed closely with insueeto of P enrichment based SR 82-21
of a large capital investment reqluired and a long payback
on amounts of NaGH-extractabl P and on tt.aamed soil LIMN0LOGI1CAL INVESTI[GATIONSLAKE lierod.
solution P ocnrtos
KOOCANUSA, MONTANA.
PART 1: PRE-IMPOUNDMENT STUDY, 19%7-1972.
Bonde, T.J.H.,
et 4l Oct. 1982, 184p., ADA- 119 632, SR 82-25
7
Refs. p. 6-78.
METHOD FOR MEASURING ENRICHED LEVELS OF DEUTERIUM IN SOIL WATER.
Bush, RM.
SR 32-15
phant, L.L, et al Nov. 1982,1l2p., ADA-123 070,
LIMNOLO)GICAL INVESTIGATIONS: LAKE L3MN1 LOGY LAEWAEDA SiWTR
ie
.P.
1
KOOCANUSA, MONTANA. PART 4: FACTORS PMOLTON, RAERVOIR, NUTRIENWATR Jekis,
38-4039 .. Tce AR
T-M NTANAVIS
STA
POLL UNIRE
CONTROLLING PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY.
943
E
19
328,STTSMOTN
ADA106p.,
1982,
4l
June
Woods, P.F., at
Ro1s1p328,3
KOOCANUSA, LAKE.
SOIL WATER. HYDROGEN, ISOTOPES, HEAVY
report documents the effects of the construction of WATER, SPECTROSCOPY, ACCURACY.
FalterC.Thi7
FalerCM.LibyDam
upon the water quality of the United States T1hisrepor describes procedures for asly
h~bydrogen
io37-173
porio of the Kootenai River during the pre-impoundment teratios.
Hydrogen is separated frocmliquid water or
BIOMASS, RESERVOIRS, LIMNOLOGY, DAMS, phase of a long-term water quality study.
Water quality
swter by reacting the water with heated uranium.
An
PHOTOSYNTHESIS, LAKE WATER, WATER prolilems during dam construction appeared to be restricted
ratp-mime
pectrometer determines the atomn
%deuteriTEMPERATURE.
to short-term increaseas in suspenided sediment and tturbidity um in the hydrogen to a precision of 0.0075.
Ways
Poatimpoiundment loadings of tota nitrogen and total phoo. which supprwessed the sqiistic in55ct pVulation in the river of upgrading thie mas spetrometer to obtain better precision
iue
Abomfyhg akrund concentrations amas
dontem
phorm delivered to Lake icnm
li 5 during the
chemical changes in wstr
a. d a"
stream, the Kooeenai Rive, were predicted tobelargen
d
loaeonn
plan
t
of tfetw%
to cause outrplhication of the lake; however, masuired aimnul
low
haat
risi
fo 197 thsrouhi 1075us elauey
upstream tributary to the river. Nutrioadings of nitrogen SR 82-26
RILLN
RAMN
Rylude SRSIDXT
and phosphorus wern found to be of sufficient
planto photoytheis was suppressed by phyia rnooi
euNrpEXcodtin fRELuowingAC04
The predominant flood-control function of to predict the development ofR'
calactors.
the reservoir necoaat&Ws substantial reductions in volume impouindmen~it sussestina that efforts in controlling nutrient COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND DATA FI[LES.
Berggren, P.A., ci al Nov. 1982, 65p., ADA- 12 3 172,
Thes large-scale water point sources be cotnud
during the autumn and winter.
Refs. p.56-65.
movements weakened the thermal structure of the reservoir. SR 82-22
L.
SUPPRESSION OF ICE FOG FROM THE FORT laadr
37-2373
WAINWRIGHT, ALASKA, COOLING POND.
Walker, ILE., et 4l Oct. 1982, 34p., ADA-123 069,28 WASTE TREATMENT, WATER TREATMENT,
LAND RECLAMATION, COMPTUER PROcr.
GRAMS.
SR 82-17
Brunner, W.
EPROCEEDINGS].
39.1729
Tis user's index is a directory for the computer programs
Snow Symposiumn, let, Hanover, NH, August 1981, ICE FOG, VISIBILITY, COUNTERMEASURES, and data flmes elp- at CR1 EL on land treatment of
Two computers are used, a Pime 400 located
June 1982, 324p., ADB-091 442, Refs. pasam. For PONDS, COOLING SYSTEMS, AIR TEMPERA- wsawater.
at CRREL and the Dartmouth Time Sharing System (DTSS)
individual papers see 40-1928 through 40-1946.
TURE, VEHICLES, ACCIDENTS.
located at Dartmouth College, Hanover, New Hampshire.
40-1927
Ice fogl near the Ft. Wainwright cooling pond cretes a The obijective of this directory is to allow users to locate
SNOW SURVEYS, SNOWFALL,
BLOWING visibility hazard.
Observations show a substantial reduction and use or request deaired programs of data fles to maintain
SNOW, MILITARY OPERATION, SNOW OP. in visibility along both privat and public roadways in the a permanent record of programs and data Walm
developed
T1hisreduction under the land treatment program, and to smist in technology
TICS, SNOW ACOUSTICS, TRANSMISSION, ptofhecooling pond's ice togplume.
Appendix A contains a hastof published papers
MEETINGS, SCATTERING, SNOW WATER in visibilty increases s the ambient air temperature decreases. transfer.
Viiiiywsless than 215 mn(700 It) on the Richardson and technical reports related to the computer programs and
EQUIVALEN 1, INFRARED RADIATION, VlSI- Hiha on the average of S days for earlt of the 3 data the data fiem
The pro am or file of concern is listed
B1LT.
yars.
Data collected during the winters of 1979-SO, 1910
at the end of each ciaton.
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SR82-27

SR 82-32
DEVELOPING A WATER WELL FOR THE ICE
BACKFILLING OF DYE-7
Rand, J.H., Dec. 1982, 19p., ADA-125 503, 11 refs.
391730
WATER SUPPLY, ICE MELTING, WELLS, LOGISTICS, GREENLAND.
38-4383
One proposs to extend the useful life of DEW Line Ice
WASTE TREATMENT, WATER TREATMENT, Cap Staton DYE-2 is to backfill the lower 50 feet of the
CHEMISTRY, NUTRIENT
CYCLE,
PLANT tr- enclour with ice.
This repor discsses a method
PHYSIOLOGY, WATER RETENTION.
by which 2.8 million ieoAs of watne would be s
An experiment was conducted to determine the feasiblity ofe1 e co mpoets, the.cot waldie gi eqe-io
of ming several plant species
in a pilotcale nutrient film mente to establish ruch a ystemi
techique (NFl) installation to further teatprimay-treated
effluent.
The reduction of biochemical oxygen demand,
total suspended solids, and nitrogen and phosphorus conoentratim by the NIT is distssed.
Tracer studies showed SR 82-33
that the hydraulic retention time of the wastewater in the INFRARED INSPECIION OF NEW ROOFS
NFT trays was inversely related to the wastewater plication Korhonen, C., Dec. 1982, 14p., ADA-125 502,9 refL
rate, and that for a given flow, plants with fine root ystem
37278
(such a reed canarygrass) had a much longer deaten3on
time than plants with coarse uberomus
rhizome, (such as ROOFS, MOISTURE DETECTION, INFRARED
cattails).
The DOD reduction could be described
u
PHOTOGRAPHY, THERMAL INSULATION,
the pig-flow reactor model with first-ord kinetics.
BUILDINGS.
The fesibilitycofuwinsritred cameras to detectwet insulation
SR 82-28
during the typical 1-yer warrty period for new Army
PHYSICAL PROPERTI[ES OF THE ICE COVER -06 was stdi"
Both ality to P- inu
and
OF THE GREENLAND SEA.
the mnner of weiing of insulationa were of nksor concerm.
Athoush some insulations take on moisture much slower
7
Weeks, W.F., Nov. 1982, 2 p., ADA-123 712, 3 ref
thatthe, 8 to 10 months usually isample time for moat
37-2374
insulations to absorb enough moisture to be detectable y
ICE PHYSICS, SEA ICE, ICE STRUCTURE, ICE an infrared camera.
However, the early sin of this
COMPOSITION, ICE MECHANICS, ICE FRIC- moistureasonse withthemfraredcameradfferwithinulation
Basiey boards of slower-wetting
TION, ICE ADHESION, ICE ELECTRICAL y
a
at their perimeters, o e
ICE THERMAL PROPERTIES, abo, bentfibrous insulations
tendtowet moreor lesuniforeas
RLPROPERTIES,
PAST ICE, PACK ICE, GREENLAND SEAL
An infrared camera is well suited for fin
the typcai4
There isvery little information available on the physical small and sometimes irregularly shaped wet areas on a new
properties of the ice cover of the Greenland Sea.
This roof.
A specification incorporating this technology should
perw reviews what is known about the differen types of be now tested,
toe that are believed to occur in this area
It also
disctm
how the internal structure and composition of these ice
masses may differ from those of the more extensively studied
ice of the Beaufort Sea and identifies gaps in the present SR 8341
knowledge of the properties of such ice mases (regrdle
USING THE DWOPER ROUTING MODEL TO
of places of origin).
Finally a strategy is outlined for SIMULATE RIVER FLOWS WITH ICE.
efficiently studying the properties of the ice in the Greenland Daly, S.F., et al, Jan. 1983, 19p., ADA-125 439, 10
Sea by combining structural and compositional characterization res.
with limited property determinations.
Ashton, G.D.
SR
82-3037-2487
SR 2-30RIVER FLOW,RIVER ICE, ICE COVER EFFECT,
BASELINE WATER QUALIT
M'EASURICEBOUND RIVERS, FLOODS, FLOW RATE,
MENTS AT SIX CORPS OF ENGINEERS MATHEMATICAL MODELS.
RSERVOI,
SUM e 198
The flow rotin model of the National Weather Service
Parker, LV., et al, Dec. 1982,55p., ADA125 440,13 entitled DWOPER (Dynamic Wave Operational Forecast
refa.
proarm)is
examined with repid to the modfictioreqns
"ed
Jenkins, T.F., Brockett, B.E., Butler, P.L, Cragin, J.H., to include the effect of river ice on the flow variables
Govoni, J.W., Keller, D.B.
of
water
level
and
Difculties
in
modeling
37-3495
the ice effects are
Example model output is
win the tranient effects introduced by impodRESERVOIRS, WATER CHEMISTRY, WATER
ion of removal of the ie cover m and othe
e uncovered
POLLUTION, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, WATER flow.
TEMPERATURE, SUSPENDED SEDIMENTS.
Water quality
inormation was collected at six reservoirs
PILOT-SCALE EVALUATION OF THE NUTRIENT FILM TECHNIQUE FOR WASTEWATER
TREATMENT.
Bouzoun, J.R., et 1, Nov. 1982, 34p., ADA-123 429,
12 re.
Diener, CJ., Butler, P.L.

SR 83-0
FROZEN SOIL CHARACTERISTICS THAT AFFECT LAND MINE FUNCTIONING.
Richmond, P.W., Apr. 1983, 18p., ADA-144 308, 10
ref.
39-96
MILITARY OPERATION, FROZEN GROUND
MECHANICS, EXPLOSION EFFECTS, LOADS
(FORCES), MINES (ORDNANCE), FREEZE
THAW CYCLES, STRESSES, FROZEN GROUND
TEMPERATURE,
TENSILE
PROPERTIES,
WATER CONTENT.
This report discusses the results of an experiment to determine
the effect of five factors on the load tranferedt
frozen soil to a buried land mine.
Thefive varia
examined were load, temperature, number of freeze-thaw
cycles, soil, and water cotent
Analysis of a half-fraction
factorial experment shows that no one variable can be used
u a predicto of mine functioning performance.

SR M-0

OPTM IZATION MODEL FOR LAND TREATMENT PLANNING, DESIGN AND OPERATION. PART 1. BACKGROUND AND LrATURE REVIEW.
Baron, J.A., et al, Apr. 1983, 35p., ADA-134 554,
Refs p.31-35.
Lynch, D.R, Iskandar, I.K
38-882
LAND RECLAMATION, WASTE TREATMENT,
WATER TREATMENT, MODELS, DESIGN, NUTRIENT CYCLE, SEASONAL VARIATIONS,
AGRICULTURE.
The material peited in PartI is intended to provide
night into the possible land aratmentpni obet es,
the status of land treatment research and i
tation,
the renovative processes that occur in the various components
of these sytems, and the potential for optimizing the configuration of tese components.
The structure and application
of nine models, which include methods to optimize the
regional planning, design and operation of slow-rat land
treatmentsystems,arebrieflydicussed.
General comments
follow on the overall stes of research in ln treatment
modeling and design and directions for future work.

SR03-07
.
OPTIMIZATION MODEL F702 LAND TREATMENT PLANNING, DESIGN AND OPERATION. PART 2. CASE STUDY.
Baron, J.A., et al,Apr. 1983, 30p., ADA-134 513, 14
refs,
L
Lynch, D.s., Iakandar, t.K.
38-883
WASTE TREATMENT, WATER TREATMENT,
LAND RECLAMATION, DESIGN, MODELS,
NUTRIENT CYCLE,AGRICULTURE.
A procedure to evaluate design and operating options for
SR 833
adfal f 9 1 h esror
duin tesume
included Rall Mountain in Jamaica, Vermont, Everett and CRREL INSTRUMENTED VEHICLE: HARD- nonlinear
optimization
model LTMOD is usedorate rte
Hopkinton-Elm Brook in Hopkinton, New Hampshire, North WARE AND SOFTWARE.
optimal opthmyopera
t(eudet
Hartland in North Hartland, Vermont, Stoughton Pond and Blaisdell, G.L., Jan. 1983, 75p., ADA-128 713.
terns)
ad todeh eopating
rems (enfsun plica
tions
a pertt.
NorthSprtefie)
tortdefineeld
optimal,
_(ombinaNorth Springfleid in North Springfield,
Vermont, and Townrtin
Town- 38-4041
tiona ofandstorage
capacity
anddesig
irrigation area).
The
model
shend in Townahend, Vermont. Field mealurements includ- TIRES, VEHICLES, LOADS (FORCES), SURFACE is applied to a hypothetical slow-rate land treatment system
ed temperature, pH, conductivity, dissolved oxygen, depth,
hmid
wit. forage crop, where the operation
Laboratory anyses PROPERTIES,TESTS,COMPUTER PROGRAMS, in cool,
and the point of visual extinction.
included determination of total suspended matter, turbidity, MEASURING
INSTRUMENTS,
MAINTE- and design of the system is constrained by the potential
for nitrogen renovation in the storage facility and in the
ity, amonium, nitrate, orthophophte, total phos- NANCE, VELOCITY.
soil-crop system.
The cost rroperties over the range of
phorus, total nitrogen, total organic carbon, heavy metals This report elves a detailed description of the CRREL Imtu- optimal design alternatives are examined to deduce some
(Zn, Pb, Cd and Cr), fecal coliforms, and chlorophyll a mentVelcle (CIV). The CIVisequi~pd with instrumenoeralcost
characteristics of slow-rate systems ranging from
tation to measure three mutually perpendicular forces actng
.Sto 10
at the interface between the font tires and any surface
SR 82-31
REERVOIR BANK EROSION CAUSED A D material.
addition.
accurate wheel
vehicle
peed.
and rear axle In
torque
are measured.
The and
vehicle
is eqipped
INFLUENCED BY ICE COVER.
for front-wheel, rer-wheel or four-wheel drive.
A dual
Gatto, L.W., Dec. 1982, 26p., ADA-124 508, Reft
brake system allows front-, rear- or four-wheel braking.
A SR 8308
p.20-26.
minicomputer-based data acquisition system is installed in OPTIMIZATION MODEL FOR LAND TREAT38-4040
the vehicle to control data gathrin and to process the MENT PLANNING, DESIGN AND OPERA3. MODEL DESCRIPTION AND
The software for data acquisition and manipulation TION. PART
BANKS (WATERWAYS), SOIL EROSION, ICE data.
USER'S GUIDE.
EROSION, RESERVOIRS, ICE COVER EFFECT, and the interfacing techniques reqred sre described.
EROSION, WATER LEVEL, BEACHES.
Baron, J.A.,
et al,Apr. 1983, 38p., ADA-134 461, 4
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the importance
ref
of reservoir bank erosion caused by an ice cover.
The SR 83-04
refa
evaluation isbased on a literature review and on inferences SNOW SYMPOSIUM 2;U.S. ARMY COLD RE- Lynch, D.R.
made from field observations and experience.
Very little GIONS RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING38-884
is known about the amount of reservoir bank erosion caused LABORATORY,
NEW HAMP WASTE TREATMENT, LAND RECLAMATION,
by the actions of an ice cover. althouju considerable
SHIRE, AUGUST 1'ONW'
WATER TREATMENT, MODELS, DESIGN.
tion
is available on the processes of ice-related eroion dIo ng[
A
"OI.
A nonlinear optimization model applicable to slow-rate land
the shorelines or beaches of oceans, rivers or lakes.
The Snow Symposium, 2nd, Hanover, NH, August 1982, treatment systems in cool, humid regions is described. The
importance of ice-related erosion slong a reservoir bank Mar. 1983, 295p., ADB-073 046, Ref. pasim. For model prescribes optimal design variables as well as an operatmees to be determined primarily by water level.
If the individual papers ee 38-4305 through 38-432i.
ing schedule for a facility comriising a storage l
with
reservoir water level is high enough for ice to act directly 38-4304
bypass and a single-crop irrigation system. The optimization
on the bank face, the amount of erosion caused by ice SNOW PHYSICS, SNOW CRYSTAL STRUC- is achieved by use of generalized, commercially available
coul be wu
lhv nde
waterlve isbelow the TURE, SNOWFALL, BLOWING SNOW, SNOW sofrware that embodies the reduced gradient method.
The
conk
icesuldmtave
no direct
However, T
equations are
structure
letcoulda
indirectly
indre
bahby
neffect
i onl it. diruptin
OPTICS, INFRARED RADIATION, LIGHT model
as implementi
on presented.
the CRREL Tie
Prime omptm
System onal
is described.
asd eroding nearahore and beachzones, w h could load TRANSMISSION, LIGHT SCATTERING, VISI- with t ructiom, or use.
A sample problem illustrates
to bank erosion.
BILITY, MODELS, MEETINGS.
model application, and a program listing is appended.
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SR 83-09
CORPS OF ENGINEERS LAND TREATMENT
OF WASTEWATER RESEARCH PROGRAM: AN
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY.
Parker, LV., et a, Apr. 1983, 82p., ADA-130 136.
BeLLren, P.A.,lIkandar

Hardenberg,M.
38-4042

, Irwin, D., McDade, C.,

SR 83-13
REPORTS OF THE U.S-U.S.SR. WEDDELL
POLYNYA EXPEDITION, OCTOBER-NOVEM.
BER 1981, VOLUME 6: UPPER-AIR DATA.
Andreas, E.L., May 1983, 288p., ADA-134 871.
38-4498

MARINE
METEOROLOGY, SOUNDING,
METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
AN-

WASTE TREATMENT, WATER TREATMENT, TARCTICA-WEDDELL SEA.
SANITARY ENGINEERING, LAND RECLAMA- This report summarizes the most extensive
of up TION, BIBLIOGRAPHIES.
sir data ever collected over Antarctic sea
in w
This bibliography contains pbaiction of research
funded the data obtained using radiosondes during the U.S.-U.S.S.R.
in whole or in part by the Corps of Engineers Land Treatment Waddell Poynya Expedition. The report includes a desripResearch Program, conducted from January 1972 toMay tn of the two radiosonde systems used, a chronologicl
The program was officially complete in October listing of all 110 soundin made during the expedition,
1982.
a discussion of measured and derived quantities, listigs
1980. Six types of publications are included.l)pblications
of all of the sounding data, and plots to 5 km of the
in open literature (which may include papers in jo
chapten in books and books), 2)tecil repors 3)engineer potential temperature profile from each sounding.
technical ltte 4) draft
(iny from Russian),
5) these ad diserttin (t.S,Ph.D.), and 6) presentations
at Scientific conferences.
SR 83-14
SR 83-10
METEOROLOGY DURING THE REPORTS OF THE U.S..U.S.S.R. WEDDELL
SYNOPTIC
SNOW-ONE-A FIELD EXPERIMENT.
POLYNYA EXPEDITION, OCTOBER-NOVEM.
Bilello,
M A, May 1983, 80p., ADA-134 88, 8 refD.
DEE 1981 VOLUME 7: SURFACE-LEVEL
38-885
METEOROLOGICAL DATA.
SNOWFALL, STORMS, FREEZING, SYNOPTIC
METEOROLOGY,
METEOROLOGY,
PRECIPITATION
(METEOROLOGY),
METEOROLOGICAL
DATA.
trv.
The daily atmospheric systems and weather frontsthat
ered the northeastern United States during the SNOW:
ec
ONE-A Field Ex sa tfrm30Novemberto20
asmmrized.
1981 and from 3 January to10 February1982 re
This experiment is the second of a series of winter measurements of the influence of atmospheric obscurants on electrooptical system performance.
The analysis of the largescale synoptic weather patterns that developed during the
field tent period constitutes acritical component of the research
Pr .Awes n~reeittion in northern Vermont during SNOWON
arnormal for the region.
Numerous separate
snowfall events, including some with substantial amounts
of snow, were recorded durin the experiment period.
Almost all of the storms that produced more than 6 cm
of snow resulted from coastal cyclogenesis or developing
waves that deepened asthey moved north or northestward
along the Atlantic coastline.
The majority of the other
events with lighter amounts of freezing precipitation
caused by les intense storm systems,
trogs or fronts
that traversed the region from the weast
or northwest and
often moved quite
rapidly.
SR 83-11
EFFECT OF VESSEL SIZE ON SHORELINE
AND SHORE STRUCTURE DAMAGE ALONG
THE GREAT LAKES CONNECTING CHAN-

NELS.
Wuebben, J.L, May 1983, 62p., ADA-134 887, 13

refs
404677
4HOR67
Hclosed
SHORES, CHANNELS (WATERWAYS,
ICE
LOADS, SHIPS,
STRUCTURES, DAMAGE,
VELOCITY, GREAT LAKES.
In conjunction with the Great Lakes connectin channels
and harbors study, thi report examines the potential damae
to the shore and shore structures due to an increase i
vessel size.
The areas considered in this report are the
and
United States shorelines along the St. Marys, St. Clair
shoreline or shore structure
Detroit rivers. The potenial for
damage due to an increase in vessel size was reviewed
on both a conceptual and site-specific ba.
Ship-induced
waves were ruled out as a dsmge mechanism since the
in vessel
that
the
contemplted
increases
analysis showed
size would not i ificandy affect wave heights in the nearshore
zone.
Propefr wash was discounted for similar reasons,
Ship-induced drawndown was determined to be the major
While larger ships potenilly
potential damage mechanism.
produce more damage, this potential is significant only in
severely restricted channel sections for the size increase
considered here.
By far the most significant factor in
ship-related damage potential is vessel speed.
In almost
al area the effect of an incresse in vessel size could be
eliminated by a reduction in vesel speed of 1-2 mph.
SR 83-12
MIZEX-A PROGRAM FOR MESOSCALE AIRICE-OCEAN INTERACTION EXPERIMENTS
IN ARCTIC MARGINAL ICE ZONES. 2. A
SCIENCE PLAN FOR A SUMMER MARGINAL
ICE ZONE EXPERIMENT IN THE [.LAM
STRAIT/GREENLAND SEA. 1984.
Johannesgen, O.M., ed, May 1983, 47p., ADA-134
872, Re. p.19-21.
Hibler, W.D., Il, ed, Wadhams, P., ed, Campbell,
W.J., ed, Haaelmann, K., ed, Dyer, I., ed, Dunbar, M.,
38-876
ICE WATER INTERFACE, ICE AIR INTERFACE,
ICE NAVIGATION, ICE EDGE, RESEARCH
PROJECTS, GREENLAND SEA.

2

May 1983, 3 p., ADA-134 476,
Andress, E.L., et al,
11 refs.
Makshtaa,
A.P.

38-867

METEOROLOGICAL DATA, SEA ICE, ICE TEMPERATURE, WIND VELOCITY, AIR TEMPERATURE, HUMIDITY, SOLAR RADIATION, ANTARCTICA-WEDDELL SEA
This port summarizes a comprehensive set of surface-level
meteorological data collected on the Msdi/Somov over
sea ice in the southern ocean during the U.S.-U.S.S.R. Weddell
Polynya Expedition in October and November of 1981. The
data assembled here comprise three distinct sets of masuremente the standard meteorological observations at 3-hour
intervals for 41 consecutive days, radiation and ice-aurface
temperature measurements every hour for 23 dayswhile
the Somov was within the Antsrctic ice pack, and 23 sets
of atmospheric surface-layer profiles of velocity, temperture
and humidity for various se-tice conditions.
(Auth.)

SR 83-15
SHORELINE EROSION AND SHORE STRUCTURE DAMAGE ON THE ST. MARYS RIVER.
Wuebbn J.L, May 1983, 36p., ADA-134 863,4 refa
38-886
.1coefficients
SHORELINE MODIFICATION, SHORE EROSION, FAST ICE, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT,

SR 83-17
PROCEEDINGS OF THE FIRST INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP ON ATMOSPHERIC
ICING OF STRUCTURES, 1-3 JUNE 1982, HANOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Minsk, L.D., ed, June 1983, 366p., ADA-131 869,
Ref. pass=
For individual paper see 38-424
through 38463.
38-423
ICING, STRUCTURES, ICE LOADS, SNOW
LOADS, ICE ACCRETION, SNOW ACCUMULATION, TRANSMISSION LINES, POWER LINE
ICING, MEETINGS, ICE REMOVAL, ICE PREVENTION.
SR 83-18
EFFECT OF UNCONFINED LOADING ON THE
UNFROZEN WATER CONTENT OF MANCHESTER SILT.
Oliphant, J.L, etal. June 1983, 17p., ADA-131 851,
13 refL
Tice, A.R., Berg, R.
39-1370
FROZEN
GROUND
STRENGTH, LOADS
(FORCES), UNFROZEN WATER CONTENT,
SOIL WATER, TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT, NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE,

THERMODYNAMICS.
Frozen samples of a Manchester silt having various total
water contents were subjected to several surcharge leads,
and the unfrozen water content wasmeasured with NMR
The surchurge
raised.
as the temperature was -rdu
pressure
had apredicted
grea.ter usig
effect the
on Qauius-C~apeyron
the u
e waterequatio,.
ctet
than
had been
This effect was explained by considering the loaded samples
as nonequilibrium systems in which the surcharge preasures
were concentrated in the ice phase.
SR 3-19
PREDICTING LAKE ICE DECAY.
Ashton, G.D., June 1983, 4p., ADA-132 012, 4 ref.
38-471
LAKE ICE, ICE DETERIORATION, HEAT
TRANSFER, FORECASTING, DEGREE DAYS,
ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS).
A nie-year record of the lake ice decay pattern of Post
Pond in Lyme, New Hampshire, is analyzed using a simple
algorithm.
Quite good correlations between decay rates
and thawing degree-days ae obtained using heat transfer
on the order of 15-20 W/sq m/deg C.

STRUCTURES, DAMAGE, ICE NAVIGATION,

REPORTS OF THE U.S-U.SS.

39-1951
SNOWFLAKES, WAVE PROPAGATION, MILlTARY OPERATION, SNOWFALL, SNOWSTORMS, METEOROLOGICAL DATA, VISIBILITY, ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES, OPTICAL PROPERTIES, TRANSMISSION.
This is the third in a series of data reports on the SNOW
field experiments of the U.S. Army Corps of E
Winter Battlefield Obscuration Research Program .
tains date obtained by the U.S. Army Cold Reqions Research
and Engineering Laboratory and other aectes during the
SNOW-ONE-B field experiment at CampOryling Michigan,
between 30 November and 17 December 1982.
Included
visible and
are
data on meteorology,
atmospheric turbulence,
IR transmission,
snow characterization,
millimeter wavelenith
radar propagation, transmittance through falling and blowing
snow, the lidar system, the SMART system, and preliminary
smoke trials with snow as a contrast background.

38-472
SNOW COVER DISTRIBUTION, SNOW SURVEYS, SNOW WATER EQUIVALENT, PRECIPITATION (METEOROLOGY), WEATHER STATIONS, METEOROLOGICAL DATA, UNITED
STATES-MAINE-ALLAGASH.
A complete metoorooqical field station and a snow survey
network were set up in the Allagash River Watershed to
record baseline conditions prior
to construction of the proposed
Dickey-Lincoin Dam in the upper St. John River Bai
in a , Maine.
Nearly three years of daily data
(Oct 1977-May 1980) are summarized and ompeed to
long-term climatic conditions for nearby National Weather
Service stations.
Air temperature values for Ailagash are
similar to those for the two neaest meteorological stations
water equivalet precipitation amounts and snowfall totals
in the Allagsh besin are inconsistent with those for nearby
meteorological stations.

WEDDELL

ICE FLOES, PIERS.R
O
O
E
..
RW
EE
From 1961 to 1970 navigation on the St. Marys River POLYNYA EXPEDITION, OCrOBE-NOVEMfor the winter from mid-December to mid-ApriL BER 1981, VOLUME 5, SEA ICE OBSERVASubsequent extension of the navigation season to include TIONS.
the winter months resulted incomplaints of shoreline and Ackley, S.F., et al,Jan. 1983, 6p. + 59 p., ADA-130
dock damage along the navigation channels.
Studies were 140, 4 refs.
initiated to examine the potential for navigation-caused dam- Smith, S.J.
age,but information on damagedurin# a navigation-free 39-380
winter was lacking.
Sine limited navation was plannedICE
during the 1979-80 winter, the St. Marys River sMtem
could be examined under relatively undisturbed conditions. CONDITIONS.
The report examines potential navigation-related damage Seaice conditions are presented in several formats. These
mechanisms and presents data from the closed navigation include an ice conditions map prepared by the ship's meteooseason. The results are compared with information collected logical crew, anarrative ice log supplemented by photographs
taken by one of the authors, and daily satellite photographs.
during previous periods with winter navigation,
These arepresented in s format compiling each day's conditions
on one or two pages. These obervatin are b
correlated
with other satllte-based estimates of ice conditions, and
with other oceanographic and meteorological measurements
(Auth.)
made during the expedition.
SR 83-16
SNOW-ONE-B DATA REPORT.
Bates, R.E., ed, June 1983, 284p., ADB-088 224, Refs.
passim. For individual papers see 39-1952 through SR 83-20
39-1961. For SNOW-ONE-A-preliminary data re- SNOW COVER AND METEOROLOGY AT ALport see 37-1094 (SR 82-8).
LAGASH, MAINE, 1977-1980.
4
Bowen, S.L., ed.
Bates, R., June 1983, 9p., ADA-132 013, 4 refs.
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a
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b
knowledge that is needed of seafloor phenoea
nd cnditio
,
forsevers wo of
u~o
m,
These recommendations are
rcommend specal research.
intendd to enhane the ability of the engineer and operaor
to anticipate and avoid problems that may be
by
Msea% and coastal phenomena and
ant
agt
=
of s
e
a er
p

T-UP
EXAMINATION OF A BLI EREDBU Midentis

SR
O
DC
C
SR
HISTORICAL BANK RECESSION AT SELECT-

ED SITES ALONG CORPS OF ENGINEERS
RESERVOIRS.
GaW, LW.,
et ai,Sep. 1983, 103p., ADA-138 030,
7
2 ret,
Re&. p. 6-79.
Greatore,., A.
Dme W.W, 111.
38-123
39-1371
ROOFS DEFORMATION, COLD WEATHER
SOIL EROSION, RESERVOIRS, BANKS (WATESTS, MOISTURE, INFRARED SPECIROS- SR g3-26
TERWAYS), ICE COVER EFFECT, FREEZE
COPY.
LAND TREATMENT PROCESSES WITHIN THAW CYCLES, SHORELINE MODIFICATION,
Blistaes ae a common defect in built-up rook
In January CAPDET
(COMPUTER-ASSL
STED PROCE- ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT, WATER WAVES,
1913 we exmined a recently c tuted bullt-p roof at DURE FOR THE DESIGN AND EVALUATION
WIND FACTORS, CLIMATIC FACTORS.
Hanscom Air Foare Base in Bedford, Massachusetts tm
OF WASTEWATER Th
7
YSTflf5).
This analysis was done to improve
r
d
of
mine the cum of its iten.
We usedan infrried scanner, Oaay
o er
ank receson a ar
7
ofresroirbnkrecesin esa p.eiminar
tad
MOMry, CJ., et al, Sep. 1983, 9p., ADA-134 766, thea
took ten core samples, conducted visual m u=Z
Our
. findings sho
t the mm- Rat p.70-72.
in a detailed study of reservoir bank erono prceses
topen t
blisters,
O.
=oR,
environmentad impacts.
The speciic objectives were
bane is essentially wt
t ad at the blisters were Corey, M.W., Eppa, J.W., Harris, R.W., Cullinane, to obeve and document bank charsctenatris
conditions
caused by voids that wee bi into the roof durin cacM.., Jr.
and c
alog reservoir with erodn banks to estiate
tion. ofPam
workmship
coldmaintenance
weathere reasonale
thelikely 38-887
the amounts of historicl bak recesmion, and to analyze
casee
the voids.
Withand
'oe
pRf
can
he
WieWhve
thn usi impertect root LAND RECLAMATION, WASTE TREATMENT,
peaes.
Aeial photographs were used to oeserve
WATER TREATMENT, SEEPAGE, COMPbeER- the hihtoical bak changes and to eatimate bank receon.
WATETRETMEN,
SEPAGE COM UMR-Site reconnaissance, discussions with Corpsapersonnel, and
SR 83-22
IZED SIMULATION, ANALYSIS (MATHEMATto evluate possible relaionships
w
ESIMATING TRANSIENT HEAT FLOWS AND ICS).
MEASURING SURFACE TEMPERATURES OF A summary of the first-, seond-, and third-ordr design
A BUILT-UP ROOF.
steps for the three land treatment unt
SR 331
Korhonen, C., July 1983, 20p., ADA-133 043,4 refs. tion, r
tti
ad ovand fl) thwi n
de ;
PROCEEDINGS, VOLI.
38-541
model as presented.
The first-order design, consisting of Snow Symposium,2 3rd, Hanover, NH, Aug. 9-10,
HEAT TRANSFER, SURFACE TEMPERATURE, the basc Usnitar
e
for slow 'filratio
1983, Oct. 1983, 41p., ADB-079 265, Res. passim.
ROOFS, INFRARED EQUIPMENT, THERMAL of
rapid
sn overld
d.itration
flow,
'a described
the selected procedures
and the
computer
foematin i The For individual papers see 38-2119 through 38-2138.
INSULATION.
soondorder design
is a description of thequantiti
38-2118
Tnmsmt beat flow through a multilayerd building omponet
i culmaid foreach landtreatmmec process.
The SNOW PHYSICS, SNOW CRYSTAL STRUCcanbe estimated using the transfer unction method presnted third-ord desq is the calculation of the unit process coas TURE, SNOW WATER EQUIVALENT, SNOWin the ASHRA. (1977) Handook of imdemistk
Sot- by spplying
prices to the quantities and sums calculated FALL, HEAT TRANSFER, SNOW SURVEYS, Mlair tempersture is one parameter recommended for us in during the second-order design step.
CROWAVES, REMOTE SENSING, ANALYSIS
this method, but surface temperatures were shown to be
(MATHEMATICS), MEETINGS.
Although the magnitude of the
a reasonable substitute.
heat flow s calculated with the traosler function 1ppears SR 33-27
SR 83-32
to be reasonable,
r testn should be carried out to REVISED PROCEDURE FOR PAVEMENT D& MULTIVARIABLE
REGRESSION
ALdetermine its accuracy.
_uAn e camera meaur
GORITHML
CONDISIGN UNDER SEASONAL FROST
roof surface temperatures fairly accurately; the meat acrte
mesurements were made at g
TIONS.
BlaIsdell, G.L., et al, Nov. 1983, 41p., ADA-136 630.
Berg, R., et al,
Sep. 1983, 129p., ADA-134 480,7 re.
Carpenter, T.
SR 83-23
Johnson, T.C.
38-4043
AEROSTAT ICING PROBLEMS.
38-888
DATA PROCESSING, ANALYSIS (MATHEMATHanaoto, B.,Aug. 1983, 29p., ADA-133 403.
PAVEMENTS, FROST PROTECTION, FROST ICS), COMPUTER PROGRAMS, THEORIES.
39-874
BALLOONS, ICING, PROTECTIVE COATINGS
ACTION,
SOIL
STABILIZATION,
FROST
BASIC algorithm has been developed that is capable
I HEAVE, SEASONAL FREEZE THAW, ROADS, A
ICE PREVENTION, COATINGS.
of fitting a user-defined regression equation to a set of
ThiseprtdeNiblaborato
INSte
.tod
minetheefecve- AIRPORTS, THERMAL INSULATION, DESIGN data.
This best-fit-curve algorithm a unique in that it
Ts of copolymr costi on a bat e
minimize
ice CRtivReA.
sllows multiple variables and multiple forms (exponential,
i a single
tobe present
trigonometric, logarithmic, etc.)
guidance anddesigncter
This report presents
free
coerating
lem when
buiduprof
build.v
problems
when
opratingnMetds
in slee, free
or
erepot
rdcrieri
ression equatin.
The least-square regression performed
other ice-forming conditions.
Methods for =
the for pavements at Army and AirForce facilitie in s
et
ie
constnts for each of the regression equation
surface after an ice cover forms am also descrbed.
A froct e
Desig methods for controln surface rough- terms to provde a beat-fit curve.
Other programs within
small-scale balloon was used for the laboratory tests.
A
s and los of abgde s trenth durn thawin periods
the algoithm set allow for data entry, et
and printt
full-scale prototype was also partially coated with the copolym- are
provided.
Criteria for us thermal insataingma e',
out, and plotting of the raw data and their best-fit regression
in sesona frot curve.
er to teat its effectiveness u an iing control measure and membrane encapsulated toil layers
Sixdein examples areincluded. SR 84-01
Srea are presente&
SR 83-24
S
"
CURRENT PROCEDURES FOR FORECASTING
INTEGRATION OF LANDSAT LAND COVER
AVIATION ICING.
SR 83-28
DATA INTO THE SAGINAW RIVER BASIN
Tucker, W.B., Aug. 1983, 31p., ADA-136 152, 23 retb. SIMPLE DOOM ASSEMBLY FOR THE SHIP- GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR
38-2437
BOARD DEPLOYMENT OF AIR-SKA INTERAC- HYDROLOGIC MODELING.
AIRCRAFT
ICING,
ICE FORECASTING, TION INSTRUMENTS.
McKim, H.L.,etal, Feb. 1984, 19p., ADA-140 185,16
WEATHER FORECASTING, METEOROLOGI- Andrea, E.L, et al, Sep. 1983, 14p., ADA-134 256, ret,.
CAL FACTORS.
21 re,.
Ungar, S.G., Merry, CJ., Gauthier, J.F.
The responsibilities for aircraft kcn foreca ts in the U.S. Rand, J.H., Ackley, S.F.
38-4044
lie with the National Weather Service (NWS) for civilian 38-868
HYDROLOGY, REMOTE SENSING, TERRAIN
operations and the U.S. Air Forec Air Weather Service METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS, MEA- IDENTIFICATION,
LANDSAT,
MODELS,
(AWS) and Naval Weather Service for military operato
SURING INSTRUMENTS,
SHIPS, BOOMS RIVER BASINS, ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT,
orecting techolog is hesadupon empiricrules and
techniques that wer developed in the 1950L
The AWS (EQUIPMENT), ANTARCTICA.
FLOOD FORECASTNG, UNITED STATESis the only forctin agency which issues explicit numerical We have developed a simple boom for use in m
MICHIGAN-SAGINAW RIVER.
icing products to
tid
he forecaster.
These products aMe meteorologial variables from a ship.
The main st
A May 1977 Landst-2 scene that covered approximately
also based upon the application of techniques developed member of the boom, a triangular communications tower 85% of the Saginaw River Basin was classified into five
lonsao.
TheNWS banoigor
guidelines for develop- with rollers attacheda
its bottom side, isdeployed horizon- land cover categories (uban, agiculture, forest, freshwater
LOi
foreas, thus in%vt f r
adopt their tall from a long, fiat deck, such as a helicopter deck, wetlands and open water) using a closest centroid clasifier.
own prefere methods.
The tendncy is generally to and will support a 100-kg payload at its outboard end. Te Landsat
digital
data were geometrialy orrected to
"overforect," that is, to forecasttoo large an area of The boom is esyto deploy, requires minimal ship modificonform
UM (Univesal ramvee Mersator)Ia1
icin fo too long a tie.
A mashortcoming inte tions, and
read access to the instruments mounted
efore
casifiction.
The 1.1-cre
dt land over
ablity to produce more acurate forecasts is that atmosphec on it.
because it is desiged for e with th
sification data base was converted to 40-acre grid cels (iparameters critical to in are not routinely obseved,
crossind, oceanogrphic work can go on at the same time by-six blocks of Ladst pixel) uing an ggregation scheme
SR
as the air-sea interaction measurements.
a325
We describe our and was integrated into the Detroit District's existing grid
UNER
835S
D
Ause
of the boom on the Midmil Somo, during a cruise cel data base.
A regression relationship between unit
UNDERSTANDING THE ARCTIC SEA LOOR into antarctic a ice and Present Rome representative measure- hydrgraph parameters and the Landst
land cover classificaFOR ENGINEERING PURPOSES.
ments made with istruments mounted on it. Theory, tion was developed.
The results indicated that the LandatNational Research Council. Committee on Arctic experiment, and our data all imply that itrument dpoyed 2 land cover data were suitable for the Corps of Engineers
Seafloor Engineering, 1982, Washington, D.C., Na- windward from rear helicopter deck can reach air
undist
hydrologic model.
tional Academy Presa, 1982, 141p., ADA-119 773, by the ship.
Such an instrument sirte has clear advantages
over the more customary mat, bow, or buoy locations. SR 8402
Ret,. p. 15-14..
(Auth.)
ICE OBSERVATION PROGRAM ON THE
38-787
SEMISUBMERSIBLE
DRILLING
VESSEL
SUBSEA PERMAFROST,
SEDCO
708.
PHYSICS,
PERMAFROST FROZEN
PHYSICS, GROUND
FREEBZE SR 33.29
ECO73
PHYSCSPERM
PH SIC, FREZE
FROT
SR 8-29Minsk,
L.D., Feb. 1984, 14p., ADA- 139 992, 5 reta
THAW CYCLES, OCEAN BOTTOM, ICE CONDI- U.S. TUNDRA BIOME PUBLICATION LIST.
38-4045
TIONS, EROSION, POLAR REGIONS, BOTTOM Brown, J., et al,Sep. 1983, 29p., ADA-137 441.
SHIP ICING, ICE CONDITIONS, ICE FORMASEDIMENT, ENGINEERING, EXPLORATION, Liaston, N., Murphy, D., Watts, J.
TION, ICE PREVENTION, PROTECTIVE COATFROST HEAVE, PETROLEUM INDUSTRY, ICE 38-2247
INGS, OFFSHORE DRILLING, SHIPS, SEA
SCORING, OFFSHORE STRUCTURES, HY- TUNDRA, VEGETATION, ECOSYSTEMS, NU- SPRAY.
DRATES, SLASONAL VARIATIONS, ARCTIC TRIENT CYCLE, BIBLIOGRAPHIES, PLANT A semubmersible dril
vessel (SDCO 709) wase
OCEAN.
PHYSIOLOGY, SOILS, ECOLOGY, CLIMATIC with ice detectors and ice accretion meaurement devices,
Ths report Idantifice and assssas those arctic seafloor FACTORS,
ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT, and observations were conducted while it drilled an exploratory
Phenomena that influence the desi and operation of facilities GROWTH.
well on the North Aleutian Shelf.
One significant storm
OO

BUING,

HANSCOM AIR

Kodmwn, C., et al, June 1983, 12p., ADA-133 042,

~
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ocurred 3-8 siusy 1983, which resulted in light spray Si 64-07
an amulumhikn
FORM ESmOSCALE AIRitseaccretni ieemtiameummdt30on
d at 30 tm and
a maximum thickness M IZEXA PROGRAM
PROGRAMFOof 5 in. on undetructe diagonal tuses.
Only minor
ICIOOCbAN INTItRACTION Eb
icing(m(otnum I in.) occred n the windward main cohmn
0t diameter).
Comparison with the 1979 Ocn Bounty IN ARCTIC MARGINAL ICE ZONES. 3. MODmetr ELING THE MARGINAL ICE ZON.
, al c pre
m eth wind peed the
king
will ocur Hibler, W.D., I15 ed, Apr. 1984, 99p., ADA.145 351,
influac
iq meveity. and that liht
avekseeds ann 330 ate and heavy king around DiUaions. p.9 .98. Reg passin. For individual

SR 84-06
MODEL T
IN ICE OF A CANADIAN
COAST GUARD R-CLASS ICEBREAKER.
Tatinclaux, J.C., Apr. 1984, 24p., ADA- 141 995, 13
38-4049
ICEBREAKERS, ICE COVER STRENGTH, ICE
NAVIGATION, ICE FRICTION, STRENGTH,
MODELS, TESTS, ICE SOLID INTERFACE, PRO-

CONCRETE PANELS ON
SONDRESTROM, GREEN.

ICE MODELS, ICE MECHANICS, ICE EDGE, 38-4054
STRUCTURES,
CONCRETE
SEA ICE DISTRIBUTION, ICE WATER INTER- CONCRETE
FACE, ICE AIR INTERFACE, WIND FACTORS, STRENGTH, BUILDINGS, REINFORCED CONICE CONDITIONS, OCEAN CURRENTS, CRETES, DAMAGE, MOISTURE TRANSPORT,
RIEOLOGY.
THERMAL EFFECTS, FREEZE THAW CYCLES,
GREENLAND.

38-4046
SR 84-08
CHARACTERIZATION,
ROOFS, MOISTURE DETECTION, TESTS, DE- ACCUMULATION,
AND STABILIZATION OF SLUDGES FOR
FECTS, CRACKING (FRACTURING).
LAGOONS.
COLD
REGIONS
Index
Survey
Condition
The United State Air Force Roof
RId) procedure was studied and usedon theroo
Ft Schneiter,
3 R.W.,etal, Apr. 1984,40p., ADA-141948,
Greelyl,
aak
Approximately 93 roof sectiona
were in- Ref. p. 7-40.
prcedre,
sedwas
illbe
ths
Theresuts
speced
apetedusng hisprcedre.
Th
reultsinwll
e ued
Middlebrooks, E.J., Sletteli R.S., Reed, S.C.
in a comparison study between this method and the Aimjr
384050
method of infrared roof suvey and core samples.
SEWAGE TREATMENT, SANITARY ENGIo t deae the Rd method, do-anlS
of
NEERING, SLUDGES, FREEZE THAW CYCLES,
ofvehprocedure andpresents the results of the Fort
y MODELS, POLAR REGIONS.
A-c-sumula sidtassociated with the operation of aerated
SR 84-04
and facultative lagoons in cold climates were investigated
ASSESSMENT OF ICE ACCRETION ON OFF. to determine I) the rate and extent of solids ccumulation,
SHORE STRUCTURES.
2)the characteristics of the accumulated solids. 3) the poten
Mink, L.D., Apr. 1984, 12p., ADA-141 996,19 refa. for in situ stabilization of the accunulted o
and 4)
poplt
the effect of lime treatment upon the
38-4047
Ac.
sti bed
ICE ACCRETION, OFFSHORE STRUCTURES, and subsequent solids ding on
DRL- av
cmulatedemnlto
sludges
th Lgn
Corinne.AiUteks
Utah, ficultsn a,dnGaa,~
pata
SEA SPRAY, SHIPING
ICING, OFFSHORE DRILLlivelagoons
and from
the P
lpmrandosean,
partal
ING.
mix arted lagoons were studied.
The ram of accucmulaThe literature on se spray (superstructure) icing is almost ion, determined by in situ mea ement of the sudge ler
entirely
bad
on
os
tion
on
movinships.
However,
in
ch
l
were
found
to
vary
with loon type a
icNc|a~nroffshore platforms with their fixed vertical specific operational and envronmnal
enwihis
Olubmm wl ior liietyfo
ersignificantiy from ship icing, hch
S 84-0R
influenced by ship movement and wind andwave directions
An observation poram on ofhore drilling vessels i proposed, PROCEDURE FOR CALCULATING GROUNDusing l.in.-dim
-in.-lonS cylinders in arrays asa standard WATER FLOWL
.
measuring technique for spray icing.
Atmopheric i
Daly, CJ., Apr. 1984, 42p., ADA.141 947, 4 rofa.
maybeasource ofice accretion on derricks in some location,
384051
an e best commercial device currentiy available for mesur- GROUND WATER, WATER FLOW, FLUID
ing it isthe Rosemount detector.
Improved devices for
WATER
PRG
LA , MATHboth sprey and atmospheric ice accretion mesurementshab
FLOW, COMPUTER PROGRAMS,
MATHbe developed.
Icephobic coatings have the potential for EMATICAL MODELS, WATER TABLE, VELOCIreducing ice accretion, and tetinS of candidate materiais TY.
shuld be undertaken.
Well.-documented icing reports by A methodology for the calculation of flow lines in steady
all types of ships or platforms should be madeand collected or unsteady two-dimensional velocity fields isdescribed.
!V
at a central clearinghouse,
thoughtheprncpslapplictions intended to be determining
SR 8
oli rertic4
r
e in rondwater flow, cmponent
relevant numerical
to mor general
problems
OPERATION OF THE U.S. COMBAT SUPPORT Of
of fluid flow. ocy
Twoare
alternative
procedures
form
BOAT (USCSBMK 1) ON AN ICE-COVERED
WATERWAY.
Stubstad, J., etal, Apr. 1984, 28p., ADA-142 535, 8
refs.
Rand, .H., JacksonI, L
38-4048
MILITARY OPERATION, ICE BREAKING,
RIVER CROSSINGS, CHANNELS (WATERWAYS), ICE COVER EFFECT, FAST ICE, ICE
COVER THICKNESS, PONTOON BRIDGES.
From 15 January through 15 April 1952, the U.S. Combat
Support Boat (USCSBMK 1)was tested on the Connecticut
River, in and around Hanover, New Hampshire, to examine
its operation on an ic-covered waterwa.
The objectives
were to determine to what extent shoreline ice would affect
launch and recovery andif the boat could create an icefre channel acre a river so that a ribbon bridge could
be floated.
Shoreline ice can inhiNit launch and recovery,
but several solutions were developed to reduce or eliminate
these problems.
The boat can, to a limited extent, be
used asan expedient icebreaker.
It can break competent
ice sheets 3.5-4 in. thick s well as significantly thicker
thaw-weakened ice sheets.
Sheets
of well degraded "end
of season"Ice up to 13 in. thick were broken.

SR 412
DETERIORATED
BUILDINGS AT

Korhonen, C., May 1984, lip., ADA-142 595,4 da.

39-360

SR 840
US. AIR FORCE ROOF CONDITION INDEX
SURVEY: Fr. GRE LY, ALASKA.
Coutermarsh,B.A., Mar. 1984, 67p., ADA- 142 023, 6
rVa.

ol was equivalent to 1.35 in. of water after sixdays.
twe 1ad2
Aeconservative
wastewater /.
application rate at this site would
ad
et n

the core of the methodology.
Each employs the method
of characteristica to solve for the advection of fluid particles.
Theflrstusesanefficient,fourth-orderRunge-Kutte, predictorThe
Cofeetor algorithm based upon a constant time step.
ues afifth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm incorporating
second
an embedded fourth-order result.
This latter alternative
includes automatic time-tep modification and guarantees a
prescribed level of accuracy.
Several utility routines are
provided in support of the method of charactedstics.
SR 3410
OBSERVATIONS DURING BRIMFROST '83.
Bouzoun, J.R., etal,
May 1984, 36p., ADA-142 559,

2refWL
Haynea, F.D., Perhain, R.E., Walker, K.E., Craig, J.L,

Co
C.M.
38-4052
MILITARY OPERATION, COLD WEATHER OPERATION, ELECTRICAL GROUNDING, SHEL
TERS, WASTE DISPOSAL, SANITARY ENGIEE
NEERING, WATER SUPPLY, MILITARY EQUIPMENT, ICE CROSSINGS, TRAFFICABILITY.
During BRIMFROST '83,
a biennial joint training exercise
conducted in Alsks by the U.S. Readiness Command, a
team from the U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory made several tripe into the exercise am
toobserve and document Army operations in the Arctic.
This report presents an overview of the team's observations
in the following areas: electrical grounding camouflage, field
fortifiations, ving sheltere, water supply point operation.
ice bridges, vehicular mobility and human and solid wase
disposal.
SR 34-11
ANALYSIS OF INFILTRATION RESULTS AT A

On July 22 1983 a dozen reinforced concrete buidin.
built in 1954 at Sondreatom Air Base in oreenlaed, were
examined to determine why their concrete wall panea were
The invetigltion datercracked, spelled ad ru stained.
mind thatriCtrA and teralg eme
caused
moat
of ths deterioration.
Veryi ttle firee-thaw deteri ration
evident on the outaide, but the moat serious problem
was that of frost damag within the waglcavities fdb
moeture from the iside of each building.
The visie
surface defects can be repaired with brethable patchin
materials tutto achieve long-term success and to minimize
wall-cavity frost damage,vapor migration through the walb
must be properly controlled.
SR 413
PERFORiMANCE OF THE ALLEGHENY RIVER
ICE CONTROL STRUCTURE, 183.
ADA-144 094, 3
Dock, D.S., eta1, May 1984, 15p.,
ida.
Gooch,. O.
re
39-381
ICE CONTROL, ICE BOOMS, RIVER ICE, FRAZIL ICE,
ICE NSLVA
BREAKUP,IAALEG
ICE JAMS, EN
UNITED
STA
ESPE
STATES-PENNSYLVANIA-ALLEGHENY
ER
RIVER.
Oi City, Pennsylvania, is at the confluence of the Allegheny
River and Oil Creek.
The business district is located
in the flood plain, and ice jam flooding hasbeen a persistent
problem.
A floating ice control structure was imtalled
on the Allegheny River prior to the 1983 ice season. The
aO
structure was a steel pontoon ice boom located upstream
of Oil City and was used to encourage early formation
of an ice cover at this location.
This would sunnies
prolonged frazil ice generation, which inthe pst ed to
a massve freezeup
downstream.
This accumulin
would prevent the discharge of ice from Oil Creek during
briakup, when iceem fldinwould occur.
The performanceof the structure during its firt year asdocumted
here.1983.Oil City escaped ice jam flooding during the winter
of
SR 414
ON-SITE UTILITY SERVICES FOR REMOTE
MILITARY FACILITIES IN THE COLD REGIONS.
Reed, S.C., etal, May 1984, 66p., ADA-142 596, 20
fL
Ryn. W.L., Cameron, JJ., Bouzoun, J.R.
3-4055
MILITARY FACILITIES, WASTE TREATMENT,
WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER TREATMENT,

PERFORMANCE, THERMAL EFFECTS,

DE-

SIGN CRITERIA.
Utility services (water, sewer, solid waste) for smal, remote
military facilities in cold regions= special considerations.
This report presents concepts
criteria for the Planning
and preliminary design of internal and external utility systems.
Also included ansome thermal aspects for deuign
of these
water and wastewater systems.

SR 84-15
GEOMETRY
BOREHOLE
CALCULATING
FROM STANDARD MEASUREMENTS
OF
BOREHOLE INCLINOMETRY.
Jezek, K.C., et al, June 1984, 18p., ADA-145 006, 9

Alley, R.B.
y,9R.B.
39475
BOREHOLES, ICE DRILLS, DRILLING, MEASUREMENT, GREENLAND.
This report is an extension of the authors' earlier resistancePELLERS, FORECASTING, VELOCITY.
PROPOSED NORTH CAROLINA WASTEWA- to-ground experiments.
Here they supply additional inforiisro psets the results of resistance and propuin- TER TREATMENT SITE.
maion on the influence of sahttrested backfills around groundts
i le of a 1:20-scale model of the R-clas icebreaker Abele, G., etal, May 1984,24p.,ADA.142 598,6 ret. ingelectrodes for reducing resistance to groend.
The
of the Canadian Coast Guard.
On the basis of the model Bouzoun, I.R.
results are based on observations made over several seasons
teat results,
full-scal
is predicted
competed
38-4053
of freetn and thawing at sites selected for their variations
with
available
fnffel performance
Ui dsat.
eicd and
ind
-resistan
53
with availal Msleris
a,. Predicted ice resistance WASTE TREATMENT, WATER TREATMENT,
grain size, ice content, and ground temperature.
More
rpm, thrust and delivered
than 20 test electrodes were monitored at two silt sites
lowe thanfulscale measurments
T I diaeoeme
SEEPAGE, FLOW RATE, SOILS, LAND RECLA- andone alluvial site.
The diameter of the backflled zooes.
was attributed to the fact that the ship model had a much MATION, SITE SURVEYS, TESTS.
the salt content, and the beckfill material were varied for
lower ice friction coefficient than the prototype.
On the A 6-ft-dlam flooding infiltration tat was conducted at a the electrode borehole inclinometry data collected at DYEother hand, pediction of thrust and power for a given proposed wastewater land treatment site near Chapel Hill, 3, Greenland.
The methods were found convenient to
ship speed a popeller rpm are in good agreement with North Carolina.
The saturated infiltration rate of the mreand it is claimed that the results represent physically
corrpondi
full-scale meseuremenut
soil was 0.13 in./hr, and the reseration rate of the aturated reasonable approximations to the borehole geometry.
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SR 54-17

SR
SR 84-21

27 ft in 1978.
Secondary force within the structural
in 1978, 1981, 1982 ad
were measaured
1983. framework
The overall
level of secondary sensora bad increased
ELXCIRCAL GROUNDING IN FROZEN
IPAthrough 1983 the oiumis were still within their sutm
SOILS&
lisnittiens
Sam localized overtress a expected me1984
Salhnann, P.V., et aL. June 1984, 19p., ADA-144 861, FAIRBANKS, ALASKA.
The concept of -mn above-suretac tussea to resist wind
14 rob.
Gatto, L.W., July 1984, 53p, ADA-152 332, 31 rb. 1001Ad nesth eaglt oolu has proven tobe saistactoy.
Delaney, AJ., Arcone, S.A.
39-3030
It baaeliminated the subsurface enclosurea usedin the Pau
39-561
BANKS (WATERWAYS). SOIL EROSION, PE- PE-the
to protect
asciosures that proved to be
structuralsubarface
weak fink trusse,
of
FROZEN GROUND PHYSICS, ELECT'RICAL MAFROST DISTRIBUTION, VEGETATION, hasreutdi- to the original facility; their elimination
rfaclt
that " ease tomanin
GROUNDING, ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY, RIVER FLOW, SEDIMENTS, HYDRAULICS: The msuemeint an fledme
"%c q this program were used
FREEZE THAW CYCLES, PERMAFROST PHY- UNITED STATES-ALASCA-TANANA RIVER. in the development
dftesiegnto extend the lie of
SICS, SALINE SORLS GRAIN SIZE, SOIL TEM- The objective ofthi
dal aalgk wasgo determine if available DYE-3 to be inmplemnted in 1984.
Th1 work shoultd
datewe useful in ientilling the characteristica that ontrIbute redisot the Inde of secondary atreasein the frame.
PERATURE, GROUND ICE, TESTS.
tewo reaches of the Tmuna SRna2
to cediblity of the laima a
This report deacribes two new methods fo coptn brhl
gseesuyfro
o boehoe icliatin
dieree ieiumens
DUTEIUMDIFFUSION IN A SOIL-WATERBecause dieg dewa
were general IEMXUE
hlinaion an pemfrs were used.
and azimuth.
in the first method bre inc
C
IXUE
and azimuth me assumed to vary linearly with arc length. end not collected. for the purpose of siteapociflc analyis
=nl
approach was simple and did amt include Oliphant, JLL, et al, Sep. 1984, lp., ADA-148 457,7
This reaults in an analytic modal of the borehole that is the
The data were visually compared rob.
The seoed moewhich any atluiatet.
continuous but not smooth.
takes borehole inclination and azimuth to vary qudai-y to the locations andestimated aseta at hiatoelCal recoeioe Tice, A.R.
with arc length between three meaauring pons imv
to evaluate if any relationships were obvi"us
Th
niaut' 39-1139
the smoothomes of the model but the analysist hecare
of this analysis showed no useful rkiel~.FROZEN
GROUND PHYSICS, ISOTOPES, SOIL
out numerilly'A
Thoe models were applied to the installs- SR 34-23
WTRMGAIN
HS
RNFR
A
A
RNPR
H S
W TRMGAIN
danalcue. alt backflling reduced the resistance
Roduc- BUCKLING ANALYSIS OF CRACKED, FLOAT- ITONS, TESTS, LABORATORY TECHNIQUES.
to ground, with 175 ohm being the lowest obtained.
time varied from very smanlto an order at magnde. ING ICE SHEETS.
An experiment wajserformed to determine the rat of
Resistance also decreased over several sesn.
Onrly Adley, M.D., et al, Aug. 1984, 28p., ADA- 147 330,24 eqilibretlon ootei
u
ewe the ice and liquid phaes
the greatest improvement and lowest values were obtained refb.
ofrater in prilyfrozen soil.
The results of this expertin the perenially frozen silt in interior AMa-a
Data Sodhi, D.S.
ment me consistent with a diffusioe raweof deuterium to
firomcolder sil suggest that safll bcklling will not be 39-715
ice of I or 2ten-billioetha sqcm/u.
A method for calculating
elecivein
Memrannlaat
rctcpatisly
sttigs.
approzimate equllibrvitioe time, given the size of the
thaedctaiv pneie
in
dicicstis
Mauet sat a
IE
LOADS, FLOATING ICE, OFFSHORE ice crystals
in the system,
is provideda hscac&to
much awn
(aeoxmtlvfv times as ho)
STRUCT'URES, ICE SHEETS, ICE PRESSURE, compares weln with the experimental raest.
from the tetdbcilthan at
goe
it sin
the
ICE CRACKS, ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS), SR $4-28
permafrost tumnet
TESTS, ICE DEFORMATION.
MIZEX-A PROGRAM FOR MESOSCALE AIRSR "Ill8
A buckling analysis oicracked, A*"tiIce sheets
is presented; ICE-OCEAN INTERACTION EXPEIMENS
both synuetlrical and uymmetrIcal dipswere inveatigated.
EFFECT OF SEASONAL SOIL CONDITIONS The flalte element method was used for the in-piane analysis IN ARCTIC MARGINAL ICE ZONES. 4. IN!ON THE RELIABILITY OF THE MIS LAND aswell a the out-of-plane analysis.
The resulta of the TIAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS FROM MtZEX
RIhNd. W. et),Jno184 5p, D-0 52
of symmetrically Ahaied ice sheaes
are compared 83.Sp 1984,56p. AA-148 255, Robi. passim For
Rihmnd
e * Jne19435.,ADoD5
PW.
52 tothseo previous anlaawhere a radial sPe field I =dvda papW
= M33-124 through 39-1130.
In Engliah and Chinese. 2 refa.
wasassued
for the in=i stresses, and thrisod
39-1123
agreement
between
them.
The
results
iof
=tCE
MECANCS DRFT STTIO SIC
Ho, S.C., Ditteinome H.R.
are comparedi to experimental data obtained= in sinall-scale
IE
M CAIS
RF
TTOS
C
39-562
laboratory experiments.
EDGE, SEA ICE DISTRIBUTION, RHEOLOGY,
OR
CTIEIPRVIN
BCKPLL
41POVIG
CONUCIVEDA
IL CONDFO

BNKleed
RLATONSIPSAMO
RLAIONHIS MON G BNKRECESSION,
VEGETATION, SOILS8, SEDIMENTS AND PERMAPROBT ON THE TANANA RIVE NEAR
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FROZEN
GROUND
STRENGTH,
SOIL
STRENGTH, MILITARY ENGINEERING, EXPLOSIVES, BLASTING, METEOROLOGICAL

SR 844
CLIMATE AT CRRUEL HANOVER, NEW RIAMP

lInert MIS mine with live fuzes were tested for fucinn

Dates, R.E., Aug. 1984, 73P., ADA-I 48 400, 6 roe& SR 84-29

TEM PERFORMANCE.
Jordan, R., adi, June 1984, 417p., ADB-101 241, Rob.
passim. For Val.1 acse
39-303 1. For individual papena see 40-3773 through 40-3787.
40-3772

39-1046
CONCRETE PAVEMENTS, SALTING, CORROSION, FREEZE THAW CYCLES, DAMAGE,
REINFORCED CONCRETES, WEATHERING,
BRIDGES, CHEMICAL ICE PREVENTION,

DATA, TESTS.

SUE

ICE CREEP, OCEANOGRAPHY, ICE WATER INTERFACE, ICE AIR INTERFACE, ICE CONDITIONS.

MIZEM A PROGRAM FOR MESOSCALE AIRunder four scalconditions (imditl afe intnal n39647
Temines CLIMATE, METEOROLOGICAL DATA, SNOW- ICE-OCEAN INTERACTION EXPERIMENTS
July, and in November, January and April).
were installed using current emplacement doctrine an intiated FALL. PRECIPITATION
(METEOROLOGY), I
RTC MRIA
C
O E.
5
by duiving a tank over them.
Results showed aiqeiflomt WEATHER STATIONS, FREEZING POINTS, DE- PJIIZEX 84 SURMER
PRI40MENT PI
degradation in functioning rates during winter, which wa
GREE DAYS, UNITED STATES-NEW HAWP.
PRELIMINARY REPORTS.
6
attributed to frozen soil.
A change in installation doctrine SHIRE-HANOVER.
Jolsanneasen, O.M., od, Oct. 1984, 17 p., ADA-143
is recomendedA
10-yearcdlmarologicalmroorm ewrtiogica da collct- 986, Rella. Issim. For selected papers afe 40-4691
ed at the CUREL meteorological station is presented for through 40-4703.
SR 84-19
SNOW-TWO/SMOKE WEEK VI FIELD EaPER- the period October 1972 through December 19112. Data Hion, D.A., ed.
40-4690
Presented include airtemesure han andfroozing degelENT PLAN.
1, une198,
RC.,at
e humaidity, dew point, preiitatbo, snowfall ICE PHYSICS, DRIFT STATIONS, ICE EDGE,
FRerel, W.M., Rediel,
Eeale,J 94 Ip.,ADBrel502adas,
5.
DB0952
pe and direction, sollar radiation and evaporaton.
SEA ICE, REMOTE SENSING, OCEANOGRAFarmer,
Ebersole,
W.M.,
J.P.
Air temperature and orecenitaoe monthly and annually are PRAOSIME
UEENAIE
39-3031
compared saiticall
mte,30year normnal
andthe period-PYAOSIME
UR
ET, AIN lSNOWFALL, TRANSMISSIVITY, WAVE PROFA- of-recor normal for Hanover, Now Hampshire. The appen- OLOGY, ICE FLOES.
GATON, SCATTERING, SMOKE GENERA- dix givea daily and monthly values for the entire peiod S 43
Som comparisons awemade between the 10- COVNTOALLN MNS3N0IT
TORS, FALLING BODIES, VISIBILITY, EXPLO- of reciord.
SIES
SOW CO
EFEFECT, BLOWING letvea.anthloger
nmoa
EMPLACEMENT IN FROZEN SOIL, USE OF
SNOW, TESTS, HELICOPTERS.
SR 84-25
TRIP WIRES AND EFFECT OF FREEZING
SR8-20SALT
ACTION ON CONCRETE.
RAIN.
SNOW4-20
AAREOT
OLM
Sarward, J.M., Aug. 1984, 69p., ADA-147 812, Rob. Riclunond, P.W., Nov. 1984, 23p., ADB-091 027, 9

SNOW

40-3580
MILITARY ENGINEERING, AUGERS, FROZEN
GROUND, SNOW COVER, MINES (ORDNANCE),
RAIN, FREEZING, SEASONAL
VARIATIONS.

PHYSICS, MILITARY OPERATION, CRACKING (FRACTURING).
Tis report presents inforainri
o admn s
WAVE
PROAGATION,
TRANSMISSION, Seious deterioration of concrete bridges by delcin alts in winter
Threaasreadee. the emplacement
SMOKE GENERATORS, LIGHT SCATTERING, is generally aacrieto depanaavationandorosion ofruiforc
of mine. in frozen soil the use of trip wire. in meow,
ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES, SNOW- ing steel, a growth of its corrosion products cause. ompall- and the effect of freezing rain on antitank mines.
Data
FALL. BLOWING SNOW, VISIBILITY, DETEC- Here, simple evprtive tests simulated the salt weteigfrom a minefield installation exercise provide information
TION, COLD WEATHER PERFORMANCE,
thtsowly crumbesrocks in nature, where crystals goig on the installation of a 100-i minefield under summer and
the SNOW-TWO/Smoke Weck VI F "I Eprimnt held from pore wae fe from below strm the matrix jutas winter conditions.
at Cam Oryig
ihgn was a cooperative efoto do ioe crystals In frost heaving "oL
Likeexuded
neel ice S
43
US.Ar Reeachan
Reseach
Cold an Einering
actionti in patcl.
Moi)the saltin$
columns
from
43
theU..
rm the RV
EsneitLabors- (surface
conscrete frost
also lifed
crumling.
Mi. S
COMPARISON OF THREE COMPACTORS
lory and the
f t
oecMan Smoke/Obacurants, crocracksdeeoeL13
a'fatr-strytrg.USDI
POH
ERPAR
the main objective of which was to study the effects ofeeoe
n13yaeofatrta
r trg.
SDI
OH L
EAR
Snelling, M.A., et &I,Nov. 1984, 14p., ADA- 149 937,
manmiade and natural obscurants on the performance of SR 34-26
2
rots.
MUC.
THE
WITHIN
This SECONDAR)Y STRES
and millimte wavelength devices.
1lecb'-prica
sptpresents the results obtained by CREEL and Some TUBA FAM OF DYE3. 98-93
Eaton, R.A.
M .97-913
A E
RL
20 other agencies during the SN OW-TWO Phasefte
ezperlmentcoveringthe periodse28 November to21December Uedas, H.T., et al, Sop. 1984, 44p., ADA-148 401, 5 39-2"
ROAD MAINTENANCE, BITUMINOUS CONIt is the fourth rofs.
1983 and 4 January to 9 March 1984.
CRETES, COMPACTION, EQUIPMENT, DENSIin a series of datareports on the SNOW field experiments Tobissaon, W., Fisk, D., Keller, D., Korhonen, C.
(MASS/VOLUME), TEMPERATURE EF.
TY
sposoed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Winter 3-1138
BatlfildObcuatonReeachProgram.
The report is SNOW LOADS, STRESSES, MILITARY FACILI- FC
inte
ainvolumecoswthspemenal pclsife vtmtolme TIES, STRUCTURES, FOUNDATIONS, LOADS This report is a summary of the results of a compaction
andowrs volum covestin the gee
ovrsl
of meRCSteDoACOolOLoWATE
topics
study using recycled ho- mix asphalt concrete conducted
No
secnd
sno covrs
charateriztim.
thetopic te
of (FRCM),WINDduringSAugustATH19d3riinAuansindoorn a
facilityaci
at
aty
ELELii
electromagnetic wave transmission through falling andblowing CONSTRUJCTION, GREENLAND.
Hanover, New Hampshire.
This study compared three
anow, taret/background signatures, and system performance DEW line lee cap station DYE-3 wasmoved sideways 210 kinde of coinctor for optimumn performance, and als
in unow.
ft and placedon a new foundation in 1977, then raised considered such factor s temperature of the asphalt concrete
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SR
mi, number of posse dze and depth of Patches and the
number of ifts to fil t hole*. Results showed tbt
a vibratory roller and vibratory plat comipacter could both
dit deoed 9% of laboratory density,
m
p
Temperstme
but that a 200-l lawn oe could no.
of the hot recycled mix ia critical, with 2F beingthe
cut-off temperature,
It w shown that If t
iIa
not ompaced -pt1y after place-tr and Ia allowed
to co beo 20p,Proper compcton my not be atined.
SR 84-32
FROZEN

PRECIPITATION

AND

CONCUR-

RENT WEATHER- A CASE STUDY FOR MUNCHEN/RIEM WEST GERMANY.
Bileflo, M.A.,Nov. 1984,47p., ADA-149 227,29 refa.

SR 84.37
OVERVIEW OF TANANA RIVER MONITORING AND RESEARCH STUDIES NEAR FAIRBANKS, ALASKA.
Ne"il C.R.,etal, Jan. 1984,98p. + 5 appends., ADA167 790, Rea. p *i For individual articles e 384207 through 38-4211.
Busk, J.S.,Mchu,E.F., Collins, C.M., Gatto, LW.
38-4206
BANKS (WATERWAYS), RIVER FLOW, SOIL
EROSION, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, FLOOD

CONTROL, EMBANKMENTS, ENVIRONMEN-

SR 85-04
USER'S GUIDE FOR THE BIBSORT PROGRAM
FOR THE IBM-PC PERSONAL COMPUTER.
Kyriakaki T., ct al, At -. 1985, 61p., ADA-157 936.
Iskandar, I.K.
39-4055
DATA
PROCESSING,
BIBLIOGRAPHIES,
MANUALS, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, COMPUFER APPLICATIONS.
Thisreport isintended to provide the reader with stepby-step itructiona on how to usethe BIBSORT computer
The programn
prgnn on the IBM Perasonal Computer.
tes
The
allows atrge and retriev of nIb-sr a d.
progam has been tested on an IBM-t, uan DOS 1.1
The
prognam
requires
a
monitor
sand
a
printer.
Ti s gi disc
how to prepare diakettes to enter
the data, how to name categories and files, how to open
categories and files, and how to enter data.
The guide
alao showa how to sort and store data, edit, delete, or
append the data, and how to obtain a hard copy fo the
Each data diskete can take up to 500 entries,
sorted data.
assuming 512 characters per entry.
A section on how
to chanse the program to fit specific needs is presented
in Appendix A. and the program listin i in Appendix
B.

TAL IMPACT, AERIAL SURVEYS, PERMAUNITED
(.OUNTERMEASURES,
FROST,
TA E2L.K-A1A.IE.Thau
STATES--ALASKA-dTANANA
RIVER.
The Tana River han
character in the vicinity of Fairbanks, from the braided pattern upstream of North Pole
to the anaatumoins
or ureSular meander putsn downatream
Ths transition in plaform
f the Clun River confluence.
is accomnipanied by a marked decrease in gradient and a
change in dominant bed material from gravel to sand. Within
the pst 50 yea
. the river has been affected by a variety
of human atiovities. incldin flood contr works, ss
causeways and gravel extcions.
The Phase IIIi-river
levee and Vncoustra-tion consfitmed
a strong local disturbance of the river system where local river lope was steepened SR 8-S
and large quantities of bed materiol were put n
WORKSHOP ON PERMAFROST GEOPHYfom pilot channel enlagment a the ivr a4 e to
SICS, GOLDEN, COLORADO, 23-24 OCTOBER
As of the ed of 1982, t f
the new alignment.
and final effects of this disturbance won not clar. Recom1964.
mendatiosmare given ret i mp
from human activities, Brown, J.,
ed, May 1985, 113p., ADA-l15 485, Refi.
alleviation of imp ct,
ptection, further Interpretive pasim.
For individual paper see 40-1290 through
analysis and future m
of river behavior.
40-1308.
SR 35-01
Met, M.C., ed, Hockstra, P., ed.
SR 4-33
CATALOG OF CORPS OF ENGINEERS STRUC- 40.1289
PROCEEDINGSi.
TUBE INVENTORIES SUITABLE FOR THE PERMAFROST PHYSICS, GEOPHYSICAL SURWorkah
on Ice Penetration Technology, Hanover, ACID PRECIPITATION-STRUCTURE MATEIN- VEYS, PERMAFROST DISTRIBUTION, SUBSEA
NH, June 12-13, 1984, Dec. 1984, 345p., ADB-093 AL STUDY.
PERMAFROST, BOREHOLES, WELL LOGGING,
880, Refi. paaaim. Discussions, p.319-336. For in- Merry, C.J., etal, Mar. 1985, 40p., ADA-154 364, 4 MEETINGS, PERMAFROST THERMAL PROPdividual papers see 40-1962 through 40-196%5.
refa.
ERTIES, OIL WELLS.
40-1961
McKim, H.L, Humiston, N.H.
PENETRATION
TESTS,
ICE
COVER 39-4054
SR 85.46
STRENGTH, ICE BREAKING, MILITARY OPER- PRECIPITATION (M1 FEOROLOGY), CHEMI- MIZEX-A PROGRAM FOR MESOSCALE AIRATION, ICE DRILLS, ICE COVER THICKNESS, CAL PROPERTIES, CONSTRUCTION MATERI- ICE-OCEAN INTERACTION EXPERIMENTS
MEETINGS, SEA ICE, SUBMARINES.
ALS, ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION, DAM- IN ARCTIC MARGINAL ICE ZONES.
6:
AGE, BUILDINGS, COST ANALYSIS, COMPUTE-WMsT.
F
o
r
ER APPLICATIONS.
Wadhama,
P.,18 d. May
1985,119p.,
310,
SR 84-34
u~v
individual
papoersADA-167
see 40-4167
ICE DRILLING TECHNOLOGY.
This report contains
a survey
of n onoo
Refs. uahbu80.
o0 r d
ual papersA e-41671
It purpose
wasoftoCorps
determine
.j fltd
W4.
Holdsworth, G.,ed, Dec. 1984,142p., ADA-156 733, inverka
materials information
was available in the Cor
da bba 40.4166
Rfit.p
. For individual papers see 40-1176 to be used for predicting the distributin ofbuild
matea
through 40-1199 or F-32743 through F-32750.
acrs the cotntry as part of the EPA acid rain smentSEA ICE DISTRIBUTION, ICE R INTERFACE,
Kuivinen, K.C., ed, Rand, J.H., ed, International program.
The floodplain surveys wen r
-the ICE WATER INTERFACE, ICE MECHANICS,
Workshop/Symposium on Ice Drilling Technology, criteria of the date of the asvey, the number of buldnp, REMOTE SENSING, ICE CONDITIONS, ICE
2nd, Calgary, Alberta, Aug. 30-31, 1982.
tdhevariety Of building marials, the -tamot
of dimnsoed EDGE, ICE FLOES, WIND FACTORS, WATER
datalse for the buildintg, the land cover tMp- in the TEMPERATURE.
40-1175
dat, and whether or not the data were mp i
Six
stdy
ICE CORING DRILLS, ICE CORES,BOREHOLE structure inventories are recommended forifuther
INSTRUMENTS, ICE DRILLS, MEETINGS, SR 98-02
SR 6347
DRILLING FLUIDS, TEMPERATURE EFFECT.
SURVEY OF ICE PROBLEM AREAS IN NAVI- ANALYSIS OF THE REVERE, QUINCY AND
The Symposium on Ice Drilling Technolop dealt with research GBLE WAT WAYS
STAMFORD STRUCTURE DATA BASES FOR
on the operation and design of ice coring drills.
Various
PREDICING BUILDING MATERIAL DISTRI.
y sof
mwei
drilling f u
edin the Arctic Zuflt, J., et al, Apr. 1985, 32p., ADA-157 477.
BUTION.
and
are dscribed
Te boreoles
aared
and ice cores CaUm, DJ.
Merry, CJ., et al, May 1985, 35p., ADA-I57 458,8
we usedto tudy ice physics and climatic changes.
40-3360
er
ICE NAVIGATION, ICING, LOCKS (WATER- LAPotin, PJ.
SR 34-38
WAYS), DAMS, ICE CONTROL, RIVER ICE, ICE 40-o0i
PROCEEDINGS, VOLI.
CONDITIONS, ICE JAMS, ICE BREAKUP.
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS, PRECIPITASnow Symposium, 4th, Hanover, NH, Aug. 14-16, This report presents the fndnq of a su -y oficle robl"ms
OROLOGY), CHEMICAL PROPER1984, Dec. 1984, 433p., ADB-090 935, Refs. pasm
encountered
on
the
nation's
major
navigable
wate
.
A
1984,
1984,id 3p e 39-2945 t
h 39-2981.
survey questiounaire was developed
and, t
arous)
fieldTION
TIES, (METE
BUILDINGS, RAIN, FORECASTING.
For individual papers see 39-2945through3
8
review
was distributed to lock and dam ct
Data bae on buildings in Revere and Quincy, Maschusets,
39-2944
on the
y,Monogals, Ohio, Kanawhae Kask ki
and Stamford, Connecticut, were studied to determine if
SNOW PHYSICS, SNOWFALL, TRANSMISSIVI- and
RVera an the ljisWatra.
Aayi
a measure of building material distribution could be calculated
for a city using land me. cetins tract and the Corps' data
questionnair identified I ice p
TY, MILITARY OPERATION, SNOWFLAKES, of the
SCATTERING,
SMOKE
GENERATORS, categor.
The report deres eachcateg
of ice p
r
buildings.
Statistical mesures of chi-square, welymme
as the
coefficient, F ordinate, a
umertainty
ambda,
opeanl
REFLECTIVITY, Ism enontemd, as well as the cited mo
MEETINGS,
AEROSOLS,
ooefcintequared and etaswuared statistics were
of
each
correlation
reduce
the
impact
nderutke
und/or
to
stu
REMOTE SENSING, SPECTRA.
ice problem,
calculated for the three data baes
The Corps definition
of building type was foundto be the best predictor of
SR 8503
building
are onlyHowever.
all indicators
SR 8436
PERIGLACIAL LANDORMS
AND
PRO- the
building
type)surface
explained
low percentages
of the (including
variability
PERMAFROST,
SEASONALLY
FROZEN CESSES IN THE SOUTHERN KENAI MOUN- in the dependent variable (building surface area).
These
GROUND, SNOW COVER AND VEGETATION TAINS,ALASKA.
results indicate that other variables ar required to explain
IN THE USSR.
Bailey,
P.K.,
Apr.
1985,
60p.,
ADA-157
459,
Ro&
the
variability
of
building
surface
arm
adequately.
4 6
Big, S.R., Dec. 1984, 128p., ADA-153 628, Refa. p.5 - 0.
p.26-31.
40-764
SR 85-0
40-1052
PERIGLACIAL
PROCESSES, LANDPORMS, STEFAN'S PROBLEM IN A FINITE DOMAIN
PERMAFROST DISTRIBUTION, ACTIVE LAY- PERMAFROST
DISTRIBUTION,
GEOMOR- WITH CONSTANT BOUNDARY AND INITIAL
ER, SNOW COVER, VEGETATION, PERMA- PHOLOGY, PATTERNED GROUND, NUNA- CONDITIONS: ANALYSIS.
FROST THERMAL PROPERTIES,
PERMA- TAKS, ALTIPLANATION, NIVATION, SOIL Takag, S.,June 1985, 28p., ADA-158 558, 13 refs.
FROST DEPTH, GROUND ICE, SEASONAL TEMPERATURE, UNITED STATES-ALASKA40-43
VARIATIONS, USSR.
KENAI MOUNTAINS.
FROST HEAVE, BOUNDARY LAYER, STEFAN
A survey of the Cold RegionsScince and Technology Bibliog- The distribution and characteristics of periglacia landform
PROBLEM, ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS).
rhy and othreferences in the CRREL library was conduct- in the southern Kenai Mountai, Alaska, were investigated Stefan's problem in a finite domain is solved under constant
ed to compile recent information about several Soviet physi- during 1979 and 1980.
The principal are of study was boundary and initial conditions
Starting to a sermi-infinite
Ogsograpik features:
permafrost, sconaly fozen ground, a 1300-m-high mountain mass that stood as a nunstak during domain, the solution posses infinitely many stages of lead
aow cover and vegedttion.
The prduct of the study the last general glaciation.
Periglaclal features in the area times in a finite domain and finally becomes stationary.
are 1)a s
of maps pentin the gene rl
dis'bution include gelifluction lobes, nivation hollows. cryoplamntion ta- The singularity at the finite terminal necessitates introduction
of these features ove the entire Soviet Union and 2) a rces, tots, a string bog, and such patterned ground as of lead times.
Including lead times, parameters defining
coilection of 57 maps showing the local distribution of ground sorted circles, sorted polygons, earth hummocks, sorted steps, the solution vary with time.
Only the analytical result
icesad permafrost
sorted stripes, and small ice-wedge polygoas
is reported in this paper.
39-173~~~~UNTE
1r
39-1731
WEATHER
FORECASTING,
SNOWFALL,
METEOROLOGICAL DATA, MILITARY OPERATION, PRECIPITATION (METEOROLOGY),
VISIBILITY, FREEZING, RAIN, WINTER, CLI
MATE, GERMANY-MUNICH.
This studyevshts satisticaldat for twoor o meteoro1oical parameters, recorded concurrently, to improve prediction
atmospheric conditions that would obscure a winter bettlefield.
The analysis considers only freezing precipitation
typesrtheacategorizsdand correlated with simultaneouly
obseved weather conditions, such as temperature, humidity
and viibily, uing 11 yea of winte weather records for
These reM =chen/RiRm, Federal Repbfi of German.
sut aancampleofthe usual daan alnvironmetal
information that can be derived from available records.
It
nsuggedthat similar investigations should
be onducted
forothe s
in central Europe.
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UJL PERMAFROST DELEGATION VISIT TO PROCEEDINGS OF THE ISTVS WORKSHOP POTENTIAL OF REMOTE SENSING IN THE
THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA, 15-31 ON MEASURZM NT AND EVALUATION OF CORPS OF ENGINEERS DREDGING PROJULY 1914.
TIRE PERFORMANCE UNDER WINTER CON- GRAM.

Brown, J., June 1985, 137p., ADA-158 535, 19 reb. DITIONS, ALTA, UTAH, 11o14, APRIL 1983.
MoKim, H.L, et al, Nov. 1985, 42p., ADA-166 334,
40-1051
ISTVS Workshop on Measurement and Evaluation of Re& p.23-37.
PERMAFROST BENEATH STRUCTURES, PER- Tire Performance under Winter Conditions, Ais, IKlemas, V., Oatto, LW., Merry. C.J.
MAPROST THERMAL PROPERTIES, PERMA- Utah, Apr. 11-14, 1983, Sep. 1985, 177p., ADA-161 40-3271
FROST DISTRIBUTION, FROZEN GROUND 129,Re..psim. For individusi papers see 40-3321 DREDGING, REMOTE SENSING, AERIAL SURMECHANICS, ORGANIZATIONS, ENGINEER- through 40-3335.
VEYS, CHANNELS (WATERWAYS), SEDIMENT
INO, FREEZE THAW CYCLES, DAMAGE, OEO- Blalai, G.L, ed, Yon, R.N., ed.
TRANSPORT, SUSPENDED SEDIMENTS, ENVICRYOLOGY, CHINA.
40-3320
RONMENTAL IMPACT.
A U.S, delegation of 15 scientists and engineers representing TIRES, COLD WEATHER PERFORMANCE, The potential of remote sensing in the Corps of Eninee
federal and stateag
, IndusW, and universities specialix- MOTOR VEHICLES, ROAD ICING, MILITARY
r
P
for providing data on channel
ins in problem ofason, ly and Perennially *e
5--d EQUIPMENT, SNOW COVER EFFECT, TRACm t drt ad ispsion dring drding wa quality
visited Chna dminn the perid 15-3t July, 1984.
TE
Nand
suspended sediment coocenrationa, and selection of
trip w organized by the
nsy OffR= 9 and was
NMEETINGS.disposal
sites and monitoring environmental efcta at disposal
co-hosted by the Academia Sinica's Institute
01l 0ci4oY
sites was reviewed.
The recommended remote sem combiand Cryopedology in Lnzhou.
The 16-day visit was in
nation for recordig dredglnF and environmental chages
oraV..-ote
reur
istOf a Chinese delegation to
was a sniall, m gnme arraft eqipe with at lowa
Alask and the West Coat in July 1983 as part of the
two 70-mm or 35-mm camera.
The first csmera should
Fourth International Coference on Permafrst.
The U.S. SR 3514
be loaded with color film and the second camera with color
Committee on Permafrost of the National Research Council SAMPLE DIGESTION AND DRYING TECH- infrared film for vegetation or land tue mappt.
or Panorganized the.
p.S. t on
7 fclte visted -re NIQUES FOR OPTIMAL RECOVERY OF MER- ch"omtic film with speca filters for water studies.
For
described and technical informaton obtained a discussed. CURY FROM SOILS AND SEDDIENTS
bathymetric mapping the camera will have to be supplenented
possibly
wand
profler,
or
liser
radar
by
airborne
9
948,
ADA-161
16p.,
1985,
al,
Sep.
J.H.,
at
Cragin,
SR 511
sonai dept
=
Acombination of @wall aircraft end
PREVENTION OF FREEZING AND OTHER ref&
boats i optimum for mapping current and observing plume
COLD WEATHER PROBLEMS AT WASTEWA- Foley, B.T.
dynamics.
TER TREATMENT FACILITIES.
40-4456
Reed, S.C., at al, July 1985, 49p., ADA-160 727, 23 SOIL CHEMISTRY, SEDIMENTS, METALS, DE- SR 8522
TECHOF EXTRACTION
COMPARISON
TECTION, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DRYING.
refs.
Pottle, D.S., Moeller, W.B., Ott, R., Peirent, R., Nie- Mercuy in soils and sediments can be cocurately dtemined NIQUES AND SOLVENTS FOR EXPLOSIVE
SOIL
IN
RESIDUES
HI/S
ove the concentration range of 0.04 to 2 m
dringhaus, E.L
Relative sadard Jenkins, T.F., eta, Nov. 1985, 33p., ADA-166 474, 11
using amalgmtion on thin aol film.
40-1476
UNDERGROUND
FACILITIES,
deviation
analysi
a
about
I0%.
Aimildanmple
dissolution
FREEZING, technique, involving 0 03 at 7SC, produced quantitative ref.
Legptt, D.C.
COLD WEATHER PERFORMANCE, WASTE H. recoveries for certified sediment samples and recoveries 404272
TREATMENT. WATER TREATMENT, FROST e vlet to those of rigorom Parr-bomb digestions for
SOIL CHEMISTRY, EXPLOSVES, SOIL POLLUOven drying of sample
Sediment samples.
DE- other so
COUNTERMEASURES,
PROTECTION,
at 150C resulted in significant loses of Hg from both soil TION, ULTRASONIC TESTS, CHEMICAL ANALSIGN.
Air drying oven drying at doe YSIS.
Freezing and other cold weather problems are a major cause and sediment ssmpiles.
of poor performance at wastewater treatmet plants in cold or freeze drying resulted in Hg recoveries that arewihn Extraction of TNT. THE, RDX and HUX from two soids
Thus, any oe of was studied in term of p-oes kinetics and recovery. Two
Climates.
This report, based on experience in Alaka, 20% of those for undried samples.
in the north central U.S. and on a survey of over 200 these three comparable methods i recommended for HS solvents. sactonitrile and methanol, and four extraction techniqum, Soxhlt ultrasonic beth, mechanical shaker and
treatment system in northern New England, presents pree- d-teminations in soils and sediments.
The results were
i-oor were compared.
dureis and criteria so that de"iners can avoid cold weather
complex in that some interactions among analyte, method
problems in future systems.
It also contains detailed gidance
for
existing
operators
in
overcoming
crrent
problems
and
solvent
were
found.
Acetonitrile
was
fond to be
and daficingcies
'Me inforatsion orm ized and
tclearly superior to methanol for RDX and HMX
Shlat
ad in tems of the inf proms units that are
eto SR 8518
and ultrasonic bath enall recovered more thanhomogenize
efund iner
thical asteer
p re
ate
lely to
Ior
shaker, although aictor
is that all technique
be fond in a typical wastewater trtment system.
A SNOW IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF ICE
u
at
In trm of smpe
number of detailed case studies of problems and solutions BRIDGES,
throuthput, the ultaonk bath and shaker are preerred
at specific system in northem New England are also included. Cotemash, B.A., et al, Oct. 1985, 12p., ADA-163 over Soxblet and bomogenizer-onicator.
The ultrasomic
SR 65-12
118, 6 refs.
bath generally approached equliwium more rapidly than
SUITABILITY OF POLYVINYL CHLORIDE Phetteplace, G.
the shakerso it appeas to be the best overall choice. Another ompicatin factor is that times to reach equilibrm
PIPE FOR MONITORING TNT, RDX, HMX 40-3269
were dfferent for the two soils and for the different andytes.
AND DNT IN GROUNDWATER.
ICE CROSSINGS
MLITARY OPERATION, Mhsapoints to the need for more kinetic studies on other
Parker, L.V., et al, Aug. 1985, 27p., ADA-160 733, SNOW (CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL), SNOW sob no aedimat.
Refs. p.19-22.
COVER EFFECT, SURFACE PROPERTIES, ICE
Jenkins, T.F., Foley, B.T.
SURFACE, ICE COVER STRENGTH.
SR 523
40-1497
Snow's contribution as a wearing surface, leveling material PRELMINARY INVESTIGATIONS OF MINE
PIPES (TUBES), GROUND WATER, WATER or reinforcement to ioe bridges is discussed.
It is. shown DETECTION IN COLD REGIONS USING
POLLUTION, WATER CHEMISTRY, MATERI. that it has limited value a a reinforcement and then only SHORT-PULSE RADAR.
ALS, TESTS, SALINITY.
by adding water and freezing the resulting slry.
Snow Arcone, S.A., Nov. 1985, 16p., ADB-100 401, 10 ref.
Snumber
of sampim
of commencal PVC
groumdwater monitor- btnra
can be used
effectively iIsinhibitd
as either a leveling
Anumerofampl~of
or wearin loPorty
surface DECTIONSO
V~s~undat~mnito"
onkthicke
by theiusint
40-3302
O E
FEW A A
ing pipe, which varied in schedule, diameter or manufacturer, of the
iow. The ow should be of
pr
N, SNOW COVER EFFET...I, RADAR
were placed in contact with low concentration of aqueous not mounded or windrowed to avoid delectin the ice away ECHOES, MINES (ORDNANCE), DIELECTRIC
oluiens of TNT. RDX HMX and 2,4-DNT for
days fom
fr
the water surface.
This would substantially weaken PROPERTIES, FROZEN GROUND PHYSICS, POunder noterie coditios.
Results indicated that there the carying capacity of the ie bridg
LARIZATION (WAVES), POLAR REGIONS.
was some low of TNT and HMX in the p ers of PVC
fteiebdg
Shorcpit
i
AeS), POLA R Eo
Shorrseradarisbnginvestigtedsaoo for detecting
pipe compared to glass contros but that for the mst
detection
m in coldthe
concentrations of analyt were equivalent between types of
characterized by a dielectric
of mines buried in a
ipe.
A second experiment was perormed to determine
tIn
i
investigation air and frozen
constant.
if the lses were due solely to sorption or if bioderadation
sand re used to roughly apoximate the dielectric extremes
This experiment was done under a SR 85-19
was also a factor.
v~mnt .fcndtio_
po~ndate
.
dity 'm'tlDES
iety
of roundwter
conditions
byy varying
sainity,
initial
RITON OF THE BUILDING MATERI- of a3-4dryusnOwpwJich
rdar signal
used bed
a duration
and a broadThe
frequency
spctrin
enatered
newr
pH and dissolved oxygen.
The only cse where thee ALS DATA BASE FOR NEW HAVEN, CONNECT- of 3a Th
freun spectram cn ere
firsTrecord as a resction of polarization and orientation.
was increased loss of any substance because of the presence ICUT.
of PVC pipe was in the TNT solution under nonaterile
Merry, C.J.,et al, Nov. 1985,129p., ADA-166 457,13 Mine responses were then recorded for emplacement in a
This increased lo was thoughttobe auei
conditions.
fairly homogeneou dielectric of frozen sand. Thewaveform
with incresed microbial degradation railer than orption. ref,
amplitudes depended strongly on mine orientation and weakly
Therefore, gven the lenIgth of time of this experiment and LIAPOtin, P.J.
on polarization.
Resonances in sir at all orientation and
the
small amount of loss attributable to sorption, PVC ground. 40-3270
tnermtorr
onedae
CONaSTRtableUoCTIO Nt MATERIALS,
MAERIA LSCH
A
Lspons in eforsand
a ,,.'trl.
minerecognizable
type were for
similar.
Rewateronitorin pipeae bleform
t
CONSTRUCTION
CHEMICAL
were eaily
an antenna
for these munitions.
Several samples of
P pipe w
PROPERTIES, SAMPLING, DAMAGE, STATIS- standoff of I m, but depended on target size. Investigatios
abo leached with groundwater for 80 days and no detecte TICAL ANALYSIS,
COMPUTER APPLICA- in a sopck are now beginnin
interferences were found by revemed ihase HPLC analysis.
TIONS, PRECIPITATION
(METEOROLOGY),
SR 85-13
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION.
SR 65-24
CONSTRUCTION AND CALIBRATION OF THE A building material sampling program for the New Haven, REGRESSION MODELS FOR PREDICTING
OTrAUQUECHEE RIVER MODEL
Connectut, region was conducted in March and April of BUILDING MATERIAL DISTRIBUTION IN
Gooch, 0., Aug. 1985, 10p., ADA-159 902.
1984 to examinete types and amounts of bulding surface FOUR NORTHEASTERN CITIES.
40-545
materials exposed to ciddpotion. A stratifled, syatemat- Merry, C.J., et al, Dec. 1985, SOp., ADA-166 335,12
ICE JAMS, ICE BREAKUP, RIVER ICE, ICE FOR- ic, unaligned random sampling approach was used to generate ref .
MATION, MODELS, FLOODING, WATER SUP- ample plnts across the five sampling frame ae,. At LaPotin, P.J.
PLY, TESTS.
least t7 sample points were examined per 5stung frame 40-3303
toildmaterials,
a total simple
size of 576 points.
9, ding size
CNTRCINsAEIASUIDNS
chaeristics,
roof'-mountd
M
S
The Ottauquechee River is located in west-central Vermont. ...,,ce
=
aerial s roofaes
of-ount ed apparatus,
a
CO SRCIN
M TE
E ILBIDN
L
BD,
This river ws chosen for a physical hydraulic model using chimneys, gutters, downapouts, fences and mlaneou out- POLAR REGIONS, MODELS, DISTRIBUTION.
real ice.
The model was built at a scale of 1:50 horizontal door accessories were recorded.
This report povides an The Corps of Bngineers conducted a field sampling program
and 1:20 vertical.
After problems with modeling bed rough. nitial mmary of the data collected.
Sample mzs indicate for inventorying building materiash in the northeastern United
-s and operating the pump system were overcome, the that additional sampling is required to produce the desired States, and the data from the field program were compiled
teats went smoothly.
70 sites (with buildinga) per frame,
into a data bsw for statistical analya
Correlation coeffl-
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€imm were derived between the independent variables and
the seurfcs ae of the five buiding material types.
The
correlation coellicients wae used in an optimal "owin
regression model developed for each material clam for each
A number of factors appear to be significantly associatcity.
ad with the distribution obuli
material exposem.
Howeve, the variables do not corelate at levels required for
conu'ructih adequate Pedc
models that would be applieaIe to other sampling locations.
SR M-25
BLASTING AND BLAST EFFECTS IN COLD RE.
GIONS. PART 1: AIR BLAST.
Mellor, M., Dec. 1985, 62p., ADA-166 315, 23 re.
40-3304
BLASTING, EXPLOSION EFFECTS, SHOCK
WAVES, ATI'TNUATION, ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS), POLAR REGIONS.
Air lmt phenomena ae reviewed and a digst of dat
ingven. mainly in graphical form.
To the extent possible,
date
are given
for air blast in cold
Mro.
paov
the
prviln
e ut
fr dh.Mat
those
pea condi~onsme
c regions. signfiatly difwof rlos.Pennyvania,
empr~e
SR 8M-26
METEIL
USACREL PRECISE THERMISTOR
4
Trachier, G.M., et al, Dec. 1985, 3 p., ADA-166 470,
4r~~s.
4 refg.to
Morse, J.S., Daly, S.F.
40-3305
FRAZIL ICE, WATER TEMPERATURE, THERMISTORS, ICE FORMATION, MEASURING INSTRUMENTS, ACCURACY.
To f cilitate the study of ffazil Ice in the field, a hogly
accurata, portable water temperature mete was q
The USACRREL Precise Thermistor Mete was designed
and built to meet this need.
The meter i rugged, batteryoperated, waterproof, and able to operate over a wide range
ofamblen temperatures.
A unique feature of this instrument
is the use of software to compensate for temperatureependent
variation in the analg electronics.
The circuitry consists
of an analog printed circuit board and a low power microcomputer.
The resistance of a calibrated thermistor is determined and its temperature calculated using the SteinhartIat equation.
The accuracy of the meter was determined
both theoretically and in cold room teats.
The hardware
and software used in the meter are denrbed.
SR 8-01
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER OPPORTUNITIES
FOR THE CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING
COMMUNITY:
MATERIALS AND DIAGNOS4
TICS. 1986, 5 p., ADA-166 360, Refa. passin. For
selected papers see 40-4705 through 40-4708.
40-4704
DETECTION, CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS,
ROOFS, PAVEMENTS, MAINTENANCE, PROTECTIVE COATINGS, THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY, CONCRETE AGGREGATES.
SR 8"02
NITROGEN REMOVAL IN COLD REGIONS
TRICKLING FILTER SYSTEMS.
Reed, S.C., et A, Feb. 1986, 39p., ADA-167 118, 19
refs.
Diener, C.J., Weyrick, P.B.
40-3581
WASTE TREATMENT, WATER TREATMENT,
SEEPAGE, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, TEMPERATURE EFFECTS, DESIGN, HEAT LOSS, POLAR
REGIONS.
Trickling filters are found in about 50% of the operating
wastewater treatment systems owned by the U.S. Army,
and more are likely for any new construction.
Control
of nitoen, particularly ammonia in wastewater effluents,
is a growing necessity.
Ammonia can be removed in
trickling filters but the process is temperature-dependeuL
This study combined an intensive literature review with data
collection at full-scale and pilot-scale systems.
These results
are presented and evaluated.
A liquid temperature of
at )eat 7 C is necessary in the filter bed for effective
ammonia removal, and a separate single-purpose filter bed
dedicated for nitrification is recommended when significant
ammonia removal is required at cold regions locations. Criteria and equations are derived for future cold region system
designs.
SR 86-0S
COMPARISON OF WINTER CLIMATIC DATA
FOR THREE NEW HAMPSHIRE
SITES.
7
Govoni, J.W., et a1, Mar. 1986, 8p., ADA-167 427,
Srefs.
Smith, S.J.
40-3582
ICE DETECTION, ICING, METEOROLOGICAL
DATA, CLIMATE, DEW POINT, WIND VELOCITY, WIND
DIRECTION, PRECIPITATION
(METEOROLOGY), ALTITUDE, HUMIDITY,
UNITED STATES-NEW HAMPSHIRE.
This data report contains climatological meaurement for
the winters of 1980-81 and 1911-82 made at three sites
in New Hampshire situated at elevations of 155 m, 870
m and 1910 m above set level.
Psrametern measured

included wind speed and direction, pecipitation, tempermtam.
humidity, and durtio, of cing event.
Compariaon of
the data
vd the o
to examine the influence
of elevation
on
atmospheric
icing
occurrence
intensity.
at elevation
app to occur only and
In New Hampshire,
above sbout 900 m.
R 0-1
DESCRIPTION OF THE BUILDING MATERIALS DATA BASE FOR PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA.
Merry, CJ., ©t al, Apr. 1986, 87p., ADA-167 285, 15
ref.
LaPotin, PJ.
40-3583
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS, PRECIPITATION (METEOROLOGY), BUILDINGS, ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECION, ROOFS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, STATISTICAL ANALYSIS,
COST ANALYSIS, UNITED STATES--PENNSYLVANIA-PITrSBURGH.
A buiding mateials samplin program for the Pittsburgh.
region wa coducted in December 1984 through
February 1915 to examne the types and amounts of building
A strated
surface materials exposed to acid deposition.
r"ndom i sp~ech was used
""6,9
few
was amie
points
e sge
A minmum of 70mp
simpe
pintsw
=.p-rmpl
ham = d a tota smple of 541
p erS urfac mater
rodf characteristic roof-moum
aratus, chimneys, guter downspouts and feom were
po vides an initial summary of the
This re
recorded.
data collected.
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MONOGRAPHS
M 8141
THERMAL PROPERTIES OF SOLS.
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e pe y, a y. sad Uain
. M 8-a1
d
i
=
OF NORTHERN
RESERVOIR
discussion of mome miscellaneous topils
including
thermal eROSION
ParouW, O.T., Dec. 1981, 136p., ADA-I 11734, Reft. stais behavif
bric, o and r
asS
SHORES. AN ANALYSIS AND APPLICATION
p.125-132.
report was writte a a study text fCTNAT AdvicMe " OF PERTINENT L E ATURL
39-1258
Study Institute on Sm/ke/A Interacinrsa, and was intended Lawson, D.E., May 1985, 198p., ADA-157 811, Rd.
FROZEN GROUND THERMODYNAMICS, PER- to be used fi conjunction with compaion tex mon rel
p.137-191.
MAFROST
HEAT
TRANSFER,
FROZEN tops
40-4448
GROUND MECHANICS, SOIL PHYSICS, SOIL
SHORE EROSION, ICE COVER EFFECT, RISERMECHANICS, THERMAL
CONDUCTIVITY, M 8"1
VOIRS, SLOPE PROCESSES, PERMAFROST,
SOIL WATER, SOIL FREEZING.
SHORELINE MODIFICATION, GROUND WAT
mongraph descrilbe the therml operties of mails ,FRAZII ICE DYNAM L
TER, WATER LEVEL, MODELS, WATER
unfrozn or fgon.
The
theme
properis
of
Daly,
S.F.,
Apr.
1984,46p.,
ADA-142
037,
Re&.p.44WAVES,
FORECASTING, TEMPERATURE EFwate and its phase chanis are detailed.
An explnatFECioS6
s ienof the interactlon between moilsture and hea transfer. 38-4420
monograph describes the current state of knowledge
ICE CRYSTAL
ICE,
Othr influenes on soil thermal properties are deced, FRAZILdescibe,
IC, ICE
IEFA23MECHANICS,
M CHANCSICECRYTAL
orternreservoir smdies
erowon,
primarily
examining
including such factors as sll composition, stUctur, additle, OROW ',
ICE CRYSTAL NUCLEI, HEAT of
the results of erosionasaore
on lkes
coasby and
dven
sts organic, htere and tem
-ture. Technique
TRANSFER, ICE FORMATION, ICE PREVEN- The =or eia
proce
of reservoir beaches and blue
oil
conducivity are outliae and el,
and
in detail.
we d misused
The TION, SUPERCOOLING, TURBULENT FLOW, ad 1 r
methods or caiculadal; this roperty are described.
hares, the
of aic
pheil amamepactrs etin, the
Siva the result Xo alab of thew metwods ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS).
wherely their predictions were compared with measured To describe thedynmic evolution of frazil ice in turbulent environmentalnmps oferoion, adthereie churrcteisti
This
resrorevioment areviewed.
mdazil
of h
the basic equation far dynamic
values, thus showing their applicability to various soil types matural water
This
models of shore zone development areWs presented.
n of h
ctal number continuity and the basic eq
and condition.
literature analysis revealed that knowledge of erosion and
81-02
lcfor I eretial volume are deveop
s
recession in northern impotmiments a severely limited.
grwhand nucleation of new crystals are the mjrprmtr
Expressions for the ow rate of Quantitative analys of the processes of ersimon and their
FROST SUSCEPTIBILITY OF SOIL; REVIEW i thse equations.
relative importance, parameters determining the nature, rae
te
The growth
fraxit ice crystals are descr bed.
OF INDEX TESTS.
Chamberlain, EJ., Dec. 1981, I0p., ADA-Il 1752, the mao alis is controlled byhet nr.
Thehet
fd tiian oferoion, and models to predict the erodility
m mmlmszmas lne recesion remain
transfer coefficient is a fnetion of crystal m the efluid of a shore for
For another source see 37-973 (MP 1557). Refa
in
need of basic field researeli
fd
O
,-The
properties.
flid
the
and
p.3-8.turbulence,
inertial and buoyancy forces on the ice crystals a tennind
39-2034
as is their influence on the heat transfr
Spontaneous
FROST HEAVE, SOIL FREEZING, SOIL ME- nucleation of ice can be discounted; secondary nucleation
CHANICS, ICE WATER INTERFACE, ICE SOLID is responsible for the vast majority of frazil ice crystals.
INTERFACE, SOIL CLASSIFICATION, TEM- The theoretical rate of secondary nucleation is partially modPERATURE GRADIENTS, SOIL WATER, PARTI- elad as a function of the superaolin& fluid turbulence and
crystal size distribution.
A simple analytical solution of
CLE SUM DISTRIBUTION, GRAIN SUE.
the basic equation is developed for the growth of frui
Methods of determining the frost s
aceptibility
of oils are ice in a well-mixed, steady-state crystallizer.
identfied and presented in this report.
More than one
hundred criteria were found, the moat common baed on
particle size characteristics.
Thee particle size criteria M 84-02
arefreutly umete bio d
Aionsuchs
9in
ize ATMOSPHERIC ICING ON SEA STRUCTURES.
formation on permeability, mineralogy and aoil classification
has also been used.
More complex methods requiring
Pore a distribukon, moisture-tension, hydraulic-conductivity,
h e-stress, and fiost-heave teats have also been proposed.
However, none has proven to be the universal test for determinBased on this survey
ing the froat susceptibility of soils.
four methods are =ronoted
for further study.
They are
the U.S. Army Cors nere Frost Susceptibility Clasciflcation System, the moisture-tension hydraulic-conductivity
test, a new frost-heave test, and the CBR-after-thaw test.

M82-01
GRO H Scauses
GROWTH, STRuCruRE, AND PROPERTIES

2

Makkonen, L., Apr. 1984, 9 p., ADA.144 448, Reft.
p.77-92.
39-97
ICING, OFFSHORE STRUCTURES, ICE ACCRETION, ICE PREVENTION, ICE ADHESION, ICE
SOILD INTERFACE, ICE PHYSICS, CLIMATC
FACTORS, ICE LOADS, SUPERCOOLING,
ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS), DESIGN.
Atmospheric icing (icing due to fog, precipitation and water
vapor in ic) a a physical process and the problems it
for ships and sttiona ofhore structures are reviewed.
Estimation of the probability and severity of atmospheric
icing based on climatological and geographical factors is
discussed, and theoretical methods for calculatingthe intensity
at sam suggested. Existing date
of atmopheric k
wpheri
ng rate and the
of the atm
on the
properties of the secreted ice on the meteorological conditions
are analyzed.
The methods of measuring the icing rate
and ice prevention methods are discussed

OF SEA ICE.
Weeks, W.P.,
et al, Nov. 1982, 130p., ADA-123 762,
7
Refa. p.11 -130.
Ackley, S.F.
37-2407
SEA ICE, ICE ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES, ICE
MECHANICS, ICE SALINITY, ICE THERMAL
PROPERTIES, ICE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE, ICE
PHYSICS,
GRAIN
SIZE, ICE CRYSTAL M 84-03
GROWTH, GAS INCLUSIONS, TEMPERATURE ICE DYNAMICS.
EFFECTS.
Hibler, W.D., III, July 1984, 52p., ADA-147 376,
This monograph describes in some detail the current state Refa. p.48-32.
of knowledse of the observed variations in the structural 39896
characteristics (grain size, crystal orientation, brine layer ICE MECHANICS, RHEOLOGY, DRIFT, THERspacing) and composition (brine, ps and solid salts) of The
sea MODYNAMICS, ICE PLASTICITY, OCEANOGice as well as the presmed causes of these variation&
importanceof thesevariations incontrollingthelargeoberved RAPHY, SEA ICE, ICE FORMATION, ICE AIR
chmae in the mechanical, thermal and electrical properties INTERFACE, ICE WATER INTERFACE, ICE
of the ea ice is also discussed.
STRENGTH, ICE COVER THICKNESS, ICE
MODELS, SEA WATER, ANTARCTICA-WEDM 83-1
DELL SEA.
MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR OF SEA ICEL
monograph reviews
ntial aspects of se ice dynamics
Mellor, M., June 1983, 103p., ADA- 131 852, Reft. This
of the Arctic and Antarctic on the geophysical scale and
p.99-405.
discusses the role of ice dynamics in air-sa-ice interaction.
38-469
The review is divided into the following componenuc a)
SEA ICE, ICE MECHANICS, ICE ELASTICITY, a discussion of the momentum balsa describing ice drift,
aan examination of the nature of a ice rheology on
ICE STRENGTH, FRACTURING, FLEXURAL
e PophyiclWae, c) an analysis of the relationship between
STRENGTH, STRESSES, STRAINS, RHEOLOGY,
strength and ice thickneas characteristics, and d) a discus.
ice
PRESSURE
PROPERTIES,
MECHANICAL
RIDE
SHANALYSISP
PE
ATIS,
son of the role of ice dynamics in the atmosphere-ice.
RIDGES, ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS).
ocean system.
Because of the unique, highly nonlinea
The first part of the report provides an introduction to nature of seai-ce interaction, special attention Is given to
the mechanics of deformable solids, covering the basic ideas the ramifications of ice interaction on sm ice motion and
ofstressandstrain, rheology, equilibrium equations, itrainldis- deformation.
These ramifications are illustrated both b!
placement relations, constitutive equations, and failure criteria, analytic solution and by numerical model rmults.
In ddi
Fracture mechanics and
fracture toughness ore also reviewed tion, the role of ice dynamics in the atmomphere-ice-ocean
4
.
T. I
seem..m,, of the meort summarizes available system is discussed in light of numerical modeling experiments,
data on the mechamical properties ot freshwater ice ad-includin a fully coupled ice-cean model of the Arcticsalte ice, accounting for the Influence of strain rate and
Norwsgian as.
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TECHNICAL DIGESTS
TD 81-01
USING

XLECIRONIC

MEASUREMENT

EQUEPMENT IN WINTER.
7

Atkins, R.T., July 1981, p., ADA-148 795, 5 re&
39-2092
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, COLD WEATHER

PERFORMANCE,
MEASURONG
INSTRUMENTS, SEMICONDUCTORS (MATERIALS),
THERMAL INSULATION, CAB
(ROPES,
WINTER, TEMPERATURE EFFECTS.
TI) 82-01
FREEZING AND BLOCKING OF WATER
PIPES.

Care,.CL, May 1982, 11p., ADA-148 943, 10 re,.
PIPELINE FREEZING, WATER FLOW, ICE FORMATION, WATER PIPES, TEMPERATURE EPFECTS, COUNTERMEASURES, DESIGN, ICE
CONTROL, WATER PRESSURE, PREEZEUP.
77) 83-01
MELTING ICE WITH AIR BUBBLERS.
Care, KL, Mar. 1983, lip., ADA-148 739, 7 refL
39-294
ICE MELTING, BUBBLING, FLOATING ICE,
ICE BREAKING, ICE CONTROL, PORTS, PIERS,
DOCKS, ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS).
TD 83-02
ICE-BLOCKED DRAINAGE PROBLEMS AND
PROCESSES.
Car
LL., Nov. 1983, 9 p., ADA-148 738, 2 reb.

PIPELINE FREEZING, DRAINAGE, CULVERTS,
ICE FORMATION, FREEZEUP, ICE REMOVAL,

DESIGN, COUNTERMEASURES, HEAT TRANSFER, WINTER MAINTENANCE.
7D 84-01
ENGINEER'S POTHOLE REPAIR GUIDE.
Eaton, R.A., et al.,Mar. 1984, 12p., ADA-148 736, 3
reft.
WriSht, E.A., Mongeon, W.E.
39-2096
ROAD MAINTENANCE. WLNThR MAINTENANCE, DAMAGE, ENGINEERING, PAVEMENTS.
TD 84-02
SOLVING PROBLEMS OF ICE-BLOCKED
DRAINAGE.
Cre ILL, Sep. 1984, 9p., ADA-148 737, 4 rofL
39-2097
DRAINAGE, ICE FORMATION, PIPELINE
FREEZING, CULVERTS, ICE REMOVAL, ICE
CONTROL, ENGINEERING, COUNTERMEASURES, FREEZEUP.
TD 6.01
INTRODUCTION TO HEIAT TRACING.
Henry, K., June 1986, 20p., Refs. p.18-20.
40-4447
HEATING, HEAT TRANSFER,
PIPELINE
FREEZING, SHIP ICING, FREEZING, COUNTERMEASURES, PROTECTION.
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30-2083
ICE SHEETS, ICE SHELVES, SNOW SURVEYS,

SEA ICE, GLACIOLOGY, ICE PHYSICS, RESEARCH PROJECTS.
MP 845

THIRD INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON
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HRIGHT VARIATION ALONG SEA ICE PRE&- MP 351
SURE RIDGES AND THE PROBABILITY OF CONTINUOUS MONITORING OF TOTAL DI&.
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7 refa.
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FROM SHORE USING LANDSAT AND AERIAL Kovacs, A., at al, Arctic, Sep. 1975, 28(3), p.213-216,
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So.11 es.se
20, 1975,.80(36),
chloride acutdfr2% n ndniidnce cone
maximum differential motions are a large a 5%,
WilasoT
WtltafiaoT.for
5%,
Mofton percent of the snow, crystals did not
30-2295
up 850
appear to have nuclei
Therefore, all nuclei found in
ICE SHEETS, DRILL CORE ANALYSIS, GAS IN- STATISTICAL VARIATIONS IN ARCTIC SEA snow crystala were terrentiasl substances from oceains and
The
shapes
of
snow crystals were single bulleta,
oA.
cntmnenta.
CLUSIONS, BUBBLES, AIR ENTRAINMENT, ICE RIDGING AND DEFORMATION
RAE. combinations oftiuflets, and lneas"
hollow coluns. The
ICE PRESSURE, ANTARCTICA-BYRD STA- Hibler, W.D., 111, Ice Tech Sympoaium, Montreal, gnaw crystals formed at temperatures from -20 to -35C_
TION.
CaadApil 9-11, 1975. Pr-o#ednNowYok
The sibaw crystal diameters were fram 0.1 to 1.0 mm.
The
Cors obtained to the hattom of the Antarctic Ice Sheet Soit
f Naal Archrtecla and M .neEgnes
mean mass concentration of sodium chloride insnow crystals
at Byrd Station have been used to analyse soep~
1975, plJI6, 13 refs. Includes discussions.
was 40.6 ppmb
and that of clay minerals was 15.4
7C
h
propertie at the air bubbles trapped in the ice.
Ths
0186sodium
chloride nucleus concentration ciiddwtnthe
ubbles constitute the remnant air that is retained when SA CPCKIEIEDFO
M T NCE experimental error with data taken firom the chemical anlysis
polrsotromorms ito Shcial ice. Parameters measured PESSUR PCICEFSHO E STFRCTIRES, ICE of the South Pole snow cover made by several workers.
Wnaalso, shapen, abundance,,,,
and spatial ditribution of PRSU E
FSO
E SRCUE,
I it was concluded that most of the sodium chloride cntained
bubbles, gas volumes, and bubble pressures and their variations CONDITIONS, STRESSES, ICE NAVIGATION,
in the South Pale gnaw cover was due to the sodium chloride
with depth in the ice sheet.
Bubbles occur abundantly STATISTICAL DATA.
nuclei of snow crystals.
ICE PROBLEMS&
Frankenstein, G.E., ed, Internationral Association Of
Hydraulic Researchs, 1975, 627p., For Individual psPmn see 30-2708 through 302759.
30-2707
ICE NAVIGATION, RIVER ICE, ICE JAMS, SEA
STRUTURES,
ICE, IC LOADSHYDRAUIC
MCEEN LOADS
.
HYDRAULIC STRUCTURESm

~,~
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MP
MP S4
OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF SALT ICL
1,.
Lane, J.W., Jond
Lue,.ation
p18m on Remote Sensin3 6 Glacology,
Cambridge,
37
16-20 September, 1974, p. 3- 2, 12 re., In English with French and German summaries. Includes
discussion. 66 re.
302349
SALT ICE, ICE OPTICS, LIGHT SCATTERING.
The dependence of the extinction coeficlent
in
wf inv
f r both Na-ce and alt-ice m=de
natural -wa .
prepared under a
of onditios and eamined over the wavelength ran 4,000
to 3,000 A.
The effects of scattering from air bubble
trapped in the ice were examined for ice made from distilled
water.
Itaffected
was found
that
the method
of preparing
samples
makdy
thirsaltice
structre,
that,
when n-we
prepared
ilk the
same
cmaaer,
me but
from
natural
r
t tnsmi
and NsCl-ice did not show significantly diffl
properties.
It was found that, for a wavelength of 6328
A, the data tould be fit to the relation ke-[l.67-0.35
sip (-0.27x/cm within an unoertainty of 26%, where Ie
is the extinctio oefficient, and x is the Ialinity of the
ice in s/k.
Within an uncertainty of 10%, there wa
no variation in tranmision for ice at the sam temperature
and salinity over the wavelength range 400 to 8Wo A.
All mesurement were made at a temperature of -200MP S55
MECHANISMS OF CRACK GROWTH IN
QUARTZ.
J" I et3Jurn of4 ePh3cs' reaarch
Dec. 1
Dec. 10, 1975, 80(35), p.4837-4844, 21 refi
Durham, W.B.
30-3068
ROCKS, CRACK PROPAGATION, WATER
TZON
TRANSPORT, QUART
.
T
A pO stUd ,
quartz has been expanded to
crystl
crystalquartzdyhasbeen-epndedtoexamineti
e.
of m1crorcturing events during stable crack o
took for evidence of plastic deformation asaociated with
crack propgatin and to determine the dependence of crack
growth oncrystaphit orientation.
No discernible effect
of orintatin on he temperature or change in applied strs
or partial pressure of water dependencies durIng sequential
crw.k growth episodes was observed, and no correlation
was found between observed microfrturing events and the
rate of crack Propagation.
However, the mag tud of
the applied stress to achieve the desired rates of crack
extension did vary with orenttio.
No evidence of plstic
deformation has been found in samples of quartz undergon
up to 2C.
time-dependent crack growth at temperats
Some Daphind twins have been observed at tempertures
above 125C. The fact that the stress, temperaturm and water
dependencies ae independent of orientation is interpreted to
sugget that the observed time-dependent cracking iscontrolled
by the transport of water to the crack tip.
MP 356
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR DRILL
SYSTEM DESIGN.
Mellor, M., et al, Ice core drilling, edited by J.F.
Splettatoesser,
Lincoln, University of Nebraska Pres,
77
1976, p. -111, 58 refs.
Sellmann, P.V.
303483
DRILLING, THERMAL DRILLS.
Drillingsystems re discussed in eneral terms, component
fDntions common to a ss
e identified, and
mple
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This document
strategy was being developed.
An annumal mow-soi simulator for arctic tundra was developed nouing
b
iwhi d mode of surfce eq i,,am temperature presents the sate of the plan " of the start of the field
sowripni, melt, and program in March 1975.
diel
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the iulto
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t wea
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p ts is forced
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ICE 843
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ON MODEL STRUCTURES.
snow fnce array capable of proucn drift deeper thanI
Boranrntnowldat
ow, Alaska. Zabila ky, LJ., et al, am
journ. l of cvi eni4.2 i wil nitiate a
Such a mand: !9a nofl1
e
old @mv as a tell"
neeri. 1975,2(4), p.400-407, in Enaglish with French
source of freshwater for Barrow and similar vilbas in the summary. 11 ref.
Neel, D.E., Haynes, F.D.
a removal,
indicatd
Auka
northalbedo
op reduction
reon
that
due
to dustFuthr
fall, snow
etc., 30-3095
i dominant over aerodynamic effects in din h e
ICE PRESSURE, HYDRAULIC STRUCTURES,
S in eltout observed at Br
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VPL.E
S
URE,
MD EL S
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MP 85
FORCES ON AN ICE BOOM IN THE BEAU.
HARNOIS CANAL.
P.erhm, R.E., et al, Internaltional Symposium on Ice
roedems, 3rd, Hanover, New Hampshire, 1-21 AugUSt 1975. Proceedinga, International Association of
Hydr ulic Research, 1975, p.397-407, 7 rt,
Racicot, L
30-2743
ICE DOOMS, SHEAR STRESS, ICE PRESSURE,
LOADS (FORCES).
Ice booms are used to hasten the formation of a stable
Their main fumctio is to reduce
ice cover in early winter.
the am of opan ater where isrp amout of ice flo
and fazile ice can be smered.
Thisior ifce
can cause an ice jam or blockage at power house intakes
A particular feto
and restrict its generatin capacity.
of the fo1rbay ice boom of the Beaharno Power Home
is to prevent any ice upstream from movng down into
the forebay.
In the winter of 1974-75 CRREL obtained
force measurements of both cros stream and downstream
omponents in the foreby ice boom.
The purpose of
paper is to report these forces and their variations.
A limited amount of supplemcntal data such as water flow,
All of
ice thickn , and canal dimenins is provided.
thein
theinformation sholdhelpintheunderstandingofinteraction
cover.
and
itce
ice
boom
an
between
MP 859
CONSTRUCTION AND PERFORMANCE OF
THE HESS CREE EARTH FILL DAM, LIVEN.
GOOD ALASKA.
Simoni, O.W., Northern enginer Fall 1975, 7(3),
p.23-34, Also presented at the American Society of
Civil Engineers, Alaska Section, Annual Meeti,
Fairbanks, September 18-29, 1973. See also 27-177,
TR 196.
2
31-1291
EARTH DAMS, PERMAFROST
BENEATH
STRUCTURES, PERMAFROST PRESERVATION,
HYDRAULIC FILL, EARTH FILLS, UNITED
STATES-ALASKA-LIVENGOOD.
MP 860
SNOW ACCUMULATION FOR ARCTIC FRESHWATER SUPPLIES.
Slaughter, C.W., et al, Arctic bulletin, 1975, 1(5),
p.218-224, 15 ref. For another version see 29-3345.
Mellor, M., Sellmann, P.V., Brown, J., Brown, L
31-3104
WATER SUPPLY, SNOW ACCUMULATION,
RUNOFF, MELTWATER, SNOW FENCES.
M 861
APPROXIMATE ANALYSIS OF MELTING AND
FREEZING OF A DRILL HOLE THROUGH AN

PIL

STRUCURES, MODELS, LABORATORY

TECHNIQUES.
Labortory tests on freshwater ice were conducted by
model structures of various geometries.
Vertical and sopin
pile sections with diameters up to 36 in. (91.4 cm) were
pushed through the ice with an active testing sysmcm
The
test variables investipted were size, shape, velocity, and
The date gathered in
elope or angle from the vertical
this study indicates that nominal ice pressure varies indirectly
with pile width/ice thickness (D/T) ratio in the range of
1:10. There was no apprent chae in nominal ice pressure
due to the change of the pile shape.
Data gathered in
the velocity test suggests an inverse effect upon the ice
Pressure, especially at speeds greater than 3 in./& (7.6 cm/s).
tests it was found that the ice W re
In the lo ing
decreased with an increase in the slope angle from the
vertical position.
An expression correlating the vertical
pile tes that failed
andhorizontal forces in the sl
Vaueor this linear correlatin
in bending was developed.
A comparison of the test results
were found aphicly.
o presented.
atis
is
with other inv
MP 864
ICE FORCES ON SIMULATED STRUCTURES.
Zabilansky, LJ., et al, International Symposium on Ice
Problems, 3rd, Hanover, New Hampshire, 18-21 August 1975. Proceedings, International Association of
h.otability%,I ef
Hyrali
Hydraulc Research, 1975, p.387-396, 1 rf.
Nevel D.E., Haynea, F.D.
30-2742
ICE PRESSURE, LOADS (FORCES), OFFSHORE
STRUCTURES, PILE STRUCTURES, MODELS.
Simulated structures mounted on a portable appartus were
ed to invetigate ice forces on marine sucture
Vano.
geometric shapes of simulated structures or piles were pushed
against
natural
takefriction,
ice.
Parameters
size,
shape, Pile
velocity,
inial
pile-ce varied
contact were
and slope
of the pile.
I
WALL DEICING.
Calkins, D.J., et al, International Symposium on Jet
Cutting Technology, 3rd, Chicago, May 11-13, 1976,
1976, p.02/13-22, 17 r.
Proceedings,
Mellor,
M.
31-1898
ICE REMOVAL, WALLS, CHANNELS (WATERWAYS).
W 8"
TECHNIQUES FOR STUDYING SEA ICE
DRIFT AND DEFORMATION AT SITES FAR
FROM LAND USING LANDSAT IMAGERY.
Hibler, W.D., 111, t al, International Symposium on
Remote Sensing of Environment, 10th, Oct.6-10,
1975, 1976, p.595-609, ADA-041 579, 12 re&s
Tucker, W.B., Weeks, W.F.

classification is drawn up in order to outline relations between
penetration, material removal, hole wall support, and ground
conditin.
Bnrgyandpowerrequirmentsforpne ttion
of ice and frozen ground are analyzed for both mechnical
and thermal processes.
An electromechanical coring ll
has been ed for deep drilling in Greenland and Antarctica.
Thermal drills have also been used for boring holes in ice
although they are not as efficient, in enerpc terms, as
mechanical drills.
Power requirements for removal of
material and for hoistin of drill strings are considered,
and
total
power
requirements
for complete systems
are assesed.
Performance data for
tae work
in ice and frozen ground are reviewed, and results are studyze
to obtain specific energy values
Specific energ dat
are assembled for drag-bit cutting, norma impact and idntation., liquid jet attack, and thermal penetration.
Torque
and ajal for capabilities of typcal rotary drilling systems
The overall intent is to provide
are reviewed and analyzed.
data
and quantitive guidance gthat
can lead
deep
system
for to
coldsystematic
regions.
design procedur$ for ddrillingcslstemsforcoldregns.-

ICE SHELF IN ANTARCTICA.
Tien, C., et al, Journal of glaciology, 1975, 14(72),
p.421-432, 3 ref.
Yen, Y.-C.
30-3106

31-1995
SEA ICE, DRIFT, ICE DEFORMATION,
REMOTE SENSING, SPACEBORNE PHOTOGRAPHY, ACCURACY.
p 867

ICE DRILLS, BOREHOLES, FREEZE THAW
TESTS, ICE SHELVES, ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS).
An approximate analysis is made, of the processes of meltng
and
freezing
of athrough
drill an
hole,
500 ina Antarctica.
n dept andResults
0.
i ininitial
radius,
ice shelf

UPLAND ASPEN/BIRCH AND BLACK SPRUCE
STANDS AND THEIR LI7TER AND SOIL
PROPERTIES IN INTERIOR ALASKA.
Troth, J.L, et a Forest wcice, Mar. 1976, 22(1),
p.33-44 17 rt.

MP 857
COMPUTER SIMULATION OF THE SNOWMELT AND SOIL THERMAL REGIME AT BARROW, ALASKA.
Outcalt, S.l., et al, Water resources reseam, Oct.
1975, 11(5), p.709-715, 17 rt.
For another version
of this paper see 29-4001.
Goodwin, C., Weller, G., Brown, J.
30-2133
COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION, SNOW TEMPERATURE, SOIL TEMPERATURE, THERMAL
DIFFUSION, SNOW FENCES, WATER SUPPLY.

ment

are expressed in graphical form showing the time available
for experimentation under the hole ass function of heatn
duration.
It is also found that refreezing has a much
slower rate than meltin& (Auth.)
NIP 862
REMOTE
SENSING PLAN FOR THE AIDjEX
MAIN EXPERIMENT.
Wprocduresfor)
(ut )Weeks,
W.F., et al, Arctic Ice Dynhamics Joint p

c,

.J., Brown, L

31-1395
ARCTIC LANDSCAPES, TREES (PLANTS), FOREST SOILS, SOIL CHEMISTRY, ALPINE VEGETATION, ALPINE SOILS.
This study characterizes upland forest stands in interior Alaska
and
contrasts for
theirtree
organic
soil properties.
Standcompares
data areandprteented
and and
sapling
species in
three aspen/birch and four black spruce stands.
Ltter

AIDJX bulletin, July 1975, No.29, p.21-48, layers had greater - an,$ were more acidic beneath black
14 refts.
spruce than beneath aspen/birch.
Latter beneath aspen/.
birch contained higher concentrations of C, N, P, Ca, MI,
Campbell, W.J.
Organic
Mn, and Zn than did black spruce orgamc lyers
30-2440
REMOTE SENSING, SPACECRAFT, AIRBORNE layer K and Pe concentrations were similar beneath the
EQUIPMENT,
ICE, ICE COVER THICKtwo
layer
N,
P, Ca,
and
Zn
NESSPDATASEA CESICECR
TIGmmawr.iia
n the
hTotal
w organic
tn groups,
ropmr
i Mg,
g
man stand
were groups
similar in
two
good
more

NESS, DATA PROCESSING.
This operational plan describes the platforms and sensors
expected to participate in AIDJEX, explains
that are
how they will be used
to obtain the required data, discusses
the analysis of those dat, and point
out weaknesses
in the remote sensing plan as now formulatd
The details
of the plan have changed constantly as n overall remote

60

and Mn were present beneath hardwoods, and more K was
present beneath black spruce.
Extractable soil P decreased
rapidly with increasing profile depth beneath aspen/birch
stands, but increased with depth to a maximum at or below
15-30 cm beneath hardwoods then beneath coniferous ommunities.
Soils beneath the two stand groups could not
be consistently separated by differences in pH. %C, %N,

M
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or CIN ratio.

Percentage soil carbon at aft depthis and
in all sands was closly correlated with %N (r-0.7 and
CEC (n-O.t).

NIPl268
FEASIBILITY STUDY OF LAND TREATMENT
OFWASTEWATER ATA SUUARCrICALASKAN
LOCATION.
Sletten, R.S., et Al Hanover, NMR, U.S. Army Cold
Regionsa ResCitach and E ie
ngLbrtoryr 1976,
21p., 10 rafs.,

Presene at the oth Anuau Waat

NIP 874
POLAR ICE-CORE STORAGE FACILITY.
Langway, C.C., Jr., Ice core drillitg, edied by i.F.
Splettsloesser, Lincoln, University of Nebraska Pres,
1976, p.71-75, 8Brefla.
30-3482
ICE CORES, COLD STORAGE.
TU U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Egfneerin
Laboratory (USA CRREL) baaso eliy
o h centra
stoage

NIP 8179
ON THE DETERbMATION OF HORIZONTAL
FORCES A FLOATING ICE PLATE EXERTS ON
A STRUCTURE.
Kerr, A.D., Journaloafgacioiogy 1978,20(82), p. 123134, 26 refs.
32-4451
ICE PRESSURE, ICE LOADS, ICE COVER
STRENGTH, STRUCTURES, LOADS (FORCES),

andcratoral activitica
=
core
rrftete
vered FLOATING ICE.
A
h eea prahfrc~uai~tehrzna
c
audthiehizonceprucura
a
IlThe A frK~ the coveralets
(OPP/NSP) Arctic and Antarctic research programs.
mn ops
ic-reatoa
farm determiticon oalata of two pa= (I) the analysi
ha
raisand dis.iut the ic coreg s
0
othi-pmeM.
31-1949hadle
Process,
thic cover retmain
o f thanin ocssumina
toPP-approved recipients for Sldo
the polar
3 1-1949In
WASTE TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION, C&
Une the agreemnt ith OPteice Intact; and (2) the m of a
citerion, because an
wcefore caninot be larger than the force capable of breaking
SUBARCTIC LANDSCAPES, SUBARCTIC CLI- cors, are stored at CR111. and in a comimercial fraeee
MATE, TESTS, UNITED STATES-ALASKA.
facility at Littltmw, N.H.; a technician hsndlea and catalogs upct aesic ov e
Fo
a eatiailte
lresona
h sothenm.
A core data bank is
frrtiea
n
fte
autie
kftlieni.
A reviewof the literature revealed that
ice
coreM
the Dye
3
with
exchange, and starting
LEM' CONSIDER LAND TREATMENT, NOT information
The storage facilitira are deacai
ia being computerized.
LAND DISPOSAL.Rcn
ee-eicueacoeaieaayi
load Is mrcu related to a "cushig strength of the ice
HowelaD.H,
inerfnC alMa.
Ciile176,beteenCRRL, he nivrsiy o cn
,
cover.
Obaervatins in the field and teaw in the laboratory
however, that in some matancea the wce cover failed
ae
at#o,
p.06,Cm
46(3),~~etanI.het'
46(3),
ae
nvriyo en.april niyi a.
oeatairv.t
Com
eet on-ore
b
Subseqently
analysi betooed
31-1946).
ang on o u,
nda
uraeitc-oecreltn
eof
failure mochon am reiwd n their
Ui~ga A., Wallace, ALT.
sytmshortcomings
are pointed out.
A new method of analyss
31-1947
which is based on the buckling of a floating ice wde
ia then prerted.
WASTE DISPOSAL, WASTE TREATMENT, SEW- MP #75
AGE TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION, HIOVEBCRA1T GROUND CONTACT DIREC- MFg 88
STANDARDS.
TIONAL CONTROL DEVICES.
TUNDRA BIOME APPLIES NEW LOOK TO
MP' 870
Abele, 0., International Hovering Craft, Hydrofoil ECLGIA PRODLEMS IN ALASKA.
WASTEWATER REUSE AT LIVERMOE, CAL1- and Advanced Transit Syatem Conference, 2nd, Am- Brown, J. Northern enjineer, Summer 1970,2(2), p.9.
FORNIA.
aerdam, May 17-20, 1976. Proceedings, London, 31-4048
Uags, A., et al, Annual Cornell Agricultural Waate Kalerglic Publicationa, 1976, p.51-59, 6 rfab.
ECOYSTEMS,5 ENVIRONMENTS, TUJNDRA BIManagement Conference, 8th, Rochester, N.Y., April 31-1996
0ME, ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION, RE-.
28-30, 1976. Proceedings, Ann Arbor, Micht., Ann ALL TERRAIN VEHICLES, AIR CUSHION 1113- SEAR~CH PROJECTS, ARCTIC REGIONS, UNITArbor Science Publishers, 1976, p.51 1-531, 24 refs.
CLES, VEHICLE WHEELS, ENVIRONMENTAL ED STATES-ALASKA.
lakandar, I.K., McKimn, ILL
IMPACT, TUNDRA TERRAIN, IMPACT.
31-1493
I'e maneuverability of a hovercnaft can becomic a aerious MP' 381
WATER TREATMENT, WASTE DISPOSAL, SOIL operational problem where the craft's travel route ia resticted TUNDRA BIOAM PROGRAM.
CHEMISTRY.
by obstaclea or requires cloae-quarter turn, and diig travel Brown, J., Sclence, Feb.27, 1970, Voi.167, p.1278.
3-44
While imroemn
on elopes and in croswiind condon,.
MP871and
perfection of aerodnai .Methods
my be a more
404
ANALYSIS OF WATER FLOW IN DRY SNOW.
deirable apprach, ther waapactical
limito hsmeid, ECOSYSTEMS, ENVIRONMENTS, TUNDRA B31
Colbeck, S.C., Water resources research, June 1976, and the me of F.un conac devicersre oa= eato
OME, RESEARCH PROJECTS.
12(3), p.523-527, 12 nefs,
to provide morm positive directinal control.
Wheelk deserve
special attention, and therefore ae analyzed in more detail MIP 882
3 1-2958
a
variety
of land
ERAT TRANSFER BETWEEN A FREE WATER
obvious
apiication
on
, ,terraina.
because of their
SNOW PERMEABILITY, WATER RETENI NTO
brake rods and harrowa are more aitableaon
JTAN ANIEDOKHL
N
RM L TOI
O
BLOC
NoRMAL
sauce
WATER FLOW, SNOW THERMAL PROPER- water ice and snow
TIES, SNOW WATER CONTENT, METAMOR- ecological impact on fragile orai terraing auch as;ttmdma
PHISM (SNOW), WET SNOW, SNOW HY- The me of controlled ;oud= onac with skirt sections Yen, Y.-C., Letters in heat andmass transfer, Jul/ Aug.
having retractable rollers or special Wearing N.ufaces may 1976, 3(4), p.299-307, 2 refs.
DROLOGY.
ainiicant chsngr to the basic design 3 1-242
eiettel
The equations describing water movement in a dry mo
ets
-e relative directional HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT, ICE MELTthe craft or its co.
ar deive,
o flw
cove
ad eampe
and fresh snows are given.
The grain
of snow
tabiiyi vlae nmcao h oa a
mmns
ING, HYDRAULIC JETS, NOZZLES.
Wwe
produced by a variety Of wheel arrangements (singqle,dual,
a large effect on the timing of water discarge.
is retained by dry snow to raise its temperature andi sad*at tandem), location on the craft and operational modes0(ftrhil 383
FF R MSU
RC
RU
The available GE RAINO
These requirements delay rolling, braked, or a combinaition of the two).
the irreducible water saturation.
OFRNOFFR M SUAC
momenta are plotted against the yaw angle ofEATO
folowig ra on ry sow.
and rducerunof
196
t determine the moat effective operstional mode with a TIC SNOWPACKS.
anodyso,
and reduc ruofflown
particular wheel arrangement for any yaw condition
The Dunne, T., at al, Waterresources earkAx196
RED AND NEAR-INFRARED SPECTRAL RE- analyi is*limited to retractable devices which act as moment- 12(4), P.677-685, 13 nets.
FLECTANCE OF SNOW.
prdcigbroke&aorrollers anddo notseeaeither propulsiion Price, A.G., Colbeck, S.C.

Management Conference, Rochester, N.Y., April 2830, 1976.
Uigg. A.
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O'Brien, H.W., at al, Operational Applications of Sa-

tellite Snowcoven Observations. The proceedings of a
workshop hell Aug. 18-20, 1975, Waystation, South
Lake Tahoe, Caif, adi.by A Rango, Wasinmlon, D.C.,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
1975, p.345-360, For the same article from a different
source seC 29-4002. 3 refs.
Munia, R.H.
30-3521
SNOW OPTICS, SNOW COVER DISTRIBUTION,
REFLECTIVITY, INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY.

or load -uPP-t ai&

31-773

SNOW COVER, RUNOFF, MODELS, CANADANIP 876
LABRADOR.
SPREAD OF CETYL-I-C14 ALCOHOL ON A A physically based model of the movement of water throughb
MELTING SNOW SURFACE
anowpacks was med to calculate hydropraphs penerated by
Meimsn, I.R, at al, latdutunal
wave of anckiodmlton th
a land,
intebra
tffc Hydrology. Bulletin, Sep. 1966, 11(3), p.5-9, 3 fmesurae hydrographA. from hliowde lstasmpe
a
refs. Microform No. SIP 25051.
range of aspect, gradient and length, verative cover and
Slaughter, C.W.
mnow depth and density.
The model yielded good result,
31-3141
paticularly in the predictio of peak runoff rates, though
SNOW SURFACE, SNOW PERMEABILT
theewsdsightoverestiiateofthea tme. A comparison
NIP
MLTN , DSRBUIN
SO
IIY
o7fNW
prediction, with field measurements Indicated that given
MP83
SOW
M LTIG, DSTRBUTIN,
NOW
the ranges over which each of the controls is likely to
USA CRIEL SHALLOW DRILL.
peat
EVAPORATION.
vary, the two most critical factors controlling the hydrograph
Rand, J.11., Ice core drilling, edited by J.F. Spta- The primary objective of the study was to gain information are the snow depth and the melt rate, which must be peited
oesser, Lincoln, University of Nebraska Press, 1976, on the rate of spread of cetyl alcohol o a melting mnow precisely for short time intervals.
Permeabiliry of the
p.133-137, 1 ref.
surface.
Point applications of raioactive cetyl-l-C14 al- snowpack is another important control, bet it can be estimated
30-3485
cohol weredp lad on the surface of snow contained in closely from published values.
The boxe
wode boxes 25 cm on each sie.
DRILLING,
ICE CORING
The~ DRILLS,
hlo dili
neetomcaia eie cubical
wSiA
th snow were placed in a controlled environment of 2C MP 384
TheUS CRELshilowdril
s n eecs
chnicl evceand with a relative humidity of 95%~ under the study BEARING CAPACITY OF FLOATING ICE
designed for continuous coring in finn and ice to a et
conditions, cetyl alcohol spread =a far as 10 cm within PLATES SUBjECTED TO STATIC ORQ ASI
of 100 m.
The drill bones a 14-cm-diameter hole whl
hr and IS mI-itiuino
h lchloe
TTCLAS
A
obtaining a core 10 cm in diameter at a penetration rate I'fc wVash5ihl varib.o (Auth)
vrt
ern
KlooADC LOuAlfS.
c
,196 776,p 2 9
up to I es/mmn in -2CC ice.
The cuttings are transported sraewshgl
aibe
At.
er ..
omlagiilg,17,1(6,p29
by spiral brush augfer flighta to a container shove the core268, Bibliography p. 263-268,
In English with
strg
etion
The core and cuttings are removed from NIP 871
French and German summaries.
tedilaereach I morun.
Additional componenta FR
NTEN
RHR
N IO
MN-8
3-9
NVRN EN ER
FIEIableT
S0lca
*lriec~h=
-eenconductor
include.t 100 m of a
amtwea
.ost hc i k-outdeada"
SYMPOSIUM.
FLOATING ICE, BEARING STRENGTH, STATIC
phase 220-V AC gasoline generator.
All the equipment Slaughter, C.W., ad, Portland, Oregon, U.S. Pacific LOADS, BIBLIOGRAPHIES.
has been designed to be transported in a Twin Otter ski- Notwest Foet and Range Experiment Station, Tis pape contains a critical survey of the literature on
It consists
the bearing capacity of floating ice plates.
equpped plane and assembled and operated by two men. 1971, 275p., Numerous nets. pasaim.
isgi ta
ghg o the drill and associated
nto BaneR.J., ad, Hansen, G.M., ed.
of a discussion of general questions, a critical survey o
o
capacity
bearing
the
determine
aayia attempts to
dil and drlvJtifl
retrieve core is 15 hours.
26-lnt
2
floating ice plates and a survey of field and laboratory
core was obtained in a record drilling time of 15 hr from FOREST IRESFIS,
EVRNM NA IMn- tests on floating ice plates and their relation to the analytical
a 100-mt hole drilled in early Nov. at the South Pole under PACT, PERMAFROST, TAIGA.
results.
It concludes with a systematic summary of the
the new gedsc dome.
A *econd 100-m hole was drilled Comdof
2 apr on fire, its control and effects results. a discussion of observed shortcomings, and auggestions
on the Ross Ice Shelf,
on the Alaska- environment.
for needed Investigfations.
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wP mss
SUBSURFACE EXPLORATIONS IN PKRMAFRO6T ARRAS.
Cook J.R., Jr., American Society of CYB BAlfnee
Sag Mechanics and Foundation
Divsion. Journa/
3
Oct. 1959, 85(SM5), p. 1-41, See also SIP-17852.
Discuuion by ILW. Stevens and W.P. Vervlle, Ibid.,
Jume 1960, 86(SM3), p.63-67. 10 reft.

MPmI"
APPLICATIONS OF THERMAL ANALYSIS TO
COLD REGIONS.
Sterrett, LKF.,Roundtable Discussion on Thermal
Analysis Techniques, Cincinnati, Ohio, June 1976.

MP 895
CIRCULATION AND SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION IN COOK INLEr, ALASKA.
Gatto, LW., AIasa
University. Intiute of Marine Science. Occ aional Publition, 1976, No.4,

Proceedings, 1976, p.167-181, 15 ref.

Aasessment of the Arctic marine environment, edited

Stevens, H.W., Vervile, W.P.
31-1874
PERMAFROST
SAMPLERS,
SUBSURFACE
INVBSTIOATIONS, CORE SAMPLERS, FROZEN
GROUND, DRILLING.
Soi sampling techniques used in two subsurface investigation
lSnmu akenithe Arcticem des ribed and -mPre&
Sthem et
ods
ued were only partially sucessul in
oveing samples for fBeldtting, recommndations e
madle for the development of bobig procedures which should
prove to be more satiactory

PHYSICS, UNFROZEN WATER CONTENT,
CLAY MINERALS, ICE WATER INTERFACE,
LOW TEMPERATURE TESTS.
The author diseusses the low temperature behavior of seved
smplsofroeansiltkenfromthedsyvallyofAntrctic
he
wemne
O various clay od onC ad
had
w ate contents.
It
estrated that some
of the water remains unromen and that there is a dpendeAncy,
betweenthe unfozen portion and the surfaceareofthe
It was pointed out that problems arsin9 from
e,
the unfrozen water content of soils me of great interest
to CRREL researchers a i the analysis of ie cores from
Greenland and Antarctica as a technique for
and in prdictin fture limat.With
past cit

MP 1

M iNPORTABLE INSTRUMENT FOR D
ING SNOW CHARACTERISTICS RELATED TO
TRAFFICABHEETY.
Parrott, W.H., et al, International Conference on Terrain-Vehicle Systems, 4th, Stockholm, April 24-28,
Proceedings.
Vol2, Stockholm, Sweden,
1972.
l.
,
1972, p.193-204, 7
Ueda,
H.T.,
Abele,
0.
Ued79
31-179%
SNOW STRENGTH, SNOW COVER STABILITY,
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS, TRAFFICABILITY, SHEAR PROPERTIES.

tsble one-man operated instrument was developed
A new,
emeasuring of mow properties required for
to
oval
the traffleabilty of a mow cover and to predict
vehicle performance.
The 16-lb instrument with interchangeable plates of various sizes is capabe of p .od
data for computing the vertical st h pasrameteis n a
k and the horizontal strength parameter, c and /.
The
vertical load is applied manually, the predetermined contact
presreIseindicated by a system of signal lights connected
to a force control switch type force sag, the manually
(pu-button) activa ed torque motor for the shear tet is
drivan by a 12-volt battery.
A second man is needed
to record sinkage and torque dam during the test.
MP 887
SOME EFFEC S OF AIR CUSHTION VEHICLE
OPERATIONS ON DEEP SNOW.
Abele, 0., et al, International Conference on TerrainVehicle Systems, 4th, Stockholm, April 24-28, 1972.
Proceedings.
p.214-241,
2 reflsVoL.2, Stockholm, Sweden, 1972,
Parrott, W.H.
P1-rott
3 1-1798
AIR CUSHION VEHICLES, SNOW DEPTH, EROSION, SURFACE PROPERTIES, TESTS.
Travel with an SK-5 ACV over soft snow results in surface
deformation/erosIon of a few inches, caused prinmarily by
rear skirt drag on windswept smow only scratches can be
seen.
During hovering on soft mow, deformation below
the cushion chamber usually does .ot exceed a few inches.
The action of the air flow (escpe velocity 70 to 120 ft/a)
dthe
oferionoe
Skirt not
in I=
aamiueereftr
minute, thereafter
theexte
extent of
erosion does
increase
A partial seat be.
apprecisbly during continued hovering,
tween the inner face of the skirt (above fingers) and the
mow surface may exist, arresting further settling of the
vehicle.
Relatively cohesive layeasof mow such as windals
and crusts ae not eroded.
A level mnow cover, regardlm
of how deep or soft, does not appear to be captl of immobilizsome operational
ins an ACV of this and larger size.
problems and their degree of severity, suchias visity,
mow accumulation and adhesion to vehicle, skirt dral6 effect
of terrain surface porosity and presence of vegetation, are
also discussed.
MP an
ICE REMOVAL FROM THE WALLS OF NAVIGATION LOCKS.
G NInland Wa
Frankenstein,gO.E., et l, Symposium Wa
Wtero for Navigation, Flood Control and Water Diversions, Colorado State University, August 10- 12, 1976.
1976,
p.1487-1496, 4 refa.
Proceedings,
ueein,
196, p.1487-149H , Yokota, R.
31-1800

31-1802
THERMAL

ANALYSIS,

FROZEN

GROUND

~a

MP Sl
OVERVIEW OF LAND TREATMENT FROM
CASE STUDIES OF EXISTING SYSTEMS.
Uia, A., et al, Hanover, N.H., U.S. Army Cold Refon Research and Engineering Laboratory, 1976,
26p.,
Presented
at the
49th Annual
Water Pollution
Control
Federation
Conference,
Minneapolis,
Min-

aesot, 4-8 October 1976.
Sletten, R.S.
31-1803

16 rf

WASTE TREATMENT, WATER TREATMENT,
WATER POLLUTION, SOIL CHEMISTRY, COST
ANALYSIS, CLIMATIC FACTORS.
Wastewater treatment by land application is described for
sites at Calumet, Michigan (88 yer); Quincy, W hington
20 years); Mantea California (11 yeara); and Livermore,
California (8 years).
All sites meet on an averase the
USPHS drinking water limit of 10 mg/I for NO3-N. Irespplication treatmente vary for the site: Calumet, ndisifected,
no tetment; Quincy,
fected
tre
-mek t Manteomdiinfed, secondary treatm
Livemore, dDin-.C
Etd
fected, secondary treatment.
The preappication treatment
3
and total operation and maintenance cots a
gallons for Calumet, 20/1000 gallons for Quincy, 27c/1000
gallons for Manteca, 35c/1000 gallons for Livermore.
Altou
mnor individual site problems em discussed and
solutico presented, the maho cc-.iclude that land appl.etim:
offers year round tratnt altere-tives within variable cimta
MP $92
LIFE-CYCLE
COST EFFECTIVENESS
OF
MODULAR MEGASTRUCrURES IN COLD REGIONS.
Wang, LR.-L, et al, International Symposium on
Housing Problems, Atlanta, Georgia, May 24-28,
1976, 1976, p.760-776, 7 re.
Tobiamon, W.
31-1804
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS, COLD WEATHER
CONSTRUCTION, CONSTRUCTION COSTS,
ACTIC CLIMATE, WINTER MAINTENANCE,
STRUCTURES.

Me 893

ICE ENGINEERING COMPLEX ADOPTS HEAT
PUMP ENERGY SYSTEM.
internstona&Jan 1977,
Aamot, H.W.C.,
14(1), p.25-26, Comments p.3.
31-1805
HEAT RECOVERY, HEATING, COOLING SYSTEMS, HEAT TRANSFER, TRANSITION HEATING, PUMPS.
MP 894
ARCTIC TRANSPORTATION: OPERATIONAL
NnD ENVIRONMENTAL
EVALUATION
OF AN
AIR
CUSHION VEHICLE
IN NORTHERN
CUASHIN VEILAI.ORHR

ALASKA.

Abele, G., et al, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 1976, 7p., Presented at the Petroleum Mechanical Engineering and Pressure Vessels and Piping

by D.W. Hood, D.C. Burrell, and E. Kelley. Based on
a symposium held in conjunction with Third International Conference on Port and Ocean Engineering
Under Arctic Conditions, POAC-75, held in Fairbanks, Alaska, Aug. 11-15, 1975., p.205-227, 18 rea.
31-1935
SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, WATER FLOW, SEA
ICE DISTRIBUTION, SPACEBORNE PHOTOGRAPHY, OCEAN CURRENTS, UNITED STATES
N
LET
-ALASKA-COOKINLET.
The purpose of this investisation was to analyze surface
circulation, suspended sediment distribution, water-type misw
tion, and tidal flushing mechanims. utilimng medium and
high altitude aircraft and repeitive synoptic atellte imagery
LANDSAT-I and
corroborative pround truth data.
-2 and NOAA-2 and -3 imagery provided observations of
and sedimet
and
surfe
current, waterduring
type matins
exiedistributions
difernt seans
and tds
ws
NASA NP-3A and U2 aicraft multipectrl
used to analyze coastal processes, i. currents mndw t
diapersion in electedss
Groud t.t dat were
in the interpretation of the aircraft and satellite
and
verified
many
of
the
regional
circulaon
inferred
from the suspended sediment patterns
apparentpatterns
on the imagery.
several loca circulation pattrn not preiously reported

were idoentifiep.

Me Sg9
RECLAMATION OF WASTEWATER BY APPLICATION ON LAND.
lskandar, IK., et al, Hanover, N.H., U.S. Army Cold
Regions Research and Enginei
Laboratory, 1976,
15p., presented at the U.S. Army Sience Conference,
Research Triangle Park, North Carolina, June 1976.
23 refs.
1-19 D1
31-1901

WASTE TREATMENT, WATER TREATMENT,

WATER CHEMISTRY, SEEPAGE, SOIL CHEMISTRY, WASTE DISPOSAL
The capacity of a slow infirason land ucatment system
to renovate wastewater in cold re"on, was investigated using
six outdoor test cells.
The principal mechanisms for nitrogen
removal were found to be plant uptake and denitrufication,
phosphorus was removed by piant uptake and immobiliation
in the surface soil layer heavy metals were removed by
sorption or precipitation in the top few centimeter, of selt.
Nitrogen removal was found to be seasonally dependent,
the greatest loss occurring in the
and summer and
the least during fall and winter. th is was due to the
absence of plant uptake during winter and the effect of
temperatureonthe conversion ofammoniumintonitrate
(nitrication), which caused sgnificant amounts of NH4 to
be stored during winter and released in sprng giving rue
to a period of high NO3 concentration in the leachate
Application of 15 cm/wek of secondary effluent to sandy
loam soil resulted in diminished water quality (>10 m4/1
of nitrate-N) during most of the year.
With the exception
of this heavy treatment experment, heavy metals and phosphorus were confined to the top 15 cm of the soil.
Application of effluents containing ppm levels of heavy metals to
forages did not appear to cause phytotoxi effects.
As
for other water quality parameters (orgpnic-C SOD, suspended
solids,
Gnergfecal coliform) renovation of the wastewater was easentially complete.

ME 997
DEVELOPMENT OF A REMOTE-READING
TENSIOMEI'ER/TRANSDUCER
SYSTEM FOR
USE IN SUBFREEZING TEMPERATURES.
EPRTRS
UFEZN
UEI
McKim, H.L., et al, Conference on Soil-Water Problems
in Cold Regions,
2nd, Edmonton, Sep. 1976, Proedn,19
,p.-4,8rf.
ceedings, 1976, p.31-45, 18 refs.
Berg, R.L., McGaw, R., Atkins, R.T., Ingersoll, J.
31-1905
SOIL WATER, VAPOR PRESSURE, MEASURING
INSTRUMENTS, SOIL FREEZING, FREEZE

ICE REMOVAL, WALLS, CHANNELS WATERWAYS), ICE PREVENTION,
PROTECTIVE
COATINGS, ICE NAVIGATION, ICE ADHESION, DEICING.

Conference, Mexico City, Mexico, September 19-24,
1976. Paper No.76-Pet-41. 8 refs.
Brown, 1.
31-1845

THAW TESTS, REMOTE SENSING.

MP 889
20-YR OSCILLATION IN EASTERN NORTH
AMERICAN TEMPERATURE RECORDS.
Mock, SJ., et al, Nature, June 10, 1976, 261(5560),
p.484-486, 8 refs.
Hibler, W.D., 1II.
1-1801
AIR TEMPERATURE, PERIODIC VARIATIONS,
SOLAR ACTIVITY, METEOROLOGICAL DATA.

AIR CUSHION VEHICLES, TRAFFICABILITY,
COST ANALYSIS, ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT,
REVEGETATION, ARCTIC TERRAIN, TESTS.
Traffic tea conducted near Barrow, Alaska with a 7-ton
SK-5 Air Cushion Vehicle have shown that these type*
year-round high-speed transport capsof vehicles can provide
bility over a variety of relatively level, low strcngth terrains.
The ecological impact of ACV traffic over easily degradable
tundra terrains is not nearly as significant as that of wheeled
or tracked vehicle traffic.

MP 898
GALERKIN FINITE ELEMENT ANALOG OF
FROST HEAVE.
Guymon, G.L, et al, Conference on Soil-Water Problems in Cold Regions, 2nd, Edmonton, Sep. 1976, Proceedins,
1.1. p.l1-113, 3 ref.
Ingr, 1976,
rg, L.
31-1911
FROST HEAVE, MATHEMATICAL MODELS.
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MR I"
SMPLZ PROCEDURE TO CALCULATE THE
VOLUME OF WATER REMAINING UNFROZEN IN A FREEZING SOIL
McGaw, R., et 1, Conference on Soil-Water Problems
in Cold Regiont 2nd,2 Edmonton, Sep. 1976, Proceedlos 1976, p.114-12 , 6 refs.
Tle, A.R.
31-1912
FROZEN GROUND PHYSICS, SOIL FREEZING,
UNFROZEN WATER CONTENT.
HP 900
SEASONAL VARIATIONS IN APPARENT SEA
ICE VISCOSITY ON THE GEOPHYSICAL
SCALE.
Hibler, W.D., 111, et ml Geophysical resarch letter,
Feb. 1977,
4(2), p.87-90, 12 refs.
Tucker,
W.B.
Tucker, W.B.

31-3240

MP

MP 904
SEASONAL CYCLES AND RE TIVE LEVELS
OF ORGANIC PLANT NUTRIENTS UNDER
ARCTIC AND ALPINE CONDITIONS.
McCown, B.M, et al,International Biological Program. Tundra Biome. Structure and function of the
tundraecosystem. VoLl,Progressreportandproposal abstract . 1971, p.55-57.
Tieszen, LL
31-2099
TUNDRA VEGETATION, SEASONAL VARIATIONS, PLANT PHYSIOLOGY.
MP 905
ECOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF OIL SPILLS AND
SEEPAGES IN COLD-DOMINATED ENVIRONMcCown, B.H., et al,Intenational Biological
Pro=m
gram. Tundra Biome. Structur and fnction of the

MP 912
MARS SOIL-WATER ANALYZE.h LNSTRUMZNT DESCRIPTION AND STATUS.
Anderson, D.M., et al,
Colloquium on Water in Planetary Regolitha, Hanover, N.H., Oct. 5-7, 1976. Proceedinga, Hanover, N.H., U.S. Army Cold Regions
Research and Engineering Laboratory, 1977, p.149156, 9 refa.
Stephens, J.B., Fanale, F.P., Tice, A.R.
31-2511
MARS (PLANET), SOIL WATER, EXTRATERRESTRIAL ICE, PERMAFROST HYDROLOGY,
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS, RADIOMETRY,
PERMAFROST SAMPLERS.
MP 913
APPLICATIONS OF REMOTE SENSING FOR
CORPS
OF ENGINEERS
PROGRAMS IN NEW
M=
ENLN.Le
kItrainlSmoim
ENGIANI.

tundra cosytem. VoLl, Prors report and pos-McKim, H.L., et al, International Symposium on

SEA ICE, VISCOSITY, DRIFT, ICE GROWTH, ICE al aracts .71,
p.61-65.
Remote Sensing of Environment, 10th, Ann Arbor,
PHYSICS, VISCOUS FLOW, SEASONAL VARIA- Brown, J.,
Tia n, .-L.
Oct. 6-10, 1975, Ann Arbor, Environmental Research
TIONS.
31-2101
Institute of Michigan, 1975, 8p. + 14 figs. and tables,
Using avsilable atmospheric pressure and ocean current data T8
ref
and estimating non-local sth
DRA
SO
,
VEGETATION,
OL
Co
, S,
d on, DM, G o, LW
IMcover by employing a viscous drift model in e infinite SPILLS, DAMAGE, ENVIRONMENTAL
C
Y
L
A
S
E
R
PACT.
boundary limit, predicted drift rates for one Russian and
REMOTE SENSING,AERIALSURVEYS,SPACEtwo U.S. drilng stations are made over the time period
BORNE PHOTOGRAPHY, ENVIRONMENTS,
The viscosity values giving MP 906
May 1962to April 1964.
the beat fit between observed and predicted values show ABIOTIC OVERVIEW.
UNITED STATES-NEW ENGLAND.
aice
pronounced
winter
increase
that
correlates
well
with
theW
ler,
G.,
et
al,
International
Biol
m
of satellite, high
altitude
serial
growth rate.
Pbsicly this suets that ice drift
.
an
ical
.
=utility
shetacri
ulu;ed
t rthe
icll and low altitude
byw Corpsl
rates (for a given wind field) tend to decrease in winter Tundra giome. Structure and mction of the tundra
e
e moo
contritution to date
became of increased ste transerral through the ice cover. ecosystem. Vol.1, Progress report and proposal ab- has been to ines on dece limit by more curately
An empirical linea relationship between viscosity and ice stracts.
1971, p.173-181.
estimating parameters used in models.
Within the last
three years several new cooperative remote ses programs
growth rate is derived which yields predictions in reasonable Brown, J.
agcent with both long (yerly) and short term (monthly) 31-2114
addressing environmental and hydrologic
blems have bnn
= = dftrates.
RESEARCH PROJECTS, TUNDRA, M
-implemented.
The objectives of these programs were to
HP901RCLIATOL
Y OILTS,TMERA , MICRO- deterine the availabilty, type, sale and rolution rwered
Be 901
CLIMATOLOGY,SOIL TEMPERATURE,MOD- and to show how remote sensing methods can be utilized
SEGREGATION-FREEZING
TEMERATURE ELS, BOUNDARY LAYER, SNOW COVER EF- to augment or update
conventional procedures.
Imagery
AS THE CAUSE OF SUCTION FORCE.
FECt, VEGETATION PATTERNS.
from LANDSAT mssion provided valuable information for
site evaluation, definition of geologic lineations and monitoring
Takagi, S., International Symposium on Frost Action
The Skylab
snow and ice accumulation and ablation.
in Soils, Lule* Sweden, Feb. 1977. Proceedings, MP 907
that
as died thedelo land se p
can
VoL 1, University of Luiel, 1977, p.59-66, 17 refs. PREDICTION AND VALIDATION OF TEMPER-pra
31-207
ATUE INTUNDR SOUS
canbe acopihdfrom teSI9O and S1908 photography.
31-2067
ATURE IN TUNDRA SOILS.
Low altitude aircraft pho phy (scle 1:33,600) was used
GROUND ICE, ICE LENSES, SOIL WATER MI- Brown, J., et al, International Biological Program. to t
the loca i of mteris at a potential dam
GRATION, FROZEN GROUND THERMODY- Tundra Biome. Structure and function of the tundra construction site which could allow a large cost saving for
NAMICS, SOIL PRESSURE.
ecosystem. Vol.I, Progress report and proposal ab- trasportation of mterial as compard to oriinl d
A now
freezing
mechnism
called
seof the
tion
fres o
str.ts. 1971,
stma.
the effect
inudation
A
ned,
to explain
thegeneration
ucdnmation
Nakano,
Y. p.193-197
at
six New In
=nananother
flood proa
control reservoirs
wasofinvestigatedprws priwto
xpla r
the eeting the
of suctionore 3
6 .The
extent and severity of te damage were mapped and
t
dw pore water up to the fren surfa of
owi
31-2116i
sed by the
ice lens.
The segregation-freezing temperature is derived TUNDRA SOILS, SOIL TEMPERATURE, THAW corps in t
ulvo
m
m progra
management program.
FOREA
M DL
by applying thermodynamics to soil mechamica concept that DEPTH, M
distinguishes the mechanically effective pressure from the DETH, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, PORE- HP 914
ACT
A
E
The frost-heaving pressure CASTING.
mechanically neutral pressure.
EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
appears in the solution of the differential equations for the
simultancous flow of beat
and water, of which the se
ton- HP 90
FOR SNOWDRIFT CONTROL AT FAA ILS
freezing temperature is one of the boundary conditions. TRACE GAS ANALYSIS OF ARCTIC AND SU- FACILITIES, BARROW AND DEADHORS,
ALASKA, FINAL REPORT.
BARCTIC ATMOSPHERE.
mp 902
PERIODIC STRUCTURE OF NEW RAMP. Murrmann, lIP., International Biological Program. Calkins, D.J., U.& National Aviation Facif'fti ExCenter. Report Sep. 1976, FAA-NA-76Tundra Biome. Structure and function of the tundra penmenta/
SHIR SILT IN OPEN-SYSTEM FREEZING.
4
Mcoaw, R., InternationalSymposiumon FrostAction ecosystem. Vol.1, Progress report and proposal ab- 165, 1p., ADA-030 401.
I
D-OCE
N
1971, p.199-203.
tracts.
in Soils, Luel, Sweden, eb. 1977. Proceedings,
SNOWDRIFTS, SNOW FENCES, UNITED
31-211C
Vol.1, University of LUlel, 1977, p.129-136, 2 refs.
UNITED
STATES--ALASKA-BARROW,
ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION,GASES.
31-2074
STATES-ALAS AdDEADHORSE.
SOIL FREEZING, SOIL STRUCTURE, WATER
at the
described
are
conditons
s
existi
The
MP 909
TABLE, GROUND ICE.
TUNDRA BIOME CENTRAL PROGRAM Barrow and Deadhoe airfields and recommendations made
The periodic frozen structure of a lacialy-deposited silt U.
for miaizn the drifting mow atthe U.S facilities.
The
sil is analyzed using a metric Srouping of sizes.
Four 1971 PROGRESS REPORT.
problem of drifting snow at the tocalizer and glide slope
specimens were frozen simultaneously in open-system freezing Brown, J.,
International Biological Program, i'undra f
was a result of the structures themselves creating
with initial water tables ranaina from I5 cm (6 in.) to Biome. Structure and function of the tundra ecosys- drifts and causing outages.
The most economical method
105 cm (42 in.).
Rate of freezing varied from nea zero tem Vol.1, Progress report and proposal abstract.
of eliminating the problem at the glide slope was relocation
to 0.80 mm/hr.
Measurements on the average thickness 1971, p.244-270.
of the inarrment shelter such that they are ot in ine
of individual ice layers and residual soil layer are tabulated
with the antenna masts and the prevailing wind direction.
and graphed for each specimen, with water-table depth and 31-2121
Th localzer snowdrft were caused by the bulkiness
rate-of-freezing as independent variables.
The data show RESEARCH PROJECTS.
thesupporting structure carrying the antennra although .
that the ice-layer thickness decreases continuonsly with freezis elevated on piles severe turbulence develops behind the
ing rate for each of the four water-table depths.
The MP 910
structure and the snow deposits.
Wooden snowfences.
maximm Ice-layer thickness (4.5 mm) occurred with the SEA ICE CONDITIONS IN THE ARCTIC.
10 ft high, in parallel rows 200 ft apart will control the
highest
water
table
and
the
slowest
freezing.
In
contrast
Weeks,
W.F.,
Are&
e
D
o
now
duing
an
ave
ow
year.
Model studies
of
the residual soil layer develops a maximum thickne for
WDamicS
Joint EX
o ww
the
rates. AIDJEX bulletin, Dec. 1976, No.34, p.17 205. In- eah tero tiv method wee cared out to validate
this soil in the 0.30 to 0.40 mm/hr range offre
The peak value (2.5 mm) occurred with water table depths cludes, na Appendix 1,a section on Ice Terminology. "none
of 45 cm (18in.) and 75 cm (30in.).
In addition, 24 refs.
MP 915
the two specimens with the highest water tables developed 31-2291
VAPOR PRESSURE OF Z,4,6-TRINITROTOLa major secondary peak at very slow rates or freezing
0s
ICE CONDITIONS, SEASONAL VARIATIONS, UiNE BY A GAS CHROMATOGRAPHIC
than 0.10 mm/hr) giving evidence of a separate mode of TERMINOLOGY, ICE PHYSICS, DRIFT.
HEADSPACE TECHNIQUE
Legget, D.C., Journal of chrommsiography, 1977,
MP 903
MP 911
CARBON DIOXIDE DYNAMICS ON THE ARC- PROCEEDINGS.
TIC TUNDRA.
Colloquium on Water in Planetary Regoliths, HanoCoyne, P.I., et al,International Biological Program. ver, N.H., October 5-7, 1976, Hanover, N.H., U.S.
Tundra Biome. Structure and function of the tundra Army Cold Regions
Research and Engineering
6
ecosystem. Vol. 1, Progress report and proposal ab- Laboratory, 1977, 1 1p., Refa. passim. For selected
stracts.
1971,
p.4-52.
ppers
mee
31-2494
through
31-2511.
Kelley, J.J.
31-2493
31-2097
EXTRATERRESTRIAL ICE, PERMAFROST HTUNDRA VEGETATION, CARBON DIOXIDE, DROLOGY, SOIL WATER, ICE SPECTROSSNOW COVER EFFECT.
COPY.
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Vol133, p. - , 23 refs.
31-2565
VAPOR PRESSURE, GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY,
TRINITROTOLUENE.
The vapor pressure of 2,4,6-triuLtrotoluene was determined
by a ga chromatographic headspace technique.
The vapor
pressure from 12-40C was deived from the experimental
data tsina the ideal ga law and then compared to extrapolat onsf t
dT3T1-24M3S
date obtained by the Knudsen effuson
technique.

Excellent
agreement was obtained.

Advan-

of the chromatognphi headspece method over the
eflinn method were: (I) scrupulous purity was found to
tar

MP

be unnecessary since volatile impurities were chromatographicaly prated from the compound of interest, (2) the

washighly
sensitive usinq
an electron capture
detectr, and
(3) the method was expenmentally simple, requiring
materials
that are readily available, Le., a Suchronmatosraph, a temperature bath, a few septum-capped bottles, and ps-tht syringes.
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MP 920
L
R

not completely frozen.

EFoC

This is the result of the brine

present in the tower portion of the ice cover liing the

penetration of the X-band radiation into the ice.
The
ability to separate tundra lakes rapidly and easily into these
two classes via SLAR should be
-meftlin understaning
- wide variety of problems.
MP 924
DYNAMICS OF NEAR-SHORE ICE.
Kovacs, A., et al, Environmental aasessment of the
Alaskan Continental Shelf, VoL4. Principal investigators'
reports October-December 1976. Boulder,
Colorado, Environmental Research Laboratories,
1977, p.106-112.
Weeks, W.F.
31-2776
SEA ICE, FAST ICE, ICE MECHANICS, RADAR
ECHOES, LOGISTICS.

STUDIES OF EXISTING DISPOSAL SYSTEMS
AT QUINCY, WASHINGTON AND MANTECA,
CALIFORNIA.
Murrmann, R.P., et al,Waste Management Conference, 8th, Rochester, N.Y., April 28-30, 1976. Proceedings, Rochester, N.Y., 1976, 36p., 21 refs.
Iskandar, I.K.
MP 916
31-3656
ON THE ORIGIN OF PINGOS-A COMMENT. WASTE TREATMENT, WATER TREATMENT,
Mackay, J.R. Journal of hydrology (Amsterdam),
SOIL CHEMISTRY, WATER CHEMISTRY, IRRI1976, Vol.30, p.2vr5-298, Comment to H. Ryckborst's GATION, UNITED STATES-WASHINGTONpaper (see 31-2549). 10 refs.
QUINCY, UNITED STATES-CALIFORNIA31-2679
MANTECA.
PINGOS, GROUND ICE, SOIL WATER, SUBSUR- Evaluations of Ion#-term systems for wastewater disposal
FACE STRUCTURES, ACTIVE LAYER, PERMA- on land by slow infiltration at Manteca, California, and
Factors considered MP 925
Quincy, Washington, are presented.
FROST HYDROLOGY, ICE LENSES, ORIGIN.
include site history, operational characteristics, current per- PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF NEW LF
formance and impact on soil characteristics.
Domestic RADIOWAVE AND MAGNETIC INDUCTION
undisinfected wastewater has20been
appliedAtatManteca,
these locations
RESISTIVITY
UrIr
OVER PERMAFROST
IN
forage T
years.
by flood irrigation for up to
vegetation (rye grass) has been continuously maintained while TERRAIN.
MP 917
at Quincy a crop rotation hasbeen practiced.
The system Sellmann, P.V., et al, National Research Counc
HIGH-LATITUDE BASINS AS SETTINGS FOR at Quincy has been relatively heavily loaded by application Canadi. Ansociate Committee on Geotechnical ReCIRCUMPOLAR ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES. of approximately 15 cm/A (6 in./A) per week while at serch. Technicalmemorndum,June 1977, No.119,
Slaughter, C.W., et al, Circumpolar Conference on Manteca an average ofonly 4.5
cm/A (1.8 in./A) ofwastewater Symposium on Permafrost Geophysics,
Vancouver,
4
Northern Ecology, Ottawa, Sep. 15-18, 1975. Pro- hasbeen applied per week.
At both sites a control field Oct. 12, 1976. Proceedings. p.39- 2.
and two disposal fields were investigated for o
Arcone , S.A., Delaney, AJ.
ceedings, Ottawa, National Research Council, Cana- Representative soil samples were collected at iervas
These were analyzed for bout 30 32-2614
da, 1975, p.IV/57-IV/68, 48 refs., In English with a depth of 150 .
French summary
pertinent chemical parameters including total and plant-availa- MEASURING INSTRUMENTS, ELECTRICAL
Santeford, H.S.
ble heavy metals.
Soil solution samples were collected RESISTIVITY,
ELECTROMAGNETIC PROS31-2564
toat and 160ca depths
with
suction
lysimeterd.
Pretret-PECTING,PERMAFROST DISTRIBUTION.

peripheral drainage water and ground
RESEARCH PROJECTS, WATERSHEDS, ENVI- ment water samples,
All water samples MP 926
watersamples were also collected.
RONMENTS, INTERNATIONAL COOPERA- were analyzed in the fields for pH, NH4-N, N03-N and SNOW AND SNOW COVER IN MILITARY
TION.
ortho-P during three periods in 1974.
SCIENCE.
Much environmental research (both small scale and large)
Swinzow, G.K., Fuse/Ammunition/Environment
may logically be conducted within the larger context of MP 921
Symposium, Picatinny Arsenal, Dover, NJ., 1978,
entire drainage basins-Rearch Watersheds.
These are PROPOSED SIZE CLASSIFICATION FOR THE p.1-239-1-262, 26 ref.
catchments which represent major environmental settings (e.g., TEXTURE OF FROZEN EARTH MATERIALS.
32-2679
Arctic tundra, subarctic taiga) and are specifically dedicated McGaw, R., 1975, 10p.,
Presented at Lea problhmes SNOW COVER EFFECT, MILITARY OPERAto research.
The hydrologic cycle of a complete catchmeont
considered from precipitation through baL yield provides
par Is g61ifraction. Recherches fondamentales TION, MILITARY EQUIPMENT.
a functional and conceptual base for considering mas nutrient, Cte appliques.
Colloque interdiaciplanaire, Paris-L e
sno denity
and energy transfer questions relevant
to eF
ecosystem
function- Havre, 23-25 April, 1975. Report No.311. 4 refs.al layer,now
density, hardness, grain sizes and tedptt23
temperatures.
ond
to
&n
,aet
iag
ing.
With proper planning and execution, advantages to 32-626
A snow cover is subject to constant metamorphism and
be gained may include: economy of effort,
better cooperation FROZEN GROUND, SOIL STRUCTURE, CLAS- its occurrence is subject to se sonal and geographic distribution.
between disciplines, improved application of results to real- SIFICATIONS, GROUND ICE.
A snow cover is a serious obstacle for traffic, especially
world problems, and enhanced potential for comparative studsnow may be used
As a m
n
o
In high latitudes, where Te maorowo* fabri, o te, o fozen cam materialsi4=tr
ies among circumpolar settings.
Observations
and fortification.
climate, transportation and logistics, available scientific man- represents a point-by-point summation of the microscopic for shelters, camouflage
are reportedand
frinet
projectiles
of
fast
of
attenuation
data often combine nucleation, moisture flow, and heat flow around and between
background
gooddifficult
lack of both
andresearch
power,
to render
and expenive, inc
individual mineral particles.
As such, frozen texture is It is concluded that snow may be a material seriously affecting
degrade
may
and
projectiles
of
certain
mechanisms
ftze
segregation.
efficiency through integration of complementary biological intimately related to the basic mechanisms of ice
Cited and recommended literature
In l974- A study of the details of frozen texture can lead to fundamental ammunition effects.
and physical studies ii especially attractive.
75 a start was made toward such a circumpolar prom. new knowledge on the formation and structural effects of cover mest of the aspects of the role of snow in warfare.
segregated ice.
A size classification derived from laboratory MP 927
Decade (IHD), initial
Hydrological
Through the International
meetings
of Swedish, Canadian, and U.S.scientists have tests is proposed for the systematic measurement of the DELINEATION AND ENGINEERING CHARACconsidered objectives of facilitating communication and data characteristic
(banded) element
of interleaved soil and ice TERISTICS OF PEosrMOST BENEATH THE
exchange, and ultimately improving understanding
of hydrologinfine-grained
granular materials.
Graphstexture
are presented
BEAUFORT SEA.
lsa soin
the
relationship
between values
the frozen
of New
ic functioning in high-latitude environment.ecae nld
In Alaska
shie
Siltnd
measured
of freezing
rate
as Slmn PVtal,Environmentalassmentofthe
m
the 104-sq-km Caribou-Poker Creeks Research Watershed
Alaskan Continental Shelf, Vol.4. Principal invesprovides one example of multi-disciplinary, multi-agency re- determined by the 0 C isotherm.
search into environmental ann hydrological behaviour of MP 922
tigatora' reports October-December 1976, Boulder,
subarctic uplands, with provision for physical and biological
Colorado, Environmental Research Laboratories,
investigations and experimentation.
Similar circumpolar
DYNAMICS OF NEAR-SHORE ICE.
1977, p.234-237, I ref.
efforts should prove useful ina wide variety of discipline- Weeks, W.F., et al,Environmental assessment of the Berg, R.L., Brown, J., Bloun, S.E., Chamberlain, E.J.,
specific and integrated scientific efforts.
Alaskan Continental Shelf, Vol.4. Principal inves- Iskandar, A, Ueda, H.T.
tigators' reports July-September 1976. Boulder, 31-2780
Colorado, 7 Environmental
Research Laboratories, SEA ICE, SUBSEA PERMAFROST.
7
1976, p.26 -2 5.
MP 928
DOC
U L
Kovacs, A.
UTILITY DISTRIBUTION PRACTICES IN
31-2630
MP 918
SEA ICE, REMOTE SENSING, ICE CONDI- NORTHERN EUROPE.
SEA ICE PROPERTIES AND GEOMETRY.
Weeks, W. F.. Arctic Ice Dynamics Joint Experiment. TIONS, RESEARCH PROJECTS.
McFadden, T., et ai,
Canads. Environmental ProtecA IDJEX
bulletin,
Dec.
1976,
No.34,
p.137-171,
Refs.
tion
Service. Economic and technical reviewreport
7
p 16 -171,
MP 923
Jan. 1977, EPS 3-WP-77-1, Symposium on Utilities
INTERESTING FEATURES OF RADAR IMAGE. Delivery in Arctic Regions, March 16-18, 1976, Ed31-2290
SEA ICE, ICE MECHANICS, ICE PHYSICS, ICE RY OF ICE-COVERED NORTH SLOPE LAKES. monton, Alberta, Canada. p.70-95.
STRENGTH. ICE COVER THICKNESS, PRES- Weeks, W.F.,etal,Journalofolacioloy,1977,18(78),
Aamot, H.W.C.
p.129-136, In English with French and German sum- 31-3076
SURE RIDGES.
maries. 15 refs.
UTILITIES, PIPELINES, PLASTICS, POWER
Sellmanrn, P.V., Campbell. W.J.
LINE ICING, FROST PROTECTION.
31-3363
This report represents information on utility distribution sysLAKE ICE, RAD. R PHOTOGRAPHY, ICE tems gathered on a study trip to Scandinavia and Great
The information concerns new techWATER INTERFACE, ICE SOLID INTERFACE, Britian and Icelanr.
MP 919
nology and materials in cold weather relited problems and
DELINEATION AND ENGINEERING CHARAC- ICE COVER THICKNESS, REFLECIVITY,
solutions
The
distribution
systems involved are: water
TERISTICS OF PERMAFROST BENEATH THE
UNITED STATES-ALASKA-NORTH
BEAUFORT SEA.
Sellmann, P.V.. et a!. Environmental assessment of the
Alaskan Continental Shelf, Vol.4.
Principal inves1976, Boulder,
tigatorn' reports July-September
tglord, Evire
onm
etalesearch9 LaBrordes,
Colorado, Environmental Reeairch Laboratories,

SLOPE.
Side-looking airborne radar (SLAR) imagery obtained inAprilMay 1974 from the North Slope of Alaska between Barrow
and Hsrrison Bay indicates that tundra takes can be separated
into two classes based on the strength of the radar reru.n.
Correlations between the area patterns of the returns, limited
groundobsrvation on lake depths and water compositions,

and sewage lines, vacuum sewage and pneumatic solid waste
collection ines, heat distribution lines and electrical transrnission line.
In Sweden much information was obtained
an plastic pipes for water and sewase lines and frost penetration
There are large district heating systems in
protection.
operation and much information was found on heat distribution
pipe systems and long distance heat transmission.
In Nor-

returns art not
This isa reasonable interpretation inasmuch
as the reflection coefficient associated wtith
the higl-dielectriccontrast ice-water interface would be roughly twelve times
that assocated with the low-contrast ice-soil interfa-e
,irackish lakes also give weak returns even when they are

for electral distribution
A wealth of information was
gathered in London where the water and sewage systems
are among the oldest and largest in the world and where
sortematerial and methods have t long history of success
and ither new one are being introduced
DisTrvrt heating

1976, p,53-60, 3 refs.
and information obtained from LANDSAT imagery strongly
Berg, R.L., Brown, J.,
Blouin. S.E.,
Chamberlain, E.J.,suggest
that arcas of fresh-water lakes giving weak returns
skandar. A. Ueda, H T.
are frozen completely to the bottom while arm giving strong

31 2621
OFFSHORE DRIL.LING, DRILL CORE ANAL.
YSIS, ENGINF.[RING GEOLOGY, SUBSEA PER4
N 1 FR OST.
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way, where almost all electricity is produced by hydrelectric stations, information was collected on electric transmmwon line icing problems and self supporting aerial cables
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FREEZE DAMAGE PREVENTION IN UTLIT
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M1 934
REMOTE SENSING OF ACCUMULATED FRAZIL AND BRASH ICE.
DIIRIBUTION LINES.
n Dean, A.M., Jr., Nationa Hydrotechnical Conference,
McFadden, T., Canada. Envonmental Pro
3rd (with the participation of the Municipal Section),
4eJn.
encareviewrepoom
. nomicandt
Swc
Deiv- Quebec, May 30-31, 1977. Proceedings, Univeraite
Symposium on Utilities
1977, EPS 3-WP-77-1,
Regions, March 16-18, 1976, Edmonton, Laval, Canadian Society for Civil Enineering, 1977,
=y
in
Arctic
c nAlrtic gnsada,
p.221-231, 3 ref
E o n p.693-704, In English with French summary. 6 refa.
31-3434
FRAZIL ICE, ICE CONDITIONS, REMOTE
SENSING, ICE COVER THICKNESS, IMPACT
RECONNAISSANCE,
AERIAL
STRENGTH,
COMPUTER APPLICATIONS, ICE NAVIGATION.
The use of a broad-banded impulse radar system for aerial
detection of accumulated frazl and brash ice in a 9.5 km
reach of theSt. Lawrence River is described.
The impact
of excessive frazil ice
aCumultion on the extended navigation
season and on power gnertion isdiscused. Euipmt
and technique are evaluated, while die data are presented
a contour map of ice t
-as
p
31-3092
UTILITIES, COLD WEATHER PERFORMANCE, MP 935
FOUNDATIONS, WATER SUPPLY, WASTE DIS- AIR PHOTO INTERPRETATION OF A SMALL
POSAL.
ICE JAM.
paperdecres
S.L,
Hydrotechnical
Confer.
and ultimate
failure ofthe
a de6n,
unctionizilconstruction.
utilidor. performance
It is hoped DenHartog,
once, 3rd (with
the National
participation
of the Municipld
Sec197
that
die
lessons
learned
in
t!&
co
study
description
will
tion),
Quebec,
May
30-31,
7.
Proceedings,
Uni-,
be
of
interest
and
use
to
-n
onered
with
planng
vei
Laval,
Canadian
Society
for
Civil
En
and
nd
1977, p.inc9,Can
Ssiety ivi
nginrn.
ss
13s p.705-719, In English with French summary.
M 931
31-3435
EXAMINING ANTARCTIC SOILS WITH A ICE JAMS, ICE MECHANICS, PHOTOINTERSCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPE.
PRETATION, VELOCITY, SLOPES, AERIAL
Kumai, M., et al, Antarctic journal of the United PHOTOGRAPHS.
Sta Dec. 1976, 11(4), p.249-252, 5 refs.
Air photos of a small ice jam on thePemigewssett River
Anderson, D.M., Ugolini, F.C.
near Plymouth, N.H., were taken three days after the jam
31-2963
and compared with photos taken after the ice went out.
SOIL
CHEMISTRY,
WEATHERING, The winter photos show a marked and sudden decrease
MINERALOGY, X RAY ANALYSIS, ELECTRON inflowsizeapparentlyindicativeoff5terandlongermovement
The spring photos show a number of shallows
the ice.
MICROSCOPY,ANTARCTICA- BEACON VAL- of
and obstructions that apparently had no effect on the ice
LEY, ANTARCTICA-WRIGHT VALLEY.
movement.
It is concluded that this jam was caused
Results are reported of an investigation by scanning electron by a change in slope and subsequent reduction in velocity.
microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersion X-ray analysis
(EDXA) of the morphology, deree of weathering, and chemi- he 936
ca species of six samples of o
from Beacon Vale,
NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF AIR BUBBLER
lateral valley adjoining Beacon Valley, and lower Wright SYSTis.
Valley.
EDXA revealed 11elements in thesoil samples: Ashto
n, G.D., National Hydrotechnical Conference,
sodium,.mpnesium, aluminum, silicon, sulfur, chlorine, po,Chromium, 3rd (with the participation of the Municipal Section),
sium, calcium, titanium, manganese, and iron.
palladium, and gold, used in shadowing, were also found. Quebec, May 30-31, 1977. Proceedings, Universild
A typical SEM of soil from Beacon Valley showed rounded LAval, Canadian Society for Civil Engineering, 1977,
with French summary. 7 refs.
mechanical and p.765-778, In English
which had
subjected
muchentifid
grains,
grais,
had been
. d eChemiclspecieidentified
seceto
o
E
hSignificantly
chemicalweherich
weterin
byEDXA 31-3438
icluded ean
Ca,
Na hlore, and so 4.
Ile BUBBLING, ICE PREVENTION, ICE CONTROL,
soil of Beacon Valley is shumic, saline soil.
EDXA of
the sandy soil of first lateral valley revealed a quartz particle HEAT TRANSFER, MECHANICAL ICE PREshowing weathering, with contamination by Na, Ca, and VENTION, EQUIPMENT, ANALYSIS (MATHFe, and C&SO4.
The ahumic, saline soi of lower Wright EMATICS).
Valley shows grain* with sharp edges, indicating weak weather- The use of air bubbler systems to suppress ice formation
ing and thustrelatively youngage.
Magnetite and silicate isa technique which hs been applied in variety of situations
were found, and P, CUs2, and KCI were identified using and with varying degrees of succes.
Recently two-dimenEDXA.
sional
line source bubbler systems were analyzed
1974) in an effort to make available a tool which may
MP 932
t
GEOPHYSICAL METHODS FOR HYDROLOGI- be used in the design of a bubbler installation.
RE- analysis was a seady-state evaluation of the melting rate
CAL INVESTIGATIONS
I
AIONS IN PERMAFROST
,o
an
ice cover above a bubbler system predicted on the
Hoekstra, P.,Conference on Soil-Water Problems in basis of the input variables (depth, air discharge rate, water
In actual operation, however, a bubble "sees"
temperature).
longer-term
such as
d.urnal and and
changing conditions
Proceed- conditions,
Cold
Rgion 2nd, 6Edmonton,
rnefmnS. Sep.
p 1976,
96 Poed
varying water
tampertures,
depletionweather
of the
14115,196,p.75-90, 6 refs.
her
presnted
ton
e
aim
reerve.
a
them
available
31-1908
the steady-state analysis developed earlier (Ashton, 1974)
GEOPHYSICAL
SURVEYS, PERM
DROLPY
ECTSROMAGNETIPAFROST
HY- uses
and stepit in time with each new condition determined
DROLOGY,ELECTROMAGNETIC PROSPECT- from the results of the previous time step.
In thise e
Results
ING, PERMAFROST INDICATORS, DISCON- theanalysis herein may be considered quasi-steady.
Of the simulation are presnted foran example case for
TINUOUS PERMAFROST.
of
selection
illustate
and
Minneot
a winter in Duluth,
MP
EF 933anilutaeslcino
T O3 Stime
step size, effect of various strategies of intermittent
EC OF SNOW COVER ON OBSTACLE
ration, and variation in width of open water area with
PERFORMANCE OF VEHICLES.
chang
weather conditions.
Hanamoto, B., Journalof terrunechanics,Oct. 1976,
937
MP
see
27version
another
For
Ulrefa.
13(3),p121-140,
REVIEW OF ICE PHYSICS BY P.V. HOBBS.
2795.
Ackley, S.F., American Geophysical Union. Trsns31-3028
June 1977, 58(6), p.341-342.
actions,
EFFECT,
COVER
TRACKED VEHICLES, SNOW
COLD WEATHER PERFORMANCE, TOPO- 31-3517
TRAFFICABILTY, ICE PHYSICS.
FEATURES,
GRAPHIC
SNOW VEHICLES.
f VMP
938 DISTANCE HEAT TRANSMISSION
Trafficability of
terrain is a function of soft soil, hard or LONG
ronuh
ground, geometric obstacles, vegetation, and the riverine
environment.
All of these terrain aspecta
are altered by WITH STEAM AND HOT WATER.
cold temperatures and snow cover.
Thispaper examines Aamot, H.W.C., eta], International Total Energy Conthe effect of snow cover on obstacle crossin performance gress, Copenhagen, Oct. 4-8, 1976. Proceedings, 1976,
of vehicles.
The mathematical expressions debng step 39p., 9 refs.
negotiation, trench crossing, and slope climbing on snow Phetteplace, G.
covered obstacles are given in terms of tracked vehicle, 32-2680
obstacle, and mow parameters.
Tests of two tracked vehicles
on snow covered slopes, stream crossings. steps and trenches HEAT TRANSMISSION, STEAM, WATER PIPEware conducted, and some of the results were compared LINES, COST ANALYSIS, COMPUTER PROwith computed values.
Differences between computed and GRAMS.
31-3082
WATER PIPES, PIPELINE FREEZING ICE
I
PRESSURE, PRESSURE CONTROL
IP 930
FIELD PERFORMANCE OF A SUBARCTIC
UTILIDOR.
Reed, S.C., Canada. EnvironmentalProtection Seri.
Economic and tochnical review rep"r, Jan.
1977, BPS 3-WP-77-1, Symposium on Utilities Dclivarvin Arctic Regions, March 16-18, 1976, Edmonton,
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Mrpankg
f 9"9
ICE
ENGINEERNG FACILITY HEATED WITH
A CENTRAL HEAT PUMP SYSTEM.
Aamo, H.W.C., ct al,Energy Environment Conferonce, Kansas City, Mar. 27-31, 1977. Proceedings.
Kansas City, Missouri, 1977, 4p.
Sector, P.W.
32-2681
BUILDINGS, HEATING, HEAT RECOVERY, REFRIGERATION.
MP 940
SEA ICE THICKNESS PROFILING AND UN,
DER-ICE CIL ENTRAPMENT
Kovacs, A., Offshore Technology Conference, 9th
Houston, May 2-5, 1977. Proceedings, Vol.3, Houston, Texas, 1977, p.547-550, 3 refs.
32-2682
SEA ICE, ICE COVER THICKNESS, MEASURING INSTRUMENTS, RADAR ECHOES.
Reaults obtained with a unique
dul-antenna impulse radar
system used to profile irt- and multi-yer sea ice near
A descripton of
Prudhe Bay, Alaska. are discussed.
the radar system is given along with representative field
data.
From the radar impulse travel times obtained with
the use of dual antennas, calculations of thickness, electromagnetic impulse velocity and effective dielectric constant of
the ice were made.
Ice thicknesses determined by direct
measurement
andfound
thosetocalculated
the radar Coninuimpulse
travel times were
be in goodusing
geemet.
ie
thickness
profiles
obtained
with
adar
were
analyzed
to
Providesearepresentative
crow sections
sections
of first-year
and
multi-year
ice. These cross
reveal
the undulating
bottom surface relief of both ice types.
Calculatiosi are
presented that indicate a significant amount of oil could
be trapped within this bottom relief should the oil be released
under the ice from a sea-floor oil-production system.
MP 941
IONIC MIGRATION AND WEATHERING IN
FROZEN ANTARCTIC SOILS.
Ugolini, F.C., et l, Soil science, June 1973, 115(6),
p.461-470, 34 ref.
Anderson, D.M.
28-617
FROZEN GROUND CHEMISTRY, SOIL WATER,
SOIL CHEMISTRY, UNFROZEN WATER CONTENT, ION DIFFUSION.
Soils of continental Antarctica are forming in one of the
most severe terrestrial environments
Continuously low
temperatures and the scarcity of water in the liquid state
result in the development of desert-type sils
In an
earlier experiment to determine the degree to which radioactive
NaCI36 would migrate from a shallow point source in permafrt, movement was observed To confirm this result
a similar experiment involving Na22C has been conducted.
less in
movement
of theinterfacial
N&22 ionfilms
was atobserved.
Ionic movement
the unfrozen
mineral
surfaces in frozen ground is held to be important inchemical
weathering in Antarctic and other desert oils.
MF 942
MANAGEMENT OF POWER PLANT WASTE
HEAT IN COLD REGIONS.
Aamot, H.W.C., U.S. Army resmch and devdopment Sep.-Oct. 1975, 16(5), p.22-24, For a detailed
treatet of this topic see 29-2708 (CRREL TR 257).
32-2683
32-2683
BUILDINGS, HEATING, HEAT RECOVERY,
COST ANALYSIS.
MP 943

WORD MODEL OF THE BARROW ECOSYSTEll.
TM
Brown, J., et a, Conference on Productivity and Conservation in Northern Circumpolar Lands, Edmonton,
Alberta, Oct.15-17, 1969. Proceedings. Edited by
W.A. Fuller and P.G. Kevan. Morges, Switzerland,
evan of Naturand
f
d
er an Unio
Int
of Nature and
4 1
Union forConservation
International
National Resources, 1970, p. -43.
Pitelka, F.A., Coulombe, H.N.
31-4099
ECOSYSTEMS, TUNDRA VEGETATION, TUNDRA SOILS, GRAZING, TEMPERATURE EFFECTS, MOISTURE FACTORS, ANIMALS,
UNITED STATES-ALASKA-BARROW.
MP 944
SYNTHESIS AND MODELING OF THE BARROW, ALASKA, ECOSYSTEM.
Coulombe, H.N., et al,Conference on Productivity
and
Conservation
Northern 199.
Circumpolar
Lands,
Edmonton,
Alberta,in Oct.l5-17,
Proceeding.
Edited by W.A. Fuller and P.G. Kevan, Morges, Switzerland, International Union for Conservation of Nature and National Resources, 1970, p.44-49, 6 reft.
Brown, J.
31-4100
ECOSYSTEMS, TUNDRA VEGETATION, TUNDRA SOILS, MODELS, ANIMALS, COMPUTER
APPLICATIONS, UNITED STATES-ALASKABARROW.
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MP 95S
PERMAFROST EXCAVATING ATTACHMENT
FOR HEAVY BULLDOZERS.
Garfield, D.E., et al, International Symposium on Cold
Regions Engineerin& 2nd, Fairbanks, Aug. 12-14,
1976, Proceedings, Fairbanks, University of Alaska,
Cold Regions Engineers Professional Association,
1977, p.144-151, 5 reft.
Mellor, M.
32-292
EXCAVATION, FROZEN GRAVEL, FROZEN
,ROUND STRENGTH.
In anticipation of militay needs for gradin and excavang
frozen around, an attchment for heavy engiee tractors
The attachment consists of a hydraulically
was developed.
driven horizontal cutter drum that attaches to bulldozer
push ams, togeth with an auxiliary power sounre that
attaches to the rear of the tractor. The machine is intended
to break up frozen til so that it can be handled by conventional
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UNITED STATES-ALASKA-BARROW.
The Barrow environment can be charactr
a ollow
COMPRESSIVE AND SHEAR STRENG S
(1) Situated at the northern extremity of the Arctic Coastal FRAGMENTED ICE COVERS-A LABORATOPlain, it has a climate consisting of long, dry, cold winters RY STUDY.
and short, moist, cool summen.
The latter is moderated Chert, S.T., et al, Iowa. Universty. Iowa Lmrte
by the influence of the Arctic Ocean.
(2) Vegetation
is meadow-like with an abundance of sedges, Vasses, herbs of Hydraulic Reesch. IIHR report Aug. 1977,
(3) Soils are predominantly No.206, 82p., ADA-045 246, 7 refs.
and a few dwarf shrub species.
wet, with an average seasonal thaw of approximately 40 Tatinclaux, J.C.
cm.
(4) Perennially frozen ground underlies the entire 32-1809
land surface to depths in exces of 300 meters
(5) T
FLOATING ICE, COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH,
S
near-surface coasal plain sediments are marine ,ln
p SHEAR STRENGTH, AIR TEMPERATURE,
and mid- to late-Pleistocene in age. (6)Te tudr a
TEMPERATURE, ICE STRUCTURE.
is charcterized by active geomorphic processes such as lake WATER
frhowever,
erosion, polygonal ground formation and frost stirring of
the rAA.
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acts, July 1977. 41(7), p.915-920, 22 refs.
THAW DEPTH, SURFACE STRUCTURE, SOLAR
Langway, C.C., Jr., Weisa, H.V., Cragin, J.H.
RADIATION, ABSORPTP1TY.
The construction of embankments on P
Partularly
ICE SHEETS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, METALS, in reios whom the e 8
and
mature is coe
GREENLAND.
to the melting point, uually resut in melting of the e
Chemical analyses of surface sanowand datel deep ice core which may cams excessive settlement The depth ofmelng
samples from Central Greenland suggest that Zn, Pb and (thaw penetration) is considerably increased should the surface
sulfate are presently being deposited there at two to three of the embankment be covered with a bituminous pavement
times the natural rtas.
No recent increases in Cd or This increased meld
results from greater absorption f
V concentrations were observed.
Pre-1900 ice shows no solar radiation by the dark surface.
A lght-color surface
measurable effect of the activities of man and represents (white traffic paint) has been used on the asphalt runwa
High enrichment factors at Thule AD, Greenland (a cold perm arst site) n a
natural aerosol baseline.
to average crustal material were observed for Zn, highway test sections near Faitanks, Alaska (a warm par
Pb, Cd and sulfate in all samples indicating a natural source frostsite).
The selection of light-colored snacing materials
other than continental dtut is responsible.
A high tempera.- for embankments on permafost ca have a considerable
ture process or vapor phase orin for these enriched elements, benign influence on the depth of thaw penetration and ultimateposibly volcanism, teens likely
ly thaw consolidation,
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air exchange for ventiltionandtocontrlrom temperature.
The condenmse pump cycle counter proved to be an mexponof measuring steam we suitable for enineering
nd energ conservation studis.
Further studies of
beat consumption by various types of buildings in Alaska
ae recommended.
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g airba
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Flandes, S.N.
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BUILDINGS, WALLS, THERMAL INSULATION,
HEAT LOSS, CELLULAR PLASTICS.
Urea-formaidehyde (UP) foam was investigated for ue as
an insulation retrollt material in very cold regiom.
A
tat insallation of the material was made in stud frame
walls at Fort Greely, Alaska in August 1975.
Two months
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and showed shrinkage to be under 2,
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We are cantiously optimistic that UP foam 115s good potential fo Me
in ver cold regions.
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DRAINAGE AND CONSOLIDATION OF FINE.

GRAINED DREDGED MATERIAL IN CONFINED DISPOSAL AREAS.
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AGE GROWTH AND UTILIZATION OF APPLIED NITROGEN, PHOSPHORUS AND

chasm and permebilities were observed after ra consolida.
tion and fieze-thaw cycling for applied preure in the
range of 0.93 to 30.73 kPs.
It was observed that as
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Land as a waste management alternative.
d y The deree of ovecsolidation by freezing and thawing
R.C. Loehr, Ann Arbor, Mich., Ann Arbor Science, appears to decrease with incrosing amounts of coase materi- s 1977, p.171-180, 8 refa.
and with increasing plasticity.
The vertical permeability
32-1526
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SE
tioe of foraes when influenced by various application rates WASTEWATER REUSE AT LIVERMORr, CALI.
of wastewater during 1974 and 1975.
The resulte show FORNIA.
that the greatest average annual forage yields and N and Uiga, A., et al, Cornell Agricultural Waste ManageP removal occurred at the highst application rate (15 cm/wk). ment Conference, Ithaca, N.Y., 1976
.
However, forage removal efficiency
P Land as a waste management alternative. Edited by
w-da of appliedatnN and
low-est
Was reatesttat thelowest application rate of 5 th
cm/wk. RC. Loehr, Ann Arbor, Mich., Ann Arbor Science,
At this rate an average of 91 percent of the apie N 17 p515324rf.boundary'
and 35 perent of the applied P was contained in the forale. 1977, p.511-531, 24 refs.
Analyses performed in 1974 and 1975 showed a reduction Iskandar, I.K., McKim, H.L
inthelevelsofKin the soil and forage in 1975, relative 32-1529
to 1974, which indicates a requirement for K fertilization WASTE TREATMENT, WATER TREATMENT,
for sustained productivity.
The reducton in K was related WATER CHEMISTRY.
to the large quantities of this element required by crops Wastewate reuse occura at Lv.-more, California by applicaand its low concentration in the wastewater.
Soil analyses
o
o
d
also showed reductions in soil pH ad total exchanable to an irport area and to a stream.
alnity I
nm
cations to levels which could be corrected by m
occurred on the clay soils of the gW course because remji
tion were
ments for daily site access and wastewater a
The effluent was successfully reused at
contradictory.
MP 976
The outfall discharge
agriculture site and disposal ares.
Y
Lthe
PRM
I
water
the toal dissolved solids of the receiving
PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF 8 YEARS increaed
Soil emical
RAPID INFILTRATION OF RAW MUNICIPAL and dicharged lre quantities of chlorine.
analysis showed that exchangeable sodium percentage, tot
SEWAGE AT CALUMET, MICHIGAN.
Baillod, C.R., et al, Cornell Agricultural Waste Man- phosphorus, soluble phophor pH, and organic carbon were
Thechanges
agement Conference, Ithaca, N.Y., 1976. Proceed- changed but not critically by est re
ins. Land as a waste management alternative. Edit. except in pH, could be explained by existing agronomic
ed by R.C. Loehr, Ann Arbor, Mich., Ann Arbor techniques for irrigation i a se-arld climate.
MP 910
Science, 1977, p.489-510, 16 refs.
DETERMINATION OF 2,4,6.TRINITROTO,.
Waters, R.G., Iskandar, I.K., Uisa, A.
UENE IN WATER BY CONVERSION TO NI.
32-1527
WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER TREATMENT, TRATE.
LAND DEVELOPMENT, SEEPAGE, SEWAGE Leggett, D.C., Analytical chemitry, 1977, VoL49,
DISPOSAL, WATER CHEMISTRY.
p.880, 5 reit.
32-1530
WATER TREATMENT, WATER CHEMISTRY,

MP 977

URBAN WASTE AS A SOURCE OF HEAVY METALS IN LAND TREATMENT.
Iskandar, I.K., International Conference on Heavy
Metals in the Environment, Toronto, Ont., Canada,
Oct. 27-31, 1975. Proceedings, Toronto, Canada,
119761, p.417-432, In English with French summary. 36 refs.
32-1528
WASTE DISPOSAL, SOIL CHEMISTRY, MICROELEMENT CONTENT, PLANTS (BOTANY),
LAND DEVELOPMENT, SOIL POLLUTION,
GRASSES, METALS.
Heavy metal accumulation in soils and forages of a slow
infiltration prototype land treatment system over a two year
period
iscussed.
Uptake of heavy metals by plants
adsilvaried according to the amounts appliec,soi type,
and mode of wastewater application.
Charlton silt loam
soil retained more heavy metals than Windsor sandy loam,
Heavy metals were confined to the top 15 cm of the soil
and vertical movement occurred only in the soil from the
treatment receiving the highest application rate (15 cm/wk).
Movement of heavy metals in this treatment was thought
to be due to a redistribution of organic matter (hydraulic
effect), a decrease in soil pH or both.
Foraes (quack
gra) from all the treatments contained much hiher
mtiore of heavy metals than the control.
There were
significant difference inplant tissue heavy metal accumulstion
between the different cuts. This ws related to the ooncen.
tration of heavy metals in the applied effluent.
Forages
from the second cut contained Cd and Ni and to some
extent Cu at "toxic" levels, while Zn, Cr, Hg and Pb were
present in normal or sihtly higher amounts.
Sr much
presof heavy metal-spiked wstewater resultrirlga
higher concentrations in the plant tissue than in those from
flood irrigation treatments.
This could be due to absorption
of heavy metals by the leaves in the sprayed fora.es

WASTE DISPOSAL, WASTE TREATMENT.

MP91
WATER VAPOR ADSORPTION BY SODIUM
MONTMORILLON1TE AT -se
Anderson, D.M., et al, lcartn 1978, Vol.34, p.638644, 8 refs.
Schwarz, M.J., Tice, A.R.
33-634
WATER VAPOR, ADSORPTION, LOW TEMPERATURE TESTS, CLAY MINERALS, MARS (PLANET).
A larg amount of interest has recently been expreased
pertal.ni to the quanitity of physically adsorbed water by
the Marta regolith.
Therodyumc calculation baed
on experimentlly deterrned asorptionand dsrt
ion.
therms and extrapolated to subzero temperatures indicate
that physical adsorption of more thueone or two monomolecular ye is highly unlikely under Martian conditions.
Any
additional water would find ice to be the state of lowet
energy and therefore the most stable form.
To test the
validity of the thermodyniumic calculations, we have measured
adsorption and desorption isotherms of sodium montmorilloTo a first approximation it was found to
nite at -SC.
be valid.
ME[t92
ROOF LOADS RESULTING FROM RAIN ON
SNOW; RESULTS OF A PHYSICAL MODEL.
Colbeck, S.C., canadan journwof civ
ee
Dec. 1977, 4(4), p.482-490, In English with French
summary. 11 refs. See also 32-1151 (CR 77-12).
32S1648
32-1648
ROOFS, SNOW LOADS, RAIN, MATHEMATI
CAL MODELS.
A physical model is used to calculate roof loads due to
rain on a now covered roof.
A snow depth of 0.5

68

its entire depth will still came a significant weight of tasient
very large, local loads
Snowof drilting
but the effecta
mow can cause and
antecedent moistur
an the cc. tancea
are not too Impota.

MP 913
EXAMINATION OF THE VISCOUS WINDDRIVEN CIRCULATION OF THE ARCTIC ICE

COVER OVER A TWO YEAR PERIOD.
Hibler, W.D., III, et al, Arctic Ice Dynamics Joint
Experiment. AIDJEX bul/et, Sep. 1977, No.37,
p.95-133, 27 ret.
Tucker, W.B.
32.1696
SEA ICE, WIND FACTORS, VISOUS FLOW,
MATHEMATICAL
MODELS,
BOUNDARY
VALUE PROBLEMS.
A detailed re-examinton of the vou approach is made
by comparing predicted with observed ice drift in the Arctic
basin over a two-year period employing a viscous coositutive
law having both bulk and shear viscosities.
Numerical
drift caleitions
Basin employing
are carried periodic
out at
interals for the Arctic period
4-day itevals over a& 1 ed- in ewmp
ridic
conditions.
;9m, prdcin
=
-r comupared with
the observed drift of three contemporaneous dritat
with reasonable agreement.
The larg
erro are found
to occur in late summer, and may be due to nomnteady
curet effecte.
Boundary value calculations show that
reduction of the shea viscosity (while still maitaining a
larg bulk viscoity) reduces the excessive stiffening often
in viscous models while still maintaining substantial
changes in drift directin due to boundaries.
Sensitivity
studies show steady current effects to be small for
rates over tens of days but not negligible for cumulative
drift over years.
MP 9S4
FACTORS
ANALYSIS
R ONM A L FACTR
ANALYSIS OFAENVIRONMENTAL
AFFECTING ARMY OPERATIONS IN THE
ARCTIC BASIN.
Sater, J.E., ed, Montreal, Quebec, Feb. 1962, 1 Ip., For
a more extensive report see SIP 21843.
Arctic Institute of North America.
32-1902
ENVIRONMENTS, MILITARY OPERATION,
RESEARCH PROJECTS, MILITARY RESEARCH,
ARCTIC REGIONS.
Mp 985
ARCTIC TRANSPORTATION: OPERATIONAL
AND ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION OF AN
AIR CUSHION VEHICLE IN NORTHERN

ALASKA.

Abele, 0., et al, Journalof pressure vee technoogy,
Feb. 1977, 99(1), p.176-182, 8 refis.
Brown, J.
32-1801
AIR CUSHION VEHICLES, TRANSPORTATION,
TRAFFICABILITY, ARCTIC LANADSCAPES,
ENVIRONMENTS,
ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT, TUNDRA VEGETATION, DAMAGE.
MP
SE IN
A
I nteENGINEERING.
Astor, A., International Conference on Port and
Ocean Engineering Under Arctic Conditions, 3rd,
Fairbanks, Aug. 11-15, 1975, VoL.1, University of
Alaska, 1976, p.231-234, Extended summary only.
32-2211
SEA ICE, ICE MECHANICS, ENGINEERING.
MP
ISLANDS OF GROUNDED SEA ICE.
Dehn, W.F., et al, Environmental assessment of the
Alaskan continental shelf; Vol. 14, Ice. Princil In.
vesiator ' reorts for the year ending March 1976,
B or
Clorado
enviroental
Rarch
Boulder,
Colorado,
Environmental
Research
Laboratories, 1976, p.35-50, 28 reft. Preprint from
1975 POAC Conference.
Gow, A.J.
31-629
ICE ISLANDS, REMOTE SENSING, SPACE.
BORNE PHOTOGRAPHY, BATHYMETRY
Lare areas of grounded a ice have been reported by
ealy arctic explorers and more recently by the U.S. Coast
Guard.
The ESSA, ERTS, NOAA. and DMSPesatellites
now provide multi.spectral imagery with sufficiectly high

M
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revolution to allow detailed sequential observations to be MP 994
Mae of the movement andi spatial extent of arcit se A RI

ice
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surface.
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MP 1000
EFRPOUIGSRI-~

RDCN
TANFEOF
SINGLE CRYSTALS
FLAT SURFACES ON
ICE. COMMENTS ON DR. H. BADER'S LET.
TER AND DR. K. ITAGAKI'S LETTER.
Tobin, T.M., Journal of glaciology, 1973, 12(66),
P.519-520, 3 refs.
827
ICE CRYSTALS,

CRYSTAL

STUDY

TECH-

Published petographic deacriptiona of the volcanic ah bands NIQUES, MICROSCOPY.
the Byrd Station deep drill core (Gow, 1971; E-10325, NP10
and QOweaind Williamaon, 1971; P-10462) have sugeted CMP IN IC1IH0IHPRSUE1AE
Yen
e al
Y-C.
AerianSocet ofrBBa*trr
asome,sources for ash aon the volcanoes in BydLand CTIGIEWT
IHPESR
AE
eerqg echnic
Diison. Jounal Apiland aome posaible climatic Implications of ths volcanism. JETS.
197?2, 9 8(AEM) p.73 Fo rgia riceadpro
h availab" Petrographic and ag aeon volcanoes that Mellor, M., et al, U.S. Coast Guard. Report USCOdicuaom c 524
n 607 respectively.
are known to have erupted inBrdlAnd in Quaternary D- 15-7 3, Hanover, New Hampshire, U.S. Army Cold
braoy 93
Mountain,
timeMt. Murphy,
Odar, F., BrcLR.
93
aoaoy
niern
n
RgosRsac
Mt. Takabe Reinaeeacnndnineig
Wasaiche ML
and Taac
that Mt.
- suggest oneyr
Mracy
Waeache
26-3743
wer the~r
sore of ash.
Events recorded in the 22p., AD-766 172.
ICE MECHANICS, IMPACT STRENGTH.
core one
Twithi thlst 75,000 yr. The most distinctive Gagnoni, F.
petro phic characteristics of the Quas"r volcanic rocks 28-2886
MY 999
aeteabundance of ofivine, p'glclWe and titanagite ICE CUJTTING, ICE BREAKCING, HYDRAULIC
PROGRESS REPORT ON 25 CM RADAR OR- phenocrysta in the basaelts, and of lkal -nipar and aegerie JETS.
SERVATIONS OF THE 1971 AID=E STUDIES. phenoryts in the adid rocks.
The report describes high pressure water jet ice cutting
experiments conducted in support of the Coast Guard domesThompson, T.W., et al Arrdti Ice Dynamsics JointExz- MP 9S
pesinent. AIDJEX builetin16.Feb. 1972, No.12, p.1. SUMMARY
OF THE 1971 US TUNDRA BIOME
if- icebrking Program
The test objectives wer to
PROGRAM.
determine powerrqieet fo ctting two feet of fresh
16.
ROG~hLwater
ice at a speed ofadvanceof" 3 knots.
The fesults
Bishop, RiJ., Brown, W.E.
Brown, J., International Biological Programme, Tun- of the tests show extremely high power requirements even
27.507
dras biomne; Proceedings IV. International Meeting on when using state-of-the art equipment pumping at 100,000
RADAR PHOTOGRAPHY, ICE FLOES.
the Biological Prodctvy of Tunda Lngrd
psL
(Auth)
USSR, October 1971. Edted by M..Weloak
MP 1002
MP990
and Thi. Rosswall. Stockholm, Tundra Bionme Stern
RIVER-ICE PROBLEMS.
A STATE-OF-THEUSE OF INSTRUMENTATION UNDER ARCTIC Committee, April 1972, p.306-313.
ART SURVEY AND ASSESSMENT OF R&CONDITIONS.
27-26S7
SEARCH NEEDS.
Atkins, lIT., Arctic Logistics Support Technology. RESEARCH PROJECTS. TUNDRA BIOME, Burgi, P.H., et 4l Amertican SocietyofCivilEA &CgMee
Proceedings of a aymposium held at Hershey, Penayl- UNITED STATES--ALASKA.
Hydraulics Divison. Jotzrn4 Jan. 1974, l06(HY 1),
vania, Nov. 1, 197 1, Arctic Institute of North Ameni. Briefly outlined are the U.S. Tundra Blome studies including p.15, 36 refa.
rneseiGEKney
..
s~
J.
the interrelationships between tundra fann and flora photo-.
ca, 1972, p.183-188, AD-744 669.
.E K ndyJF,
Faknti,
hleJM
ynthe"l5 carbon dioxide budget, wet tundras soil science,
2763
27-630
NTS
and lake and pond ecosystems. Activities were centeredj Ashton, G.D.
INTU ET.primarily
on the Barrow. Alaska ares.
28-29 18
RIVER ICE, ICE JAMS, ICE FORMATION, SEAN91IM
996
MP"
SONAL FREEZE THAW, ICE MECHANICS, ICE
TNSL
TH
OF
INTERIPRETATION
ARCTIC AND SUBARCTIC ENVIRONMENTU
ANALYSES UTILIZING ERTS-I IMAGERY; BID STRENGTH OF ICE UNDER TRIAXIAL TER A POETIS
NIP 1003
23STRESS.
MNHYPORSREOT23JN
Nevel, D.E., ot al, International Conference on Port ARCTIC AND SUBARCTIC ENVIRONMENTAL
MONTHL PRGRS9RPOT22.JN
Anderson, D.M., et 4 US. NationalAeronautics and and Ocean Engineering Under Arctic Con1ditions, 3rd, ANALYSES USING ERTS.1 IMAGERY. PROGSPace Admiistration. Contmatir report Aug. 23, Fatnks Aug. 11.15 , 1975, Voll1, University of NESS REPORT DEC. 72-TUNE 73.
Anderson, D.M., et al, US. Nationsi Aeronautics and
Alaska, 1976, p.375-387, 12 refs.
1972, NASA-CR-12809S, 3p., N72-31361.
report June 23.
Space Adinistration. Contractor
Haugen, ILL, Gatna, L.W., Slaughter, C.W., Manlar, Haynes, F.D.
7
1973, NASA-CR-135858, 5p., E74-10017.
32-2219
T.L.
ICE MECHANICS, ICE STRENGTH, TENSILE McKim H.L-, Haugen, R.K., Gatto, L.W.
27.1441
28-3601
REMOTE SENSING, ARCTIC ENVIRONMENT, STRENGTH, STRESSES.
Griffith, and later Babel, have previously developed a tensile REMOTE SENSING, MAPPING, PERMAFROST
SPACECRAFT.
fracture criterion for a two-dimansional state of stress.
This DISTRIBUTION, VEGETATION PATT'ERNS,
s. extede o tecmeaonomesonegn.SEDIMENT TRANSPORT.
P"2theory
MW~~~~~~
92Pothste
th
anl of ftureV is devlpd
r
Physiognornic landscape features were used as geologic and
SURFCE-WVE
DSPERION
N BYD unsualcompression, teangle may be anywhere from 0 vegetative indicators in preparation of a surficial gony
L.AND, ANTARCTICA.
to 30 degrees measured from the direction of loading, dependa ta cl
f
8et0o0an-emfos
101allo
Achry, HL, Seismological Scety of America. img;upon the shape of the cavity.
The theory is extended uigETS-l band 7 imgey
The detail from thes map
D
99 2rf.
conceptually to three dimensions.
Triaxial test data byusnERU
ptI:0,10cae
Aug. 1972,
favorablymape
wirth from
USERTSI
map at12000sae
iaeyin combn&ph
bundaries
2rf. 62(4), p.955
Iaynes for snow-ioe are shown tin this three-dimensional compare
27il1490 Au.17,6()H.9599
i
The teat data are slihtl lenothan thatr
theory.
2190fracture
at ton with ground truth obtained from existing small scale,
ICE SHEETS, WAVE PROPAGATION, SNOW predicted when the void in the snow -icis ph a
ACOUSTICSnw-w
SEIMI
spLheYrNiRcaMPl.
map and other sources resulted i n proved and more
TICA-MAISEISI
BYRDITY
LANDMP99
detailed map of permafrost terrain and vegetation for the
Assuming constant density and Poisson's ratio of 0.25, theoreti- OXYGEN ISOTOPE PROFILES THROUGH saeaesiRs
st poie o teBa ie
Cal surface-wv dispersion has been computed
for the Byrd THE ANTARCTIC AND GREENLAND ICE a.
men:
fmntrn
h surface water
einletaiepn
circulation patterns,
daily
and periodic
wceases:
Land area in Antarctica. where the
Inrae
SHEETS
changes in the relative sediment load of rivendicsin
monotonically with depth.
Conpstion with1obervd'dig- Johnsen, 5.1., et al, Nature, Feb.25,1972, 235(5 339), into the inlet and, several local pstterns not rcgie
Persion indicates a to 10 Per cent anisotropy in the ice p.429-434, 37 refs.
before, such as a clockwise back eddy offshore from Clam
cap.
Such anisotropy was also detected from ultrasonic Dansgazard, W., Clausen, H.B., Langway, C.C., Jr.
Gulch and a counterclockwise current north of the Forelands,
velocity measurements on snow cores.
(Auth.)
27-3046
Comparison of ERTS-1 iwad Manner maeyhas revealed
MP"1ISOTOPE
ANALYSIS, ICE SHEETS, OXGE
adttheand
thermokarat
h lsa
ot
OXY993
Slope
polygonaldpesosfudo
pstterns on the Yukon
River Delta
SMAL-CAE
TRIN EAURMETSON
ISOTOPES,
PALEOCLIMATOLOGY,
ICE are possibly anialogs to womeMartian terrain features.
SALCE
SRANE.
SRMNSO
CORES, GREENLAND, ANTARCTICA-BYRD
AUFC.STATION.
LCE
MW 1004
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Colbeck, S.C., et al Jouirnal ofolcio ogy, Juily 1 1, The Camp Century. Greenland1, deep ice core reveals seasonal MORPHOLOGY OF THE NORTH SLOPE
10(59), p.237-243, Also published as Washington variations in the isotopic composition of the ice back to Walker, HiJ., Alaskan arctic tundra. Edited by M.E.
(cState) University.
Depaurtment of Atmospheric 8,300 y.b.p.
This is not the case for the Byrd Station. Britton. Arctic Institute of North America. TechniSences. Technical report TR-12, Nov. 25, 1970. Antarctica, deep ice core.
both Cores show long-term cal paper No.25, Washington, D.C.. Sept. 1973, p.49.
In English with French and Germain summaries. 10 perturbations in isotopi composition reflecting climatic 52, Numerous reft.
refs.
chanres fromibefore the beginning of the last glaciation. 28-3606
PERMAFROST STRUCTURE, ARkCnTITopoonewl.
Pl-op
raioa chieo
Evansde R.J
27-1704
correlations of the pelseoclimatic data therefore become RAPHY, GEOMORPHOLOGY, TUNDRA TERGLACIER FLOW, CREVASSES, ICE DEFORMA- speculative except for the more pronounced features and RAIN, CRYOGENIC PROCESSES, PERMA.
TION, STRAIN MEASUREMENT.
general trends.
FROST HYDROLOGY, GROUND ICE, PATSurface deformastions in the neighborhood of a crevasse field MP ",g
TERNED GROUND.
were mesrdover shr 1in) =eg lengths in, order to CIAI
SILTOSDPCE
N
W10
P10
study flow conditions associated wihcrevasse formnation.CIA COS LAT NSDP TE AD
Theresultaobtalnedwerunusual in ttthey were inconsistent PREDICTED BY ISOTOPE ANALYSES OF A PEDOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS IN NORTHwith lare-sal reuts found by rvoswres
It GREENLAND ICE CORE.
ERN ALASKA.
was concl udesd
that tepsnce osmall-scae surface effects, Danagaard, W., et a4 InternationalConference on Port Tedrow, J.C.F., Alaskan arctic tundra.
Edited by
nttt
fNrhAeia
E
rto.
Aci
such as fractures, pot-holes and healed crevasses give rise and Ocean ngnEern une ArtcCnii.
tosmall-acae deformation fields, with large spatial and temporal P
."aditAl97 1, 1atVol.1, p. 17-22, 8 refa.
Technical paper No.25, Washington, D.C., Sept. 1973,
variations and that there is a lower limit of gage length Jone,
.. Clausen, H.B., Langway, C.C., Jr.
p.93-10B, Numerous ref.
below which deformration mesurmets
.ett
regional 2-4
830
930
limit is 2-4
& '"o
flow phenomena cannot he ad.
aernynorder of magnitude greater tan the spacing ICE CORES, ISOTOPE ANALYSIS, CLIMATIC TUNDRA SOILS, ARCTIC SOILS, RESEARCH
i*
thefetues which glve rise to localized effects.
CHANGES, GREENLAND.
PROJECTS.
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MP 141
MICROIr OROLOGICAL
INVUTIGATION8 NEAR THE TUNDRA SURFACE.
Kulley, JJ., Alaskan arctic tundra. Edited by M.E.
Wittom Arctic Institute oNorthAmerics. Techni-

MP 1012
ICEBERG THICKNESS PROFILING USING AN
IMPULSE RADAR.
Kovacs, A., Antarcticjournal of the United States,
Oct. 1977, 12(4), p.140-142, 5 refa.

126 Numerous re.
28-3606
RESEARCH PROJECTS, MICROCLIMATOLOGY, RADIATION BALANCE, TUNDRA SOILS,
SOIL CHEMISTRY.

ICEBERGS, ICE COVER THICKNESS, RADAR ICE LOADS, OFFSHORE STRUCTURES, ICE
ECHOES, MEASURING INSTRUMENTS.
PRESSURE, ICE MODELS.
Thickness measurements taken on a 100 to 500 in tabular A method is presented to calculate the effectve ice toed
icebm in McMurdo Sound uing an impulse radar system on vertical suues dndig upo width of strucure
. (anoCalculated depths of the related to icetcknean fundamentl4ce p
a disVcd and illustrated.
Wine ly at the south nd north ends of the iceberg trpic semireatrained crushing s=t
ent YoSn
were 13.7 M 17.4 m, respectively. The calculated thickness Posso's ratio, internal fiction). The basic equation asfta
of the keber at station 4.5 and Ntations 5 through 17 the theoretical identation aolution for a ntrIht wall.
Both
90.0 to 60.5 m.
The a r~nt freeboard- extremes appear as simple intercepts on a
which fntherratio was I to 5.2, which a higher than the more con be linearized.
The concept i compared with
Ito 3.6 frebeoard-to-hicknou analysis of Gow (1968; F- largely Rumian teastmaterial and equations which show good
6274) for antarctic ice helveas of similar thickness.
UThe
agreent.
Internal fiction must be conmidered in the
dam Nst
a glacial rather than a Shelf rigin.
analysds snc it increase possible ice forces
Due to
duela
t ear
byie con be how a peiouy
MP 1013
aumediden
for the design
of ships.
in

calpaperNo25, Washington, D.C., Sept 1973,p.109-

?4P 1007
ARCTIC
HoRblIC

NOLOGY:

AREVIEW'.
Alaska
REVtictun
.Edito=nee

Ho
.E.,Alakanrctictundr. Edited b'M.E.
Britton ArcticIstituteofNorthTAmerica.
echnical paper No.25, Wuhington, D.C., SeptL 1973, p.127.
168, Numosrefla
28-3609
LIMNOLOGY, RESEARCH PROJECTS.

le ss16
VEGETATIVE RESEARCH IN ARCTIC ALASKA.
Johnson, P.L, ctal, Alaskan arctic tundra. Edited by
M.E. Britton. Arctic Institute of North America.
Technical paper No.25, Washington, D.C., Sept. 1973,
p.169-198, Numerous refa.
Timesn, .L.
28-3610
TUNDRA VEGETATION, ARCTIC VEGETATION, VEGETAT7ON PATTERNS, RESEARCH
PROJECTS.
NP 1009
INFLUENCE OF IRRGULARITIES OF THE
BED OF AN ICE SHEET ON DEPOSITION
RATE OF TILL
Nobles, LH., et al, Til: a symposium. Edited b R.F.
Goldthwait, Columbus, Ohio State University Press,
1971, p.117-126, 8 refs.
Weertman, .
28-3686
GLACIAL TILL, GLACIAL DEPOSITS, GLACIAL
FEATURES, GLACIER ICE, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, ICE THERMAL PROPERTIES, GLACIER
ABLATION, GLACIER FLOW.
MP 1010
MODEL SIMULATION OF NEAR SHORE ICE
DRIFr, DEFORMATION AND THICKNESS.
Hibler, W.D., HI, International Conference on Port
and Ocean Engineerin Under Arctic Conditions, 4th,
een
in
St. John's, Sp. 26-30, 1977, Memorial University of
Newfoundland, 1978, p.33-44, 15 refs.
32-2339
SEA ICE, ICE MODELS, ICE MECHANICS,
MATHEMATICAL MODELS.
Simulation rmults for se ice dri, deformation and ice
thickness variations in the Arctic Boam
ares
d
ya mahier
nyicmodel which emu t
riod plastic ontinuun.
Usinl available observed atmospheric and oceanic forcing dat, numerical model simulasiom
are made over a four year tong period employing one day
time stop in a finite difference code with a resolution of
1251m.
Dtlft. deformation, u
and ice thkns
seie from the simulation results in the n
shor
off the Alaskan and Canadian North sope are ported
and briefly noained in light of available obsrvat

32-2109

MP 1016
STRUCTURES IN ICE INFESTED WATER.
Asur, A., 1972, 1VoL2j, Symposium on Ice and its
Action on Hydraulic Structres, 2nd, Leningrad, Sept
26-29, 1972. Papers, p.93-97, 7 ref.

28-3899

SUBSURFACE MEASUREMENTS OF THE duced complications in tuodel tesm
or structures in
ROSS ICE SHELF, MCMURDO SOUND, AN- the f&d the random configuration of ice collars mut be
TARCTICA.
considered. For this a complete solution is still not available
Kovacs, A., et al, Antarctic journa/ of the United MP 1017
States, Oct 1977, 12(4), p.146-148, 2 refs.
REPORT ON ICE PALL FROM CLEAR SKY IN
Gow, AJ.
GEORGIA OCTOBER 26, 1959.
32-2114
Harrison, L.P., et al, Washington, D.C., U.S. Weather
ICE SHELVES, BRINES, ICE COVER THICK- Bureau, 1960, 31p. plus photopmphs, 12 refi.
NESS, FIRN, ICE COMPOSITION, ANTARC- Friedman, L, Saylor, C.P., Swinzow, G.K.
TICA-MCMURDO ICE SHELF.
28-3913
Depth
c lata continuity, and inland boundary ICE STRUCTURE, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS,
of sea water infiltration in the McMurdo Ice Shelf were METEOROLOGICAL FACTORS, AIRPLANES.
monitered runs a dual-tena impulse radar profier.
The eu.s. Wetate Brnu, Geological Survey, National Bureau
studie have provided now information on the brine infiltration
zone incuding data on changl
e in the elevation of the
f
thedru
mane which reslted in the in of a
brine-soaked layer and ice shelf thickness as a functionachunkof
=
p
w
e fall
y
a
of iatance from the shelf edge.
The featires of the concluded that the ice originated from a jet airraft known
brine aIerare described and illu
.
O
to have been flying over the ara where the fall was reported.
on the
i eain-ie t-i ton on the oettlitz Gacier The pe by Swinzow comprises Appendix J of the repot
tongue are summMP
1018
NP 1014
DESTRUCTION
N
0OF ICE ISLANDS WITH
SEA ICE STUDIES IN THE WEDDELL SEA RE- ]PsIVES.
GION ABOARD USCGC BURTON ISLAND.
Mellor, M., at al, International Conference on Port and
Ackley, S.F., Antarctic journalof the United Stae,
Ocean Engineering Under Arctic Conditions, 4th, St
Oct 1977, 12(4), p.172-173, 2 refs.
John's, Sept. 26-30, 1977, VoL2,
Memorial University
7 53 7 65
32-2123
of Newfoundland, 1979, p.
, 20 ref1. See also
SEA ICE DISTRIBUTION, ICE COVER THICK- 31-4112.
NESS, PACK ICE, ICE SALINITY, WEDDELL Kovacs, A., Hnatiuk, j.
SEA.
32-2364
Sea ice studies in the Weddell Sea aboard Au
/ian d ICEBERGS, ICE ISLANDS, EXPLOSION EFconsisted of ice salinity measurements on meltwater from FECTS.
ice cores and thickness measurements taken in ded holes.
Floes in the northern reaion were generly thicker than Past attempts at explosive demolition of iceberp and ie
At isnda are reviewed, and mor recent studies are described.
2 to and in two regions exceeded 3 in en average.
higher latitudes in the middle ofthe Wedden Sea ice thicknesses Relevant properties of ice are compared with those of typical
exceeded 3.5 i.
The thinnest ice was measured at the rocks, and data aJiva for
t btin in we and
southernmost locations.
It is concluded that advection in rocks.
Ie*
esnasctin . analyzed for schemes
is an important component in accounting for ice disibution involvn (1) crater blai. (2)
ting in water underneath
in the Weddell SaL
In vivo fluorescence muie
ints the e, (3) bench blating, and (4) controlld praplit blting.
of core meltwater revealed apparent relation
between The anlyses vor crater basuing as the mot
d
.
method of attack for small bas and ice=islan
ice salinity and bological activity (ice
MP 1015
MP 1019
ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF SNOW.
ICEBERG THIC
ESS PROFILING.
Kovacs, A., International Conference on Port and
MleUor, M., Journal ofglcioloy, 1977,19(81), p.15- OceanEngineeingUnderArcticConditions,4th, St.
66, In English with French and German summaries. John'&, Sept. 26-30,1977, VoL2, Memorial University
Refs. p.62-65.
of Newfoudlad, 1978, p.766-774, 16 refa.
r
32-974
32-2434
SNOW IMPURITIES, SNOW MECHANICS, 32-2385
SNOW THERMAL PROPERTIES, SNOW ELEC- ICEBERGS, ICE COVER THICKNESS, RADAR

EN

TRICAL PROPERTIES, SNOW OPTICS, EN INEERING, SNOW CRYSTALS, SNOWFALL,
BLOWING SNOW.
Tbe general properties of snow are described with a view
up 1011
toengneering ippctionsofdata
Folowing nintrodu,
DIELIECRIC CONSTANT AND REFLECTION tion and a s
note on the o
of sow, data are
COEFFICIENT OF THE SNOW SURFACE AND
ien for fall velocities of sow particles, and for ms
NAR-SURFACE INTERNAL LAYERS IN THE
and particle oncenttio in falling mnow and blowing
MCMURDO ICE SHIELF.
snow.
Notes on the structural properties of dposted
Kovacs, A., et al, Antarcic jouna of the Uited mow cover grain size,
i bonds. bulk density, overburden
Kovacs OA.1,
Antarctic
(4)
* u rn of&
theUnited s
and permeabty.
A secton on impurities deais
Stag^, Oct. 1977, 12(4), p. I13i-38, 9 ref
with stable and radioactive isotopes, chemical impurities,
Gow, A.J.
insoluble particles, living organisms, acidity, and ases
Me32-2107
chanical properties ar tretate only selectively, and the reader
SNOW SURFACE, SNOW ELECTRICAL PROP- is refered to another paper for comprehensive coverage.
ERTIES, ICE SHELVES, ICE ELECTRICAL The
treatment deale with stress waves and strain
wve,selective
compressibility,
effects of volumetric strain on deviator.
PROPERTIESq, RADAR ECHOES, ANTARCTICA
strain, and specific energy for comminution.
Tbe section
AMCMuRDO ICE SHELF.
on thermal properties covers heat capacity, latent heat, conducA&.n =snpe radar
walst:
rue to smile the shape tivity, diffusivity, heat transfer by vapor diffusion, heat transfer
sad lateral eftnt
thubrine layerinthe MMurdo Ice and vpor transpor with forced convection, and thermal
Shl
A small antenna was also used to determine If suin
The ction on electrical properties oens with
r~ctve layrs could be detected in the upper 5 m of a brief discussion on dielectric proprtiesofie, a proceeds
now.
The radiated mpulse enter frequncy was 626 to a summary of the dielectric properties of sow, including
gharte with an estimated fresupey
=pectrum
of 375 dielectric dispersion, permittivity, dielectric Ioss, and d.c.
a
7d85
stthe-3de.ellpoints.
Te muremant tchoique conductivity.
There are also notes on the thermoelectric
is decribed.
The study indicates that layers of dielectric effect and cn electrical charges in f
and blowing snow.
discoatinuity can be detected at shallow depths in polar The section on
properties de with uansmison
snow.
The shallow depth at which the interna layers and attution of visible radiation, with spectr reflectance,
ware detected suggests that they p
t density vritions ad with long-wave emiasivity.
The revew concludes with
in thesnow,
associatd with summer melt features some commo n engineering problems that involve snow,
lee
than 5 perhaps
ththick.
and the requirements for researe and development
(Auth.)
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ECHOES, PROFILES.

Results obtained with an impulse radar
used to profile
the thicknessoftehular ieabeu
r InMc
Sound. Antaretia, and an ice island in the Beaufort Sea near Fluaman
ialand, Alaska, are presented.
Graphic records are shown
of the radar inpulse travel time which cearly reveal, for
the Ant time, the bottom reliefof each ie formation.
Also
detected and shown are echo ignatures fo internal cracks
and a, ..Mtration-bine layer.
The time of flight of the
radar impulse in the ice island is conpared with a 24.05drill hole measurement of the ice thickness.
The effective
velocity of the radar impulse in the ice land was found
to be 0.16 n/na and the effective dielectric constant of
the ice to be 3.5.
(Auth.)
MP 1020
TOWING ICEBERGS.
Lonsdale, H.K., et al, Bulletin of the Atomic Scentits,
March 1974, 30(3), p.2, Includes response by W.F.
Weeks and W.J. Campbell. 2 refa.
Weeks, W.F., Campbell, W.J.
28-3927
ICEBERGS, WATER SUPPLY, LOGISTICS, ICE
MELTING, ECONOMICS.
Referring to the article by Weeks and Campbell (1973;
F-12650 or 28-898) the author questions the following facets
of towing icebergs: the costs of surveillance; the capital
costs of the super-tu; the methods of melting collecting
the fresh water on the
h seas, and transporting to the
Atecama desert or central Australia; and bow the total cost
compares with the value of water at the intnded rue site.
Weeks and Campbell cite their paper on this subject (1973;
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M~P

P-12780 or 21322) which has included the camtof capitaliza- pVrp-s of this research is to define this flmit forces
lio and a method of melting and collecting fresh vater, leval and pin a better understanding of the failure 1ro
It IaseP d that surveillance coats would be small and in the wce.(AWth)
th uhrono believe their estimates of water costsupetfr
MI? 1625
fee Irrigation purposes to be unraistically high

MP 1621
USEI OFEPOIESClLk
JA~sI. *~ i,

IRMONG
o Ice nd

~

since.
The analysis includes an investigation and evahuation
of seining methodology, semus, monitoring equipmeent, mad
avail"bl data collection systm
A complarison of available,
is-erefoti
rsae
fotwpe td
eupetfrafrtya

WATER PERCOLATION THROUGH HOMOGENEOUS SNOW.
o nwadieI y
V12
SCe i The role ofaorad c nb
MESOSCALE MEASUREMENT OF SNOWdrology, proceedings of the Banff Sym osej.
COVER PROPERTIES.
1972, VoL 1, Geneva, Switzerland, wm= I=
,
Unesco, 1973. p.242-257,' WihFec sm ay
ilello, M.A., at aL, The role of snow and ice in byet

Frankenstein, G.E., ataSymfposium nle
dit
Action on Hydauic Stiucturea, Reykjavik, Iceland,
oW
teBnfSypsa
drolilogy;
SeptAHS
192 V procedng
GI.
Ofva
SterBandSmpsa
Sept. 7-10, 190 Papers and dsusos 470 d~~~ct~~aa~~ng,
Reykjavik. rob Inludes dicussions.F
Une7c, 1973, p.e24e6a, W-ithFrenc auMm.aXS,1
Iceland, International Association tor Hydraulic Re- Davidson, G.
6
y.
nso193p.2-4,WtFrchsum
29-211
1970, 10p., Session 3.13. 6 refl.
secarch,
SmtN.
SNOW WATER CONTENT, SNOWMELT, SNOW
e
listen, LB.., Riley, J.
COVER STRUCTURE, SNOW PERMEAIITY.
28-3M9
ICE JAMS, ICE CONTROL, EXPLOSIVES. ICE The gravity flow theory of water percolation through mnow 29-241
REMOVAL
is generalized to include any power law relationship between SNOW DEPTH, SNOW DENSITY, METEOROA brief history of the wseof explosives for ice Jam removal pateability to the water phase and effective water atrio.LOGICAL FACTORS, SNOW TEMPERATURE.
is discussed.
Ammnonium nitrate mixed wit fuli l is Exeietlobsertion of water percolaon through honto- physical characteristics of the scown cover and associated
conideed
hebes exlosve For maxima
motrl ecauste
Pen
, mw ane described. It Is found that the exponent meerlgclconditions were observed at nineteen site
of its cost and sfety features.
maiu
fet h
ntepwrlwisaot3frhms
osmw
h
:o
n a roud Fort Greatly, Alaakaeduring the winter of
chapg should be placed in the water below, the ice.
A theory is used to constuc diurnal meltwter waves and 1966-7.
Sno0wfll toaled1 24S cm ad maximim mow
curve is included which gives maximum crater hole diameter these compare favorably with the observed waves.
71e depths of 60 to 100 cue were observed in a maj on~
aafiuction of the cube root of the charge welght:
differences, between the results found for natural mowrnand at Fort (Ireely.
Moramuente at nine sates
thoee
those found for repacked smow arc discussed.
The lower anow density to be liht for example, the averagle desity
MV1022
limit of applicablity of the gravity flow theory is uncertain
in the forest was la ens 0.4gi
However, eaveptios
ARATIN O ND
V 128could
be expected as obevdat Jervis Creek where the
ICEASRIDINGTION TNE CLASIFCATON
AR TI
N OF
SEAONA
102DOLGI6
density averaged 0.33 gloc.
Daily tepaue,
me-ureICE IDGNG
BAIN.
N TE ACTI
SEASNALREGME
ND
YDR LOGCAL Mente made within the mw pack also
showed that the
Jn 94 SIGNIFICANCE OF STREAM ICINGS IN CEN. snow In the fores was codrthan that at exposed sites.
16 oADEXblc
Hibler, W271,I et
Associations between snow cover properties and weather
TRA ALASKA.
, 16r..
Tucker4
Nock23,
Kane, D.L, et ml,The role of snow and ice in hydrolo- were tested and the results substanliaed previous studies.
Mok,8 J,4 ucer6W9
sesonal snow
Sept. 1972, which shwdgo eainhp between
SEA ICE, ICE STRUCTURE, ICE PRESSURE, ICE Vi'; proceedings of the Banff Svymposia,
temperaus
idpe/~
Geneva, Switzerland, WRMO-IAHS, Unesco, co e st4 n
RESSURERIDGES.ol,
MODELS,
16 ref.
a developed 1973, p.528-540, With French summary.
moe E o rueridges
MOEA
e PunRteSR

~

and compared with good asreement to mor thn300
Ildsicuio.MP13
ken of lase proffiledata taken from November 1970 to Slaughter, C.W.
ARCTIC AND SUBARCTIC ENVIRONMENTAL
Using a parameter 29-232
February 1973 in the Arctic basin.
Called ridging intensity, which may be determnined for a RIVER ICE, FREEZEUP, ICE FORMATION, ANALYSES UTILIZING EXTS-i IMAGERY.
region, from the mean number of ridges per unit length AERIAkL PHOTOGRAPHY, METEOROLOGICAL
IMONTHLY PROGRESS REPORT, 23 AUG
and the mmdee heg% the number of rigsprklmtrFACTORS, HYDROLOGIC CYCLE.
23 OCT. 1973.
at ay egt
eayvbe
ricted. i esnt
aMrm
y streams in A'rctic and ri-rctc
aecharacter- Anderson, D.M., of A, US Netioal Aaromafco
rcpo4t Oct.
that altough mantudes of ridginig intensiyvr in t imeted by accumulations of ace in the cane nd nearby and Spc AdiniDstrion. Contractor
3
nte 2,173, NASA-CMd 35846, p.,N74.i11146.
Feddt
Cneuent loopli duin th0itrmnh.
the rltvreinlvariations are similar.
Gatto,
L.W.,
Slaooter,
Mclimn
H.L.,
Haugen.
R.L,
three distinct riosof ridging intensity havin latively rtsogowhftiscngadnvrouclmicatos
gerohwthrsheerFibn
C.W., Markar, T.L
stabebudre can be dei.
Anua vaito
baa been- collee atum
a smanlf
new ice production due to ridging is sufficiently Iarge to Alia
h oue fiiggo
sIsestiaed from 29-535
aerialph
implications am derived RE OESNIGERSMA
RY
blnc f
pstut's roe n h' oerl
a
by cmi~
volum Hydrologic
ofteeRE
OESNSN,_SIA
EY
asues ma
thatbalnc
pta* anng
impotan
badin
ofthr d
i cycle.
Discussion
on how the hyrlt i
cycle isa
moii by these ice accumulations is alsoenced.
MV 1023
SALINITY VARIATIONS IN SEA ICE.
MP 1027
MP 11131
Coy, G.F.N., et al, Journalofal'odogf 1974,13(67), MEASURING THE UNIAXIA4L COMPRESSIVE ARCTIC AND SUBARCTIC EVI1RONMENTAL
p.109-122, In English with French and German sum- STRENGTH OF ICL
ANALYSES UTILIZING ERTS-I IMAGERY.
maries. 3 rob..
Hayne, F.D., et al, J1ournal of g~laciolo, 1977
BIMONTHLY PROGRESS REPORT, 23 OCT.- 23
Weeks, W.F.
19(81i), p.213-223, In English with French and GeW- DEC. 1973.
29-72
summaries. 7 res
Anderson D.M., et al, U.1 Naoe Aeronautics adt
SEA ICE, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, SALINITY, Mellce
Adhitso.
otatrreotDc
3
ICE COVER THICKNESS.
Me2t,4M5
1973, NASA-CR.136293, 6p., N74-14034.
The salinity distribution in multi-year sea ice is dependent ICE
COMPRESSION,
COMPRESSIVE McKim. H.L., Haugen, R.L, Gatto, L.W., Slaughter,
on the ice topography and cannot be adequately represenited STRENGTH, ICE STRENGTH, SHEAR STES C.W., Marlar, T.L
by a single average profile.
The core collected frCo
RYTLmESRIGISTU
ET
29-553
area beneath surfaece hummocka generally showed a systematic IC CRSASME UIN IST M NS.
E OESNIG,
NV O M NS, RS
incresse in slinity with depth from 0 per mille at thie An attempt was made to dewelo a simple but accurat~ e M T
SE IN ,
NVR
MNS, RS
The cores method for making compressive strength rests on tigh circular IMAGERY
mlle at the base.
4per
about
to
s urfsc
Compliant loading platens were designed to
cletdfrom ares beneath surface depressions were much cylinders.
more saline and Ejaplayedlerge salinity fluctuations.
Salinity apply uniform normal strm without introdcin g gnfct
observations from sa ice of varying thicknesses and ass interface radial shear stresas.
The compliant platens gave MP 1032
collected at various Arctic and sub-Anrarcti locatiosrevele
reproducible results that se wllwith resute obtained REUT OF HE SCNRI
TON O
a togcorrelation between the average slinty ofthe %yaprecisovioale eciq.
Acrtraue__
REUT OFTHE
US
US
CONTRISUTION TO
ceSadthe ice thickness IL For slty
mpe collected otnewihsmlspcenpreparation, red with shoat TEJITU/SRBRN
E
E I
MENT.
ratio
was
lees
than
this
specimens
where
the
length-to-diameter
from cold sea ice at the end of th rwhseason,
relatioeship can be rereeted by toliner equations: S unity.
Platens, were made from a rubber-like urethane, Campbell W.J., et ad,U.1 National Acroaudice ad
-14.24.19.39 h. X<'0.4 inS
- 7.88 - 1.39 h (h which was molded in aluminum cylinders to provide lateral Spe
Adainistr&VL
Technical nenmoranduin.
>0.4 in).
It is sggested that the pronounced break reautt
inlxial compreaso" tests on cylindrical POty- May 1974, NASA.TM-X-7064S, 19 7p., N74-22971,
In lop at0.4m
i du toa cang inthedominant crystalline ice specimen were made todetermine the chasracter- Re%.
For 21 specimens with ends prepared
brine drainage mechanism from brine expulsion, to gravity istics of the platens.
"hngT.C., Fowl.r, M.G., Gloersen, F., Ramseier,
on a lapping plate to obtain a miror finish, the meauted
drainage.
A liner regression for the data collected d,.,
0.., Kuhn, P.M., Roogk D.D., Stainbach, G., Webster,
snI
trength showed avariation of only 13% for length-todlsmeter
the malt seaso gives S - 1.38 + 0.18 IL An
Jr., Wilheit, T.T.
W.J.,
Another
trend.
mean salinity exists for multi.year ratios from 0.74 to 2.5, with no systematic
the salnity
cyclcaatito
se ic.
The of
mean
reaches a maximum at the 21 specimens with leght-imtrratios of about 2.33 29-902
end of the growth sesson and a minium at the end of were tested with various platens and various methods of SEA ICE, ICE MECHANICS, ICE STRUCTURE,
themet seoon.
specimen end preparation.
The strength for
DRFM TEOROLO)GICAL FACTORS.
showe
with mew-cut ends and for those with ends la
MV 1024
very little difference when tested with the ru
pltes
The atmospheric circulation which occrrd durngt 9eeI1
IC FRCSN ERICL IES.
Pt
Sea Experiment 15 February to '0 Marc 197.! I
etal US.Ary
cene onernc,
MV 1028
around the
area is an" 'e
nd related to the
Nevel, D.E., etaUS
rySineCneecINVESTIGATION OF AUTOMATIC DATA COI, macrascals experiment
morphology and dynamics of the am ice cover.
West Point, N.Y., June 20-23, 1972. Proedn.
LECTION EQUIPMENT FOR OCEANOGRAPH. Th ice, a ey op
in striictiit being mae&
up of five loe types, sa underwent strongl dynamic ativity.
S
III, lWashinton, D.C., U.S. Army Rearhnd IAPLCTO
Vo.Develomet
Ofce, 1972 p.0.
,A5,DALA.MJrINna.oa CofrneonPr
Snynoptic ansysea show that an optimum variety of Weather
osin occurred during the experiment. an italstring
D7038
en ..
rItrainlCneec
nPr n
16 re.17,p1414
Engineering Under Arctic Conditions, 4th. St. anti=lncpro (6 days). followed by a period of wstn
PehaR..
HguG..Ocean
Perhm,
Hoge, .E. .E.John's,
Sept 26-30, 1977, Vol.2, Memorial University cyclonic atvity (6 days), followed by weak saticyclonic
29-121
of Newfoundland, 1978,p11-12, 13 ref.
activity (3 days), and finally a period of weak cyclonic
SEA ICE, ICE PRESSURE, PILE STRUCTURES.
32-2407,p1
-11
aciit (4 days).
The data of the mesoscale test area
T1hs
force
that floating
ice sheets can exert an vertica REMOTE SENSING, MONITORS, OCEANOG- obere on~d
fighte and shi wate
pisis
imotn
to Me. desgnofbotimi
thegive
four a -dealddescription
weather.and
date
of momlelo
structures.
Preaent design codes call for
psiusth
R.APHY, DATA PROCESSING, METOROLOGI. adnmc whc"orltswl
it h
araaev
crshing strength of lee without eadt the influencing CAL DATA.
anticyclonic, activity advects the ice southwardi with strong
factors and their variation.
Th ocswhich drive the This paper deal with the instrumentation requirements for ice divergence sanda repular land and polynys pattern cyclonic
ice into the structure can be water cturrents, wind, or thermal in-situ monitorinofseiedfcrsnopnwt,
Itaivy
vcethienohadwthceovrgc,
expsudn.
hes drvin focesmaybe large enough containa application information suitable for an organization or slgt divergence, and a random lad and polynya, pattern
to caus the ice to fall at ornerMh surface.
The initiating or extending an oceanographic data collection pro- (Auth.)
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M]P 1033
PROPANE DISPENSER FOR COLD FOG DISSIPATION SYSTEM.
Hicks, J.R., at &1,U.S. Air Force Electrical Sytems

Division, L.O. Hmnscomb Field, Mas., ESD-

-73-

208, Hanover, New Hampshire, Cold Regios Research adEngineeri
Laboratory, 1973, 38p., AD762 292.Incudes as App. B, Evaluation of cloud seeding with liquefied propane by Veal and Auer. 4 refa.
Lukow, T.E., Veal, D.L, Auer, AL, Jr.
29-1286
FOG
DISPERSAL, AIRCRAFT
LANDING
AREAS, AEROSOLS, SMOKE GENERATORS,
COST ANALYSIS.

MP 1039
NEW ENGLAND RESERVOIR MANAGEMENI'
LAND
USE/VEGErATION
MAPPING
IN
RESERVOIR MANAGEMENT (MERRIMACK

RIMv

DASIN).

Cooper, S., et al, U.S. National Aeronautics and Space
Admiinistmain. Comtrctor report, June 14, 1974,
NASA-CR-139239, 30p., E74-10669.
McKim, H.L., Gatto, LW., Merry, CJ., Anderson,
D.M.
29-2456
REMOTE SENSING, AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY,
VEGETATION PATTERNS, MAPPING.
It is evident from this com
aim
thai for land use/vegetation
mapp0ng the S10B Skylab photography compares 1'ivorably
MP 1034
= 12.
t 157 photog
is much superior to the
ICE-CRATERING
EXPERIMENTS
BLAIR ERTS-I ad Skylab 1I0 h a /
much
os
e
gr mos
the 12.5 metereslo
LAKE, ALASKA.
Kurtz, M.K., et al, U.S. Army EzgineerNuclear Crat- to permit extraction of the information required for rapid
Techniclmemoran- land use and vegetation surveys nary in the manaement
eum, GOup
Group, Livenfor,
Li9e NCa/TM
re Caf. 66-7,
Vaeio
of reservoir or watershed.
The ERT6.1 and S90A da
25,.1966, NCG/TM 66-7, Various pagingao
sNov.
No microfiche available.
poc an no coired re
or tu- poe
a lthough
they are useful for
i regional suveys at the level
Denfer, R.H., Christopher, W.G., Frankenstein. G.E., category of the land use/vegstation clasiafication system
Van Wyh, O., Roguski, E.A.I
29-1921
LAKE ICE, EXPLOSION EFFECTS, ICE BREAKUP.
Operation BREAKUP, FY 66, was a series of small, single MP 1040
and row charge, chemical explosive detonations fired in fresh REMOTE SENSING PROGRAM REQUIRED
water to crater the overlying sheet ice.
ne ex
ent
FOR THE AIDJEX MODEL.
were conducted in the winter of 1966 under thefeet Weeks, W.F., et 4 Arcdc Ice Dyani. JointExperi.
of ice at Blair Lake, 33 miles SSE of Fairbanks, Alska
meat AIDJEX bul/eti, Nov. 1974, No.27, p.2244,
The operation had the following purposme
(1) to determine 1a
the crateriag effects of sngle and row .narges detonated
reAs.
below an ice layer; (2) to study bubble coalescence; and Coon. M.D., Campbell, Wi.
Tech- 29-2683
(3)tosupporttheoreticalstdiesofcrateringphysdc.
nical program included rater measurements, ice surface RESEARCH PROJECTS, SEA ICE, REMOTE
motion engineering properties, and fish urveys
Some SENSING, ICE MODELS, ICE COVER THICKresults and conclusions were:
(1) the re=ationship between NESS, STRAINS, SURFACE ROUGHNESS, AERIdepth of detonation and ice crater radius has been defined AL IHOTOGRAPHS, MEASURING INSTRUfor 136 pound C4 spherical charges for various experimental
EN
conditions; (2) shock wave reflection from the lake bottom MENTS.
did not apper to enhance the crater dimensions; (3) row
charge crater dimensions were defined for three charge sp cinpm;(4) cracks appeared to propate better from larger
yield explosions under ice of the same thickness; (5) threMP
did not appear to be any evidence of bubble coalescence 1W 1041
in the experiments; (6) commonly used I
law" may INVESTIGATION OF ICE FORCES ON VERTIbe used to estimate the effects of higher yield ice creating CAL STRUCTURES.
explosions; (7) the procedures used are adaptable to
Kovil
Universty. Insttut of
K. et al,
efec
application; (8) a detailed evaluation was made of the eowe
of under-ice explosions on fish; and (9) maintenance of Hydrauli
Research. ILIR report, June 1974,
open water gaps created by explosions is affected by re- No.158, 153p., 57 ref6fs.
freezing and water currents.
Examples of practical ensineer- Schwarz, J., Wu, H.-C.
il applications of the BREAKUP results are included. 29-2975
ICE LOADS, OFFSHORE STRUCTURES, ICE
MP 1035
TENSILE
ZONES,
FRACTURE
MESO-SCALE STRAIN MEASUREMENTS ON CRACKS,
THE BEAUFOURT SEA PACK ICE (AIDJEX STRENGTH, PILE STRUCTURES,
STRAIN
1971).
TESTS.
Hibler, W.D., 111,et al, ProblemyArktki iAntarktiki; The Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Research has undertaken
Sbornikstatel, 1974,VoL43-44,P. 119-138,In Russian. model studies oh the investigation of ice forces on vertical
21refa
,
pile*.
Model techniques for the study of ice-breaking
21phenomena
have b endeeoeadte
developed, ad the smirity
between
Weeks,
W.F., Acley, S.F., Kovacs, A., Campbellpeoeahv
the model indications
and prototype cnitions t has been
W.J.
demonstrated.
Tests on the relations
between ice forces
29-2023
(ice strength) and pile diameter, ice thickness, and relative
PACK ICE, ICE DEFORMATION, DRIFT, AERI- velocity (strain rate) between ice and suctre have been
AL RECONNAISSANCE,
ICE REPORTING completedTe experimenttl results were satisfactorily
exptsined by a theoretical approach, and the combination
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS.
of these relationships led to a basic empirical formula for
MP 1036
the calculation of the maximum
tration strength for
LAND TREATMENT OF WASTEWATERS.
a circular pile, which &ae with aie
field measurements
Reed, S.C., et al, Army research and development, and
also informula
part with
investigations
in Russia.
The
Ssuggested
wasmodel
modified
application
to different
Nov.-Dec. 1974, p.1213
structural
shapes and
degree
of for
contsct
between
ice and
Buzzel, T.D.
structure as well as for application to the indentation c55e
of pile-ice interaction.
29-2193
WASTE TREATMENT, SEEPAGE, SURFACE
DRAINAGE.
MP 1037
USE OF DE.ICING SALT-POSSIBLE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT.
Minsk,
L.D.,Hi hwayresearch record, 1973, No.425,
1 2
p. - .
29-2220
CHEMICAL ICE PREVENTION, SALTING.
Humorous introduction to a series of 8 reports on various
aspects of salting.
MP 1038
DEPTH OF WATER-FILLED CREVASSES THAT

ECLOSELY SPACED.Self.

Robin, G. de Q., et al, Journal of glaciology, 1974,
article "Can a water-filled crevasse reach the bottom
surface of a glacier?" and Weernman's reply. 5 refs.
Weertman, Y.
29-2424
GLACIER
ICE, CREVASSES,
UNFROZEN
WATER CONTENT, ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE.

MP 1042
STABILITY OF ANTARCTIC ICE.
Weertman, J., Nature, Jan. 17, 1975, 253(5488),
p.159.
29-3124
ICE SHEETS, ICE SHELVES, FLOW RATE, ICE
COVER THICKNESS, ANTARCTICA-ROSS ICE
SHELF.
mle author comments on the continued existence of the
apIatly unstable West Antarctic Ice Sheet and Ros Ice
The new field data on the Roa Ice Shelf and
f1stmoving ice streams obtained by G. Robin (29-3125
or
is considered essential to the future solution
of this geophysicl puzzle.
It is possible that the West
Antarctic Ice Sheet is indeed disintegrating a suggested
by T. Hughes (29-0067 or F-12956).
A more accurate
answer to this question should be obtainable from a three
dimensional glacier mechanics analysis carried out with the
aid
of computer
calculations
observations.
is hoped
that Robin's
data or
on with
ice field
streams
may also helpIt
to solve the problem of why fast moving ice streams form
near the edge of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet.
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he 1043
SOIL PROPERTIES OF THE INTERNATIONAL
TUNDRA BIOME SITES.
Drown, , et a. International Biological Propanme

Tundra Biote.

Microbiology, Decomposition and

Invertebrate Working Groups. Meeting, Univesity
ofAlaka, Fairbanks, August1973. Proceedings (Soil
organisms and decomposition in tundra), Stockholm
Sweden, International Biological Program, Tundra
Biome Steering Committee, 1974, p.27-48, 31 ref&
Veum, A.K.
29.3348
TUNDRA SOILS, SOIL COMPOSITION, SOIL
CHEMISTRY,
TUNDRA
BIOME,
SOUTH
GEORGIA, SIGNY ISLAND, MACQUARIE IS-

L

D.

The sofis of the neonal Tundra Bone sites, which include
santrc." lctoeas, reflct
4ifnsdy wie range of
th-ror
this report tot present the most representative set or sets
of soil dat avaable for each national project.
Presentation
of data is confined to the upper three to four soil layers
oifiat
foripurposeofdthis
volume
andmother
Tunoda
Biomegsynthi
ircayhm
oftivoueadohrTna
Activities
The main emphis here is to provide physical,
chemical and thermal sods properties which supplement dam
presented elsewhere in this volume and which are required
for subsequent interpretatims of those reports.
A brief
summaiy of major sol conditions at each site is given m
order to provide the uninitoted reader with a cursory understanding of the ail physical environment.
MP 1044
CAN A WATER-FILLED CREVASSE REACH
T8
THE BOTTOM SURFACE OF A GLACIER?.
a Association of Scien icf
Weertman, J., lntermat
Hy
. Pub/ication, 1973, No.95, p.139-145, 7
ref,
In Engish with French summary.
29-3729
CREVASSES, SUBGLACIAL DRAINAGE, PENETRATION, TENSILE STRESS, ICE PRESSURE,
S
MA
TIE
TIES, MAGMA.
1045
ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY PROFILE OF PERMAFROST.
Hoekatra, P., National Research CouncA Canad.
Associate Commicse an Gootechicel Researc.
Technicalmeorandlun Nov. 1974, No.113, p.28-34,
30-806
ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY,
PERMAFROST
STRUCTURE, DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES, UNFROZEN WATER CONTENT.
MP 1044
AIRBORNE E-PHASE RESISTIVITY SURVEYS
OF PERMAFROST. CENTRAL ALASKA AND
MACKENZIE RIVER AREAS.
Sellmann, P.V., et al, Natonal Research Council,
Cknada. Associate Committee on Geotechnical Reearch
Tchnical memorandum, Nov. 1974,
No.113, p.67-71.
M
McNeill, J.D., Scott, W.J.
30-810
PERMAFROST INDICATORS, ELECTRICAL
RESISTIVITY, AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT, SURFACE STRUCTURE, DISCONTINUOUS PERMAFROST.
MP 1047

ARCTIC AND SUBARCTIC ENVIRONMENTAL
IMAGERY.
ANALYSIS UTILIZING ERTSFINAL REPORT JUNE 1972-FEB. 1974.
Anderson, D.M., et al, U.S. National Aeronautics and
,Space Administration. Contractor report, Feb. 28,
1974, NASA-CR-142538, 128p.
McKim, H.L, Gatto, LW., Haugen, R.K., Crowder,
W.K., Slaughter, C.W., Mad"r, T.L.
30-1296
RIVER FLOW, SEDIMENTS, PERMAFROST DISTRIBUTION, SNOW COVER, RIVER ICE, SEA
ICE, MAPPING, REMOTE SENSING, ERTS IMAGERY.
The author has identified the followig nificant results.
ERTS-I imagery provides a means of distinguishing and
monitoring estuarine aurface water circulation pattswns and
changes in the relative sediment load of discharging rvern
on a relional basis.
Physical boundaries maipd from
ERTS-l imagery in combination with ground tru obtained
from existing small scale maps and other sources resulted
in improved and more detailed maps of permafrost terrain
and vegetation for the same area.
Snowpack cover within
a research watershed has been analyzed and compared to
ground data.
Large
river icings
along
proposed
pipeline
route from
Prudhoe
Bay to
the the
Brooks
RangeAlaka
have
ben monitored.
Sea ice deformation and drift northeast
of Point Barrow, Alaska have been measured during a four
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in March and ahore-hat ice accumulation and

ho 1053

at the very fast rate of I km/yr.

oblain along the west coat of Aask have been mapped
for the spring and earl sumo
108MANAGEMENT IN THE NORTH.
NP
WASE
RicEB ME
N
THpuew,
Winter 197-7
Rie.R, at al, Northern
Winter 1974-75,
6(4), p.14-21.
Alter, AJ.
30-159
WASTE TREATMENT, SEWAGE T
TMENT,
SANITARY ENGINEERING.
1049
GP
ELECTRICAL GROUND IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENT IN ALASKAN PERMAFROST RE.
GIONS.
Hoekstra, P., U.S.RoFeideral Aviadion Ad.miaraton.
975 FA
t rpoMAprl,
'k &ddvelpim
FAA-.
repo Apri,1975,
Re rhaddevelopment
0
RD-75-25, 6 p., ADA-011 458, 18 refs.
30-1855
ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY, WAVE PROPAGATION, PERMAFROST DEPTH, PERMAFROST

ECOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS
TU DAOMEI
PR DTHE
HSOpAY
TUNDRA BIOME IN THE PRUD OE SAY REGION, ALASKA.
Brown, J., ed, Alaska. Univearity. Bihcal
Pape Oct. 1975, No.2, 21 Sp., For selected paper see
30-3305 through 30-3313. Numerous refL
30-3304
TUNDRA SOILS, TUNDRA VEGETATION,
SNOW COVER, ANIMALS, TUNDRA BIOME,
UNITED STATES-ALASKA-PRUDHOE BAY.
During the period 1970-1974, the U.S. Tmdra nom Program,
which wast mtioned ptmaly out of Daow, perfomed
a eries of
onsta and ta r n ecoiogicl stidiat Prdhoe Day.
This volume reports specifically
masornvsilus
subdivisins.
and is divided into three
Prudhoe results
()pat
adtilivsiait
(1
(2) plant investigations,
soil investigations,
and
biotic
1;i
The ablotic section contains
an(3) animal investigations.
paper on the air and soll temperature regime; the snow
cover, particularly its properties sdjacent to the roadot
majoresil and landfor associations., and thecemia onnpoTe plant secon
sition of soils, runoft lakets and river.
a followprojectSvegetation
andI aWAuyVf
survey, hegrwt
contains reports on a general
TICKNESS, RADIO WAVES,
New results about ground conductivity in Nl A
vestt
Oapp project, and a stdy
ofexperimental
the growth
an
in
biotypes
alpine
or__c,
- F a
bcm
becamedsoehm
avilal
splant garden.
The animal section contains reports
•ha om
-f
and ein revl - a trud
onare tundr invertebrates, the brd, nmmig and fox
C di
at the locationr
d
and/or populains, and the biehvioral and physiological uinvstigtions
airorn
cndutiitymea--fets w
r
Y
of caribou and several experimental reindeer.
Appendices
the wavetilt and/or the surface Impedance of radio g
contain a checklist of the vascular, bsopbyte, and lhn
waves.
The result& showed that the ground conducvity flora of the Prudhoe Day area and aelected oat on vegetion.
in permafrostem of North America Is very hetero'eneOus
Several of the papers draw comparisons with the Borrow
so that it is not directly apparent how to amtig an effective tundra.
The volume includes a couiderable number of
conductivity value to a path of practical lenth (sPox. tables in its attempt to doctment for the first time tha
100 kin).
The geological and permfa't conditin "sy aiotic, flora, and fauna of this relatively unknown arctic
much in Alaska, so that meurements
m
a location ametu
re
Of
representative of a small am" only, leavi
Aluka open to question.
Theoreticl evaluons of the MP 1054
seasonalc
e i
ound coductivt and thi efect SELECTED CLIMATIC AND SOIL THERMAL
on radio ve propagation and elecatm oundiC
aia
He
AACTERISTICS OF THE PRUDHOE BAY
REGION.
MP losA
Brown,
1., 1975,
et a, AlAak.&
Univrrty.
BARROWl, LAStKa,
SAe.
S t~
e
-perj6
Oct.
No.2, p.3-12,
7 refi. Biol ocapR.., Parrish, S.
Buinnell, F.L, eta, Sweden. Staten natrvetenka- H
pl
fafonknwingd NFR ecalogic l builetdns 1975, 30-3305
No.20, International Meeting on Biological Produc- TUNDRA SOILS, CLIMATE, AIR TEMPERAtivity ofTundra, 5th: lIBP Tundra Biome, Abisko, Swe- TURE, SOIL TEMPERATURE, UNITED STATES
den, April 16-24, 1974. Structure and function of -ALASKA-PRUDHOE BAY.
tundra ecosystems, edited by T. Rosswall and O.W. HP 1055
Hel, p.73-124, 79 refa.
NEAR REAL TIME HYDROLOGIC DATA ACMacLean, S.F., Jr., Brown, ..
30-2199
QUISITION UTILIZING THE LANDSAT SYSTUNDRA CLIMATE, SOLAR RADIATION, TEaL
VEGETATION' McKim, H.L, et al, Conference on soil-water prob.
TUNDRA
SNOWMELT,
Alberta, Canada, May 6.
MOSSES, LICHENS, SOIL COMPOSITION: lems in cold regions, Ca1975, ,p.200-211,
4 rer.
7, 1975, Proceedings,
UNITED STATES-ALASKA-BARROW.

~

MP 1051
D.M., Berg, R.L., Tuintrt, R.L
RADIATION AND EVAPORATION HEAT LOSS 30-3342
SENSING, SPACECRAFT, DATA
REMOTE
DURING ICE FOG CONDITIONS.
INSTRUMEASURING
McFadden, T., National Research Council, Canada. TRANSMISSION,
Research. MENTS, LANDSAT.
Asisste Committee ou G ec
n Oetechncal
eaearh
omn~itee
The LANDSAT Data Collection System (DCS) provides
Assocate
p.18-27,
No.l14,
Technical memorandum, Jan. 1975,
the capability of rapidly collectiln hydrologic, meteorologi
and environmental data at remote sites throughout the United
8 refs.
The coded signal ae trmsmitted
States and Canada.
30-2552
ICE FOG, HEAT LOSS, EVAPORATION, WATER via smtellitr to NASA ground receiving mtion wher the
The number
to the user.
teletyped
and
compiled
are
data
WIND
RADIATION,
TEMPERATURE,
on
y depnd
Per day
(METEOROLOGY), UNITED STATES-ALAS- of
Durin
the location of each data collection platform (DCP.
XA.
the pat two years many snsors have bean interced to
MP 1052
the DCP; one of the most important is a porous cup teeinmete
C-14 AND OTHER ISOTOPE STUDIES ON constructed so thas transducer provides a contiuoreding
Field tts have so
that the
of pore water pressure.
NATURAL ICE.
Oeschger, H., et al, International conference on radio- transmissions from the DCP are accurate and reliable. This
system appears to provide a reliable means of measuring
carbon dat.'. 8th, Oct. 18-25, 1972. Proceedings,
Vo t,
Oya1pore
and thaw, critical
models. data
current hydrologic
validationat offreze-up
for pressure
neededwater
Society of New eald
, 26Royal
Wel
Vol 1,p.D70-D92,
refs.
1972,
Stauffer, B., Bucher, P., Frommer, H., Moll, M., Lang- MP 1056
GLACIOLOGY'S GRAND UNSOLVED PROBWay, CCJr., Hansen, B.L, Clausen, 1.3.
LEM.
30-3086
ICE DATING, ISOTOPE ANALYSIS, GLACIER Weertman, I., Nature, Mar. 25, 1976, 260(5549),
p.284-286.
ICE.
On several field projects in Greenland, Antarctica and the 30-3369
Swim AI the extraction technique of traces from several ICE SHEETS, GLACIER OSCILLATION, ICE
ton of ice has been developed and perfected.
The prace- SHELVES, SEA LEVEL.
dure are a follows.
Surface ice amples am melted Olaciology's Sand unsolved problem, or set of interrelated
in vacuum malt vessels, whereas in bore holes the ice is problems, concerns the West Antarcti Ice Shaet how it
melted in situ under vacuum at the desired depth.
Until formed, whether it it growing or dis teprmin, why fast
now the maximum depth from which sample have been moving ice streams form at its periphery, etc.
Gelogic
extraitels 780m.
The Seu escaping during the melting evdenceindcatesthatbeforelO.OOOyr ao the West Antarctic
proce are pumped through a molecular sieve for drying Ice Sheet was much larger, covering the arst, now below
andollection of C2. The remaining gases a compreed
level, presently occupied by the Ros Ice Shelf and
The
Soluble chemistry that a large scale retreat took place at its edge
for furthe treatment in the laboratory.
may be carried out either on the melt water pumped to retreat was probably caused by the large rise in sea level
the surface (collection of SO or down hole by circulating that occurred when the ice sheets in the northern hemisphere
the melt water through ion exchange reds (collection of melted at the end of the last ice age.
It has been suggested
C2).
The melt water can be filtered for the collection that the West Antarctic Ice Sheet is still dising
of pollen, terrestrial and cosmic dust.
Uncontaminated its edge retreating whame it joins the Ros Ice Shelf on
C02, At ad Si samples can be obtained for radloisoftpic the order of 70 m/yr.
This slowly occurring destructin
ti.
The results of the Si-32 samples allow us to could account for the present rate of tine of the mm
an appsen half-life for $i-32 dating.
The possible s level.
Recent data collected on the Ross Ice Shelf
emse of the C-14 variations am discussed and ways to reaches the startling conclusion that the position of the
sove the problem svggsted.
(Auth.)
edge of the ice sheet at least at one location is advancing
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Extensive field data

will be required to deterine whether the we shet is dsint
gating or growing aNd at what rate.
MP 1057
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF SNOW USED
AS CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL
Wuor A.F., Leni ad Ark'chskhl iantarkticl.aki nauchno-aledovtelsM infitu
Trudy, 1975,
Vol326, p.157-164, In Russian. 14 refs.
30-3626
SNOW (CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL), SNOW
ROADS, ICE ROADS, ICE RUNWAYS, SNOW
MECHANICS, SNOW COMPACTION, SNOW
BEARING STRENGTH, TESTS.
amGH
methods am
aiu methods
for Ts
prcssn snow into a
feasiblesTea
Various
cousuucton material in pol-ara wheraconventional matedral are uneconomial or impractical. Ths conversion neccsitate consderable alteration of the mechanical properties
The
of snow; this study is concerned with these alterations.
problem of compactia snow for road, aistrip and bu3ding
constructio aexamined.
MP 1058
METHODS OF MEASURING THE STRENGTH
OF NATURAL AND PROCESSED SNOW.
Abele, G., Leninigrad Arktiches"ki antarkticheakft
nau¢hno-ineova'st
inau
Trudy, 1975,
7

6

VoL326, p.1 6-18 , In Russian. 14 refs.
30-3629
SNOW (CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL), ICE
RUNWAYS, SNOW COMPACTION, SNOW
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MP 1059
TECHNIQUES FOR USING LANDSAT IMAGERY WITHOUT REFERENCES TO STUDY SEA
ICE DRIFT AND DEFORMATION.
Hibler, W.D., III, et al, Arctic Ice Dynam¢ic Joint
Bporifumt AIDJEX builetin, Mar. 1976, No.31,
p.115-135, 12 refia.
Tucker,
30-3888 W.B., Weeks, W.F.
SEA ICE, DRIFt, ICE DEFORMATION, POSITION (LOCATION), LANDSAT.
A semi-autommic procedure is described for trsferring ice
coordinates rapidly and accurately from one LANDSAT
image to another and for simultaueoual estimatng all lnear
heoprcedur takes
measures of the ice deformation.
into aon the non-parellel nature of the longitude lines
and the finte curvature of the latitude lines., factors which
ae
arAnderson,
particularly critical in the polar regions.
Necesary
inputs am the location coordinates (latitude and lngitod)
and the location of two arbitraty
of the conter of each i
Theseequations,
pointsonalneoflogtdeontheimage.
which ae valid over distances of several hundred kilometers,
of projectprocedure ofcmmon
and time-consuming
Are-ranfar
bpassthecmpe
the onmperod
by"
ice feature locations on successive days) as completed, a
and
vomlticistan
rate
tion
yeeatureer
s the avesrge
la
t of eors in the
i
ty, with the stain rate
the
.
in
the .. o. . e system.
,,
Transfr, vorticity, and
transfer of the coordinate system
described.
of the technique a
trin rate e
MP 1060
LABORATORY INVESTIGATION OF THE MECHANICS AND HYDRAULICS OF RIVER ICE
JAMS.
Tatinclaux, J.C, et al, lowa. Univerity. Iowa s"tie of 97p,
Hyrulic
7 reta.Reserch. Report Mar. 1976,
No.186,
o1697.7res
Lee, C.L., Wan& T.P., Nakato, T., Kennedy, J.F.
30-4136
ICE JAMS, RIVER ICE, ICE MECHANICS, HYDRAULICS, COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, ICE
COVER THICKNESS, ICE FLOES, FLOW RATE,
EXPERIMENTAL DATA.
MP 1061
ROSS ICE SHELF PROJECT DRILLING, OCTOBER-DECEMBER 1976.
Rand, J.H., Aramtkiogralof te UnitedStates,Oct.
1977, 12(4), p.150-152, 4 refs.
32-2116
ICE SHELVES, ICE CORING DRILLS, DRILLING, ANTARCTICA-ROSS ICE SHELF.
The wire linece drilling system used for the Ros Ice
Shelf Project and the problems encountered
in
the
equipment am described.
The propoed plas included
d
four holes: the water wel hole Bero hole, core
hole, and acces hole. Thegenerallyunsu
operations
durng the seson indicted that it is not fesble to drill
an open hole thro
the Ros Ice Shelf due to closure
of the drilled hole a a result of the flowing characteristice
of ice.
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CONCENTRATED LOADS ON A FLOATING ICE
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ode which are not s susceptible to dame b=aha (g
in
chemical ating and electrical h-eMin cablie

are
updictable
hydrological systes once the malt metamer.ia of the snow is complete and the enjlcial conduits
v
established.
However, much -ed tion information about snow and ice masses must be n=rated before
for all aits
I foeati techniqus can be es
(Ah.)
n

Nevel, D.E., Journal of glraology, 1977, 19(81), MP 1069
7
PROPERTIES OF SEA ICE.
"3 -245, In Engliha with French and German sum: ENGINEERING
Schwarz, J., et al, Journalofshelblo", 1977, 19(81),
ans
ere&
32-2447
p.499-531, In English with Vrench and German sum- MP 106$
6
FLOATING ICE, ICE BEARING CAPACITY, manes. Re p.52 -530. For this paper from anoth- ROLE OF RESEARCH IN DEVELOPING SURTENSILE smss, icE ELASTICrIY, LOADS ersouce see 31-2778.
FACE PROTECTION MEASURES FOR THE
(FORCES), ICE COVER THICKNESS, MATH- Weeks, W.F.
ARCTIC SLOPE OF ALASKA.
32-2470
Johnfon, P.R., Symposium on Surface Protection
EMATICAL MODELS.
The oe bearing cpaeity ofafoa
ice shed:
u
ICE SHELVES, ICE STRUCTURE, ICE MECHAN- through Prevention of Damage (Surface Manage
ICICE FRICTION, ICE THERMAL PROPER- ment). Focus: the Arctic Slope, Anchorage laska
db
te ,which
ocsune the load at the bottom of the ice sheet
if TIES, ICE ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES, ICE May 17-20, 1977. Proceedinga.
Edited by M.N.
the size of the load distribution i lip 0c o d to the (CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL), ENGINEER- Evans. Anch
Alska, Bureau of Land Mam ecoee cts. HoweverhP
'th
'
ING, SEA ICE, ICE STRENGTL
mert, Mar. 1978, p.202-205.
coectly.
ow ever,f the ize the~oa
e~ddistribAs the coniental she"
of the Arctic become important 32-2648
becomes small compared to the ice thicknesas the plate seon
theory
oafor
as sourstrce
a =frthonadumal
the oil and mineraic required by human ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION, SNOW AC.
sAt =s d be treated
thre-dimenional elasi Isy
socity, sm ice becomes an creashp chalng to nneer
CUMULATION,
SNOW
(CONSTRUCTION
Previous
have
elstic-Is haveeprobmTh
enmt
paper
'et MATERIAL),
with reur
a cnmideratn
a ono-ut
information
of arnsnl
tiitd
resand
= .a solved
ICE (CONSTRUCTION
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at the bottom of the ice sheat with
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load.
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presnt
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drilling
platfmis
and
manmad
ice
Wan&
Tha
RESEARCH
PROJECTS,
UNITED
STATESth st
evaluated at any radial poit
ss
descied as it nuee the ALASKA-NORTH SLOPE.
pape t sthow Se us s approch tho e for the
pine
observed variations i physical properti.
Next the statm The US, Army Cold Regiom Resemarch and Engineering
thow asuthert
h the se sytesapc h t
The
of our knowedge of the physical ppert
Importnt to LAboratory (USA CREL) has long conducted research in
It also translates foreign language
ra r The soltion
engineering is revieweds&sd~cse include me- sow, Ice, and perefrot
fthe atth eda pr ei nenoes up
rphsn from the numerical inteanuin.
Tu
mrnt
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modu;
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o esa(pecific and latent pads have bee
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ld overestimate
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overa c i
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ofthe lad electromagneticcductiviideity)
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One problem is that of snow p
Snowfall
ealy in the
Mope
is
limited,
partuady
and
loading
on
the
Arctic
ur
strin-rte,
bre
volume
streses,
and
s
tp
alutions
re
entd
for
the
u
soi
r
d
etlyundethe
teroftheload.
(Auth.) dir.ctin astheyaffectp
rvatio.
Gscontradic- smanwhen it i moat desired.
Few good data ue available
usne
a
fth od
At.
tns in th
=aa
n d
quacls inotutine techaiques on total quntities and the time patter of snowfall but
ue pointed out.
Fially up Mio m ade for futue Wyoming Snow Gltee, now .bel installed by a number
MP iou
reserch, especalyfor morebclabrato stuideiged
f government agnucs and private orgaietaions, us begin
FLEXURAL STRENGTH OF ICE ON TEMPER- to Prvide the
base upon which furher theoretical nia to provide some dat which ca be used with aome
ATE LAKES.
developments a well s field studies can be built
(Auth.) cndence.
The snow which falls is often blown off by
so it
in the is
arf
us comm Reeac
the
np S vJalewinds which
Gow, A-J., JouMrl oflacioloy, 1977, 19(81), p.247. MP 106
i sneeded.
une
way.
ag
msnow and i
et
andtechnqueforeollestin
256, In Enlish with French and German summaries. STUDIES OF THE MOVEMENT OF COASTAL o ei
7 refL
SEA ICE NEAR PRUDHOE SAY, ALASKA, U.S.0drifto

.A.

32-2448
FLEXURAL STRENGTH, LAKE ICE, ICE CRYS- WeeksW.F.,etaIJownaofSl
olyt, 1977, 19(81), MP 1069
3
TAL STRUCTURE, TENSILE STRESS, ICE p.5 3-546, In English with French and German sum- INTEGRATED APPROACH TO THE REMOTE
manes. 5 refs. For Lii paper from another source SENSING OF FLOATING ICE.
CRACKS, TESTS.
Large, simply sunorted beams of temperate take ice nrally see 31-2777.
Campbell, WJ., etl, International Astronautical Con= sinifcatly higher flexural teths than &he me Kovacs, A., Mock, SJ., Tucker, W.B., Hibler, W.D., pess, 26th, Lasbon, Seemba 21-27, 1975. Protested in the cantilever mode.
Data support the III, Gow, AJ.
ceeding
Edited by LO.
Napolitano,
Oxfod, Perga5
7
view that a significant stress cacentration may exist at 32-2471
mon Pres, 1977, p.44 -48 , Refa p.483-487.
the
conmers with
of thebeame
cmtitever
beam
us fixed
exeine
of cold,
brittlaMaximum
e susatlyeffecta FAST ICE, PACK ICE, ICE MECHANICS, THER- Rrnee, R.O., Weeks, W.F., Gloersen, P.
o
MAL EXPANSION, RADAR TRACKING, LAS. 32-2840
free of structura imperfection, the stress
e
may exceed 2.0 in t
kind of ice.
In ice that has ERS, SEA ICE, ICE CONDITIONS, UNITED FLOATING ICE, REMOTE SENSING, SENSOR
ae
textoive thermal deradation the s uconcentis- STATES--ALASKA-PRUDHOE BAY.
MAPPING, AERIAL RECONNAISSANCE, SEAtion effect my be eliminated ontirl.
Simply supported During March-May 1976, a combination of low and radar SONAL VARIATIONS.
beams generly teat stron r when the top surface is placed raginsystem was..sed to study the motion of both the Te current increase of scientific inteo tinal fm
of
inte n.
Thi behavior is attributed to differences in fast ice andmthe peck Ice near Narwahl and CrOe slands, flatican ice--sa ice, lakekie, river, on. je shelves and
lo type, the fine-pained, crack-free top layer of snow- two barrier islands located 16 and 21 km ahore, in the koberlw-as occurred during a time of rapid evolution of
e usually reacting more strongly in tension than the coase- vicinity of Prudhoe Day, Alaska.
Lmer measurements both remo-eaing pltformadm
Thandliaomo
trained bottom lake ice which is Pro to cracking.
(Auth.) of tar..m on the fast ice nar Narwal
land indicate small of these new research tools to ice studies in the Arctic
net displacement& of approximately I m over the priod and Antarctic has generally been both piec
al
sordic
MP 1064
of study (71 d) with short-term displacemnmts of up to partly beamne the community of ice acentit and
bas not kept
40 Cm occurring over 3 d periods.
The main motion up with the rapid advances in remote sensing teclogy
DE-ICING OF RADOMES AND LOCK WALLS was outward normal to the coast and was believed to be and partly became they have not made their needs known
USING PNEUMATIC DEVICES.
the result of thermal expansin " the .
The radar to the space community.
Thispper seeks to help remedy
Ackley, S.F., et al, Journalof gladiology, 1977,19(8 1), recordsof ft-joesite
&fartherohorehow
a systematic the latter shortcomin
The remote sn
:gequiremnts
p.467-478, In English with French and German sum- increase in the standard deviation of the displacements as for floating ice studies
given, and the cpabilities of
maries. Iref.
meaumed
Pullel
to
the
coaut,
reaching
a
value
of
6.6
m
veriousexiastig
and
fatr
sensors
and
seor
combinations
at 31 km.
The farthest fast-ice sites show short-term in meeting these requirements um dieonsed.
The desirable
Itagaki, ., Frank, M.
d
of up to 12 m.
There us als trends
tur sensos us alsc discussed from both the research
32-2467
in the records that a believed to be the rult of the and operational ponts of view.
ICE REMOVAL, PNEUMATIC EQUIPMENT, ICE general warming of the fast ice with time.
Radar targets
DETECTION, ICE NAVIGATION.
located on the peck ice showed lag short-term displacements MP 1070
A rough comparisn between thermal and mechanical methods (up to 2.7 km) but negligible net ice drift along the coast. DYNAMICS OF SNOW AVALANCHES.
of de-o-i indicates that mechanical methods couldpotenally Tere was no significant corre tion between the movement Mellor, M., Rockslides and avalanches, 1. Natural
de-Ice with an order-of-magnitude les energy than that re- of the
k and the local windv4
seing
that CMtl phenomna. Edited
B. Voight, New York, Elseviquired to melt an ice acretion.
Two applicatins of ic5 e tion medel c only
d if handled as p
eor,1978, p.753-792, 22 refo.
mechanical de-iusi preumaticlly driven
dtabledof a regional model which incorporates st metranser
32-2937
32-2937
The apparent fut-ice-peck-sce boundary =
the pack.
The firt of the wa
le u desribed in this r
the de-kinS of a small cylindrl radome msedfor air navigs- study are was located in 30-35 m of water.
(Auth.) AVALANCHE MECHANICS, SNOW COVER
tieal purposts.
Two sesons of testin were conducted MP 1067
STABILITY, SHEAR STRAIN, AVALANCHE
with a de-icer consisting of an
InflatabIe-deflateble
flexble SHORT-TERM FORECASTING OF WATERWIND.
plastic
de-icer that
was were
drivenrachaldb
by tanks with
FROM
SNOW AND
After a general introduction to snow avalanches and their
N I CE.
R MSO
an RUN-FF
RU -F
and
vacuumThe
Imm covering
on-pte
ani
dmpr
o reanrvoin
in rese
one to
is
Colbeck, S.C., oural ofholo
conequences, type classification is discussed, and classification
, 1977c, Is),
9(8
schemes us described Wally.
The fint technical swton
The de- s cycle was activated by an
dtetor so p.571-588, In English with French and German sum- deals with deforetio and displacement & sNow dopes
the system responded to ic
events on a demand basis
maries. Refs. p.585-587.
prior to avalanche relee, with the aiure process, and
driven by the Iee detoctor.
Theuystem proved successful 32-2474
with the propagation of initial failue. The following section
in keeping the radome fe of ice without manned operation RUNOFF FORECASTING, SNOW HYDROLO- dIteI various types of avalanche
motion after reee.
and with small energy consumption in a mountain Icing GY, ICE MELTING, SNOW MELTING, GLA- Representative values us suggested for dope angles, initil
environment.
The second application wa
o,
flow
density
driving
s
s and travel vlocitke
i= Tn.' vCtons
de-Ica the walls of locks use in river
noe third
section ccnsiders
i CAL HYDROLOGY, MELTWATER, SNOW im.
terd
leeTtir
d tehnicl
tcn ecionm
ers idalied
iad theretIce usually formed at the high-water-n ark by the frezing COVER EFFECTS, MODELS.
Cal anulystes of avalanche motion.
The final technical
of the water expsed to low air tmperats or by the Accurate forecasting of water rm-off from snow covers and secton cove1 the dynamic forces imposed by snow avalanches
peasnaof ice against the walls by ships uing the locks. lacien is increasingly important became of the
in
and thassocited "wind.
Meaured vae of imp.t
The de-era consisted of air.driven hoses mounted on the competition for scarce water resources.
The trend toward sese u summarized, and direct impact stresse for "wide"
wall covered by a dnck flexible rubber met and protected conceptual computerized modela of hydrologic system re- avalanches us deduced from simple theory. Forces induced
from ship damage by steel outer plates.
This method quires extensive knowledge of the physical specs of those by interfacial shear and avalanch deflectin usreconsidered
was successful in removing ice accumulations up to 2 m systm . Unlike river and stream networks, the hydrological briefly, and forces created by avalanche winds, or "air blast,"
long by 0.3 -n thick over the war covered by the de- ch terc a snow covers and glacers us highly variable
m discussed
In the conclusion there is a simplified
eer.
Installation cots and the necessity for protection with time and cannot be easily defined.
After reviewing tabulation of representative values for ranges, typical
of the d-Ier asaint abrasion by ships may make this the physical aspects of water flow through mow cover
strain rates and typical velocities in the various avalanche
da-Icing method prohibitively expensive compared with meth- and glaciers, It is concluded that snow covers and glacier n
e
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MP 1071

IN-SITU MASUREMENTS ON THE CONDUCTIVITY AND SURFACE IMPEDANCE OF SEA
ICS AT VIF lREQU RU CI&
McNeil, D., etal, CopenhAre
Polyfekni /aerenneMtiL LahJatiotief for e/akirmlpedsik fitteoi
Rep,
Dec. 1971, RIOS,
1
diagram, 9rea,
Alsopublished in Radosclence, Jan. 1973, 3(1):23-30.
Hoeksta, P.
27-700
SEA ICE, ICE RESISTIVITY, ELECTRICAL
RESISTIVITY.
An experimental progam to mesure in-situ values of the
electrical conductivity andsurface impeance of eanwe at
VLP frequencies was carried out at Pt. Barrow, Alak
fitutiowere
ofwere
measured a a
Temperature, salinity, and resistivity
fnction of depth in the ice for both first year and multiyear san ice by means ofcored mamples. All three quantities
varied with the age of the ice and,in addition, the resistivity
varied with age from 100 to 10,000 ohm-meten at the
sorface, and in general down to a few ohm-meten at the
sa water inteface.
The wave tilt of a VLF plane wave
propagating over em ice is theoretically linearly dependent
on the tilt
thickness.
Measurements
phase
wave
at 18.6 Kte
give valuesofofthethequadrature
iht order
of
magnitude but erratic in local behavior.
Short1paing
Wenner array resistivity measurements and tellnric
measurements at VLF demonstrated that the erratic behavior
was due to significant horizontal variations of the e ice
resistivity over distances of a few feet
MP 1072
UV RADIATIONAL
ON. MARIAN
A
H Hanoer New ampsirProceding
Nadei, P.H., Hanover, New Hamnpshire, Dartmouth
6 8
Cege, Aug. 1977, 89p., M.A. thesis. Ref. p.6 - 9.
32-2972
MARS (PLANET), SOIL CHEMISTRY, CHEMICAL REACTIONS, ENVIRONMENTS, HYDROGEN PEROXIDE, SOLAR RADIATION, ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION, ECOLOGY, ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION.
MP 1073
DYNAMICS OF NEAR-SHORE ICE.
Kovacs, A., et a, Environmental assessment of the
Alaskan continental shelf. VoLXVI. Hazards. Pntors rthat
cilal invem sd
reports for the yeat ending March
1977, Boulder, Colorado, Environmental Research
Laboratories, 1977, p.151-163.
Weeks, W.wh
32-3067
SEA ICE, DRIFT, ICE DEFORMATION, LASERS.
MP 1074
DELINEATION AND ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS OF PERMAFROST BENEATH THE
BEAUFORT SEA.
Sellmann, P.V., et al, Environmental assessment of the
Alaskn continental shelf. VoLXVI. Hazards. Principl investigatrs' reports for the year ending March
1977. Boulder, Colorado, Environmental Research
Laboratories, 1977, p.385-395.
Blouin, S.E., Brown, J., Chamberlain, E.J., hakandar,
I.K., Ueda, H.T.
32-3071
SUBSEA PERMAFROST, PERMAFROST PHYSICS, PERMAFROST DISTRIBUTION, ENGI,
NEERING.
The overall objectives of the CRREL participation in the
subees
permafrost program are to quantify the engineering
characteristics and ascertain the distribution of permafost
beneath the Beaufort Seaand to determine their relationship
to
eture, sdiment type, ice contentP=sel
and
chemical
,type.~srute
compoition.
Permafrost waspresent in the four boles
drilled at Prudhoe Bay.
Ice-bonded
mafrost was aboent
in the upper 30 meters of sediment up to 17 kilometers
from abore.
Based on negative temperature edient. and
pore water chemistry, ice-bonded permafost should bencoutered at 30- and 43-meter depths at sites PB-2 and PD3, respectively.
It appears
that the depth to the icebonded permafrost decreases with cressing distance from
shoand
of water.saward
ihly
chs
weredepth
enountere
of over-c
Reindeer olidatd
land. marine
ne
overconsolidation probebly reaulted from the freeze-thaw history.
'The presence of thes stiff, marine clay deposits is
an importnt consideration for s
structures
ring
si
with oipore deloent.
MP 1075
ROSS ICE SHELF PROJECT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT JULY, 1974.
Parker, B.C., et al, Environmental impact in Antarcics, edited by B.C. Parker, Blacksburg, Virginia Po
t,
techniclnstituteandStateUniversity, 1978,p.7-36, 13
re&
McWhinnie, M.A., Elliott, D., Reed, S.C., Rutford,
R.H.
32-3113
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT, ICE SHELVES,
DRILLING, RESEARCH PROJECTS, AN'IARCTICA-ROSS ICE SHELF.

MP
The scientifi obectves of the Roe Ice Shelf Project (RISP)
we
Ica shelf to im
tpy
the waterloal,
maw- beathi
the ice, "n the sft sedimntsm
shelf,
cemica
and geoogdical
the ice
and bedrock at the botma of the am and to ue the
data obtained for interpretation of the present conditions
and the history of this Portion of Antarctica.
This environmental impa sessment describes the proposed action, sumnuue the s
studie to be u
and outlines
remedial
protective
messures,
*a.
pacts.
andand
alternatives
to the
proposedunavoidable
action. Itadverse
isanticiplteo that the majority of the impacts wil be short-term and
exutremely localized, much a thse associated with the camp
and laborstory fecility on the Rosa Ice Shelf during the
period of d
Theme
imcs will be monitored throughout the RISP opram ia
pristine nature of the surfece
should be restored fully within one year.
It is stremed
a hydrocarbon
penetrating
that the likelihood of
tcon
remoe, but should this occur rendering an
release of hydrocarbom the impact on the environment
could be quite severe.
On atcale of 1 to 10 this poesibility
a value of 5.
is asmegned

UP 1080
EFFECr O FREEZING AND THAWING ON
THE PERMZABILrrY AND STRUCTURE OF
SOILS.
Chamberlain, EJ., et al, International Symposium on
Ground Freezing, 1st, Bochuir, Germany, March 810, 1978. Proceedings. Edited by3 H.L.
Jesberger,
4
Bochum, Ruhr University, 1978, p. 1- 4, 11 refa.
Gow, AJ.
32-3469
FREEZE THAW CYCLES, SOIL WATER MIGRATION, PERMEABILITY, SOIL STRUCTURE,
SOIL PHYSICS, SOIL TEXTURE, FINES, PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION.
fine-grained
of four and
structure
and
The permeability
observed
to be
changed
by frezing
thawing. sols
In
alleecases freenng and thawig caused a redutionmvoid
The increae
in verting permeability.
ree
ratio and
in .emebility is and/or
atttd to the
the rformation
olume
tion ofofoftthepolygonal
ce and/or toto the
hn
shrinkag
cracks
reduction
volume

MIc 176
DYNAMICS OF NKAR-SHORE ICE.
Kovacs, continental
A., et al, Environmental
assessment of the
Alaskan
shelf. VoLlI.Princip.9inveatis-

of r in the pore of the coarse fraction, the mechanism
contrling the pce a depending on material type.
No
definite
restionchit
are inespermebility
eabishdi
however,
it the
apea
that
the slgt
increase
occurs for
soil

tors' quarterly reports for the ferod April-June 1977.
o
Boutar,
Colorao,
Envirnments
Reserch
Laboratories, 1977, p.411-424.
Weeks, W.F.
32-3188
SEA ICE, ICE MECHANICS, FAST ICE, ICE
STRUCTURE.

f

Ment
S]
T
F0T
U
SEGREGATION FREEZING AS THE CAUSE OF
SUCTION FORCE FOR ICE LENS FORMATION.
TakaSi, S., International Symposium on Ground
Freezing, 1st, Bochum, Germany, March 8-10, 1978.
. Edited by H.L. Jessberger, Bochum,
MP 1077
Ruhr University, 1978, p.45-51, 20 refs.
DELINEATION AND ENGINEERING CHARAC- 32-3470
TERISTICS OF PERMAFROST BENEATH THE SOIL FREEZING, GROUND ICE, ICE LENSES,
BEAUFORT SEA.
SOIL WATER MIGRATION, FROST HEAVE,
Sellmnn, P.V., et al, Environmental assessment of the FROZEN GROUND THERMODYNAMICS, SOIL
Alaskan continental shelf. VoLU. Prin
e
STRUCTURE, SOIL PRESSURE, ANALYSIS
tors' quarterly reports for the period April-June 1977. (MATHEMATICS).
Boulder,
Colorado,
Environmental
Research A new frezing mechanism called segregation freezing, is
4
4
Laboratories, 1977, p. 32- 40.
proposed to explain the generation of the suction force that
of a growing
Brown, J., Blouin, S.E., Chamberlain, E.J., Iskandar, draws pore water up to the freezing surface
The segregation freezing temperature is derived
ice lens.
I.K., Ueda, H.T.
by applying thermodynamics to a soil mechanics concept
32-3189
distinguishes the mechanically effective pressure from
SUBSEA PERMAFROST, OFFSHORE DRILL
tmechanically neutral pressure.
The fst-hevin preING, ICE COVER THICKNESS, DRILL CORE dure is formulated as part of the solution of the dirential
ANALYSIS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS.
*
'
multaous
.ofthe
flow of beat and water, of
the
tti nfreezing
o
temperature is one of the
NI
178boundary
condtins
GROUTING SILT AND SAND AT LOW TEMPEATR.
MP 1082
Johnson, R., Conference on Applied Techniques for EFFECT OF FREEZETHAW CYCLES ON
Cold Environments, Anchorage, Alak May 17-19, RESILIENT PROPERTIES OF FINE-GRAINED
1978. Proceedinp. VoL2, New York, American SoIs .
ciety of Civil Engineers, 1979, p.937-950, 2 refs.
Johnson, T.C., et al, U.S. Army Cold 97
Regions
Re8
33-4452
search and Engineering Laboratory, [1
1, 19p.,
GROUTING, VISCOSITY, SOIL STABILIZA- Prepared for International Symposium on Ground
TION,
FROZEN
GROUND
MECHANICS, Freezing, Bochum, Germany, March 8-10, 1978. 20
SANDS, STRESS STRAIN DIAGRAMS, COM- refs
PRESSIVE STRENGTH, TEMPERA
,UREEF- Cole, D.M., Chamberlain, E.J.
FECTS, COLD WEATHER OPERATION, RES- 32-3502
INS, TESTS.
FROZEN GROUND MECHANICS, FREEZE
THAW CYCLES, PAVEMENT BASES, BEARING
MP 1079
TESTS, SHEAR STRESS, SUBGRADE SOILS,
INTERHEMISPHERIC
COMPARISON
OF LOADS (FORCES), SOIL MOISTURE CONTENT,
CHANGES IN THE COMPOSMON OF ATMO- SOIL TEMPERATURe, MODELS.
SPHERIC PRECIPITATION DURING THE Stress-deformation date for silt andclay subgrade soils were
LATE CENOZOIC ERA.
obtained from in-situ tests and laboratory teats, for use in
Cragin, J.H., et sI, Polar oceans Proceedings of the mechanistic models for design of pavement. that will experiPolar Oceans Conference, Montreal, May 1974. Ed- ence freezing and thawing.
Plate-bearing tests were run
ited
by Mn
M-. Dunar
Dunbar, MoteaArtcInttuerf10imeta
Montreal, Arctic Institute of on tn-service
dirteall-hitinoua-oncrete
onn~n
(ABC) pvement. conted~de
byd
North America, 1977, p.617-631, 26 refs. Includes structed directly on silt suhsrade, and on an experimental
dcuson.
ABC pavement constructed on clay su
e applying repeatad loads to the pavement surfsces white subgrade was
Herron, M.M., Langway, C.C., Jr., Klouda, G.A.
foze. thawin thwed, and fully recovered.
Analysis
32-3432
of
e
tiondt from the in-t ests showed reiient
GLACIER ICE, ICE SHEETS, ICE COMPOSI- moduli of the subgrade soils up to more than 10 GP&
TION, PRECIPITATION
(METEOROLOGY), when frozen, as low as 2 MPs during the thawing period,
DUST, ICE CORES.
andup to more than 100 MP&when fully recovered.
Analysis of the laboratory teats which gave moduli comparable
Concentrations of alkal and alkline
elements in north to the latter values, showed that resilient modulus and Poisso's
glacil oedeposteddurigthe pst 100,000 years ratio in the thawed and recovering conditions canbe expressed
Show marked variations over that time Span.
Prior to as a function of the stress
rate, the moisture content, and
the Wisconsin Stage concentrations of Na, K, Mg and Ca the dry density.
Concenavere 26,4.4,6.3, and 15 micro/I respectively.
nation leve rise gradually at the beging of the Wisconsin MP 1083
Stag a peak at averageof 51, 29, 25, and 162 micros/I TEMPERATURE EFFECTS IN COMPACTING
durin the last third. Dur theHolocenetheconcentration AN ASPHALT CONCRETE OVERLAY.
levelsdecrease
to lows of 17, 3.3, 2.6, and 5.1 microg/l.
SCn concntrations increasby about a factor of 3 (over Eaton, R.A., et al, Conference on Applied Techniques
Sangamon levels of 100 micr/0l during the late Wisconsin for Cold Environments, Anchorage, Alaska, May 17Stage indicating a significant influx of eolian dust at that 19, 1978. Proceedings, Vol.), New Yo-k, American
time.
Although sulfate concentrtions are high (280 mi- Society of Civil Engineers, 1978, p.146-158, 9 refs.
crog/l) during the last third of the Wisconsin Stage, they Ber, kL
remain relatively constant (100 microS/I) prior to and after 32-3608
that the Wisconsin Stage was BITUMINOUS CONCRETES, COMPACTING,
that time; this might suggest
Similar elemental concentranot triggered by volcanism.
otinmeasuredin West Antarctic glacial ice deposited essential- DENSITY (MASS/VOLUME), TEMPERATURE
ly over the same time period as the Greenland material EFFECTS, COOLING RATE.
ai lncraa during the late Wisconsin Stage, but to a An asphalt concrete overlay was constructed at the U.S.
much smaller extent than those in Greenland ice.
(Auth.) Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory
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(CREL), Hanover, New Hampshire, in November, 1976,
to evaluate temperature and other environmental effecta upon
compatin
Four overlay sections echb10oft x 12 ft
S in.
M3thick and two asectionseach 80 ft x 12 ft x1.
1/2 in. thick were deasiped to be placed on an existing

MP 1087
EFFECTS OF SUBGRADE
PREPARATION
UP NFL DET PA
M NT ERO
UPON FULL DEPTH PAVEMENT PERFORMANCE IN COLD REGIONS.

used were to have mix charac'eristics as close to the Tule
mix as possible.
This 1aper presenta results of the test
overlay usin an AC 2.in a cold envionment,

Cold Environments, Anchorage, Alaska, May 17-19,
1978. Proceedins, VoL 1, New York,
4 5 4 7American Society of Civil Engineers, 1978, p. 9- 3, 8 refa.

CRREL test road. The asphalt cement and aggregate
Eaton, R.A., Conference on Applied Techniques for

MP 1084
KOTZEBUE HOSPITAL-A CASE STUDY.
Crory, F.E., Conference on Applied Techniques for
Cold Environments, Anchorage, Alaska, May 17-19,
1978. Proceedinp, VoL 1, New York, American Society of Civil Engineers, 1978, p.342-359, 10 refs.
32-3624
BUILDINGS, SETTLEMENT (STRUCTURAL),
PERMAFROST
BENEATH
STRUCTURES,
FOUNDATIONS, SOIL TEMPERATURE.
Construction of the hospital was started in late 1959 and
The hospital is a singlecompleted in September 1961.
stor
tructure, supported
on insulated perimeter wall footings,
ItSintermediate
strte
f ortd
*i for thesupport ofroof columns
and gradebeams,
A floors are slab-on-grade concrete.
Wall cracking was in evidence in the first year of occuPSmc'
A void of more than a foot wasfound between he f
slab and the gravel fill in August, 1963.
At the request
of the U.S. Public Health Service, USA CRREL conducted
soil explorations and installed ground temperature assemblies
and vertical movement points within the building and around
the perimeter ofthepermetr
the fundtin
foundtion
ascertain the sorce and
te
f
tto asertinthesouce
nd
potential
tude of the foundation distress. The performance of the hospital through 1976 clearly indicates the settlement associated with the thawing of the underlying permafrost
Soil and permafrost conditions in the village
with time.
of Kotzebue are deascribed
in light of the conditions disclosed
in the hospital area.
MP 1095
EFFECTS OF MOISTURE AND FREEZE-THAW
ON RIGID THERMAL INSULATIONS: A
LABORATORY INVESTIGATION.
Keplar, C.W., Conference on Applied Techniques for
Cold Environments, Anchorage, Alaska, May 17-19,
1978. Proceedings, Vol.1, New York, American Society of Civil Engineers, 1978, p.403-417, 13 refs.
32-3628
THERMAL
INSULATION,
ABSORPTIVITY,
MOISTURE, FREEZE THAW TESTS.
Laboratory observations on the effects of moisture absorption
and freeze-thaw on various thermal insulation boards commonly used in construction beneath slabs on grade, in roofs,
and in perimeter insulation of foundations were made under
Test specimens were submerged in water
wet conditions.
and buried in moist soil for periods ranging up to 36 months.
Selected soaked specimens submerged in water were
The study showed tat.
to 15 and 30 freeze-thaw cycles.
I) None of the materials was completely resistant to moisture
absorption under all test conditions; 2) A number of extruded
polystyrenes were highly resistant to moisture; 3) The beaded
polystyrene boards were more absorbent than the extruded
types; and 4) Alternate freezing and thawing of rigid insulation
in presence of free water was either destructive or increased
moisture absorption in most of th ested materials and
moisture
absorptioneinemosttofithe
5) Cellular
glass, normally highly moisture resistant in Zaking
tests, suffered extremely severe deterioration in freeze-thaw
tests.
This study clearly demonstrated that only highly
moisture-resistant rigid thermal insulations should be used
under conditions subject to free water and alternate freezing
and thawing.
P 1086S.
D I
C
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FSmith,
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR AIRFIELDS
IN NPRA.
Crory, F.E., et al, Conference on Applied Techniques
for Cold Environments, Anchorage, Alaska, May 1719, 1978. Proceedings, Vol.1, New York,
American
4
Society of Civil Engineers, 1978, p.441- 58, 6 refs.
Berg, R.L., Burns, C.D., Kachadoorian, R.
32-3631
AIRCRAFT LANDING AREAS, FROZEN
1 SAND,
FROZEN GRAVEL, PETROLEUM INDUSTRY.
Two exploratory wells, at Inidgok and Tunalik, will be spudded
in the spring of 1978.
The well sites require airfields
for Hercules aircraft during the entire drilins option
Design and construction problems for the two airields are
compounded by the constraint that they be built in winter
and in accordance with environmental requirements which
necessitate that all fill and gravel be transported over snow
roads
Laboratory studies conducted at USACRREL
showed that fills of frozen silty sand, the only locally avallable
borrow at Iigok, have a greater potential for settlement
upon thawing than the in-situ sands in cut sections. Several
desin optios were considered for the airfields, drill pads
and short connecting roads which must be usable all year.
The included (I) gravel oer sand, (2) gravel over insulation
on sand, (3) landing mat with insulation, and (4) landing
mat without insulation.
Some of these concepts were
evaluated at USAEWES, using large-scale test sections.
In
conjunction with the airfields, additional teat sections are

planned to evaluate different design concepts for runways,
drill pads and roads to be built for the 1979 drilling program.
This paper describes studies associated with the Inigok airfield.

MP 1091
MASS TRANSFER ALONG ICE SURFACES 01SERVED BY A GROOVE RELAXATION TECHNIQUE.

Tobin, T.M., et al, Internaionma Assocition of Hydro.

lo icalSciences. Pubicadtion, 1977, No.ll8, International Symposium on Isotopes and Impurities
4 7 in Snow
and Ice, Grenoble, Aug. 28-30, 1975, p.3 -3 , In English with French summary. 6 refs.
32-3632
BITUMINOUS CONCRETES, COLD WEATHER Itagaki, KJ
PERFORMANCE, SUBGRADE PREPARATION, 32-3809
MASS TRANSFER, ARTIFICIAL ICE, DEUTERIFROST HEAVE.
road test section was UM OXIDE ICE, RELAXATION (MECHANICS).
1973,U.S. "full-depth"
In September,
constructed
at the
Army Cold Regions
Research and The masstranser coefficients were measured using a _.ve
Engineering Laboratory (CRREL), Hanover, New Hampshire. decay technique on the (0001) planes
of =aturalland artificialDue to weather and time constraints, the subgrde beneath ly grown H20 ice and artificially grown D20 ice at the asphalt concrete pavement was not propey preparedIn
each case a viscous flow term contributed the
(blended, mixed, and made as uniform as posible).
The most to groove decay in the longest wavelengths measured,
road is in s cut area on an 8%slope and intersects horizontal while an evaporation-condensation term predominated in the
All other terms were found
layer of varved silts, silty sands, and sandy materials which shortest wavelengths measured.
Large discrepancies between the decay
e hihly frost susceptible.
The first winter, surface differ- to be negligible.
entil
heaves
of
up
to
5
inches
in
5
feet
occurred.
The
constants
obtained
from
measurements
and the constants
following
subgrade
was feet
removed
for 100of feet
theory indicate
that be
other
mechanisms
to a depthsummer,
of 24 the
inches
and 100
to a depth
12 calculated
considered from
in Mullins'
theory may
responsible
for not
the
inches.
The material wasmixed, blended, and dried before groove decay.
placing back into the roadway in 6-inch compacted lifts.
The succeeding two winters' performance has shown very
marked improvement with relatively uniform heaving of the
pavement surface.
T shows, i conjunction with other
CRREL highway pvement s teh sections, the importance
oP
1092
proper
subgrade preparation
for pavements in cold regions VANADIUM AND OTHER EEMENTS IN
over
frostacetible
soils.
I
GREENLAND ICE CORES.
Herron, M.M., et l, InterntionalAssociation of Hyieo,
drolocal Scence& Pulkioa, 1977, No.lII, InNP 1088
STORM DRAINAGE DESIGN CONSIDERA- ternational Symposium on Isotopes and Impurities in
TIONS IN COLD REGIONS.
Snow and Ice, Grenoble, Aug. 28-30, 1975, p.98-102,
ri.- 16 refs.
Lobacz, E.F., et al, Conference on Applied Techniques In English with French swn
for Cold Environments, Anchorage, Alaska, May 17- Lngway, C.C., Jr., Weiss, H.V., urley, J.P., Kerr, R.,
19, 1978. Proceedings, Vol. 1, New York, American Criagin, J.H.
Society of Civil Engineers, 1978, p.474-489, 12 refs.
32-3817
Eff, K.S.
ICE COMPOSITION, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS,
32-3633
ICE CORES, GREENLAND.
DRAINAGE, AIRCRAFT LANDING AREAS, ICE Chemical analysis for Na, (3, Al, Mn and V of surface
CONTROL, COLD WEATHER OPERATION.
snows and deeper ice core samples from station Milcent,
This paper, based on the authors' recently revised dean Greenland. indicates a terrestrial or marine origin for thes
manual for drainage facilities at Army and Air Force airfields constituents.
Pre-1900 enrichment factors, based on average
an lfort
crustal composition, are high for Zn
and Hg and appear
and heliports, adapts previouly used U.S. hydraulic den to be related to the volatility of these elements.
A compricnteria to the special conditions prevailing in arctic and son of pre-1900 and 1971-1973 concentrations of V and
subarctic regions.
Design
runoff
supply
rates
for
surface
HS
shows
no
decided
increase
due
to
industrial
production,
drainage are derived from rainfall plus snowmelt minus infiltra- le
tion, three factors for which typical values are given, for 32 over this time period.
The chemical compsition of
andot,
unfrozen
grounddesg
situations.
both prmafrostfor
ts suchance
requ Guidelines
drainage
aretdiscussed
as tructural, durability, maintenance, and, of mor
sia2ficanin cold regions, environmental impact considerations and
Because of the importance of
debris and icing control.
control andprinciples
prevention
of icngin
near drainage
P 1093
applicable
formulated
byand
CRREL
and otherstucturs,
researchrameuctd.
WiepmrlynTRCRM
V
EN THROUGH
TH O G SNOW.
SO .
While primary intended for design TRACER MOV
em are enunciated.
of storm drain pipes, appurtenances and open drainage ditches Colbeck, S.C., InternationalAssociation of Hydrologiserving airfields and heliports, the principles outlined are cad.encm. Publiceion, 1977, No.118, Internationalso generally suitable for culverts and drainage for facilities al Symposium on Isotopes and Impurities in Snow and
such as roadways, parking lots, and built-up areas in the Ice, Grenoble, Aug. 28-30, 1975, p.255-262, In EngArctic and Subarctic.
ls
ihFec
umr.
1 refs.
ea
ish with
French summary.
19
32-3840
SNOW COMPOSITION, MOISTURE TRANSFER
MP 1089
TECHNIQUES FOR USING MESL (MEM
IMPURITIES.
BRANE ENCAPSULATED SOIL LAYERS) IN Impurities flowing with water through snow undergo hydrodySolution describing the distribution of
ROADS AND AIRFIELDS IN COLD REGIONS. namic dispersion.
impurities are hard to obtain for realistic boundary conditions.
N., Conference on Applied Techniques for The movement of impurities in snow is approximated here
Cold Environments, Anchorage, Alaska, May 17-19, by neglecting second-order effects on their movement.
1978. Proceedinp, Vol. 1, New York, American Society of Civil Engineers, 1978, p.560-570, 19 ref.
32-3640
SOIL TEXTURE, SOIL WATER, SOIL COMPACTION, WATERPROOFING, LAYERS.
MP 1094
Membrane encapsulation of fine-grained soils to prevent at
ONAL
AYERS
OF
moisture intrusion can provide an optiun to the use of CONSTITUENTS IN ANNUAL LAYERS OF
more expensive select granular soils as stuctural layers in GREENLAND DEEP ICE DEPOSITS.
roads and airfields, even in cold regions.
Silts and clays Langway, C.C., Jr., et al, IntertionalAssociation of
Publication, 1977, No.118,
compacted at, or sihy below, optimum moisture contents Hyooial Sciences.
can provide hi*h bearing strengths and are not subject to International Symposium on Isotopes and Impurities
moisture migration or detrimental frost heaving during closed in Snow and Ice, Grenoble, A
28-30, 1975, p.302system (membrane encpsulated) freezin.
Central Alaska 306, In English with French 9, -.mary. 13 refs.
hian abundant supply of silts, and the s-arid climate
those that have an in-situ moisture Klouda, G.A., Herron, M.M., Cragin, J.H.
s ideal for air-dri
In other areas it might not be 32-3846
content above optimum.
economically or technically feasible to dry the oils to the ICE CORES, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, SEASONre.uired moisture content for encapsulation unless granular AL VARIATIONS, ICE DATING.
extremely scarce.
Chemical analysis of century-old ice from continuous 5year intervals of three ice cores obtained from south and
central Greenland (Dye 3, Milcent and Crete)shows max.
MP 1090
imum concentrations of Na, Mg, Ca, K and A during early
WATER RESOURCES BY SATELLITE.
spring and minimum concentrations during late summer and
McKim, H.L., Military engineer, May-June 1978, earlyfall. Peak spring "alues are as much as 10 timesFater
70(455), p.164-169.
than fall values. Becaue of the large seasonal chemical varia32-3654
tions, saw pies used for depth-age or annual deposition rate studREMOTE SENSING, SPACEBORNE PHOTOGRAPHY, WATER SUPPLY, SNOW COVER, ICE
COVER, MAPPING.
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ies must represent exactly one (or multiple) yea's accumula-

io
The sena eal
variations seem pros am a
new method of defining annual layers and thus dating old ice
cores.
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Danggaard, W., etal, IaWrmtio Amsocido ofHydroloical Sciences. Publicatioj 1977, No.1S, In.
ternational Symposium on Isotopes and Impurities
in
Snow and lee, Grenoble, Aug. 28-30,1975, p. 3 22 - 3 2 5 ,
In English with French summary. 9 refa.
Johnsen, SJ., Clausen, H.B., Hammer, C.U., Langway,
C.C., Jr.
32-3849
ICE SHELVES, ICE DATING, ICE COMPOSITION, ISOTOPE ANALYSIS, ANTARCTICAROSS ICE SHELF.
The delta (0-18)-profilat
the Little America V ice
core r= s from -20 per mille near the surface to -35
Per mille at the bottom, ie., lower that at any strface
value hitherto measured in West Antarctic
(Auth)
MP 1096
THERMAL PROPERTIE AND REGIME OF
WET TUNDRA SOILS AT BARROW, ALASKA.
McGoaw, R., et al, International Conference on Permafrost, 3rd, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, July 10-13,
1918
VL 1Prceeing.
Otawa Naionl Re
search Council of Canada, 1978, p.47-53, With Ruasian and French summaries. 12 refs.
Ontcalt, S.I., Ng, E.
32-3670
TUNDRA SOILS, THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY,
TUNDRA VEGETATION, SOIL TEMPERATURE, TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT.
Mesurements of temperature and of thermal conductivity
for two summr penods were carried out on wet organic
surface materials and underlying mineral soils at Barrow,
Alaska.
Precise temperatures were measured by means
of calibrated thermistm placed at accurately known depths,
from which temperature gradients to a depth of 1.0 m are
calculated.
Thermal conductivities were measured by the
transient-heating probe method, both in-situ and in the laboa
The observed conductivity of the organic layer was
tory.
between that of moist air (0.1 W/rnK) nd that of water
(0.6 W/miK); the conductivity of the silt soil depended on
the state of freezing.
The measured data are combined
to calculate summer heat fluxes to a depth of 1.0 m, from
which the thermal transition of the active layer from initial
thawing to incipient freezing is descn'ied and analyzed.
MP 1097
DETERMNATION OF UNFROZEN WATER IN
FROZEN SOIL Y PULSED NUCLEAR MA
NKTIC RESONANCE.
Tice, AR., et al, International Conference on Permafrost, 3rd, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, July 10-13
1978. Proceeding.
VoLI, Ottawa, National Re:
search Council ofCanada, 1978,p.149-155,WithRussian and French summaries. 12 refs.
Burrous, C.M., Anderson, D.M.
32-3685
FROZEN GROUND, GROUND ICE, UNFROZEN
WATER CONTENT, MEASURING INSTRUMENTS.
Pulsed nuclear ma

etic resonance (NMR) techniques have

been developed and utilized to determine complete phas
composition curves for three soils.

This promising new

technique offers a non-destructive method for mensurements
of unfrozen water contents in frozen soils from -0.2C through
-25C.
The results show that unfrozen water contents
determined by this technique depend upon ice content (i.e.
total water content).
These results are contrary to earlier
assumptions based on results which indicated that unfrozen
water contents are a function of temperature only.
These
findings show great promise in the discrimination of unfrozen
water associated with mineral grain boundaries and t icewater interfaces of the poly-crystalline iom present in soilwater
wate systems.CLIVSIAIN
s1
MP 1091
Snafrost,
GEOECOLOGICAL MAPPING SCHEME FOR
ALASKAN COASTAL TUNDRA.
Everett, K.R., eta&, International Conference on Per.
mafrost, 3rd, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, July 10-13,
19Th. Prceedings. Vol.1, Ottawa, National Research Council of Canada, 1978, p.359-365, With Russian
and French summaries. 8 refs.
32-3717
32-3717
MAFROST
TUNDRA, MAPPING, CHARTS, VEGETATION
PATTERNS, TUNDRA SOILS, UNITED STATES
-ALASKA.
A unified geoeonlogical mappins system has been developed
for northern Alaska whicrecognlzes in a $Iven area a
suite of lndforma whose geomorphic elements control the
composition and distribution of vegettion and saoi. Within
each lsndform boundary a fractional code is displayed in
which the numerator consists of the geomorphic feature
nd its characteristic vegetation stand presented as a series
of alpha-numeric unite.
The denominator is comprised
of three elements: the soil(s), the landform type and Its
meanloe.
Bach map contains an annotated list of code
ebolandisaccompanied by a text in which the characterisof the code components are discussed.
The advantages

of such a mapping technique include: (1) integra.inq on

a gle
large body of divere data into a relatively
few esily detected environment units; (2) the derivation
ofuanytnumber
of
qecial purpoenapby selec
Of
code
eted analytical da (3)components
permitting
an expansion of the code to include other kinda of geotbchnical
-, environmental data.
Mp 1099
CLIMATIC AND DENDROCLIMATIC INDICES
IN THE DISCONTINUOUS PERMAFROST
ZONE OF THE CENTRAL ALASKAN UPLANDS.
Haugen, RIL, Ct ml,International Conference on Permafroet, 3rd, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, July 10-13,
1978. Proceedings. VoLl, Ottawa, National ResearchCouncilofCanada, 1978, p.392-398, With Russian and French summaries. 17 ref.
Brown, J.
32-3722
PERMAFROST DISTRIBUTION, DISCONTINUOUS PERMAFROST, ALPINE TUNDRA, TUNDRA VEGETATION, FOREST TUNDRA, PLANT
ECOLOGY, CLIMATIC FACTORS, UNITED
STATES-ALASKA-CENTRAL ALASKAN UPLANDS.
Most climatic records from central Alaska represent lowland
sies.
Conequntl, cntiuou clmatic observations were
initiated in 1970 at four sites (750-1150 m elevation) 160
km north of Fairbanks near Eagle Summit, at one site (760
m) to km east of i.vengood, and at one site (1040 m)
Mean annual
on the northern flank of Mt. Fairplay.
tempera ture at these upland sites range from -8.1 to 6.4 c ompered to -3.5C at Fairbanks for the same period
o record.
The site data characterize air temperatures
and permafrost conditions for several different alpine tundra
Based upon correlations of radial
and forested settings.
growth of timberline white spruce and June-July temperatuns,
seasons
dendrochmatic patterns of warm and cool
are documented over the past 300 years for the YukonTanna Uplands.
Similar timberlinetree growth patterns
are found south to the Alaska Rang and at the white
spruce timberline in the southern foothills of the Brooks
Range, suggesting a relative uniformity ofsnmmer temperature
patterns throughout central Aask.
MW 1100
BIOLOGICAL RESTORATION STRATEGIES IN
RELATION TO NUTRIENTS AT A SUBARCTIC
SITE IN FAIRBANKS, ALASKA.
Johnaon, LA., International Conference on Permafrost, 3rd, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, July 10-13,
1978, Proceedin.
VoL1, Ottawa, National Research Council of Canada, 1978, p.460-466, With Ruaan and French summaria. 9 refs.
32-3732
SUBARCTIC LANDSCAPES, ARCTIC LAND.
SCAPES, ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION,
REVEGETATION, UNITED STATES-ALASKA
-FAIRBANKS.
Restoration needs in the far north have dramatically increased
as the extent of surface disturbance has increased over the
last decade. The urgency of arctic and subarctic revegetation
and restoration has prompted the te of technology developed
in the temperate zones, at least some of which may ultimately
be suitable in these colder regions.
A randomized block
design was established n 1975 on the Chena Flood Control
Project in order to test the effect of nutrient applications
upon the competitive relationshipa between arctured fescue,

bluejoint reedpass, and annual rye.
Data pthered over
two growing seasons on biom•,ss cover, maximum height,
nutrient content, and other pertinent parameter are used
to predict the effects of nutrient manipulation upon longterm restoration goals.
It is anticipated that this research
will increase the options available for succesdl mitipation
of impact from northern industrial development.
MP 1101
SHALLOW ELECTROMAGNETIC GEOPHYSIINVESTIGATIONS OF PERMAFROST.
FPR Conference
RS. on PerArcone, S.A., et ai, International
3rd, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, July 10-13,
1978. Proceedings. Vol. 1, Ottawa, National
Re7
search Council of Canada, 1978, p.501-50 , With Russian and French summaries. 6 refs.
Selmann, P.V., Delaney, A.J.
32-3738
PERMAFROST PHYSICS, ELECTRICAL PROPERTIIS, ELECTRICAL PROSPECTING, PERMADISTRIBUTION, MEASURING INSTRUMENTS.
Radiowave surface impedance (St) and LF (200-400 kHz)
and VLF (10-30 kHz) and maietic induction (MI) methods
were used to investigate permafrost properties and distribution
in the Fairbanks and Copper River Basin area of Asaks,
Recently developed portable field instruments were used.
The sites contained a range of materials and ground ice
o varying volume and type.
Galvanic resistivity soundings
and existing borehole data provided ground truth for data

comparisn.
Local plane wave interpretations of the LF
and VLF apparent resistivity and phase data correlated with
subsurface conditions.
Frequencies in the LF band were
most sensitive to permafrost conditions at the sites studied
while VLF fre uencies were more affected by conductive
materials underlying the permafrost.
The Ml technique
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also correlated with subsurface control, but the coil spacing

ued limited the inatrument's depth of penetration, making
it more sensative to variations in the active layer than the
other instruments.
MP 1102
THAW PENETRATION AND PERMAFROST
CONDITIONS ASSOCIATED WITH THE LIVENGOOD TO PRUDHOE BAY ROAD, ALASKA.
Berg, R.L., at al, International Conference on Permafrost, 3rd, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, July 10-13,
1978. Proceedings. VoLI, Ottawa, National ReearchCouncilof Canada, 1978, p.615-621, With Russian and French summaries. 16 refs.
Brown, 3.. Hauen, R.
32-3754
ROADS, PERMAFROST BENEATH ROADS, ACTIVE LAYER, HEAT TRANSFER, GROUND
THAWING, CONTINUOUS PERMAFROST, DISCONTINUOUS
PERMAFROST,
THERMAL
REGIME,
UNITED
STATES-ALASKAPRUDHOE BAY.
An environmentalengineerinqatudy including the 88 kiloneter
TAPS Rood and the 580 kulcareier Alye"k Pipeline Hal
Road was initiated during the summer of 1976.
Physiogra.
phy along the route range from the roling Yukon-Tanana
Uplands, where the permirost is warm (-I C) and discontinuou, through the Brooks Range and the Arctic Foothills
to the Arctic Coastal Plain, where permafrost is cold (10 C) and continuot
Permanently frozen subgrade materisls rane from rock to extremely ice-rich fine-grained silts.
Approximately 30 sites have been selected for measuring
thaw subsidence and seaancal thaw penetration, instrument&.
tion for measuring sir temperatures has been installed at
1rowing
15
sites and surface temperatures were also measured at
three of these sites.
The 1976 thawing indexes vari-d
from 350C degree-days at Prudhoe Bay to 1880C degreeMeasured thaw penetration in undisdays at Livengood.
turbed areas adjacent to the road varied from 28 cm to
The calculated gravel embankment thickness
112 cm.
to prevent subgrade thawing during the 1976 thawing season
anged from 1.9 mnear Prudhoe Bay to 5.2 m nea Uvengood.
MP 1103
DENSIFICATION BY FREEZING AND THAWING OF FINE MATERIAL DREDGED FROM
WATERWAYS.
Chamberlain, E.J., et a, International Conference on
Permafrost, 3rd, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, July 1013, 1978. Proceedings. Vol. 1, Ottawa,
National Re2
2
search Council of Canada, 1978, p.6 2-6 8, With Russian and French summaries. 11 refs.
Blouin, S.E.
32-3755
FINES, DREDGING, SOIL COMPACTION,
FREEZE THAW CYCLES.
Volume changes and permeabilities for fine material dredged
from waterways were observed in the laboratory after full
conoidation and freetze-thaw cycling for applied pressure
in t range of 0.93 to 30.73 kN/sq m.
Up tc 20%
volume reduction was oberved when dredged materials with
liquid limits in the range of 60 to 90% were subjected

to freeze-thaw cycling.
Vertical permesbilities were ohserved to increase by as much as two order of magnitude.
Tre technical and economic feasibility of using freeze-thew
overconsolidation procedures to increase the volume of materistored in disposal sites is considered.
MP 1104
ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF SUBSEA
PERMAFROST IN THE PRUDHOE BAY RE
GION OF THE BEAUFORT SEA.
E EA
eA
Chamberlain,
E.J.,
et a, International
Conference
on
Permafrost, 3rd,
Edmonton,
Alberta, Canada,
July 1013, 1978. Proceedings. Vol.1, Ottawa, National Research Council of Canada, 1978, p.629-635, With Russian and French summaries. 14 refs.
Seilmann, P.V., Bloin, SE.
32-3756
SUBSEA PERMAFROST, DRILLING, DRILL
CORE ANALYSIS, FROZEN ROCK TEMPERATURE,
BEAUFORT
SEA.
TSA
U EBEUO
Co-e samples, cone penetration resistance and tempersture
daa obtained from subsea sediments near Prudhoe Bay.
Alaska, provided the basis for this study.
The sites were
located I to 17 Irm from shore in 2 to 12 in of water.
Maximum hole depth was 50 mn. Thc materials at the
drill sites included sands and gravels overlain by 4.5 to
7.5 m of silts and clays.
No ice.bonded materials were
observed, although thermal data indicated that permafrost
was present.
Index property, triaxial compressive strength.
consolidation and permeability data were obtained in the

laboratory.
Strengths ranged between 25 and 270 kPa
for the fine material.
Highly overconsolhdated clays were
encountered at the site farthest from shore
The preconsl:.
dation pressure was estimated to be 1.5 MPs
Bsed
on considerations ofseologic and climatic history. it prosed
that the overconsolidation is a result of freering and thawing
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TREATMENT, WATER TREATMENT,
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MICROBIOLOGICAL AEROSOLS FROM A
FIELD SOURCE DURING SPRINKLER IRRIGATION WIMH WASTEWATER.
Batnrum, H.T., et al, Internaional Symposium on the

State of Knowledge in Land Treatment of Wastewater,
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The objective of thi study was to evaluate the performance
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continued
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A numerical method is introduced to simulate the movement
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DECAY PATrERNS OF LAND-PAST SEA ICE IN
CANADA AND ALASKA.
Bilello, M.A., Sympoesium on Sea Ice Processes and
Models, Sep. 6-9, 1977. Proceedings, VoL2, Seattle,
University of Washington, 1977, p.1-10, 11 Mf.
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SEA ICE, FAST ICE, ICE COVER THICKNESS,
ICE DETERIORATION, METEOROLOGICAL
FACTORS.
Weekly measrement of the thicknes o land-fast sea ice
made over a period of 10 to 13 years at a number of
coastal loeations in Cand and Alaska wemalyzed.
That
portio of the data relaxing to maximum ice thickness and
day (I.e., the dec.ae in ice thickne.) are presented
and examined.
Many tori
and marine factors
affet the decay ptosa
This study investigates the effects
of two important weather element air temperature and
solar radiation.
Complete and
telleait temperature
data for each station made it possible to analyze the relationship
betwe accumulated thawing degree-days (ATDD) and sea
Ice ablation.
The relationship between ice decrease and
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in a 2850
ICE DEFORMATION, ICE MODELS, MATH- :=ou re am inla gern Maine.
Theei units
at
udad:
EMATICAL MODELS.
uian alluvial terrace.
These nisl moraie
A dynamic-thermodynamic model of pack ice is pr eumd, kame, kame terrace, outwash outwash terrace, bedrock till,
The suricid
which treats the ice as nonlinear viscous continuum character- till over bedrock, wet outwrash and wet till.
and Othe updated ftom
field checked
winite
as w
a pre re t erm
lizedby both bulk and shear viscosities theaddeformation
The depths of the surficlal geology
reconaimance
rate
being functions of
with the visr i
and the pressure.
The presure is parameterized as a units were estimated utilizing borehole dat, field imatefunction of the compactness and men thicknes of the ments and eismometer data.
The areal extent of eatch
ie,
'Thisformulation allows the viscos continuum approach aurficial geology unit was quantified, uing a plan metric
to be retained while allowing the system to deform in a

plastic manner. The model is formulated in a fixed lulerian
grid, and the dynamical equations are coupled to continuity
equation for compatnes ad mean ice thickes which
Include thermodynamic sourceand snk terms.
In the
numerical scheme the dynamical equations of mooin
finite difference form, are integrated implicitly and the ice
thickne.s equatins are integrted explicitly.
The model
is a
to the Arctic Basin and integrted at one-day
t
for up to eiht years in order t obtai steady state
results fr bth Ice thickes and drift.
Two cases are
examined.
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color densitometer.

The volumes o construction material

were computed be upon the. areal determinations and
estimated depth.
The volume estimates, com iared
With
the eimate of requie c
material, shwed that
more matra could be found within the prescribed area
around the dam and dike sites thn was required for conatiuction.
It is believed that the mm- and northeast-trending
In this rea are thruat faults dip
ita
43 deg
to the northeem. The north-tending and N60Wlinaments
are probably strike-slip normal and reverse faults dippng

80 deg to newly vertical.
Puture movement along these
faults should be negligible.
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Chamberlain, EJ., et 4l American Society of Cvil
Geotechnical Ensineenng Division.
Engineer.
Jorna4 Feb. 1979, 5(0T2h, p.2$7-271, 13 ret,
Cole, D.M., Johnson, T.C
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SOILS, SEASONAL FREEZE THAW,
SOIL MECHANICS, STRESSES, LOW TEMPERAIXIRj TESTS.
Valuesoafaewsmoduhmand Poisson's ratio were determined
for silt and clay subgrade materials subjected to seasonal
A new technique emsploying nonconfreezing and thawing.
acngvrbl mednetransducers wee emnployed to
oti aia tandt o calcuilation of Poisson's ratio.
util le rrgeso n
nlye sn
The daowb
anlyt
varianc tecsu t otan m
eltinip
Rslet'os
variables.
and strms and material property
is data ranged from over 6,000.000 psi for the frozen
condition, to less than, 600 Pat for the thawed condition.
Poisson's ratio ranged fronm0.07 to 0.61, the majority of
the values falling between 0.03 and 0.30.
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HYDRAULIC TRANSIENMh A SEISMIC FATE OF CRUDE AND REFINED OILS IN
SOURCE IN VOLCANOES AND GLACIERS.
NORTH SLO)PE SOILS
St. Lawrence, W.F.. et 51,Science, Feb. 16, 1979, Sezstone,&, etsiArctcSep. 1978,31(3) p.339-347,
20304381), p.654-656, 10 ref.s.
In English with French summary. 6 refs.
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The result
structure behaves se an anivotropic dielectric.
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also found that the frequency disperwont of ansiooopic,
Seaice varies in the horizontal pls.
T"hisis demonstrated
by the cnter frequency of the eflected signal spectrum,
which is maximum, in the preferred c a"is direction and
mninimm Perpendicular to it.
In addition. it wss found
that the frequency dispersion aisnelted to the avetag bulk
brine volume at theie but that the bulk dielectric conatant
the ice, as determined from impulse travel time, shows
little correlation with the coefficient at anisocropy.

CODRGOSRSACHMDEGNE-rP 1259
ING LABORATORY.
ANALYSIS OF COUPLED HEAT AND MOIS
Preitag,
D.IL, Northern engineer, Fall 1977, 10(3), TURE FLOW IN AN UNSATURATED SOIIL
4p. 6.
O'Neill, K., U.S. Army Coid Region~s Research and
34-869
IE
U.S. AR Y CRRE
LiboristoiJ, Special report, Jan. 1979,
to constant
~Tesrcua
deformation
~ ~~~ AOAOIS
~ ~ ~ .. ~AM ~ R ~ ~ ~ ~
rae
R7-6
seaie.~ ~
etn ~ nMdln
~ ~ orSnow Cover Run-

SNOW DEFORMATION, SNOW COVER STRUCTURE, SNOW ACOUSTICS, ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENT, MODELS.
mhepattern of acoustic emission response in snow subjected

character at snow is diacussed, and an equation that describes
the pattern at the acoustic emission response is derived.
Comarsonbewee
te pedcte aousicresponse and
experimental data is maeadteagreement is shown to
be eellent.
The acoustic eiso response for 70
T6 aluminum and iron.3% silicon subjected to constant rate
at deformation is also considered.
The acoustic emission
equation derived for snow represents the responae in these
materials.
It is suggested that the internal fracture concept
used to develop the model for snow may ale. apply to
other densely packed polycrystalline materials.
MP 1247
DYNAMIC THERMODYNAMIC SEA ICE MOD-

MP 1252PredigdtdbySC
RECENT ICE OBSERVATIONS IN THE ALASKAN BEAUFORT SEA FEDERAL-STATE LEASE
RA7SI5ATRMGRTO
AE.SI
Kovacs, A., Northern emagier, Fall 19781,1003), p,7,
12.
34-870
SEA ICE, PAST ICE, RADAR ECHOES, PRESSURE RIDGES, SEISMIC SURVEYS.

MP 1253
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF TEMPO-.
Hibler, W.D., I1I, Journal of phpiald oceanorphy, RARY AIRFIELDS IN THE NA7IONAL PE.
July 1979, 9(4), p.81 5-846, 51 refs.
TROLEUMv RESERVE-ALASKA.
34-741
Crory, F.E., Northern engineff, Pall 1978,1003), p.13RAN3,
rf.ture
SEAIC, TER
HET
ODYAMCS
5,1r
SEA, ICE THERODYNAMICS, HEATHETRS
PER
OVR
IE HICNESMAHE AT
34-87 1
CAL MODELS.
AIRCRAFT LANDING AREAS, SUBORADE
A numerical model for the simulation of ans ice circulation PREPARATION, INSULATION.
and thickness over a sesonal cycle is presented.
ThisSUFC-AE
muidel is used to investigate the effects at ice dynmc
Mp u
on arctic ice thickness and air-seai heat flux charayctr2tic
by caryn otsvalnmrclsmltosoethtire
HUMAN-INDUCED THERMOKARST AT OLD
AciOcaThesetial
iein
temdlDRELL SITES IN NORTHERN ALASKA.
la to coupl the dnnlica to the ice thickness charaicteristica Lawson, D.E., et al, Northern engineer, Fall 1978,
by allowing the ice interaction to become stronger as, the 10(3), p.16-23, 16 rt.
ice becomes thicker and/or contains a lower "ee Percentae
Brown, J.

EL

at thin ice.
The dynamics, in turn, causes hish oceanic
heat losse in regions or ice divergence and reduaced heat
losses in regions of convegne
To modal these effects
onnsstenly thmeice is cosdee to interact in a plastic
mueihthe plastic strength chosen to depend on the

off, 26-28 September 1978, Hanover, New Hampshire.
Cobc an M.R ,
-p.304-309, ADA-167 767, 25 refs.
34-1027
, ETTRNFR
AE
IRTO
,HA
RNFR
This paper presents a set of partia differential equations
that describes the concurrent one-dimensional flow at liquid
and heat in unfrozen usaiturated sis
A Osierkin finite
element method bssnd on herupod yoil
a
e
tosleteeutosnmrcly.
To verify. both the
theory and the solution method, laboratory messurements
were made on a horizontal sal column.
The resulta fusrnished
essential transport coefficient values as well as dat records
vrsaeadtm
o infiltrations at Wol water that
-proucesdsteep, minteran temperature and moisture content
radiants
Comparison at measured and predicted values
ahowdverygood
eret
inboth the moisture and temperam.otsyto the usual asumption in soi
domains.
studies, liquid convection played a large rote in the heat

transfer.
A simple geometric mean formula repesented
the sonl thermal conductivity quite adequately.
MP 1260
SATEO KE
RSURT FA RCTICSE
SATE
ICE.
M TR

Oiiatott R.G., et al. IEEE transactionsof eoi enWce
electronics, July 1979, GE- 17(3), p.78-85, 16 ref.
Moore, R.K.. Weeks, W.F.
34-1167
SEA ICE, RADAR ECHOES, BACKSCAT!'ER.

3-872

[O

TUNDRA, SOIL EROSION, THERMOKARST,
HUMAN FACTORS, ACTIVE LAYER, SUBSIDENCE.

NESS.
Ra beckacatter measurements were made of 111orefsst an
ice near Point Barrow. AK. in May 1977. with a surface.
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based FM-CW scatteromew that swept from 1-2 OHz and
frm 8.5-17.5 OHL
The 1-2 OHz measurements showed

that thick firt-year and multiyear ice cannot be distinguisbd
at 10.70 de. incidence angie but that undeformod we
ie can be discriminated from pressure ridges and Lakeice.
Results also indicate that frequencies between 1-8l 0Hz
have the ability to discriminate between thick fast-year.
muttyear, and ake ice.
Cro polarization was found
to be a better discriminator than like polarization.
In
sddhimat these lattefrequencies the differential scattering
wasfoundtohaveanapproximatelylinearlyincreasingfrequeny respone.
MP 1261
FOCUS ON U.S. SNOW RESEARCH.
Colbeck, S.C., Glaciological data, Aug. 1979, GD-6,

and the pais must be arranged in clusters to achieve local
force eqilibrium.
Two
ins bod
with gemtri-

cal constraints on the radii of the phase bondaries. Three
grains join at a liquid vein whose size is determined by
grain size and capillary pressum (i.e., Liquid"tsion").
Slow
grain growth occurs by sublimation, vapor diffuasio, and
condensation, and intergsin strength is relatively high.
Once grain clusters are formed, equilibrium imposes constraints
on the curvature of the phase boundaries which limit change
in the capillary pressure.
Mp I
FEASIBILITY STUDY OF LAND TREATMENT
OFWASTEWATER ATASUBARCICALASKAN
LOCATION.
Sletten, R.S., et al, Cornell Agricultural Waste Man-

3.41-52, 34 refs.

agement Conference, 8th, Rochester, N.Y.,

1411
SNOW SURVEYS, RESEARCH PROJECTS, IMPACT, AGRICULTURE, WATER RESERVES.

Proceedings. Land as a waste management alterlive, edited by R.C. Loehr, Ann Arbor, Mich., Ann
Arbor Science, 1977, p.533-547, For another version

MP 1262

see 31-1949.

SNOW AND THE ORGANIZATION OF SNOW
RESEARCH IN THE UNITED STATES.
Colbeck, S.C., Giaciological data, Aug. 1979, GD-6,
p.55-58, 1 ref.
34-1412
SNOW SURVEYS, RESEARCH PROJECTS.
MP 1263
VISUAL OBSERVATIONS OF FLOATING ICE
FROM SKYLAB.
Campbell W.., et al, US..Naionl Aeronautics and
Ad ntrton. Specia publication, 1977,
A -SP-380, Skylab explores the earth, preparedby
3
79
NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, p. 53-3 ,
N77-28548, 2 refs.
Ramseier, R.O., Weeks, W.F., Waiyneberg, J.A.
34-1493
PHOTOGRAPHY. LAKE ICE,
34-1493
SEA ICE, RIVER ICE.

Uiga, A.
34-1749
WASTE TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION,
LAND RECLAMATION, SUBPOLAR REGIONS,
SUBARCTIC

1976.

10 refs.

LANDSCAPES,

TESTS,

UNITED

MP 1264
ANALYSIS OF FLEXIBLE PAVEMENT RESILI-

STATES--ALASKA.
MP 1269
APPLICATION OF RECENT RESULTS IN
FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS TO THE PROBLEM
OF WATER TABLES.
Nakano, Y., Advances in water resources, Dec. 1979,
Vol.2, p.185-190, 7 refs.
34-1845
WATER TABLE, BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS, ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS).
The traditional viewpoint in hydrolody and oil
porte that water tables appearing in porous media yccnrled
by Darcy's law and the extended Darcy's law are not singular
surfaces.
Several particular solutions in which singulaties
occur are preen-ed as counter-tiampes to the traditional
viewpoint and a: evidence supporting the new theory that

ENT SURFACE DEFORMATIONS USING THE

water tables a

generally singla

urft e.

CHEVRON LAYERED ELASTIC ANALYSIS
COMPUTER PROGRAM.
Smith, N., et al, 1975, 13 leaves, Presented at the
Symposium on Nondestructive Test and Evaluation of
Airport Pavement, U.S. Army Waterways Experiment
Station, IVicksburg, Mississippi), November 18-20,
1975. 9 refs.
Groves, J.A.
34-1501
PAVEMENTS, ELASTIC PROPERTIES, COM-

micron was directly correlated to the suspended sIdimuant
cncnr'•on.

MP 1272
ON THE ORIGIN OF STRATIFIED DEBRIS IN
ICE CORES FROM THE BOTIOM OF THE AN-

TARCTIC ICE SHEET.
Gow, AJ., et al, Journal of'laciology, 1979, 23(89),
p.185-192, In English with French and German sumnmaries. II refh.
Epstein, S., Sheehy, W.
34-2231
ICE CORES, DRILL CORE ANALYSIS, SEDIMENTATION,
STRATIFICATION,
FREEZE
THAW CYCLES.
Cores from the bottom 4.83 in of the antarctic ice sheet
at Byrd Station contain abundant stratified debris ranging
from silt-sized prticles to cobbles. The nature and disposition of the debrs together with measurements of the physical
properties of the inc i
ice, indicate that this zone of
dirt-ladon ice =
=.d by "frezing-in" at the bae of
the ice sheet.
The transition from sir-rich lacial ice

to ice practically devoid of air coincided precisely with
the first appearance of debris in the ice at 4.83 in above
Stable-isotope studies made in conjunction with
the bed.
s-content measurements also confirm the idea of mcorporaign of baual ice may well constitute the most diagnostic
tet for discriminaing between debris incorporated in a meltrefreeze procesa and debris entrapped by purely mechanical
We conclude from our observations
means, e.g. shearing.
on bottom cores from Byrd Station that freezing-in" of
basal debris is the major mechanism by which sediment
is incoporated into polar ice sheets.
(Auth.)
MP 1273
SUBARCTIC WATERSHED RESEARCH IN THE
Slaughter, C.W., et al, Artc bulletia, 1978, 2(13),
5
p.30 -313, For another version of this report ee 32SphR715.6uos
1318 (CRREL SR 77-15). 6 refs.
Bilello, M.A.
34-2390

WATER BALANCE, STATIONS, RESEARCH
PROJECTS, INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION,
USSR-MAGADAN.

MP 1270
INCREASED MERCURY CONTAMINATION
OF DISTILLED AND NATURAL WATER SAMPLES CAUSED BY OXIDIZING PRESERVATIVES.
Cra&, J.H., Analyl'ca clhimics acts, 1979, Vol. 110,
p.313-319, 18 ret.
34-2004
WATER CHEMISTRY, GASES, VAPOR TRANSPER, POLLUTION, LABORATORIES.
PUTER APPLICATIONS.
The pamge of mercury vapor from ambient air through
MP 1265
the walls of conventional polyethylene (CPE), linear polyethylene (LPE), and Teflon (PEP) containers can seriously contamiCONICE
OF
METHODS
NONCORROSIVE
nate solutions of distilled and natural w te
The rate of mercury contamination is dramaicontaine.
TROL
Minsk, L.D., Public works and public utilities: report cally increased when the sample solution contin ozidi
from a workshop considering problems identified by agents such as nitric acid or potassium permanganate, which
the Intergovernmental Science, Engineering, and are commonly used as preservatives to prevent los of mercury
5-7, 1979, (IIion. The rte of contamination also depends on ontainTechnology Advisory Panel, September
9P>
College Park, Maryland, Washington, DC American or material and de . i. the orde, CPE>
n.
Pteia
the amples in plstic containers is an
When
3ociation
for the Advancement of cience, 1979, e tve way to prevent mercury contamination.
As
freezing is not practical storage in gltascontainers minimizes
p.133-162, 33 refs.
sample contamination from ambient mercury vapor.
34-1586
ROADS, ICE CONTROL, CHEMICAL ICE PRE- MP 1271
VENTION, ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT, SALT- CORRELATION AND QUANTIFICATION OF
ING.
AIRBORNE SPECTROMETER DATA TO TURMP 1266
BIDITY MEASUREMENTS AT LAKE POWELL,
GEOPHYSICS IN "rHE STUDY OF PERMA, UTAH.
FROST.
Merry, C.J., International Symposium on Remote
Scott, W.J., et a, international Conference on Perna- Sensing of Environment, 13th, Ann Arbor, Michigan,
froat, 3rd, Edmonton, Alberta, July 10-13,1978. Pro. April 23-27, 1979. Proceedings, Environmental Receedings, Vol.2, Ottawa, National Research Council of search Institute of Michigan, 1979, p.1309-1316, 7
Canada, 1979, p.Q3-115, Refs. p.l10-115.
refs.
Seilmann, P.V., Hunter, J.A.
34-2043
LAKE WATER, TURBIDITY, SUSPENDED SEDI34-1682
MENTS, LIGHT TRANSMISSION, AERIAL SURSURPERMAFROST PHYSICS, GEOPHYSICAL
VEYS, SEISMIC SURVEYS, SOIL TEMPERA- VEYS, SPECTROSCOPY.
TURE, ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY, ACTIVE A water sampling program was accomplished at Lake Powell,
LAYER, ELECTROMAGNETIC PROSPECTING. Utah, durin June 1975 for correlation to multispectral data
NP 1267
obtained with a 500-channel airborne spectroradiometer.
Field measurements were taken of percentage of light tranmiGRAIN CLUSTERS IN WET SNOW.
tance, surface temperature, PH and Seechi disk depth.
PerColbeck, S.C., Journalof colloid and interfacescience, centage of light transmittance was also measured in the
Dec. 1979, 72(3), p.371-384, 19 refs.
laboratory for the water ample.
Analyses of electron
34-1698
micrographs and suspended sediment concentration date for
WET SNOW, SNOW CRYSTAL STRUCTURE four water samples located at Hite Bridge, Mile 168, Mile
GRAIN SIZE, BONDARYSVALUE PROBLEMS
150 and Bullfrog Bay indicated differences in the composition
GRAIN
SIZE, BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS, and
concentration of the particulate matter.
Airborne spec.
SNOW PHYSICS.
trnrsdiometer multispeetral date were analyzed for the four
The grain boundaries in snow are generally unstable when matpling locations.
The results showed that (a) as the
the pore space is filled with liquid water (i.e., liquid-sturated percentage of light transmittance of the water samples desnow).
Thus, when umstressed snow is saturated with creased, the reflected radiance increased, and (b) as the
in snow are cohesionle spheres. auspendeo sediment concentration (mi/I) increased, the rethe melt,
i the ice particles

IMP1274
DRAINAGE NETWORK ANALYSIS OF A SUBARCrIC WATERSHED.
Bredthauer, S.R., et al, Aiaska,
University. Sea
Grant Progam. Report, Aug. 1979, 79-6, Alaska
Science Conference, 29th, Fairbnks, Aug. 15-17,
1979. Proceedings (Alaska fisheries: 200 years and
200 miles of change), edited by B.R. Melteff, p.349359, 8 refs.
Hoch, D.

This letad to very low avengths and to rapid grain growth
due to heat flow among particles of different sizes.
The
grain boundaries in highly unsaturated snow (up to sbout

tn
flected radiance increased in the 1.0 mg/I range.
conclusion, valuable qualitative information was obtained on
surface turbidity for the Lake Powell water spectra.
Also,

GLACIAL DEPOSITS, ICE STRUCTURE, SEDIMENT TRANSP3RT.
Depositional processes and their sediment source determine

7% liquid by volume) with small applied loads are stable,

the reflected radiance measured at a wavelength of 0.58

the orientation of pebbles in the deposits of the Matanuska
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34-2434

WATERSHEDS, DRAINAGE, STREAM FLOW.
A drainage network map of the Caibou-Poker Creek Research

Watershed, near Fairbanks, Alaska, has been used to conduct

s Strahler stream order analysis and an analysis of length
distributions of source and tributarysource l in a subarctic

watershd.
The basimshave very low draine denities
km to foand
3.34 km/sq km. Bifurcation
ranging
from hig
1.33 ki/sq
in watersheds in the
than those
ratios were
continental U.S.
Statistical analysis indicates that source
and oibutary-source links in a subarctic watrrahed belong
to different length populations, the ame as fotd in ttr
Additional analysis indicates that
regions of the world.
exterior links originating on permafrost slopes tend to be
shorter than those originating on non-permafrost (well-draineS)
slopes.
MP 1275
HIGH-FORCE TOWING.
Mellor, M., Cod23 1 ions
scienceandteclholojy, Feb.
2 40
1980, 1(3/4), p.
, 5 refs.
34-2445
ICEBERG TOWING, LOADS (FORCES).
Required force levels for iceberg towing at I knot could
be at least 50 tons for protection of structures and drillhips
in northern waters, and around 1000 tons for iceberg exports
Corresponding values of effective ("tofrom the Antarctic.
wrope") power are only 307 hp and 6140 hp, respectively.
A conventional-hull supertug capable of 1000 tons thrust
would probably have T/P= t0 lbf/hp, p-200,000 hp, and
a propulsive efficiency of about 3%. The most practical
expedient for antarctic towing seems to be use of multiple
conventional tup, with fewer tug or higher speeds as the
iceberg reduces its size and streamlines itself. The practical
difficulty of towing antarctic icebergs may have been underestimated, and it might be worth reconsidering preliminary shaping

of the iceberg to reduce the drag.

(Auth.)

NP 1276
MP
OL
COMPARISON OP THE PEBBLE ORIENTATION IN ICE AND DEPOSITS OF THE MATANUSKA GLACIER, ALASKA.
Lawson, D.E., Journal of geology, Nov. 1979, 87(6),
p.629-645, 21 refs.
34-2502

MP
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Gracier andthe relationship of this oentation to the direction MP 1280
Imager nd low ltitde serialphotaha of urtnine dye
af ice Cow.
Pebble faeicas in ice-derived deposits differ LOW-FREQUENCY
SURFACE
[MPEDANCE
drogues.
The application of A
SAT-I nd passive
frormthc in reseimenteddaposim- faric in dposits frm LW RE U N
S
FAE IPD
CE microwave imagery was evsssfum t did not prove turful
@*&bunt now.
of exposed ha zoe tr, No the MEASUREMENTS AT SOME GLACIAL AREAS Wi
tempen , saiutr, -d a
sun,
data
dumping and
te-coared slopa does not c..rrpon.
IN THE UNITED STATES.
and the results .11hydraulic model atudies were used to
to the Ice aow
but is dveped byte
brcton,
Arcone, S.A., et al, RAdo sdc e, Jan.-Feb. 1980, verity and supplement interpretatiom from the photographs
poees.
Pebbles in bsal ice and melt-out till show 15(1), p.1-9, 14 ret,.
and imr.
1 useof remote sensing techniques in
aunimodal tri butionoforientios with ividt
.
.ervaDelaney, AJ.
con
with ground truth data and hydrauic model
tions only sightly dispersed about the mean ais.
Peble 34-2674
results, when availabli, provides a me complete perspective
fabrics in other depoasitare polymodal, with a
ADIctVy
-267S
WAVE
P
A
e
by uing conventional
aqe amount of dispersion
t
m
meanPROPAGATION,
*A 0
WAVES,
shipboard surveys alone.
regional pa= f mo axes of bal one ice and melt- RADIO COMMUNICATION.
outtillPebblfabricsolziatstheincal and reional Measurements of apparent reaistivity and phase derived from MP 1284
tuse of ie flow, but c
imbrication in ice and saediment the complex surface impedance of radio waves propagating IMAGING RADAR OBSERVATIONS OF FROZdoes not necessarily indicate the direcion from which the in the ground wave mode at frequencies in the radio navigation- EN ARCTIC LAXES
glacier
nlowed.
A small number of measurements of pebble at aid band (between 257 and 382 kHz) are presentos
Elachi, C., et al, Remote setV of environment, 1976,
e on s at many sites and the analysis of these data Arem
between 400 and S00 sq km that covered
a(),
by
n
e meod
a to be suitable t ch us a variety of iaoimnot@ land forms, andsomecrystalline 5(3), .169-175, 14 res
orexaminithe pebblefabric of lcial deposits, butddidon- bedrock typeswere surveyed.
The d c of dispersion Bryan, ML, Weeks, WF.
al sedimen
' data a
d to define the origins
ieeet
the dperin I
34-2580
of these deposits.
ize,
while the average
resistivity increases with meanSain RADAR ECHOES, FROZEN LAKES, BACKsize.
Dielectric properties are augeed as on came SCATTERING, REMOTE SENSING, BUBBLES,
of the low phase osered over c
bdrock.kICE WATER INTERFACE, ICE SOLID INTERW
IE
combination of apparent resistivity and phase data
MP 1277
t FACE.
CRYSTAL ALIGNMENTS IN THE FAST ICE OF that the resistivity meauements ae cnistent in
L-band radar images of a number of ice-covered lakeslocated
50% of the areas with previous meaurement at field sengt
ARCTIC ALASKA.
ppx 48 km northwest of Bethel, Alask show large differWeeks, W.F., et al, Journal of geoph ¢ r"ca , attenuation performed in the AM broadcast bnd.
ence. in radar backsc r with lake. showing homogeneous
Feb. 20, 1980, 85(C2), p. 1137-1146, or this paper in MP 1281
low-returres, homogeneous high-returns and/or low-retrns
another form see 34-1379 (CR 79-22, ADA-077 188). MARGIN OF THE GREENLAND ICE SHEET AT around the lake borders and high-returins from the central
8 refs.
ISUA.
area.
The patterns of the retrins suggest that a lowGow, AJ.
Colbeck, S.C., et ai, Joumal of SLacioloj,
1979, return indicates that the lake is frozen completely to its
34-2671
2
)bottom,
while a high-rettan indicates the presence of fresh24(90),
p.155-165, In English with French and Ger- water between
the ice cover and the lake bed. This
SEA ICE, ICE PHYSICS, ICE CRYSTAL STRUC- man summaries. 7 res.
interpretationisingood agreement with thelimited information
TURE, OCEAN CURRENTS.
Gow, AJ.
available on lake depths in the study areaand recent XField observations at 60 site. located in the fast or near- 34-2824
bend radar obsevations of North Slope lake. by Sellman,
fast ice along a 1200-kin stretch of the north coast of ICE SHEETS, ICE EDGE, DRILL CORE ANAL, Weeks and Campbel, who suggested such an interpretation.
Alasa
between
the
Berig
Strait
and
Barter
Isand
have
YSIS,
ICE
STRUCUR.E.
These ineffiects
are, however,
striking
the L-band
shown that 9 % of the ice samples exhibit strikin haxis
the X-band
imnagery. moreThis
can bein explained
by
shon
ith h of
the iensample
I srn c the lied studies at a particular place at the margin of the than
the fact that volume in
te,
such s.sir bobble.,
dalgree Of winre hoienrtion
incresd widepth in the Greenland ice sheet have provided information about the will came more t
conductivity las and thus
(X-band, 3 cm).
e the sort waveln Lths
drill ameo nunat
ice temperattu were measured in five
tative standard deviations around a mean ice sheet ofZ
ice.
which reached the unfrozen area of basal
holes, two
direction n the horizontal plane are commonly leas tha
10 deg for sample. collected nearthe bottom of the ice melting. Surface water entered these two bore holes, reach- MP 1285
The general patterns of the alignmentsupport thcorrelation
i the base in one, but remaining 39 m abov e base WATER MOVEMENT IN A LAND TREATMENT
between the preferred c axis direction andthe current dirctmo
in the other.
The exstence of this water conduit or SYSTEM OF WASTEWATER BY OVERLAND
at the ice/water interface suggested by Weeks and Gow fracture at 240 m depth, the calculated temperature profiles,
(1978).
A comparison between c axis alignments and andthe local bedrock configuration msat an area of station" FLOW
Nakano, Y., et al, Progreas in water technoloy, 1979,
7This itation suseata
instAUAneous current measurements made at 42 locations ary ice overridden by the ice sheet.
lysais 11(4/5), p.185-206, 15 refa.
Ice-fabrica
shown that the most frequent current direction coincide. creep rupture at depth in the ice sheet.
with mean c axis direction.
The axis alignments a
made above 240 m depth shows patterns simila to fabrics Khalid, R.A., Patrick, W.H., Jr.
believed to be the result of geometric selection, with the elsewhere near the margin in zone. of low deviator stres 34-3949
most favored orentatin being that in which the current Unfortunately, no core. were obtained below that depth WATER PLOW, WASTE TREATMENT, WATER
flows normal to the (0001) plates of ice that comprise the whee stationary ice may exist.
TREATMENT, SOIL WATER SATURATION,
dendritic sea ice/seawater interface.
MP 1282
SEEPAGE,
SLOPE
ORIENTATION,
EXRELATIONSHIP OF ULTRASONIC VELOCIT- PERIMENTATION.
MP 1278
IES TO C-AXIS FABRICS AND RELAXATION Water movement in an overland-flow Iad treatment system
A mall.
TRAVELING WAVE SOLUTIONS OF SATURAT- CHARACTERISTICS OF ICE CORES FROM w studied epimntally and theoretically.
sc physical model wasused to obtain expeimental da.
ED-UNSATURATED FLOW THROUGH POR- BYRD STATION, ANTARCTICA.
water
the
shallow
upan
was
based
theortcal analysis
1979, 24(90),
Gow,
OUSMEDIA.
oUS
UTMEDIA.
FLW T
Ow,
e, al, Journal off . S
e
n for overland flow and the Darcy-Richards law for
Nakano, Y, Water resources research, Feb. 16, 1980, p.147-153, In English with Irench and German asm- slwe
ow
It wasfound thatthe wt r movement
16(1), p.117-122, 9 refs.
marie.
12 refs.
in the system was primarily controlled by the application
rate,
friction .lope,the dope aifli, the hydraulic characterKohnen, H.
34-2672
An approximate
istics of sal, andthe evapotranslaraon.
34-2823
WAVE PROPAGATION, WATER FLOW.
Traveling wave solutions to the problem of saturat-uedunsurat- ICE SHEETS, ICE MECHANICS, DRILL CORE analytical solution to steady flow in the system wasobtained.
was mainly
flow
soil
water
was,found that the rate of
) U-It
a uiform porous medium are ANALYSIS, RELAXA ON (MECH
ed flow of water throu
and in
R
A
, ANTARCTICA-BYRD
ATION MC Aconductivity
s ansg
dried, and
te reguity
reulrity properties of
ofthedolutions
poropertie
s the stions are
ame TRASONIC
ANALSITS
derived,
an the
TESTS,
STA- detemmined
less extent by
by the
the saturated
friction slope
and the oflope
in
studied.
It is found that asingularity occurs in the hiher- TION.
the steady condiion.
A finite difference solution to nsonorder derivatives of flux with respect to the spe oodinate Deep cores firom Byrd Station were used to calibrate an steady flow wasfound isaisfactory in simulating the experimenin the solutions at water tables and that the water tables ultra ic technique of evaluin crystal a oo in the tl data.
can be generally interpretod aspropagetinq acceleration wave. antarctic ice sheet.
Velocities measured pallel and perpenof the nth order, where n is a positive integer.
dicular to the vertical axis of the cores yielded data in MP 1286
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PILOT SCALE STUDY OF OVERLAND FLOW
LAND TREATMENT IN COLD CLIMATES.

Jenkins, T.F., at a], Proreas in water technogy,
11 refts.
1979,
Martel,11(4/5),
CJ. p.207-214,
34-2673
WASTE TREATMENT, WATER CHEMISTRY,
IRRIGATION, COLD WEATHER TESTS.
Primary and secondary wsstewaters were applied to separate
sections of an overland flow site.
The dimensions of
each section were 3 in in width by 30 in in length and
the systemwas graded to a five percent slope.
The site
was planted with orchard grass
and tall fescue.
A one.eswacmation period waa allowed to obtain a good cover.
wstwate was applied to the site for one month before
c

of the stuldy to establish a high level of microbial

activity.
Applied wastewater aswell assurface andaubur.
face flow$ were monitored for NO-3, NH+4, TKN, DOD,
suspended soids, pH, conductivity, and total phosphorus.
Th

results indicate excellent warm weather performance

forremoval of oxygen dandin
bs c., Suspended
matter
an d
nitoncy
osded -i"
reaiedhigih throughou the Winter while treatment or
DOD declined to unaccep levels t sol temperatures
below 4C_ Nitrogen treatment declined rapidly below 14C.
The form of nitrogen applied to overland flow wa found
to affect prmnane with nitrate being the less desirable
form.
Phosphorus treatment by overland flow was found
to be about 90% in the summer months, declining to nil
during the winter.

excellent agreement with the observed c-ax. fabric profile

MASS-BALANCE ASPECTS OF WEDDELL SEA

xzs of crystals about the vertical,

p.391-405, In English with French and German sum-

andwith the in-situ P-wave velocity profile measured paralel
to the bore-hole axis by Bentley.
Velocity differences
in ece of 140 m/s for cores rom below 1,300 in atest
to the tight clustering of

especially in the zone 1,300-1,800in. Asmallbutsignificant
dinverticalvelocitywithgengoftheore, deduced
from
Bentley's
down-hole
data,inisthe
attributed
to the
fomation
of
oriented
cracks
that occur
ice cores
as they
relax
from environmental stresses.
This investigation of core.
from the 2,164 m thick ice sheet at Byrd Station establishes
the ultrasonic technique as a viable method of monitoring
relaation characteristimtof drilled cesand fodtermining
thega trendsof cxisontatioin ,nice sheets.
The
Byrd Station data, in conjunction with Brkov's investigation
of deep cores from Voatok., East Antarctica, ao Indicate
that crystal anisotropy in the ataructic ie sheet is dominated
bJ

(A.)

clustering of €-axi

about a vertical symmetry a is.

MP 1283

PACE-ICE.
Ackley, S.F., Journa/ of giaciaoloy, 1979, 24(90),
mares. 20 rte.
342840
SEA
ICE DISTRIBUTION,
MASS
BALANCE, ICE
DEFORMATION,
SALINITY,
WEDDELL
SEA.
The Weddell Seepack ice undergoes several unique advanceretreat characteristics related to the clockwise transpoet in
the
ll , te relc
tt
for the pack ice,
the fod d
ry wthe
ocem thnorth. prom
asdtee c e hartsttheanee teor the pack
ice advance and retreat is depicte.
fheWeddell peck
advance is characterized by a strong est-moving component
as well s the north advance sen in other
i
such
East Antarctica.
physical chacteretio
h pack
ice at the summer minimum ice edgearel
oented Indicatons are that deformation is a signincant component of

ANALYSIS OF CIRCULATION PATTERNS IN
GRAYS HARBOR, WASHINGTON, USING
REMOTE SENSING TECHNIQUES.
Gatto, L.W., Marinegodesy, 1980, Vol.3, p.289-323,
45 reft,
34-2675
REMOTE
SENSING,
TIDAL CURRENTS,
WATER FLOW.
The obective of this investigation was to analyze surface
cculation paterns in Grays Harbor, Washington, during
flood and ebb tide, using National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) aerial photographs and thermal-It

90

the ice accumulation deformed ice acoounting for c. 15
to20%ofthearecoveredin the year-round pack.
Ablation
characteristics ae Inferred from observatiom madeduring
field work and fm satellite imagery.

These observations

indicate that surface-melt ablation typically eenon Arctic
pack is not mn on the Weddell pack inside the summer
edge,
Us~ng th
-hsclproperty
data and transport inferedlfdrift
a new annual ice ocumulation >3 in is inferred over the continental shelf in the
South compared to < 2 in previously estimated
The implication is that salt flux into the ocean over the shelf may
be significantly larger, thereby increasing the production of
Western Shef Water. a component or Antarctic Bottom
Water.
(Auth.)
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MP 1292
DELINEATION AND ENGINEERING CHARAC- INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP ON THE SEASOAL
FROS
TH
BEEAT
ERM
TZRIMCSOF
?WWIW
0 ENEAH
PERAFRST
TE SNAL SA
EA IE
CE ZNEMONTREY
ZNEMONEREY CAl,
BEAUFORT SEA.
FORNL4, FEB. 26-MAR.1, 1979.
Sellmn P.V., at al, Environmental asaesament of the Andersen, 3.G., ed, Cald3 regions
cirence ad tehAlaskan continental shelf. Vol. 9, Hawads. Principa na(Wg, Apr. 1980, Vol.2, 57 p., For individual papers
see 34-3625 through 34-3632 or B-23446, F-23442
investdgtors' annual reports for the year en4n
March 1979, Boulder, Colorado, Outer Contien2
through P-23445, and P-23447.
Shelf Enviroatmental Assement Program, Oct. 1979, Weekts, W.F., ed, Newton, J.L. ed.
p.93-115,19 re&s
34-3624
Chamberlain, NJ.. Arcone, S.A., Blouin, S.E., De- MEETINGS, SEA ICE, PACK ICE, ICE PILEUP,
laney, AJ., Neave, E.G.
ACOUSTICS,
CLIMATOLOGY.
ECOLOGY,
34-3056
OCEANOGRAPHY.
SUBSEA PERMAFROST, PERMAFROST DISTRI- This votume, comprises a -cries of state-of-the-art papers;
BUTION, BOTTOM SEDIMENT, BOREHOLES,
idvdual Authors. followed by disciplinary Paw atatements
~parcular roTEMPRATUE
MESUREENTENGINEER. offr rsearch aitasations and iden"
several iner
ING GEOLOGY, SEISMIC SURVEYS, OFF- leswt he diacipfies under conasieraedo.
e-ccit
~
in
we
FREEZEs
SHORE DRILLING, SEASONAL
,aTIs&
THAW, BEAUFORT SEA.
acousmticinteractions.&
The objctive of CIRREL's subses, perinafrost program is MP 1293
tootinifrmation on the distribution and properte of
parU5host bsISdsthM Desulort Sem. We
cNTERNTIONA
OVEVIE
WORSHO

bwmewk isestablished on a physical hasi, and a matbemsatica decito in provitded with s mn
No
literature as spae allows.
tec-hnimcal
o addtress particular applications orthUe
the physical and matheatidcal descriptions

references to the
attempt a mae
infrmation, but
of the properties

and processes provide for both an understanding of wow
and ice mm and a basis through which particular problem
ca eadesd

be? 1296
SEA ICE GROWTH, DRIFT, AND DECAY.
Hibler, W.D., 111,Dynamics of anow and ice masses.
edited by S.C. Colbeck, New York, Academic Press,
1980, p141-209, Refs. p.205-209.
34-3658
DRIFT, SEA ICE, THICKNESS, ICE COVER
THICKNESS, ICE SURFACE, ICE FORMATION,
SIMULATION.
ICEtheSTRENGTH,
MODELS,
dynaics of a ice is organized into
review of
the following sectins:
general charactsriatics of of ice;
phyrsics of s ice growth, drift and decay (ce thickness
distribution, theurmal processes and ice drift and deformation).
and numerical siuato of ma ic growth, drMfand decay

NLSAIEZNI
NTESA
.'y
acqurin
inormtio onthedistribution of ice-b:a
fiost from anaysi of the velocity structure of commerciali Weeks, W.F., Cold
Weksssien"e
and wehnolog,
Up12
seismic records.
"his, veport summnarizes the result o Ap.180, Vol.2, p. 1-35, 2 r.
FEH AE C
RWH
OIN N
N
RW H
OIN
FEH
AE
C
anl studies to date. including engineering property analysis 34-3625
and preliminary interpretation of seismic data.
EphisSAIE
ITR UIOESNLVA
A-DECAY.
editmasses,
and
ice
of
snow
G.D.,
Dynamics
csultaroeln to h re development TIONS, MEETINGS, MODELS, AIR WATER IN Ashton,
is placeonre
TERACIONS, ICE W TR INTRAE ad bySC. Colbeck, New York. Academic Press, 1910,
CkBLI~SZ
of hiisusionofth
rgio.
METEOROLOGY, ENGINEERING, OCEANOG- p2b0, Refs p.302-304.
roefnu thtmeterete

RAPHY, OFFSHORE DRILLING.3460
overview is an attempt to stenmarize the princit LAKE ICE, RIVER ICE, FRAZIL ICE, RIVERS,
PA 21Tids
BREAKUP, ICE MELTING, ICE
ICE JAMS,
the discilinr
wrso. tde FLOES,
frome
that can he drawn sections:
OSIL9DTR I conclusions
BUIE VALY1A2
ICEICE
FORMATION.
articleeangapy
is divided
BU1DVLEY
SAPS(BEDTR
Ice
% = into three
rooy and co~mt~iloi
NANT OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF DEEPLY regimnes, bydrsoss catlPoeae); =
=edaipiay~31
BURIED PERMAFROST ON THE CONTIEN studies; and engineering aspects of olffahore resource explore-MP10
modeling, of a wide variety SOME PROMISING TRENDS IN ICE ME~ SHLprTEDEUOTSA
o ocenstes pos reios
TAL~ ~ ~
~ ~ ~
HoknD.M., at al, Enionetal assesament of the ofpoessi icse.CHANICS.
Asaur, A., Symposium on Physics and Mechanics of
P 1294
Aakncontinental ahelf, Vol. 9, Hazards. Principal
investigators . annual reports for the year ending PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY OF THE SEA- Ice, Copenhagen, Aug. 6-10, 1979. Proceedings.
Edied by P. Tryde, Berlin, Springer-Verlag, 1980, p.1IMarch 1979, Boulder, Colorado, Outer Continental SONAL SEA ICE ZONE
15, 12 ret,.
an'elnlg
Shelf Environmental Assessment Program, Oct 1979, McPhee M.G., Col
Apr. 1980, Vol.2, p.93-32,'Rf. p..-1.~ t 34-3728
P.135-141, 15 ret,.
ICE MECHANICS, ICE CREEP, ICE SHEETS,
Selimanti, P.V., Chamberlain, E-l., Lewen, R-., chsdea disciplinary panel statement, p. 119-132.
STRESSES, LOADS (FORCES), ICE MODELS,
34-3627
Robinson, S.W.
POLYNYAS, OCEANOGRAPHY, SEA ICE, ICE RHEOLOGY, ICE COVER THICKNESS, SEA ICE,
34-3057
SUBSEA PERMAFROST, PERMAFROST DISTRI. WATER INTERFACES, SEASONAL VARIA. ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS).
Ice sheets ar inhrimogenseos; propers very s-ongl with
DUTION, DOREHOLES, BOTTOM SEDIMENT, TIONS, SALINITY, ICE EDGE.
Theoreticall treatment of plates with poete
7% depth.
This literature review is divided Into four parRIVER BASINS, VALLEYS, BEAUFORT SEA-

Klovacs, A., Environmental assessment of the Alaskan

he~dclr
now, bean
otepatehs
SAt deals with the role of continental shelves at the nitrgins Vflm
tinsope
forgw shtis. THoe. othe poblem
of poar oceans in mintaining water nmes, the second
iei
h s f
osltos
emphasize how the ocean might affect the advance and a
sqeet ns of bowto nlyst
retreat of ice not containe by ad, the third decrbsoemepii
on ice theses dimn-a
Urekthroa
ie r made.'
the
thohm with
some special conditions found intheseooe
zoqadteish
duration of loading, but no satisfactoey solution
f-ti
is a brief look at experimental techniques and instu a avalable based upon clssilcal prcedures of'applied mechan-

vironmental Assessment Progrmn, Oct. 1979, p.310.

SHORE ICE PILE-UP AND RIDE-UP'. FIELD
OBSERVATIONS, MODELS, THEORETICAL

ho? 1289

OIL POOLING UNDER SEA ICE.
continental shelf, VoL.8, Transport. Principal inivestigatoa* annual reports for the year ending March
1979, Boulder, Colorado, Outer Continental Shelf En-

CLIs
P 1295

P 131

EXPERIENCE GAINED DY USE OF EXTENANALYSES.
SIVE ICE LABORATORY FACILITIES IN SOLV
Kovacs, A., et al, Cold reos sinc n
1
Apr. 1980, Vol.2, p.2 S291, Rea. p.282-288. i ING ICE PROBLEMS.
Frankenstein, G.E., Symposium on Physic and Meclides disciplinary pae statement.
A"gor2"97
5papen rP
chan-cs
Sodhi D.S.
34-33
I
9O0, p.93- 103, 12 rek,
TURES, ICE PILEUP, SEA ICE, FAST ICE, PRE-34-35
ICE MECHANICS, ICE NAVIGATION, ICE CONSURE RIDGES, MATHEMATICAL MODELS.
DMTONS, OFFSHORE STRUCTURES, ICE
ypu
ice, suing electromagnetic echo sonigMc etrieI
4P4J.I
MOEIG2FSA C
LOADS, FLOATING ICE, ICING, ICE PILEUP,
the under-ice relirl Is a "erie of individual pockets or consists
FLOODING, LABORATORY TECHNIQUES.
Oflogrills, ( dtmate the quantity of oil which couild SEASONAL SEA ICE ZONE.
IU~discovery otf fihore oil in ioe-lnfistedl waters has musmed
polup In the u-ir~ce depreseloes should oil be released Hibler, W.D., flI, Col 1400010 sciCDm and tohoo majorconern to the design engineers. Somedfteproblems
udrteIce cover (a) us impulse radar to "td the zy, Apr. 1980, Vol.2, p.299-356, Refs. p.317-320. In- asciated with olhho r uctures sit ice foes kcing,aNd
elcrmgetic properties and snisotrop of ma ice.
=nta cludes disciplinary panel atatement.
pile-up,
Laboratory falties have and will continua to
aelit
from cings a polarized radar antenna in the sic fromt 34-3632
solve many of the wre probN
The ice lrchms at
teNOAA helicopter indicate that the c-azls anisotopy SEA ICE, SEASONAL VARIATIONS, COMtPUrraviga o eks. for example, has bee ow v
phray
cnbe determined fom the air.
Because this
-----imt ta~e
tuis
Also, the results of ice fAne
al lmntd ycnrle
SIMULATION, ICE MODELS, MATH- diueto i-'-. i~llbe"i'
hudh
It
possible tmasrERIZED
is
tctren
elte dreti,
frman airborne pltom ecratdrecto atte:c/wate
EMATICAL MODELS.
stuiess. Laboratories are becoming blrer and more sophis-

323, 3 reftL
34-3053
OIL SPILLS, SEA ICE, ICE ELECTRICAL PROP.
AS IESUOLCIL
ERIE, OTOMIC,
OBSERVATIONS, OCEAN CURRENTS, ANISO.
TROPY, REMOTE SENSING, ECHO SOUND(a) determine
T1heobject of the CRREL study is to:
:the cam of the significant relief which exists udrthe
feart
ice, (b)measure the variations in the relie under fast

Interface.

Various approaches to modelling m ice have been tried
byivetigators; the athor discusses the soubility of diferet
tystsmltosfor particular research gol.
Empirca
Studies are AIo reviwd
Lteratue coerd relate to
ice in both arctic and antarctic regions.
NIP 1297MP10

tiated.
This should result in an Increas In labortory~
studies and a decrease in field studies.
Solon
wi
com fate becme conditions can he prciey condrolled.

UP 1291
P?11
DYNAMICS OF NEAR-SHORE ICE.
Kovacs, A., CIat4 Environmental assessment of the DYA IEO NW.m IEM SE.
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF POLYCRYSAlsaan shef,
cntinnta
Vl.7 Traspor. ~
Colbeck, S.C., ed, New York, Academic Press, 1980,TLIEIE
pa nvsiar'ann ualports for the year ending 468p. Numerous re. pasi.
Numerous res Fo Mellor,1iM., Symposium on Physics and Mechanics of
Marh
979 BuldrCoorado, Outer Continental individual papers see 34-3656 through 34-3662 or F- Ice, CpnaeAug. 6-10, 1979. Procedings
Shelf Environmental Assessment Programn, Oct. 1979, 235 thoghF23455.
d 41 P
ryde.Berlin, Springer-Verlaig, 1914),
p.1 -0,2re&
435512
Weeks W51
ICE SHEETS, ICE SHELVES, GLACIERS, SEA 3474
IC3 ECAICSE3CE0CECVE5HIK
ICE, ICEBERGS, AVALANCHES, SNOW, ICE.
ICE CRYSTALS, ICE MECHANICS, ICE BLABNCESS IEHCE,
RUCIUE, ICE CYSTSCK~- Tis book review, the dynmical aspects of snow andtiIce TICITY, ICE CREEP, ICE STRENGTH, ICE
NES, IE SRUTUR,
IE
RYSALS PES-maseeon the gohsclscale.
It is divided into seven CRCS VISCOELASTICITY, STRESS STRAIN
SURE RIDGES, REMOTE SENSING, FAST ICE, chapters. each "f wichdescribe the basic features at a DIAGRAMS, BRITTLENESS, TEMPERATURE
PACK ICE.
particular snow or wcemass.
in each chapter a conceptual EFFECTS.
91
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fiiitn as~5~
man studie as psil at

th
rl ic
MP 1312
f te W M tatshould
depSO
STUDIES ASSOCIATED WITH THE
two kind be
Ofconducted
rweserc. on
1) thosNO
hat mto~
ul
SIDEWAYS MOVE OF DYE3
Nevel, D.E., Symposium on Physics and Mchanics Of scon a
aorwe
pulle to the surfsce an" 2) other aerential Tobimne, W., Eastern Snow Conference, 36th. ProIce, Copenhagen, Aug 6-10, 1979.,Proceedings studies in which reaxation ofthe iceisnot a fctor.
These ceedinga, Alexandria Bay, New York, 1979, p. 117EiebyP. Tryde, Berlin, SprnF -Vra.
90 letter siea can genserally
be doerredi until cocarea transport- 124, 4 refs.
1-8,
e
ad to ut -W aciite
fto
ouad An34-4210
)4
.74
(Auth.
SNOW STRENGTH, BEARING STRENGTH,
ICE WEDGES, FOUNDATIONS, ELASTIC PROPFOUNDATIONS, STRESSES, SNOW COVER
ERTIES, ICE CRACKS, FLEXURAL STRENGTH,
STABILIT, SNOW SURVEYS.
LOADS (FORCES), ICE DEFORMATION, ANALIn 1977, DEW Line station DYE-3 on the Greenland Ice
YSIS (MATHEMATICS).
M? 1309
Cap was moved sieas210 ft (64 m) onto a new undistorted
Whin an ice sheet begin to slide up a soigstructure, SMALL-SCALE TESTING OF SOILSI FOR foundation. Whentis life extendon concept was proposed,
the lee cracks radially form the sitcture c=atn wedges FROST ACTION.
sbrupe failure of the supporting snow was a .o concern.
De= theay=
wed
waayetsewedges uetthe Sayward, J.M., Geotchnical ftsn ifwn
1979,
-Pk'obained and 1"rWten s at' CRRLEL
influence
anthtcleres
""5
24,p22-3,1 * ofWbtohorieontne
sto
chance
of an abrupt ontue of the supporting
snd~-t~l
thes bend),
wedge aow.
p.2-21
Mosedel439tebern
studies
were saso performed to determine
andheaingof hu weges asconidred
34399
apacity Of the soand preictions were me&
MP 1304
FROST ACrION, FROST HEAVE, ICE NEEDLES, of foun atinstteet durngwthFoe
h eut
ICE FORCES ON THE YUKON RIVER BRIDGE SOIL WATER MIGRATION, SOIL TESTS.
indicated that the moecudbe accomplished ssfel.
-1978 BREAKUP.
A method is described for convenient study of frost action,
Johnson, P.R., et at: U.. Fedeal Highwary Admicia- inid"n saonheavie andneedle, ice formaton.
The ap MP 1313
Pean Offics of Research and Develbonent. Re- paai
a
'sma and the procedur eursol
REMOVAL OF VOLATILE TRACE ORGANICS
Part Feb. 1979, FHWA-RD-79-82, 40p., PB0144 2ISon emselpemns
The mehoWcud e r d FROM WASTEWATER BY OVERLAND FLOW
553, 19 re&s
for s:eein eihe lareumer or limited quanities Of LAN TREATMENT
Themeho
ty.
soul oil sddi&v" for fros
McFadden; T.
ieik135 T.F., et al, Jounal of ew oezmuemtal science
described wasused to perform a limited number of ra
34-3725
and hcaltk Part A. Envirommental science and eni-l
The st obtained action toe for
with several soils.
PIERS, BRIDGES, ICE LOADS, ICE PRESSURE
of wrijj
heve we heave, or ice needles, yielding maximum needug, 1980, A15(3), p.211-224, 14 red,.
ICE MECHANICS, ICE STRENGTH, IMPACT heights up to three to si times the initial "0mm soil Leggett, D.C., Martel, C.J.
STRENGTH, ICE BREAKUP, RIVER ICE.
depth.
Maximum rowth rate were up to I to 3 mm/hr 34-4200
MP 1305
for sealheas and 3 to I or mor mm/h for ice heaves WASTE TREAlMENT, WATER TREATMENT,
THE ICEBERG COMETH.
and ics needles. Initial trials showed that thicene
WAdEdISPSA
Week,
iiTecholoy
W.., e
reiewAug~Sep.atidposibly other treatment can restrt frost ato~s WSEDSOA
1979, W.F8,p.t6al,6Tehooyrve,
u.s
n
ossrc
cin
A pr=t7eoverland flow land treatment system was studied
197, 1(),p.6-7,6res.to
dtr
in t effectivenesse
in reducingl
the levels of volatile
Mellor, M.
trace organics in municipal wastewater.
Clorinated primary
at various points
wastewater, wate ollected from the surface
34-3793
dowidpe and runoff were analysed by OC/MS, using
he 1310
ICEBERG TOWING.
Results indica ted efcin
and uspaPempler.
OIL
SPILLED
Purse
OF
CRUDE
FATE
AND
EFFECTS
rginaIn
heSothrn
Thepoenia
toin
iebrg
o toanpotetia
rgion totheremoval
towng oebeas o ard
of a number of volatile subetances includingt chloroHemshr is reviewed.
Formidable technicajpolm
ON SUBARCTIC PERMAFROST TERRAIN IN form and toluene can beachieved by this method of treatmentexssame proposed solutions arelisted.
Howeer, very INTERIOR ALASKA.
Loss of thesesubstances was found to follow first order
litlehasben
onetoret the technologyoosd
Toig
Johnson, L.A., at sl, U.S. Environmental Proitection kinetica. T1he
observed behavior is consistent with a volatiliinsulaionm rouites, anWohe aspects
of
'Itowin
amt
Re- satio Pocs
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PRESSURE WAVES IN SNOW.
peCV., McFadden, T.
TION OF PERMAFROST TERRAIN.
3
Brown,~~~~ RLJoamoflco
1
,(9)p99'407
Brown, J., at al, Northern engineer, Summer 1980,
107, 9 rats,
In Engilshwith French and
OIL SPELLS, PERMAFROST THERMAL PROP- 12(2), p.30 -36. 8 refs.
summnaries.
ERTIES, ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT, THER- Hemming, i.E.
34-3802
MAL REGIME, SUBARCTIC REGIONS, SEA- 34-4198
SHOCK WAVES, SNOW DENSITY, LOADS SO NAL VARIATIONS, EXPERIMENTATION.
PERMAFROST PRESERVATION, ENVIRON(ORCES), SNOW STRENGTH, SHEAR STRESS,
Thi std wa condute to deterine bot' th shr.
MENTAL PROTECTION, MEETINGS, THERSNOW COMPRESSION, ANALYSIS (MATH- andilong-term effects of spills of hot Prudhoe Say crude MAL EFFECTS, SOIL EROSION, ROUTE SUREMATICS).
oil on permafrost terrain in subarctic interior AlAs. Two VEYS, SITE SURVEYS, DESIGN CRITERIA.
A dynamic constitutive law is used to study the repos
experimental oil spills dt 7570 liters (2000 gallons)each
of medium-density snow to shock waves.
The results on 500 sqci test plot were mae at a forest site underlain NP 1313
show good correlation between theory and experiment, excep
by pemfot nar Fairbanks, Alnks.
The oil spills. one BREAK-UP OF TH YUKON RIVER AT THE
forlo-itesi~hokswhchproduce small permanent densi- in witradons in summer,
were conducted to evaluat
Oil move. HAUL ROAD BRIDGE.- 1979.
forh-s
this can thvldity of the data is questioned, their effect duringl these two seasonal extrees.
althouh urther experimental wotk is needed to settle this ment, thermal regime, botanical effects, microbilological re- Stephena, CA., et al, Fairbanks, University of Alaska,
____s.
h results of this work alsopartially explain soesprmfost imact and compossitin of the a in Sep. 1979, 22p. + Fis., 5 ras. Report of field activimhsowis so effective in asorbn enrg
ssociated th sal er
ontedfor two yeats.
ties.
wiLwvs
ett edu otewr-Hanscom,
J.T., Osterkamp, T.E.
hardnin
chaactrisica
f
sow.34-4193
MP 1307
RIVER ICE, ICE BREAKUP, ICE COVER THICKAPPLICATION OF RECENT RESULTS IN MP 1311
NESS, ICE FLOES, ICE ELECTRICAL PROPERFUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS TO THE PROBLEM FREE CONVECTION HEAT TRANSFER CHAR- TIES, WATER TEMPERATURE, ELECTRICAL
OF WTTING FRONTS.
ACIR11STICS IN A MELT WATER LAYER.
RESISTIVITY, VELOCITY, UNITED STATESNakano, Y., Water resources researchk Apr. 1980, Yen, Y.-C., American Sociey of Mechanical Bnmi- ALASKA-YUKON RIVER.
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rather than air flow, which merely removed loose litter.
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BAY.
Vehicle speed and surfaoce, micro-rebief both affected surflace
hnohr
COMPARATIVE INVESTIGATION OF PERI. MW 1381noAVdmpltesraee
te ad amged he srfcelesesa than; othe
=
ODIC TRENDS IN CARBOHYDRATE AND INVESTIGATION OF ICE ISLANDS IN BARSize, payload.
oerwhich the ACV passed recovered faste.
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LIPID
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IN ARCTC
DGE
terrain characteristics. and availabilitarams the
PLANTS.
Kovacs, A., et 51 Crewre, Inc. Technical note I11s, conditioes that determine the kin a ve:cl ne=e for
McCown, B.H., et al, 1972 Tundra Biome Symposium, Hanover, New Hampshire, Create, Inc., 1971, 46 a particular job.
No mingle vehicle, now or in the future,
Lake Wilderness Center, Univ. of Washington, July leaves, 24 rota.
can fill all the necemary and desirahle requirements and
1972. Proceedings, 1972, p.40-45, 3 refs.
Mellor, M.
came littlt surfaice damage.
Other asets of off-road
travel, such a route selection, trail improvement and prote31-820
Tieszen, LL.
dnap.trsensitivity, and acoea priorities also affect
31-2037
SEA ICE, ICE ISLANDS, ICE STRUCTURE, SUB_
ufc dCVIZe.
Mare important than vehicle deign and
ARCTIC LANDSCAPES, CELL MORPHOLOGY, GLACIAL OBSERVATIONS, ICE DENSITY, selection aremi manaeet
decions to be made concerning
LIPIDS, CARBOHYDRATES.
GROUNDED ICE.
reulton t Of .oa travel.
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Tobiaaaon, W., et aL, Symposiumn on Roofing TechIkdaLL., at al, International Conference on Per- nolop, Gaitherbag6 Md.,
Sep. 21-23, 1977. Promafroat, 3rd, Edmonton, Alberta, Can-a, Jully 10-13, ceeding, uIP?7,. p.2 1-2 7 1, 4 re&.
1973. Proceeding.
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ROFS MOSTUE DTECION M ISTURE
Osterkamp, T.E., Harrison, W.D.
METERS, INFRARED RECONNAISSANCE,
32-3676
THERMAL INSULATION,
WATER CHEMISTRY, SUBSEA PERMAFROST, MP 139
LANDSAT DIGITAL ANALYSIS OF
INTERSTITIAL WATER.
TIAL RECOVERY OF BURNED TUNDRA AT
ROKOUIK RIVER, ALAS"A
Hall, DL,. at al, Remote sendan of enviroament
MP 1305
1930, No.dO, p.263-272,38 refa
ANTARCT'IC SOIL STUDIES USING A SCAN- Ornsby, i-P., Johnaon, LA., Brown, J.
NING ELECTRON MICROSCOPE.
35-2462
Kumal, M., et al. International Conference on Irm- TUNDRA, FIRES, ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT,
frost, 3rd, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, Jul 10-13. REMOTE SENSING, ANALYSIS (MATHEMAT17.Proceedns. OL1, Ottawa, Natio=a Re- ICS), LANDSAT, REVEGETATION.
CHEISTURY
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faas1973, p.106-112, WithlRua-

alan and French summaries. 12
.. ,U78i PC
Anero,3
CRYOGENIC
MICROSCOPY,
ELECTRON
SOILS, MORAINES, SOIL COMPOSITON,
GRAIN SIZE, WEATHERING, ANTARCTICAVICTORIA LAND.

Lan
The
romsouhernVicori
extms;of mraiic oib
were investigated, *sna scanning electron mirscp fite
Election MicroWith An 3 dispersve X-ray anslyxer.
graphs of
rains from lower Wright Valley showed hsp
Ogsadsmooth surfaces,
sniatqalow
degre of m-ha=
edand chemical weathering,
ais were
n 11%
quartx ad 4% magnetite.
Chlorides were found on 7%
of the sall grains.
By contrst, election micrographa of
wei grains from the Beacon Valley showed rounded grains
iniatn high degree of mechanical and chemical weatherin. soillgrain were 20%
R11011)110
CaSO4 were found on 60% of te sol tan.
Cblowere found on 30% of the soild a~s
Because
of the high deore of weathering, it was concluded tha
the morainic soils from the Deacon Valley are much older
tan those of the lower Wright Valle.
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MP 1337
COST OF LAND TREATMENT SYSTEMS
Reed, S.C., et &I, US. Eavironientad Protection
'Aec.
Tecnia. rpor, Sep. 1979, EPA-430/975-03, 35p. 45 refa
'Cites, L.W., Thomas, R.E., Hais, A.B.
35-2464
35-2464

SEEPAGE, WASTE TREATMENT, SEWAGE
TREATMENT, WATER TREATMENT, COST
ANALYSIS, FLOW RATE, SURFACE DRAINAGE, LAND RECLAMATION.
Cost information for planin is presented for the ma)or
land treatment concepts including slow rate, rapid infiltration
cost categories include bad, preapicaand overland flw.
do reeyatented wnmaol
ter gln
P
to,~
recovery water.
of renovated

MEASURING BUILDING R.VALUES FOR
LARGE AREAS.
Flanders, S.N., et aI, Society of Photo-Optcal Inatrumentsdon Etigineema
Proceedings 1931,
Vol.254, p.137-138.
Marshal,
Masal .. ~J.plants,
35-2463
BUILDINGS, WALLS, THERMAL REGIME,
HEAT FLUX, SURFACE TEMPERATURE, TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT.

method is being developed for measuring th R-values
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O
TTfOLHEAT
Reed, S.C.NatioualSympomiumon U~dmdisioni
of Wastewaters and 77erR ulDurham, N.C.
April 26-27, 1973. Proceedings. Edited by F.E.
Mcunkin and P.A. Veallind, Raleigh, North Carolina
State University, 1973, p.229-261, 42 rc&.
35246

WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER TREATMENT, ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION, SEEPAGE, CLIMATIC FACTORS, FLOW RATE, VEGETATION,
AEROSOLS, HEALTH.
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thermsograma.

MI? 1339
HEALTH ASPECTS OF LAND TREATMENT.
Reed, S.C, Cincinnati, Oh., U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1979, 43p., Prepared for Seminar on
Land Treatment of Municipal Wastewater Effluents,
June 1979. 52 re&,
35-2493
WASTE TREATMENT, POLLUTION, HEALTH,
WATER TREATMENT, LAND RESTORATION.
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American Society of Civi Engiriers, 1931, p.396-409,
2 refig.
Duaks, J., Barret, S.tikessduigbekp
35-2514

al o te tdat more rural locations up go22 kjn
from th dntwaes.
High evels were found to
be asociated with temperature inversions.
Nitric oxide
levels were measured snd found to range from less than
Levels
5 to over 500 parts per billion (ppb) downtown.
of I to 68 ppb were measured in a more rural locatioin.

m1e major source of both CO and NO at Fairbanks was

found to be auto exhaust.
Levels of particulate lead in
the downtown are were found to exceed Federal Standard
for all 4 winter months.
Lead levels at the more rural
si~
te weeolshuon-nttoeofdwonaddd
not eiedandar

MP 139%
ICE FORCE MEASUREMENT ON THE YUKON
RIVER BRIDGE.
McFadden, T., ct al, Specialty Conference on the
Northern Community, Seattle, Wa., Apr. 8-10, 1981.
Proceeings
Edited by T.S. Vinaon, New York,
American Society of Civil Engineers, 1981, p.749-777,
I I refs.

Haynes, D., Burdick, J., Zarling, J.
35-2536
ICE BREAKUP, ICE PRESSURE, ICE LOADS, 1MPACT STRENGTH, BRIDGES, ICE COVER
STRENGTH, LOADS (FORCES), ICE COVER
THICKNESS, RADAR ECHOES.

The Alaskan Projects Off"c of Cold Regions Research and
Laoratrydbo bye stding bhfreu p osed
E
stdino ve or conseutive brkug fromak9p. the
lJ
Forces have bees measured owsinload cells mounted
on the front of the number 5 pier to intercept the ice
as
stikes the pier.
Accelerometers mounted on piers
number 4 and 5 were used to Measure the response of
plar to the ice impacts.
Calibration procedures were
employed to determine a transfer function which reateis
the accelerations to the applied forces.
Ice thickneass"
were measured =in& short pulse radar techniques.
River
ice damaged or destroyed the first generation load cell designs,
but same useful date was obtained before fallure
Radar
techniques show some promise for the measurement of ice
tilns
uigbekp

WINDOWS, COLD WEATHER CONSTRUC- MP 1397
TION, WEATHERPROOFING, MOISTURE, CLI- ANALYSIS OF VELOCITY PROFILES UNDER
MATIC FACTORS, COUNTERMEASURES.
ICE IN SHALLOW STREAMS.
Extremte cold causes heavy buildp f frost, ice and condense, Calkins, D.J., et&L, Workshop on Hydraulic Resistance
of River Ice, Burlington, Ontario, Sep. 23-24, 1930.
linon may wiawlsnresso
h notv
for Improin the itigteam of windows in Masks i avoid Proceedings. Edited by G. Tuang and S. Beltaca, Buroitr accumulation in homes and barrackts.
We base lington, Ontario, National Water Research Institute,
our conclusions on a two-year study of Alaskan militaryI
1 p.94-111, 6 refa.
7
~~~~~bases
that included recordling humidity andtepruedaMiwCR
~observing
moisture accumulation on windows and mauig Deck, .. , MrisiCR
our study 35-2545
airtightness with a fan presaurization device.
shows that tightening Al-asa windows to permit only 30% STREAM FLOW, ICE COVER EFFECT, FLOW
of the air leakap allowed to current American standards RATE, SHEAR STRESS, SURFACE ROUGHNESS, ICE BOTTOM SURFACE, PROFILES.
for window airtightness is economically attractive.
MP 1394
AQUACULTURE FOR WASTEWATER TREATg 19
SSN F1A3LIC
MP
MINT IN COLD CLIMATES.
Reed, S.C., et al, Specialty Conference on the North- Perham, R.E., Workshop on Hydraulic Resistance of
e Community, Seattle, Wa., Apr. 8-10, 1981. Pro-RveIcBligo
OtroSp.224190
cedng.Editdb T.S. Vinson, New York, Ameni
ie
cBrigoOtro
e.2-4
90
canCiilocityngieers
f
191, .432492 12 Proceedings. Edited by G. Tsang and S. Beltacs. BurEngieers 198, .42-92n1
Ontario, National Water Research Institute,
Bouxoun, J.R.
1985.22727
35-2519
FRA23L ICE, ICE CONTROL, RIVER ICE, RIVER
WASTE TREATMENT, WATER TREATMENT, FLOW, FLOW RATE, HYDRODYNAMICS, ICE
PLANTS (BOTANY).
FR AIN
Aquaculture system for wastewater treatment often include FR AIN
Ish, animals and microorganisms in imo The techniques for analyting velocity profiles should be
finned in
combinations
aquatic setnssuch as ponds, towshne caely cosidere in shallow streams where the flow depth
The two procedures, a) mean ad
m.
Nstural settings have ilesta
bogs and other form of welad.
velocity determination and b)intercept evaluation
maxuttefsimum
ofte bow use In th
constructed systems which permit more reliable management vous
lo dph-eoctc los
yil diffhearetresauts. m
lcentsanshrstesvls, frthe
This paper evaluates the varou resistance
at higher rates of treatment.
rdcshger viluehd eeal
cocpsfrw.eae0mmmxvlct
potential for application of squaltr
oetutdwetlands and the than the other and in recommended frsalwsras
treatment in cold climates.
m inim um dis t nc from a bounda ry to th e pos ition
e
m
s of th
enclo sed high rate pr o se ofte th e most r o miwe
more of maximum velocity for a good velocity profile appeas
to be roughily IS to 20 cm with a 5 cm diameter sensor.
a I t conro tha
eq ire lef an an

hs i
s
n n e o eexrmspntebulignt
o b i dTepeatr
e sdated
l r e atosem
ofprogressed
of,3
a lcaedwit
ifraedvieocmestheRsuiac ae
valuescncpt
locaion deemie
atolin witncntcthema
thoser
sensors and ft-values interpolated for all other locations fr on
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COLD.
Flanders, S.N., Ct a4, Specialty_ Conference on the
Northern Community, Seattle, Wa., Apr. 3-10, 1931.
Proe&
Edied byT.S. Vinaon, New York,

Air quality measurements were made for both gssand
pNsrtis at several locations near Fairbanks, Al5kad.Zhi
The results indicated that carbon monoxide levels
finuetl exceeded
arquality sadrswdwr

~
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MP 1395
WINTER AIR POLLUTION AT FAIRBANKS,
ALASKA.
Couts, H.J., et al, Specialty Conference on the Northcmi Community, Seattle, Wa., Apr. 3-10, 1931. Pro.
ceedinga. Edited by T.S. Vinson, New York, American Society of Civil Engineers, 193 1, p.5 12-529, 16
ref..
Jenkins, T.F.
35-2522
AIR POLLUTION, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT, MOTOR VEHICLES,
HUMAN FACTORS, STANDARDS.
97

HF 13"9
LAND TREATMENT OF WASTEWATERS FOR
RURAL COMMUNITIES.
Reed, S.C., et al, Rural Environmental Engieein
Conference, Warren Vt., Sept. 26-28, 1973. ?oed
uns Water pollution control in low density areas.
etd by WiJ. Jewell, Hanover , N.H., University
Press of New England, 1975, p.23-39, 7 ref.
Buzzell, T.D.
3S-2568
WASTE TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION,
SEEPAGE, SURFACE DRAINAGE, IRRIGATION, DESIGN CRITERIA, COST ANALYSIS.
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te rignal Permafrost conditiona and providing for frost
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SLUDGES, WASTE DISPOSAL, WASTE TREAT- MP? 1412
MENT. WATER TREATMENT, LAND RECLA- UNFROZEN WATER CONTENTS OF SURMAMATION, ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION, RINE PERMAFROST DrEMINED By NUBACTERIA, LEGISLATION, AGRICULTURE.
CLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE.
MP 1407
Tice, A.R., et ad, International Symposium an Ground
Freezing, 2nd, Trondhelin, Norway, June 24-26,1980.
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HEAVE, HEAT TRANSFER.
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WATER TREATMENT, WASTE TREATMENT,
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Anderson, D.M., et al, Jouzrnalofinolocularevoution,
WASTE TREATMENT, WATER TREATMENT, 1979, VoL.14, p.33-38, 9 refs.
MP? 1413
FLOODING, IRRIGATION, GRASSES, CHEMIwo A.R.
COST-EFFECTVE USE OF MUNICIPAL WASCAL COMPOSITION, LAND RECLAMATION, 35-2756
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SLOPES, SANITARY ENGINEERING.
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mental Engineering, New York, July 8-10, 1980.
Proceedings, New York, American Society of Civil
Engineera, 1980, p. 114-121, 9ref.
Adrian, D.D., Jenkina, T.F., Petera, R.E.
35-2571
WASTE TREATMENT, WATER TREATMENT,
FLOODING, HYDRAULICS, GRASSES, SLOPES,
RUNOFF, SEEPAGE, TIME FACTOR, DESIGN.
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MP 1416
POTHOLE PRIMdER; A PUBLIC ADMI]NISTRATOR'S GUIDE TO UNDERSTANDING AND
MANAGING THE POTHOLE PROBLEM.
Eaton, LA., coord, Hanover, N.H., U.S. Army
CRE198 12, 24~, rfk. Pe n
draft for
~se tabonat
he 1thAnnal ew nglndAsphalt
waing Coference, Univerit at Now Hampshire,
Durbam N.H., 17 March 1981.
Bilello, M-A.
35-2753
ROAD MAINTENANCE, PAVEMENTS, DAMAGE, FROST ACTION, MUNICIPAL ENGINEERING, SAFETY, FATIGUE (MATERIALS),
DRAINAGE, CRACKING (FRACTURING).
NP 1411
LAND TREATMENT%PRESENT STATUS, PU.
TUBEPROPECM40
TURK PROSPECISMEN2%

NP 1422
MIP 1427
AQUACULTURE SYSTEM FOR WASTEWA- SEA-ICE ATMOSPHERE INTERAC1IONS IN
TER TREATMENT% AN ENGINEERING AS- THE WEDDELL SEA USING DRIFTING
SUSSMENT.
BUOYS.
Red, S.C, at &L,U.S. Eavironeral protection Ackley, S.F., InternationalAssociation of Hydolsi
Agency.
Office of Water Prga Oeaos.cal
Sciencte Pijblicaon 1981, No.13 1, Sea level.
Tchonca bulletin, June 1980, =430/9-80-07 7 2 p., ice and climatic change. proceedings of the 1 ypsu
Rets. passim. For selected papers see 35-2860 and held 7-8 Dec. 1979, edited byL1.Allison, p. 7.191,23
35-2861.
refs.
Bastian LIK
35-3029
35-2859
SEA ICE, ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION, PACK
WASTE TREATMENT, WATER TREATMENT, ICE, ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE, DRIFT, AIR
SANITARY ENGINEERING, PONDS, COLD TEMP- '4TURE, WIND FACTORS, WEDDELL
WEATHER PERFORMANCE.
SEA.

Aik-drorred data buoys were placed on the Waddell Sea
Teebostasi
pak=c durn December 197.
via the NIMBUS satellite giving data an their
ifran
NP 1423
The
EP11
NGINEERING ASSESSMENT OF AQUACUL- pouticosrfac pressure, anid suratwemeau.
TURK SYSTEMS FOR WASTEWATER TREAT- velocities of four buoys during fallboued "Jiun up to
The highest snatsmed velocities
mls(35 km/day).
AN OVERVIEW.
'oiniewt
sudden drops in sar tempeaue
Reed, S.C., et aj, U.S. Environmental protection =C~dtee (1979) haa postulated a model of wnsi
Agenc.
Office of Water Progra Opertons. the western Weddell Sea dominated by thermal rather than
Twa bultn June 1980, 430/9-80-007, p.1-12.
foce du togaa amnofclsi
the
Bastion, LI, Jewell, W.
o h bonan
narcir aensua.Thbais oe i
35-286oft0
nartc
einua
WASTE6 TRAMN,
AE
RETET
ed to explain the drift rae associated with cold sir outbreaks.
SAITAutGNERNG PNS.M
)12

Pound, C.E., at al, Mardatc,.ewM, Junei1978,48(6),
p.98-102, Also in: Articles on water end waste bet
ment, pollution control and related -%Wta
Reprintad fron Civil
..
Sep. 197, through Sep.
1978, 1l979 2 ,.70
Cr7s LW 0S.
35-2760
LAND RECLAMATION, SEWAGE TREATAIAYEGNEINPNS
P12
DELINEATION AND ENGINEERING CHARACMENT, WASTE TREATMENT, WATER TREATTEITC OF PERMAFROST BENEATH THE
MENT, LEGISLATION, WATER POLLUTION, NP 1424
~
EA BEAUFORT SEA.~
ODLGAVAIBETCNSS
COST ANALYSIS.
MODEING
VARABLETHIC[NES SEASellmasnn,
P.V., cc*1,Envfroninetalaentte
ICEt COVER.
Alaskan continental shelft VoL4. Hazards. PrllscNP 1418
Hibler, W.D., 11, Moodi weather review, Dec. 1980, paivestigtors' annual reports for the year ending
EPA POLICT ONIAND TREATMENT AND THE 108(12), p. 19 4 3- 19 7 3 , 62 reft.
March 1910, Rockville, Md., US National Oceanic
CLEAN WATER ACT OF 1977.
35-3514
and Atmospheric Adminiatration, 198 1, p.125-157, 14
Thomas, L.E., at .1Journalof waerpolUjtfon coo4 SEA ICE, ICE COVER THICKNESS, SEASONAL rets.
Mar. 1980, 52(3), p.452-460, 10 refs
VARIATIONS, DRIFT', THERMODYNAMIC$, Chamberlain, BJ., Delaney, A.J., Neae 1..
Reed, S.C.
MODELS, LATENT HEAT, POLYNYAS, MASS 35-3256
35-2759
BALANCE, ICE EDGE ANALYSIS (MATH- SUBEA PERMAFROST, PERMAFROST DISTRIWASTE TREATMENT, WATER TREATMENT, EMATICS).
BUTION, BOTTOM SEDIMENT, DRILL CORE
LAND
RECLAMATION,
LEGISLATION,
ANALYSIS, MAPPING, ENGINEERING, SETSWATER POLLUTION, DESIGN.
N 145MIC
REFRACTION, WAVE PROPAGATION.
SEASONAL GROWTH AND ACCUMULATION NPK 142
LAN9C
ORAIO
N
NP 1419
OF NITOGEN, PHOSPHORUS, AND~J
POTASE 1
ICE
FRERMATION
RM AND NSFO
2 ~I
TRAVELING WAVE SOLUTION TO THE PROD- SlUM2BY ORCHARDORASS]IRRIGATED WITH METEOROLOGICAL
INDICATORS.
LEM OF SIMULTANEOUS PLOW OP WATER MUNICIPAL WASTE WATER.
EEsenSo Cneec,3t.Po
1980,Pro
Pe ternrow onrenda,
qultJn-Bts
23zo
A. ounlo vruefa
AND AIR THROUGH HOMOGENEOUS PORCofis paper
eeft.orb anter vion
ref odns
Mar. 1981, 10(0), p.64-68,20
GUS MEDIA.
e
Fraohrvrio fti ae
__
p.2-4
Nakano, Y., Water resources owaroh, Feb. 1981, 35-3515
WASTE TREATMENT, WATER TREATMENT, 3-15
35179,p.646rea
35-796IRRIGATION,
LAND RECLAMATION, VEGE- LAKE IME ICE FORMATION, ICE GROWTH.
POROUS MATERIALS, WATER FLOW, AIR TATION, GROWTH, SEASONAL VARIATIONS, FREEZEUP, ICE BREAKUP, WEATHER FOREFLOW, WAVE PROPAGATION, HYDRAULICS, GRASSES, NUTRIENT CYCLE.
CASTING, ICE FORECASTING, WATER TEMBOUNDARY LAYER, WETTABILTrY, ANAL- A2.7ea2 fIeld study was perfomed to deterinen the sesona PERATURE, WIND VELOCITY, LANDSAT,
YSIS (MATHEMATICS).
thand nutrient accumulation of a forage grass receivingN
The NAVIGATION.
V.In/weok of domstc prmacy-rated wale water
Wasdrve o the problem
A trtlngwv olto
verae N and P concentrations in the waste water were A 19yersedofanldsngndpnigatsf
ofWater adsir thogaomgnos
sin ia.flow
established award the Lake Champlain "er neeon was foud to itctuistely
gltr esetvl.A
1Sed6.
h
fteskio
poos_____
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rh5das( cyYgimra L) wes managed approximate the hres-over and breakup dates for the fiery
a guivn p-be.ofSalte
peyd
le of
dpdopen the
an alsU three-cuttng system. Urss samples were crossiag area between Gordon Landing, Verviont, and CobrThe properties of the solution are presentedl far a spci.co
These take naviation recrdI when
on in wich the hydraulic cactrtcsare given in spcii taken periodically durig the growing a.o to determine land Head, N.Y.
functional Arna.
por thi specific case a in.lrt, 000011 plant dry matter accumulation and uptake of N, P, and compared statistically with the lake's wintiem themal
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sauatd
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in th souto of boh
wafsty Lake Chiamplain loeations. allowed accuratepricse
and a wetting huntL
Some applicatoe of the solution
Prom assb i smearerecrs
Of ice formation.
as discussd.
cumulaive busing; degre-da ( curme were petdfor
NP 1426
REVIEW
~
~ ~ ~ ~ ~OFSAIEWAHR=EAIN
~ ec5h of record and ice formation date and stadard
evs
were prediced with ooerable acurac.SaRVE
OFSACRWAHRRLTOmri methd of predicting ice formation on Lake .. aiampsin
SHIPS IN THE SOUTHERN HEMISPERRE
were attempted.
The most accurate approach aued a combiS.F., International A~socdwo ofmHdnoi
Wf Sdda
Pbcsfi
k
1981,
No.13
1
Sea
level,
nation of wate temperatures and fireemug degree-days.A
0
Imethod
of predicting ice growth rate a shown and the
andclimati chang: proced~ngs
fthylpiain
ifuence of wind speed on ice cover formation ad prediction
D. 1979, edited by 1. Allison, p.127-159, 'o
ag
oyo
ae uhatl
san icid
as
hi
onP 143ebdyo0ae sc
Refs, p.157-159.
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35-3026
SE
ICE DSRBTOWAH
,WID
NEW 2 AND 3 INCHI DIAMETIER CRREL SNOW
'ek
METOOLGY)
OCEAN CURRENTS, AN-Sh
UE et al, Eastern Snow Conference, 37th.
Jenkins, T.F., Martni CU., Palazzo, A.
TARCTICA.
Bates, R.E.,
35-27%94ti
the last decade dat on sea ice from Satellite cv,
ProoedftgA, Peterborough, Ontario, Canad, 1980,
WASTE TREATMENT, WATER TREATMENT, have heome avWlable for the Southern Hemiphre
p19"-200, 1 ref. Extended abstriat
P.
LAND RECLAMATION, PONDS, IRRIGATION, data record is reiewed with some consideration give to Rand, J.H., Redifield, L_
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION.
the duffi-rent mechanism of Ice advection by wind focig 35-3 163
throdynic growth, and ocean mi-g
These mech- SNOW SAMPLERS, ROOFS, SNOW LOADS,
0n10m control the ice edge around Antarctica and lead SNOW WATER EQUIVALENT, ICE LENSES.
NP 1421
to the characteristic advance-retreat relationships for the
ecent NP 1431
TOXIC VOLATILE ORGANICS REMOVAL BY Weddell See, Beat Antarctica, and the Rons Sac
statistical1 Md finetion (BOF) anayses have shown two piaySEA ICE STUDIES IN THRE WEDDELL SEA
OVERLAND FLOW LAND TREATMNT.
ABOARD USCGC POLAR SEA.
variation (winds
of sa ice codiiF=wic
at highertoannual
ielr-area
al, Water Pollution Coto Feonfa
lenking, T.F., et
Anntrol
werpresumead
be of dynamic
and currente) rather Ackley, S.F., et al, Antarctic
journal of the United
dion. Ana
ofrne
3d Las Vegas, Nev., than th nnodynsl (temperature) origin.
It is postulated States, 1980,1IS(5), p.94- 9 6, 7 ref.
Sep. 28-Oct 3, 1980. Proceng of the research that atnospheric forcing of the msice systm case changes Go,' AJ., Buck, ILL., Golden, K.M.
smoi Prepnt 1 Washing~ton
.. 4 ,WtrP
in sir-se energy transfers that then drive the atmosphere
9
3S-3 188
Further correlations that
to its own anomel' condition.
1 p,T27ref&a0
eertot
It
oto
"
ICE, DRIFT, BIOMASS, WEDDELL SEA.
my defin the mechanism of aes ice rsoetohefrigSEA
R.
Leaett, D.C.. MaMtL. CJ., Peters, L.E., i .
A"ld and Rup
dwevleneof
weather and climate The puros of this stuy was to investigate several eharscterisavihbkby analysis ties of Weddel Sea ak"ic that myaffect the relative
rspammayI
TEATEN,
REAMET
WASE
WTE
WASTE
TRATMENT
ATER TRATMENTof the Global Weather Experiment drifft buoy date obtaned roles of dynamica and throyaisof peek oe doeeopment
SURFACE WATERS, FLOOING.
during 1979.
(Auth. mod.)
in this region.
The physia and structurel properties of
bP 1420
AND NATIONAL DEVELOPINTERNATIONAL
MU
ADN RATET FAckley,
METSINLAD
RETMNTOFWASTE9WATER
TEL
5
Mc~im,
ml,Tecno~qg~r
H.Let
Trnsherdo7-8
Effluent Irrigation under Praire Conditions, Regina,
Saskatehewin, Jan. 24-25, 1979. Papiers, Canada,
Environmental Protection Service (19791, 28p., 58
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the pock ieweerveyedwoin
ampl
Sglficant ofsil wao influnces theilmoitre rg
by povidig MP 441
amounts of frail ice wer found.
f this frmation
f a moistme sink which tend
MODELING NITRGEN TRANSPORT AND
boa ic toe
s
wi
rad a suspected, than the role of to freezing fronts.
Consequenty, it is critical to general
d TRANSFORMATIONS IN SOI& 2. VALIDApurpose models that soil water phase change effec
of lad and polya))
and cl
deforms"(e
aterrole in the fomation of WeddllSan
the interrelated problem of estimating the moisture sink TION.
i
ednimh-larprocesses
do in the arctic pack.
Four effects Le., conversion of liquid wat to ice) beaccurately lakandar, l.K., et al, Soil scimce, May 1981, 131(5).
databys wer deployed. The initial locations are shown, modeed
The choe of such a model will not Only p.303-312.12 refa. For Pt. lse 35-4081.
and the studies
for which the Imoy dat will be ued are influence the precisia of simulated temperatures and water
.um.-.M.
discussed.
Observations during the cruise
the contents in a freezing soll, but will also have a ,gnificat 35-4080
uh itoueprene of alaein nearly all form of ice sampled impact on computatimal efficiency.
A review o severalN
SOIL CHEMISTRY, NUTRIENT CYCLE,
unfrozen watr content is functi- n-ANS
=npoint to coe liaks between pack ie formation and current models that assume

enhanced
algal production.

1432
MWIOTIC
14
MPONENT2; INTRODUTION
ABIOTIC COMPONENTSI INTRODUCTION.
Brown, ., Tundra ecoesyteina acompamativeanlysi
Edited by L.C. Bliss, O.W. Heal and JJ. Moore. International biological programme, No.25. Cambridge
University Press, 1981, p.79.
35-3377
ECOSYSTEMS, HYDROLOGY, CLIMATIC FACTORS, SOILS, SITE SURVEYS.

S1433
ANALYSIS OF PR ESSES OF PRIMARY
PRODUCTION IN TUNDRA GROWTH FORMS.
Tieazen, L.L, et al, Tundra ecosystems comparative
analysis. Edited by LC. li, OW. Heal andJ
Moore. International biological programme, No.25,
Cambridge University Press, 1981, p.285-356, Rds
p.348-356.
35-3384
c
TUNDRA,
BIOMASS,
CLIMNUTRIENT CYS GROWTH,
S,
CLE , AERR
CLE, WATER.ESERVES, CLIMATICF
SEASONAL VARIATIONS, SOIL TEMPERATURE, PHOTOSYNTHESIS.
MP 1434
POINT BARROW, ALASKA. USA.
Brown, J., Tundra eccystems. a comparative analysis.
Edited by L.C. Blis, O.W. Heal and JJ. Moore. International biological programme, No.25, Cambridge
University Press, 1981, p.775-776, I rt
35-3400
TUNDRA,
ECOSYSTEMS,
VEGETATION,
METEOROLOGICAL DATA, ANIMALS, ORGANIC SOILS, DECOMPOSITION, GEOMORPHOLOGY, UNITED STATES-ALASKA-ARROW.
MP 1435
HEAT TRANSFER IN COLD CIATE.
Lunardini, V.J., New York, Van Nostrand Reinhold
Co., 1981, 731p., 35 refL
35-3429
HEAT TRANSFER, MASS TRANSFER, PERMAFROST PHYSICS, TEMPERATURE EFFECTS,
PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS, SOIL PHYSICS,
STEPAN PROBLEM, GROUND ICE, SNOW PHYSICS,
SOIL WATER,
COLD WEATHER SURVIVAS OLAR
RADIATION.

al related to subfezing temperatures indicator that wthin

FORMATIONS, WASTE TREATMENT, WATER

CYCLES, THERMAL DIFFUSION, PERMAFROST HEAT BALANCE, LATENT HEAT, PIPES
ANALYSIS
(MATHEMATICS).
(TUBES),
anluton
exists for phase change in a
No exact, g~enra,
5tuUoue
geometry.
In fact. even approximate
ylindrical
The
are
rare and limited in applicability.
effective thermal diffliovity concept has allowed a closed
form approimate sluion to be geerated for phase chase
ie an indefite medium.
Th
around a circular h
effective diffluivity method permits solutions to be found
for phamechange problems merely by solving the umuy
linear, zero latent heat problem Snisoi to thOphase chane
are Oten incae
p
Phase c
problem
with the usual mathematical methods.
The cylindrical
formulae given bee are shown to beof acceptble accuracy,
formtengineering purposes, overawide range ofparmete.
closed form,
approximation
for
No cyb
other
lncl~lsimple.
system.
Although
the accuracyisofknown
theeffetive difflsvity method hasbeen dmonstrated for the cyln= cal geometry, application to other smetmri mustbeverified.

MP 1442
SURFACE
ICE DISTRIBUTION AND W
PATTERNS, KACHEMAK BAY,
CIRCULATION
ALASKA.
and Remote
Geosciene
Gano, LW., International
IaS
1)oWin an D.Co,
'bnSympmum
June 8-10, 1981. Digest, VoL2, New York, Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, 1981, p.9951001, 6 reaf.
35-3591
SEA ICE DISTRIDUTION, OCEAN
CURRENTS,
REMOTE SENSING, WIND FACTORS, LAND.

ae
g si the soil wate flow model and heat tranport
model parameters re restricted in spatial gradients aocrding
to the spatial gradient of modeled unfrozen warcotent.
A fring il model basedo the concept of isothermal
pschange of sou water is proposed a an alternative
approachthe

TREATMENT, IONS, MODELS.
The nitroen model described i Part I was evaluated using
experitus dat from a grhouse lyaetr study for
two so , Windsmo
sandy loam and COartli
stulom.S
ndat treae waste water was applied to eachsoil at
rate of 3.8 centimeters twice weekly for 25 weeks
Furthermore, (15) N-enriched NH4 cation-N was applied,
at the beginning of the experiment, in one wastewate
MP 1438
A mixture of grases was grown on each
CYLINDRICAL PHASE CH3LANGE APPROXIMA- applcatioo.
Solution
TION WITH EFFECTIVE THERMAL DIP- lysimeter andwas harvesteevery 2 to 4 weeks.
samles were collected and analyzed for Nand the sol
S
T.water
ressure head was monitored frequently at different
Model preictios agreed well with pressure
and tchl e jy, si depths.
Lunardini, V.J., Cold
head date with depth and time, as well as gravimetrically
Apr. 1981, 4(2), p.147-154,13 refa
dAetermined soil water content with depth for the two soils.
31,671
(Auth. mod.)
PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS, FREEZE THAW

SAT, WINTER, SEASONAL VARIATIONS,
STATES-ALASKA-KACHEMAK
UNITED
BAY.
MW 1443
INLET CURRENT MEASURED WITH SEASATI SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR.
Mp 1439
Shemdin, O.H., et al, Sbore and beac Oct. 1980,
COASTAL-INLAND DISTRIBUTIONS OF SUM. 48(4), p.35-37, 4 refs.
MER AIR TEMPERATURE AND PRECIPITA- Jain, A., Hsiao, S.V., Gatto, LW.
35-3704
ION IN NORTHERN ALASKA.
Hasen, R.K., et al, Arctic and alpine rewrh, Nov. WATER INTAKES, WATER FLOW, RADAR
ECHOES, MICROWAVES, VELOCITY.
190, 12(4), p.403-412, 22 reft.
35-3196
MP 1444
TUNDRA, PRECIPITATION (METEOROLOGY), EFFECTIVENESS OF LAND APPLICATION
AIR TEMPERATURE, SHORES, LONG RANGE FOR
PHOSPHORUS
REMOVAL
FROM
FORECASTING, WIND FACTORS, UNITED MUNICIPAL WASTE WATER AT MANTECA,
STATES-ALASKA-NORTH SLOPE.
CALIFORNIA.
Using
data from
summer air temperature
qualt,
inland tdr
to theimmdatec
tl are, stations _ rom the Cakndar,
D I.K.,
19, eet a , Jounal
, ofeInA.mmad
ref
of the air temperature datafrom 1975 ;o9
o
O 1980,9(4), p.616621, 18 roee.
MP 1436
to predict temperature values across the Alas Arctc coastal Syers, J.K.
INVESTIGATION OF THE ACOUSTIC EMIS- Plain based upon latitude and longitude.
This provides 35-3705
SIGN AND DEFORMATION RESPONSE OF Fj- the bat approximation of average values basedon existing SOIL CHEMISTRY, WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER
NrrE ICE PLATES.
datT
Mean monthly temeatur mean dadYrange Of TREATMENT, IRRIGATION, WASTE TREATXrouchak PC, et al, Offshioro Technology Confer- fe
tmprature,
and thawing-degree
all normal
increasefor
with
distance MENT.
, m the coat.
The estimateddays
July
Atkasook,
ence, 13th, Houston, Texas, May 4-7, 1981. Proceed- 48 km south of the coast, is 8.7 C, while the
established
h
i
of
ig
p p
(DM
ings, Vol.3, 1981, p.123-133, 34 ret.
30-yr normal for Barrow, on the coast, is 3.7 C.
The in soil solution collected at 0.8 and 1.6 in in soils which
waste water for 4 and 13 years
July verge temperature 6 km due south of the open water had received municipal
St. Lawrence, W.F.
be some cases,
of Prudhoe Say is 2 C higber than on the immediate cosLt. ranged from 7.3 to 13.9 micrgam P/mL
35-3448
i than that in the added
were
ICE CRACKS, ICE ELASTICITY, PLATES, Within the areaunder the dominant influence of the sea these concentrations
Sorption a - indicated that the abhity
ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENT, VISCOELASTICI. breeze, regression analyses suaesta more precise relationship waste water.
of soils from the control site to remove added P from
MS
ELASTIC[- between air temperature a distance along the previln
TYACR ING
TY, CRACKING (FRACTURING), ICE CRYS- wind vector (N75 E) th between temperture and distc
solution was low.
Waste water addition caused substantial
decrease in the P sorption capacity of surface soils and
TALS, FLEXURAL STRENGTH.
due north to the sea.
isotherm shape from a curvilinear to
change
in
a
marked
the
microfracturing
for
monitoring
is
described
A
procedure
ofSample
tie
an essentially linear isotherm.
Sorption capacity georally
oice plates
to plate
constant
leeds.
Smltie
records
of freshsubjected
water ice
deflections
as wl
ll = coe. M7 1440icraddwntepolet60monheraedse.
increased down the profile to 60
on the treted sites.
gondial total acouti
emision activities m prseted. MODELING NITROGEN TRANSPORT AND Only a small proportion of the total P accumulated fom
1. waste water addition was in the orac form.
SOILS:
IN
for •
RANSFORMATIONS
elastic as well a visoeltc respo
TINhwe
simply supported rectangular ice plate is given.
In the THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS.
amounts of P were extractable by 0.01 MCa2, paticularly
present investigaion acoustic emission methods am used Selim, H.M., et al, Soil scince, Apr. 1981, 131(4), in the upper45 cm of the profiles receivin4 waste warm.
Although lack of crop removal of P and a high infiltration
to study the microfracturing activity in polycryatline ice p .233-241, 24 refs. For Pt 2 see 34-4080.
may be partly responsible for the poor performance
The relationship between scot-iskandr, Lrate
subjected to fletural loeds.
eimomad
hethe
eenen ielnc
dform
tic emissionstiand
the
time dependent
inelastic Crlex
ean
d m- 35-4081
ar, I.K.
of the the
water,
Manteca
yMlow
system
in terms
P sorption
of Pofremoval
capaity
wate
te soulfrom
is reporded
tion in ice is studied.
Furthermore, the influence of the
magnitude of the applied load and the rate of deformation SOIL CHEMISTRY, NUTRIENT CYCLE, TRANS. s the major factor.
on cracking activity is explored.
FORMATIONS, SOIL WATER, WATER FLOW, MP 1445
MP 1437
WASTE TREATMENT, WATER TREATMENT, MODELING HYDROLOGIC IMPACTS OF WINSOME APPROACHES TO MODELING PHASE MATHEMATICAL MODELS.
TER NAVIGATION.
CHANGE IN FREEZING SOILS.
A numerical model wasdeveloped to simulate wwa ad Daly, S.., et &LSpecialty Conference Water Forum
and treformtions thrmugh water-un.
nitrogen t
II, et al, Cold rego; science and
Hromaka, T.V., 198,
The nitrog transfor- '81, San Francisco, Aug. 10-14, 1981. Proceedings.
saturated, mulyered sil profiles.
m.
4(2, p.137-145,e11
ehoidk Ar.
technolog, Apr. 1981, 4(2), p.137-145, It refs.
motion procsse considered were nitrification, denitrifation, VoL2, New York, American Society of Civil EngiGuyMon, G.L., Berg, R.L
immobilization, mineralization, andionicexchangeofmmoni- nera, 1981, p.1073-1080, 12 ref.
35-3670
un.
Plant uptakes of waterand nitrogen were also included. Weiser. J.R.
SOIL FREEZING, PHASE TRANSFORMA- An explicit-implicit finite difference approximation method 35.4166
TIONS, THERMAL REGIME, UNFROZEN WTutions
was used tosimultaneously
solve the nitrogen
and flow
transformation
with tranasort
the water
equation. ICE NAVIGATION, ICE LOADS, ICE BOOMS,
WATER CONTENT, SOIL WATER, MATH- Model evaluation
and sensitivity analysis for a wide
ICE CONTROL, ICE JAMS, RIVER ICE, LAKE
EMATICAL MODELS.
f values
for the rate of nitrifiction, distribution coefficient ICE, WATER LEVEL, WATER FLOW, MODELS.
Phae change effects asociated with frein soils dominate for aimmonuin exchaag , and rate of N uptake were investipt- Thi per reports ona study undertaken to determine the
the thermal state of the soil rqime.
Furthermore, freezing e&
(Auth.)
hydrologic andhydraulic impacts of a proposed winter navige-
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tion demonstration pormon the St. lAwrence River. The
std amaessed the hapctsofm.~oty'mi
'-..'en
operational
ine control booms on the Wel
k Ontri
and the St Lawrence River at several locations to control
ice jamming endsubsequent adverse effects on the MosesSanders Power Dam.
The study assumed that en ice
control boom would he modified to &llow vessel transts
for winter navigaion
A one-dimnsional hydraulic translant model that simulated water profiles andflows in the
St. Lawrencet River -i
both open water and iccovred
conditions was utilized to determine the impacts of the
increased ice cover thickness downstresm caused~ by the
moodification.
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In these cae, if reflector depth is knows, the
dielectric con stant c n be m easured from th e i me delay
of the leading edge of the aWguil, and the dc vr
can he estimate from a comparison of ihe inpu and output
pulse power apectrs
When dielectric aalivt sfeu
cy dependent thog a simple ral~aii
onprues.,
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Ifreflector depth is knwn the1 1w Ink aditin
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ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS).
SMALL CALIBER PROJECTILE PENETRA. An spproximat soui to the Neumann problan has been
TION IN FROZEN SOIL
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P.W., JournalofbaXl@cs, July 1980, 4(3), accuracy of the solution is shown to be very good for
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practical
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A simple relation is also given for the
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REMOTE SENSING OF WATER QUALITY MP 1495
USING AN AIRBORNE SPECTRORADIOME- ACOUSTIC EMISSIONS DURING CREEP OF
FROZEN SOILS.
McKim, H.L, et &I, International Symposium on Fish, A.M., et al, American Society for Testing and
Remote Sensing of the Environment, 14th, San Joe, Materials. Special technical publication, 1982,
Costa Rica, Apr. 23-30, 1980.
Proceedins
No.750, p.194-206, 18 rely.
1980, p.1353-1362, 6 refs.
Sayles, F.H.
3e-18C.J., Layman, R.W.
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FROZEN
PHYSICS,
GROUND
FROZEN
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WATER CHEMISTRY, REMOTE SENSING, SUS- GROUND STRENGTH, SOIL CREEP, ACOUSPENDED SEDIMENTS, SPECTROSCOPY, RADI- TICS, RHEOLOGY, STRESSES, COMPRESSIVE
OMETRY, AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT.
PROPERTIES, SOIL FREEZING, DEFORMAAn airborne spectroradiometer with 500 parallel channels TION.
has been used to monitor water quality in various water Deformation, time-ependent failure, and acoustic emons
environments.
Field experiments were run to test and during unconfined compression tests of frozen Fairbanka ailt
evaluate the instrument's response to variots amounts of were studied.
Acoustic emissions (AE) are detected when
suspended materials in water.
Procedures were evaluated the applied sues exceeds a threshold level
This threshold
in the laboratory to separate the various components from stre is related to the limit of long-trm stength of the
the total reflected radiance and to correlate th. zg.ectra
frozen soil.
Under stres exceeding the limit of the longdistribution of the subsurface reflectance to the orgnic/nor- term strength, the accumulation of acoustic emissions with
ganic materials in the water.
It was concluded that quita- time can be correlated with creep deformation; that is, plots
tive and quantitative measurement of turbidity within a water of the cumulative number of acoustic pulses versus time
The have shapes similar to those of creep curves with primtry,
body is possible using the airborne spectroradiometer.
tiary
accuracy of the quantitative measurement is still under investi- scond , and
gtion. but suspended sediment concentration of les than it possible to describe both phenomena from the viewpoint
p canhbe deteced.
Organic and inorganc constituent of the unified kinetic theory of xtrenth.
Experimental
can be qualitatively differentiated,
data are presented, and unified constitutive equations describing deformations, time-dependent failure, and we accumulation
of the scoustic emissions during short-term cre of frozen
The time to incipient filure, when
soils are derived.
1' 1492
the AE rate reaches a minimum, is conider
to be the
It is
FULL-DEPTH AND GRANULAR BASE COURSE most important characteristic of a creep process
shown that this time can be predicted theoretically if the
DESIGN FOR FROST AREAS.
a ofrethekn ow
n.process and the stress state of the
AR
Eaton, R.A., et al, American Society of Civil Engi- parameters
from
w
neens. Transportationen eerinhjournal,Jan. 1982,
108(TEl), p.27-39, 13 ref.
MP 1496
PHASE CHANGE AROUND INSULATED BUPayne, J.0., Jr.
36-2081

FROST PENETRATION, SUBGRADE SOILS,
PAVEMENTS, BEARING STRENGTH, FREEZE
SOIL
FROST HEAVE,
CYCLES,
THAW
STRENGTH, SOIL WATER, FREEZING INDYNAMIC
CRITERIA,
DESIGN
DEXES,
LOADS, DEFORMATION.

RIED PIPES: QUASI-STEADY METHOD.

Table I summarizes the information presented in this paper.
The following rues of thumb are offered: ]. Bituminous
built-up membranes should be vented during construction
to allow excess moisture to dissipate.
2. Do not rely
on venting above wet-applied decks or wet-applied insulations
to dry them.
3. Allow wet-applied decks and wet-appiied
insulations to dry into the space below.
4. To make
roofing systems less vulnerable to moisture problems avoid

using moisture-sensitive materials for the bottom ply of a
e
5maThere is no resson to vent the insulation
3.

of
lacking a vapor retarder.
In fact, venting such
PAEo may do more thermal and mis.- harm than good.
6. When a vspr retarder is required, focus money and
efforts that misht be spent on vents to improving the qunity
of the vapor retardr.
7. Do not expect to be awe to
encapsulate insulation in a vapor tight pressurizshle envelope.
Comsequently, do not worry too much about ceating exces
pressures within the roofing system (except within the mem8. Do not expect to be able to dry out
brane itsell).
wet insulation in compact roob by venting.
9. Some
drying of wet fibrous glas insulation is possible by drainin
away water.
MP 149
R ELFOT
EA E TEST,
ESUAUSA.
CRREL
FROST HEAVE
Chamberlain, EJ., et al, Frost i jorz Nov. 1981,
No.22, p.55-62, 7 refa.
Carbee, D.L
36-2480
FROST RESISTANCE, SOIL FREEZING, FROST
HEAVE, MEASURING INSTRUMENTS, TEMPERATURE EFFECTS, TESTS.
The CRREL frost heave teat for determining the frost susceptibGPiC
of Uisand granular base materials is described.
The
is conducted with a constant rate of frost
M EL
The
penetration of 1.3 cm/day with water freely avabt&
frost susceptibility classification system is based on the averag
A smmary of nerly 400
rate of heave for 12 days.
tests is given to show the wide range of results for simila
materials.
A summary of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Frost Design CGaification System is also given to show
for what materials the frost heave test is required.
MP 100
OVERVIEW OF SEASONAL SNOW METAMORPRISM.
Colbeck, S.C., Reviews of
eophysi and space phyi, Feb. 1982, 20(1) p.4 r-61, 43 re , Presented at
the U.S.-C
d
Workshop on the Propertes of
1981.
rkshp 80
Sno, nairdWU
Snow, Snowbird Utah, April 8-10, 1981.
36-2533
SNOW PHYSICS, METAMORPHISM (SNOW),
SNOW COVER STRUCTURE, SNOW WATER
CONTENT.
transforThegrains in seasonal snow undergo rapid and radical
and cohesion. Thes gain characterin rze,
maons
itica
affect
all shape,
of the bsi properties of sow.
Snow
is characterizedas elther wet or dry depending on the
Wet sow is markedly different
isecerof ized water.
e.
Wtso smrel ifrn
precJoiqid
at low and high id contents.
Dry snow is characterized
as either an equilibrium form or a kinetic growth form;
that is, it is either well rounded or faceted.
Of course,
many snow grains display either transitional features between
two of these categories or features which arise from other

Snow is classified depending on the dominant
resources teclolo- proceses
s01
1
p
MP 1501
36-2401
FREEZE THAW TESTS, UNDERGROUND PIPE- PREDICTION OF ICE GROWTH AND CIRCULINES, HEAT TRANSFER, STEFAN PROBLEM, LATION IN KACHEMAK BAY, BRADLEY LAKE
PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS, PIPELINE INSU- HYDROELECTRIC PROJECT.
Lunardini, V.J., Journalof en

gy, Sep. 1981, Vol.103, p.201-207, 13 refs.

designed and constructed, the Asphalt Institute
fill-depth pavement concept can be a viable design alternative

LATION, THERMAL INSULATION, ANALYSIS
(MATHEMATICS).

Daly, S.F., Bradley Lake Hydreolect-ic Project, Alaska environmental impact statement-Appendixes.

FREEZE THAW CYCLES, STEFAN PROBLEM,

6th, Gaithersburg, MD, Apr. 30-May 1, 1981.

Pro-

lances from selected reference points to the high water

ROOFS, VENTILATION, THERMAL INSULATION, MOISTURE, DRYING, DRAINS, VAPOR
BARRIERS.

line, cliff break, and cliff base ware measured using photointerpretation
techniques on black and white 9 t 9 in. aerial
photographs acquired in 1938, 1952, 1971 and 1974.
The
amounts and rates of change are calculated for the intervals
between the dates of photo acquisition and for the total
period from 1938 to 1974.

When properly

for seasonal frost areas.
The Corps of Engineers reduced The heat transfer problem for cylinders embedded ins medium Anchorage, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, March
subgirade strength frost design proved to be an upper bound with variable thermal properties cannot be solved excatly 1982, p.(C)I-(C)9.
or conservative desi under these test conditions.
For if phase change occurs.
Approximate solutions have been 36-2575
each design, two different thicknesses were utudied in test found using the qusi-steady method.
The temperature ICE GROWTH, OCEAN CURRENTS, SEA ICE
sections placed over 12 in. of prepared subgrade and tested field, phase change location, and pipe surface heat transfer DISTRIBUTION, ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT,
under light traffic conditions in Hanover, New Hampshire. can be estimated using graphs presented for parametric
"5lt5ELECTRIC POWER, SUSPENDED SEDIMENTS,
After design traffic loading was exceeded, pavement filure of temperature, thermal properties, burial depth, and insulto
UNITED
STATES-ALASKA-KACHEMAK
occurred as expected in the thinner full-depth section.
The thicknea.
The accuracy of the graphs increases as the
thinner reduced sulrade strength section was still in gocod tefai num-ber decrease and they should be of particular BAY.
condition after experiencing twice its design loading.
Frost value for insulated hot pipes or refrigerated gas lines.
MP 1502
=utrafion, pavement n-factors (surface transfer coefficients),
eman Beam deflections, and the spring subgrade moisture MP 1497
HISTORICAL SHORELINE CHANGES ALONG
contents are also compared for the two designs.
HIGHLY EFFICIENT, OSCILLATION FREE SO- THE OUTER COAST OF CAPE COD.
LUTION OF THE TRANSPORT EQUATION Gatto, LW., Environmental geologic guide to Cape
OVER LONG TIMES AND LARGE SPACES.
Cod National Seashore. Edited by S.P. Leatherman,
O'Neill, K., Water resourres research, Dec. 1981, Amherst, University of Massachusetts, 1979, p.69-90,
MP 1493
9 refg.
CONTINUOUSLY DEFORMING FINITE ELF- 17(6), p.1665-1675, 28 refs.
36-2573
MENTS FOR THE SOLUTION OF PARABOLIC 36-2428
PROBLEMS, WITH AND WITHOUT PHASE SOLUTIONS, FLUID FLOW, DIFFUSION, CON- SHORELINE MODIFICATION, SHORE EROPHOTOINTERPRETATION, WATER LEVSION,
VECTION, TIME FACTOR, ANALYSIS (MATHCHA4NGE
EL, AERIAL SURVEYS, HISTORY.
Lynch, D.R., et al, Internationaljournalfor numerical EMATICS).
to analyze
of this
The
objectives
fcatpast
methods in engineering, 198 1, Vol. 17, p.81-96,27 refs. MP 149
,mmt hwere mut
chaninvestiptio.
ofnsshoreline
patterns
O'Neill, K.
VENTING OF BUILT-UP ROOFING SYSTEMS. pate
of h ne , estimate the amounts of change
in the positions of the high water line and ea cliff break
36-2 159
Tobaisson, W., Conference on Roofing Technology, and base. and estimate rates of accretion and erosion.
Die
LIQUID SOLID INTERFACES, LATENT HEAT,
PHASE
BOUNDARY
VALUE
PROBLEMS,
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the water with a vacuum cleaner.
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VEHICLE FOR COLD REGIONS MOBILITY MEASUREMENTS.
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SNOW COVER MAPPING IN NORTHERN Blaisdell, G.L., SAB technical paper series, 1982,
MP 1504
MAINE USING LANDSAT DIGITAL PROCESS- No.820217, International Congress and Exposition,
POTHOLES: THE PROBLEM AND SOLU- ING TECHNIQUES.
Detroit, Michigan, Feb.22-26, 1982, lip., 2 ref.
TIONS.
Merry, CJ., et al, Satellite hydrology. Annual Wil- 36-2755
Eaton, ILA., Militiry engineer, Apr. 1982, 74(479), =ismT. Pecora Memorial Symposium, 5th, American TRACTION, COLD WEATHER OPERATION,
p.160-162.
Water Resources Association, June 1979, p.197-198, TIRES, SURFACE PROPERTIES, RUBBER SNOW
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Summary only.
FRICTION, INTERFACES, VEHICLES, TESTS,
PAVEMENTS, DAMAGE, ROAD MAINTE- McKim, H.L., Bates, R.E., Ungar, S.G., Cooper, S., COMPUTER APPLICATIONS.
NANCE, FREEZE THAW CYCLES, DRAINAGE, Power, J.M.
The U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering
Laboratory has recently acquired an instrumented vehicle
FROST HEAVE,
FATIGUE (MATERIALS), 36-2843
PRECIPITATION (METEOROLOGY), CRACKS. VEGETATION, SNOW COVER DISTRIBUTION, for the measurement of forces at the tire/surface material
The CRREL instrumented vehicle (CIV) is
inmIce.
SNOW WATER EQUIVALENT, SNOW DEP
WW
met-ompested
TVdwith
loadaecellsmeasured
mountMAPPING, LANDSAT.
dirnlteSN
front
wheel annblie. triaxisl
Forces
in the vertical, longitudinal (in the direction of motion)
MP 1511
MP 1505
In addition, accurate wheel and vehicle
sidde dirctins.
VEGETATION SELECTION AND MANAGEROOF MOISTURE SURVEYS.
Modiflspeed and rear axle torque and speed are measured.
W., Miitry enginer,Apr. 1982, 47(479), MENT FOR OVERLAND FLOW SYSTEMS.
Tobiasson,
4ation to the vehicle to facilitate the performance of traction
66
p.163-1 , 4 refs.
Palazzo, A.J., et al, Land treatment of municipal was- and motion rmisnce tam include four lock-out type hubs
36-4011
tewater. Edited by F.M. D'Itri, Sevenoak, Englnd, to allow front-., ra or four-wheel drive and a dual brake
ROOFS, WATERPROOFING, MOISTURE DE- Butterwortha, 1982, p.135-154, 19 ref.
system for front-, rear- or four-wheel braking.
A minicomputer-based data acquisition system is installed in the vehicle
TECTION, DRAINAGE, INFRARED PHOTOG- Jenkins, T.F., Martel, Cl.
to control data collection and for data processing, aalysis,
36-2749
RAPHY, LEAKAGE.
Discumion of the vehicle includes ita operation
and dis=a.or
WASTE TREATMENT, WATER ,TREATMENT,
EATION,
and
oe the
evaluation of the tire performance and
LAND
RECLAMATION,
VEGETATION, surface material properties of motion reQince and traction.
GROWTH, NUTRIENT CYCLE, AGRICULTURE.
MP 1506
MP 1516
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ALTERNATIVE FOR MP
OVERLAND FLOW: AN WASTEWAER
OF SNOW SURFACES AND
TRETMENT.MEASUEMN
WASTEWATER TREATMENT.
CONFIGURATION OF ICE IN FROZEN TIRE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION.
Martel, Cj., et a, M'tAY ,
engO
er, Apr. 1982, MEDIA.
Blaisdell, G.L, et al, SAE technicalpaperserie, 1982,
47(479), p.181-184. 6 refs.
Colbeck, S.C., Soil science, Feb. 1982, 133(2), p.116- No.820346, International Congresa and Exposition,
Lee, C.R.
123, 9 refs.
Detroit, Michigan, Feb. 22-26, 1981, 7p., 8 ref.
36-4010
36-2865
WASTE TREATMENT, WATER TREATMENT, ICE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE, ICE CRYSTAL 36-2756
RUNOFF, LAND RECLAMATION, SLOPE GROWTH, GROUND ICE, SANDS, ICE AIR IN- RUBBER SNOW FRICTION, SNOW SURFACE,
ORIENTATION.
TERFACE, POROSITY, WATER CONTENT, TRACTION, VEHICLES, ANALYSIS (MATHHEAT TRANSFER, MASS FLOW, EXPERIMEN- EMATICS).
TATION.
Research on vehicle mobility in snow has recently become
MP 1507
The configuration and fabrics of ice in frozen glss beads signiicantly updated by the we of instrumented vehicles.
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or best m
Aug. 1981, ice distributin when the water supply is limited.
Many on these measured uanties, snow surface characterization
103(3), p. 98-600, 14 refa.
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found.
Clearly, a wide variety of situations is possible, equipment and philosophy followed by the authors in evaluating
LAERE A BALN CED ANALS
ofea oM
th rates, nucleation sites, and local paths tire performance in a shallow snow cover.
Definitions
LAaER, HEAT BALANCE, ANALYSIS (MATH.
h
nd mass flow.
of terms are contained in the Appendix.
EMATICS).
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SOME FIELD STUDIES OF THE CORRELA- MP 1517
ON THE DIFFERENCES IN ABLATION SEATION BETWEEN ELECTROMAGNETIC A
NTS OF SONS OF ARCTIC AND ANTARCTIC SEA ICE.
DIRECT CURRENT MASU
MW 18
of the atmospheric
Andresa, E.L, et a, Journal
MAINTAINING BUILDINGS IN THE ARCTIC. GROUND RESISTIVITY.
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Arcone, S.A., American Society for Testing and cienAes, Feb. 1982, 39(2), p.4 0-447, 41 reft.
Tobiauon,W.,etalBsnmtinternatonL Buildutt
rwsrcb and practice, July-Aug. 1977, 5(4), p.244- MaterW& Special teltnical publicaton, 1982, Acley, S.F.
251, In English and French.
No.741, p.92-110, 11 refs.
36-2 ICE
Flanders, S.N., Korhonen, C.
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SEA
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ABLATION,
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PROSPECTING,
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On
basis
TRANSFER, MOISTURE TRANSFER, MAINTE- FROST PHYSICS, MAGNETIC SURVEYS, ELEC- of a simple surface heat budget, the authors investigate
NANCE, UREA, LEAKAGE, INFRARED PHO- TRIC FIELDS, GROUND ICE.
the meteorological conditions necessary for the onset of
TOORAPHY, UNITED STATES-ALASKA.
Electromagnetic (ea) and direct-curret (d-e) methods of surface melting in an attempt to explain these observations.
Cosinterest in the work or CIB working commission W measuring ground resistivity have beecompar atpermafrt The low relative humidity associated with the relatively dry
40 on heat and moisture transfer has prompted the authors, and nonpermatrust sites.
The em methods utilixed the winds off the continent and an effective radiation parameter
who am scientists working with the US Army Cold Regions principles of magnetic induction and plane wave surfece smaller than that characteristic of the Arctic are primarlly
Research and EnSiering Laboratory, to send us these two tmpedance.
Layerd ground models were derived from responsible for the absence of melt features in the Antarctic.
summaries of remedial work on houses in Alaska
The the d-c sounding data, and the theoretical values of the Together these require a surface-layer air temperature above
fint indicates the scope for simple injection of urea formalde- em methods for these models were compared with the em 0C before Antarctic sea ice can melt.
A ratio of the
hyde foam to improve thermal Insulation of old wood-frame field results.
Both em methods correlated weU with the bulk transfer coefficients less than I also contributes to
buildings, the second shows how loft-red photography can d-c data in the two cases of simple, multilayered ground the dissimilarity in Arctic and Antarctic ablation seasons.
cur the cost of repairs to leaking roola.
oflrge extent.
In several casem ofresistive inhomogeneties, The effecta of wind speed and of the swe-ice roughness
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MW 1531
FORCE DISTRIBUTION IN A FR~AGMENTIED
ICE COVER,
Daly, S&P., et al IAHR Iternational Symposiu on
IMeQuilbec, Canada,.July 27-31, 1951
'
~
VOL 1,Qudbc, Canada, Univerast6 LMI, 19'52,p T.34357,2 re&, Iniclude discussions and authors replies.
Stewart~ D.M.
36-3045
FLOATING ICE, ICE FLOES, LOADS (FORCES),
ICE DOOMS, SHEAR STRESS, CHANNELS (WATER AYS~
EPERMENATIN.5(2/3),
MP 1532
GLACIER MECHANICS.
Mellor. M., LAHR International Symposium on icM
Qb- -d6July 27-3 1, 1951. Proceedings,
CaadUnvestELaa, 95,p.5474, Inchudes discussion.
36-3051
GLACIER PLOW, ICE CREEP, ICE MECHANICS,
STRESS STRAIN DIAGRAMS, RHEOLOGY, ENGINEERING.

MW 1533
FIELD INVESTIGATIONS OF A HANGING ICE
DAM.L
Boltsa, S., or4AM R International Symposium on
27-3 1, 1981. Procei
Ice, Qu~bec, Canada,
Vo.,QdeCnd July nvriiLa
92 .7VoL, u~bcCanda
Unvesid Isvl, 98, p41.
488, 19 rt.

Includes discussions and replies.

Dean, A.M., Jr.
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At an exces vapor densi.ty (supersaturation of about 1/10,0)
to the
crystal surface of 50-60 billionth gloc,
theme
asa transition between the hWaSW
faceted kinetic grwh
form and the rounded equilibrium form at teprtrsabove
-6C
At love temperatures there is a transition in the
equilbum form to hexagonal Prism because of a reduction
surfacis Analyzed
layer. byThe
powthmodel
rate of
ice
In
the disordered
crystals
from the vapor
a simple
which
acu
o ao lwan ufc rcse eaaey
re senoldsive rtae
The conditions bor highly temeatu'a
Identifind fom the moe-of

Multiyear ice was
that had formed since Apr. 1950.
icoevdansamle at only oneloainnerCp
lateonthe wetr deof Mcmurdo Sond
hecation
of the sample sites are shown.
The sampling pr=a
included an over-Ice traverse of the bay-fast ice in Mc urdo
Sound. Extensve recent calvingt of the Koettlitr Glacier
ice
tongue was observed in the vicinity of the Dailey IL.
preliminary
investigations of the crystal structure of samples
from 28 locations revealed widespread formation of congelation
omto
mnmlaont ffaiIe
iebtol
a sub-ice platelet layer with individual plates measuring
up to several cmnin length was observed at the majority
of sampling sites.
Petrograpbsc studies revealedcrsaln
structures and c-axi orientations that elibited"muchain
oe-u c o h rci ot fA-k
Cm 1543

36-3898

radar profiling systemto dertectthe existence of sAmice

MWP
1538
ICE PILE-UP AND RIDE-UP ON ARCTIC AND
SUBARCTIC BEACES.
Kovact, A., et AL,Costa engineering, Oct. 1951,
p.247-273, For another source of the article HIGH-RESOLUTION IMPULSE RADIAR MEASE C
N
and abstraoct see 33-4610 (M[P 1230). 22 run.
U E EISFRDTdLN
UNE THE ROSS
URRMENTS FORNEETIN
Sodhi, D.S.
N ERTERS
M N
ICURESH N LF.
36-3746
MoCEySEM.t4Atac joraofheUte
SEA ICE, PRESSURE RIDGES, ICE PUSH.
MW 1539
States, 1981, 16(5), p.96-97, 5 refs.
FORMATION OF ICE CRYSTALS AND DISSI. Kovama A.
PATION OF SUPERCOOLED FOG BY ARTIF36-3989
CIAL NUCLEATION, AND VARIATIONS OF SEA ICE, RADAR ECHOES, ICE SHELVES, ANCRYSTAL HABIT AT EARLY GROWTH STAGES. TARCTICA-ROSS ICE SHELF.
IKunat M., Joufflal of appled fieeorology Apr. The objeces of the Janm
1981 field saeao were (1) to
1982, 21(4),.3 1.9-587, 14 refaevaluate the feasibility of using a high-resolution impulse

FOG DISPERSAL ICE CRYSTAL NUCLEI, AR- whichcorn had revealed on the bottom of the Rossice
a -. and 2) if auccesnflid in that effort, to try to
TIFICIAL NUCLEATION, SUPERCOOLED FO ,Shelf
preferred horizontal C-axs ammuthal directiont
MICROS- detect the
ELECTRON
NffCROS RUCT1JRE,
the seaice crystals tsing the voltage amplitude of the
CPof
CP'',PLATES, ICE FORMATION, WATER VA- radar rfction
The lamenution used is described.
A table lists the radar parameters used for calculating the
POR, TEMPERATURE EFFECTS.

The Arly Stages0Of ice crsafrmatio in suipercooled
foswere studied in dealby electron inicroscopy, and
le nucleation experiments using liquid propone seeding
were
conducted in a throstatically controlled codroom.
Ice
crystals formed by rapi cooling created by the evaporation
of liquid propane fom a fine nozzle at tempieratures L
replicated on filmed grids
to -40, were collected And!
Most of the ice
for electron microscope examinations
A hanalnice 4anthat forms annually in telwr
Arter
the
liquid prop-n seedins
formed
immediately
investigation
crstl
the
object
of
continuedi
Rtiver, Alberta, hsen
d--'--theperod
975199.
. sisl als a
were spherical (although aproL. 20% were hexagonal) with
agin from 0. to 3 micrometer and with a
.va
dimesion
in
dimesion
and mathea
d-'''
imee of 1.5 micrometer.
Elet-o miacrocp
Al= the mechanismd of its formation and removal._
adassigits effects on the progress of breakup in th
revealed a graintbouindary7
in some of th we~crsa
rier
Thi ps presentsa summary of the resuls obtained MW 1540
to date.
RESISTANCE COEFFICIENTS FROM VELOCI36-3052

RIVE
DMS,
IC, IE CE REAUPFRA
I
RIVEDAM,
ICEIC IE BRAKU, FRZIL
ICE, SHEAR STRENGTH, UNDERWATER ICE,
SLUSH, BEARING STRENGTH, ICE JAMS,
PROSTY.-0.1
E,
DAMA
LOWRAT,

~

MP 1534
PROBABILISTC-DETERMI[NISTIC ANALYSIS
OF ONE-DIMENSIONAL ICE SEGREGATION
IN A FREEZING SOIL COLUMN.
Guymou. G.L., et &LCold Yegons science and telh1 et.
, BegEL
L.
1951,d5(),p17-4
No Ilaoay
Her, .ETV.
II Homaka
36-3231
FROST HEAVE, SOIL FREEZING, HEAT
TRANSFER, SOIL WATER MIGRATION, ICE
FORMATION, WATER CONTENT, MATHEMATICAL MODELS.

TY PROFILES IN ICE-COVERED SHAsLLOW
STREAMS.
Calkins, D.J., et ALCanaelan jeurnalofcivil effdeLEW,
June 1952, 9(2), p.236-247, With French summory 7 ret.
R
DeknD& Mrino,

radar range for
maximums radar rnmge,and the maximoum
The results obtained
usedA;plotted.
the two antennass
with the radar system were inconclusive, and several possible
explanationsare outlined. Bine infiltration into the McMurdo ice Shelf was also investigated.
M
s
ROLE OF PLASTIC ICE INTERACTION IN
Y A I
M RIA C ZN
Lepplranta, Md.,et al Journal ofgeophysical researdi,
Nov. 20, 1955, 90(C6), P.11,5999-11,909, 17 refa.
Hibler, W.D., 111.
40-4615

ICE EDGE, SEA ICE, ICE COVER THICKNESS,
PLASTIC FLOW, WIND DIRECT1ION, WIND
VELOCTrY, ICE MODELS.
Under appropriate conditionta, the nonlinear nature of plastic

ice interaction together with a noninear coupling between
ice thickness charocteristica and ice rheology can substantially
Ti
modlW the character of marginalie- n yais
of thes nonpaper examinstesed lt raiian
by using a one-dimensional simplification of a
36399neatities
3-329two-level
viscous plastic samice model.
A wrt of idaie
ICE COVER STRENGTH, STREAM FLOW, small-scale simulationis (4-kmoresolution) is carried out with
the mode formulated ins moan La. ni pdi re
ANALYSIS
STRESS,
SHEAR
VELOCITY,
Aaltcsltn for the
to remove diffuision eiet.
(MATHEMATICS).
"ullibiaur plasticiadusmen case armalso constructed.
M7 1541
wteie
thickness distribution is
lwults
rHMCAesWOrIN
show thti
NIRO EN U
weqd le in
reponse to a consat wind field.
A deterministic model of frost heave based
upon simultaneots OF ANTARCTIC ICE AND SNOW.
the thickness strength coupling will yield a sharp ice edp.
analysis of coupled heat andmoisture transport ls cascaded Parker, B.C., ct al Antarctic 'ournalof the United with the compactness dropping rapid y to zero near the
with a probabilistic modmof parameter variatons.
The Stsaqs1951, 16(5), p,79-8l11irefa.
ice margin.
(Auth. mod.)
multlparsmeeer, deterministic, model is booed
upon submodeis Zeller, Ej., Gows, Aj.
MP 15
of moisture transport heat transport, and lumped isothenmal
GEM6-3AD979TIVTYO
SO
MERFRQ
ENIS.
T O SO
N SO
O POIIN AT HIGH
R'e' ft promiases.
The xarobilisoc model is boCwOMdm
O PSTO ,A
IHFEUN
Rossnblh's method which only requires knowledgel"o
C
O PSTO ,SO
prmetr mn and their coefflicients of variation.
FIRN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, ANTARCTICAcolbeck, S.C., journal of applied physic, June 1952,
AMUNDSEN-SCOTT STATION. ANTARCTICA 53(6), p.4495-4500, 37 refa.
MP 1535
36-3921
APPLICATION OF A NUMERICAL SEA ICE -VOSTOK STATION.
MODEL TO THE EAST GREENLAND
10100epoa
emphasizes
nitrate ion 0N03)
SNOW ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES, SNOW
AE, II
in antarctic
snow
511d
firn from pits ad cores.coonrtos
chemical
DNIY
OOIY
N
OOIY
N WCYTLSRC
WCYTLSRC
Tucker, WAB. Monterey, California, Naval Postgradu- anayss onuctd or planned on antarctic snow, firn, and DNIY
computer curve compare the variation TURE, SNOW PHYSICS, TEMPERATURE
ate School, Dec. 198 1, 109P., M.S. thesis. Refis. ice aeotid,
in N03 over the past 1,000 yr in fina core from South GRADIENTS, LIQUID PHASES, WET SNOW,
p.104-106.
Pole Station and Vostok Andpresent the N03 concentration DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES.
36-3254
SEA ICE DISTRIBUTION, DRIFT, ICE GROWTH, record for the entire Vostok cre over the past 3.000 yr. nierimetry and porsiy f dry snow varies widely depending
THERMODYNAMICS,
MATHEMATICAL
MODSoth~ P
ole firn
dates have
been calculated
data on
hsoy fcndtioni,
The permittivity
dry
EU,GREENAND.hdat
date
back core
to IM5.
Fourier
Analysis ofusing
the N03
snow inrasswith
increasing ice content
but is not of
greatly
ELSORENAND
dta tmbooth South Pole and Vostok core reveals stron
affected by the shapesof theice particles.
In wet snoW
A dYnamle-thsmodynamic senice modal which employs parlodleltim in the N03 concentration ocri4A=ppo
the permittivity increases with lid content and the geometry
aviscous-plastic constitutive law has been applied to the 11-,22., and 66-yr intervals.
Data hve preiously ben is very importan
However, the liquidlik layer haslittle
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Overall, the results the creep parameters of frozen and unfrozen sell and le
usintegrated over two seasonal cycles.
sug
that (14ice dyaac r mnili deribi n
Podvm Sntan' ixngfolae and
of the gemetri at high and low liquid contents.
It the asonlcyce and(&feedback etwea
eatheatm pheric
ish
that the common asumption of liquid shells
over temperature and the presence of ice may be a major cause MEP 1554
Ie spheres is both physically incorrect and leads to large of the raid decay of the Antarctic ice cover during the THEORY OF THERMAL CONTROL AND PREerforl,
spring-sumr period.
(Auth. mod.)
VENTION OF ICE IN RIVERS AND LAKES.
MP 1544
MP 1550
Ashton, G.D., Advances in hydxrucience 1982,
ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIETAL CONSE- BRINE ZONE IN THE MCMURDO ICE SHELF, VoL 13, p.131-185,38 refs.
QUINCES OF A POSSIBLE C02-INDUCED ANTARCrICA.
37-684
CLIMATE CHANGE: VOLUME 2, PART 3-IN. Kovacs. A., et al, Annals of Slacio/og, 1982, VoL3, ICE CONTROL, RIVER ICE, LAKE ICE, THERFLUINCE OF SHORT.TERM CLIMATE FLUC- International Symposium on Antarctic Glaciology, MAL REGIME, HEAT TRANSFER. WATER
TUATIONS ON PERMAFROST TERRAIN.
3rd, Columbus, Ohio, Sep. 7-12, 1981, p.166-171, 21 FLOW, WATER TEMPERATURE, BUBBLING,
Brown, J., et al, U.S.
fce of Energy Restrb& re.
ICE FORMATION, ICE GROWTH, ICE MELT(Report), May 1982, Vol.2, 30p., Ref. p.2 5 -28.
(ow, AJ., Cragin, J.H.
ING, ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS).
Andrews, J.T.
37-266
The thermal control of ice in river and lakes s accomplised
36-4051
ICE SHELVES, BRINES, MIGRATION, ANTARC- in meet ca
by
=
the esrpy budget of the ice
In mont
the modification isto increase the
cover.
PERMAFROST DEPTH, VEGETATION, CAR- TICA-MCMURDO ICE SHELF.
DON
DIOXIDE,
CLIMATIC
CHANGES, Infiltration of brine into the McMurdo ice Shelf is dominated flow of heat to the undersde of the ice cover, eithr by
GROUND THAWING, SOIL TEMPERATURE.
by wavelike intrusions of sea-water tgr
by pri o the palt
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tecueoabtibbs
of tirexisten
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evatins of abof
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show tha
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IP 1547
8
of
"ter,
inad
The
years.
in
four
1.2
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about
has
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ACOF
THAWED
PROPERTIYI
YC
DIELC
LAYERS OVERLYING PERMAFROST
ndary of the brine peroolation is probably controlled MP 1555
by the depth at which brine encounters the Am/le
lgy
USING RADAR AT VHF.
Arcone, S.A., et al. Radio science, May-June 1982, by
OF THE MEere0t€oireun
IN-SITU MEASUREMENTS
not fixed
nle
oe-CHANICAL
this boundary is
However,leJaem
PROPERtTIES OF ICE.
(43 m).
Aamition
C
R PRISO
considerations alone, snce measurable move- C A IA
bem
17(3), p.618-626, 17 refa.
mnt ofeailty
brine is still occurring at the inland boundary. Tatinclaux, J.C., International Conference on Marine
Delaney, A.J.
Freeze-fractionation of the sea-water s it migrates through Research, Ship Technology and Ocean Engineerin&
37-3
the ice shelf precipitates virtually all sodium sulfate, and Hamburt, Sep. 29-30, 1982. Proceedings. InterDIELECTRIC PROPERTIES, ACTIVE LAYER, preferentially concomitant removal of water by ftei
in m
82, Hamburg, 1982, p.326-334,7 ref.
GROUND THAWING, PERMAFROST BASES, theporc
Ofhe'nfiltraed Am Produces residual brines
approximately seven times more concentrated than the original 37-607
RADAR ECHOES.
ICE MECHANICS, ICE COVER STRENGTH, ICE
(Auth. mod.)
e-walter.
Field measurements of the dielectric constant of thawed
ELASTICITY, FLEXURAL STRENGTH, FLOATactive layers of up to I in in depth at four sites in Alaska MP 1551
have been made using short-pulse ground radar whose returns NITRATE FLUCTUATIONS IN ANTARCTIC ING ICE, ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS).
war received in the near-field radiation zone.
Three SNOW AND FWN: POTENTIAL SOUR
AND Two methods for in-situ determination of the bendin srnh
sites
onisted
of
saturated
silts
with
varyin
of MECHANISMS OF FORMATION.4and
elastic
moduls
ar presented
sit
sconsmitedia,
oand
thefourth
site
was a amounts
monist
sand.
requires
failure
tots of
of ice
a series
of cantilever The
beamsf=iof mthod
vari s
The reflector returning the radar signals was the active layer/- Parker, B.C., eta1, Annal ofglacioogy, 1982, VoL3, length over thickness ratos, while the second method is
permafrost interface.
Analysis of the waveforms showed International Symposium on Antarctic Glaciology, based on failure testing of a ree-floating beam of length
that all the materials were nondispersive over the radar 3rd, Columbus, Ohio, Sep. 7-12, 1981, p.243-248, 33 at leat three times the ice characteristic length.
Both
*bdwidth
(75-225 MH), and this was confirmed refL
methods avoid the need for measuring beam deflection in
The analytical
order to determine the elastic modulus.
Zeller, EJ., Gow, AJ.
(IR)atuldi
offild
samples.
btime domain reflectometry
aadvantages
background of the methods n presented, and
frThe
, whic constants were between 23 and 34 37280
and diadvantages as compared to conventional methods
ta, which averaged between 45 and 50% water
Svolume,
while the sandy site gave an aev e value SNOW COMPOSITION, SNOW IMPURITIES, are discussed together with their likely application to field
bout12 for s probable water content of about 23% PERIODIC VARIATIONS, NITRATE DEPOSITS, or laboratory use.
by volume. Thes values are very similar to the laboratory ANTARCTICA-EAST ANTARCTICA.
work of others and were also confirmed by TDR. The Data are summarized on in situ nrateion concetrti-on
M 1556
high dielectric constants of the saturated materials allowed in sow pits and im cores over the last 3,250 a. Nitrate STANDARDIZ
TESTING METHODS FOR
accurate profiling of active layer depth, and an example fluctuations show seasonal, 11 and 22 a periodicitles, and MEASURING MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF
Sdetail
would probably be achieved l .term changes both at South Pol saon and Vosok. ICE
wit a higher-frequency radar.
Hi nitrate levels conform to winter darkness and solar Schwsrz, J.,
et al,
Cold regionsscience and technol
,
MP 1s8
activity peak.. Long-term lowa and highs conform to Ju 1981,
solar activity minim andnmaxim..
The
data
avail
le
y
4(3),
p.245-254,
18
ref.
PHYSICAL AND STRUCTURAL CHARACTER- support the hypothesia that nitrate is fixed in the upper Frederking, R., Gavrilo, V.P., Petrov, I.G., Hiryama,
ISTICS OF ANTARCTIC SEA ICE.
atmosphere by some solar-madiated phenomenon causing a IL, Mellor, M., Tryde, P., Vaudrey, K.D.
Gow, AJ., et a], Annals of ,gacology, 1982, Vol.3, periodicity in East Antarctica snow.
Backgound levele 37-872
International Symposium on Antarctic Glaciology, and non-periodic spikes in nitrate come from other sources. ICE MECHANICS, COMPRESSIVE PROPER3rd, Columbus, Ohio, Sep. 7-12, 1981, p.113-I17, 8 (Auth.)
TIES, TENSILE PROPERTIES, ICE ELASTICITY,
ref..
MP 1552
STANDARDS, LOADS (FORCES), TESTS.
Ackley, S.F., Weeks, W.F., Govoni, J.W.
SOME RECENT TRENDS IN THE PHYSICAL The results of nominally similar tests vary greatly due to
37-257
AND CHEM CAL CHARACTERIZATION AND the fact that almost every ice research group esmdft=erent
ICE FLOES, PACK ICE, FRAZIL ICE, ANTARC- MAPPING OF TUNDRA SOILS, ARcrICSLOPE testing method..
Tis is of course
aidrae thei
Ice Engineering field.
In order to improve the quality,
OF ALASKA.
TICA-WEDDELL SEA.
compaability
and
usefulnes
of
the
test
data
rsulting
ObservationSduring February and March 1980 of structures lsu'eret, K.R., et a, So//science, May 1982, 133(5), mcanic property investigbatis, the IAHR
Sectonfrom
on
in 66 separate floes in Weddell Sea pack ice show widespread p.264-280, Ref.. p.278-280.
ice Problems
It necear t sd
zc
t
to
standardize
iM i
Teported
e
.r
n,
occurrence of frail ice in amounts not previousl
theWorking Group of the for
methods Herewith
in as ice of comparable age and thickness in eArctic. Brown, J.
p
it recommendtion for
on IceProblem
Section
It is estimated that as much as 0%of the total ice production 37-174
Average foe TUNDRA, SOIL SURVEYS, PERMAFROST PHY- "Standardized Testing Methods for Meauing Mechanical
in the Weddell Sea is generated as frazil.
salinities also appear higher than those of their Arctic counter. SICS, SLOPE ORIENTATION, SOIL CHEMIS- Properties
thethe
development
romedtons
reviin
Ice."remain
It open
Sholdtobe
noted asthat
suoet
prt.
Comparativo studies of fast ice at 28 locations TRY, SOIL WATER, SOIL STRUCTURE, SOIL of ice testing methods progresses.
n MeMurdo Sound show this ice to be composed almost CLASSIFICATION, DISTRIBUTION, MAPPING,
entirely of congelation ice that exhibits crystalline textures UNITED STATES--ALASKA-NORTH SLOPE.
IP 1557
and orientations that are similar to those observed in Arctic
fast ice.
However, average fast-ice salinities in McMurdo MP 1553
FROST SUSCEPTIBILITY OF SOIL, REVIEW
Sound are higher than those reported for Arctic fast ice DEFORMATION AND FAILURE OF FROZEN OF INDEX TESTS.
of comparable age and thickness.
(Auth.)
SOILS AND ICE AT CONSTANT AND STEADI- Chamberlain, e.o.,
US. Federal HghwaAd Indsinterim tepon Aug. 1982, PHWA/RDdon
LY INCREASING STRESSES.
MP 1549
ON MODELING THE WEDDELL SEA PACK Fish, A.M., Canadian Permaftst Conference, 4th, 82/081, l10p., Ref.. p.83-88.
Calgary, Alberta, Mar. 2-6, 1981. Proceedings, Ot- 37-973
ICE.
Hibler, W.D., II, et al, Annals of gaciology, 1982, tawa, NationalResearch Council of Canada, 1982, FROST HEAVE, SOIL MECHANICS, SOIL
WATERna INTERFACE
FREEING
,yrta
ICE WATER
INTERFACE, ICEi
ICE
With French summary. o 16 aad
reS. 92
FREEZING, ICEa
VoL3, International Symposium on Antarctic Glaci- p.419-428,
SOLID INTERFACE, TESTS, CLASSIFICAology, 3rd, Columbus, Ohio, Sep. 7-12, 1981, p.125- 37-385
130, 23 refs.
PERMAFROST PHYSICS, FROZEN GROUND TIONS, TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS, SOIL
STRENGTH, FROZEN GROUND COMPRES- WATER, PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION,
Ackley, S.F.
SION, FROZEN GROUND MECHANICS, SOIL GRAIN SIZE.
37-259
SEA ICE, PACK ICE, THERMODYNAMIC PROP- CREEP, ICE DEFORMATION, ICE STRENGTH, Methods of determining the frost susceptibility of soils are
ERTIES, ICE MODELS, ANTARCTICA-WED- STRESSES, ICE CREEP, ANALY SIS(MATH- hundred
identified criteria
and presented
in thistherepor
More based
than one
were found,
most common
on
DELL SEA.
EMATICS), EXPERIMENTATION.
particle size characterstica.
These particle ue criteria
Some results from a dynamic-thermodynamic simulation of Experimental and theoretical studies were made of the defor- are frequently augmented by information such as #rain miz
the seasonal cycle of the Weddell Sea pack ice are described. motion and time-dependent failure of ice. Unlaialcompredistribution, uniformity oefftcietsandAtterberg limits. InThe model used for the study is similar to that developed sion tests were performed in the laboratory at constant and formation on permeability, mineralogy and soil classification
for a numerical investigation of the Arctic ice cover.
It steadily increasing Straus.
Strength ctria and unifled has also been used.
More complex methods requiring
employs a plastic ice rheology coupled to a two-level ice constitutive equations describing all three stages of creep pore size distribution, moisture-tension, hydraulic-conductivithicknem distribution.
The thickness characteristics evolve at constant stress are presented.
It is shown that regardless ty, heave-stress. and frost-heave teats have also been Proposed.
in repoe to ice dynamics, and to ice growth and decay of the stress regime (constant stress or step loading) the However, none has proven to be the universal test for determinrtes ditted by surface heat calculations and by heat storae
equations describe deformation and time-dependent failure ing the frost susceptibility of soils.
Based on this survey,
ina fxeddepth oceanic boundary layer.
Observed time- by five parameters.
The form of the constitutive equations, four methods
propoed forfurther study,
They are
temperature, and humidity fields are usd which can be applied also
to describe the mechanical properties the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Frost Susceptibility Casslfl.
together with empirical radiation felds and txedocean currents of frozen and unfrozen soils, make it possible to obtain cation System, the moisture-tension hydraulic-conductivity
to drive the model.
Employing these fields, the model analytical solutions of the practical problems and to determine test, a new frst-heave test, and the CBR-after-thaw tea

= 08oI itvtty The permittivity is dscred s
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DESIGNING WITH WOOD FOR A LIGHT- PERMEABILITY OF A MELTING SNOW COV- DETERMINING
THE
CHARACTIISTIC
WRIGHT AIR-TRANSPORTABIZ
ARCTIC EL.
LENGTH OF MODEL ICE SHEETS.
SHITIR: HOW THE MATERIALS WERE Coleck, S.C., et al, Wat es ource reseasrh, Aug. Sodhi, D.S., et 4l Cold ,ugiow sience and techtnooTESTED) AND CHOSEN POX DESIGN.
1982, 18(4), p.904-908. 16 re&,
gNov. 1982, 6(2) .99-104, 6 rets.
Flanders. S.N., at al Structural wueof wood in adverse Anderson, EA
Kato, IL, Haynes, WD., Hiraysma, K.
environments. Editad by LW. Mqerand R.M. Eel- 37-1226
37-1382
log. New York, Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., 1982, SNOW MELTING, SNOW PERMEABILITY, FLOATING ICE, ICE STRENGTH, ICE SHEETS.
L0385-397.
MELTWATER, SNOW DENSITY. SNOW COV- LOADS (FORCES), FLEXURAL STRENGTH, ICE
Tobiassm, W.
ER, SATURATION, RUNOFF.
ELASTICITY, STRLESSES, ICE CREEP, ICE MOD.
37-1030
Data fom snow lysimeters in California and Vermont are EUS.
PORTABLE SHELTERS, WOODEN STRtUC- used to find the saturated permeabilt ofa msi
00 =o4Fre=mnn the characteristic length of a floating ice
TURBS, MILITARY TRANSPORTATION, COLD cover in the rsa~f104OX0(0 aqpdendo
aneti shet
load is applied to the wceshoet eother
dead weights in discrete incrementa or with a
as by placing
=G5 ty Teratyscrew
WEATHER TESTS LOADS (FORCES), AIR-so densit.abu
hetidpoe umua
fliquid saturation.
drive .
.'ninsries with a Icad cell and the
PLANES, DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION MATR
fa thery a show to be an accterm
esnato Of delcto of
ee ah"is moioe at the point of
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the boundaries friction factors in term of man flow velocity,
depth of flow zone, and boundary roughness for enmooth
Thes equations are applied
and fully rough boundaries.
to the calculations of ice jam characteristics.
For the
Jam studied, the preset method&gve: variation of about
10% in the jmcharacteristics wihamethod based on
dividing the flo at the plane of maximum velocity.
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perfornance has been evaluated bed on concurrent mesunments of prcipitation ratm.
A strong correlation between
airbo ne4ow mai conentration and precipitation rate yields
an estimate of a e fall vlocit close to that observed
by other researchers
Fa" cti
ay
S tem accuracy
have been inveatigated and am df
ee
given of the utilization of ASC MEdata in analysis ofe romagnetic enr
propagation in falling mow.
(Auth.)

ceedings. Washington, D.C., National Academy Fress

MW 1651
LANDSAT-4 THEMATIC MAPPER (M) FOR
COLD ENVIRONMENTS.
Gervin, J.C., et al, Society of Photo-Opt/cal Lnstrumntstion
n e
Proceedin
1983,
Vol.414, p.179-186, 28 re.
McKim, H L.,8-1054
3S-1054
REMOTE SENSING, SPECTROSCOPY, SNOW
COVER, ICE CONDITIONS, SNOW WATER
CONTENT, TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEYS, LANDSAT, CLOUD COVER, MAPPING.
The TM aboard Landsat-4 launched on July 16, 1982, r
sNote a major advance in Earth reaources sensors,
Its
seven spectral bends record surface radiation in blue, green,
red, neaminfrared, middle infrared and thermal wavelengths.
The saial
resolution of approximately 30 metes esn
a sevenfold increase over the previous L ndut s th
In addition, TM
multspectral scanner subsystem (MSS).
itivit, dtinsihin26 quatizhas poster radiometric
Thee otil
don vel compared with 64 for the i
imovements have sigificant implicatin s fo atite remote
The addition of the middle
cold environments.
Tsetnga in ands
wilpermit clouds t
d
o
now.
It may also be possible to reate spectral response
in this rn to mow condition and hence water content
The thermlbond r
to differences in surface tempersture. which may berltdto variations in soi moiture
and drain.
TU
e important considerations for cold
region construction.
(Auth.)

arsconctration for snow cryst s and Bakes in the 12.5to 6200-micron si' range is described.
(Auth.)

RUNOFF FROM A SMALL SUBARCTIC WATERSHED, ALASKA.
Ca2cho, E.F., etal, International Conference on Permafrost, 4th, Faibank, Alaska, July 17.22, 1983.
Proceedings, Washington, D.C., National Academy
resh r, S,
1

38-1120
PERMAFROST BENEATH RIVERS, RUNOFF,
STREAM FLOW, WATERSHEDS, DISCONTINUOUS PERMAFROST, SNOWMELT, PRECIPITATION (METEOROLOGY), MOSSES, SLOPES,
EVAPOTRANSPIRATION.
Preipttin-n ff
ti were measured o Glenn Creek,
small, scond-order subarctic stream located ner Fairbanks.
Alaska, in the Yukon, Timns Upland phyaiographic province.
of which
Glenn Creek drain a watershed of 2.25 sq kin,
A Parshll flume was
70% isunderlsin by permafoset.
usedto measure stremnflow, and a pair of 1.22 m by 2.44
lysIet rs were used tomessure precipitation and runoff
The data from
mo over pe roat elope.
ne summer season (1979) and one nowelt season (1980)
indicate the sloping surfaces of the watershed have a
Et response, time, " recession, and subsurface
pior to complete saturation of the overlying organic materiaL
Olenn Creek streamifiow is comparable to the lysimeter runoff
with regard to response -tima runoff recession, however
the watershed precipltation-runofratio ismuch lower. This
is attributed
looer
travel distances in the
watershed,
which
resultin to
greater
evapotranspirtion
littleocntriboton fiti the non-pmafrot areas. andlosses,
only partial areas

of the watershed contributing

MP 1649
PROGRESS IN METHODS OF MEASURING
THE FREE WATER CONTENT OF SNOW.
Fisk, D.J., Society of Photo-Op.zaItrumen
Engineers Pioceedings
;XCRETE 1983, Vol.414, V.48-51, 3

"mafroat,
MP 1652
EFFECT OF COLOR AND TEXTURE ON THE
SURFACE TEMPERATURE OF ASPHALT CONCRT PAVEMENTS.3812
A E ET.38-I1121
International Conference on FormsBerg, R.L, et al,
38-1039
SNOW WATER CONTENT, SNOW ELECTRI. frost, 4th, Fairbanks, Alaska, July 17-22, 1983. ProD.C., National Academy Pres.,
Washington,
ceeding5,
CAL PROPERTIES, MEASURING INSTRUMENTS, SNOW COVER EFFECT, ELECTRO- 1983, .57-61, 11 ref
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES, SNOW MELTING
h D.observations
BACKSCATFERING,
ABSORPTION,
PROPAGATION, FREEZE
THAW CYCLESWAVE 38-1110
PERMAFROST BENEATH ROADS, PAVEgroundtruth for the beckacatter and absorption MENTS, BITUMINOUS CONCRETES, SURFACE
Providing
ef s o
w cover on eletromagnetic waves
TEMPERATURE, WIND VELOCITY, PROTECbeau
•itsOownthe snow cover TIVE COATINGS, T
ELSTS.
One charactersof
been a problem
teat
1982,
which has bean particularly difficult to measure is its free, During the fall of 1911 and the spriit of ngof192.eibtor l
wer content--the frctin of the sows vlume items were established on an aspat pavement in Fairbanks,
which exists in the liquid state.
Five methods which Alska.
The es Items were: two sections of untreated
have been used for measuring this parameter re described pavement, yellow-peinted pavement, white-Winted pavement,
and their merits and deficiencies are distcued.
Two of "standard" chip seaL fine.ained "standard" chip s. chip
the methods are aorimetric, measurinl the free water content seal with dark brown aggregate, and chip so with white
as a function of the heat added to or removed from a marble asrate.
The teat items were licated on a main
hourly
by
S
temperstuwere monitored
The food
mow sample while completely melting or fteezdnit.
third uses the freezinl point depresion observed on adding thermocouples attached to an sutomatic data collection sysem
a sat soluition to a now sample to calculate the Snow's The ambient sitemperature, wind sped and direction, amount
free water contet.
In the fomth procedure, a nowsampe of ecipittin. and radiation belance were continuously
is completely dissolved in ethyl or methyl alcohol.
The r det
anntrcd
pavement apMoximately 100
oreponding ds
in tmpratur, isinversely related m from the teat itim.
Incident andreflected shortwave
to the free water conten of the mow.
The nal techique radiation measurements were made nearly every weekday
in electronic: above a certain frequency, the eletrical eai- over each Mt item using a hand-held radiometer.
me of mow is related to Its density and fiem
water content. factors, rmio of surbe thawing indexes to atrthawing
With accurate calibration, devices which meamsre snow capact- indexs varied from about 1.2-1.3 for the white andyellowt e are likely to be the simplest and fsteat meo of pointed surfaces, respectively, to shout 1.4-1.5 for theothe
providing free water measurements.
(Auth.)
srfem
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to the streamflow.
MP 1655
FROST HEAVE OF SALINE SOILS.
Chamberlain. EJ., International Conference on Per4th, Fairbanks, Alaska, July 17-22, 1983.
Proceedings, Washington, D.C., National Academy
Press, 1983, p.121-126, 8 refis.

SALINE SOILS, FROST HEAVE, SOIL CHEMISTRY, SOIL FREEZING, ICE LENSES, BRINES,
SHEAR STRESS, TESTS.
Theories of ie segregation and frost heave procese in
sGEIeP soils are briefly examined and modified to explain
made on clay and sand soils frozen under lahoratory conditions.
Seawater was observed to reduce the rate
of frost heave by more than 50% for both soil typs and
The effect
to dramatically reduce the size of ice lenses.
Of sawater is to caumethe formation of
thick active
each with
tits
growth brine-richTsoTl
many ice lensUnbounded
zone with
freezing brine
concentration.
brine-rich
Unfed n pnia-l
zo
oIwt
n brineiceloncentetion.
too
Icon are ientified
onsbetween
of low shear strength.
he 168
LONG-TERM ACTIVE LAYER EFFECTS OF
CRUDE OIL SPILLED IN INTERIOR ALASKA.
Collins, C.M., International Conference on Permnafrost, 4th, Fairbanks, Alaska, July 17-22,1983. Procedin, Wshinston, D.C., National Academy Press,
1983, p.175-179, 19 refs.
38-1131
OIL SPILLS, ACTIVE LAYER, ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT,THAW DEPTH, ALBEDO, SEASONAL VARIATIONS, TEMPERATURE EFFECTS, UNITED STATES-ALASKA.
Two experimental oil spills of 7570 liters each were conducted
at a black-spruce-forested site in February and July of 1976.
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?4
The long-teemn
Ale

of the spill on the active layer ware

directly relaed to the method of oil movemet.

The

whter pill moved beneath the mow, within the unce
ame layer, ead the summerspill moved primarily below
the mes, in the organic selL The summer Will affected
en arm nealy one ed one-half times that of the winter
Oil y 10% of the 303 q m summer spill atea
onmu
theil race, whie40%othe 188 sq
m win e llhbad visible oil.
Thaw depths in the summer
@ill ar increased from 1977 to 1950--overap thawdepth
was 72 ca vs.48 emn
in the control--and remained essentially
the sme in II and 1982.
Thaw deptha in the winter
spill a continued to increase until 1982 to an aver
of 925
m
ai
Sem
cm under theblkened
ms ae coesistently higher than under the undisturbed
rfae
Presumably the chae in albedo due to the
su@fe ,ol accomte for the increased thaw in the winter
pill man.

method and a boundary integral methodl.
made for the

Simulations wene beaddressed if safeengineering desqes eamto be conceived.

nmway ebankment at Deadhorse

Airport

In general the

are no exact solutions to the problem of

near Prudhoe Bay, Alwt
The samethermal prpeie
onduction het tranafer with phasechange for practical
initial conditions, and btdery condios were used in genmctries.
The quasi-steady a oximation is used to
both models.
Sin
s
temperature variations, solve the phase-cumge problem or isulmted oetrim,
dependent upon surfbe type and exposure,
ware used in including infinite stripe, rectangular buildings, and circular
the simulations rather than measured surface
temperatures
storage tanks.
Analytica solutions are prasented and
The peitions of the 0 C isothermdetermined by the boundary graphed for a range of parameters with practical importance.
integral method nea the time of maximum thaw penetration
wer essentially the sameas those determined by the finite
elemet mehod, and results from both modele " . closely
within a few cetimeters over a total fwnu& depth of
about 2.5 m, with the mr-wired positioa.
Te largest MP 1663
dffnmb. between measued and computed positions oc- INVESTIGATION OFTRANSIENT PROCESSES
curred early in the freezing and thawing seasom,.
The
primary advantage of using the boundary integral method IN AN ADVANCING ZONE OF FREEZING.
for problem specifically of the type considered herein is McGaw, R., et al, International Conference on Permathat itrequires only a few nodal point so computer simulations front, 4th, Fairbanks, Alska, July 17-22, 1983. Pro7becompee
coP
rpdlyonamicrocomte
lfthe ceedinp, Waahington, D.C., National Academy Press,
P1 7two-dimensionl
t
rgime a n
ary, th finite elment 1983, .821-825, 9 rea
FIELD TESTS OF A FROST-HEAVE MODEL
method is momtsuitable.
Bs
R.L, Ingersoll, J.W.
Ouymon, G.L, ct al, International Conference on Per- M]P 166
38%4
mafi's,.4th, Fairbanks, Al,
July 17-22, 1983.
EOVERY AND ACTIVE LAYER CHANGES SOIL FREEZING, GROUND WATER, WATER
Proceedings, Washington, D.C., National Academy FOLLOWING A TUNDRA FIRE IN NORTH- PRESSURE, UNFROZEN WATER CONTENT,
Prew, 1983, p.409-414, 9 refs.
WESTERN ALASKA.
ICE LENSES, TEMPERATURE EFFECTS, TENBeg R.L, Hromailka, T.V., II.
Johnson, L, at al, International Conference on Perma- SILE PROPERTIES, LIQUID PHASES, WATER
-175
frost, 4th, Fairbanks. Alaska, July 17-22, 1983. Pro- TABLE, TESTS.
FROST HEAVE,
FROST
PENETRATION, ceedings. Washington, D.C., National Academy Press, Studies have indicated arelation between subfreezing temperaFRIEZE THAW CYCLES, SOIL CREEP, SOIL 1983, p.543-547.
ture in a fine-prained soil and pressure (moisture tension)
TEMPERATURE, GROUND WATER, WATER Viereck, L
in the film water adjacent to an ice lent.
During the
PRESSURE, WATER LEVEL, MATHEMATICAL 38-1198
experiments reported here, concurrent measuremente were
MODELS, ICE LENSES, ICE MELTING.
TUNDRA, FIRES, REVEGETATION, PERMA- obtained of temperature and pressure in the liquid water
Freezing wasfromtable
the held
top
A one-dimansldnal mathematical model of frost heave based FROST, ACTIVE LAYER, THAW DEPTH, phase of a freezng silt soil.
withl the water
open system,
The freezrO em
ii n an scimen
ICE, HUMMOCS, SOIL TEMPERA- down tiutilizing
upon a nodal domain integration analog is comGpared
lon.
Tefiv. itthe
cee" to specimen
Air GRU ND ILR
data collected from a Winchandon, Man, field site.
and sll temperatures, pore water pressures, an gr
TURE
front advanced into the specimen at a generally decreaar
The taste =tl.
waler level date were collected on teat sections containing An upland tundra fire, started by lightning, burned 45 sq rate from 20 mmt/day to 5 nun/day.
six different son during the winters of 1978-1979 and 1979- km near the Kokolik River in northwestern Alaska during a special tenasometer developed at CRREL that continues
19ga

The soi sumpleswer evaluated in th

late July and early August 1977.

Permanent plots were

to measure moisture tension below a temperature of 0 C

MP 1658
RELATIONSHIPS
BETWEEN ESTIMATED
MEAN ANNUALAIRANDPERMAFROSTTEMPEgRATURES IN NORTH-CENTRAL ALASKA.
Haugen, R.K., et al, International Conference on Permafrost, 4th, Fairbanks Alaska, July 17-22, 1983.
Proceedings, Washington, D.C., National Academy

established to monitor recovery of severely, moderately, and as long ascontinuity with the unfrozen water is maintained
lightly burned aeas as well as unburned tundra.
During Moiture tensions were registered continuously up to 75
the following 5 years the otiinal permanent plots and other kPa (0.75 atm), after which the tenion remained constant
annually.
Vegetative or decreased slightly.
portions of the burn were observed
recovery was most rapid and actve layer effects wer least
Recovery was slower
tudra.
on the moist dge-sr
on a high-centered polygonal area nd on severely burned
tussock tundra.
By August 1979 the sedge-hrub vegetation
hadlargely recovered while both the polygonal 8round and M 1"4
the tussock tundra were still readily reognizable as burned SOIL-WATER DIFFUSIVITY OF UNSATURATAccelerated hydraulic and thermal erosion had oc.
areas
ED FROZEN SOILS AT SUBZERO TEMPERAof massiv
currmd
on some slopes resulting in exposures
Active layer thickneses averaged TURES.
bodie of ground ice.
27 cm in the unburned area and 35 cm within severely Nakano, Y., et al, International Conference on Permaburned
ames in August 1977 and reached a maximum at frost. 4th, Fairbanks, Alaska, July 17-22, 1983. Proall but one
site in August 1979.
Depth of thaw decreasedhingto,
D.C., Naonal Academy Pre,
between 1979 and 1982 in the sedge-shrub tundra and in
the lightly burned shrub tundra and remained at the s
983,.89-893, 26 refs.
"ice, .R., Oliphant, J.L, Jenkins, T.F.
increased level through 1982 at all other sites.
38-1260
MP 161

GROUND ICE .IN PERENNIALLY FROZEN
SEDIMENTS, NORTHERN ALASKA.

UNFROZEN WATER CONTENT, SOIL WATER,
DIFFUSION, WATER TRANSPORT, TEMPERA-

38-1164

Lawson, D.E., International Conference on Perma-

TURE EFFECTS, WATER CONTENT, GROUND

to determine soil moisture characteristics, hydraulic conductivty a a fnction of pore water tensions, density, and other
parameters. The parameters wer used together with assum thermal parametera in a one-dimensional model that
calculate; the distributions oftemperature and moisture content
as well a the amount of ice segregation (vertically lumped
Using measured air
frost heave) and thaw consolidation.
and soi' surface temperatures ss input dats, the simulated
front heave aid thaw consolidation seed well with measured
ground surface displacements that resulted from ice segregation
orice lensmelting.

1983, p.462-467, 13 refi.
Outcalt. S.I., Harle, J.C.

frost. 4th, Fairbanks, Alaska, July 17-22, 1983. Proceeding, Wdetermined
Wahinton, D.C., Nationa Academy P
TEMPERATURE,
ATURE, PERMAFROST DISTRIBUTION, SOIL 1983, p.695-700, 23 reft
THERMAL PROPERTIES, AIR
PERMAFROST
TEMPERATURE, FROZEN GROUND TEMPER-

TEMPERATURE, UNITED STATES-ALASKA.
Me annual ar temperatures (MAAT) ae estimated for
a traect frmometral to northern Alaska. U tmated
MAAT are compared to &
ground tempeatures.
temperatures
ofmean
,an
upper
, annual
permarst
Te
of MAAT for the remote and topographically
complex traneect areawas basedon tend surface estimates
of numerous short-term (1-7 years) temperature records ohteined from climatic stations operated by research projects
and longer records from existing National Weather Service
stations.
The standard error of the estimated MAAT
fall within a degree (C) of obaerved MAAT for stations
with lan-term records. The MAOT am based on subsurface
thermistor measurements made at construction sitesand are
therefore from disturbed terrain, but data were selected to
MAOT measurements
m i
the effects of disturbance.
ranged from -7.5 C, in the north to -0.7 C near Fairbanks.
Predicted MAAT ranged from -11.5 C at Prudhoe Bay
to -4.5 C in the Fairbanks area.

38-1225
GROUND ICE, PERMAFROST HYDROLOGY,
PERMAFROST THERMAL PROPERTIES, SEDIMENTS, ICE
VOLUME,
GROUN
CEV
LU EGR
U D THAWING,

FROST PENETRATION, PAVEMENTS, RUNWAYS, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, TEMPERA-

GROUND THAWING, THERMAL INSULATION, HEAT TRANSFER, PHASE TRANSFOR-

ICE.

The soil-water diffusivities of soil& containing no ice were
at -1 C by an experimental method recently

introduced.

The theoretical hai of the method ispreented.

The measured diffiivities of three kinds of sois ae found
to have a common feature in that the diffusivity increses
with increasing water content, attains a peak,andincreases
e1
stheatwater
contenttemperature
increases is discussed
This common
feature
e sils
the subzero
incompen-

GRAIN SIZE, LANDFORMS, FREEZE THAW so with unfrozen soils.
The experimental date appear
CYCLES, AERIAL SURVEYS.
to indicate that the basic transport mechanim of water
The distribution and volume of ice in perennially frozen in soils containing no ice at the subzero temperature is
sediments beneath three unglac ated sitesin northern Alaska essentially the sameas that in unfrozen soils containing
v
with the grain size and depoitional origins of the a smallamount of water.
sdiment. thermal history (permafrost aguradtion and degra.
detion), and ageof the terrain and depoeits.
Subetantial
lateral variation in near-surface ice volume exists between
and within each site, but reasonably consistent trends in
ice content with depth were measured beneath individual MP 1665
landforma.
Primary deposits, thosedeposited and frozen
without posulepositiond thermal or sedimentologic modifka. SEISMIC VELOCITIES AND SUBSEA PERMAtion, contain the highest volume of ice at each locality. FROST IN THE BEAUFORT SEA, ALASKA.
Sediments that have undergone thawing or reedimentetion Neave, K.G., et al, International Conference on Pertypically contain much tes excess ie.
Thaw lake, slope, mafost, 4th, Fairbanks, Alaska, July 17-22, 1983.
OMPAISON OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL DO
or fluvil processes
modify ice contents and produce sedimen- Proce
Washington, D.C., National Academy
CMAISN B F OD
INS
AL D
tary sequence with a spatial disribution of ice determined p
1983, p,894-898, 17 refs.
MAIN
AND
BOUNDARY
INTEGRAL
GEO
by
these
deposiioal
prcese
and
the subsequent thermal Sellmann, P.
EMBANKMENqT history.
THEgRMAL MODELS WILT
38-1261
MP 1662
DATA.
FREZE-THAW
Hromadka, T.V., II,FIELD
et
International
Conferene on THAWING
M,
BENEATH INSULATED STRUC- SUBSEA PERMAFROST, PERMAFROST DISTRIHrotslk, TV.onerncean
[. e
ntenaioal
TH WIN
BNETH NSLA ED
TR C-BUTION,
SEISMIC DEPTH,
REFRACION,
Permafrost, 4th, Fairbanks, Alaska, July 17-22, &,
1983. TURES ON PERMAFROST.
ICE, PERMAFROST
SEISMIC GROUND
VELOCIProceedinls. Washington,
D.C., National Academy Lunardini, V.J., International Conference on Perma- TY, BEAUFORT SEA.
5
Press, 1983, p. 09-513.
frost, 4th, Fairbanks, Alaska, July 17-22, 1983. Pro- The distribution of high-velciy
terialWas used as an
Guymon, G.L., Brg, R.L.
ceedings, Washington, D.C., National Academy Press, indicator of ice-bonded permafrot.t Observations from
39-1192
1983, p.750-755, 20 refs.
ice survey and marine seismic records, coupled with control
EMBANKMENTS, FREEZE THAW CYCLES, 38-1235
from a small number of drill holes, suggest that ice-bonded
THERMAL
PROPERTIES, THAW
DEPTH, PERMAFROST
BENEATH
STRUCTURES,
is extremely widespread in the Beaufort Se
TUR VARIATIONS, COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION.
The time- andposition-depandent locations of the 0 C isotherm
were calculated using two modelling strategies: a domain

MATIONS, DESIGN, ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS).
The problem of thawing beneath heated structurs on permafrost (or cooled structures in nonpermafloet zones) must
116

!
ae of high-velocity material at shallow dept, 1040 in below the seabed, were observed near Pudbo and
In some case these zones extended up
Harrison Bays.
to 35 km from shore.
It wasalsocommon to find that
depths to the high-velocity material increased with
distance
from the shore.
Observed depths were as great as 150230 mi below the seabed.
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MP 1449
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outproblem
PoPont
WATER MIGRATION DUE TO A TEMPERA- POSSIBILITY OF ANOMALOUS RELAXATION knowedge
we
proga (MIZEX) to be urtsted in 198fti.
DUE TO THE CHARGED DISLOCATION PROC-e Z
TURK GRAD IT IN FROZEN SOIL
Oliphant, J.L, et aL,International Conference on Per- W&
fatgast, 4th, Fairbanks, Alaska, July 17-22, 1983.
Idki K., Journal of physical chemiZsry, Oct. 13, MP 1474
N
O I
M
Wainton, D.C., National Academy 1983, 87(21), p.4261-4264, 12 reft.
d
Preas, 1983, p.951-956, 10 refs.
38-1613
SEAS.
ARCTIC
PROPERTIES,
ELECTRICAL
ICE
ICE PHYSICS,
Tie, A.R., Nakano, Y.
ICE RELAXATION, CHARGE TRANSFER, Weeks, W.F., et al, Arctic technology and policy.
38-1272
di, WashinFROZEN ELECTRIC CHARGE, DIELECTRIC PROPER- Edited by 1. Dyer and C. Chuyostos
HYDROLOGY,
PERMAFROST
2
ton, D.C., Hemisphere Publishing Co., 1984, p. 33GROUND PHYSICS, SOIL WATER MIGRATION, TIES, SPECTRA.
UNFROZEN WATER CONTENT, BOUNDARY The psibe co b
of elAetricaly charged dislocatins
259, 109 ref.
relaxation and the consequent effects were cam- Mellor, M.
LAYER, TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS, EX- to d
A catasrophe 38-1999
and compared with e=etlresul
ined
PERIMENTATION.
Clsed sel columns atan initially uniform total water content caused by the positive fedhek was found to be poss ble ICE MECHANICS, SEA ICE, ICE LOADS, ICEBERGS, ICE ISLANDS, ICE STRENGTH, STRESS
temperature under normally attainable canditios.
iner d onstant
were subjeed to a nearly
STRAIN DIAGRAMS, ICE STRUCTURE, ICE
At various time , the columns MP 1670
gradient along their length.
emetied and water content as a function of position EFFECr OF X-RAY IRRADIATION ON INTER- COMPOSITION, SCANNING ELECTRON MIdetrmied srvimetrically.
Unfrozen watercontent NAL FRICTION AND DIELECTRIC RELAXA- CROSCOPY, ARCTIC OCEAN.
temerature cuave were also determined with a nuclear
TION OF ICE.
The mechanical properties are reviewed for the main types
on separate samples of the
re u ncetechnique
= -=netk
shelf (ce islands),
Journal ofphysic4l chemistry, Oct. of ice in arctic eamalacial (cebe)
K.,
_ki,etal,
It was found that Ita
same sil at the same dry density.
Each ice
are given.
,e l and eresntative values
the water migrated from the warm to the cold end and 13, 1983, 87(21), p.4314-4317, 5 ref.
two zones developed in each of the tubes, one that contained Ackley, S.F., VanDevender, J.P.
lons that
s diferentit it f
other vameties of ice and
only liquid water and the other containing ice and water. 38-1623
to a considerable extent, thes produce large variations in
The boundary between the two zones aso migrated toward ICE PHYSICS, ICE ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES, mechanical properteL
Factor, affectin mechanical properthecoldend s the experiment progressed, and thewater ICE RELAXATION, INTERNAL FRICTION, X tie(tmperture, brine
and S volume, crystal
orientaton
content of the zone contairing only water fell while that
RAY DIFFRACTION, DIELECTRIC PROPER- and size, strain rate) are discussed, as are gaps, contradictions,
of the zone containing ice and water increase&
data.
available
in
imadequacies
and
TIES, RADIATION.
Studies of X-ray irradiation effects on dielectric relaxation
and internal fiction of ice Indicated that relaxation times MP 167S
were shortened in both cases, but the correspondins quantities

MP 1667
ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY-LAYER MODIFICATION, DRAG COEFFICIENT, AND SURFACE
HEAT FLUX IN THE ANTARCTIC MARGINAL
ICE ZONE.
Andrea, E.L., et al, Journal ofeophysical research,
Jan. 20, 1984, 89(C1), p.649-661, 71 refs.
Tucker, W.B., Ackley, S.F.
38-1819
BOUNDARY LAYER, METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS, HEAT FLUX, ICE EDGE, ADIOSONDES.
D-iga traverse of the Antarctic marginal ice zone (MIZ)

(the imaginary part of the dielectric constant and loss tangent
Of the two mechin internal frction)
behave differenty.
anism5 discumsed in an attempt to explain theresults
charged dislocation proces seem to provide the better fit

MP 1671
EFFECT OF STRESS APPLICATION RATE ON
THE CREEP BEHAVIOR OF POLYCRYSTALLINE ICE.
Cole, D.M., Journal of e W reso' r
tecA0lo,,
Dec. 1983, 105(4), p.454-459, 14 rea
38-2084
ICE CREEP, STRESSES, STRAINS, LOADS
(FORCES), TEMPERATURE EFFECTS, ICE
ACOUSTICS, RHEOLOGY, TESTS.
n
Greenwich Meridian in October 198 1, we launched This work eamines the effect of the rate of stress application
Stres rates
a series of radiosondes along a 150-kin track starting at on the creep behavior of polyrystalline 1c.
theice edge.
Since the
wind was from the north, from 1/1000 to 1.84 MPa/s were used to achieve a creep
off the ocean, these radiosonde profiles showed profound stress of 3.6 MP* at test temperatures of -5 and -10C
modification of the atmospheric boundary layer (AL), as The treatment emphasizes the effect of strm application
the increasing surface roughness decelerated the flow.
The rate on pimary behavior and the accompanying mirofrt
primary manifestatinon of this modification was a lifting of ing tivity. Acoustic emission measurements taken in
the inversion layer with increasing distance from the ice all tests indicate the onset and rate peak of the micracuring
edg by the induced vertical velocity.
But there was activity.
The suess application rate has little effect on
also a cooling of the stably stratified mixed layer below the minimum strain rat, the strain at which it occurs,
the inversion and a consequent flux
of semble heat to or the characteriatics of tertiary creep provided that the
the surface that averaged over 200 W/sq m. Themagnitude loading
mp ends Pri to reaching the nominal failure
of this flux suggests that atmopheric heat transport plays strain of 10 percent
Primary creep behavior is significantly
a ignificant role in the destruon of ice in the Antarctic affected only at rates below shout 1/100 MPa/s
Results
the
Using the rising of the inversion and ABL sumilarity indicate that when the loading ramp contines through
MIZ
theory, we estimated the neutral stabiity drag coefficient failure strain, no minimum strain rate occura, but rather
across the MIZ increased from its
open ocean value, .0012, the strain rate increases monotonically throughout the entire
at the ice edge to .004 at 80-90% ice concentration.
We test.
present an equation for this dependence of drag on ice MP 1672
concentration that should be useful for modeling the surface
stress in marginal ice zones.
(Auth.)
IMPLICATIONS OF SURFACE ENERGY IN ICE
ADHESION.
Itagaki, K., Journalof adhesion, 1983, 16(1), p.41-48,
2 refs.
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PROPERTIES,
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ANTAR C
SEA ICE MICROWAVE SIGNA- STRESSES, COATINGS.
TURES AND THEIR CORRELATION WITH
rN
MP 1673
SITU ICE OBSERVATIONS.
Comiso, J.C., et al, Journal of7geophysic4 reseah, MARGINAL ICE ZONES: A DESCRIPTION OF
Jan. 20, 1984, 89(CI), p.662-6 2, 24 refs.
AIR-ICEOCEAN INTERACTIVE PROCESSES,
MODELS AND PLANNED EXPERIMENTS.
Ackley, S.F., Gordon, A.L.
Johanneasen, O.M., eta], Arctic technology and poll38-1820
SEA ICE DISTRIBUTION,
MICROWAVES, cy. Edited byI. Dyer and C. Chryaaostommdis,
Wash3
8
19 4,p.1 3REMOTE SENSING, SPACEBORNE PHOTOG- ington, D.C., emispherePublihingCo.,
4
RAPHY, ANTARCTICA-WEDDELL SEA.
146, Ref.. p.l39-1 0.
The general characteristics and microwave radiative properties Hibler, W.D., III, Wadisms, P., Campbell, WJ., Hasof
ice in the Weddell Sea region during the onset of aelmann, K., Dyer, 1.
spring are studied by using the NIMBUS 7 Scanning Multichan- 38-1994
eel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) and other satellite Wnsor
ICE CONDITIONS, ICE EDGE, ICE WATER INin conjunction with in situ
observations.
The position TERFACE, ICE AIR INTERFACE, ICE NAVIGAof the ice edge, the gradient of ice concentration, and the
width ofthe Marginal e Zone are inferred from the microwave TION, ICE MECHANICS, OCEANOGRAPHY,
data and are found to be consistent with ship observations METEOROLOGY,
AIR WATER INTERACepecially at 18 GHz.
The sensitivities of the various TIONS, CLIMATE, ICE ACOUSTICS.
SMMRfrequecies to surface and other effects are investigated The marginal ice zones (MI) are reins where temperate
by using multi-sp ctral cluster analysis.
The results show and polar climate systems interct, resuling in trong horizonconsiderable variability in emissivity, especially at 37 Glz, tal and vertical gradients inthe atmosphere and the ocean.
likely associated with varying degrees of surface wetness. These gradients lead to mesocale processes which affect
Ice concentrations are derived by using two methods: one the heat, salt, and momentum fluxes at the ice margin,
that assumes fixed eniasivities for consolidated ice and a
It is therefore important to increase our underatanding of
iterative procedure that accounts for the variable emisivities these procese in order to model the air-ice-ocean system
observed.
Use of the procedure that allows the emissivities in the MIZ and to build up a predictive capability of
to be variable gives ice concentrations that are more consistent the ice margin.
Parameterization of these processes is
with qualitative field observations.
(Auth.)
also necessary in large scale modeling of the sea ice influence
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internal melting.
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between sensible bet transferand long wave radiation Iaw
at the surface, the surface albedo, the short wave radiation
penetration and absorption and the unsteady heat conduction

within the ice.
The thermal analysis then leads to a
determination of the porosity of the ice that allows strength
The results
using beam-type anlyses.
made
to
be
analysis
provide criteria to determine when and how rapidly the
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Thermosyphoa are presently being installed at inclined angles
for various subgrade cooli
applications in the Arctic.
However, the thermal performance characteristics of a thermosyphon installed at these inclined angles is unknown.
The
performance ofa standard CO2 filled, two phase thermosyphon
was determined experimentally.
Meat removal effectivenesses were measured over a wide range of inclined
angles from the horizontal.
Empirical expressions were
obtained for the heat removal rates s a function of wind
speed and ambient air temperature.
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extreme local variability in the structure of ice in such granular and columnar ice resulted in intermediate and low usesa Wien bridge circuit to measure a change in soil
There was no reson at the 5%
level of significance strength values.
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Both
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The dielectric constant of the soi
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=di
ME12
unaai. M., International1979o18
Association of HY&GkIpkwu
nentoa
Scenes
1720jaton
dios) unfrozen water occurs within the polycrystalline pore
ace a well
Te thickness of the unfrozen water layer ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF SOLUTIONS Symposium on Isotopes and Impurities in Snow and
togyatcsthe mechanicsl behavior ofthe soil-ice interface TO THE PROBLEM OF WETTING FRONTS IN Ie, Grenoble, Aug. 28.30, 1975, p.341-350, In Eng= sus
h rs
ehnclpoete of the frm ONE-DIM[ENSIONAL, HORIZONTAL AND IN- is with Frech summary. 10 ret,.
32-3852
O O SMDA
since it reflects the contributions from a paiulaerlyf surseflFNT
to the unfrozen water layer thickness,
As a cuuence, Nakano, Y., Advances in water resources, June 1983, ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, AEROSOLS, SNOW
the unfrozen water content provides an excellent mea
6(2), p.71-78, 26 ret.
COVER, ICE CORES.
for temperature, salinity and specific surface area.
38-3567
POROUS MATERIALS, SOIL WATER, DIFFU(MATH- ME 1726
WElTABILrTY, ANALYSIS
ME176SION,

Tatinclaux, J.C.. et al American Towing Tank Conference; General meeting, 20th, Hoboken, NJ, Aug. 2.4,
1983. Proceedings. Edited by D. Savitaky, J.F. Dm1.
zell and M. PLazZO, E19841, p.627-638, 6 refs.
Humphreys, D.H.
38.3421
3-41wide
ICEBREAKERS, ICE MODELS, ICE BREAKING,
ICE STRENGTH, ICE LOADS, STRENGTH,
MODELS, TESTS.
ME 1717
PHYSICAL MECHANISM FOR ESTABLISHING ALGAL POPUL.ATIONS IN FRAZIL ICIL
Garrison, D.L.,
et al, Nature, Nov. 24, 1953,
3
30"(5941), p. 63-365, 19 refs.
Acly
uk .. ..
Ac38- S..,BukKR
ALGAE, FRAZIL ICE, MARINE BIOLOGY, ICE
FORMATION, CRYOBIOLOGY, ANTARCTICA
-WEDDELL SEA, ANTARCTICA-MCMURDO
SOUND.
noar regions ice algpalcommunities re not ony conpcuous
but may also be important production sites and sources
of seed populations for pe=,j communities.
Except for
some studies aear land-bse stations, there are few tongterm observations of ice algal populations. and few studies
have considered how they form and develop.
Until now,
nether the mechanism far harvesting nor the effects on
the composition of the ice community has been clearly demon.
stued.
In the Weddell See, we have sampled young
we ice discoloured by algae, ad we present evidence that
the algae were concentrated by a physical mechanism.
We
explain how such a process may accumulate planktonic forms
in ice communities.
(Auth. mod.)

GENERAL REPORT SESSION 2: MECHANICAL
PROPERTIES.
Ladanyl B., et al, Engineeringgeology, 1979, VolI3,

n7 185, rots.
infirtite porous media with the soil-wteor diffuasivity prprio.Lylea F.H.
at to some power of the water content.
Th7166 umes
36-1421
Of the similarty solution for the problem is studied and FROZEN GROUND MECHANICS, FROZEN
the properties of this solution are presented.
It is shown GRU
D
S EN T,
C
SRCIO
that the
is an asymptotic
GRU D
S ARTIFICIAL
ENT,
C SRCIO ICE
casof iniiasolution
value problem
of wetisolution
frontsof in MATERIALS,
FREEZING,
the media.
The use of the similarity solution is discussed LENSES, GROUND
ICE, TEMPERATURE
for the eimnddtemnton oftheolwaterifhasiviy. GRADIENTS, DESIGN, PERMAFROST.

~~~~disimlrt

ME 1721
SIMILARITY SOLUTIONS TO THE SECOND
BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM OF UNFLOW THRMOUGH POROUS
SATURATED
MEDIA.
Nakano, Y., Advances in water resource, Dec. 1953,
2 3
6(4), p.205- 1 , 26 refa.
35-3565
POROUS MATERIALS, WATER FLOW, BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS, SOIL WATER. DIFPU[SIGN, WATER CONTENT, ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS).
Similarity solutions to the second boundary value problem
of unsaturated flow are studied in coe-dimensional, semi.
infinite porous media with the soil-water diffusiviry propotion&Ito some power of the water content
The existence
and uniqueness of two types of similarity solutions to the
problem are investigated and the properties of these solutions
are presented.
It is shown that these two type of similarity
solutions exist and that they may not be unique for ever
prmtrrange studied.
Themueof the similarity sltin
isdscse for the experimental determination of soil-water
diffusivity.
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MP 1727
TEMPERATURE STRUCTURE AND INTERFACE MORPHOLOGY IN A MEILTING ICEWATER SySTML
Yen, Y.-C.. Frontier in hydrology, Littleton, CO,
Water Resources Publications, 1984, p.305-325, 22
reft.
38.3800
ICE MELTING, ICE WATER INTERFACE,
MELTING POINTS, HEAT TRANSFER, TEM1PERATURE DISTRIBUTrION, WATER TEMPER.
ATURE, BOUNDARY LAYER, CONVECTION,
TURBULENT FLOW.
Nineteen tests were conducted with temperature measurements
at various stage of welting experiments.
ourteen Sets
of photos were taken at various stages of the experiment
for meltin from above.
Formation of concentic ridges
was observed only for higher warmer boundary temsperatres.
However, there were more sharp-edged cavities at loweor
wsrm boundary temperatures a compared to those at wre
temperatures.
The ice-water interface seemed to be much
smoother at the junction of the cells in meltg from below.
These phenomn may be explained in that, in melting
from above, the convective motions originate near the waterice interface and therefore, may povsess a greater intensity.
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turted sol taken from the testing ate.

MP 1728

Preliminary results

agremnt between computed and
ia valo
re e
EFFECTS OF VOLUM3E AVERAGING ON SPECAWPH
Y- sured
TEA MEASURED WITH A LYMAN-ALPHA HYGROPMaER.
MW 1732
Andre, E.L, Journal
ON PILING.
7 4 7 of applied mfetorolog, Apr. FROST HEAVE FORCESDeprtmwtofTn
apotEach, D.C.,etalAlasa,
1981, 20(4), p.46 - 5, 24 refh.
tionandPublicFactinea.Revarch nots May1985,
33-3865
2p.
4(11),
SPECTROSHUMIDITY,
HYGROMETERS,
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS, ANAL- Johnson, J.B.
COPY,
YSIS (MATHEMATICS), VOLUME, ACCURACY. 40-508
Becase the Lyman-alpha hygrometer aveas turbulent flucdler the spectral
tuatios in humidity over a rircht la
wavenumbera.
the insm~et degradeat
arw contains
deivation of the thre-dimnsinal
spctral avenging ftncton and uses this function, with a
model for the scalar spectru , to umatcally evaluate
how hmi patal averaging affecte mnsaured humidity spectra
ahumidty variance disipati- rates.
In general, hymeer parameter canbechosen that allow
Isp.ec.r
aumente
..
to modmaudy high wavenumbers; but with th size of source
nd detector tum currently in ue, an accurate mesurement
of the humidity vaiance dipation rate appears imposible.
W 1729
LOCATING WET CELLULAR PLASTIC INSU-

LATION

IN

RECENTLY

CONSTRUCTED

ROOS.
Korhonen, C., et al, Society of Photo-Optical InProceeins 1983,
srumentedon Engineers.
Vo p 817,7
ToL37,
W.6a.
To31 ,
33-131tie
CELLULAR PLASTICS, ROOFS, INSULATION,
MOISTURE DETECTION, WETTABILITY, TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT.
Infrared
scannera
areboa
quite
successful
in findin insulations
wet roof
insul~on,
a
rds of
rapidly absorbin

sal river were ale related to the freezo-up open channel
a data from
now velocit and. when combined with
the Nelson River in Manitoba, produced a reasonbe reationship.
The dush ice alo established an eq
um flow
am astseveral mnasured crom sections tuoughout the study

reach
NP 1739
FORC MEASR
RE UP.N
RECE
ICE BREAK UP
R

AND ANALYSIS OF

Deck, D.S., Workshop on Hydraulics of Ice-Covered
Rivers, Edmonton, Alta., June 1 and 2, 1982. Procedings, (1982], p.303-336, 19 refa.
33-4015
ICE LWADS, ICE PRESSURE, STRUCTURES, ICE
BREAKUP, RIVER ICE, ICE CONTROL, ICE
BOOMS, ICE FORECASTING, ICE MECHANICS,
MP 1733
FLOATING ICE, COUNTERMEASURES, FRAMN
CE[ARACTk R ICS OF ASYMMECTRIC ZIL ICE, DESIGN.
FLOWS- APPLICATION TO FLOW BELOW ICE Mourm otwre made near On City, Pensylvan, durm
JAMS.
Febrary 1931 t evalute the -rmnce of aflotia
o luate
o-eury
an -e r o O f ow and
during the
trol structure
etalCandi journalfiv
rimarly objective of the
n
Crek.
oil
dream
teep
Sep. 1981, 3(3), p.342-350, With French smummar
.
formin ae
structure was to Nssi
13 refa
Tatinchux,
J.C.
upstream of Oil City that would prevent prolonged hail
36-1795
The
structure was a double timber
papoer.focuses on the forces exerted on
ttd
The f trann
e beku.
ICE JAMS, FLOATING ICE, WATER FLOW, SUB- the strturm du
SURFACE to the Ice conmrolst=ctur prior to breakup and during
INVESTIGATIONS,
SURFACE
ROUGHNESS, SHEAR STRESS, RIVER ICE, HY- the Ice rim wr mo rd through a strain-gaged tension
DRAULICS,
ANALYSIS
(MATHEMATICS), link, which bed been incoepormed into the deaign of the
T.E SLS
structure, and this ice force was recorded with respect to
FROST HEAVE, PILE EXTRACTION, PILE
FROST
STRUC URES, LOADS (FORCES)
PENETRATION, FROZEN GROUND
ICS, SOIL CREEP, SOIL PHYSICS, DESIGN,
TEM .

MP 1734
MP 1740
GROUND SNOW LOADS FOR STRUCTURAL FREEMING OF A SEMI-INFINT
MEDIUM
DESIGN.
INITIAL
RATURE GRADIENT.
Elliiigwood
B i al,p.930-964,
B,
,orr
J ria 13 refa.
turaienineert Lumardini,
NesVJ., Journalof .0-0,
energy
Apr.
1983, 109(4),
a.18,10()
eiino technolo7
p.103-106, Revision of 37?944"2
edfild,
.
37-3700 stic
38-4127 re&~
SNOW LWADS,
ROOFS, SNOW WATER SOL FREEZING, STEPAN PROBLEM, HEAT

But106(),
like IX~te wood fier and bro
develop more slowly and nommiformly in the cellular plastic
inusonw such as urethane, which are commonly
in new roock.
These differences can affect the outcome
of an infrared survey of new rool.
To detemine the EQUIVALENT, STANDARDS, STATISTICAL
feasibl
detecting incipient wet insulation, severa oecetly ANALYSIS, STRUCTURES, DESIGN.
constructed roob were examined thermograrhical1. I t MP 1735
was usually more difficult to find moisturein new oow
SEWAGE SLUDGE AIDS REVEGETATION.
mudoingi
tha inenewteait
celua
root plati
withqat
mo= b t inauetioco.
This increased difficuty is Palazzo, A.J., et al, Militay =e nee, July-Aug. 1982,
due to the slower rate of wetting and to the o
=uorm 74(481), p.198-301.
kin, D.A., Wright, E.A.
Pedite,
manner of wetting of some of the cellular platics.
tend
to
become
38-3797
insulation
wood fiber and fibrous glas unifrmlywe
trouhoutan
cme,
oar, whreasmoisureindicate
uniformly wet throughut an entire b
oard,
whes
mosuroe
initilly cocentrates at the perimters of
boards of
acme SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SLUDGES, REVEGETA-

~SEA
TRANSFER,

cellular plastic insulations.
However, eight to ten months TION, SOIL FORMATION, GRASSES, GROWTH.
after constuction, enough moisture can accumulate in most MP 1736
celular plastic insulations to be vidie to an mred
SOFT DRINK BUBBLES.for
concentrated in small portio of
this moisture ismuchpofwouldprobablybeoverooked
Sinc inulatioboard,
esch
Cragin, i.H.,Journal of'chenicaled/boaon, Jan. 1983,
eachituulaion
pobaly b ovrlokedICE
oar, mch f itwoud
VoL60, p.71, 2 refs.
by a nuclear or capacitance grid surey.
38-3798
MP 1730
SEAICE WATER INTERFACE, BUBBLES, ICE MELTAND
IN
PERMAFROST
FOUNDATIONS
ING, AIR ENTRAINMENT, CARBON DIOXIDE,
SONAL FROST; PROCEEDINGS.
NUCLEATION, AIR WATER INTERACTIONS,
Session Eon] Foundations in Permafroat andeal Frost, Denver, CO, Apr. 29, 1983, New
York, SOLU3ILITY.
6
American Society of Civil Engineers, 1983, 2p., Reft. MP 1737
pasim. For individual papers see 39-3579 through COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT SEA LEVEL
39-3582.
PRESSURE ANALYSIS FIELDS IN THE EAST
Wuori, A.F., ed, Sayles, F.H., ed.
GREENLAND SEA.
39-3578
Tucker, W.B., Joural of phy3
ocesnography, June
PERMAFROST
BENEATH
STRUCTURES,
1983, 13(6), p.1084-1088, 7 mf.
FOUNDATIONS, PILE STRUCTURES, R'EOLO- 38-3799
GY, FROZEN GROUND MECHANICS, LOADS ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE, SEA LEVEL, SEA
(FORCES), SEASONAL FREEZE THAW, MEET- ICE, ICE MODELS, OCEANOGRAPHY, GREENINGS DESGN,
OLDstructure,
INGS, DESIGN, COLD WEATHER
CONSTRUCLAND SEA.
TION, SNOW COVER EFFECT, GROUND ICE.
MP 1738
MP 1731
OTTAUQUECHIEE
RIVER-ANALYSIS
OF
CEEP OF A STRIP FOOTING ON ICE-RICH FREEZE-UP PROCESSES.
PERMAFROST.
Calkis, DJ., et al, Workshop on Hydraulics of IceSayles, F.H., Session on Foundations in Permafrost Covered Rivers, Edmonton, Alta., June I and 2,1982.
and Seasonal Frost, Denver, CO, Apr. 29,1983. Pro- Proceedings, 1198 2 , p.2-37, 3 re2.
ceedings. Edited by A. Wuori and F.H. Sayles, New Gooch, 0.
York, American Society of Civil Engineen, 1985, 38-4001
p.29-31,41 refs.
RIVER ICE, FREEZEUP, HEAT TRANSFER, ICE
39-3581
MECHANICS, FLOW RATE, METEOROLOGIPERMAFROST
BENEATH
STRUCTURES, CAL FACTORS, ICE COVER THICKNESS, ICE
CREEP, LOADS (FORCES), STRESSES, SETILE- VOLUME, TIME FACTOR, ANALYSIS (MATHMENT (STRUCTURAL), RHEOLOGY, STRAINS, EMATICS), DEGREE DAYS, UNITED STATESTESTS, COMPRESSIVE PROPERTIES.
VERMONT--4TrAUQUECHEB RIVER.
Creep settlement tests were performed on a atrip footing The results of three winters of freee-up meaurements on
founded on the surface of ice-rich stollan silt permafrost, the Ottauquechee River have shown that the ice production
The tam consisted of applying four step lodin s to a 10 hat tranfer coefficient calculated ftm the ice volume meain. (25.4 cm) wide concrete footing. The step loeds produced uremente is aomewhat related to the severty of the heeconstant stres at the base of the footing of 28, 56, and up meteorological conditions.
A=vdyinten old period
Ill psi (0.193, 0.35, and 0.770 MPa) for teat pero
of-22 C for two days just as the river -at temperature
of 12000, 6000 and 3500 hour respectively.
The tesing reached 0.0 C produced much higher Ice volumes for the
was conducted at an ambient temperature of 28.4 F(- me river reach thn two other freeeup periods, which
2.0 C) in the controiled environment of the USACRUIL had averae air tepersatures of -7 C over 10 to 12 das.
Permafrost Tunnel Facility which is located near Pox, Alaks. The intenecoldpod created higher e discharges,
Settlement and settlement rates of the footin were mosured fored the leading Ode to progre upstrem at a hae
Them mesured values a compared with those comped rate than during other y
The
rl Ice l
was
by different proposed analytical methods that utilize ruls found to be linearlty reaed.
the number of acumulated
from unconfined compression creepsta performed on unddi- taing degree-days.
The dat on lateral cloeur for this
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RBE ,HA

TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS,
GBOTHERMY, HEAT BALANCE, THERMAL
CONDUCTIVITY, ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS).
Bo solutions to problem of conductive hat transf with
douaton
solidification ae rare due to the no
rity of the equations.
The bat balance integral technique is used to obtain an
soluton to the feezing of sn diinait
soluuit
temperature
eumann sotio
wittha i that the
heinictia
coomtat
tempertutre Neman
is acceptable for sol system with a geothermal gradient
unless extremely on
Mt balance integral w

time ae cnaidered. The
aood
=o solution& with simple
noncontant initial tmpertures.

MP 1741
ACTION ON TWO CYLINDRICAL STRUCTURK.
&r-esAW
Kato, K.,et al, JroIV4of
For another
Mar. 1984, 106(1), p.107-112, 17 re
source see 38-641 (MP 1643).
Sodhi, D.S.
33O4S23
PRESSURE, ICE SOLID INTERFACE, EXPERIMENTATION.
Ice action on two cylindrical structures, located side by
side, has ban inve ated in a mal-a eerimetal
study to determine the interference allecta on the ice forc
generated during ice structure interaction.
The proximity
of the two strctre changes the mode of ice fur the
mantude and diection Of Ict forces on the individual
frequency ofcomparing
aceforce the
variations.
andeffects
the dominant
Interference
were detinedby
experimental results of test at differe structure spacings.
MP 1742
TERMAL PATTERNS IN ICE UNDER DYNAMIC LOADING.
Fill, AM., Ct aj, Society o
ofo-Opt Lnatune8 , nM .
Proedfo 1933,
Vol.43, p.240243,9ref
Marshall, SJ., Munia, R.H.
38-4120
ICE PHYSICS, DYNAMIC LOADS, HEAT
TRANSFER, ICE SPECTROSCOPY, ICE THERMAL PROPERTIES, PLATES, TESTS.
Heat emimion a
in the infrared spectrum were diooverd in ice subjected tocyclic loading.
The ice p
used in the ta had a recua
shape of 13 x 19 cm
and a thickness of 2 cm.
The plates were frozen to
the platen of the testing appatusm to form a cantilever
beam and were vibrated ove a frequency r
fom 0.3
to3kHz atan ambiet
of -4 C. The surfce
.tire
hem patterns vt scanned by two thermal i
syatema
with spectral band pas of 2-5.6 micro and
micon,
and the heat patterns wer recorded on Polaroid film and
on videotap
The bet emission patterns ft appeared
at the fied end of the Ice plat and migrated gradually
to the he end.
The temperature dilfrence between the
n was Found to depend on the duration and frequency
of exciti.
The results of thes
.at indicate that
vbrothermography om have wide rea of practical application
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LAKNARTC
OFFSOREOIL
N TE ALSKA ARCIC.
Weekl6 W.F., et al, Sciene, July 27.1984,225(4660),
OFSHR

MP 1746
RELATIONSHIPS AMONG DANK RECESSION,

MP 1750
PROJECTILE

VEGETATION, SOILS SEDIMENTS AND PERMAVROST ON THE TANANA RIME NEAR
FAIRBANKS, ALASKA"in
Osto, L.W., Overview of Tanana River oioig
research studies near Fairbankaak a Prepared by U.S. Arny Cold Regiona Reseairch and Engineering Lsboratory, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

TION INTO ORDINARY SNOW.
Swinzow, G.K., Hanover, NH, U.S. Army Cold ReResearch and Engineering Laboratory. 1977,
3pUnpublished manuscript. 10 refa.

Jan. 1984, 39p., Appendix B. 30 rein
3"-208
Numerous ,ek
-378,
V37
& erG.
'
BANKS
(WATERWAYS).
SOIL EROSION,
38-4117
FLOOD CONTROL, VEGETATION PERMANATU]RAL RESOURCES, OFFSHORE DRELL
FROST BENEATH RIVERS, SEDIMENTS, UNITING, OIL RECO VERY, SEA ICE, ICE LOADS, IC
ED STATES-ALASKA-TANANA RIVER.
SCORING.
Th objective of this analysis was to determine if available
Oladgas deoi
n the Alukano
a rb
e stimated data w useful in ideniting the hceitcs tha
to coti up to 40 percent of the reminm udiscovered to credibility of the banks alms, two reaches of thet Tenn
crdel sad
ethi
wieuvaetnta
A jusiction. iver.
Eising: dtia on bankvgetation, soils. sediments
Mot(5to 70 veOe)of thm estimated reserves wte and permaflust won tued. Becus then~ dat Wae lateral
beaeooccur oboebeneath the shallow, ice-covered and not collected for the purpose of si-~eii
-es of the Alaskan continental shelt
0ohcre recovery my anltia ap ach was simple and ddnt
operations for such arem are far from routine, with the a Nasuntat
"
The dat were visually comnpared
priaryprhims
uocate wth he reenc ofIc.
Smeto the locatons and estimate amounts of historical rommt
prolem
us berecivd
tat
f efient cst-ffctieto evaluate if any relationships were obvious.
envionmntaly
podutio
ats yer-rundobo
isto
be hee
lude
cfre
on o~hors snucutes,thettheacuathsimaono
proper placement of pipelne
M7 1747
beneth ce-prodaed gs ut the sea floor, and the cleanup BANK RECESSION AND CHNNEL CHANGES
atfel spills in pak wec areas.
(Auth.)
IN THE AREA NEAR THE NORMH POLE AND
FLOODWAY SILL GROITS, TANANA RIVER
ALMS"A
G&Wt,LW., et sl, Overview of anna River monitor-
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PENITRA-

38-478
PROJECTILE PENETRATION, SNOW COVER
EFFECT, MMUARY OPERATION, SNOW DENSITY, MILITARY ENGINEERING, PROTECTION, PENETRATION TESTS, PHOTOGRAPHY.
A soerron the bottidedis told to dis in" toprtc
himself
agaer projectiles and fragmets
Bt a cold
1
Ygf0515
the OOdmay be herd, uial only
eieates
fel frnatioes built wing machines and
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aterilth sow covten
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Oten neglect
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for
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n amsoldie
Construction a prtctv structure made iordin arymw
requires an ceder of magnitude loss t in ime, manpow
and enory than is requited to obanthe same amount
of pr.tcVo by uing sand bas
'lging
drig
in."
We
have found that small arm rojci=e peneost only 2
m into a anowpll and that protection agiset recolll
ammuniio (HEAl) of the shape :
=q"
4 moof crdinary snow.
Our d
iise
lethan
oryt
eerto
ethrltosw
00I
n
that point detonatig Nzes may Maresngrete difficulties
m mow covered terrain.

ing and research stuiesm near Fairbanks, Alska. Pr-

MW 1744pared
MP744nenn
POTENTIAL USE OF SPOT HRV IMAGERY

FOR ANALYSIS OF COASTAL SEDIMENT

by U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and EngiLaboratory, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, MP 1751
Jan. i184, 98p., Appendix C. 5 reft.
STUDY OF A GROUNDED FLOEUKRG NEAR
Riley, L.W.
REIN4DEER ISLAND, ALASKA.
38-4209
Kovacs. A., Hanover, NH, U.S. Army Cold Resions;
BANKS (WATERWAYS), CHANNELS (WATER- Research and Engineering Laboratory, July 1977, 9p.,
WAYS) SOIL EROSION, FLOOD CONTROL, Unpublished technical report.
PHOTOGRAPHY, AERIAL SURVEYS, UNITED 3847
STATES-ALASKA-TANANA RIVER.
GROUNDED ICE, ICE SCORING, ICE FLOEM
Two diversion grn,
one near North Pole, Alaska, n
ICE PILEUP, PRESSURE RIDGES, DRIFT, UNITthe other 7 miles urn
on the Tam River nea d
ED STATES.-ALASKA-PRUDHOE By.
B
fodasilweebltin 1975 and 19719along the flood
cntrl lveetha prtecs parbonks fom flooding of the
Ch1en& and Tanana=rvea
A flood control plan includes
construction of new groins wherever it soer likely that
bank er-slou may threaten the levee.
Th objectives of
analysis were to measure bank recession, to describe
channel changes before and after cosrcinof the twoMW15
groins, anti to evainate relationships among eroin, channel
P15
changes and discharge.
Data from this analysis and future SIMPLE DOOM ASSEMDLY FOR THE SHIPevaluations aw be used in selecting sites for future groins. BOARD DEPLOYMENT OF AIR-SEA INTERAC-

PLUMES.
Band, LB., et at 1984 SPOT Symposium. Proceedinga.
SPOT simulation applications handbook,
American Society of Photogrammetry, 1984, p.199204,53 rein
McKim. H.L., Merry, C.J.
40-3548
BOTTOM SEDIMENT, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT REOTESENING
WAER
OLLTOR, RPECT SENSIY , ISTRIBUT O
U
TIO, SECTOSCPY
DITRIUTIN.
Simulated SPOT (IIYR) 20-in multispectral data were obtained
on 7 July 1984 ove the Itart-Miller Island diked
contsinment facility located in the upper Ceaak
..
Sediment plumes were clearly visibledinctd
-tw transport directon at the time the image -a taken
The portion of the image along the bay side of the island
had strong specular reflection.
The imae wasN
preTroceNTed
treoethe majorit of the seular reflecion.
TheA111N41
INSTU ESL.=
& C11
941()
S
"be :
opraorwa
aile to the en
ancedsimlted spOT MP 1748
Anre37E., etraohe sorc we 389884,r 113),
imW eA set of edesegments were generated that follow EROSION ANALYSIS OF THE NORTH DANK p.227-27Foanhesureee3-6or1the boundaries of the major sediment
The_
OF THE TANANA RIVER FRS DEFERRED 28929. 21 rein
Of the edas was quite variable, reletig hevarying difusOn
SRCIO
RA
Rand, J.H, Ackley, S.F.
of the plum border.
The Sobel edge-enhanced im 5 5 CollnsRC.'ION.
of
ie
.rn
38-4422
showed twoumte of plumes.
The edgeintensit Wasanriy CoinCMOeveofTn
Rvrmntrng
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ME OOLG,
ET RLGBTOOL)
RLOY
Profilesof pixeld;6=tslnber and research studies near Fairbanks, Alaska. Pre-M
stronger nearer the source.
were taken at two distances, normal to the long1ame of pared by U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and EngiALINSTRUMENTS, MEASURING INSTRUthoedplmensowere loted
oCrnsc .
otory, Laborathouh US. Army Corps of Ensineers
MENTS, DOOMS (EQUIPMENT), SHIPS ANth bmsweepotdJan.19
I p=
.
*X=
'isApni
D. I ref.
TARC1'ICA.
We have developed a simple boom for us no s sr
38-4210
BANKS
WATERWYS),
OIL ERSIONmeteoroogical
from a shii
The main=cm
BANK(WTER
AYS,
SIL
ROSON9member 0( thevariables
boom, a trianialr omunicaions tower
FLOOD CONTROL, PROTECTION, AERIAL with rolers attached along ice bottom side, is deployed horizonSURVEYS,
UNITED
STATES-ALASKAtaly fromna longt, flat deck, sach mea hIco"Pe deck,
M175TANANA
RIVER.
u
wilsupport a 100-kg payload at Its outboard end.
Ml?~i 1as5
Tebo
to.delo, requires minimal ship modifiesEFFECTS OF PHASE II CONSTRUCTION OF
oti. an po
irad acestt
one
for use with the
ship
onI.
And beca t is designedhearmnt
THE CHENA FLOOD CONTROL PROJECT ON MW 1749
NEAR FAIRBANKS, ROLE OF SEA ICE DYNAMICS IN MODELING crosswind ocangapi west ce so on at the amas time
THE TANANA RIME
We describe our
as the ai-nineracto mssuruments.
C02 INCREASES,
ALASKA-A PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS.
of the boom on the MikWz Sowor during a cruis
Dinska, J.S, or at Overview of Tanana River monitor- Hibler, W.D., III, American GeophyzkWa3 Union. useinothe
Antarctic samice and present sod~
ing and research studies near Fairbanks, Aslaa Pre- Oephyical'monaVV 1984, No.29, p.2 8-253. 21 mmuremet made with instruments mountd c aTho&;
prdby U.S Ary Cod Regious Research and Engi- refsexermet
and our date all imply that instumients
nerin
.
aoaoy
.AmyCrso
nier
31-4249
deploe
1
dwet fom a rear helicopter dock tam reach
h hp
uha ntuetst
194, 11 p+ fg., Appni A.
1an
CLIMATIC CHANGES, SEA ICE DISTRIBUColnCM., Young, S.A. TION, ICE MECHANICS, ICE MODELS, ICE has risear adatage over the more cutomary mast, bow,
Barrett, S., C bo EF.,
(Auth)
TEMPERATURE, DRIFT, THERMODYNAMICS, or buoy loain.
384207
FLOOD CONTROL, COLD WEATHER CON- ALBEDO, SEA WATER.
STRUCTION, SOIL EROSION, RIVER FLOW, Sensitivity simulations Of a hierarchy of Antarctic sa ice
a
carried out and analyzed.
AERIAL SURVEYS: moel to atmosperic
BANKS (ATERWAYS),
Isstudy includes modeis
honly a thermoodynamic ice
PHOTOGRAPHY, COUNITERMEASURES, UNIT- over,
models with in-situ lads bet no ice transport, and
ED STATES-. ALASKA-TANANA RIVER_
a flycouled dynamic'hermdynsmi mod0"that includes MP 17513
The Ala*&aDistrict, Corp of Enneen initid" a
transort, leads and strength-thicirsess coupling.
All mes
SOIL MICRODIOLOGY.
called the Tanrm River Monitoring and Reerh
emplo a 60-in-thick oceanic med layer, together wit
Dosatta, E., et at Simulation of nitrogen bebaviour of
to determine if any adverse Impacts areocurn
or m a
"doll.y and temporally varylna heat flux into the mixed
"_ln
yt
suamlt
rec of Phs Ml ontruction of
C3=Oanlayer fom the deep ocean.
TUbaflux was generated
Il-ln
sytms
Edited by MJ. Primsed and J.A.
Flood Control Project.
The resulta of th
oioig interactively by using a fixed fraction of the Ice growth van VeenWagnn n, the Netherlands, Pudoc Cenaoeans riiay
analysis of the Phase ill cosrcin and cooling rates from the full dynaic /thertmynml model,.r o
ocmnain 1981, p .38-44.
praneints 0 ot
Aerii pogrhy and rver The same sataly an
tlau i"
Ikandar, ILK, Junin, N.G., Krsh, G., Reuse, J.O., Tontdocument hsoilchnefrm were used in all semi.
enJA.vn
19to 1911.
Rvbakerosion and channel changes full ice dynamics effects are fudto be less sestv=,Ven
o t
.. vn
models. while %-443S
befrsandaferthe phase M!cosrcinae evaluarted atmospheric warming than teodnmc-ly
to datmemins the M
fct of the onstructio on the natural models with specified lead f
actosr mom senstive than SOIL MICROBIOLOGY, UREA, NUTRIENT CYriver prces
thermodynainlca- onl odels.
(Auth. mod.)
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M 1714

ATMO6PHERIC CONDITIONS AND CONCUR-

EMT SNOW CRYSTAL OBSERVATIONS DURIMG SNOW-ONE.A.

Monlo, M.A.,eta, US., Army Cold Regk mn
Research
and ,nAfineins Laboratory. Spec l repoA Mar.
1983, No.83-04, Snow Symposium 2, VoL1, p.3-18,
ADD-073 046, 14 re.
O'Brien, L
38-4305
SNOWFALL, SNOW CRYSTAL STRUCTURE,
SNOW OPTICS, SYNOPTIC METEOROLOGY,
AIR MASSES, AIR TEMPERATURE, HUMIDITY,
WEATHER OBSERVATIONS, FALLNG BO-

DIES.

MP 175

MP 1762

PACE.
Fsk, DJ., US. Army Cold ReqionaResearch andEn-

OUR IN SOILS IRRIGATED WITH LIQUID
WASTE.

FREE WATER MEASURXMENTS OF A SNOWzineerin Laboratory. Spcis repo.
Mar. 1983,
No.33-04, Snow Symposium 2, Vol.1, p.173-176,
ADB-073 046,2 refa
38-4317
SNOW WATER CONTENT, TEMPERATURE
MEASUREMENT, UNFROZEN WATER CON.
TENT, SNOW MELTING, CALORIMETERS.
A reviewlsivenofmethod (malting and freezingcaloiety)
previously usedfor masuring the free water content of
sow on theground
Theli merits and faults am d-Aed
A new method, d
pe by the author, based on the
temperature depreassio observed when a snow sample is
compltely dissolved in ethanoi,
described and compered
to the malting aMd frng caorimetric methods.

A survey of the synoptic weather patterns and vertical profiles
of temperature and humidity over northern Vermont was
co nd
per ios. of
a behp t Deeme
disened
Feu ay
rom on-site optihabit,antian
fW ,
was soa obserred during this period.
Th s inonatL
we usedto investigate the association between airmass
charactesistics and s
cr 1 types.
The ultimate 94MP 1759
five of the analysis ito
nslar-le weather o diis PERFORMANCE AND OPTICAL SIGNATURE
&W with masure
tsvoe
cocurretly by sectr-OF AN AN/VVS-I LASER RANGEFINDER IN
a w M
sUstererd
FALLING SNOW: PRELIMINARY TEST RE

MP 1755

NORTHWEST SNOWSTORM OF 15.-16 DECEM.
BER 1981.
and
-one Researc
Bates, R.E., U.S. Army Cold
ot R Spec
rrep,
r ar.
193
tueel
nowyposi
p .
1
N0.3-04,4
S
2
l
,
073

SULTS.
Lacombe, J., U.S. Army Cold R on Research and
BEngiieedng Laboratory. Specare ort,
Mar. 1983,
N0.83-04, Snow Symposium 2, Vol, p.253-266,
No.33-OWSTRSnow1y-poDwm 2, Vo.01, p.6510266,
ADB03 046, 10 re&s
38-4324
SNOW OPTICS, SNOWFALL, LIGHT TRANS.
MISSION, ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES,
BLOWING SNOW, PHOTOGRAPHY, LASERS
SNOWSTORMS, ATTENUATION, MEASURING

INSTRUMENTS, VISIBILITY.

6

WASTEN: A MODEL FOR NITROGEN BEHAVISulim, H.M., et al, Simulation of nitrogen behaviour of
soil-plant systems. Edited by MJ. Frissel and J.A.
van Veen, Wageningen, Netherlands, Centre for
Agricultur Publication, [19841, p.96-108, 19 refs.
Indar,
ILK
39-234
WASTE TREATMENT, WATER TREATMENT,
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, LAND RECLAMATION, WASTE DISPOSAL,
IRRIGATION,
MATHEMATICAL MODELS, SOIL WATER,

FORECASTING, COMPUTER APPLICATIONS.

M

1763

ICE COVER MELTING IN A SHALLOW RIVER.
Cakins DJ.,
journal of civil eninoeri
5 5 65
June 1984, 11(2), p.2
9 refs.
38-4401

-2

, With French summary.

ICE MELTING, RIVER ICE, ICE JAMS, HEAT

TRANSFER, FRAZIL ICE, WATER TEMPERATUR, RIVER FLOW, FREEZING POINTS, DIURNAL VARIATIONS, TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION.
The heat tranafer coefficients computed from field data on
both ice cove melting and water temperature attenuation
me hig
tha the v.Jue one would compute based on
extrapolation of previou laboratory flume das,. The computed heat taser euecents were relaively cnsist
when sudculsted from the water temperaure decay data.
Consistent results were also obtained with one set of very
detailed ice cover melting date.
The diurnal fluctuation
in water temperature from the freezing point to values of
0.4-0.6 C was ssociated with the incoming solar radiation
Iuand
theopen water face ares.
The measured water
temperat ditilon beneth the ice cover atarc
cross section varied from 0.2to 0.6C due to the influence
se
of frar ice and flow distwiouto
In the oen water
reaches the water temperature was essentially fully
mied
vertically but lateral variation across the river rau from
0.1 to 0.3 C. me avem
a e daily meltinq of the ice cover
often exceeded 5.0 cm ao at some locatons the rate was
as high as 8 cm/d.
The melt was not uniform across
the section but wee highly dependent upon the flow conditions.
velocity, and depth.
The ice cover meltin4 for this yer
only occurred durin the dayligiht bous as the air temperstures
dropped below 0 C at night and the water temperature
likewise decayed to its freezini point.

SNOWSTORMS, SNOW DEPTH, SNOWFALL,
S PO OMLI,
SYNOPTIC
METEORO GmY, METEOROLOGICAL DATA-.epn
CAL DApe
€onteiA. a dmrh
tas a detailed description of meteorological
ditin (including upper sic) of an intense Northeast
snowstorm that occurred in mid-December 191.
The
pper relatethe oite meteorolo to the overall concurrent
synoptic situation.
Consideration is given to air mass,
h iboth
S4OWONE-A
primary lins4-site.

pulsed rubylaser ranefinder was perated
AnAN/VVS-I
dG
ing the February
9, 19 2 snow storm at SNOw-ONE1e device's digital readout was monitored as the
system ranged over known distances to severaltret..
Sys.
tem performance has been evaluated rlative to detiled
measurements of airborne-now concentration, precipitation
rats and visible transmittance.
Observations of the ranatein.
der's
optical signature have been made using
a video camera
and still photography. This work was acomplished during
clearair and hiht
conditions

MP 1756
FALLING SNOW CHARACTERISTICS AND Ex.
TINCrION.
Berger, R.H., U.S. Army Cold Ro ns Rearch and
Lboatory. Speial repo4 Mar. 1983,
E
No.83-04, Snow Symposium 2, Vol.1, p.61-69, ADD
073 046, 2re
38-4309
SNOWFALL, LIGHT TRANSMISSION, PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION, PRECIPITATION
GAGES, LIGHT SCATTERING.
An examinationof thelitrures
thatasinleelationhip
bete
theextinction and the precipitation rate does not
exist for snow as it dom for rain.
This is due in paut
to the wide range of particle sizes and shapes which determine
both the optical and mechanical properties of mow.
The
extinction masurements and extensive snow characterization
made drng the SNOW-ONE and SNOW-ONE-A field
experiments provide the dat for an examination of the

MP 1764
MP 1760
CHEMICAL OBSCURANT TESTS DURING SURFACE ROUGHNESS OF ROSS SEA PACK
ICE.
WINTER: ENVIRONMENTAL FATE.
Cregin, J.H., U.S. Army Cold R bwonRaearch and Govoni, J.W., et al, Antarctic journal of the United
States, 1983, 18(5), p.123-124, 5 refa.
EngieeringLboratory. Speciarepcrt Mar. 1983
No.04, 4, Snow Symposium 2, VoLl, p.267-272, Ackley, S.F., Holt, E.T.
39-16
ADB-073 046, 3 rea.
SEA ICE, PACK ICE, ICE SURFACE, MEASUR38-4325
SNOW OPTICS, INFRARED RECONNAIS- ING INSTRUMENTS, ANTARCTICA-ROSS
SANCE, AEROSOLS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, SEA.
POLLUTION, TEMPERATURE EFFECTS, SAM- At the end of the 1980 austral winter, sea-ice surface roughness
PLING,TESTS.
was
maed consisted
along selected
in thepack
Ros Se.
Te
ie surveyed
mainly tracks
of flrst-yesr
ice.
Surface
Concentrations of orthophoaphate, IRI and R2 obscurants
lprofles were made using a Spectra-Physics Geodolite 3A
were measued in surface snow samples after a wintertime laser profilometr which was mounted v
y in the camer
me
bay ofaNationalScience Foundatin LC-130 ircft,
teat of white phosphorus (WP) smoke and the two infre
screeners. Sample concentrations of IRland IR2 decreased profiometer, recording equipment and measurement
exponentially downwind from the smoke release point.
Or- are described.
For the data analyzed to
tehie
thophosphate concentrtions were all less than the analytic
Seareon appears in genral to have much less ridln
detection limit of 0.15 mg/L
Quantities of smokerleased than ether the Weddell Sea or the Arctic Basin.
he

dep

e of the extinction on various snow charct

c

he correlatin between the extinction and several snow
charactrization psraetrs are presented,

MP 1757
VISIBLE PROPAGATION IN FALLING SNOW
AS A FUNCTION OF MASS CONCENTRATION
AND CRYSTAL TYPE.
Lcombe,J.,
et&I,U.S.Army Cold Regions Research
Lnd
beiq
bort y. pecryrepor Mar.
1983, No.83-, Snow Symposium 2, VoL1, p.103111,
ADB-073 046, 8 ref.
Koh, 0., Curcio, J.A.

38-4311

LIGHT
TRANSMISSION,
ATTENUATION,
SNOWFALL, SNOW CRYSTAL STRUCTURE,
OPTICAL PROPERTIES,
SNOW OPTICS,ODENSI
TY (MASS/VOLUME).
At SNOW-ONE-A mass concentration of falling snow was
meamred in connection with measurements of visible trasmittaetand observations ofsnow crystaltpe
An examination
of a sign aficnt portion of the reslinga data base reveals
that a general correlation exists between visibie attenuation
sad insooncentration. The data also indicate that crystal
habit Is a msiomfactor affecting the relationship between
attenuation and concentration,

pose no hazard to the public or environment.

Snow was

found to provide a clean non-conteminating surface upon
which to collect the deposited aerosoL

MP 1761
ON SMAILSCALE HORIZONTAL VARIATIONS OF SALINITY IN FIRST-YEAR SEA ICE.
Tucker, W.B., etal, Journal of
-poysi¢al
research.
July 20, 1984, 89(C4 p.6505-6514, 20 r
Gow, A.J., Richter, JA.
38-4365
SEA ICE, ICE SALINITY, BRINES, VARIATIONS.
Measurements of salinity over horizontal distances of 38
to 76 em in s thick first-year Ice sheet have revealed significant
differences.
A maximum salinity difference of 2 per mill
obseved bet-ee ice coresep t frm the same
depth.
me mean standard deviation for 10-cm thickness
Increments through the2.0-m ice sheet wee 0.39 per mill
between the five closely spaced cores.
mle most likely
mechanism for thse significant differences in slinity over
short distances is differential brine drainage in the ice sheet
due to aryin locations of brine drainage channels.
A
simple
ensional model which assumes
a normally
distrituted arrangement of brine drainage channels provides
results consistent with the horizontal duffer
oerved.
(Auth.)
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open nature of the bomdaries here leadsto generally divernt

condition and diminishes the s
tmitted throug the
pea seresulting in fewer high ridges.
Nea coastal
boundaries
however, localized igh stre may exist and
ridging features develop accordingly.

MP 1765
TWO-DIMENSIONAL MODEL OF COUPLED
HEAT AND MOISTURE TRANSPORT IN
FROST-HEAVING SOILS.
Guymon, G.L, etaI, JouralofeneW resourcesfechnaD,,Sep. 1984, 106(3), p.336-343, 30 refit.
Hromadka, T.V., 1,Bert, R..
39-24
HEAT TRANSFER, MOISTURE TRANSFER,
FROST HEAVE, SOIL FREEZING, MODELS.
mhe model is based uwionwell known equations of heat
and moisture flow in sol.
Numerical solution is by the
nodal domain integration method which includes the integrated
finite difference and the Galerkin finite element method.
Solution of the phase change process is approximated by
an isothermal approach and phenomenological equations are
assumed for processes occurring in freezin; or thawing nones.
Me model has been verified sgsinst experimental one-dimensioni frieezing sil column data and experimental two-dimensioalsoil thawing tank date as well as two-dimensional
ol s a data.
The model has been applied to several
simple but useful field problems such as roadway embankment
freezing and frost heaving.
(Auth.)
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C, at which point the conductivity decreaaed with dces
temperature, (3) the DC conductivity of ofa iceinrae
complex
the real pait of theevlm
volume. (4)
wihdcccntn
mcren brinxsrnl
dpnetuo
but Ionadependent upon th brine inclusion orientation, (5)
Cnene, SIts, LArie, WY, Aug. 1-3, 1984. Progothe.etd
in dimenaiouileas coordinatea), wreplotted the imaginary part of the complex dielectric constant was
ceedinga, Vol.2. Edited by A.P. Boreal and K.P. as
tlnadare superpoaed, confirming teuiystrongly dependent upon brine inclusion orientation but much
Chn.New York, Amcean Society of Civil Eng.- o( the deformationsamd bliure, proces and the validity o
e
eedn pnbn
oue
Cehon98gp. 09-02,srea
the model.
A metbod is developed for determining the
11
namrs 1984 p.109-102,
5 efs.parameters
of the model, so that cre deformation, and NIP17
39.110
the atres-atrain relationship of ductile materials such as ELEMENTAL COMPOSITIONS AND CONCENRHEOLOGY, STRESS STRAIN DIAGRAMS, aol., can hepredicted basedupon ifomioin obtained from TAIN
FMCOPEUE
NSO
E
SEA.
RO TEMWEDEL
TAD
N OACMIC
CREEP, STRESSES, STRAINS, TESTS, THERMO- either type of tast
DYNAiCS.MP
1772
Kuma,, M., ct a!, Antarctic journal of the United
and unified filure criteria.

MP 17"8cntttieeuto

Deform-.

do adhiae r considered as a single therinoactvated
CREE MODEL FOR CONSTANT STRESS AN
CONSTANT STRAIN R E.pomIwhcthdoiatrlbeopotecan
curvea, obtained from uniaxa
ofTenopy. Families of creep
Fli, A.M., Engineering Mechanics Divison Specialty
CSand CSR tests of frozen sol respectively

MP 1767
MODEL SIMULATION

OF 20 YEARS OF

NORTHERN HEMISPHERE SELA-ICE FLUC
TUATIONS.gy
Walas, 7I.E., Ct al, Annals of jiaciology, 1984, VoL.5,
p.l170-1 6, 20 refa
thbler, W.D., 1I1, Ross, 3.

METHOD OF DECTING VOWDS IN RUBBLED ICE.
Tucker, W.D., et ad,Cold regions science and technoloJuly 1984, 9(2), p.183-189,9 refa
=ad T.H., Govomi, LW.
39-343

State;, 1983, 18(5), P.129-131, 7 reds.
Ackley, S.F., Clarke, D.D.
393W7'

PACK ICE, SNOW CRYSTALS, MICROELE-

MENT CONTENT, PARTICLES, ANTARCTICA
-WEDDELL SEA.
Ths&ae preaents the result. of an investigation of micros39-193
pherules
found in snow and pack ice from the Weddell
SEA ICE DISTRIBUTION, ICE CONDITIONS,
Sea,Antarctica collected durng thetl4-JX
lWeddell
ICE MODELS, DRIFT, SURFACE TEMPERA.V17
yy
Expedition, 1981.
naemental ompostion sze,
TUEIDFCOS EIDCVRA
P17
2=
o microspherul. were determinedUsn
ROICE COVERA UNIAXIAL COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF a scanni.' electron microscope (5254) and.o= dseiv
TUON, SNWINFCORSEC,
Typacal textiresofmirosperuics
CVR FROZEN SILT UNDER CONSTANT DEFORMA- X-;ray anaZ:u(EDXA).
THICKNESS, CLIMATIC FACTORS.
17) TION RATES.
aehonin tis repor and compared with those found
A~i dysmcthrmdna,
sanic
lu . t4Cl
einssineadcnig
jce-fogc=tl sampledfrom the Northern
yea period, 1961 to 1980. heUmodel is driven by diyJuine 1994,9(1), p.3-15, 8 refla.
in the mnow ameplefrom th
edl
e
n
from
stinoapheric gids of sa-level pressure (geoatrcphic wn)Carbee, D.L.
the mnow-ice anple.
The concentration of mictoapherules
and by temperatures derived from the Rusaian surface tempera- 39-327
in the anow samples is calulated to heapprox 0.001 percent,
ture data set.
Among the modifiai to earlier formula- FROZEN GROUND STRENGTH,
STRESS three ord- 'Ifmaqltde maler than that of the Northern
uons ar the inclusion of mnowcover and a multilevel ice
STRAIN DIAGRAMS, COMPRESSIVE PROPER- Itemispher.
Ti indicates that the conscentration of mathicknes distribution in the thrndnnl
optto.
in
the Antarctic may bethree ordera of magnitude
The time seriea Ofthe simulated anomalies shwrelatively TIES, GROUND ICE, ICE CRYSTAL STnuc=
U1 th concentrantiound in theNorthern iemikemot
fiedrn h al
90
n '
TURF, TESTS, STRAINS, VELOCITY, SOILSico.adtu-ch
ap nesfm
t sieymallamounts
the late 1960 CREEP, RHEOLOGY, TEMPERATURE VARIA,- Z'ediel Seawere found in fly ashof terrestrial origin.
ealy190L
7U tiuaios f'inTINS,
DENSITY (MASSWIOLUME).
The iron rich microapherules were tentatively identified to
the entire domain and in individual regions, aemrprisntUnlaxsua compressive strength tests were conducted on remoild- he of ezrtietjlorigin
than ae the fluctuations of ice-covered ara.
Th ice ed saturated
Faurbanks frozen slt under various constant
dynamics tend to introduce more hgfruecy vraliymachine speeds, temperatures anddy densities.
Test results MP 1778
into the regional (and total) amounts of ice mawa h show that the peakstrength of frozen silt ai not sesitive LARGE-SCALE ICE/OCEAN MODEL FOR THE
OE
mst
o ae otn)a
C aeilya
mA C
to
simulated annual ice expor from the Arctic bain int th
O
INLIE
but.vrenstvto
tmeate
wihsriater
Ent Greenland Sesvaries interianually by factors of3 reaivl
to 4.
and aple tanrate
Howvr the failure strain is Hibler, W.D., MIIet 4 US Army Cold R"~on RcSpecial report,
within a wide NIZ-b and BN ineeriLaboratoi.
n tart
not aseniiet eprtr
MP 1768
3. Modeling
vr estv odydniy Apr. 1984, No.84-,MIXblltn
rs farircbtI
THERMAL EXPANSION OF SALINE ICE.
hasbeenfound that the intal yield strength coasetythe marginal ice zone, p.1-7, ADA-145 351, 14 re&a
Cox, G.F.N., Journal of glaciology, 1983, 29(103), it
increases with decreasing dry unit weight.
The
inita
Bryan,
F
p.425-432, With French and German summaries. 10 yield atrain la almost independent of dry density ad empera- 39-361
refa.
uebuvaiswt tarat
Tente asn olx
frozen Sit is found to be nearly independent of strainIEMCAISmCEWTRITRAE
39-204
to SEA ICE DISTRIBUTION, OCEAN CURRENTS,
ICE SALINITY, SEA ICE, THERMAL EXPAN- rate, but the 50% strength moduhas Is cst eatmed
DRIFT, ICE MODELS, SEASONAL VARIArtiate. The teatstitniaeta hr sadfnt
SOANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS), BRINES,
TIONS, WATER TEMPERATURE, SALINITY,
relationship hetween the two moduli.
TEPEATREEFECS
WIND FACT'ORS, VELOCITY.
The coefficient of thermal expansion of Nal ice and natural MP 1774
oft ice is theoretically shown to he equal to the coefficient FIELD DIELECTRIC MEASUREMENTS OFMV77
of terml
f pre
epanion
ce.FROZEN
SILT USING VHF PULSES.
F~AST GREENL~.AND SEA ICE VARIABIITY IN
MP 1769
Arcone, S.A., et 4 Cold 'ein cec and technolo- LARGE-SCALE MODEL SIMULATIONS.
SNOW CONCENTRATION AND EFCTIVE &'June 1984, 9(1), p.2 9-37, 16 re
Walsh, I.E., et al US. Army Cold Regions Research
AIR DENSITY DURING SNOW-FLS
elaney, A.J.
and ' '.'
Laboratory Special report, Apr.
Mellor, M., Journal of glaciology, 1983, 29(103), 39-329
1984i o.-03 MIZEX bulletin. 3. Modeling the
p.505-507, With French and German summaries. I FROZEN GROUND PHYSICS, DIELECTRIC Marginal ice zone, p.9-14, ADA-145 351, 11lref.
ref.
PROPERTIES, RADIO WAVES, PERAFOST Hlbler, W.D., M.
39-2 11
PHYSICS, GROUND ICE, TUNNELS, WAVE 39.362
SNOWFALL, ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY, SNOW PROPAGATION,
TRANSMISSION,
ICE ICE MECHANICS, SEA ICE, ICE MODELS,
ACCUMULATION, DISTRIBUTION, VELOCITY. WEDGES, TESM.
THERMODYNAMICS,
ICE
CONDITONS,
MP 1770
MP 1775
DRIFT, ICE COVER THICKNESS, WIND FACOBSERVATIONS OF VOLCANIC TREMOR AT DIELECTI~RC MEASUREMENTS OF FROZEN TORS, GREENLAND SEAMOUNT ST. HELENS VOLCANO.
SILT USING TIME DOMAIN REFLECIOMEFabler. M., Journal
of3gophyica researck Apr. 10, TRY.
MVP1780
3 4 76
1983, 88(84), p.
- 484, Comment by M.G. Per- Delaney, A.J., et 4 Cold regions; science and tech- ON TE DECAY AND RETREAT OF THE ICE
rick and W.F.9 St
Lawrence. Ibid., July 10, 1984, noly, June 1984, 9(1), p.39-46.
COVER IN THE SUMMER MIZ.
6 35
89(B7), p.634 0. 37 refs.
Arcone, S.A.
Maykut, G.A., U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and
Ferrick, M.G., St. Lawrence, W.F.
39-330
BIIIW~
LahObOISpecial report, Apr. 1984,
39-325
FROZEN GROUND PHYSICS, DIELECTRIC No.84-0O7,MIE
uleti.
3. Modeling the marginVOLCANOES, ELASTIC WAVES, SPECTRA, PROPERTIES, GROUND ICE, REFLECTION, al ice zone, p.15-22, ADA-145 351, 15 refs.
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COMMENTS ON "THEORY OF METAMOR- in shear and deformationi of otheir types accompany inreased Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada, June 20-2 1,
pldbyKSDaaan
Prceig.C
water contents, with grain interferenice and ciffliaus, loclized194
PHISM OF DRY SNOW" BY S.C. COLBECK.
n
.Die
opldb
of geophysical research, liquefaction and fluidixatin, transient turbulence, and bedllod 18.Poedns
Sommerfeld, R.A., Journal
4
B.C. Burrell, Fredericton, University of New Bruinsin suc Moie
simultaneously
Inldsrpyb
1984, 891(7)
June 20, S.C.Coleck
r. p. 963-4965,
r te oInalue
articl 3by traction
flows. and
At saitetion
highest operating
wate contents,
flows;appear
ful i.wick,
(19841, p.181-193,
With French summary.
2 9
i.C.Conleck.
clse7
flFrhorsnl
ed.
The fluidity of the sediment flow ad the amount Discussion p. 19 -1 3.
3571.
of water in the sediment flow channel determine the degree 39-1463
Colbeck, S.C.
of prieservation of the s-te flows prprt= ad the depoel- ICE JAMS, FREEZEUP, ICE BREAKUP, ICE FOR.
39-763
tional morphology.
0eauae mo01lition of a sediment MATION, RIVER ICE, FRAZIL ICE, MODELS,
METAMORPHISM (SNOW), SNOW CRYSTAL flow destroys the glacial sedimentary properties of ite sediment
TERRITORIES~the mechanics of trasport adCANADA-NORTHWEST
source aiad, further, became
TEMPERA
GROWTH,
ICE CRYSTAL
GROWTH, TUR
MACKENZIE RIVER.
DIFUION, depcsition develop new "nortglocial" propertieainthiassedGADINT, VPO
TURE RADINTS,
APOR DIFFUIONmeat, the diamoicton deoted in the glacial environment Suggestions developed by the NRCC Working Group on
ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS).
by sediment flow should not he called till
Ice Jams for high priority research needs for ice jams are
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Th

7.d s sstKso - ce
mmsuand
fail at freeze-upiond

atindevcmP- MP 1817
MP 1821
d Readedpo- RADAR MEASUREMRNTS OF BOREHOLE DISCUSSION:
ELECTROMAGNETIC PROP.
uin wee excluded from cnalderatil It is ucnded GEOMETRY ON THE GREENLAND AND AN- ERTIES OF SEA ICE BY RLM. MOREY, A.
that despite smaificant progress in theput two decades, TARCITC ICE SEETS.
KOVACS AND G.F.N. COX
the work of developing a real understanding of ice jam Jezek, K.C., Oeophysics, Feb. 1985, 50(2), p.24, .251, Arcone, S.A., Cold resions science and t cluo/oy,
fundamentals ba really only Just begun.
12 ref.
Nov. 1984, 10(1), p.93-94, For paper being discussed
MP 1814
39.1749
see 39-332 (MP 1776). 1 ref.
COMPUTER SIMULATION OF ICE COVER GLACIER FLOW, RADAR ECHOES, BORE- 39-1626
FORMATION IN THE UPPER ST. LAWRENCE HOLES, ICE SHEETS, ICE MECHANICS, GLA. ICE ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES, ELECrRORIVER.
CIER OSCILLATION, GREENLAND, ANTARC- MAGNETIC PROPERTIES, SEA ICE, ICE
Shen, H.T., etal, Workshop on Hydraulics of River TICA-DOME C.
RELAXATION.
Ice, 3rd, Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada, June A method for mesuin the
mery of boreholes in glaMie MP 1822
20-21,1984. Proceedings. Compiled by K.S.Davar hasbeadevelopedi
T=
andndAn=
AUTHORS' RESPONSE TO DISCUSSION ON:
University of New Coordimtes of points along the borehole me determined
and B.C. Burrell, Fredericton,
2 27 2 4
=
=:.-t
.a6dsrt
ELECTROMAGNETIC
PROPEtRIEi
OF SEA
Brunswick, (1984], p.
- 5, With French sumt
t
ee sface
o
ICE.
mary., Discussion p.245. 23 ref.
parison of eometry interpreted from radar data and from Morey, R.M., etal, Cold reions sncand technoloYaps, P.D.
a conventional inclinometry experiment indicates that radar f, Nov. 1984, I0(I), p.95-97, For original paper see
39-1466
dam can be used to estimate average boreole inclinaton 39-332 (MP 1776); for discussion by S.A. Arcone, see
ICE FORMATION, ICE COVER THICKNESS, and azimuth but cmaot be used to measure details of the 39-1626 (MP 1821). 1 ref.
RIVER ICE, RIVER FLOW, HEAT TRANSFER, borehole pometrythat arervealed by conventional inclinome. K
12)
1 ret
variationnoie
t Kovacs,
ICE JAMS, HYDRAULICS, COMPUTERIZED try
thesurvels.
physical pre
ofero
the introduced
glacier andbyelectrical
39-1627 A., Cox, G.F.N.
SIMULATION, ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS), in the radar unit limit measurement accuracy, but the accuracy ICE ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES, ELECTROCANADA-SAINT LAWRENCE RIVER.
can be improved by estsblidhn additional surface radar MAGNETIC PROPERTIES, SEA ICE, ICE
A computer model was developed for simuatin the formation stations mond the boreholeThese experiments demon- RELAXATION, ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY.
of ice cover in the Upper St. Lawrence River.
The model strate the utility of the radarmethod and suggest the possibility
included submodels for the river flow condition, the distibution of deploying permanently installed radar targets in ice sheets M7 1823
of water temperature or frazil ice production, and the formation to measure intraglacial movements.
(Auth.)
PROBABU.ITY MODELS FOR ANNUAL EX.
of an ice cover.
Dismbutions of water temperatu or
TREME
WATER-EQUIVALENT
GROUND
ice production are determined by a Lapangian solution of
SNOW.
the equation for the transport of thermal energy subject
Ellingwood, B., et al, Monttly weather review, June
to surface heat exchange.
The formation of an ice cover
1984, 112(6), p.1153-1159, 12 refs.
and ice accumulations is formulated according to existing MP 1818
Redfield, RLK.
The hydraulic condition in WEST ANTARCTIC SEA ICE.
equilibrium ice jam theories.
the river system isdetermined by an implicit numerical Ackley, S.F., Environment of West Antarctica: poten- 39-1740
solution of unsteady continuity and momentum equations. tial C02-induced changes; report of a workshop, July SNOW WATER EQUIVALENT, SNOW LOADS,
NiP 1815
1983, Washington, D.C., 1984, p.88-95, PB85-110 ROOFS, STATISTICAL ANALYSIS, DESIGN.
NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF FREEZE-UP 757, 14 ref..
A statistical analysis of annual extreme water-equivalents
ON THE OTrAUQUECHEE RIVER.
39-1502
of ground mow (reported is inches of war) measured
Calkins, D.J., Workshop on Hydraulics of River Ice, SEA ICE, ICE COVER EFFECr, CLIMATIC up through the winter of 197940 at 76 weater son
in the northeast quadrant of the United States ispresented.
m
dams

3rd, Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada, June 20

CHANGES, CARBON DIOXIDE, HEAT TRANS-

Th

snugest that probblty distribution with longe

21, 1984. Proceedings. Compiled by K.S. Davar FER, ANTARCTI1CA-AMUNDSEN SEA, AN- upper tasthan the Type I di=mrbution of extreme values
and B.C. Burrell, Fredericton, University of New TARCTICA-ROSS SEA.
are prefmerahle for describing the annual extremes at a majority
Brunswick, (19843, p.247-277, With French sumIn constructing models for predictn antarctic s ice effect of tes.
Samliaim's and the selection of water-equivaon global climate, temperature aud wind fields over and lente for planning and desg purposes also are described.
mary., Discussion p.275-277. 18 refs.
NP
1824
These
elements
analyzed.
ice
must
be
the
pack
below
39-1467
of the ice pack and the e ICE FLOW LEADING TO THE DEEP CORE
the inmaximum
ICE, RIVER FLOW, affect
RIVER
FREEZEUP,
dynamics
the pack extent
strongly modulates the C02-induced
METEOROLOGICAL FACTORS, HYDRAULICS, temperature rises.
Thee factors arediscussed
in text HOLE AT DYE 3, GREENLAND.
ICE MECHANICS, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, ano diagams.
Whillans, IM., etal,
Anmk ofwioio, 1984, VoL5,
WATER LEVEL, ICE EDGE, ICE COVER THICKp.185-190, 12 ref.
NESS, ICE JAMS, HEAT TRANSFER, UNITED
Jezek, K.C., Drew, A.L, Gundestrup, N.
STATES-VERMONT--OTAUQUECHEE RIV39-196
ER.
MP 1819
ICE MECHANICS, RHEOLOGY, BOREHOLES,
A numerical model of the flow and ice conditions during TRANSPORT OF WATER IN FROZEN SOIL. $, ICE BOTTOM SURFACE, RADIO
ECHO
freeze-up for the Ottauquechee River has been developed METHOD FOR MEASURING THE VAPOR DIE: SOUNDINGS, ICE
COVER
THICKNESS,
and calibrated with reasonable success.
A limited sensiFvity
VELOCITY,GREENLAND.
analysis of the key ice hydraulic modeling coefficients
and FUSIVXTY WHEN ICE IS ABSENT.
Advances in water reaourcen Dec. MP 1825
independent variables was undertaken to examine their effect Nakano, Y., et al,
on the rate of leading edge progression, ice thicknesses 1984, Vol.7, p.1 7 2-17 9, 12 refs.
LABORATORY INVESTIGATION OF THE KIand water levels.
The criteria for advancement of the Tice, A.R., Jenkins, T.F.
NETIC FRICTION COEFFICIENT OF ICE.
leading edge were based on both the entrainment velocity 39-1719
Forland, LA., et al, IAHR International Symposium
of incoming frazil slush at the leading ede and whether FROZEN GROUND, SOIL WATER MIGRATION, on Ice, 7th, Hamburg, F.R.G., Aug. 27-31, 1984.
2
or not the flow condition was sub-crtic ijust upsteam WA
2
TRANSPORT, VAPOR DIFFUSION, EX- Proceedins, VoLI, [19841, p.19- 8, I ref
The depositional mode of iTER
of the leading edge.
Tatinclaux,
J.C.
PERIMENTATION.
thicknes
in
the
of
the
total
ice
accounted forover 50%
steep reaches and over 80% in I km of the pool.
The A new experimental method is introduced for determiing 39-1752
simulation suggests that the initial ice cover thickness during the relative magnitude& of liquid and vapor diffusion by ICE FRICTION, ICE LOADS, ICE MECHANICS,
progression can be predicted using the equilibrium ice
using a small amount of soluble chemical as a tracer. The ICE HARDNESS, ICE SOLID INTERFACE, SURtheory with a suitable cohesion coefficient.
The inow theoretical justification of the method is presented for the FACE ROUGHNESS,
EXPERIMENTATION,
ice discharge and ice generated within the reach modeled case where ice is absent.
The feasibility of the method TEMPERATURE EFFECS, SHEAR STRESS.
were important and have to be known with reasonable accuracy is demonstrated by an experiment using marine-deposited
to get good simulations of the ice
thicknesses,
water levels clay.
i the
rowina
field
of model
e eltinerin
there
isfor
f need
use
testof structres
blhs
tandardize
andicecovr
pogrssin.t
and ice cover progression,
in environments.
This study was designed to investigate
MP 1816
the relative influence of various parameters on the kinetic
RISE PATrERN AND VELOCITY OF FRAZIL
fiction coefficient between ice and different surfaces and
ICE.
MP 1920
determine which of those variables would need futre, in.
Wuebben, J.L., Workshop on Hydraulics of River Ice, LONG-TERM EFFECTS OF OFF-ROAD VEHI. depth investigtion.
Friction tests were performed with
urea-doped, columnar ice, and the parameters of normal
3rd, Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada, June 20 CLE TRAFFIC ON TUNDRA TERRAIN.
riuch
mterial material
typeof of matere
roneswe
c configuration
21, 1984. Proceedings. Compiled by K.S. Davar Abele, G., et al, Journal of terramechanics, 1984, Cm , du:vlocity,
and test
were stdied
tudied
etswr
and B.C. Burrell, Fredericton, University of New 21(3), p.283-294, 10 ref..
conducted by pulling a loaded sample of ice over a sheet
Brunswick, (1984], p.297-316, With French sumBrown, J., Brewer, M.C.
of material and by pulling a loaded sample of material
mary., Discussion p.315-316. 3 refs.
39-1586
over an ice sheet.
An ambient temperature of -1.5C
was
39-1469
AIR CUSHION VEHICLES, TRACKED VEHI- maintained throughout the testin prcoess, and the ice surface
FRAZIL ICE, RIVER ICE, ICE MECHANICS, CLES, TUNDRA, DAMAGE, ACTIVE LAYER, hardness was measured using a specially designed apparatus.
VELOCITY, TESTS, ARTIFICIAL ICE.
VEGETATION, PERMAFROST, ENVIRONMEN
Teexperimental
the friction tests revealed that
thebehavior
of theresults
frictionof coefficient
with varying velocity
The objective of this study was to examine the rise pattern TAL IMPACT, THAW DEPTH, TESTS.
was significantly influenced by the test configuration and
and velocity of frazil ice.
In addition, discs mde of Traffic tests were conducted at two sites in northern Almks material roughoea.
Its magnitude was aln affected by
other materials were employed both to facilitate this study with an aircushion vehicle, two light tracked vehicles, and varying normsl pressure, ice hardness, surface roughness and
and to aid in the development of artificial frazil for future

transport studies. The rise velocity is a parameter important
to the understanding of fraril entrainment, transport and
deposition.
Laboratory tets were conducted in a large
clear plastic cylinder at controlled temperatures.
The rise
velocity of real frazil is compared with theory and liven
an indirect verification that the preferential crystal growth
direction increases disc diameter while the thicknes remains
eentially constant.
The effective drag coefficients and
rise pattern stability are discussed in terms of a ReynoldsStrouhal number relstionship.
The results from real and
artificial frazil experiments are compared, and criteria for
frazil simulation are suggested.

three type. of wheeled Rolligon vehicles.

The traffic impact

type of material.

(surface depression, effect on thaw depth, damage to vegtatiomMP 1826
traffic signature visibility) was monitored for periods
of up
to 10 yeams. Data show the immediate and long-term FLEXURAL STRENGTHS OF FRESHWATER
effects from the various types of vehicles for up to 50 MODEL ICE.
traffic pas and the rates of recovery of the active layer. Gow, A.J., IAHR International Sympoaium on Ice,
The air cushion vehicle produced the least impact.
Multiple 7th, Hamburg, F.R.G., Aug. 27-31, 1984. Proceedpasses with the Rolli ons caused longer-lasting damage than ings, Vol.1, (1984], p.7 3-82, 4 ref.
the light tracked vehicles because of their higher ground 39-1757
contact pressure and wider area of disturbance.
Recovery
occurs even if the initial depression of the tundra surfaceICE STRENGTH, FLEXURAL STRENGTH,
by a track or a wheel is quite deep (15 cm), as long LAKE ICE, ICE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE, ICE
as the organic mat is not sheared or destroyed.
TEMPERATURE, GRAIN SIZE, TESTS.
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uP 1330
FIELD
INVEGATION
RVRH
N IGI
AOFS ST. LAWRENCE

MP 1834
CRUSHING
TUTRSICE FORCES ON CYLINDRICAL

Shen, H.T., et al, IAHR International Symposium on

Morris, C.E., et al, IAHR International Symposium on
Ice, 7th, Hamburg, F.R.G., Aug. 27-31, 1984. Proceedinp, VoL2, (1984], p.1-9, 19 rek
Sodhi, D.S.
39-1787
ICE PRESSURE, STRUCTURES, ICE SOLID IN-

RIVER RANGING ICz DAMS.SRCTRS

it
sength q the ice on its structure and tempeatue.
vo found that nacrocrystalline (SI) ice and columnar (S2)
ice exhibit significant differ
in bending strength and
that substantial es concentrationsexst at the fixed comert
of cantilever
beams.formclerly
Difftencereflect
in resons
&W
32
heding
vaaionstof inS) grain
S2 ice
cr to oetin
femceatyrene

Ice, 7th, Hamburg, F.R.O., Aug. 27-31, 1984. Proceedinp, VoL, E19843, p.241-249, 12 rea.
Van DeValk, WA.
39-1772
ICE DAMS, RIVER ICE, ICE SURVEYS, RIVER

o the simulated Ice, and these fctor'
considered when interpreting results of teas of the fleurl
strength of natural ice covers.

TOPOGRAPHY, CANADA-SAINT LAWRENCE
RIVER.
A field survey of a haging ice dam in the St. Lawrence
River is repted
Cro section profiles of the dam,
the channel geometry, and velocity proffies underneath the
dam were mesured. Formation processes of husing dams
are discussed and supported by field observations,

MP 1827

ICEBlRAKING BY GAS BLASTING.
Mellor, M., IAHR International Symposium on Ice,
7th, Hamburg, F.R.G., Aug. 27-31, 1984. Proceedings, VoL1, 11984], p.93-102, 6 reft.
39-1759
ICE BLASTING, ICE BREAKING, HIGH PRESSURE TESTS, ICE COVER THICKNESS, GASES,
TESTS, ICE LOADS, HYDRAULIC STRUCTURES, EQUIPMENT.
loeeesk
tests uirl
high pressure air and CO(2)1low
pressueair, end fieltoxidant combustion are reviewed and
the results are interpreted.
Applying cube root energy
scain to test discharges of approxmately I MJ, it appen
that fractre craters up to about 5.8 m/MJ(13) in diameter
can be frmed by optium underwatr blass
pret'
tfor clearing or displacing ice could be based on
=ir u developed for offshore seismic work, with gun prnrme
in the range 17-20 MPa and single-gum energy up to about
II M.
Aprucedure for making preliminary design calculados and efety spprisal is outlined, and it is concluded
that a working "Super-fubbler" need not be very complex
or expensive
MP 1328
QUIMY FREEZING OF LAKES AND THE CON-

CEPT OF ORIENTATION TEXTURES IN LAKE
ICE SH
ET
ICE SHEETS.
Gow, A.J., IAHR International Symposium on Ice,

7th, Hamburg, F.R.G., Aug. 27-31, 1984. Proceedings, Vol.1, t1984], p.137-149, 6 reft,
39-1763
LAKE ICE, ICE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE, ICE NUCLEI, FREEZING, TURBULENCE, TESTS.
Several years' observations of the crystalline stucturte of
ice sheets forming on a number of New Enland lakes
indicate that just two major types of congelation ice are
formed durin uet (non- ent) freezing of lake water.
Tese we:
a
1)ce sheets characterized by the growth f
massive prismatic crstals exhibiting vertical or near-vertical
c-axes probably equnvalent to so-called Sl ice and (2) ice
sheets composed predominantly of vertically elongated crystals
exhibi I horizontally oriented c-axes, so-called columnar
ice or S2 ice.
In this context of quiet freeing of lakes
it
was alsowith
determined
columnar
textures
wecrystls,
always
asoited
horizontalthat
c-axis
orientations
of the
whereas the
development
of c-axis
vertical
orientation
invariabl
linked
with the
r owth
of massive
crystals.
Theseis
obeervalson, have fetered the oncept of orientation rextor.

PAP 1829

DYNAMICS OF FRAZIL ICE FORMATION.
Daly, S.P., et al, IAHR International Symposium on
Ice, 7th, Hamburg, F.R.G., Aug. 27-31, 1984. Pro7
ceedin8s, Vol.1, t19843, p.161-1 2, 10 refs.
Stolzenbach, K.D.
39-1765
FRAZIL ICE, ICE CRYSTAL GROWTH, HEAT
TRANSFER, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, MASS
TRANSFER, SURFACE PROPERTIES, ICE CRYSTA. NUCLEI.
of large-scale indusThis paper applies quantitative approachesice.
The developtrial crystallization to the study of z
ment of a crystal number continuity equation and a beat
conservation equation can serve as a basis for predicting
size distribution and concentration of frauil crystls
The
key parmeten in these equations ae the crystal growth
rate and the rate of secondary nucleation.
The -rWl
growth rate is determined by the beat transfer rate f
the crystals to the fluid, the intrinsic kinetics of the crystals,
surface tension, and the mass transfer rates.
Available
data indicate that the growth of the major axis of frazil
crystals is controlled largely by beet Transfer.
The heat
trauser expression for d
suspended in turbulent flow
is presented.
The rate of secondery nucleation can be
expressed as the product of three functions, which relate
transerred to crystals by collision and the number
the e
of svivng crystals produced by the collision.
The secondary nucleation rate is found to be a function of the turbulent
energy dissipation and a strongly nonlinear function of the
form
andcOtifnuity
manitudeandofheat
the crystal
size distibution.
The
number
.onservstion
eqetina are trobeme to solve simultaeously because they wrenonlinear
anddimeninally incompatible.
However, the equations
a be used in the development of models of fraz ice
formation.

FLOW, CHANNELS (WATERWAYS), BOTTOM

TERFACE, COMPRESSIVE PROPERTIES, ICE

COVER THICKNESS, PILES, ICE LOADS, ICE
STRENGTH, VELOCITY, EXPERIMENTATION.
The parameters varied dunn8 the experimental program were
structure diameter and velocity.
Maximum ice forces were
normalized by the product of structure diameter, ice thickness
and unconfined compressive strength of the ice.
The results
show that ice forc, depend significantly on aspect ratio
and velocity-to-thickness ratio, and that variations in velocitynot influence the mamum
to-sicture-dismeter ratio d
normalized forcs
P 1831
METHODS OF ICE CONTROL FOR WINTER MP 1835
NAVIGATION IN INLAND WATERS.
CRYSTALLINE STRUCTURE OF UREA ICE
Frankenstein, G.E., et al, LAHR International Sym- sHEETS USED IN MODELING IN THE CRREL
posimn on Ice, 7th, Hamburg, F.R.G., Aug. 27-31, TEST BASIN.
1984. Proceedings, VoLl, C19841, p.329-337, 11
Gow, AJ., IAHR International Symposium on Ice,
7th, Hamburg, F.R.G., 4Aug. 327-31, 1984. Proceedref.
Wortley, C.A.
tags, Vol.2, (19841, p.2 1-25 , 13 refs.
39-1780
39-1807
ICE NAVIGATION, ICE CONTROL, RIVER ICE, ICE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE, UREA, ARTIFIPORTS, WINTER MAINTENANCE, ICE BREAK- CIAL ICE, MICROSTRUCTURE, ICE MODELS,
ING, THERMAL EFFEr, ICE REMOVAL, ICE SEA ICE, ICE STRENGTH, ICE SHEETS, TESTS.
BOOMS.
Successful methods of contr
ice in river and harbors
where winter navigation is maintained are described. These
methods are developed from field and laboratory research
stdies and fom operating experience&
The control of
ice is achieved through layout and design of harbor facilities,
manaemen t of trae operations, and by using chemical,
elecrcal, mechanical, and thermal methods including ce
behnchannl and flow modifications, air bubbling warm
barg
esistanc heating coatings, and control
tcue
sThe
control methods used must be evaluated
in terms ofreliability, safety, energy consumption, and environmental impact for coats and effectiveness for both docks
and hero.
Thermal methods and mechanical methods
ae moat favored by these criteria,

Standard petropraphic techniques were used for studying
microetructure in thin sections of urea ice sheets now being
used extensively in the CRREL Test Besin for modeling
sea ice.
Depending mainly on the seeding techniques
employed and partly on the thermal condition in the column
of res-doped water two kinds of ice with radically different
structural and mechanical properties have been identified.
In the one exibiting vertical c-s structure minimal urea
is incorporated into the ice crystals, and ice sheet with
this kind of structure tend to remain "strong" even after
the temperature of the ice is raised cle to its melting
point. Ice of the second type is characterized by aprepond
erance of crystals exhibiting horizontal c-axe
This kind
of ice, which is only produced when the test basin is seeded
prior to freezing, also contains abundant inclusions of una
systematically incorporated into the crystals; the overall columnat structure of this ice closely resembles that of ordinary
sea ice and optimum teat conditions for modeling
PIP 1832
.tof
are Usually obtained with warm isothermal ie
ICE SHEET RETENTION STRUCTURES.
Perham, R.E., IAHR International Symposium on Ice, the latter type.
7th, Hamburg, F.R.G., Aug. 27-31, 1984. Proceed- MP 1836
l
VoLI, (19841, p.339-348, 20 refs.
EVALUATION OF A BIAXIAL ICE STRESS
39-1781
SENSOR.
ICE CONTROL, STRUCTURES, ICE SHEETS, ICE Cox, G.F.N., LAHR International Symposium on Ice,
BOOMS, ICE FORMATION, ICE COVER, COUN- 7th, Hamburg, F.R.G., Aug. 27-31, 1984. Proceedings, VoL2. (1984], p.349-361.
TERMEASURES, WATER FLOW.
Ice sheets are formed and retained in several ways in nature, 39-1816
and an unden
of thes fator i needed befo most ICE LOADS, STRESSES, MEASURING INSTRUice
retention
structures
Msanysheet
retention
structuem
floatcan
andbewesuccessfully
somewhat applied.
flexible; MENTS, TESTS.
others
we fis ted
rigid or emirid.
a e
laboratory tests were performed to evaluate the
the former
theand
Lake Erie
boom and of the latter, leo Controlled
response of a cylindrical, biaxial ice stress sensor.
The
th omri h aePi
omado h atr h
tests demonstrate that the sensor has a low temperature
Montreal
!IYisice control structure.
sheet retention
sensitivity anddi is not
The use of lce
significantly affected by differenti
timber
cribs is technologradually seitvt
ntigfcatyaetdbydfeoil
is
. st
Theus oftvinber
and nc-te thermal expansion between the ice and puge.
Loading
MP
givi nl wy to sheet steel pilingsa
c
te ts on fresh water and saline ice blocks containin the
Cells
New structures and appli atin re be' stried. embedded sensor show that the sensor has a resolution
but with caution.
Ice-hydraulic analyses ae heI=
of 20 k and ansaowutat of better ha
% un
predicting the effects of structures and channel modifications variety of uniaxil and biaxil loding conditions.
on
ice
cover
formation
and
retention,
Ofte
varying
the flow rate in a particular system at the proper time MPP 1837
will make the difference between whether a structure will STRUCTURE OF FIRST-YEAR PRESSURE
or will not retain ice.
The s--cture, however, invariably RIDGE SAILS IN THE PRUDHOE BAY REadds reliability to the sheet ice retention process.
GION.
Tucker, W.B., et al, Alaskan Beaufort Sea: ecosystema
MP 1833
and environments. Edited by P.W. Barnes, D.M.
ANALYSIS OF RAPIDLY VARYING FLOW IN Schell and E. Reimijtz, Orlando, FL, Academic Press,
9 ,p.1-3,2res
1984, p.II- 135, 25 refs.
ICE-COVERED RIVERS.
Ferrick, M.G., IAHR International Symposium on Sodhi, D.S., Govoni, J.W.
Ice, 7th, Hamburg, F.R.G., Aug. 27-31, 1984. Pro- 39-1873
ceedings, VoL, E19841, p.359-368, 6 refs.
PRESSURE RIDGES, ICE STRUCTURE, SEA ICE,
39-1783
ICE COVER THICKNESS, ICE SHEETS, MODRIVER FLOW, RIVER ICE, ICE COVER EFFECT, ELS, ICE PILEUP, UNITED STATES--ALASKAICE BREAKUP, WATER WAVES, FRICTION, EX- PRUDHOE DAY.
Aom

PERIMENTATION, ICE JAMS, ICEBOUND RIV- MP 1838
ERS.
SOME PROBABILISTIC ASPECTS OF ICE
Rapidly varying flow waves ae a primary cause of ice
cover breakup on rivers.
Due to the presmce of ice
and the difilcultes involved in determining conditions in
the field, analyses of river waves during breakup ae subject
to much uncertainty.
We conducted laboratory experiments
to determine the effects of the ice cover upon these waves,
and to identiy the physical pruceses that produce these
effects.
The dimensionless friction s
parameter of
the St. Venant equations provides a quantitative estimate
of
the
frktion/inertia
balance
that
dictates
river
wave
behaviorKno~wedge of this hbalance is esse'ntial to interpretation
and
anals of floww
t
n ape
y
friction parameter in our interprettion of the sortory
data and ddre di
s beween data ad previous
analyses of an ice jam release on the Athabasca River.
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GOUGING ON THE ALASKAN SHELF OF THE
BEAUFORT SEA
Weeks, W.F., et a], Alaskan Beaufort Sea: ecosystems
and environments. Edited by P.W. Barnes, D.M.

Schell and
2 1 E. Reimnitz, Orlando, FL, Academic Press,
1984, p. 3-236, 23 refs.
Barnes, P.W., Rearic, D.M., Reimnitz, E.
39-1877
ICE
SCORING,,OEN
PRESSUREB~TM
RIDGES, BOTTOM
TPGAH
T~SI
TOPOGRAPHY, OCEAN BOTTOM, STATISTICAL ANALYSIS, OFFSHORE STRUCTURES, DESIGN, BOTTOM SEDIMENT, PIPELINES, BEAUFORT SEA.
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PERMAFROST
DISTRIBUTION,
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VELOCITY, TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION, ROSS ICE SHELF.
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DETECTION, BEAUFORT SEA.
A new method for calculatin the stress field in bounded M7 1850
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AND
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WATER RETENTION, DAMS, GROUND THAWSOIL PHYSICS, SOIL WATER MIGRATION, Bates, R.E., US. Army Cold Reiow Resear and IN,
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Effects of ice content on the transport of water is frowan
soil ae studied experimentally and theoretically under isothermal cndtions.
A physical law, that the flux of water
in imeaturated frozen soil a proportional to the gradient
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dioxide, was tested in CRREL's atmospheric wind tunnel
Empirical expressions are presented for heat removal rates
as a function of wind speed and ambient air temperature
for each of the iclined evaporator agles.
An approximate
nalytcal method a as presented for fouation thermal
design using thermosyphais under buildings with a slab
on-grade foundation
Heat gains from the slab to the
thermosyphon as well as the evaporator temperature are
presented as functions of time.
?AP 1354
FReeZING OF SOIL WITH PHASE CHANGE
OCCURRING OVER A FINITE TE PERATURE
OC I N
Lunardini, V.J.,International Offshore Mechanics and
Arctic
Enering
Dalas, Texas
Feb. 17-21,
1985. Symposium,
Proc
p! 4th,
Voll2,
Ne
xa,
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 1985,
10er
S n y oThis

p.38-46,

pressure r4s.
The results suggest that the large scale
properties of multi-year pressure ridges are not iotropic,
and that the use of anisotropic ridge models may result
in lower design ridge ice loads.
MP los

viewed from the ice side, because the glaw beads were
preferentially wetted by the liquid.
The ae and number
of liquid inclusions decreased with distance behind the freezing
front.
Moe
liquid
is
trapped
by
smaller
glass imbeads.I soluble
enriched
probabi
ae
The liquid inclusions
ties.
No tendency f pressuret
Idupr ice lee formatio
GRAIN SIZ
AND THE COMPRESSIVE was observed, per=ps because large particls were usm
STRENGTH OF ICE.
It is very important to extend these observations to other
Cole, D.M., International Offshore Mechanics and conditions, especially to smaller particle sizes.
Arctic Engineer ig Symposium, 4th, Dallas, Texas, MP 1862
Feb. 17-21, 1985. Proceinp,Vol.2, New York, GRAIN GROWTH AND THE CREEP BEHAVSociety of Mechanical Engineers, 1985, IOR OF ICE.
American
2 2
Cole, D.M., Cold regionsscience and tecnlaogo, Feb.
p.2 0- 26, 15 refs.
1985, 10(2), p.187-189, 4 refs.
39-2416
ICE STRENGTH, COMPRESSIVE PROPERTIES, 39-2560
GRAIN SIZE, STRESS STRAIN DIAGRAMS, ICE CREEP, ICE CRACKS, ICE FORMATION,
TESTS
GRAIN SIZE, RHEOLOGY, ICE GROWTH,
work presents the results of uniaxial compression tests STRAINS, TESTS.
on freshwater polycrystlline ice.
Grain size of the test
material ranged from 1.5 to 5 mit,strain rate ranged from MP 1863
1/1,000,000 to 1/l01s and the temperature was-5 C
The THERMAL (2-5.6 MICRON) EMIrrANCE OF
gratinsize effect emerged clearly as the strain rate increased DIATHERMANOUS MATERIALS AS A FUNCt 1/100,000/s and peraisted to the hialhest applied strain TION OF OPTICAL DEPTH, CRITICAL ANGLE
rte.
On average, the stated increase in grain size brou ht AND TEMPERATURE.
S
Te
31%.
peak sress of approximatelywith
abot a decrease in grain
the onsMet un, R.H., et a, Society of Photo-Optical Insize effect coincided
of the
of visible c
The
nsth of the materi increaed atrumentationEngineerm Proceedings, VoLS10. Intoodefinite
a maximum at a stran rate of 11,0001s, and Own fared technology X, Bellingham, WA, 1984, p.209dropped somewhat u the strain rate increased further to 220, 11 refs.
1/100/s. Strain at peak stress generally tended to decrease Marshalt, S.J.
with both increasing grain size and increasing strain rate. 39-2842
The results are discussed in terms of the deformational mechnism which lead to the observed behavior.
TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT, MATERIALS, INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHY, THERMAL
MP 1859
RADIATION, OPTICAL PROPERTIES, SPECIN-ICE CALIBRATION TESTS FOR AN ELON- TRA,
REFLECOTIVTY,
PFMODELS.
MATHEMATICALTEMPERATURE
GATED, UNIAXIAL BRASS ICE STRESS SEN* FECTS,

39-2393
SOIL FREEZING,
PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS,
TEMPERATRE
DISTRIBUTION,
ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS), FREEZE THAW
CYCLES, UNFROZEN WATER CONTENT,
CONDUCTIVITY.
THERMAL
teriALuONDegpocurrence
hilem
Whilemanymaterals underlophase changeatafixedtemperarural soil systems exhibit
zone of phase hange.
The van
of unfrozen water with temperature caues
the soil to freeze or thaw over a finite temperature range.
Exact and approximate solutions are gIven for conduction
ehang of plane layers of soil with water cotents
thatvry linearly, quadratically, and eaponentially with tempersture.
The temperature and phase change depths are found
to vary significanty from these of the constant temperature
or Neumann problem.
NIP 1855
DETERMINING
THE
CHARACTERISTIC SOIL
LENGTH OF FLOATING ICE SHEETS BY MOV- Johnson, JB., International Offshore Mechanics and
Arctic Engineering Symposium, 4th, Dallas, Texas.
ING LOADS.
Sodh D.S., ct a], International Offshore Mechanica Feb. 17-21, 1985. Procdi;*, Vol.2, New York,
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 1985,
Engineering Symposium, 4th, Dallas Tex-*proposed
Arctic
and
2tE-249o8,4easT
n
,Fb. 17-21, 1985. Proceedings, Vol.2, New York, p-244-249, 8 ch.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 1985, 39-2420
LOADS, STRESSp , MEASURING INSTRUp.155-159,6ICE
LOADS (POkC-ES), DESIGN, TESTS.
Martinson, CR., Tucker, WB.
uniaxial brass ice stres sensor has been develAn
elongated,
39-2408
FLOATING Ioped
by the University of Alaska and used in several field
FLOATING ICE, ICE SHEETS, ICE COVER experiments.
Laboratory calibration tests have been con.
THICKNESS, DYNAMIC LOADS, ICE DEFOR- ducted, in a 60 x 29.5 x LS in, (1524 x 750 x 216 mm)
MATION, VELOCITY, TESTS.
ice block into which the sensor was frozen, to determine
To determine the characteristic length of a flotn ice sheet, the sensor's response characteristics.
Test results indicate
the deflection of the ice shet must be measured in response that the sensor acts as a stress concentrator with a strewS
Deflection measurements with a deflec- concentration factor of 2.4 and transverse sensitivity ofto a known load.
At stresses
A simple 1.3 at stresses below 30 lbf/sq in (207 kPa).
tometer require reference to a fixed datum.
resrer than 30 lbf/sq in the stres concentration factor
deflection me
technique is described here that is based
on integration of the response of a sensitive slope transducer increased and the sensor exhibited a time delay response
to a movin load at constant speed.
Thi procedure does to load.
Differences of 22% were measured between the
not require reference to a fixed datum; instead the gravitational measured ensor stress immediately after a constant ice load
field acts as the datum. The characterisic lengths obtained was applied and the asymptotic stres limit.
Interpretation
from the slope-integration method compare very favorably of measured sensor stresses can be considered reliable at
with those obtained from direct measurement of deflections ambient ice stre levels below 30 lbf/sq in.
MP 1860
MP 1856 STRENGTH OF MULTI-YEAR PREHOT-FILM
CYLINDRICAL
JCALIBRATING
TENSLE
ANEMOMETER SENSORS.
SURE RIDGE SEA ICE SAMPLES.
Cox, G.F.N., et al, International Offshore Mechanics Andreas,E.L, etal,Jornalofatmosphericandocean.8
and Arctic Engineering Symposium, 4th, Dallas, Teax- ic tchnology, June 1986,3(2), p.283-29 , Refs. p.298.
as Feb. 17-21, 1985. Proceedings, VoL2, New York, Murphy, B.
American Society 4 Mechanical Enginee,
1985: 40-4484
ANEMOMETERS.
p.186-193, 20 refs.
We report the results of 82 separate calibrations of cylindrical,
Richter-Menge, J.A.
The calibreplatinum hot-film anemometer sensors in air.
39-2412
ions for each sensor involved a determination of its temperaPRESSURE RIDGES, ICE STRENGTH,
DIA
iored
characteriatica, a study of its heat transfer
PROPERTIES, SEA ICE, STRESS STRATN DIA- in forced ces tion, and an investigation of its yaw response
GRAMS, TESTS.
The convective heat transfer relation that we derive predicts
Thirty.-x constant strain-rate uniaxil tension tests were the Nuselt number of the sensor as a linear function of
performed on vertically oriented multi-year pressure ridge R exp. 0.40, where R is the Reynolds number based on
ample from the Beaufort Sea.
The tests were performed semor diameter (I <R<43). For the 53 micrometer dismeon a closed-loop electro-hydraulic teog machine at two ter sensors that we used, this heat transfer relation applies
strain mte (11100000 and 11000/&) and two temperatures to wind speeds typical of the atmospheric surface layer,
From the heat transfer relation we also
I 1 to 20 m/s.
Thi paper summarizes the sample
(.20 and .- C).
nd deviasaataethod for determining hot-film operating characteristioo and tesing techniqus used in the invesuat
presents data on the tensile strengtb, initial tangent modulus, ties at temperatures other than the calibration temperature,
and falure sain of the ice.
Hinze's relation is the beat model for the yaw response
of these sensrs, being valid over virtually the entire range
MP 1857
of yaw sngle, 0 to 90 de.
Although the yaw parameter
STRUCTURE, SALINITY AND DENSITY OF k does depend on the flow velocity, that dependence'*
MULTI-YEAR SEA ICE PRUSSURE REIDGES.
so weak in the atmospheric surface layer that k can be
Richter-Menge, J.A., et a, International Ofthore Me- asumed constant at 0.3.
chanics and Arctic Engineering Symposium, 4th, Dal- MP 1861
las, Texas, Feb. 17-21, 1985. Proceedinup Vol.2, TECHNIQUE FOR OBSERVING FREEZING
New York, American Society of Mechanical Engi- FRONTS,
neprs, 1985, p.194-198, 11 refs.
Colbeck, S.C., Soil science, Jan. 1985, 139(l),p.I3-20,
Cox, G.F.N.
8 re

Thermal mearements or the normal emittnc of several
diathermanous materials were made at 13.2 C, 4.9 C and
-5.6 C. C4culations of the total hemispberical emittnce
were made from normal emittance and plotted against the
A comparison of these date with a model
optical depth.
by Gardon indicates that at aem.ambient temperatures they aree very closely.
It has been observed that
normal emittance is greater than hemispherical emittance
b
rox %forbothwesklyandstronglyeasorbingmateras.
is attribuable to ph differences in the multiply reflected
internal radiation attempting to exit the specimen
sterawians.
Other radiation properties of the materials,
Le. diffuse transmittance, absorption coeficient, and absorption
index were calculated.
MP 1864
ATTENUATION AND BACKSCATrER PO
SNOW AND SLEET AT 96, 140, AND 225 GEM
Nemarich, J., et a, U. Army C od Regions Research
and Engineering Laboratory. Special report Dec.
1984, SR 84-35. Snow Symposium, 4th, Hanover, NH,
Aug. 14-16, 1984.
Proceedings, VoLI, p.41-52,
ADB-090 935, 3 refs.
w
"enlma, R.J., Gordon, B.E., Hutchins, D.R., Turner,
G.A., Lacombe, J.
39-2947
ATTENUATION, SNOWFLAKES, BACKSCATTERING, ICE CRYSTALS, WAVE PROPAGATION, SNOWFALL, RAIN, TRANSMISSION,
ctter
Mesurements are reported forAttenuation and
allinsnow and
for faiin
ar 225reporte
ata 96,ure.140,ent&
and
OHz for
and for
for mixed
mixed
snow, sleet, and rain.
The measurements were made with
the Hay Diamond Laboratories Near-Miimeter Wave Mobile Measurement Facility at the SNOW-TWO Test at GrayThe dependence
lg, MI. dun the winter of 1983-1904.
of the attenution and backacatter levels on frequency, snow
am concentration, and ground-level air temperature are
discused.
Measurements dade at 96 OHz with various
ombintions of transmitter and receiver polarzations showed
no poltrization-related effects on the attenuation or backscatter
levels.
MPI 5
CATALOG OF SMOKE/O C
CHARACTERIZATION INSTRUMENTS.
O'Bri
H.W., t al, US. Army Cod Refins Research and Bngineering Laborstory. Special report,
Dec. 1984, SR 84-35, Snow Symposium, 4th, Hanover,
NH, Aug. 14-16, 1984. Proceedings, Vol.1, p.77-82,
ADB-9 935.
Bowen, S L
39-2950
WAVE PROPAGATION, TRANSMISSION, AIR
POLLUTION, ELECTICAL MEASUREMENT,
PROPERTIES,
OPTICAL
ATTENUATION,
SNOWFLAKES, AEROSOLS, DUST, MEASURING INSTRUMENTS, RADIOMETRY, BACK-

39-2563
39-2413
PRESSURE RIDGES, ICE STRUCTURE, ICE ICE WATER INTERFACE, FREEZING, ICE FORSA NITY, ICE DENSITY, SEA ICE, ICE LOADS, MATION, SOIL FREEZING, ICE LENSES,
PROFILES, BEAUFORT SEA.
TESTS.
Data are presented on the variation of ice ;
suctwe,.alinity,
On the basis of observations of freezing fronts and liquid
and density in multi-year presure r
from the geauort iclusions in liquid-saturated glan beads, a simple techniqus
Sea.
Two continuous multi-year pressure ridge corms are is described for making these direct observations.
The
examined as well as ice sample data from numerous other ice-water interface at the freezing front was concave when

SCATTERING.
The requirement for improved quantification of obscuration
parameters is generally recognized by these who attempt
to measure, evaluateor predict e
tc
system performonce during periods of adverse transmission con tion.
A
broad spectrum of measurement devices, rangin from simple
to extremely sophisticated, are preaently in use for maing
obscurnt measurements.
To minimize duplication of effort
and to help disseminate information on the current status
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ofintrumentation, the Projct Manager for SmokelObscurants
tasked the U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering

Laboratory with initiating a catalog of instrumentation current-

ly used by government agencies and their contractors to
make obscuration measurements.
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APPROACH TO SNOW PROPAGATION MOD-

MP 1872
EXPLOSIVE OBSCURATION

ELING.

SULTS AT THE SNOW-TWO FIELD EXPERI-

Koh, 0., U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and E

Laboratozy

-

Special report Dec. 19 84 , SR

SUB-TEST

RE

MENT.

Ebersole, J.F., et al, U.S. Army ColdReoions Research

84-35, Snow Symposium, 4th, Hanover, NH, Aug. 14-

and Engineering Laboratory. Spe*iW report, Dec.
1984, SR 84-35, Snow Symposium, 4th, Hanover, NH,
Aug. 14-16, 1984.
Proceedings, VoLl, p.347-354,
ADB-090 935.
Williams, R.1L, Bates, R.E.
39-2973
TRANSMISSIVITY, EXPLOSIVES, SNOW COVER, ICE COVER, VISIBILITY, ATTENUATION,

MP 1867
NEW METHOD FOR MEASURING THE SNOWSURFACE TEMPERATURE.
Andrew, E.L., U.S. Army ColdRegions Research and
Engincerm's Laboratory. Special report, Dec. 1984,

16, 1984. Proceedings, VoL1, p.247-259, ADB-090
935,9 refa.
39-2965
SNOWFALL, TRANSMISSIVITY,
ATTENUATION, SNOW CRYSTAL STRUCTURE, SOLAR
RADIATION, PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION,
ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES, MATHMODELS, FALLING BODIES, INFRARED RADIATION, RADIATION ABSORPTION.
The attenuation of etectromagneic energy transmitted through
fallingsanow can be determined if sufficient information regarding the physical and optical properties of airborne snow
is known.
Due to the complex and dynamic nature of
falling snow the necesay parameter to predict transmision
are often difficult to mesu
M. Therefore it is n
to carefully evaluate all the snow properties that are measurable
in order to identify some ideal set of snow parameters
that can be used to adequately model transmission through
failing snow.
A basic quantitative measurement of falling
snow that can be continuously monitored is the mas concentration.
Thus an approach to modeling transmittance through
airborne snow uing mass concentration as one of the inputs
should be thorogy investigated.
This paper explores
a potential method of predicting transmittance based on
man concentration measurement, taking into consideration
the size and shape of the snow crystl
Although the
paper focuses on visible radiation the concepts discussed
are also applicable to infrared radiation.
1
MP 1870
FORWARD-SCATtERING
CORRECTED
EXTINCTION BY NONSPHERICAL PARTICLES.
Bohren, CF., et al, U.S. Army Cold Regions Research
and Enineering Laboratory. Special report, Dec.
1984, SR 84-35, Snow Symposium, 4th, Hanover, NH,
Aug. 14-16, 1984. Proceedings, VoLI, p.261-271,
ADB-090 935, 16 refs.
Koh,
39-2966

SR 84-35, Snow Symposium, 4th, Hanover, NH, Aug.
14-16, 1984. Proceedings, Vol.1, p.161-169, ADB090 935, 5 refs.

SNOW CRYSTAL STRUCTURE, LIGHT SCATTERING, SNOWFLAKES, WAVE PROPAGATION, PARTICLES, ANALYSIS (MATHEMAT-

SNOW AND ICE PREVENTION IN THE UNIT.
ED STATES.
Minsk, L.D., Neve internaonal, 1986,28(l), p.37-42,

PERFORMANCE

OF

MICROPROCESSOR.

CONTROLLED SNOW CRYSTAL REPLICATOR.
KohGO.,US.ArmyCold Regions Rcaesrch d
andRqor "
neering Laboratory Special report, Dec. 1984, SR
84-35, Snow Symposium, 4th, Hanover, NH, Aug. 1416, 1984. Proceedings, VoLl, p.107-111, ADB935,4 re.
SNOW95 CEMATICAL
SNOW CRYSTAL STRUCTURE, SNOWFALL,
TRANSMISSION, ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES, SNOWFLAKES, ICE CRYSTAL REPLIChanges in snow crystal characteristics during snowstorms
are frequently observed.
A continuous record of these
is required to study the effect of airborne snow
r
Wamission properties of electromagnetic energy.
A continuous snow crystal replicator suitable for this task
has been developed and was field- tested at the SNOW
11 exercise.
This replicator, which employs a Formvar
technique for snow crystal replication developed by Schaefer
(1956) peaseselectronic and mchaniclfeatrespreviously
uaallable in other rplicator and represents a significant
improvement in Formvar replication technique.
A microprocessor controls the operation of the replicator, resulting
in improved quality of snow crystal replicas as well as a
decrease in date reduction time.
This is accomplished
by 1) regulating the temperature of a heater bar desgned
to reduce blushing (condensed moisture on the film which
obscures the detailed structures of replicated crystals), 2)
enuring uniform thickness of the Formvar coating by adjusting
the flow rate according to film speed, 3) encoding time
on the film, and 4) monitoring motion of the film to ensure
proper operation of the replicator.
A description of this
instrument is presented and details of its operation at SNOW
II are discussed.

39-2959

ICS).

SNOW SURFACE TEMPERATURE, HUMIDITY,
HYGROMETERS,
DEW POINT,
SURFACE
ROUGHNESS,
METEOROLOGICAL
DATA,
THERMISTORS, ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS)
Beus
O
ANAYSI
o
(Mnue
a
ToerMA
.
Because of the tenuousness of a snow cover, measuring
its surface temperature is not easy.
The surface is ildefined and easily disturbed; invasive transducers commonly
used for other surfaces may thus be inappropriate for snow.
A hygrometric method is described for measuring the snowsurface temperature; the advantages are that it is non-invasive
and non-radiative and that it depends only weakly on the
surface structure.
The key assumption is that air at A
snow surface is in saturation with the snow; the dew-point
temperature of the air is thus T(s), the surface temPerature.
Consequently, under the right conditions, by measuring the
dew-point temperature 10 cm above the surface, we, in
effect, measure the surface temperature.
MP 1868
OVERVIEW

OF

METEOROLOGICAL

AND

SNOW
COVER
CHARACTERIZATION
AT
SNOW-TWO.
Bates, R.E., et al, US. Army Cold Regions Research
and Engineering Laboratory. Special repor4 Dec.
1984, SR 84-35, Snow Symposium, 4th, Hanover, NH,
Aug. 14-16, 1984.
Proceedings, Vol.1, p.171-191,
ADB-090 935, 6 refs.
O'Brien, H.W.
39-2960
SNOW COVER DISTRIBUTION, SNOW PHYSICS, METEOROLOGICAL DATA, MILITARY

OPERATION, SNOW DEPTH, SNOW DENSITY,
UNFROZEN WATER CONTENT, TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION. GRAIN SIZE, TESTS.
The pe r'formane of mlitary airborne down-look systems,
regardless of wavelength, depends upon the recognition of
differences between target and background features as viewed
through an intervening medium,
In cold regions the background may consist partially or entirely of snow cover during
winter months
Prediction or evaluation of system performance under such conditions requires detailed characterization
of snow cover, meteorological situation and, in some cases,
subsurface features such as soil.
This paper presents a
brief overview of meteorological and snow cover background
measurements made at Camp Oryling, Michigan, during
SNOW-TWO.
Right independent system tests were supported, each of which required meteorological and/or snowcover "ground-truth" characterization.
Support was provided at four meteorological sites and seven snow cover charcteriation locations.
Methodology is described briefly and
a liating given of available data taken by CRREL in support
of these tests,

TIME FACTOR, EXPLOSION EFFECTS, SANDS,
TESTS.
A genes of explosive obscuration trials was conducted in
January 1914 u a sub-test to the SNOW-TWO field experimet
In this paper, a dia inon
conducted in Grayling, Ml.
is presented of the time/space-dependent obscuration effects
produced by explosives detonated on snow/ice ground cover.
In addition, time/space-dependent thermal signatures of the
resulting craters are presented.

MP 1873
SNOW
CHEMISTRY
RELEASED
DURING
WKu VL

OF
OBSCURANTS
SNOW-TWO/SMOKE

Cragin, J.H., U.S. Army Cold Regiow Research and
E~igiiirh Labfowtoy. Secialrepor Dec. 1984,
SR 84-35, Snow Symposium, 4th, Hanover, NH, Aug.
14-16, 1984. Proceedings, VoL1, p.409-416, ADB090 935.
39-2980
SMOKE GENERATORS, SNOW COMPOSITION,
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, SNOWFALL, INFRARED RADIATION, VISIBILITY, PARTICLE SIZE
DISTRIBUTION, AEROSOLS.

1.
MP 1874

In Italian with French, German and English summar-

Measured extinction of light by particles, especially those
much larger than the wavelength of the light illuminating
them, must be corrected for forward scattered liht collected
by the detector.
Near-forward scattering by arbitrary nonalP
herical particles is, according to Frauhofer diffraction theory,
more sharly peaked than that by spheres of equal projected
area.
The difference between scattering by a nonpherical
particle and that by an equal-are sphere is greater the
more diffusely the particle's projected area is distributed
about its centroid.
Snowflakes are an example of large
atmospheric particles that are often highly nonspherical.
Calculations of the forward-scattering correction to extinction
by ice needles have been made under the mumption that
they can be approximated as randomly oriented prolate Spheroids (aspect ratio 10-1).
The correction factor can be
as much as 20% less than that for equal-area spheres depending
on the detector's acceptancesnge and the wavelength.
Randomly oriented oblate spheroids scatter more nearly like
equal-srea spheres.
MP 1871

ies.
40-4443
SNOW REMOVAL, ICE REMOVAL, ICE CON.
TROL,
ROAD
MAINTENANCE,
WINTER
MAINTENANCE,
COUNTERMEASURES,
SNOW ACCUMULATION, CHEMICAL ICE PREVENTION, UNITED STATES.

DISCRETE REFLECTIONS FROM THIN LAYERS OF SNOW AND ICE.
Jezek, K.C., et xl, US. Army Cold Regions Researh
and Engineenng Laboratory. Special report, Dec.
1984, SR 84-35, Snow Symposium, 4th, Hanover, NH,
Aug. 14-16, 1984.
Proceedings, Vol.1, p.323-331,
ADB-090 935, 11 refs.
Clay C.S.
39-2971
REMOTE SENSING, SNOW PHYSICS, ICE PHYSICS, REFLECTION, RADAR ECHOES, WAVE

RAIN, MATHEMATICAL MODELS.
In this paper we consider long-period, shallow-water waves
in riven that are a consequence of unsteady flow.
River
waves result from hydroelectric power generation or flow
control at a dam, the breach of a dam, the formation or
release of an ice jam, and rainfall-runoff processes.
The
Saint-Venant equations are generally used to describe river
waves.
This paper is an investigation into treas which
are fundamental to river wave modeling.
The analysis
is based on the concept that river wave behavior is determined
by
the balance between friction and inertia.
The SaintVennt equations are combined to form a system equation
that is written in dimensionless form.
The dominant terms

PROPAGATION,
SNOW ACOUSTICS,
ICE
ACOUSTICS, ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES.
A new approach was developed for computing the impule
response of a layered material.
Our approach is different
from other formulations in that we rely on a simple algorithm
for polynomial division rather than the usual and more cumbersome matrix schemes.
Our model is strictly valid for
normally incident plane waves and does not allow for dispersion
in a loasy material but we can account for geometrical
spre.i
and believe the technique can be adapted for
oblique incidence.
The . lvantages of our technique are
simplicity and the impulse nature of the solution.
Consequently, we can compute the band limited response of the
layered material throuph a straid tforward convolution of
the impulse response with any desired source function
In
this paper, we outline the method and discuss examples
of radar waves reflected from layers of snow and ice.
We
suggest the method may be a convenient tool for modelers
studying acoustic and electromagnetic reflections from snow
and ice cover.
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MP 1875
ANALYSIS OF RIVER WAVE TYPES.
Ferrick, M.G., Wafer resources research, Feb. 1985,
21(2),
.G.,
20 res.
39-3098
WAVE PROPAGATION, RIVER FLOW, ICE
JAMS, DAMS, ELECTRIC POWER, FLOODS,

of the system equation change with the relative magnitudes
Ofaegroup o dimensionless scaling parameters that quantify
the
n-iertia balance.
These scaling parameters e
continuous, indicating that the various river wave types and
the transitions between them form a spectrum.

MP 1876
EFFECT OF ICE COVER ON HYDROPOWER

PRODUCTION.

Yaps, P.D., et al, Journal of energy engineerin&, Sep.
1984, 110(3), p.231-234, 7 refs.
Shen, H.T.
39-3096
ICE COVER EFFECT, RIVER FLOW, RIVER ICE,
WATER LEVEL, DAMS, ICE CONDITIONS,
ELECTRIC POWER, ICE SURFACE, ICE COVER
STRENGTH, SURFACE ROUGHNESS.
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Simulated heave histores show proper sensitivities in the Mp 188
1377
MP
EFFECT OF SAMPLE ORIENTATION ON ONTEin
shapes
mad orders
of magnitude
of output
sod CONTROLLING
ICE TO ALLEVIATE
th relations
between
crucia lctors
suh responses
w heave rate,IE
A FLO RIVER
NG
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF MULTI-YEAR
o
r
i ou
ICE JAM FLOODING.
PRESSURE RIDGE ICE SAMPLES.
Richter-Menge, .A., ct 51, Conference Arctic '85.
Proceeding. Civil engineering in the Arctic offshore.
Edited by F.L. Bennett and J.L Machemebl, New MP 1881
York, American Society of Civil Engineers, 1985, SIMILARITY SOLUTIONS OF THE CAUCHY
p.465-475, 13 re.
PROBLEM OF HORIZONTAL FLOW OF
Cox, G.F.N.
WATER THROUGH POROUS MEDIA FOR EX.
39-3196
PERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF DIFPRESSURE RIDGES, COMPRESSIVE PROPER- FUSIVITY.
TIES, ICE STRENGTH, IMPACT STRENGTH, Nakano, Y., Advances in waterresources, Mar. 1985,
STRAINS, POROSITY, ICE SAMPLING, BEAU- 8(1), p.26-31, 23 reds.
39-3379
FORT SEA.
Matched pairs of horizontal and vertical s we samples POROUS MATERIALS, WATER FLOW, DIFFUwere teken from a multi-year
ridge in the Beaufort SION, WATER CONTENT, MATHEMATICAL
Se.
Each pourw. r.te =
constant sin- MODELS, EXPERIMENTATION.
rate compression to evaluate the effect of sample orientation An experimental method for determining diffusivity is studied
on the compreasive strength.
The results indicate that by using similarity solutions of the Cauchy problem of horizonsample orientation must be considered in the interpretation tel flow of water through homogencous porous mnedi. The
of ridge commessive strength data,
theoretical justification of the method is presented by applying
a mathematical theorem recently derived by Van uoynL
MW 1378
TRAXIAL COMPRESSION TESTING OF ICE. Some important mpe of date analysis are discussed by
Cox, O.F.N., et al, Conference Arctic '85. Proceedings. Civil engineering in the Arctic offshore. Edited by F.L. Bennett and J.L. Machemehl, New York,
American Society of Civil Engineers, 1985, p.476-488, MP 182
NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF NORTHERN
11 res.
Richter-Mense, J.A.
HEMISPHERE SEA ICE VARIABILITY, 195139-3197
1980.
ICE STRENGTH, COMPRESSIVE PROPERTIES, Walsh, I.E., ¢t al, Jounialofs eopysicA research,May
STRESS, STRAIN DIAGRAMS, TESTS, MEASUR- 20, 1985, 90(C3), p.4847-4865, 36 efs.
Hibler, W.D., III, Ross, B.
ING INSTRUMENTS.
Procedures have been refined for performing constant-strain- 39-3431
rawtetoaxial teas onice samples.
The equipment is desianed SEA ICE, ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION, SEAstress ratio remains SONAL VARIATIONS, ICE MODELS, DRIFT,
pressureaxial
.l
such that the coi
constant.
Sample axial displacements are measured inside ICE COVER THICKNESS.
the cell on the sample and outside the cell between the The model is run with a daily time step and is forced
cell and the loading piston.
In addition to reviewing byinreranallyvazyingfieldsofgecetrophicwindandteipthe development of the equipment and testing procedures,
=tre-derived
thermodynmic flues.
The resuts inlude
data a presented
to illutate the
Iuing
problmmm
outside
the sensitivities
the source
of the thermodisplacement
meiurements.
in
severul, of
direct axial
dis- dglumentation
dynamic forcn ofdaft
sod to the tonumber
of thickness
levels
placement measurements on the sample are essential to obtain in the thermodynamic formulaion. The fe s of ice velocity
accurate test strain rates and ice moduli. This is particularly
thermodynamfor mul
Th felds ivt
yd
true for brittle ice at low temperturs high strain r
variaily.
he Pacfc re i found to be well-developed
and high confining pressures.
in spring and autumn but less so in winter and summer.
The simulated velocities show no bis but considerable scatte
MP 1879
relative to th drift of the Arctic buoys in 1979 and 1980.
SHEAR STRENGTH IN THE ZONE OF FREEIN IN SALE T NE
analysis of the regional mas budgets shows that the
Chamberlain, Li., Conference Arctic '85. Proceed- An
norma seasona cycle is controlled primarily by the thermodyg C l ieproces t that the thickness anomalies in much
namtc
ing. Civil enieeri in the Arctic offshore. Edit- of the Arctic are attributable primarily to dynamic procees
ed by F.L. Bennett and J.L Machemehl, New York, during winter, spring, and autumn.
Thermodynamic proAmerican Society of Civil Engineers, 1985, p.566,574, ceases contribute more strongly to summer anomalies near
to be advected
ice
anomalies
for
The
tendency
ice
edge.
the
4 refs.
by the pattern of mean drift is apparent in multisesaon
39-3205
correlations involving subregions of the Arctic Basin
39-3205 GRAlag
(Auth. mod.)
FROZEN GROUND STRENGTH, SALINE SOILS, and the peripheral se .
SHEAR STRENGTH, DEFORMATION, SOIL
FREEZING, CLAY SOILS, SANDS, SEA WATER,
TEMPERATURE EFFECTS, TESTS.
Laboratory direct shear strength tests were conducted on MP 1883
sand and clay soil samples as they were freezing.
Samples GROWTH AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
prepared with seawater and distilled water were tested in OF RIVER AND LAKE ICE.
a modified direct shear box at shear plane temperatures Ramseier,
4 R.O., Quebec, P.Q., Universit6 Laval, Feb.
ranging from 0 C to -5 C.
The hear strengths of the 1972, 2 3p., Ph.D. thesis. Corrected Oct. 1975.
freezing saline clay and sand samples were observed to 119 refs.
be significanty lea than shear strengths of the fresh water 39-3387
samples.
For the clay samples, these shear arrenath differences could be accounted for principally by thea1ig fiiezing ICE MECHANICS, RIVER ICE, LAKE ICE, ICE
point depression caused by the salts in the sea water, the GROWTH, ICE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE, ICE
two shear strength curves nearly paralleling and overlapping PHYSICS, SNOW ICE, TEMPERATURE EFeach other when plotted versus temperature below frezin.
FECTS, METEOROLOGICAL FACTORS, GRAIN
In a similar plot for the sands, the two curves diverge SIZE, ICE CREEP, EXPERIMENTATION.
considerably from a common strength at 0 C. It is shown
that the shear strength reduction of the saline clay soil
is principally the result of increased unfrozen water content,
It is postulated that knowledge of unfrozen water content M 1884
relationships for frozen saline sods will probably allow better SCIENCE PROGRAM FOR AN IMAGING
predictive capabilities for the shear strength in the freezin
DAR
zone
c
f
s
s
t
r
RECEIVING STATION IN ASKA.
Weler, G., et al, Pasadena, CA, U.S. National
M7
Og AAeronautics
and Space Administration, Dec. 1, 1983,
EXPLORATION OF A RIGID ICE MODEL OF 45p., 19 refs.
FROST HEAVE.
Carsey, F., Holt, B., Rothrock, D.A., Weeks, W.F.
O'Neill, K., et aI, Water resources research, Mar. 39-3415
REMOTE SENSING, ICE CONDITIONS, STA1985, 21(3), p.281-296, 29 refs.
TIONS, RESEARCH PROJECTS, SEA ICE DISMiller,
R
39-3276
39-27
TRIBUTION,
OCEANOGRAPHY,
MARINE
FROST HEAVE, GROUND ICE, ICE MODELS, GEOLOGY, GLACIOLOGY, VEGETATION,
ICE LENSES, FREEZING RATE, ICE GROWTH, UNITED STATES-ALASKA, ARCTIC OCEAN.
MATHEMATICAL
MODELS,
FROZEN There would be broad scientific benefit in etab
i
ROUND THERMODYNAMICS.
laska an iging radar receiving station that would colect
A numerical model is explored which simulates frost heave data from the European Space Agency's Remote Sensing
in saturated, granular, air-free, solute-free soil.
It is based Satellite, Bt3-l; this station would acquire Imagery of the
on equations developed from fundamental thermomechanical
ice cover from the American territorial waters of the Beaufort,
considerations and peviu laboratory investigations.
Al- Chukchi, and Bering Seas; this station, in conjunction with
though adequate dat are lacktng for strict experimental similar sta
propsed for Kiruna, Sweden, and Prince
verification of the model, we note that simulations produce Albert, Canada, would provide synoptic coverage of nearly
an overall course of events together with significant specific the entire Arctic.
The value of such coverage to aspects
features which are familiar from laboratory experience. of oceanography, geology, glaciology, and botany is considered,
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Deck, D.S., IAHR International Symposium on Ice,
7th, Hamburg, F.R.G., Aug. 27-31, 1984. Proceedings, VoL3, E1984), p.69-76, 4 refs.
39-3471
ICE CONTROL, RIVER ICE, ICE JAMS, FLOODS,
ICE BOOMS, ICE BREAKUP, ICE COVER THICKNESS, MODELS, COUNTERMEASURES.
Many communities affected by ice jam flooding have accepted
the event as unpreventable.
Other have approached their
problem as one of open channel flow and implemented
standard projects uch as channel modifications or dikes
isto
control
river ice before
poem
problem,
by
approach
the abest
We feelit that
theirthefloodig.
to combt
contolnli either freeze-up or ereak-up. This em d
drama our involvement at two brea where ice aP oha caused severe economic hardship and loss of life.
An
ice boom has been used to control the formation of river
ice at Oil City, Pennsylvania, and a permanent ice control
scructure will be constructed on Cazenovia Creek in West
Seneca, New York, to control the river ice during breakup.
Mp 1S6
4TH REPORT OF WORING GROUP ON TESTING METHODS IN ICE.
Earle, E.N., et al, IAHR International Symposium on
Ice, 7th, Hamburg, F.R.G., Aug. 27-31, 1984. Proceedings, VoL4, 1984], p.1-41, Ref. passi n.
Frederking, I., Gavrilo, V.P., Goodman, D.J., Hiusler, F.U., Mellor, M., Petrov, I.G., Vaudrey, K.
39-3494
ICE PHYSICS, ICE STRENGTH, AIR ENTRAINMENT, ICE FRICTION, COMPRESSIVE PROPERTIES, FLEXURAL STRENGTH.
A7
MW 1
FORCES ASSOCIATED WITH ICE PILE4JP
AND RIDE-UP.
Sodhi, D.S., et al, IAHR International Symposium on
Ice, 7th, Hamburg, F.R.G., Aug. 27-31, 1984. Pro2 57 2 2
cedings,
KoltAVol.4, [1984], p.239-262, Refs. p. - 6 .
Kovac, A.
39-3500
ICE LOADS, ICE PILEUP, ICE OVERRIDE,
FLOATING ICE, ICE MECHANICS, ICE PRESSURE, ICE SOLID INTERFACE, WIND FACTORS, OCEAN WAVES, ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS), PRESSURE RIDGES.
A review of the literature on shore ice pile-up and rideup observations is preseted alon with the average forces
associated with the phenomenae
windiwater driving
foc% it
po e ta
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inorwaes WAY
locerry the flotingieshaet frther
d, where damae
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an
ie
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review
briefdamage
to stiuctures and human lives is possible.
is presented of the analytical and experimental work done
to understand the behavior of ice sheets in relation to its
A short summary of each
piling or riding up the beach.
model study that is reported in open literature is also given
NP 388
HEAT AND MOISTURE ADVECT]ON OVER
ANTARCTIC SEA ICE.
Andreas, E.L., Monthly weather review, May 1985,
113(5), p.736-746,27 refs.
39-3554
ICE EDGE, HEAT LOSS, SEA ICE DISTRIBUTION, PACK ICE, ANTARCTICA-WEDDELL
SEA.
Surface-level meteorological observations and upper-ic sounding in the Weddell Sea provide the fimtm stu look at
conditions over the deep antarctic ice pack in the spring.
The surface-level temperature and humidity were relatively
high, and both were positively correlated with the northerly
component of the 850 mb wind vector so far as 600 km
from the ice edge.
Since even at its maximum extent,
at least 60% of the antarctic ice pack is within 600 km
of the open ocean, long-ng atmospheric transport of heat
and moisture from the ocean must play a key part in antarctic
sea ice heat and mas budgets.
From one case study.
the magnitude of the ocean's role is inferred: at this time
of year the total turbulent surface heat loss can be
under southerly winds than under northerly ones.
(Aut.)
MP 1889
ENERGY EXCHANGE OVER ANTARCTIC SEA
resIcN
t al, Journal of epyia
Peophysical
ICdrea, EL,
emrh
t&,Junlo
..
Ades
Jul 20, 198, 90(C4), p.7199-7212, Refs. p.72119
72 2
Makshtas, A.P.
39-3640
SEA ICE, ABLATION, RADIATION BALANCE,
HEAT FLUX.
In October and November of 1981, during the U.S.-USSR
Weddell Polynys Expedition, we made the first measurements
ever of the turbulent and radiative fluxes over the interior
pack ice of the southern ocean.
The daily averaged, surfaceaveraged sum of these fluxes--the so-celled balance, which
comprises the conductive, heat storage, and phase-change
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lams-es positive for all but om day during the crise:MP I94
f ablation mum had begun.
Varibility in he m
SOLUTION OF 2-D AXISYMMETRIC PHASE
Ss ambulant fluxes produced most of the variability
in as halmce.
The tbuleat fluxes generally corraed CHANGE PROBLEMS ON A FIXED MESH,
wi the mostrophic wind- noetherly wind (in off the WITH ZERO WIDTH PHASE CHANGE ZONE.
mn)vntrand Ar)en
beat to the aurface, and a uiherly wind O'Neill, K., International Conference on Numerical
Zemoving
11 (Auth.)
Methods in Thermal Problems, 3rd, Seattle, WA, AuS.
2-5,1983. Proceedings. Edited by lRW. Lewis, J.A.
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Johnson and W.R.Smith, Swansea, U.K.. Pineridge
U.
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39-3965
McKim, H.L, at a, International Symposium on THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY, ENTHALPY, ARRemote Sensingf
rronment, 18th, ParsFrance, TIFICIAL FREEZING, HEAT CAPACITY, PHASE
Oct. 1-5, 1984. Procedings Ann Arbor, Environ- TRANSFORMATIONS,
SOIL
FREEZING,
mental Research Institute of Michipn, (19851,
BOUNDARY LAYER, ANALYSIS (MATHEMATp.1141.1150, Refi.
p.1147-1149.
ICS).
Mer-C.
A new method is presented for solving two-dimenional
39-3707
aSEIEN
isymimetrlt heat conduttion problem with phase chaenge
REMOTE SENSING, DREDGING, SEDIMENT A strict dicantnuty between phaws isassumed, and no
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of the mow cover itself may be of interest, such as depth,
snow wate euivalent and coverage.
Microwave remote
in patiular have potential to monitor these properies
bcause of their cabbtie to pette the surface, detect
small wetness differences and operate in all weather conditions
(Foster,et al., 1985). To realize this potential, itiseemsy
to undeand how mow properties affect remote
Microwave signatures of mow an a
7= urns,
eleet constant as well as surface
and depth.
A primary objective therefore is to determine the relationip
betwen the dielectric constant and evironm tal p
ete,
Including physical properties of the sow cover and local
meteorological variables.
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MP 1916
MEASURING MULTI-YEAR SEA ICE THICKUSING IMPULSE RADAR.
Kovacs, A., et al, Arctic Energy Technologies Workshop, Morlptow, WV, Nov. 14-15,1984. Proceedin U.S. DepartmentofEnergy, Morgantown Energy
Technology6 Center, DOE/II4rC-85/6014, Apr.
1985, p.55- 7, DE85003360, 6 ref.
Morey, E.M.
40-645
ICE COVER THICKNESS, REMOTE SENSING,
ICE BOTTOM SURFACE, ICE STRUCTURE,
RADAR ECHOES, SEA ICE, ICE DETECTION,
BRINES, ICE ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES.
Sondina of multi-year sea ice, using impulse radar operating
in the 8O- to 500-MHz frequency band, revealed that the
It waa
bottom of this ice could not always be detected.
found that the bottom of the ice could not be detected
Because
where the ice structure had a high brine content.
of brinem' high conductivity, brine volume dominates the
ism in first-year oe we, and the Sam was
low m
ice.
Prlminar
fod lae forth mui-yar
foundicrateor
t eat sea
a oicva.
ue
for the fipding =
alo indicate that a representative valu
apparent
bulk dielecttic constant of multi-year as we i 3.5.
Thi
e=es
an effictive EM wavelet velocity of 0.16 mnee
wi
may he used to estimate multi-yeer sea ice pthie
artfal where the ice bottom as detected in icd

thickenzeg& but they did not take into account the effects
on the velocity field of grounded ice which is located new
Reasonable estimates
the input ate to their volume element.
Of the degree to which the ice velocity just up-stream of
the pounded ice is diminished indicate that it is no lonme
to conclude that the ice shelf is thickening uing
and Dentley's original flow bnd.
Therefore,
new flow band was chosen which was rid eat of Thoma
and Bentiey's band and muffected by any nearby grounded
areas.
The mass balance in this flow band was found
to be zero within experimental erro a differeac exeedin
about 0.2 m/& in magnitude between the thicke
and
bottom freeze-on rates is unlikely.
(Auth.)

MP 1920
PREFERENTIAL DETECTION OF SOUND BY

MP 1917
PRELIMINARY SIMULATION STUDY OF SEA
ICE INDUCED GOUGES IN THE SEA FLOOR.
Weeks, W.F., et al, Arctic Energy Technologies Workshop, Morgantown, WV, Nov. 14-15,1984. Proceed.
inp, U.S. Department of Ener Morgantown Energy
r
Technology Center, DOEIMETC-85/6014, Apr.
1985, p.126-135, DE85003360, 16 refs.
Tucker, W.B., Niedoroda, A.W.
40-651
ICE SCORING,
SEDIMENT TRANSPORT,
OCEAN BOTTOM, BOTTOM TOPOGRAPHY,
GRAIN SIZE, BOTTOM SEDIMENT, BEAUFORT
SEA.
A simulation model for sea ice-induced gouges on the shelf
MP 1914
of the Beautort Se is developed by ssuming that the annual
Pccrrence of new soulta given bya Poi
-c
ICE CONDITIONS ON THE OHIO AND IL- t locatons of the goe are random, and the distribution
LINOIS RIVERS, 1972-19115.
ao
f goue dept specified by an e
tia dlstibuto,
Gatto, LW., International Geoscience and Remote Once a gouge is formed it is subject to infllin by tranaport
Sensing Symposium (IGARSS '85), Amherst, MA, of sediment into the region and by local movement of sediment
Thes proomees are modeled by
Oct. 7-9, 1985. Digest, Vol. 2, New York, Institute along the sa floor.
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1985, asuming a sediment input based on etatigraphic considersof8 E-8c1 3 rea.d E toe
gn
,
.1
,tions
and
by
calculating
bed-load Itrunsport
in if methods
currents
is found that
fom sediment transport theory.
p.856-861, 3 refs.
are sufficient to tramport sediment, rapidnfiling
40-424
RIVER ICE, ICE CONDIONS, ICE FORECAST- occurs.
In that these threshold currents are mall for
ING, REMOTE SENSING, MAPPING, AERIAL typical grain sizes on the Beaufort Shelf, this s
ts that
SURVEYS, UNITED STATES-OHIO RIVER, the gouging record commonly represents only a few trn
UNITED STATES-ILLINOIS RIVER.
of years.

MP 1915
SHEET ICE FORCES ON A CONICAL STRUCTURE- AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY.
Sodhi, D.S., Ct al, Arctic Energy Technologies Workshop, Morgantown, WV, Nov. 14-15, 1984. Proceedi,U.S. Department ofEnergy, Morgantown Energy
Tchnology Center, DOE /METC-85/6014, Apr.
1985, p.46-54, DE85003360, 11 refs.
Morris, C.E., Cox, G.F.N.
40-644
ICE PRESSURE, OFFSHORE STRUCTURES, ICE
LOADS, FLEXURAL STRENGTH, ICE COVER
THICKNESS, ICE FRICTION, ICE SHEETS, SURFACE PROPERTIES, ICE MECHANICS, VELOCITY.
Small-scale experiments were performed to determine sheet
ice forces on a conical structure.
The experiments were
condued with a ,45 de. upward-breakin conical structure
which had diameters of 1.5 i at the waterlne and 0.33
m at the top.
The surface of the structure was initially
smooth; later it was roughened to investigate the effect
of surface friction on the ice load.
The thicknes and
the fleural strengh of ice sheets were varied, and the
teats were conducted at three fixed velocities. The measured
ice forces agree well with the forces predicted by ptic
limit analysis.
There is no effect of velocity on
ice
forces for tests conducted for a low coefficient of friction
(0.1), whereas some velocity effect on the horizontal ice
forces is found for tests conducted with the rough surfc
having a coefficient of friction equal to 0.5.
The horizontal
ice forces are higher at lower velocities.
The size of
the broken ice Iee determined from a power spectrum
analysis of the horizontal ice force records. was found to
be about one-third of the characteristic length.

MP 1919
RECONSIDERATION OFTHE MASS BALANCE
OF A PORTION OF THE ROSS ICE SHELF, ANTARCTICA.
JezeklLC.,etal, )ourvdofJAwj1ok, 1984,30(106),
p.381-384, 6 refa., With French and German stumaries.
Bentley, C.R.
39-3793
ICE SHELVES, GROUNDED ICE, MASS BALANCE, ANTARCTICA-ROSS ICE SHELF.
The identiflestion of a small
i of o
ice in
the north-weser ecter of the Rn.
Sl =e
foced
a re-evaluatio of the mass-balance calculations carried out
es
le
(1978).
Thiose authors concluded
tae

PERSONS

BURIED

UNDER

SNOW

AVA.

LANCHE DEBRIS AS COMPA
TO PERSONS ON THE OVERLYING SURFACE.
Johnson, J.B., International Snow Science Workshop,
Aspen, CO, Oct. 24-27, 1984. Proceedings, Aspen,
CO, ISSW Workshop Committee, [1984, p.42-47,8
40-801
RESCUE OPERATIONS, AVALANCHE DEPOSITS, DETECTION, SNOW ACOUSTICS, SNOW
COVER EFFECT, SOUND WAVES, ATTENUATION.
Thepref
tial detection of sound by a person buied under
mow can be explained by the strong attenuation of acoustic
waves in snow and the relatively higher level of background
acusic none that exists for perns above the mow sufce
as compared to an avalanche burial victim.
This noise
masks sound transmitted to persons on the mow surface
caui a reduction of hearing sensitivity a compared to
the burial victim.
Additionally, the listening concentratin
of a buried individual is generally greater than for person
working on the mow surface, incresing their subectve
awareness of sound.

MP
19
M 1921

NEW CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM FOR THE
SEASONAL SNOW COVER.
Colbeck, S.C., International Snow Science Workshop,
Aspen, CO, Oct 24-27, 1984. Proceedings, Aspen,
CO, ISSW Workshop Committee, [1984, p.179181, 3 refs.
40-825
SNOW CRYSTAL STRUCTURE, METAMORPHISM (SNOW), SNOW WATER CONTENT,
MP 1918
FREEZE THAW CYCLES, CLASSIFICATIONS,
MAPPING RESISTIVE SEABED FEATURES ICE CRYSTAL GROWTH, SNOW MELTING,
USING DC METHODS.
SNOW COVER, GRAIN SIZE.
Sellimann, P.V., et al, Arctic Energy Technologies It is necessary to assign terms to mow crystals so that
Workshop, Morgantown, WV, Nov. 14-15, 1984. we can refer to them at any time.
TC (1954)
or
suggested
Proceedings, U.S. Department of EnergvMorgan- five classes of mnow crysta but many important types Of
town Energy Technology Center, DOME
-er S
Sommerfeld
ncluded.
199 )fi cation
85/6014, Apr. 1985, p.136-147, DE85003360,6 refa. 1edonpeebeuse, (thepsestoeld be
crctly
Delaney, AJ., Arcone, S.A.
identified, information would be provided about both crystal
40-652
shapes and metamorphic processes.
Unfortunately, many
SUBSEA PERMAFROST, OCEAN BOTTOM, of the names used--euitmperature, temperature redient,
BOTTOM SEDIMENT, SOIL STRENGTH, ELEC- and melt-fieeze--a misreesent ther po amsuestbed
TRIC EQUIPMENT, MAPPING, MODELS.
here in hopes of
dhcer
.cectly mow
e crysta st.
Geophysical field oeservation of aphere
i heopec ore dealt with here; a more
l
Wenner and dipole-dipole electrode area were made at themorpatoie ablihed later.
several New England coastal site
The objective was
to assess the perfoance of these syatems in detecting
resistive seabed features as an indication of their poten
*
1922
for suba peraos mapping.
Two sites on the Maine REVIEW OF ANALYTICAL METHODS FOR
coast were used for observations on bedrock below a thin GROUND THERMAL REGIME CALCULAlayer of sediments.
A seabome survey was then conducted TIONS.
in New Haven Harbor, Connecticut, at a site where the Lunrdini, VJ., Thermal desin considerationin froxdepth to bedrock below the seabed had been -apped by en ground engineering. Edited by T.G. Krzewinski
seismic methods and drilling several years earlier (U.. Army
Corps of Engineers 1981).
The date gathered helped !o and R.G. Tart,Jr., New York, NY, American Society
define the mageof
p,
t resitivity values expected in of Civil Engineers, 1985, p.204-257, 33 refs.
arem of subse permfrot the effect of water depth on 40-630
the quality of a survey, and the vertical and lateral resolution PERMAFROST THERMAL PROPERTIES, FROZcapebities of the arrays used.
Good qualitative ageement EN GROUND TEMPERATURE, THERMAL
between rock depth and resistivity was oberved, even with REGIME, HEAT TRANSFER, STRUCTURES,
rock depthe up to 50 m below the seabed.
Data wre
also collected in areas where seimic methods had been HEAT BALANCE,
PHASE TRANSFORMAunable to extract subbottom information due to the gas TIONS, STEFAN PROBLEM, ANALYSIS (MATHcontent of local organic sediments.
EMATICS).
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Mp 1923

MP 1930
FROST JACKING FORCES ON H AND PIPE
PILES EMBEDDED IN FAIRBANKS SILT.
water systems. Edited by D.M. Anderson and P.J.
Johnson, J.B., et al,International Sympoum on
WlimNew York, NY, American Society of Civil
Ground Freezing, 4th, Sapporo, Japan, Aug. 5-7, 1985.
E
e
1985, p.l-9, 11 ro.
M 1927
Proceedings,
[Rotterdam, A.A. Bslkems,
1 5 3VoL2,
3
FROST HEAVE OF FULL-DEPTH ASPHALT 1985], p. 2 -1 , S rcs
40612
CONCRETE PAVEMENTS.
Each D.C.
GROUND THAWING, CLAYS, SOIL WATER MI- Zomermian, L, ata], Freezing and thawing ofsoil-wster 40-676
ORATION, GROUND ICE, ICE NUCLEI, PORastean..
Edited by D.M. Anderson and P.J. WiI- FROST HEAVE, PILE EXTRACTION, PIPELINE
OUS MATERIALS, LATENT HEAT, UNFROZEN hams, New York, NY,
American Society ofCivil Engi- SUPPORTS, SHEAR STRESS, PERMAFROST
7
WATERCONTENT, ICE CRYSTALS, TEMPERA- neers, 1985, p.66- 6, 12 refs.
DISTRIBUTION, FOUNDATIONS, TEMPERATURE EFFECTS, PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS. Berg, .L
TURE EFFECTS, FROZEN GROUND MECHAN40-619
ICS, FROST PENETRATION, COUNTERMEASMP 1924
FROST HEAVE, PAVEMENTS, BITUMINOUS uRES.
PARTIALVERIFICATION OFATHAWS~rTLE- CONCRETES, THAW WEAKENING, SOIL WA- The miuudand naion of force and shear st
MINT MODEL
TER, SOIL STRUCTURE, FROST PENETRAdWse soil fost heavie, for a pipe pile and an H
Ouymon, G.L, et al,Freezing and thawing of soil- TION, GRAIN SIZE, TESTS, HEAT TRANSFER, pile wer determined u a function of depth along the upper
water systems. Edited by D.M. Anderson and PJ. MOISTURE TRANSFER, FROST RESISTANCE.
3m of the pies for two consecutive winters. The maximum
William New York, NY, American Society of Civil During 1984 and early 1985 fostpeetration, frost heave frost heavi forces on the H pile during each winter were
frost heaving
43 thkN r peti
99 kN.
two
and thaw weakening wereThemonitored
Engineers, 1985, p.18-25, 6 re,
ha
loa force
. Maximu
wa 703The Wmaximum
m e tet 9lllldepth
,bgronoffbeth
su
THAWING OF FROZEN CLAYS.

This allows for the measurement of unfrozen water c e
u
TR atemperatim just below 0 C,when th %
Aeum
e "p '
ie
o
o

DomRL., Insoll J.

P e were IMP&a nd 903 Usaforthe
t
h
was a nciny = he beda
section
N
for the
abortory frot two winsert. The maximum local sha t
GROUND THAWING, SETTLEMENT (STRUC- seond teat section was H ov silt
Msximum Average shea stes
kPs.
soil, as were pipe ple was 896
tests wene conducted for eachmoisture
MOISTURE suepty
HEAT TRANSFER,
TURAL),
content over the two winters were 324 kPa and 427 kPa for the
curves relating
F HEmoisture retention curves and
TRANSFER
Maximum heaving
Resuts from the H pile and 324 kPa for the pipe pile.
nsaturated hydraulic conductivity.
TRANSFER, FROST HEAVE FRE]ZE THAW
um
od
ofma
uddu
hresases
for nd
h
not
CYCLES, MODELS, THAW WEAKENING, laboratory teats were used with PROSTI aoupld
weresince
These
s=eesdof froet for mt of the
sf depth
rc s sd
wintr
Terfo
to
the
relae
simulatepefmace
to
model,
computer
flow
m
and
M
beena
never
had
PROSTIB
Reults fro a one-dimensional model that estimates frost of the field a sections.
Results the soil was frozen completely to the permafrost teble.
to cohesive soil attla to the lean clay.
applied
heave and thaw settlement are compared to laboratory soi
on both soils eed well, Le. within MP 1931
The model isbased upon well known equations from modlimulati
colmindata.
tha describe heat nd moistun ow ins .
Process about 15% with field measurements of frost heave and friost SHEAR STRENGTH ANISOTROPY IN FROZEN
u
or tham g zons reamproximated by a .umped Penetration with tn
SALINE AND FRESHWATER SOILS.
bhem
t budget approach as w
pheom
Chamberlain, EJ., International Symposium on
equations that account for overburden fcts ad reduced
Ground Free', 4th, Sapporo, Japan, Aug. 5-7, 1985.
MP 1928
Lbary a
fldd movement due to Ice formation.
Column daftawere obtained for onedimensionl freezing and CREEP STRENGTH, STRAIN RATE, TEMPERA- Procee
Vol2, Rotterdan, A.A. Balkema,
then thawing of a silt soil.
The model results accurately TURE AND UNFROZEN WATER RELATION- 19s, P.1
194,2res.
esmatten~reratue ditiuin and pore wae pressure
SHIP IN FROZEN SOIL
4-8
auridnthawing.
Fish, A.M., International Symposium on Ground FROZEN GROUND
STRENGTH,
SHEAR
Freezing 4th, Sapporo, Japan, Aug. 5-7, 1985. Pro- STRENGTH, ANISOTROPY, SALINITY, CLAY
MP 1925
TESTS.
SANDS,
SOILS,
1985],
VoL2, Rotterdam, .A. Balkems,
HYDRAULIC PROPERTIES OF SELECTED ceedings,
29 6
The shear strength anisotropy of frozen freshwater and seawater
p. -3 , 32 refs.
so ls
the direct shear
invstigeed
wsing
ca
40-661
Freezing and thawing of soil-water
etal,
Ingersoll, J.,
te
Smia wr sheared at anlsof 0, 30. 60
systems. Edited by DM. Anderson and P.J. Wil- FROZEN GROUND STRENGTH, SOIL CREEP, and 90 go
between the heir and freziplanes.
Beliams, New York, NY, American Society of Civil Engi- STRAINS, FROZEN GROUND TEMPBRATURE, cause of vstiom in sampldensity, there was considera"e
scatter and the relationship
UNFROZEN WATER CONTENT, FROZEN sait in the dat.
neers, 1985, p.26-35,4 rob.
GROUND PHYSICS, COMPRESSIVE PROPER- of the maximum shear srength to the angle between the
Rem RL.
TIES, TEMPERATURE EFFECTS, ANALYSIS shear and freeing planes Were accounted for by conducn
0-615
multiple linear regression analysis on empiical equatio
(MATHEMATICS).
SETTLEMENT
SOIL WATER, FROST HEAVE,
tet variables to the shear strength.
(STRUCTURAL), FREEZE THAW CYCLES, A relationship was developed bewe maximum (pek) relaung the
PAVEMENTS, TENSILE PROPERTIES, SOIL str . strain rate, strai, and temperature usi date on MP 1932
compression of remolded frozen Fairbanks sift ob- SOIL-WATER POTENTIAL AND UN]ROZEN
STRUCTUET GRAN SIE, MAETICAOL m
STMUDCLU
, GRAN SIZE, MATHEMATICAL t ad in the temp
e r
fm -0-5to -10 C at WATER CONTENT AND TEMPERATU E
MODELS.
constant strain rtes (CSR) that varied between 11100 and
and
X X, etal, Jour7al of lcio
tis shown that three principaerametr
The method and equipment used to coincidentally determine 1/l,000,0001s.
the hydraulic conductivity versus soil moisture tension and of frozen Oi define the magnitude of stnthata given 1985,7(l),p.1-14,8refs., In &inesewithEnghah
soil moisture tension versus moisture content relationships strain rate: the instantaneous strength, the activation energy, summary.
re decr'bed.
Over 30 soila have been tested, including and the strain hardening parameter all relate to each other. Oliphant, JL., Tice, A.R.
s dves,
silts and clays.
Most of the work has Their absolute values depend upon tempetatue and ae linked 40-783
conducted at soil moisture tensions less than 100 kPa with the simplest physical characterlstics of soil and mpeciay RgEy
FROZEN G
GROUND
TEMPERATURE,
UN
E, N NUN D TMPEAN
eea
esptivtio
The
ber),
but a few moisture retention curves extend to about the ice and unfrozen water Content
CLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE, UNFROZEN
is presented as a sum of two €
Results for one soi of frozen soill
moisture suction
2 bre of sell
WATER CONTENT, SOIL WATER SOIL STRUC
Grain activation energy of the ail skeleton and activt
from each type are described and discussed in detail.
s
distributons and the two hydraulic relationships are of the unfrozen water,
The activatim ene
of frozen TUR.E, WATER CONTENT, FREEZING POINTS,
shown for each of the four soils.
An equation suggested soil varied due to the changes of unfrozen water content SOIL CHEMISTRY, SOIL TEMPERATURE, DENby.Gardner is wed to approximate both relationships. Cod- between 16.6 and 13.2 kcal/mole.
SITY (MASSIVOLUME).
hcents for ardners equations for sevea different
soils
Soil-water potential was determined by the extraction method
ave ben obtaned ad are bulatdMP
1929
and four factors affecting the soi-water potential, including
MW 1929
water content, soil type, dry density and temperature, were
MW 1926
PREDICTION OF UNFROZEN WATER CON- investgat
The ufze war content of frozen sois
MODEL FOR DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS OF TENTS IN FROZEN SOILS BY A TWO-POINT was determined by the pulsed nuclear magnetic resonance
FROZEN SOILS,
OR ONE-POINT METHOD.
technique and three hatore affecting the unfrozen water
Oliphant, J.L, Freezing and thawing of soil-water sys- Xu, X, et al,International Symposium on Ground content, including initial water content, dry denaity and
tens. Edited by DM Anderson and P.J. Williams, Freezing, 4th, Sapporo, Japan, Aug. 5-7, 1985 Pro- salt concentration, were investigated. Results have shown
NewYokNY
, VoL2, cRotterdam, AA Bakema, 185],
that the soil-water potential in the unaturatd, unfrozen
New York,
American Society of Civil Engineers,
soil decreass both with the decrease in the water content
4 6 5NY,
7
1985, . - , 17 rets.
p.83-87, 5 refs.
and with the increase in the dispersion of the soil and
40-61
Oliphant, J.L, Tice, A.R.
increases with the increae in the dry density and temperature.
FROZEN GROUND PHYSICS, SOIL COMPOSI- 40-669
The unfrozen water content of frozen soils changes slhtly
TION, GROUND THAWING,
UNFROZEN FROZEN GROUND, UNFROZEN WATER CON- with the initial water content and the dry density within
WATER CONTENT, DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES, TENT, DENSITY (MASS VOLUME), TEMPERA- the nge of % for the mor' cly and create shaply
TEMPERATURE EFFECTS, NUCLEAR MAG- TURE EFFECTS.
with the increae in the slt concention.
NETIC RESONANCE.
The unfrozen water content in frozen oils, with different MW 1933
Tbe dielectric constnt of frozenm ils is mde up of c0otribuinitial water content, dry density and molality, was determined EFFECTS OF SOLUBLE SALTS ON THE UNt
r oseach phase.--mineral, ice, air and liquid water by the nuclear magnetic resonance technique.
Results FROZEN WATER CONTENTS OF THE LANZ-in the
The apparent dielectric constants of three show that the unfrozen water content in frozen morn clay HOU, PR,7 SILT.
soils, a haolinite, Morins cay and Palouse sih-loinm, were changes with the initial water content and the dry density Tile, AR et a], Journa of lcolop and eocryolome aure u ndroth t adtndcrozenonditionsat 0rious oly within a range of three percent of the dry sil weight,
tmperature and various water contet ui time domain and increases with the increase in the moislity linearly because j', June 1985,7(2), p."9109, In Chinese with English
refiectometry (TR). Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) of the linear
freezing point depression.
The curves of summary., 20 ref. For English version see 39was used to measure the unfrozen water contents of these the unfrozen water content va temperature are quite parallel 2916.
soils at subfreezing temperature.
The NMR data were with the change in the initial water content and rotate Zhu, Y., Oliphant J.L
used to calculate the volume fractions of the ice and liquid a little bitcounterclockwise with the increase in the dry 40-830
water phase in the TDR experiments.
It was found density.
On the basis of the data mentioned above, a UNFROZEN WATER CONTENT, FROZEN
that a mixing model for the apparent dielectric constant two-point method by the measurements of two freezing pein
of the soll
sampe a
suming
spherical air, ice and mindersl at two different initial water contents, and a one-point method GROUND PHYSICS, SALINE SOILS, ELECTRIincluions in a water matrix w able to closely fit the by the measurement of the unfrozen water content at - CAL RESISTIVITY, SOIL CHEMISTRY.
TDR data.
To obtain the best fit it wa neesary to IC if the initial water content and itsfreeing point are Phase composition curves are presented for a typical saline
use an average dielectric constant for water smewhat less given, is presented.
Enors of predicting the unfrzen silt from Lanzhou and compared to some silts from Alaska.
than that for bulk water.
The mixing model can be used water content are 1-3% on the average for the two-point The unfrozen water content of the Chinese silt is much
for the interpretaticn of TDR date obtained in the field. method and 1% or so for the one-polnt
method,
higher than the Alaskinm silts.
This higher amount is
G
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dto

the lrg amount of solluble salte present in th
of
ich
an no prsn inte"fo
insier Alskai. When the sells are removed, the unfroen
wan ouan amethen simila for the Cinese -Aanskan
sills.
We have introduced a technique for correcting the
indossn water content of partially frozen soils due to high
esloomnsstldom.
ThcffciisCOIOIpOmiIby calculaing
theS
vt ooflt
itOel
the
from a mauentof
the electrical
sudof a "tuwsted! pase.
up 1934
WATER MIGRATION IN UNSATURATED
FRO2ZN MORIN CLAY UNDER LINEAR TEMPERATURE GRDENS
Xii, X, at ALJoltingarsiscialauO W qgyk
Jime1985, 7(2), p.11-12,l4 se&s, In Chineae with
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Mp 1931
NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF SEA ICE INDUCED GOUGES ON THE SHELVES OF THE
POLAR OCEANS.
Weeks, W.F., et al, Arctic Oceanography Conference
and Workshop, Hattieabug, MS, Jume 11-14, 1985.
Proceedings, U.S. Department of the Navy, 1985,
p.259-265, 16 refs.
Tuker, W.D.
40-%62
ICE SCORING,
COMPUTER
PROGRAMS,
MAHEMATICAL MODELS, ICE SHELVES,

SEA ICE, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, OCEAN
BOTTOM,
DISTRIBUTION,
STATITCAL
ANALYSIS, STRATIGRPpHy, OCEAN CUR-

MP 1942
SIMPLE DESIGN PROCEDURE FOR HEAT
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM PIPING.
Phetteplace, G.E., Intwrsciety EnryConversion
Engineering Conference, 19th, San_=Frnisc, CA,
Aug. 19-24, 1984. Proceedings. Vol.3, American
Nucea Sociey 1984, p.1748-1752.4refes.

40-1688

COST ANALYSIS, HEAT TRANSMISSION, PIPELINES, LOADS (FORCES), DESIGN, ANALYSIS
(MATHEMATICS), HEATING, COOLING, HEAT

LOSS.

Piping sye- repeset the mpor porto of the total cost
of most district heating applcasi and consAft a harrier
to thei widespread *mleetation. This Pape presents

A
motof
varyingfoloa.tCostdesignoftmune
ARENutaS.o model for we ice-indluced gougsm on thhle
f
condiforst-odsg
of
thesegloa.
imtdtr
Of
district heati nsd coolingaplctesrqie
y
tatteans
thfoaors
ofMnU~
esith oa
htteana
0adrtion
a thevaruscomponensf theownmg
occurrence of new goge I give by a Foueon dsrbtoadoperating coals.
These costs are included in the
the locations of the gauWe are randon. and the distribution formulation of en opdtimo problem to determine the
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SNOW COVER EFFECT, SNOW ACOUSTICS,
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Factors which control the audibility within and outside deposited snow are described and applied to explain the preferential
between wotw vapor and lee is important because of latent detection of sound by persons buried under avalanche debris
heat term in the energ equation.
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MECHANICS OF ICE COVER BREAK-

AIRPORTS, PAVEMENTS, FREEZE THAW CYCLES, CRACING (FRACTURING), DAMAGE,
CLIMATIC FACTORS, DESIGN.

In early fall 1984, USACRREL conducted
pavements in cold regions of the uniteda study
Sta. of airpr
Te
most common pavement problems were associated with nontraffic reine phenomena and include (I) prexisting: cracks
relcigthrough asphalt concrete overlas. in twoyer
or less), (2) thermasl cracking, and (3)longitdnlcakn
(at a construction joint).
Most of th
aip
peine
l.
(1) water pumping up through cracks and joints in the
pavements du
spring thaw, or (2) additional roughness
21eZ~
frost heave in the winter, or both problems.
due to =
Man y airport managers reported that debris wss enerated
at cracks during the winter and spring.
eer
experienced problems with lighting in the winter and spring.
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history of generaw.icc iprsadth ako osdrto
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STRENGTH, TIME FACTOR, MILITARY OPER- OF MEMBRANE ROOFS IN ALASKA.
ICE DRILLS, ICE COVER THICKNESS, PENNTRATION, ICE COVER STRENGTH, ROTARY

DRILLS, PROJECTILE PENETRATION, HYDRAULIC JETS, PERCUSSION DRILLS, LASERS, THERMAL DRILLS, EXPLOSION EFFECTS, ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS), ICE
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SURFACING SUBMARINES THROUGH ICE.
Asaur, A., US. Army Cold Regions Researchand AngainerigLaborary. Specisl rpor4 Dec. 1984, SR
84-33, Workshop on Penetration Technology, Hanover, NH, June 12-13, 1984. Proceedinsp.309-318,
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of wet insulation were found but often they were small
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Weeks, W.F., U.S. Army Cold Reio' Research and ICE DRILLING AND CORING SYSTMS-A enough and the surrounding roofing system was in good
to warrant removal and replacement of
enough condition
Enginee"n Laboratory. Spjec.*lrport , Dec. 1984, RETROSPECTIVE VIEW.
eas.o
artth
Essentially all moisture entered from
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TEMPERATURE, ICE DEFORMATION, ARCTIC ICE CORES, ICE DRILLS, ICE CORING DRILLS,
OCEAN.
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current vapor retarders, even though imperfect, aweadequate.
Some "cooldregions" appurtenances such as membrane conirol
joints, said insulation breather vents appear to do more harm
good.
The protected membrane (upside-down) roofing
system is well tinted to Alaska but some problems have
when the membrane lacks slope to drain.
LOWstrenth concrete payers used for roof ballast have bae
eeioae by freeze-thaw action.
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The upper one-third of the Delaware River is characterized
by a seep gradient with a general rMle/ponl sequence.
Due to seasal low flows, a considerabe volume of ice
is geauted and transported throughout the winter months,
During February 1981 a catastrophic breakup ice jam occurred
"l a reach of the Delaware River nea Port Jervic, NY,
osn- S14.5 mifion in damages.
In February 1982 another
breakup ice jam occurred at the same locatiu, cauing much
cocernbut minima ooding and damag.
These events
prompted the Philadelphia District, U.S. Army Corps of
nganeers, to conduct an investigation of the Upper Delaware
River to determine if some form of ice control structure
could be film ented in order to reduce ie jam induced
p r focisses on the field investigtions
flooig
and analyses performed by the U.S. Army Cold Reions
Research and Engineering Laboratory for the Philadelphia
District during the period 1983-1985.
The study included
both on site and remote monitoring of ice conditions a
hydraulic analysis of several ie control structure alternatives.
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To compare results of icing studies conducted in wind tunlas PACT STRENGTH, FLEXURAL STRENGTH,
iing conditions, a seris of roo wing studies BRITTLENESS, PENETJRATION TESTS.
with
were natural
made on top of ML Washington, New Hampshire. Exploratory tosts of icepenetradi were made by driving
e lsindicatd that considera"e diffens exist be- small blunt cyinder into semI-infante ie
at normal incidence.
tween the two under conditions of simila liquid watr content Three tunes of laboratory tests were mad. (1) drop-weight
and temperature. The wet-to-dry growth tranition u
.rerimpcst speed 1.4-3.1 mla), (2) high-speed ballistic
ture, for istance, with comp
e temperature an liquid
i
speed 83-434 m/0 (3) deep penetration
water contt, may be more than 10 C hi
ner fatatl at low sed (R42-4.23 m/a).
Penetration by indenter
conditions than in wind tunnel studies
Thepeoible cane and proectiles could be characterized by the enstlltics of
of such discrepancies was found to be the vapor saturation the proces, with little variation of specific energy as pen.traexisting in moat laboratory experiments.
The ration tion speed c
by ordes of magnitude.
For blunt
temperature of Ice accretion mesured in natural fo; on
o e aeat -S C, specific ea was typically
board an aurcraft agreed better with the results of the ML m the rune
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MJ/cu m. Low speedt= Provided
Washington study.
daft on penltration force (and eergy) as a function of
dipaemmt
The test results were compared with other
dat and with field tet results for
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Minsk, LD., International Workshop on Offshore
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1985. Proceedings. EditedbyT.A.AgnewandV.R.
Swail, Downview, Ontario, Atmospheric Environ7
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STATISTICS OF COARSENING IN WATERSATURATED SNOW.
Colbeck, S.C., Acta metalluipm Mar. 1986, 34(3),
p.347-352, With French and German summaries. 14
refs.
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SNOW WATER CONTENT, PARTICLE SIZE DISEXPERIMENTS ON THERMAL CONVECTION
TRIBUTION, SLUSH. WET SNOW, SATURAIN SNOW.
TION, STATISTICAL ANALYSIS.
Powers, D., et a1, Annals of aology, 1985, Vol.6,
The Pticl size distributions in water-sturatsd snow are
Symposium on Snow and Ice Processes at the Earth's
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The rats of increase
Surface, Sapporo, Japan, Sep. 2-7, 1984. Proceedof the oveage volume decrease somewhat with time.
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ofthe conclusion e ontrary to theLSW theory,
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2016 FOR MOUNTING END CAPS ON ICE
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observed and calculated onet of convection, agreement be- 19S4,
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the observed and calculated effects of convection 1
9
i s
at the ASTM SPECIMENS.,
Cole Drt.nted
31(109),
on beat trander in snow is good.
Experimental results Committee C-16 Conference on Thermal Insulation. Cole, D.M.,Ct ., Jouralof,/. 5 .o/oS, 1985,3
wth l
beads agree with both the calculated onet of Materials and Systems, Dallas, TX, Dec. 2-6, 1984.
p.362-365, 3 refa., With French and German sumad heat tanser by convection.
Attempts are made to Gretorex, A., Van Pelt, ).
mree.
mis the effects of convection on snow metamorphism. 40-2549
Gould, LD., Butch, WB.
While much is still uncertain about the signifin of thermal ROOFS, THERMAL INSULATION, POLYMERS, 40-2694
convection in saow, it is clear that the phenomenon does CELLULAR PLASTICS, MOISTURE, TEMPERA- ICE CORES, ICE SAMPLING, EQUIPMENT,
ocuf.
TURE GRADIENTS, TESTS.
FREEZING, WATER TEMPERATURE, COMWhen subjected to a sustained temperature gradient in the PRESSIVE PROPERTIES.
presence of moisture in laboray wat
taest urethane This short note de wrbeas the equipment and procedures
IP 2M0
and exp
c.roof iui
aumulate enough developed to mount end cape on ice-core specimens.
The
MODELLING A SNOWDRIFT BY MEANS OF moisture to significanty reduce their imulating ability.
Ex- system typically schieves ead-plane parallelsm within 0.5
truded polystyrene i quite resistant to moisture in such micron/mm of specuim diameter (i.e. a total indicator rim.
ACTIVATED CLAY PARTICLES.
Butthe vapor drive is not as great in ctusil rooft out of 0.002 in for a 4.0 in diameter specimen).
The
Anno,Y., Amis ofgsciology, 1985, Vol.6, SympOW- tests.
and it may reverse
direction, therby ssonslly drying the essential elements of the system are a holder and a alignment
um on Snow and Ice Processes at the Earth's Surface, insulat
To determine ow wll the labratory tests fixture.
The holder firmly pipe the ice core about its
Sapporo, Japan, Sep. 2-7, 1984. Proceedings, p.48. could predict the wetting rate
of inulation inactual protected circumference by the compression of two seies of O-in.
52, 12 e
S..
membrane rook extruded and expanded polystyrene ad The afignment fixture clampa the holder to
tlign
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thea end
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to
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DRITS SNroof
in Hanover, N.H.
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form
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of 0 CTowater
SNOWDRIPTS, SNOW MECHANICS, WATER little moisture had accumulated in the extruded ovy ne cap; the wer freezes immediately upon contact with the
CONTENT, MODELS, WIND VELOCITY, CLAY and it still retained essentially all of its initial inswatin8 ice and forms a strong intimate bond.
To date, this
SOILS, SNOW FENCES.
ability.
system has been used to install phenolic end caps on 101.6
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Sullivan, C.W., Ackley, S.F.
tion observed during anowfsll.
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MP 2020
EFFECT OF FREEZING ON THE LEVEL OF
IAZONTA INNT IN UNCONrROLLE I1WASTE SITES. PR 1. Lrr-mAAD
TURK REVIEW AND CONCEPTS
Iskandar, IX, et al, Annual Research S posium On
LandDisposalof HazardousaWaste, ItI T'Cicumt,
Ohio, Apr. 29-May 1, 1985. ProceediopCincinnaiti,
Environmental Protection Agency,
OH, U.S.
(1983), p.122-129,21 refa.
Houthootd, J.M.
40-2952
WASTE TREATMENT, WASTE DISPOSAL, SOIL
FREEZING, ARTIFICIAL FREEZING, ION DIPFUINIROST ACTION, SLUDGES, COUNTERMEASURES, SOIL POLLUTION, ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION.
wereh indicated that natural freezingi may have
A mieature,
dtrimeantal effects at uncontrolled hazardous wafte sitea in
the cold-dominated ares because of hrost action on buried
eumrials and ion movement in moils. Natural and artificial
to concentrate
freezing, however, can be used beneficially
contaminated sediment
and to dewwte aus,
The I roco- of artificial ground freezing can
andisoils.
immoblize
temporarily
be used as an altoristive to
transport and potentially for decontamination
A cost and economic
of so" s, ediments and sludges
analysis procedure was developed anidused to evat ground
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Inteainar -lt11 nErence on, N p. e rnted fomi
nNwFotesfrHz
ItrainlCneec
ardousa Waste Management, Pittsburg, PA, Sep. 15-_18,
1985. Proceedings. 14 refa.
eknTF
40-2951T.P
WASTE TREATMENT ARTINIA FREEZING
,SI
FREEZINLE
WSTELREATNT, AFCA
LSOI
,REETHWC
POLLUTION, COUNTERMEASURES, WASTE
DISPOSAL, ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION.
smaie a priinary investigation of the
ThsP
potentia .s of around froezin technology for contaminant
Freezing and thawing were found to aignifiImmoblhzation.
canitly decrease the volume of soil slurry and increase the
metal-contaminateaielm
of oils. to Frozen
p~ermeaility
Fexmunder test.
groundwater
atedf'metal lechn
oertely voatiew the
aiae
c n
mtha le
ine anod
organis significantly reduced the sod concentrations of these
Freezing the soil from the bottom apparently
=
dupward movement of the orpeics to the sodl
surface wboreosesmoccurred bvolatilization. Theamount
lostdepiended on the mobility =t speific volatile comiponent
and was as high a 90% for chloroform. benene and toluene
Input to arounda 45% for tetrachioroethylene.
a
wateras low
during freezing and thawing of thesew gnc
Artfiia
much less thtan the unfrowzn (control) treatment.
for unmobilisoils
and
of
grun freezing for decontamination
zainof contaminat is now being testedi on a larger
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ELECTROMAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS OF RINE BIOLOGY, CRYOBIOLOGY, ANTARC- ECONOGMCS OF GRUND FTREEING FOR
ANDUAGEMETESNO. RLEDHZ
MULTI-YEAR SEA ICE USING IMPULSE RA- TICA-MCMJRDO SOUND, ANTARCTICAWEDDELL SEA.ADUSWTEIE.
DAIL
J.M., Jr., et al, t19851, 15p., National ConSullivan,
l~s~bto
ntnsa
mcmmt
e~a
technology,
and
science
regons
Cold
al,
Kovaca, A., et
sea icefreconM aem tofU otoldHaaou
element in the antarctic fond web is reviewes&
Feb. 1986, 12(1), p.67-93, 11 refa.
5th, Wshingtoni, D.C., Nov. 7-9, 1984.
Sites,
Waste
this
haitiat
of
denizens
several
the
and
is
described
M R.M.formation
26 refi.
They serve as food for kuill which have Pr
e identified.
arM
5
,
Iskandar, I.K.
channels in the ice of McMurdo Sound LcD.
SEA ICE, ICE BOTTOM SURFACE, ELECTRO- been found in brine
Their behaviors, geographic ditiibii- 40-2950
the Weddell Ses.
MAGNTICPROPRTIS, IE SRUCTREand
MAGETI
PRPERIES IC STUCTREtions, and populations in antarctic waters 5re the objects WASTE TREATMENT, SOIL FREEZING, ARIPSlSI
AT
IIILFEZN,
BRINES, AIR ENTRAINMENT, RADIO ECHO of continuling long termi ltudie&
,W SED PO LOL
IIALFEZN
SOUNDING, DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES, ICE
LATENT
PROPERTIES,
THERMAL
WATER,
PHYSICS, RADAR ECHOES.
HEAT, ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION, REsn mus rar oprting MP 2027
Sounding10 of multi-yea s e
frqec ad a reveZedthat TOPICAL DATABASES- COLD REGIONS TECH- FRIGERAT7ON.
-5MHz
inth 0Wt
Oround freezing fr hazardous waste containmnst is an altemnThis NOLOGY ON-LINE.
the bottom of this ice cannot always be detected.
Jan. tive to the traditional and expensive slurry wall or grout
ases a field progranm ained at finding out why Liston, N., et al, Chemical7nt. zz prosq,
The parameters quantified
curtain barrier technologies.
a .
lctoanei EN
so,
eemiigth
an t
thie
s analysis of it include thermal properties, refrigleration
at
6, p. 12-I1S, Also
It wa1ou9tatte
prpriaof min ya eaie
and freezin tim conmobilization
equipment
spcing,
ine
Anchorage,
Exposition,
and
Conference
detected when the ic stutr Technology
ofhe cuntb
The ecoomics of the process is discussed based
asints.
hadahigh brine content. Because orbrine'shigh conductivi- Alaska, Sep. 3-5, 1985. Proceedings.
Vertical drill
freezing.
for
ground
method
Poetech
on
the
M.E.
Winlarskl,
ty. brine volume dominates the loss mechanism in firstholes with concentric refrigeration tines are s"ae along
40-2996
multi-year
tuei foruml
foundformula,
was
sme
the
e
system
cand
mamfold
ra
or
header
A
line.
freezing
desired
the
ON
APPIA
COMPUTER
SURVEYS,
ICE
th
by'
mixing
Co.
A wophsedielectric
coolant to an interior pipe, with the return line
authors to describe the EM properties of first-year sea ice, SNOW SURVEYS, OFFHORE PLICAIOR S, prvides
system
refrigeration
self-contaned
A
casing.
outethe
STeingE,
found
pockets
gas
of
the
the
effects
was modified to include
TemperatureBIBLIOGRAPHIES, pumps conlent around the frezing loop.
DRILLING,
This three-phase mixture modiet OFFSHORE
in the multi-year ice.
ENGI: measuring inatrimentation is appropriately placed to monitor
ORGANIZATIONS.
was fomud to estimate the EM properties of the multiyear PERMAFROST,
the progress of the freeze front.
NEERING.
ice studied over the frequency bend of interest
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2035
CONFINED COMPMRESSIVE STRENGTH OF
MULTI-YEAR PRESSURE RIDGE SEA ICE
SAMPLES.
New York, American Society of Mecaia
Coz, G.F.N., at at International Offhore Mecani
Engineers 1916, 4 vols., ROLs passion. For selected and Arcti Eninern (MA!
Symos,5h,
popen~~~~~~
hog 039.Tkyo
~Ap.1Z
ae 030~
6 96 Proceedings, Vol.4, Now
Chtsg I.S., a
YorA3 65eia3 7 Society of Mechanca Engieesm
40-Z 0
1986, p. - 3, 17 raft
OFFHOE TRCrURES, OFFSHORE DRILL- Richter-Menge. L.A.
ING, ICE LOADS, ICE CONJDITONS, ENGI- 40.3162
NEERING, MEETINGS, ICE MECHANICS, ICE PRESSURE RIDGES, ICE STRENGTH, OGMSOLID INTERFACE, IMPACT STRENGTH, ICE PRESSIVE PROPERTIES, LOADS (FORCES),
STRENGTH.
SEA ICE, STRAIN TESTS, TEMPERATURE EPFECrS, PRESSURE, STRESSES.
PROCEEDINGS.

International Offshore Mechanics and Arctic Eni
13-16,
nering
1936, (OMAE) Symposium, 5th, TokyoAr

MIa203

?" 20.9
CONDENSATION CONTROL IN LW4SLOPE
ROOFS.
Tohiasion, W., Moisture Control in Buildinp Worksahop proceedins Sep. 25-26. 1984. Edited by E.
Blsa4H
recieWsigoDC.Bid
Thermal Envelope Coordinating Council, 119853,
p.47-59, 47 ref.
40-3204
ROOFS, CONDENSATION, MOISTURE, VAPOR
TRANSFER, AIR FLOW, COUNTERMEASURES,
BUILDINGS,
DAMAGE,
CONSTRUCTION
MATERIALS, MAINTENANCE.
Extensive moisure can damage wood, metal, and concrete
fad decks.cam bituminous membraes to wrinkle, shrink,
d~tyreduce the
pift-nve consanat-etrn-raz. triaxisi tesw were peefornedg Split, delamginate sad blister an 3

Low-sloped
of moet r
5~
orienited multi-yesw paosse..; ridger stplas from
with below-deck htadsoe have encountered
The test were performed an a closdew& dfrm
Sea
9
such
machissmbtrtwo nommbl stusproblems.rFew
loop stccrohJWaulac Is
withotmtwrve
too&eawe
tn
org/
twogn
sad
rae (I1/100.
occu
sira
teaigthe
In
all
of
-5
CQ.
(-20
ad
Cos. G.F.N., ot al, International Offshore Mechaniics
seioscranstonssmocu
thet appie a"s"Hwaer
proprtio typoiu
inticonstantm
and andArcic
edtsng in some compact membranme roofs, pgrticulariy in cold regions.
sm psaat
Ths rme
PPUiumnafU5the
d preent dwaon For moat tooks upward vaor flow in cold weather asgenerally
Toky, Ap.PrceednjaVoL4
i~~i~i.
New techiqus use Inthis ivtpia
Thus,
York, 'Amlerican Society of Mechaical Enginsers, teonndcmpssvsrsihsand howil asias of tb. exceedad by downward vapor flow in warmn weather.
the objective is to install ar-vapor retarders to reduce winter
frcesacnm
S iO slue
ic.Ussla at
1986 p.35-42,1 ro.
ie.
nis" dat as
iwlwettingoub
to an accept"bl level.
Ventilation of the apae
Ut ..
MP 2034
=ewe the membrane and the retarder is also practiced.
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ICE PROPERTIES IN A GROUNDED MAANMADE ICEC ISLAND.
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40-3129

ICE ISLANDS, GROUNDED ICE, ICE SALINITY,
ICE TEMPERATURE, ICE DENSITY, SHEAR
STRENGTH, ICE LOADS, ARTIFICIAL ISLANDS, TESTS, OFFSHORE STRUCTURES.
Salinity, temperature, density, and shea Strength test were
nthe confined flooded ice in the 1976-77 u
= BYgrounded ice islad
The coosume _
baea aint
f13. Pot, a eadestof87
ha
a meant
o rzoo sar tegho 7
Msnoshearng resistance of the constructed we and
tesiigresistance of the istA on the a floor ware
su.0.tt prevent the island from being pushed off location
by ice movement.
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MP 2033
FRE AND FORCED CONVECTION EAT
TRANSFER IN WATER OVER A MELTING
HORIZONTAL ICE SH1EXT
Lunardini, VJ., International Offshore Mechanics and
Arctic Engineering (OMAE) Symposium, 5th. Tokyo,
Apr.13-8,
186. Proeedinp, VoL4, New York,
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 1986,

SOME EFFECTS

OF

FIC1ON

~Problempaso

ON ICE

FORCES AGAINST VERTICAL mTUCTUMMa
Kato. L, ct .1, international Offihore Mechanics and
Arctic Engineering (OMAE) Symosum, Jith, Tokyo,
Ap.13-11, 1986. Proceeadinp. Vol.4, New York.
American Society of Mechanical Engieers, 1986
p.529-.533 , 17 refill
obD
HyeD
ShD.,HansD.TODAY
40-3184
ICE LOADS, ICE FRICTION, OFFSHORE

STRUCTURES, ICE BREAKING, ICE SOLID INTERFACE, ICE CONDITIONS.
The contributions of frictional faom to the overall ice
exete agint
ooig trutueshave bees studied beos,
but their effct on the ice forme agaist vertical atatures

In this Ppsier the bnfssoce
he"nt e been Studied.
oIf
rcinltetance on the crashing and b cki
loads of -c sheets agai2311t
flat. ver09cal atutae
0"tiesient were ondnuted 9900ap
Small-scae
mntal results to thoe from theoretical feeniulmtiin
7he
mi conclusiong of this Study wesa) the maigiej
increase with increasing caflaint of frcio eten c
and Structure, and b) the bucktling failure loads also kbncras
due to changea in boundary condition iucdbinrang
frictional resistance at the ioel -tyuuce inerfce.
M M7presntan
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ROOF MOISTURE SURVEYS:- YESTERDAY,
AND TOMORROW.
Tobisason, W., et al, International! Symposium on

RoobgS Technology, 1985. Proceedings. A decad
of challeand furture trends in rooing, Cicago, IL,
Ntio5I51 Rooffing Contractors Association [19953,
p.orc3 + figa, 45 ref.
o,
C.
40-3203
ROOFS, MOISTURE DETECTION, THERMAL
INSULTION, CONDENSATION, MEASURING
INSTRU?'ItNTS.
uresar nsice wtit ucermee
__noare
Rotn xao trey r odce
ula
oes

capacitance meters or infraed scanners.
Nucea meters
capacitance meaters take readinsa the sotes on the
roof with points space from 5 to IT11feeapart
Nuclear
meters seome the amount of hydrogen in the roofing systemn
at each spot.
Since most dry roofs contain hydrc=os
p.22-23, 2
reL
the roof, nuclea readings increase gos water
40-3142
IMPACT ICE FORCE AND PRUSSURX: AN El- is prthydon
Capacitance meters create an alternating
ICE MELTING, HEAT TRANSFER, WATER PERIMENTAL STUDY WITH UREA ICE.
cureteetia field in the roofing System below.
When
FLOW, ICE TEMPERATURE, ICE SHEETS, Sodhi, P.S., et al, International Offshlore Mechanics there is waer in the roof, its dlielectric propertie change
s ed
o the reading on the capacitance meteir osses. Capaciand Arctic Engineein (OMAR) Sympo S tum
WATER TEMPERATURE, CONVECTION,
te =e"=e do not "ame"deeply (a few inches at most)
iap
VL, e
11996frce
weecnutd
osuyte etn tahoio-TkoArf31,
Experiments
seine the
syred
systnom.heneainn
AscanneredS
ducod
to
horion- Toyo,
Ap. 13-9,19ntoPrthesiree
11
calice
hetams'flowv of water tudy
above he
it. makng
The of
epemets
York, American
Society of Mechanical Vong4
Engineers, mnpeterse of the
Sursfaceof the roof.
wet insulation
weoe conducted in a refrigerated flume 35 n long with 1986, p.569-576, 10 refis.
changes the ability of the roofing system to stare and conduct
a crass Section of 1.2xI 1.2 in.
Witter depttom pestr
Morria, C.E.
thermal naer thereby causing changesin its Surface temperaand velocity were varied as well as the teniperature and
as hc IeifrdsanrcndtcL
Isado
Itadf
ioledscnrcndtct
b
It was found that 40-3190ta
initial surface profile of the ice sheet.
a mete rediag, the infared results an reseted a shades
OFFSHORE
ICE
PRESSURE,
the heat traser regimes consisted of forced turbulent flow ICE LOADS,
This quell="iv visual
of brightaess on a video monitor.
at hiaghReynolde numbers with a transition to free convection STRUCT'URES, IMPACT STRENGTPLS
GTPLS
=
poie informationt about every square inch of the
heat transer at lower Reynolds numbers.
There wa no0 VELOCITY, UREA, EXPERIMENTATION, COMfrmaton is more subjective than the numbrs
convincing evidence of a forced linrregime.
PRESSIVE PROPERTIES.
generated at girid points by nuclear or capacitancemers
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An experimental study was undertaken of the total force
MP 2034
HEAT TRANSFER CHARACIERS71CS OF
THERMOSYPHONS
WimH
INCINED
EVAPORATOR SECTIONS.
Haynes, F.D., et &I,International Olffahore Mechanics
and Arctic Engineering (OMA!) Symposiuth
th
Tokyo, Apr. 13-18, 1986. Proceedinip, Vol.4, New
York, American Society of Mechanical Engineers,
1986, p.285-292, 21 refs.
Zalia
4&3_10

HEAT TRANSFER, EVAPORATION, PERMA-

FROST THERMAL PROPERTIES, THERMAL
CONDUCTIVITY, PERMAFROST BENEATH
STRUCTURES,
FOUNDATIONS,
WIND
VELOCITY,
AIR TEMPERATURE,
TESTS,
THAW DEPTH.
Laboratory tests were conducted on two commsercia USlSizeem os os on bcarged with carbon dioxidet and
one with am
on The tea variables were evaporator
Inclinational =&Iig,
wind speed and ambient 5ff tomest m
Emprial xpesso
10U
presented for thermal conductance
as afutiooftest
varinhlee.
The laboratory teat
results were used in finitoeslemient simulations rum on an
lIBM-PC microcomputer to study three desig parameters
influencing the thermal regime below slab-o-iosd foundations
in a permafrost location.
Insulation thickness, thermosyphon conductance and vertical placement were varied in
these Simulstionsi
The affect of thae variables on the
maximum depth of thaw ane given,

and local pressure generated during the impact of a vertical
cylindrical structure against the edge of an mnsheet.
The
teat structure was an instrumented cylindrical pile that protrodad under a massive M suspended fom two crianes in

the torm of a bifilar pendulum.
Measurements were made
of impact velocity, total ice forces,
and pressure at a Point
The dependence of normalized maximum
on the pil*.
to aspect ratio has the nieUe
respmect
ice that
forcesforwith
.m
the crsigfiuea
niesheet against a
vertical struceture. uT
rsults of( thbi tudy indicate that
the instantneouis maiu
resr
a be an order of
magnitude higher tha the enonfind ompressive atuenat
ce2038t
MP2038Harriston,

MI 2041
VAPOR DRIVE MAPS OF THE U.SA
Tciasson, W., et a], Hanover, NH, Cold Regions ReSearch and Engineering Laboratory, I968 7Yp.+
giraphs, 9 ref. Presented at the ASHRAE/DOE/BTECC Conference "Thermal Perforagnince of the Extenior Envelopes of Buildings III", Clearwater Beach,
FL, Dec. 1985.

ICE FLOE DISTRIBUTION IN THE WAKE Of A 40-3204

SIMPLE WEDGE.
Tatinclaux, i.C., International Offshore Mechanics
and Arctic Enie
(OMAE) Symposium, 5th,
Tokyo, Apr. 13-18, 1986. Proei np Vol.4, New
York, American Society of Mechanical Engieers,
1986, p622-629, 6 rats
40-319
ICE BREAKING, ICE WEDGES, ICE FLOES, SEA
ICE DISTRIBUTION,
ICEBREAKERS,
ICE
STRENGTH, ICE COVER THICKNESS, IC
MODELS, ICE CONDITIONS, TESTS.
Tests in level ice on an idealized Icebreaker bow in the
shape of a simple wedge ware conducted and the floe ale
distribution in its wake was observsd.
The, ice flee loargth
and ice floe aes ware found to follow log-normall pralty
distributions defined by the length averag andare average,
ad corresponding Standard deiaios
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M.

THERMAL INSULATION, CONDENSATION,
MOISTURE, WATER VAPOR, MAPS, BUILDINGS, METEOROLOGICAL FACTORS, DESIGN
CRITERIA, SEASONAL VARIATIONS.
Tee therma~l performance of m in nulaoas
s
uned to building
envelopes will be seriously' degraded if the insulation becomes
VOL Problematic moisture can come from within the
bsnlin envelope.
Guidance on when to in "air-retarders"
ndsimprement.
As a step in this direction, weather
records have bean analyzed ad two seie of mashae
bese made that relate the relative hu m witina bedin
to theZvaorpesure gradients across the building envelops.
Each mo ntefirst
Serie is for a spcii rati of cold
weather Wetting potential to warm Weathe drigPotential.
Each map in tha second series is for a specific cold weather
wrettingt potential.
To determine which map in each serie
is m appropriate to use as design criteria, we are requesting
guidance fom the building profeassoni.
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MP 2042
MP 2044
BAT FLOW SENSORS ON WALLS-WHAT FIELD DEMONSTRATION OF TRACTION
CANwastewater
an
S.N., Americn Society for Tes
andU
r
Blaiadell,
d
G.L, US. Army Cold Regions Research and
Materals
Special
technical
testing publication, Bngine& Laboratoy. Specialrepor, Sep. 1985,
1
9
1985, No.885, p. 40-14 , 10 refs.
No.SR 85-15, ISTVS Work1hop on Measurement and
40-3226
Evaluation of Tire Performance under Winter CondiWALLS, HEAT tions, Alta, Utah, Apr. 11-14, 1983. Proceeding.
THERMAL INSULATION,
Edited by G.L Blaisdell and RN. Yon& p.176, ADABUILDLOSS,
HEAT
TRANSFER, HEAT FLUX
INGS, ACCURACY, THERMAL CONDUCTIVI- 161 129.
TY.
40-3335
This paper addresses the validity of emploi
heat flow SNOW COVER EFFECr, TRACTION, MOTOR
sensors (iFSa) on the indoor surfaces of bldin walls VEHICLES, TIRES, TESTS, MEASURING INto determine thermal characteristics.
It also reports on STRUMENTS.
the results obtained in the field.
Some of the factors
affecting HFS measurement accuracy (together with a likely MP 2047
petete standard deviation attiutable to that factor)are PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE SEA ICE
as follows. (a) the conductivities of HFS and its surroundings
C E.
(3%), (b) convection mode chanjin over the snor, cauing Weeks, W.F., Nordic seas. Edited by B.G.
Hurdle,
7
a +21% bIas (26%), (c) the mismatch of HFS
vsrptiity
New York, Springer-Verlag, 1986, p.8 -102, Refs.
with the surroundings (6%), and (d) thermal contact of the
p.98-100.
HFS with the surface (1%). Apropagation-of-errornl
40-3378
indicotes that the resulting standard deviation of anl
measurement would be approximately 10% of the mean of ICE STRUCTURE, ICE COMPOSITION, SEA ICE,
the measurements.
ICE PHYSICS, ICE COVER THICKNESS, ICE
FORMATION, SNOW COVER, ICE CRYSTAL
STRUCTURE, ARCTIC OCEAN.
MP 2043
MP 2048
NEED FOR SNOW TIRE CHARACTERIZATION
AND EVALUATION.
Yong, R.N., et al, U.S. Army Cold Regons Research
and EngneerA Laboratory. Speci report Sep.
1985, No.SR 83-15, ISTVS Workshop on Measurement and Evaluation of Tire Performance under Winter Conditions, Alse, Utah, Apr. 11-14, 1983. Proceedings. Edited by G.L. Blasdell and R.N. Yong,
p.1-2, ADA-161 129.
Blaisdell, G.L
40-3321
TIRES, COLD WEATHER PERFORMANCE,
TRACKED VEHICLES, SNOW COVER EFFECT,
TRACTION.
MP 2044
DESIGN AND USE OF THE CRREL INSTRUMENTED VEHICLE FOR COLD REGIONS MOBILITY MEASUREMENTS.
Blasdell, G.L., U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and
Engindsvn
Lborato
Specil
Sep. 1985,
Elt.iRlO5-lilg
No.SR 85-15, ISTVS Workshop on Measurement and
Evaluation of Tire Performance under Winter Conditions, Alta, Utah, Apr. 11-14, 1983. Proceedings.
Edited by G.L. Blaisdell and R.N. Yong, p.9-20,
ADA-161 129, 2 refs.
40-3323
MOTOR VEHICLES, COLD WEATHER PERFORMANCE, TRACTION, VEHICLE WHEELS,
RUBBER SNOW FRICTION, RUBBER ICE FRICTION, DESIGN, VELOCITY, LOADS (FORCES),
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS.
The
U.S. Army
Cold Regions
and Engineering
Laboratory
has recently
acquiredResarch
an instrumented
vehicle

LARGE-SIZE COAXIAL WAVEGUIDE In
DOMAIN REFLECTOMETRY UNIT FOR FIELD
USE.
Delaney, A.J., et al, IEEE trnmssctionson eosie
andremote
sensij Sep. 1984, GE-22(5), p.428-431,
10 refs.
Arcone, S.A.
40-3307
FROZEN GROUND PHYSICS, ICE ELECTRICAL
PROPERTIES,
DIELECTRIC
PROPERTIES,
GROUND THAWING, WAVE PROPAGATION,
REFLECTION, MEASURING INSTRUMENTS.
A large-diameter open-ended coaxial waveguide has been
interfaced with a commercially available time domain reflectometry (TDR) unit for field measurements of the dielectri
A core
properties of frozen and thawed soils and ice.
barrel developed by the U.S. Army Cold Reg=ionResearch
and Engineering Laboratory (CRR.EL) and modified for me
in frozen soil was used to auger an annular slot around
which the waveguide fits.
Timedomaintrecesof waveforms
reflected from the sample-air interface and from a metal
short are recorded in the field and later analyzed to give
complex dielectric permittivity between 0.05 and 1.0 0Hz.
MP 2049
REVERSED-PHASE
HIGH-PERFORMANCE
LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHIC DETERMINATION OF NITROORGANICS IN MUNITIONS
WASTEWATER.
Jenkins, T.F., et al, Analytical chemistry, Jan. 1986,
58(1), p.170-175, 32 ref.
Legget, D.C., Grant, C.L, Bauer, C.F.
40-3356
WASTE TREATMENT, WATER TREATMENT,
WATER CHEMISTRY, DETECTION, WATER
POLLUTION, GROUND WATER.
Concentrations
of HMX wastewaer.
RsX, TNT, and
2,4-DNT
I
determined in munitions
Auou
sample

for the measurement of forces at the tire/surface mterial
interface.
The CRREL instrumented vehicle (CIV) is
equipped with moment-compensated triaxial load cells mount.
ed in the front wheel assemblies,.
Forces are measured
in the vertical, longitudinal (in the direction of motion)
and side directions.
In addition, accurate wheel and vehicle
speeds and rear axle torque and speed are measured. Modificatons to the vehicle (to facilitate the performance of traction
and motion resistance tests) include four lock-out type hubs
to allow front-, rear- or four-wheel drive and a dual brake
system for front-, rear- or four-wheel brakins.
A minicomputer-based date acquisition system is installed in the
vehicle to control data collection and for data processing,
Discussion of the vehicle includes
analysis and display.
its operation and %me
for the evaluation of the tire performance
and surface material properties of motion resistance and
traction,

are diluted with an equal volume of 76/24 (v/v) methanolacetronitrile, filtered through a 0.4 microgam polycarbonate
membrane, and analyzed by revetsed-phae HPLC uin an
LC-8 column with 50/38/12 (v/v/v) water-methanol-•cetonitile.
The method provided linear calibration curves to
at least several hundred micrograms per liter.
Detection
limits were conservatively estimated to be 26, 22, 14, and
10 microram/L for HMX, RDX TNT, and 2,4-DNT, respectively, with corresponding standard deviations of 3.4, 3.3,
4.4, and 4.6 micro gam/L up to concentrations of 250 microgram/L
At higher concentrations, the percent relative
standard deviation values were approximately 2% for HMX
A ruggedn
and RDX and 4% for TNT and DNT.
test involving the major manipulative steps in the procedure
indicated that consistent reulta required l sample containera preconditioning of filterx, and careful maintenance of
sample-to-organic solvent ratio.
The method was tested
with munition wastewater from several Army ammunition
plants and found to perform adequately for load and pack
wastewaters, wastewater from HMX/RDX manufacture, and
MP 2045
contaminated groundwater.
WINTER TIRE TESTS: 1980-81.
MP 2050
Blaisdell, G.L., et al, US. Army Cold Refions Re- INTERLABORATORY EVALUATION OF HIGHsearch and EngineeringLaboratory. Special report, PERFORMANCE
LIQUID
CHROMATOSep. 1985, No.SR 85-15, ISTVS Workshop on Meas- GRAPHIC DETERMINATION OF NITROORurement and Evaluation of Tire Performance under GANICS IN MUNITION PLANT WASTEWAWinter Conditions, Alts, Utah, Apr. 11-14, 1983. TER.
Proceeding.
Edited by GL Blaitell and R.N. Bauer, C.F.,
et 2 al, Analytical chemistry, Jan. 1986,
7
Yon;, p.135-151, ADA-161 129, 2 refs.
58(1), p.1 6-18 , 11 refs.
Harrison, W.L.
Grant, C.L., Jenkins, T.F.
40-3333
40-3357
TIRES, ICE COVER EFFECT, SNOW COVER EF- WASTE TREATMENT, WATER TREATMENT,
FEC, MOTOR VEHICLES, COLD WEATHER WATER POLLUTION, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS,
PERFORMANCE,
SURFACE
PROPERTIES, WATER CHEMISTRY, COUNTERMEASURES,
TESTS, ROAD ICING, TRACTION.
TESTS.
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A reversed-phase HPLC method for the determination of
coowpowtnds(DNT, TNT RiDX, HM") in muiwas evaluated in a collaborative study.
Nine laboratories analyzed four aqueous matric inc
groundwater and treated wastewater, which were spiked witSh
the analytes at levelsfrom 30 to 600 microgran/L
Recoveriea of analytes were imilar regardless of matix. DNT and
RDX being recovered quantitatively, and TNT and HMX
Intralaborstory Preciaioas
showing lomes of about 5%.
based on the average of dupl cte determination, we less
than I mic!rpam/L, which corresponds to 9% relative
standard deviation at the average concentration examined.
nterlaboratory pr sions were at most 50% larger than intralaboratory values.
Valid statistca
nal ired
tion of shout 10% of the data set as outlir & Theratinade
for applying a variety of statistical evaluations is discused.
MP 2051
MATHEMATICAL SIMULATION OF NITROGEN INTERACTIONS IN SOILS.
Selim, H.M., et al, Mathematics and computers in
simulation, June 1983, 25(3), p.241-248, 21 refs.
Mehran, M., Tani, LK., Iskandar, I.I.
40-3464
SOIL CHEMISTRY, GAS INCLUSIONS, WASTE
DISPOSAL, GROUND WATER, NITROGEN,
WATER FLOW, INTERFACES, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, CONVECTION, AGRICULTURE.
Four mathematical models were evaluated for their ability
to describe the fate of nitrogen (N) in the sail environment.
The first model is a general one which accounts for convectivedispersive N transport under transient water flow conditions
with active N uptake by plants
Model 1 considers N
transport to be only of the convective type, whereas model
In contrast,
III considers N uptake as a passive process.
model IV considers N tranport under conditions of steady
water flow in the convective model (1) and the steady
state model (IV) are inferior in describing N flow in the
sil system as well as the convective dispersive trensport
mechanisms mugsbe considered for reliable simulation of
N behavior in the soil environment.
MP 2052
MEASUREMENT OF THE RESISTANCE OF
IMPERFECTLY ELASTIC ROCK TO THE
PROPAGATION OF TENSILE CRACKS.
Peck, L., et al, Journalof eophysical research, Aug.
10, 1985, 90(B9), p.7827-7836, 35 refs.
Nolen-Hoeksema, R.C., Barton, C.C., Gordon, R.B.
40-3466
ROCKS, CRACK PROPAGATION, ELASTIC
PROPERTIES, TENSILE PROPERTIES, FRACTURING,
RNGTH, TESTS.
N
T
Laboratory tests confirm the accuracy of the compliance
equations for wedge-loaded, linearly elastic, double cantifer
beam test specimens used for the measurement of fracture
energy G(1) but show that thee are sigificant discrepancies
with theory in tests on rock specimen of the asme desn.
The dependence of the compliance on the length of the
crack in the test specimen is not correcty preicted by
theory for the experiments done on rock.
The axial load
applied to the arms of the double cantilever beam as a
result of wedge loading reduces Youngs modulus by as
much as 44% and decreases the measured elastic anisotropy
of specuien of ranite. The experiments show that useful
measurements of 0() can be made on rock provided that
the Young's modulus used in the determination of 0()
is measured on the same specimen under the same conditions
of loading as are used in the fracture experiment.
MP 2053
ON ZERO-INERTIA AND KINEMATIC WAVES.
Katopodca, N.D., American Society of 007l nzeer. Hydraulics Division. Journat Nov. 1982,
108(HYll),p.1381-1387, Sreft. DiscussionbyM.G.
hydraulic engineering, Mar. 1984,
Ferrick, Journal of
7
110(3), p.332-35 , 8 refs.
Ferrick, M.G.
40-3483
RIVER FLOW, WAVE PROPAGATION, WATER
WAVES, CHANNELS (WATERWAYS), MATHESMACA NMELS.
EMATICAL MODELS.
MW 2054
PROCEEDINGS.
Symposium on Applied Glaciology, 2nd, West Leba9non,
N.H., Aug. 23-27, 1982, Annals of 1idi0dly,
1983, Vol.4, 314p., Refs. passim. For individual papers see 37-4071 through 37-4120.
Colbeck, S.C., ed.
37-4070
GLACIOLOGY, PERMAFROST, ICE SURVEYS,
SNOW SURVEYS, AVALANCHES, SEA ICE.
MP 2055
EQUATIONS FOR DETERMINING THE GAS
AND BRINE VOLUMES IN SEA-ICE SAMPLES.
Cox, G.F.N., et aI, Journal of glaci l gy, 1983,
29(102), p.306-316, In English with French and German summaries. 13 refs.
Weeks, W.F.
38-1476
SEA ICE, BRINES, GAS INCLUSIONS, ICE DENSITY, MATHEMATICAL MODELS.
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Equations are developed that can be used to determine
11e amouMt of pS prMnt in Ot ce from Meu
mt
of the bulk ice density, salinity, and toer-tre in the
Convere these relationrangeof-2 to -30 C
tempeat
tea ice u a
can be used to give the denity
function of ita temperature and saity, considering both
the presence of gas and of solid sal In the
ice.
quatio
also given that allow the o
of the ga= and
bi volumes in the ie at temperatures other then that
(Auth.)
at which the bulk density was determined.
Mr 206
SURFACE INTEGRAL METHOD FOR DETERMINING ICE LOADS ON OISHORE STRUCTUS
FROM IN SITU MEASUREMENTS.
Johnson,
J.B., Anas of gaciolody, 1983, Vol.4,
28
1
p. 24-1 , 23 reds.
37-4091
ICE LOADS, OFFSHORE STRUCTURES, I
SOLID INTERFACE, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, SHEAR STRESS, FLOATING ICE.
MP 2057
MEASUREMENTS OF RADAR WAVE SPEED
IN POLAR GLACIERS USING A DOWN-HOLE
RADAR TARGET TECHNIQUE.
Jezek, LC., et al, Coldr9 ons science and teciknoloy Oct 1983, 8(2), p.19 -208, 17 refi.
RoeloffE.A.
38-1514
RADAR ECHOES, WAVE PROPAGATION, GLACIER ICE, ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY, ANTARCTICA-VICTORIA LAND, GREENLAND.
A new technique for measudng the speed of radar waves
in polar ice sheets was developed to inveati
a previouly
reported disagreement between the permivities ofand slacier ice.
The technique involves lowar a cylindrieaed depths in
cal radar target to several carefully
a borehole and measuring the travel time of a radar wave
transmitted from a surface radar unit to the target in the
borehole.
The experiment was performed at Dome C,
Bat Antarctica, and Dye-3, Greenland, and usable data
were collected for target depths between 200 and 800m.
After computing the range to the target along a
ray ga and after correcting the travel time for Striy
ys
iin n the radar receiver, the velocities determined
these experiments were found to be in good agreement with
the velocities predicted by Robin's emphicel formula. The
apparent discrepancy between the permit
glacier Ie,
ameasured wisni
m the radar wide-gile refection method
and laboratory ice now seems to be due in large part to
sial delay in the radar receiver that was ignored in earlier
experiments.
(Auth.)
MP 2018
CONV

RECENT CHANGES IN THE DYNAMIC
DTI.N OFATHE ROS ICEH ELFNAMg

-

DTIA
O
O
I,
Jezek, K.C., Joural ofgeophysical research,Jan. 10,
1984, 89(B1), p.409-416, 9
.
38-1742
ICE SHELVES, FLOW RATE, RADAR ECHOES,
ICE COVER THICKNESS, ANTARCTICA-ROSS
ICES
THICKNESSS
COVERTY ANTARCICA
ICE SHELF, ANTARCTICA-SIPLE COAST, ANTARCTICA-CkARY ICE RISE.
Variations in the amplitude of radar echoes from the bottom
of the grid western half of the Ross Ice Shelf have been
analyzed.
Contrary to the results of a simil analysis
performed for the grid eastern sector of the ice shelf, bands
of low sin
strength downstream from both Crary Ice
Rie and the Siple Coat do not correlate with modern
The difference in direction between the radar
flow lines.
bands downstrem of Crary Ice Rise and the Present velocity
vectora and the absence of of a comparable trend farther
east sugest to us that the grounding line around Crary
Ice Rise retretd within the last 1000 years. This hypothes
is reinforced by the observation of several domes and hollows
in ice thickness downstream of Crary Ice Rise which are
similar to a hollow now located in the wake of the ice
rise and a dome of its eastern flanL

We interpret this

sa evidence for a rapid increase n flow around the ice
rise which carried downstream the ice topography formed
Similar but less detailed evidence
around the ice rise.
found downstream of the Siple Coast meats that there
wia a regional retreat of the West Antarctic gronding ine.
(Auth.)ICE

hbtoranisolated-creve thelevelisaboutpihi4.
However,
an analysis of the Wgids and leation of bottom ceve
in the Roa Ice Shelf
th now of the crevasses
approach the predicted limits, perhaps becae the ex.itin
theory does not include the back stress which is present
in bounded ice shelves.
By reformulatinlg the theory to
include a back stress term, back stress
be evaluated
experimentally ftrom radar measurements of e
helht
The magnitude of back stress (2 bu
and ice thickness.
the
in the id northwest corner of the ace ehef uts
ice oa
s playing an in
t role in btresin the
ol nb
(Auth. "
inland ice sheet.
Mp 00
WHAT BECOMES OF A WINTER SNOWFLAKE.
Colbeck, S.C., Weat.herwime, Dec. 1985, 38(6), p.312215.
40-3481
SNOWFLAKES, SNOW CRYSTAL STRUCTURE,
SNOW CRYSTAL GROWTH, TEMPERATURE
GRADIENTS,
TEMPERATURE
EFFECTS,
VAPOR DIFFUSION.
MP 2061
SIZE AND SHAPE OF ICE FLOES IN THE BAL1iC SEA IN SPRING.
7 3
Leppiranta, M., Geophysics, 1983, 19(2), p.12 -1 6,
4 refs.
40-3462
ICE FLOES, SEA ICE DISTRIBUTION, REMOTE
SENSING, ICE MELTING, AERIAL SURVEYS,
SEASONAL VARIATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHY,
BALTIC SEA.

at which enSlacial stresses equal the stre of the seawater.
For a freely floating ice shelf, the penetrating level of closely
spaced crevasses is estimated at about half the ice thickness

Military engineer,Aug. 1985, 77(502),
Palmwer,
4 76 7 FLA.,
7
p.
-4 .
40-2856
BLOWING SNOW, VISIBILITY, MILITARY OPBRATION, FOG, DESIGN.

REPEATED LOAD TRIAXIAL TESTING OF
FROZEN AND THAWED SOILS.
Cole, D.M., et al, Geotechni'al tes"i jounal, Dec.
1985, 8(), P.166-170, 4 rEd.
Dutch, G., Chamberan, E.
40-3526
FROZEN GROUND STRENGTH, GROUND
THAWING, STRESSES, LOADS (FORCES),
SOIL STRENGTH,
THAW
WEAKENING,
FREEZE THAW CYCLES, STRAIN TESTS,
EQUIPMENT.
WATER,
DEFORMATION, SOIL
Ths paper describes the equipment and methodoioay used
to determine the resilient properties of granular sois that
exhibit thaw-weakening behavior.
Such soils suffer a siguificant los in stiffness as the reault of freezing and thawing
an increase in stiffness during
and subsequently ep
The recovery pha e results from gradual
a recoveiy phae.
dsaturaton of the thawed soil and is characterized by an
increase in the soi moisture tension level.
We have developed means to simulate this freeze-thaw-recovery process
in the laboator that calls for testing specimens several
times at soil moisture tension levels corresponding to field
obtrvtions.

MP 2062

ICE PROPERIES IN THE GREENLAND AND
BARENTS SEAS DURING SUMMNER.

Overpard, S., et Al, Joural of Sladoloy, 1983,
29(101), p.142-164, With French and German summaries. 34 re.
Wgd
p*Ti,
P
M.
t43
W aaidh
37-4260
COVER
ICE
ICE DISTRIBUTION,
SEA
STRENGTH, ICE COVER THICKNESS, ICE
SALINITY, ICE TEMPERATURE, ICE DENSITY,
ICE COMPOSITION, ICE ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES, IONS.

MP 2
VERTICALLY STABLE BENCHMARKS: A SYN-

THESIS OF EXISTING INFORMATION.
Gatto, L.W., U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Surveying
Conference, Jcksonville,
Pro1
8 FL, Feb. 4-8,
3 1985.
ceedings, 1985, p. 79-18 , Refa. p.18 -185.
TS
I
OS
A
F

FROST ACTION, MEASURING INSTRUMENTS.

PERMAFROST, BENCH MARKS, TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEYS, HYDROLOGY, STRUCTURES,
DEFORMATION, DESIGN.
Techniques used for topographic, hydrographic and structural
movement surveys are no more accurate than the benchnarks
used as rdererce.
In northern areas, frost action can
MP 2063
cause substantial vertical movement of benchmarks.
BenchGROWTH MODEL FOR BLACK ICE, SNOW ICE marks can also subside or shi in wetand and coastal areas.
procedures
reduce
designs
and
installation
V
benchmark
BAIN
SUBARCTIC
AND SNOW THICKNESS
AND
ONOW
THEE
ROSS
ICT
SHELF,
ANTARCor
eliminate movement, but information on the designs and
S S.
1T
procedures is widely scattered and not available to CoPS
isaper ves
Lepplranta, M., Nordic hydrology, 1983, 14(2), p.59- of Engineers Districts in one report.
70, 22 refs.
the preliminary results of a synthea of existing information
38-2109
compiled from surveys of Crops of Engineers Districts and
ICE FORMATION, SNOW ICE, SNOW DEPTH, Divisions, U.S. and Canadiangovernmentagenciesandprivate
industry and from a literature review. A matrix for selecting
HEAT FLUX SNOWFALL, SURFACE TEMPERATURE, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, SNOW benchmarks appropriate for various climatic and sil conditions
will be prepared from the synthesized information.
This
DENSITY, METAMORPHISM (SNOW,
ICE matrix and a description of the procedures requinred for
installing various types of benchmarks will be available in
September 198.
MP 2064

BURIED SEED AND STANDING VEGETATION
IN TWO ADJACENT TUNDRA HABITATS,
NORTHERN ALASKA.
Roach, D.A., Oco i (Ber&i), 1981, VoL60, p.359364 For M.S. thesis see 374301.

35 ro.

38-2466
TUNDRA, VEGETATION, GROWTH, SOIL WATER.
MW 2065
UNIFIED DEGREE-DAY METHOD FOR RIVER

ICE COVER THICKNESS SIMULATION.
Shen, H.T., et al, CnadianJournalofciilengnee
Mar. 1985, 12(1), p.54-62, 16 refa.
Yap , P.D.
39-25 13
COVER THICKNESS, RIVER ICE,
09DAICE CO
ICK
DTH
NESS,
RICE, DEGREE
DAYS, ICE CONDIIONS, ICE BREAKUP,
MATHEMATICAL MODELS, CANADA-SAI
LAWRENCE RIVER.

MW 2059
MODIFIED THEORY OF BOTTOM CREVASSES USED AS A MEANS FOR MEASURING
THE BUTTRESSING EFFECT OF ICE SHELVES
MP 2066
ON INLAND ICE SHEETS.
OF
COMPRESSIBILITY
cal research,Mar. 10, ISOTHERMAL
of geophy
Jezek, I.C., Journal
2
9
O T
ASAUAE
ISATER MALDWT
1984, 89(B3), p.I19 -1 3 1, 20 r11.
38-2914
9WATEMIXED.WTHNA-SATURATEDMONT..
MICEO IE
SEV ,C VThe
ICE SHELVES, CREVASSES, FLOATING ICE, Oliphant, J.L, et al, Journalof coiloid and internee
ICE MECHANICS, ANTARCTICA-ROSS ICE science, Sep. 1983, 95(1), p.45-50, 14 refs.
SHELF.
Low, P.F.
Bottom crevasses are fractures that extend upward into floating 40-3465
ice shelves.
They form when seawater penetrates the WATER CHEMISTRY, COMPRESSIVE PROPERbase of the ice shelf and ruiptures the ice up to the level

[P 2067
CLEAR IMPROVEMENT IN OBSCURATION.

TIES, CLAYS, FREEZE DRYING, THERMODYNAMICS, MINERALS, ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS).
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MP 2070
COLD WEATHER O&M.

Reed, S.C., et al, Operations forum, 1985, 2(2), p.10.
15,6 ref
L
Nr.drwng3atza16
Niedrinshaus I
40-3528
WASTE TREATMENT, WATER TREATMENT,
COLD WEATHER OPERATION, TEMPERATURE EFFECTS, VISCOSITY, LUBRICANTS.

MP 2071
UL
SN
I ,
D
USA NDRES SNOW, ICE, AND
RIVER RESEARCH WATERSHED.

FROZEN

Pangburn, T., et al, Eastern Snow Conference, Washington, D.C., June 7-8, 1984. Proceedings,[19843,
p.229-240,25 ref.
McKim, H.L
40-4225
SNOW HYDROLOGY, ICE SURVEYS, FROZEN
GROUND PHYSICS, SNOW WATER EQUIVA-

LENT,

RUNOFF

FORECASTING,

WATER.

SHEDS, MODELS, TEMPERATURE EFFECTS.
Sleepers River Research Watershed in Danville, Vermont.
has one of the longest historical data baes for a cold reinns
area.
NOAA/NWS have been conducting ;:r:=
enow hydrology at the watershed for the past 24 years;
CRREL has been involved for the past 6 years.
CRREL's
major research involves: 1) developing and testing a sensor
that will measure the water equivalent of snow in near

real time, and 2) modifying existing hydrologic models to
accept remotely obtained data on snow, ice, and frozen
ground.
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UP 2672
MP 2675
MP 2079
COPATIONAL MECHANICS IN ARCTIC FROZEN PRECIPITATI[ON AND CONCUR- UNSTEADY RIVER FLOW BENEATH AN ICE
ENGINEURNG
RENTLY OBISEVED
METEOROLOGICAL COVER.
SodhL D.&, Computer Methods in Offihore Engineer. CONDMONS,
Ferrick, M.G., et . Conference on Frontiers in Hy19 35
dralic Engineering, Cambridge, MA, Aug. 9-12,
2Ilip., Presented at the 42nd
g
M.A.,
Dilello,
May
Scotia,
Nova
Hallids,
Conferce,
Specialty
In
237 1934. Proesedinpe, g198,4, p.51-374. 1*.L
Meeting of the Eastern, Snow Conference, Montreal 1983. Proceedins Edited by H.T. Shen, New
p.367-374.
Canadat JVQ0 1985. 1 tab.
York, Amtericant Scety of Civil Engineers 1983,
40-3529
40-3532
p.5-6,
ref.
ICE MECHANICS, ICE SOLID INTERFACE, SNOWFALL, PRECIPITATION (METEOROLO-Leiu,.E
OFFHOR
STUCTRE, BGINERIGICE GY), METEOROLOGICAL DATA, STATISTCAL 40-3560
LOADS, IMPACT STRENGTH, COLD WRATH- ANALYSI[S, FREEZING, AIR TEMPERATURE, RIVER FLOW, !CE COVER EFFECT, RIVER ICE,
ER CONSTRUCTION, COMPUTER APPLICA- HUMIDITY, WIND VELOCITY, FOG, VISIBILI- ICE BREAKUP, FRAZIL ICE, FLOODING, ICE
TIONS MAATHEMATICAL MOD=U DRIFT, TY, DIURNAL VARIATIONS.
JAMS, WATER WAVES, ICE WATER INTERFLOATING ICE.
That study evamuas atedtcal data for two of m metacrcogoFACE.
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FIRST-GENERATION MODEL OF ICE DETERIORATION.

ho 'dity and wind qsot
Camputer tabulated data fram
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similar investigations can be conducted for other sites that have HEAT TRANSFER, DIURNAL VARIATIONS.
TANK 9/O SENSOR SYSTEM PERFORMA4NCR long-term weather ret&r in ccesputer-baeed files.
The phenomenon of deterioration of ice, particularly of fleeting
IN WINTERI AN OVERVIEW,
ice on rivers and lakes, is comny observed during the
Lacembe, L1, at a&,Hanover, N, U.S. Army Cold
spring period.
The result =fthedtrioation is a patous,
onccomb-like structure, generally of tow strength, and the
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EVALUATION OF SEASON4AL VARIATION IN capacity of the ic cover. A combined radiation-conduction
to&
transfer analysis is presented that predicts the diurnal
SILheat
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associated with tow surface albedo and
40-3530
AFFECTING PAVEMIENT
PERFORMANCE.
Inera meinS.
The results are compared with field
2

MILITARY OPERATION, TANXS (COMBAT
VEHICLES), COLD WEATHER OPERATION,
METEOROLOGICAL FACTORS, LAES N
STRUMENTS, WIN1TER, VISIBILITY, OPTICAL
PROPERTIES
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES,
SNOWFAJ_
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dams.
lono T.C., c19352, c Ia., Presented at the 33rd
Annual Conference on solMechanics and Poundsion Engneering, St. Psul, MN, Jam 1935. 27 refs. MP 21101
MODELING OF ICE DISCHARGE IN RIVER
40-3533f
PAVEMENTS, FREEZE THAW CYCLES, FROZ- MODEL&.
ENGROUND MECHANICS, ROAD MAINTE.. Calktina, D.J., Conference on Frontiers in Hydraulic
ngin
Cambridge A u.91,18.Po
NANCE, SEASONAL VARIATIONS, LOADS
(FORCES). DAMAGE, FORECASTING, TESTS, ceedinss. EidbyT.S
eNwYrAeia
MOISTURE TRANSFER. SOIL STRUCTURE.
Socie 2 'of Civil Engineers, 1983, p.285-290, 7 rells.
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fattagt obescu ra e
eetion
0)
pnss is
mused to devlop a computer model (CVBFR1) fat estimating
the location of the freezing front is soil-wte phs change
rvols
Because the numerical tehn:u r.aba y
inerlapproach, the coatrol volume thermal reLm is=mosldWith respect to the boundary values and, therefore,
the CVBFR1 data entry requiremnts are significantly lees
MF 2074
dtha
umlyoirdofdomsa methods such as finite
EFFECTS OF SNOW ON VEHICLE-GENERATdifferene ranitismots.
Sail-wae phase change
ED SEISMIC SIGNATURES.
along the freezn front is modeled as a einple balance

~

Albert D.G., So"o Technology Symposium, 4th bewe copue hs flu an th vlto fsiApr. 26-23, 193. Report VoLl: Unclassified pm-a, aercltnths flain
pers, U.S. Army Engine Waewy-xeiet5g
tics., Vicksabig MS nvironmental Laboratory, July
1934, p6309 9 fe.k
40-351
Ml 2073
SNOW COVER EFFECT, MILITARY OPERA- FaA= IL
TION, SEISMIC SURVEYS, ATTENUATION, DalY, S&F., Conference on Frontiers: in Hydraulic EnACOUSTICS, SEASONAL VARIATIONS, VENI- ginesring, Cambridge, MA, Aug 9-12, 1983. ProCLES.
ceedings. Edited by H.T. Shoo, Now York
8 2 3American,
V'hcsSum aelsesagr
recorded nder e-a
and Societ of Civil Engineers, 1933, p.21 - 2 , 8 retsi
witrconditiam at Fort Clevens. Masahusetts, am analyze
40-3554rneso
andcompared.
The data wer recorded using the-ea-*
RZLIE
C
RSA
RWH
C
set seophon located Just beneath the pousnd
FRZurCEfCECRSALGOeH ICE
outdo rpd
. stl.
wne aaSTRUCTURE, RIVER ICE, NUCLEATO RAE
mieapass oned onNtrpATEaldt
were recorded with a 0.7-es-thick mnow cove prset at STREAMS, ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS).

4035
RIVER FLOW, RIVER ICE, ICE MECHANICS,

DRIFT, ICE MODELS, HEAT TRANSFER, EX-

TEMPERATURE EFFECTS,
HYDRAULICS, FREEZEUP.
A thermal modeling criterion for the ice discharge inrefrigeratad physical river models topeete ln with laboratory
results.
Ice production waseauae= o freshwater and
Discharges
for 0.3% and 1%urea concentrations is water.
of 0.0056 and 0.0094 cui mis were run in the model river
at air teprtrsof
S, 10 and ISC
Preliminary results
show Ta =th concentration of urea in the water a
increased, the model ice outflow increases.
The measured
ice discharge at river outlet and the ice accumulation on
the riverbed are both linearly related to the air-water temperalure difference.
The ice accumulation rate on the riverbed
The
was ais found to be a linea function of time.
flow had a grester bed accumulation rate than
re-oeiagro
A slight increase in model ice productic. was noted for the higher water flow rates.
Proper
scalin of the ice discharge through a model reach may
relaxing the heat transfer cefintscaling law because
sufcet ice cannot be generated in the river, and ice must
be introduced at the inlet of the model.
By changing
the urea concentration in the wateror.aeaat
ice production flume, a wide range of vds f~orth input
of model ice discharge cain be selected.
MP 2062

DYNAMIC FRICTION OF BOBSLED RUNNERS ON ICE.
Hubier, N.P., et a4, Le sport: Enjeu lechnologique.

Edited by A. Midol and T. Mathis, Dec. 4, 1985, 26p.,

10 refs.
linagoki K., Kennedy, F.E., Jr.
40-3552

METAL ICE FRICT1ION, SLEDS, ICE SURFACE
ICE FRICTION, ICE DETERIORATION, DY-

NAMIC LOADS, MODELS, EXPERIMENTATION, STATISTICAL ANALYSIS.
Th a-lUenge we have been presented with, to pefctth
h U.S. Bobsled Team's sled for the IC3 Winme
lmismClay elne nudrtnigo
h
OlyicsaIn Calgarmey,r erresarnersdng the csin
peiettopefrebyohrrsacrstecnluos
reached, and the limitations of their findings.
Meet of
the ice friction studies to date have been made under more
the teat Site
The 14-track FM field tapes worn digitized The study of crysta growth end its application to large or less idealized condition.
Thus, in the highly dynamic
in the laboratory at a apigrate of 50 Hz In preparation Salndustria crystallization an provide my Isgto and situation of a bobaled or a skier sliding on a rough ice
fat Ailtn and spetrl nalysie.
The flRa
fetqatttv
prahst h rbe
ffui c.
Nm
surface, a variety of unknown and disegarded factors may
of the snow cover on the seismic data is stt~g
eas
otnlyadha
osrainaepeetd
contribute greatly to the friction phenomena.
For instance
the acoustic-to-ebsi copled energy Is atteuated by the iwhctekypamtesaery
'~annulton
none of the previous studies addressed the mechanical deatrucn rzlmrhlg r i-tion of the ice surface, though carving or melting a track
Teeprmtr
ree.
recerded
of
the
content
Z0
"
=
h
gri mo"o I. chage dramatically.
Automatic vehicl
usd
h rbem fapyn hs eutost aua
in the ice could account for moat of the fictional energy
clasiiation algorithmss will have to account for these effects
r icusd
ute eeac
ed
r
losbde
cs.
This paper describes the results of a preliminary
if they are to Operate esieceeslIly In the presence at snow, outlined,
study performed using a model sled.
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MP 26
OHIO RIVER MAIN STEM STUDY: THE ROLE
OF GOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS
AND REMOTE SENSING IN FLOOD DAMAGE
ASSESSMENTS.
Edwardo, H.A., at al, International Symposium on
Remote Sesing of Environment, 18th, Paris, France,
Oct. 1-5, 1984. Proceedings, VoL1, E19841, p.265281, 3 refs.
Merry, C.J., Mcini, ILL
40-3551
REMOTE SENSING, RIVER FLOW, TOPOGRAPHIC FEATURES, FLOODS, DAMAGE,
LANDPORMS, GEOGRAPHY, CLASSIFICATIONS, MAPPING, UNITED STATES-OHIO
Rl"R.
The Pittsburgh District, Corp of Engineers, has conducted
fesibility,analyst
vario procure for performing flood
damPaeasesmntsalngthemain stem of the Ohio River.
Procedues ung trdits althouh highy automated, techniques and those based on #eographic inormation systems
have been evaluated at a test site, the City of New Martinsville,
Wetzel County, West Virginia.
The flood damae aes
mmto of the teat site developed from an automated, conventionl structure-by-stucture appraisal served as the ground
truth data set,

MP

MP 206
CRPE INVESTIGATIONS RELEVANT TO OFFSHORE PETROLEUM PRODUCTION IN ICECOVERED WATERS.
Tucker, W.B., International Symposium on Remote
Sensing of Environment Second Thematic Conference"Remote Sensing for Exploration Geology," Fort
Worth, Texas,
Dec. 6-10, 1982, Proceedings. VoLI,
(1983), p.2 07-21 5 , Rda. p.213-215.
40-3547
OFFSHORE
UCTURES, ICE LOADS, SEA
ICE DISTRIBUTION, REMOTE SENSING,
DRIFT, ICE CONDITIONS, ICE CRYSTAL
STRUCTURE, DESIGN, ICE MECHANICS, ICE
STRENGTH.
The U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Ensinering
Laboratory has studied the sea ice environment oftheBea
t
Sea for 1y years.
Offhore development is no proceediv beyondthebarier islands and many of the studies
have relevance to the planned activities. Sea ice presents
a formidable hazard to the design and construction of production platforms and safloor pipelies. CRREL investigations
have addressed a number of the problem associated with
these activities mid remote sensinesplayed a major role
i some of these stdi
Spe
at CR L have
addressed the measurement of ice motion, the distribution
and morphology of pressu ridgs and shore ice pile-ups,
ice conditions and thickness, the
ofnice strengt,
ice crystal structure, and the modeling of ice dyn
sand

thermodynamics.

MP 200
CAZENOVIA CREEK MODEL DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM.
Bennett, B.M., et a1,Specialty Conference on Hydraulics and Hydrology in the Small Computer Age, Lake
Buena Vista, FL, Au. 12-17, 1985. Proceedings,
VoL2. Editedby W.R. Waldrop, New York, Ameican Society of Civil Engineers, 1985, p.1424-1429, 4
refs.
Zabilanaky, UJ.
40-3611
MODELS, ICE BREAKUP, COMPUTER APPLICATIONS, RIVER ICE, ICE CONTROL, ICE
JAMS, TESTS, ENGINEERING, STRUCTURES,
DESIGN, COUNTERMEASURES.
The Canovia Crek Model is a physical hydraulic model

constructed in the 160-ftx 80-ft (48.8-mx 24.4-ta) refrigerated
research ar of the Ice Engieering Facility at the U.S.
Army Cold Reginm Rosem
uad
ertnj Laboratory
located in Hanover, New Hampshire.
The purpose of
the model is to reproduce river ice breakup phenomes
for optimizing the design of an ice control structure.
Thec
opml
will delsy or ultmately pt
the pasag
ofice floeseliinatndowntreamiea floodi
The
performance of the ice control mucture dui a simulated
breakup is monitored by ig an int.ractive rest-time data
acquisition system.
The dat cuion syste is govered
by a Hewlett-Packard 9845A desktop computer and enables
a rapid analysis of the work becae of the real-time monitoring.

This pape discusses the model and its method of data
collectil

MP 2091
INSTRUMENTATION FOR AN UPLIFTING ICE
FORCE MODEL
blanky, 14., Specialty Conference on Hydraulics
and Hydrology in the mall Computer Age, Lake
Ashton,
G.D.,
American
Soiety
of
Mechanicald
Euena
Hro
Vista,
Aug. 12-17, 198.
Proceedings,
Bnz~
WinteramialJ
Heat 71ranafer7.,
~n10 Benivt,
P Ameriion. Pl-tp
a/ meeftg
lmnt
98484-WAIHT-106,
VoL2. Edited LAgi1-7
by W.R. Waldrop, 98.
New York,
American Society of Photogrammetry, 1984, p.209- refs.
can Society of Civil Engineers, 1983, p.1430-1435, 4
MP 2064
SPATIAL ANALYSIS IN RECREATION RESOURCE MANAGEMENT FOR THE BERLIN
LAKE RESERVOIR PROJECT.
Edwardo, H.A., et al, 1984 SPOT Symposium. Proceedings. SPOT simulation applications handbook.
219.

H.L.
C.J.,, McKim,,PIPELINE
Merry,
40c33
5DFORMS,
RESERVOIR, REMOTE SENSING, TOPOGRAPHIC FEATURES, CLASSIFICASIMULATION
ENVIRONMENT
TONS,
TOG,
WT ERNCHEMISRY LAKEN TER
WATER CHEMISTRY, LAKE WATER, GEOGThe simulated SPOT data acqured from aircraft over the
study site had several radiometric characteristics which would
not be encountered in the nadir-looking satellite observations,
These differectial scene brightness features were removed
from the data.
The corrected data were used in two
studies to assess their information content for water quality
assessment and land cover classification.
Both studies
indicate that the SPOT data are comparable to high altitude
color-infrared erial photoaphy in digital fo m.
The implication for land cover mapping is that techniques developed
for LANDSAT MSS will ned to be modified to allow
for interactive user input and the twe of textural and contextual
features in automatic digital clasnification.
The results
of the water quality analysis point to the potential of the
SPOT data for a
the presence of materials in the
light-interactive zone of the water column.

MP 2085
WILDLIFE HABITAT MAPPING IN LAC QUI
PARLE, MINNESOTA.
Merry C.J. et al, 1984 SPOT Symposium. Proceed-

ings. SPOT simulation application handbook. American Society of Photogrammetry, 1984, p.205-208.
Green, G., Anderson, S.
40-3549
VEGETATION, REMOTE SENSING, SPECTROSCOPY, PHOTOINTERPRETATION, MAPPING,
CLASSIFICATIONS, AGRICULTURE, UNITED
STATES-MINNESOTA-LAC QUI PARLE.
SPOT High Resolution Viable (HRV) simulated data were
obtained over Lac gil Parle, Minnesota, to determine their
usefulness for mapping wildlife habitat catesrie associated
with Corps projects.
Ground truth data were available
arit
p
wildlife habitat unit maps and the
rpicultul crop inventory prepared for the summer of 1983.
eometric correction could not be applied to the data
et, so only the spectral reflectance quality of the data
was asessed.
The sample size of 512 x 512 pixels was
selected for the analyses.
An unsupervised classification
land cover map was generated with the Earth Resources
LaboratoryApplication Software package. Theclassification
was successful in discriminating wheat and alfalfa and other
uniformly colored areas, but pasture and corn could not
be separated.
Also, we were not successful in separation
of grasslands and legumes.
Our results indicated that
the 20-m HRV data can be used to photointerpret wildlife
habitat using the false color image, but a digital classification
cannot be performed.
To obtain a habitat map using
the HRV data would require a multitemporal analysis.

MP 2087
ICE BANDS IN TURBULENT PIPE FLOW.

re.

40-3584
FREEZING, PIPE FLOW, ICE FOR- 40-3612
MATION, HEAT TRANSFER, ICE SURFACE, MODELS, OFFSHORE STRUCTURES, COMPUTTURBULENT FLOW, HEAT FLUX, FLOW RATE, ER APPLICATIONS, FREEZEUP, ICE PRES.
SURFACE ROUGHNESS. SURE, ICE LOADS, ENGINEERING, WATER
EXPERIMENTATION,
Results of experiments intwo eie with annular freezing LEVEL, PILE STRUCTURES.
are reported.
A wavy e relief enely form
The
results are compared to a correlation previously proposed
by Glpin based on a thermal criterion and to a correlation
developed by Ashton based on a kinematic criterion.
e
results are discussed within the context of these criteria,

Marine structures froz
into an ice cover are subjected
to vertical forces as the ice sheet responds to changes in
the water level.
Pile-supported, light duty strctures are
especially vulnerable to the uplifting frce. which can extract
the piles from the soil, destroyig the structure ntitoefy.
To evaluate the parameters that control the magniude of
the uplifting force a laboratory model study was conducted
n a refrigerated test b in.
MP 2092

MP 2088
ICE ENGINEERING FACILITY.
Zabilansky, LJ., et al, (19831, 12p. + fig., Prepared
for the International Institute of Ammonia Refrigeration, 5th annual meeting, Sarasota, FL, April 17-20,
1983

REAL-TIME MEASUREMENTS OF UPLIFTING
ICE FORCES.
Zabilansky, L., Instrumentaton in the aerospaceindwtry, 1985, Vol3 1, p.253-259, 2 refs.
40-3638
ICE SOLID INTERFACE, PILE EXTRACTION,

Alexander, V.

ICE LOADS, PILE LOAD TESTS, OFFSHORE

40-3609
ICE SURVEYS, LABORATORIES, EQUIPMENT,
ICE NAVIGATION, ICE FORMATION, ICE
LOADS, ICE JAMS, ENGINEERING, ICING,
FLOODS, HEAT RECOVERY.

STRUCTURES, DAMAGE, COUNTERMEASURES, COMPUTER APPUCATIONS.
ME 2093
BOUNDARY INEGRAL EQUATION SOLUTION OF MOVING BOUNDARY PHASE

MP 2089

CHANGE PROBLEMS.
O'Neill, K., lntenamtionaljournalfor numerical methodsi cegioee aWt1983, Vol.19, p.1825-1850, 47 refs.
40-3660

DATA ACQUISITION IN USACRREL'S FLUME
FACILITY.
Daly, S.F., et a, Specialty Conference on Hydraulics
and Hydrology in the Small Computer Age, Lake
Buena Vista, Fl. Aug. 12-17, 1983. Proceedings,
VoL2. Edited by W.R. Waldrop, New York, American Society of Civil Engineers, 1985, p.1053-1058, 1
ref.
Wuebbem, J.L, Zabilansky, LJ.
40-3610
LABORATORIES, COMPUTER APPLICATIONS,
REFRIGERATION, ICE FORMATION, HYDRAULICS, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, PRAZIL
ICE, UNSTEADY FLOW, ICE COVER EFFECT,
EQUIPMENT.
The refigerated flume facility at the U.S. Army Cold Regions
Research and Engineering Laboratory (USACRIEL), Haoover, New Hampshire, consists of a tiltable flume that is
120 ft long, 4 ft wide and 2 ft deep (36.6 x 1.2 x 0.61
m). two constant-speed centrifugal pumps and associated
piping, flow meters, heat transfer devices, automatic valves,
etc.
The flume is an experimental facility used to study
the formation of frazil ice, temperature effects on sediment
transport, unsteady flow under an ice cover, and other subjects
relevant to cold regions hydraulics.
A computerized date
acquisition system has been developed that is based on
a Hewlett-Packard 9845B desktop computer.
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SOIL FREEZING, ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS),
PHASE
BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS,
TRANSFORMATIONS, CONVECTION, STEFAN
GRADIENTS,
PROBLEM,
TEMPERATURE
PIPES (TUBES).
Boundary integral equation methods are presented for the
solution of some two-dimensional phase change problems.
Convection may enter through bounda y conditions, but cannot
be considered within phase boundaies.
A general formu tion based on space-time Green's fuctntions is developed
wing the cmplete heat equation, foiowed bya simpler
formulation
n the Laplace equation.
The latter is
pusued and applied in detail.
An elementary, noniterative
system is c tructed, featurn linear interpolation over elmenu on a polygoal
Nodal values of the
meau on g
nomalo a pha cage ondar
are produced direotty in the numerical solution.
Te system
performs weil against baihc analytical solutions, usin these
values in the interphase jump condition, with the sinplest
formulation of the surface normal at boundary vertices. Because the discretized surface changes automatically to fit
the scale of the problem, the method appears to offer many
of the advantages of moving mesh finite element methods.
However, it only requires the manipulation of a surface
mesh and solution for surface variables.
In some applications, coarse meashes and very large time steps may be
used, relative to those which would be required by fixed
grid domain methods
Computations are also compared
to original lab data, describing two-dimenaiosll soil freezing
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with a t
betw na

pesdet boundary condition.
Agreement
d meud histories is Soot

MP 2094
HELICOPTER
TES.

SNOW OBSCURATION

SUB-

Eberole, 3.F., U$ Army Cold Regions Research and
BSineu-2,
aOW-TWOrSa reorrt; June 1934
S.
20,NOW-RY dat report. VoL2: Syst
performance.
Edited by R. Jordan, p.359-376, ADDA B
101e241.Jodnp.5.36
40-3784
MILITARY OPERATION, HELICOPTERS, NAVIGATION, BLOWING SNOW, SNOW COVER EFIECT, PHOTOGRAPHY, AIR CUSHION VEHICLES, DETECTION, COUTERMEASURES,
TEM.
Three sts ofbelicopr-downws
umw
aepduced
tis were conducted (two sets on 8 December 1983, one
ston 17 Jammy 1954). for a total of 30 individual tuiala.
Both hovering and forward flight Patterns were
t
In orde to cta an adequate dt be which a
to Army stens, the planned flight altde chose for
the tea were for representative flying at low-level or NOR
(nap-of-earth) miasio and -11Ina"ddition some
et flight trials were directed towards information on "mask.
ie and "umsking" below and shove terrain features or
tree tops.
Thus the altitudes for the test wen primarily
restricted to no higher than 50 feet above the surface for
forward flights, and 150 feestfor hovering.
Flights were
mae pepndiua to the main trnmiasometer line of
igvertical
tkeoff and landin modes,
SNCV
Cver,
SNOW-COVER CHARACTR ATION: SADARM SUPPRT.a, .. A y odR onRe rb
O1hien, H., Ct al, US. Army Cold Rgions Research
and EAnineerlng Laboratory. Specia report, June
1984, SR 84-20, SNOW-TWO data report. Vol.2
System performance. Edited by R. Jordan, p. 409
411, ADB-101 241.
Bates, R.
40-3787
SNOW OPTICS, SNOW ELECTRICAL PROPERTISN OPLITICS SOWE LTRI
CAL PROPERTIES, MILITARY OPERATION, METEOROLOGiC.
FACTORS, SNOW COVER EFFECT, DETECTION, SNOW DENSITY, SNOW WATER
CONTENT, GRAIN SIZE, SNOW DEPTH.
-P
206
]D 209W
Rplications
FELDSAMPLING OF SNOW FOR CEMICAL
OBSCURANTS AT SNOW-TWO/SMOKE WEEK
Crain, J.H.,

no Researcy
June and
1984,
data report. Vol.2: System
Edited by R. Jordan, p.265-270, ADB-

B~gjoerio~
NMsborat~y.
OWT
d Sune
tchanics
performance.
101 241, 3 ref

MILITARY OPERATION, SMOKE GENERATORS, SNOW COMPOSITION, SNOWFALL,
SNOW SURFACE, VISIBILITY, CHEMICAL
ANALYSIS, AIR POLLUTION, TESTS.
MP 2097
TERRAIN ANALYSIS FROM SPACE SHUTTLE
PHOTOGRAPHS OF TIBET.
Krelg, .A., Ct a International Conference on Cold
aer'n 4th, Anchorage, Alaka, Feb.
Regions1986.
Engineering,
Poen
t
2426,
Ryan,
New York, American Society of Civil Engine,
1986, p.400-409, 14 refs.
Guodong, C., Brown, L
40-2459
PERMAFROST DISTRIBUTION, ALPINE LANDSCAPES,
SENSING,
ATUES, REMOTE
O
N IN S TOPOGRAPHIC
TP RAROS,
FEATURES, CONTINUOUS
PERMAFROST,
MAPPING, SPACEBORNE PHOTOGRAPHY,
AERIAL SURVEYS, TIBET.
MP 2099
EFFECT AND DISPOSITION OF TNT IN A TERRESTRIAL PLANT.
Palazzo, A.J., et al, Journl
4 ofenvironmenal quality,
hin.-Mar. 1986, 15(1), p. 9-52, 24 refs.
LA7eM D.C.

404708

SOIL POLLUTION, PLANT PHYSIOLOGY,
VEGETATION, MILITARY FACILITIES, ROOTS,
DIS--,
DAMAGE,that
MENT.
Uttle is known about the response of terretrial plants to
2,4,6-trinitrotoluene CTNT).
To ases its effects, yellow
nutedge (C)pers esculentm L) was grown in hydroponic
culture containing TNT concentrations of 0, 10, and 20
mtlL
The deleterious effects of TNT were rapid and
occurred at solution concentrations of 5 mgIL and higher.
Root growth was most affected, followed by leaves and
rhizomes.
Root weights were reduced about 95% when
gown in the presence of TNT.
Plant yields were 54
to 74%lower than the control.
The TNT and its metabolites,

4-mino-2,6-dinimtro aluene (4-ADNi). and 2-Mmno.4,6-daiIP 2102
e(2-AD )wefounad
hot
t
RADIAL TIRE DEMONSTRATION.
were cantinually monitored to mun that no etboty
L/sn, R.A., U.S. Army Survivable Tre Symposium,
Since TNT was the
in solution.
lites were present
compound
taken up, the metabolites must have formed within Canon City, NV, Nov. 4-7, 1985.
Proceedings.
the plant.
Levels of 4-ADNT exceeded those of 2-ADNT [1985, p.281-285.
and TNT itself, rangin up to 2200 mg/kg in roots of 40-3866
plants Vow in 20 mgIL of TNT.
The greaet quantities
IES, MILITARY EQUIPMENT, MILITARY
o
s
oud thero
me
TRANSPORTATION, VEHICLES.
available radial
the uscof cmmrcially
omrilyaalberds
A demaetrtian
eiasrto offteueo
concentrationsan~d
plants.
N three
levels compounds
increased the
in the
mi "mc of all
quantities
t2t aon the Army's 5 ton dump truck is unetly in prorese
at Wildflecke
German .
One oonstruction company,
eie
witad
ts androziCoin
C of iths
e
di
r
e
of
-.
MP 209h
METEOROLOGICAL VARIATION OF ATMO- half with the standard military rea.
The purpose of
the demnstration imto identify the improved ofl-rosd, highSPHERIC OPTICAL PROPERTIES IN AN AN- way, and tread wear performance of the commercial radial
TARCTIC STORX
tire oar
to the bias ply, non-directional cruss country
EgIn, W.G., et al, Applied o
Apr. 1, 1986, 25(7), tire thas been the US Army standard tire for some
p.1155.1165, 56 ref.
frtay years.
Some information relative to fe usage and
Ho
A.W.
roling resistance a providei.
40-771
Wrromd
REMOTE SENSING, BLOWING SNOW, ALA
EDO VI SI T AE OOLS SO
BEDO, VISIBILITY, AEROSOLS, SOLAR RADIA- MT 2103
TION,
ANTARCTICA-AMUNDSEN.SCOTT
TIME-LAPSE THERMOGRAPHY: A UNIQUE
STATION.
ELECTRONIC IMAGING APPLICATION.
Ground truth inputs obtained during an antarctic storm were Marshall, SI., et al, International Electronic Imagin
applied to the Dive vector atmopheric model.
The spec- Exposition and Conference, Boston, MA, Sep. 11-13,
rmetic properties of upwaling an"otheric raiation 1934, E198, p.84-88,21 ref.
ae quantitatively related to the number of ice crytBas
Munia R.H.
the optical path.
At large
agls (small-r angles4026
in the plane of vison), the scattering
ice crystal scattering
produ
40-4226
strong polarization proportional to the concentration.
How- SURFACE TEMPERATURE, INFRARED PHOat mail scattering
the ie crystala cause generally TOGRAPHY, ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, LASsmall polarization, permttin th generally l
pelaw
iation ERS.
properties
of
the
underlyiV
terrstia
sureace
to ionl
eoen.
AIM
SUPPORT,
properties
ofunthe
edl surcface to
nfed. A new technique has been recently introduced that combines
Ice crystals, by virtue of their edges, scatter differently than time-IBMe video techniques with those of thermal iig
spheres and may have stt
cres
sections
many
o
As a result, dynamichra event can be recorded i
ea t
m
"
of matude greer than aneqmva
area sphere.
&atorsiow moton and ayed back atexpanded orompresed
zation appears to be a uwfl atcti
(Astiv) synoptic
rae compatible w diital enhancement and analysm techatmosphieic remote sensin.
(Auth.)
nkques.
The enhancement tachniues. are used to imprve
the caability for patt
f
reco
ieti as well as forth
rapid extraction of maximum, minimum and average surface
MP 2100
temperatures.
The eqipment necessary to asemble and
FINITE
2100T
Soperate
a typical dime-lapse thermal imagin system is deFINITE ELEMENT SIMULATION OF ICE acribed along with some examples of practical and research
CRYSTAL GROWTH IN SUUCOOLED SODI- !&=-os. The capabilities, limtations, and future poeUM-CHLORIEDE SOLUTIONS.
also discussed.
Sullivan, I.M., Jr., et a, International Conference on
Numerical Methods in Engineering. Theory and Ap(NUMETA 85), Swansea, Wales, Jan. 7-11, MP 2104
1985. Proceedings Vol.l. Edited by 3. Middleton SIMPLE
MODEL OF ICE SEGREGATION
and G.N. Pande, Rotterdam, A.A. Balkema, 1985, USING AN ANALYTIC FUNCTION TO MODEL
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Lynch,D.R.,12 ref.
K.
40-385K0
ICE CRYSTAL GROWTH, SOLUTIONS, TEMPERATURE EFFECTS, PREEZING, DENDRITIC
ICE, ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS).
A finite element solution for ice-crysal growth in subcooied
sodium-chlaide solution is reesnted.
The freezngp
for aqueous solutions reqire, simultaneous slaution of
heat equation in the solid and a complete transport treatment
in the liquid region.
The moving ice surface in the simulstione is continuously tracked via deformabe ids.
Heat
and m-s are conserved exactly in the simulations.
Specifyig the interface temperature besed on the constittinal
phase diagram is inadequate due to the disparate interfacial
kinetics for the A-ax and C-axis of the ice crystal
we a ply radiation type boundary conditione on the
ice
interface which maintain temperature close to equilibrium
along
a fast-growth axi but allow subecoled conditions
to prevail along a slow-growth axis.
Thi preliminary
report concentrates on problem formulation and one-dim-n
s
verification of the method against analytic solutions.

HE AT AND SOIL-WATER FLOW.
Hromadka, T.V., II, et al, International Offshore Meand Arctic Ensin enn Sympoium, 3rd, New
Orleans, Louisiana, Feb. 12-17, 1984. Proceedings,
VoL3. Edited by VI. Lunardini, New York, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 1984, p.99-104,
10 reL
Oymon, G.L
Gu

38-2031

FROST HEAVE, SOIL FREEZING, HEAT
TRANSFER, MOISTURE TRANSFER, FREEZE
THAW CYCLES, GROUND ICE, SOIL WATER
MIGRATION, HYDRAULICS, WATER PRESSURE, MATHEMATICAL MODELS.
MId 2105
PROCEEDINGS.
t
International Offhore Mechanics and Arctic Engineering Symposium, 4th, Dallas, Texas, Feb. 17-21,
1985, New York, American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, 1985, 2 vol., Refs. pasaim. For selected
papers see 39-2382 throuh 39-2438.
Chung, J.S., ed, Lumardimi, VJ., ed.
39-2381
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES, OFFSHORE DRILLING, ICE CONDITIONS, ICE LOADS, IMPACT
STRENGTH, ENGINEERING, CONSTRUCTION
MATERIALS, OCEANOGRAPHY, MEETINGS.

M? 2101
PRORM
E BE
PERFORMANCE BASED TIRE SPECIICA.
TION SYSTEM FOR MILITARY WHEELED
VEHICLES.
Blaisdell, G.L., U.S. Army Survivable Tire Symposiurn, Carson City, NV, Nov. 4-8, 1985. Proceedings,
E1985, p.277-280, 2 reft.
40-3884
TIRES, MILITARY EQUIPMENT, VEHICLES,
DESIGN.
Most military wheeled vehicles continue to utilize the NDCC MP 2106
ICE GOUGE HAZARD ANALYSIS.
tre, despite its extremely low tread life and relatively po
=UrpsedLansm, G.A., et al, Offshore Technology Conference,
Current tire technology has far
performance.
yet the 18th, Houston, Texas, May 5-8, 1986. Proceedings,
available when the NDCC tire
Army continues, on all but its newest vehicleto apply VoL4, 1986, p.57-66, 13 refs.
this tire.
With such a disparity between the DCC tr Niedoroda, A.W., Weeks, W.F.
and what is commercially available, and with the potential
now to design a tire for numerous specific peformance 40-3880
armes,how does the Army determine what tire it should ICE SCORING, TRENCHING, OCEAN BOTTOM,
use for a particular vehicle?
In answer" this question, PIPELINES, MARINE GEOLOGY.
a working group was formed, and a new tire specification Sea floor ice gooe depth distributions and pipeline trenching
was developed.
This system is based not on specific requirements are analyzed.
An improved method is presentdesign features in as much as is possible, but on critical ed for parameterizIng new ice #ouge events based on a
areas of tire performance.
This system takes into account single record of existing sea floor ice gouges.
Information
the vehicle's mission profie and the necessity of certain on the oue infilli process and the maximum observable
minimum levels of performance for various c tion.
gouge dept are used i this procedure.
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MP 2110
MP 2107
REIABLE, INEXPENSIVE RADIO TELEME- STRUCTURE OF ICE IN THE CENTRAL PART
O
TS~2MFR TE
TRNSFR
iy SYSrEM FORt THE TRY
TrANSFER
OF OF THE ROSS ICE SHELF, ANTARCTICA.
nuo S ,
METEOROLOGICAL AND ATMOSPHERIC Zotikov, LA., et Akadem n.uk
isSeogsuft
Mstelialy 9&4doojhea&&k
DATA FROM MOUNTAIN-TOP SITES.
Govoni, J.W., etal, International Workshop on Atmo-.a ovaA 1985, No.-54, p.39-44, 8 re., In Ru sisn

r

Ic

Structures, 3rd, Vanoutver, B.C., May

with English suma r.

S.S.
Electrical Mocia- Gow,A.J., JaSoob,
-aan
eedin,
-,199
tion, 19S6, 6p., (4.2). 6 re.
40-3903
ICE SHELVES, ICE COMPOSITION, ICE CORES,
Rancourt, K.L., Oxton, A.
CLIMAI1C
ICE CRYSTALS, IMPURITIES,
40-3967
COMCHANGES.
RADIO
ICING,
ICING,
POWER LINE
MUNICATION, TELECOMMUNICATION, ICE Studie of ice core, obtained from a 416 n.deep borehole
in the Ros ke Shelf in the vicinity of the 1_9 station,
MOUNTAINS,
ACCRETION, STRUCTURES,
METEOROLOGICAL DATA, WIND VELOCITY, rev ated chanes in ice cystal strucum, incisions and dimcn.
Ti vriati"n is explained by cimatic
PRECIPITATION doenwith dept
DIRECTION,
WIND
COMPUTER
APPLICA- fluctuitions
MP 2111
Y
TIORL
A tdy to examine ooraphic effects on atmospheric icing TOXIC ORGANICS REMOVAL KINETICS IN
intensity is being conducted on two remote mountaintops OVERLAND FLOW LAND TREATMENT.
UntedStaes.
in
heolletionand
ortiester
TeArmv
in
the northestern United of
State.
invoves
JenkinaT.F.,etal,
Warere
1985,19(6), p.707ofvnier
the
thacollectionandtmmion
etCioiai
h The study
data,ranessin
iaing
718, 32 rf
MntaiLe tt D.C., Parker, L.V., Oliphant, J.L
and.
R
emote.eite
s re located on
90dep
and Cannon Mountsin, both situated in the White Mountains
State-of-the-art instrumentation, con- WASTE TREATMENT, WATER TREATMENT,
of New Hampshire.
slating of hot cross wire wind seasor, humidity probes, WATER POLLUTION, LAND RECLAMATION,
ice detectors and electronic rain ages, is interfaced with VEGETATION, EXPERIMENTATION, MODThe data are transmitted from time ELS.
on-site data logger
13
rrom
he
remote sites by a secialy designd radio telemetry
eeciency in removin13 trace organics from wastewater
AmaterPcket adio Terminal
consiting of a Te
prototype overland flow land
an
outdoor,
was
studied
oan
Controller (NC) and a Motorola radio li.
treatment system.
Mote than 94% of each substance was
removed at an application rate of 0.4 cm/h (0.12 cu m/h/m
of width).
The %removals declined as application rates
were increased.
Removal from solution was described
by first-order kinetics.
A model based on the two-fim
theory was developed usia three properties of ech substance
MP 2108
CONDUCTOR TWISTING RESISTANCE El- (the Henry's const, the octumol-water partition coeficient
D ICE SHED- and themolecular weight) and two system paater (waverFECS ON ICE BUUP
with
consistent
dependence
time). wasThe
and redne
Water
depthprcs
on temperature
OTofthe
removal
DING
wit
osint
reow a e ss on temrts
Workshop on Atmo- the
International
Govoni, J.W., et al,
ofth
known
dependence
of
Hemr's
constant
and
di0fl40vit
spheric Icin ofStructures, 3rd, Vancouver, B.C., May on temperature.
The model was tested
on doverand
system.
flow
. Proceedings, Canadian Electrical Associa6-8,
(5.8).5 rfs.
p. +
C1986
tion,
212
(U
+
ciey, .
TRKATMENT AND REUSE
WASTEWATER
40-3'97i
ICING, ICE REMOVAL, CABLES (ROPES), ICE PROCESS FOR COLD REGIONS.
BREAKING, WIND VELOCITY, EXPERIMEN- Buzoun, J.R, Cold Regions Environmental Engineering Confereoe Fuirbanks, AX, May 18-23, 1983.
TATION.
E198h3,
Two wires of similar diameter (aboN.t I cu) but with diferent Edited b T. Tlgiworth and D.W. Smith,
twst
emane
r
ono
twisting resistsnce or torsional
rigsidity were
tested under p.547-557, 11 ric,
weetndudr40-3"93
otherwise similar environmental iing conditions at the summit
of Mt. Washi-ugna.
It was fourl that the more rotationally WASTE TREATMENT, WATER TREATMENT,
rigid (stifter) wire affected both the mode of ice buip SLUDGES, LAND RECLAMATION, DESIGN.
and showed some cepability of delcinq itself in ndeste
wind conditions.
The tee ice buildup on the stiffer MP 2113
wire is apparently related to the suppresmi of dynamic REVEGETATION ALONG PIPELINE RIGHTStwisting oscillations in the wire, oscillations which were appar- OF-WAY IN ALASKA.
cnt in the softer wire.
The scte wire showed evier Johnson, L.,International Symposium on Environice buildup with the wire at the center of a cylindrical
mental Concerns in Rights-of-Way Management, 3rd,
accretion.
The stiff wire showed less ice build ot
windward side with the developmetofan til
cetso
San Diego, CA,Feb. 15-18,1982. Proceedings, State
due to semi.static rotation of the wire.
Deiin of the College, Mississippi State University, 1984, p.254-264,
stiffer wire apparently took place by breaking of the ice 12 ref.
after it slowly rotated into the wind by several possible 40-3994
mechasms
The increased dral on the ice as it moved REVEGETATION, VEGETATION, PIPELINES,
into the wind creates a bending moment which per
NT
R
INTRODUCED PLANTS, GRASSES, UNITED
exceeded the failure suess of the ice ear where it
attached to the wire.
The ice fails and drops off the STATES-ALASKA.
wire and the cycle then repeats itself.
The Trams-Alaska Pipeline System for transporting crude
oil from Prudhoe Bay to Valdez bas recently been completed.
The Alukan Natural O* Transportation System for --rn inggas from Prudhoe Bay to the "Lower 48" is under
construction.
The rights-of-way of both these maj pipelines traverse the arctic and subarctic climatic zones, where
MP 2109
severe environmental conditions require specialized mesures
COMMUNICATION TOWER ICING IN THE for revegetating disturbed terrain.
On the oil pipeline
NEW ENGLAND REGION.
rilht-of-way an aggressive grssseeding and fertilizing program
Mulherin, N., et al,International Workshop on Atmino- was used for revegetation. while on the natural a pieline
These oinerent
spheric Icing of Structures, 3rd, Vancouver, B.C., May natural reinvasion will be encouraged.
6-,1986. Proceedings,
Canadian Electrical
aptgls
6-8,986 Prceein
andinc theginfar
Condianiecricl.Assois-technologies
as revegetation research progresses
north.
This paper presents some of the implications of
tion, [1986], 7p., (6.9). 15 refa.
these methodforlon-tr tortionofdistrbedteiesr
AckleS.F.
ares
40-3991
ICING, TOWERS, HOARFROST, TRANSMIS- ME 2114
SION LINES, PRECIPITATION (METEOROLO- COMBINED ICING AND WIND OADS ON A
GY), DAMAGE, COST ANALYSIS.
CINED
IC I
SPAN.
Rime icing and freezing precipitation are of concern to GovoIM, .W., eta), International Workshop on At othe radio and telvi broadcasting industry.
hisp aper n
Norway, June
discuses the results of a study seeking to document the spheric Icing of Structures, Trondheim,
1
984], 7p., 3 refs.
severity and extent of transmitter tower icing and related 19-21, 1984. Proceedings,
Information Acklev, S.F.
problems in the northeastern United States.
was obtained via mail questionnaire and telephone interviews 40-3995
with eighty-five station owners and engi
ncer
nin
POWER LINE ICING, ICE LOADS, ICE ACCREIIs different stations.
ResuIts show that television and TION, WIND PRESSURE, UNFROZEN WATER
are, in general, only
eted exyet
ew
CONTENT, SUPERCOOLED CLOUDS, WIND
Comie anneualcoats for icing protection VELOCITY, TESTS.
icing levels.
averaged $121, $402, and $3066 During the winter of 1982-83 measurements of combined
and iing related r
for AM, FM. ad TV satieon, respectively.
None of iing and wind losding along with in-cloud liqud water
the AM stations pW employ any icing protection measures, content and droplet size, were obtained on a simulated power
wherea all the TV staons do.
line est span at the 2000-meter summit of Mt. Washington,
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Icing loods were measured ung a trisuial
pependicular force components
t
Wind speeds were obtained from
ere enson.
o ardnof the test o s w t
uind lgratvity

New Hampshir
lod cell which

of vihe

wiret
The in-line loading
obtained for winds up to 30 m/s.
a combination of wind and gravity loads, rand up to
2300 N for ice secretions of up to 19 cm in diameter.
cretions
indications wer found tr
had l
da tha dle action.
MP 2115
MEASURED AND EXPECTED R-VALUES OF 19
BUILDING ENVELOPES.
Flanders,
S.N., ASHRAE transaions, 1985, 91(29).
7
4
p. 9-5 , 3 refa.
40-3992
BUILDINGS, THERMAL INSULATION, HEAT
TRANSFER, WALLS, HEAT FLUX MANUALS,
ROOFS, COLD WEATHER CONSTRUCTION.
oain ed from h and ook
cba
r 19
-veues
obtained
ftom hanboek caulation fa"19
AlaskaWashington,
inm
Coamedo
inwere
measuedoh
eat5ad
temqperatur
flu andand
Tem
eThe
with
_ a buildings
wene
%e=z
seens
with
data
averaged
andhew
recorded
for several
days.
The handbook calculations rely an borings in the coestrction,
borce
and as-built drawings.
A subjective measure of certainty about the coustruction
this information.
sreflects
eectd the
stuyquality
ces,of
indiced
that convonvExamination
is a frequetof
cam in fibous ioultion, in both wa
seat ter
from the
ividentwere
ad attic.s emcas
alt
Air leakage and moisture were notsignfimeasurements.
Measurements of R-values were
cant cames of (delta)I.
found to be in good agreement with handbook values, where
knowledg of the construction is good and where convection
and thermal b
are not major effects.
P 2116
HYDROLOGIC ASPECTS OF ICE JAMS.
Calkins, DJ., Symposiunm: Cold Regions Hydrology,
Fairbanks, Alaka, t19861. Proceedings. Edited
by D.L. Kane, Bethesda, MD, American Water Resources Association, 1986, p.603-609, 14 refa.
I
RIVER ICE, SNOWM , H RALAN Y, RIVER FLOW
ANALYSIS,RIVER FLOW.
pi.,
MELT,THERMAL
very little
receivedinfred=
ice jams have
aspects
The hydrologicThis
hydrooic
papeof exme
attettom
problems.
Jam
flooding
ice
for
analyzing
that is impokant
such as flow measurements under the ice cover and winter
rectods
fow
of
winter
liss
en
elreting
$
o
The
dischare andnelt mo edition.
of each of these areas is addressed and suggeed resarch
opportunities are examined
During the last 30 yes,
the aja empasits has been placed on understanding the
hydra
and mechanics of ice Jameand determining their
However, a parameter that should be known
"flood" levels.
with reasonable accuracy is the flow discharge at the ice
Jam location
MP 2117
REMOTE SENSING OF THE ARCTIC SEAS.
Weeks, W.F., et a), Oceani, 1986, 29(1), p.59-64,7
reft.

Carey, F.D.
40-4196
SEA ICE DISTRIBUTION, ICE CONDITIONS,
REMOTE SENSING, MICROWAVES, ICE MECHANICS, ICE COVER THICKNESS, RADIATION BALANCE, AIR TEMPERATURE, ARCTIC
OCEAN.
MP 2118
ORIENTATION TEXTURES IN ICE SHEETS OF
QUIETLY FROZEN LAKES.
Cow, A.J., Journalofcrystl owth, Feb.-Mar. 1986,
74(2), p.247-258, 19 ref.
40-4118
ICE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE, LAKE ICE.
MP 2119
ARCTICD.S.,
ICE Mechauical
AND DRILLING
Sodhi,
c pneerna;
STRUCTURES.
Apr. 1985,
107(4), p.63-69.
4G-4162
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES, DRILLING, ICE
LOADS.
MP 2120
ST. LAWRENCE RIVER FREEZE-UP PORE-

CAST.
of waterway, por,4 67ostal
,
E.P., et a Journal
doltyn,
4
and ocea ergioecring, July 1986, 112(4), p. - 81,
16 refa.
Shen, H.T.
40-4246
ICEBOUND
RIVERS, ICE FORECASTING,
RIVER ICE, FREEZEUP, ICE FORMATION,
LONG RANGE FORECASTING, ANALYSIS
(MATHEMATICS),
AIR
TEMPERATURE,
WATER TEMPERATURE, SAINT LAWRENCE
RIVER.
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MP
In this study a method for ma
long-rae frcas
MP 2124
of frae-up dates in river is developed
The method COMPARISON OF TWO CONSTITUTIVE
requires the intil wate tmpe f-bat aan -roem
aTioTHEORIE FOR COMPRESSIVE DEFORMAthe
1;%raq
th
emperr
fma
, the predied
flow le
veoitymn
therive
rach, and
watrmeae
renseRLMTION OF COLUMNAR SEA ICIL
p s
s.
The water t
rspone pasters Brown IL, etal, IAHR Symposium on Ice, 8th, Iowa
c
e
estimated f
the surffce heat exchan
City, Aul- 1 18-22,
1986.
Prooeedinga, VoL 1,
2
cefi~eintsndtheavegelowdepthordeterminedemhrlcl196, p.24 -25 , 11 ts.
ter-Me
, J.A., Cox, G.F.N.
data.
ly hrm recorded air and wat ten
method is applied to the St. LawreceRiver between Kinston.
w
Ontario, and Mas4ebp.439-450,
offorecatng th &oeubet
e w o n
to be
ICE DEFORMATION, COMPRESSIVE PROPERTIES, ICE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE, SEA ICE, VISCOELASTIC MATERIALS, MODELS, STRESS

0.01 C to 0.04 C were achieved in the flume and held
con"tt for several hours.
MP 2128
PRELIM[INARY
STUDYYO
OF A SR
9TUCTURE
N RYSU
CU E TO
FORM AN ICE COVER ON RIVER RAPIDS
DURING WINTER.
Pefain, RE., IAHR Symposium on Ice, 8th, Iowa
Proceedins, Vol.1,
18-22, 1986.
City, Au.
9 reoa

40-4564

ICE GROWTH, ICE COVER, FRAZIL ICE, HYDRAULIC STRUCTURES, ICE DAMS, RIVER

FLOODING,
COUNTERMEASURES,
STRAIN DIAGRAMS, ANALYSIS (MATHEMAT- ICE,
TESTS, ICE BOOMS.
ICS).
Two constitutive formulations ae used to represent the con- The concept of using a trsh-rac-like fence across a river
stitutive behavior of columnar fa ice under variable path to form an overflow weir by accumulating fazil ice ws
mpresve loadings. The taasa sle integral rqxn- studied.
The main puroe of the structure is to create
Weeks, W.F., JournalofenW resours ec olo , ation which has been otoesaily used to model vi scoels ti c an upsbeanm poo on which a smooth e cover can form.
June 1985, 107(2), p.167-172, 6 ret
For another materias
This represtation is a convenient 11m1 for laboratory tets in a refierated flume provided structural
D
acrig
1680).
surceesee 8-103(M
p 160).
38-2036 (MP
e dr.h
nonlinear rate dependent
source
i and is math- stability
g
idance and some frazd accumulation experience,
39-3284
emeticallymoetractable than muti
nteral
W reprentatin
with the latter bemp somewhat inconclusive.
Field tos
The
cem itu ve were conducted usins a 19-m-lon by 1.22-m-high fence
COMor nonlnea differeti relations.
RIDGES,
PRESSURE
ICE
STRENGTH,
ICEST.EN T ,PTURERIGESTSOMi
c relation which defes b
across
eboomtwo appro matel 17--wide rivers, one in
PRESSIVE PROPERTIES,
POROSITY, TESTS.ons formulation is an eltac-vo
nnneintemsofe
marodymaoal New Hampshire
and ,ne m Vermon
A recent series of testa on the ulsl compressive strength variables (compressive mobile dilocation density, tosile Moof ice samples taken fom multiyear pressure ridges allowa bile dislocation density, and specific microerack surface area). MP 2129
the testing of several hypotheses onerning the variation
SUB-ICE CHANNELS AND LONGITUDINAL
in sength within and between res
Thedta set cois
MP 2125
FRAZIL BARS, ICE-COVERED TANANA RIVof 218 strength taste performed at two temperatures (-5 FRACTURE TOUGHNESS OF MODEL ICE.
and .20 C and two strain rates (.001 and .000051a).
There Dempsey, J.P., et al, IAHR Symposium on Ice, 8th,
ison, D.E.
was no significant difference between the strnth of t
Iowa City, Aug. 18-22, 1986. Proceedings, Vol1, Ia
D.,
et al, IAHR Symposium on Ice, 8th,
ice rm the ridge cals and the ice from the r
keels [19863,
.
-6
8
Iowa
City,4 Aug.
Proceedings, VoLl,
198
4 7 18-22, 1986.
when teost under identical conditions.
As the tow orsity E 6], p.365-376, 28 rA
E19863, p. 65- 4, 6 reft.
of the ice from the sails is higher by 40 percent than Bentley, D.L, Sodh, D.S.
Chacho, E.F., Brockett, B.E.
the ice from the keels, the lack of a signilfcaut difference 40-4558
is believed to result from the large variations in the structure ICE CRACKS, FRACTURING, ICE STRENGTH, RIVER FLOW, SUBGLACIAL DRAINAGE,
of the ice which occur randomly throuhout the cores.
A TENSILE PROPERTIES, COMPRESSIVE PROP- CHANNELS (WATERWAYS),
FRAZIL ICE,
three-level analysis of variance model was used to t
ERTIES, TRESSES, STRAINS.I
idles, between A
RIVER
ICE, ICEBOUND RIVERS,
BOTTOM
the variationsthin araiosinmnshbewen1
strength between 10 d~~n
different usedode
TDC (tpee dcblRcntleerbem testSES
SU
FAETSDMETTR
NSO ICE
TSL.I
cam
oriven
located ide by side in
ride, and between A wedoe-roeded TD
(t
doubia-cautever-bcem) tst SURFACE, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, VELOCIIn all cases the main factor speclmen was used to measure the facture roughness of
samples from the same core.
d teoni cracking TY, UNITED STATES-ALASKA-TANANA
Crack path st0ift
contributn to the observed variance was the differences model Ice.
This is not surprising considering the rather conditions w55 ensured by way of thecrack-paralel compres- RIVER.
withincores.
extreme local variability in the structure of ice in such Eve strm provided by the displacemnt controled wedge Repetitive surveys and measurements from 1983 through
loedinal The TDCB Specimen size and ice thicnes were 1936 of the ice-covered Tanana River near Fairbanks, Alaka,
ridges.
There was no reason at the 5 percent leve
have shown that flow occurs in sub-ice channels that ar
s
t plane sain frature touqhnes vaue were o
g
i eto doubt the hypothesis that the different core
composed of stratified, partly
bbarslonitudisa
The influnce o crack tip acnty and loading rate were
at the same site and and the different ridges have equal
In
e
fn tel
icof varinatyne and distribution.
!i
ed
strength means.
contrast to hansing dams, thee aie bars extend up- and
MY 2126
strem parallel to flow as well sa from the bse of
LABORATORY AND FIELD STUDIES OF ICE the =ce over to the bed, and act sa ltel walls for the
MP 2122
FRICTION COEFFICIENT.
sub-ice channels.
Individual sub-ice channels may branch
a braided pattern beneath the
aormini
DETERIORATION OP FLOATING ICE COV- Tatinclaux, J.C., et al, IAH Sympoium on Ice, 8th, and reunite, thus
YMPM
ic
coer.
ongiu
ral bars apparently develpa
AShton, GD.,Jouralofenerg, reour¢stechno
, Iowa6 City, Aug. 18-22, 1986.
roceedings, VoL1,
cscehaoaer. izd by lowmvelocities, such adevela
], p.389400, 5 rels.
curnte are diverted by irregularities in the bed or in the
June 1985, 107(2), p.177-182, 18 refa. For another A198land,
LA., Murdey, D.
b
of the ace cover.
source see 38-2020 (MP 1676).
40-4560
39-3286
ICE FRICTION, ICE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE, MP 2130
ICE DETERIORATION, FLOATING ICE, ICE SURFACE ROUGHNESS, STEEL STRUCTURES, FRAZIL ICE PEBBLES: Ft AM, ICE AGGRECOVER STRENGTH, ICE MELTING, HEAT SHEAR STRENGTH, TESTS, AIR TEMPERA- GATES IN THE TANANA RIVER NEAR FAIRMP 2121
VARIATION OF ICE STRENGTH WITHIN AND
B W
MULTIYEAR PRESSURE RI
S
IN THE BEAUFORT
SE.,
o

TRANSFER,

SOLAR RADIATION, ALBEDO,

THERMAL REGIME, POROSITY.
The deterioration of floating ice covers is analyzed to determine
under what conditions the ice cover lones strenth due to
internal
helting. The analysis considers the interaction
between sensible heat transfer and tong wave radiation loss
at the surface, the surfsce albedo, the short wave radiation
penetration and absorpion and the unsteady heat conduction
Te thermal analysis then leads to a
within the ice.
determination of the porosity of the ice that allows strength
The results
analysis to be made using beam-type analyses.
provide ctria to determine when and how rapidiy the
ice cover loes0 strength and under what conditions it will
regain the original strength associated with an ice cover
of full integrity.
MP 2123
LABORATORY STUDY OF FLOW IN AN ICECOVERED SAND BED CHANNEL
Wuebben, J.L., IAHR Symposium on Ice, 8th, Iowa
City, Aug. 18-22, 1986.
Proceedsin,
VoL1,
(19861, p.3-14, 11 refs.
40-4529

TURE, PLATES, LABORATORY TECHNIQUES.
Results of leboratory and field test on the dynamic friction

Iowa City, Au. 18-22, 1986. Proceedings, VoLl,
[19862, p.475-483, 4 refa.
Lawson, D.E., Brocketi, B.E.
40-4567
FRAZIL ICE, ICE MECHANICS, ICE GROWTH,
GGREGATES, GRAIN SIZE, ABRASION,
ION,
AGGEGATES--GA NS UM,-A A
UNITED STATES-ALASKA-TANANA RIVER.
te, the fAnil ice pebble,
A unique form of fra ice
occurs in large .aantities in theTanana River near Fairbanks,
Alaka.
Frazi pebbles consist of a mixture of individual
t
including other aggregates, which are b n togeth
tfrm
a consoidated, compact mm that is simo r
appearance to water-worn stream pebbles.
Ftazil pebbles
have been found incorporated into the ice cover, in transport
MP 2127
beneath the ice cover and in nl deposit
The rane
FRAZIL ICE MEASUREMENTS IN CRRELIS in lentth from less than 5 mm to greater than I mm.
FLUME FAC[LITY.
Internally, grains composing the frail pebbles do not possess
Daly, S.F., et al, IAHR Symposium on Ice, 8th, Iow a • preferred C-axis Orientation, but appear to show an aignment
City, Aug. 18-22, 1986.
Proceedings, Vo 1,lo'l related to grain sire and shape.
r19863, p.427-438, 9 refs.
MP 2131
Colbeck, S.C.
POTENTIAL SOLUTION TO ICE JAM FLOOD40-4563
ING: SALMON RIVER, IDAHO.

CHANNELS (WATERWAYS), ICE COVER EF- FRAZIL ICE, PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION,
FECT, WATER FLOW, BOTTOM TOPOGRA- ICE GROWTH, ICE CRYSTAL NUCLEI, ICE MEPHY, SANDS, FLOW RATE, BOTTOM ICE, SEDI- CHANICS.
MENT
TRANSPORT,
TESTS,
ANALYSIS In a series of recent experiments the dynamic size distribution
(MATHEMATICS).
The objective of this study was to examine the effects of
ddin, an ice cover to flow in a movable bed channel
A sere of five tests at four water discharges were conducted
in a 36-m-long recirculating flume facility that is 1.2 m
wide and 0.6 m deep.
After uniform equilibrium conditions
were etablished for a flow of water with a free surface,
esntilly identical ns were repeated with the addition
of mooth and rough ice coven.
All tests were run at
room temperature, approximately 19 C, with simulated ice
covers.
The sediment wa a uniform, 0.45-mm-diameter
quartz sand and bed forms were in the ripple and dune
regimes.
The major variables examined in this paper include
bed form height, wavelength, Manning' roughnews and sed.
ment discharge.

BANKS, ALASKA.
Chacho, E.F., et ai, IAHR Symposium on Ice, 8th,

factor between ice (freshwater, urest-doped, and granuler or
columnar amice) and bore or lnert-otad steel plates
of various roughness averages are pmmted.
Laboratory
teste were made at three air temperatures, T - -15, 9. and -2 C, with e'ther the ice sample towed over the
test plate or a plate sample towed over the ice shoot.
All
The maximum
field tests were made at T - -2 C to 0 C.
tet velocity wa 30 emis, and the normal pressue ws
r the test result it is concluded
of the order of 10 kPs
that visoue shear in the meltwater layer between ice and
teat plate may dominate when the test plate is very smooth,
as popedb Okaon-e in his analytical model but when
the material roughness increases, mechanical shear of the
ice crystals dominates.

and concentration of fanil ice crystals were measured in
the U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laborstory (CRREL)rfrerated flume facty
Theedat were
found using a c
m
system oeveloped at CRIEL
The Imaing system consut of a circulr fber-optic strobe
light, a mise. and either a high resolution television
camera and monitor or a 35 mm camera.
The system
on observe crystal sizes ranging from 30 micrometeri to
ser millimeter.
This system was attached to a movable
carriage mounted on the flume.
A series of experiments
were performed.
In each experiment, the size distribution
of the frazil crystals was measured as it developed along
the length of the flume.
The slope of the flume and
the bottom roughness of the flume were varied to provide
a range of hydraulic conditions.
Supercooling levels of
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Earickson, J., et al, IAHR Symposium on Ice, 8th,
Iowa City, Aug. 18-22, 1986. Proceedings, Vol.2,
r19863, p.15-25, 10 refts.
Zufelt, J.E.
40-4581
ICE JAMS, FLOODING, WATER LEVEL, FLOOD
CONTRO, FREEZEUP, RIVER ICE, ICE CON-

TRO'D

ESIGN

ICE

IE STTE

TROIL, DESIGN, ICE BOOMS, UNITED STATES
-IDAHO-SALMON RIVER.
The uppermost 140 miles of the Salmon River gerate
great quantities of frazil ice throughout Idaho's od winte.
A freeze-up ice jam forms at a slackwater region 27 miles
downstream of the city of Salmon, Idaho every winter, and
often progresses upstream to the cirl.
As the ice jam
moves through Salmon, the river level can rise 6 to S
feet and cause extensive flooding.
Flooding has occurred
at lest 32 times since 1900, and the 1982 flood caused
S1,000,000 in damages.

M

MISCELLANEOUS PUSLICATIONS

UP 2132
DESIGN AND MODEL TEST~ING OF A RIVM
ICE PROW.
Tuuinclaux, .C., LAHR Syzt~poaium on Ice, 8th, Iowa
City, Aug. 18-22, 1986.
Proceedings, VoL2,
t96,p.137-150, 16 refa

MP 213"
IN-SiMu
TERMOCONDUCrIVITY MRASURZMZNMS
Faucher, M., US Army Cold Rqsois Reerh and
AILaboatory.
Special jueo 1986, SR
186-01, T
- --- sue11 portotn s r tohe n

ICE NAVIGATION, RIVER ICE, ICE CONDITIONS, ICB BREAKING, DESIGN, DAMS,
LOCKS (WATERWAYS), MODELS, TESTS.
neof tmaks i the Corps of ngeesRiver letMna
met(31)prK a is to deeo nice

nostics, p.11-14, AA-166 360.
40.4705
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY, THERMISTORS,
SOIL PHYSICS, CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS,
MrowASURING INSTRUMENTS.

of I5SfllN~lyice-ftes channels in the, viciny 4*MV~k
2P133
anddaon the 111linois
and OhoRivers.
Based on
survey the selected =was thtof a basROOF BLISTER VALVE.
type attachment to bemounted Z~of a twoi
TeKorhonen, C., U.S. Army ColdR I M R'ewch and
prw is equipped with ice knivea, and hasa gently sdoping BIuera aoso,
pca p ,18,S
otmeqpedwith deflector vanes.
The
paprlresents 8&-01, Tecnoog wasfer oppoftunzbles for the conteresults ofmodel resistance tesu which sevdto select structiosi enainerinacmuiy
atrassddq
th
aeconfguration andnumber of Wce
knives.
A prnonoltics, p2 3 1,A A-1"6 360.
P
ofd prow is utiner final design for cntuto;
sch9ued-87.it5
ROOFS, LEAKAGE, DAMAGE. COUNTER-

a literature

MEASURES, WEATHERING.
N[P 2139
AIRBORNE ROOF MOISTUE SURVEYS.
M7 2133
BUBBLERS AND PUMPS FOR MEINGr~ ICE. TdbAsaou, W-, U1 Ary COld Rtk ReAftch and
i esor te96,
T
raafrr Spe
Ashton, 0.1)., IAHR Symjioaium on Ice, 8th, Iowa fi6.01,in
y1nwteil n ig
0,=
r-lp
[19861, p.223-234. 8 refs.
ICE MELTING, BUBBLING, WATER TEMPERATURF, PUMPS, WATER FLOW, HYDR.AULIC
JETS, ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS).
Air bubi:Lsaytems; andsubmerged pumps have both been
usd o a jet-lie nlow of warm water Against the

4040
ROOMS MOISTURE DETECTION, AIRBORNE
EQUIPMENT, MAINTENANCE
NP 2140
PROTECTED MEMBRANE ROOMINC
SYS-

ice of air bubln sytems for this purpose basbeen
Tobisason, W., US Army Cold R uoa Reseach and
previously~~~~
anltclmtosaeaalbet
andserv
i
Labomtoq. Special reWtv 1986, SR
thei efectvenss.
A similar analysis of the meltin caused
de
fo
omi-mateie. for theagolucti
og trn
c
tr8
A comparison of
bypump system is presented.
t01
4910=2cmur.aefsddig
efectivenies of bubblers and pumps is made in terms of
power.
Finally the advantages and disadvantages of the itoatics, p.49-50, AA166 360.
two kinds of systems are contrasted.
40-470

~

ROOFS, INSULATION, PROTECTION, SOLAR
RADIATION, DRAINAGE, DAMAGE.
NP 2134
FLEXURAL AND BUCKLING FAILURE OF
FLOATING ICE SHETS AGAINST STRUCTURES
Sodhi D.S., LAHR Symposium on Ice, 8th, Iowa City,
Aug 18-22, 1986. Proceedings, Vol.2, 11986,
p.33-359, Refa. p.356-359.
40-4604
FLOATING ICE, ICE STRENGTH, OFFSHORE
STRUCTURES, FLEXURAL STRENGTH, ICE
PRESSURE, ICE SOLID INTERFACE, ICE
DEFORMATION, ICE SHEETS, STRESSES, ICE
COVER THICKNESS, ICE ADHESION.
This is a review of work on heriir and buckling failure
with the oe generated during
ic het, ln The
olatn
icesrcueitrcin
focus
ison the work published
after 1990.
Estimation of ice forces as a result of bending
and buckling failure of an ice sheet can be made with
a fair degre of confidenice when the ice/structure interaction
leads to one of the two modes of faiure.
The problem
of multimodal failure of floating ice sheetaneeds further
tudy.

MP 2135
COLD CLIMATE UTILITIES MA4NUAL
Smith. D.W., ed, Montrcal, Canadian Society of Civil
Ensineenig 1986, var.p., Ref. passim.
Reed,TSC.

40-4633
COLD WEATHER CONSTRUCTION, COLD
WEATHER
OPERATION,
ENGINEERING,
UTILITIES, WATER TREATMENT, WASTE ISPOSAL PIPELINES, HEAT LOSS, MANUALS,
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION.
NP 2136
SEA ICE PROPERTIES.
Tucker, W.B., 111,et af, US. Army Cold Repna Reseeth and Engne
Laboratory. Special report,
Oct. 1984, SR 84-29, MIZEX: a program for mss
cale air-ice-ocean interaction experiments in Arctic
marginal ice zones. 5. MIZEX 84 suimmereprment P1 preliminary reports. Edited by O.M. Jhn

nelsen and D.A. Horn, p.82.83, ADA-149 986.
Gow, A.J., Weeks, W.F.
40-4700
ICE PHYSICS, SEA ICE, ICE CORES, ICE FLOES,
ICE STRUCTURE, ICE SAMPLING, ABLATION,
SNOW COVER EFFECT.
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